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Title Effect of ploughing direction and method on the stem form of south coastal lodgepole pine.
Publisher Society of Irish Foresters
Place Dublin
Date 1984
Source Irish Forestry
Volume Vol. 41, No. 2
Key Word ploughing direction, stem form, lodgepole pine, silviculture, Pinus contorta
Abstract The effect of ploughing direction and method on the stem form of lodgepole pine was assessed in two replicated field experiments on low level blanket peat in Co. Mayo. Four ploughing methods were tested and compared. Tunnel ploughing, a form of subsurface drainage, resulted in significantly less sweep than the open furrow methods.
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Series Forest and Wildlife Service, Research Communication No. 19
Date 1978
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Abstract
This report examines the results of an investigation into biomass production and nutrient cycles in Sitka spruce and lodgepole pine on blanket peat in Glenamoy, Co. Mayo. Total dry matter production is estimated for the period 1969-72 inclusive. Litter fall and nutrient levels in soil and the tree crop are estimated for lodgepole pine. The methods used to estimate litter fall and nutrient levels are not considered reliable. However, because of the absence of information on nutrient levels and litter falls the estimates are included.
Lodgepole pine is a species which causes great difficulties for the forest manager. Washington and Oregon provenances are the most extensively planted provenances but are affected by problems of stability and poor stem form. It has been shown that, given the right environment, lodgepole pine from these origins can produce logs of good joinery quality. In the trial the average extent of sweep was 12.9 degrees. This was reduced to 9.2 degrees after selection of final crops trees. Selective thinning yielded 80% of stands giving joinery quality timber. Without selective thinning 60% of stands appear to have joinery potential.

Abstract

During the next decade the realisation of the potential of lodgepole pine as high end-value product is imperative as increased volumes become available. Import substitution is a possibility for this species' timber. Lodgepole pine comprises 21% of total afforestation in 1988. Log quality and timber properties influence the end-use applications of the timber. Large saw-log will comprise 9% of the total volume produced and the volume of pulpwood that will become available is forecast at 259,000,000 cubic metres during the next decade.
Tree farming in Ireland: potential and prospects.

Drumlin soils are remarkably productive for tree growth according to available productivity estimates. The Agricultural Institute concluded that much of the drumlin area of County Leitrim can be afforested to the national advantage. In order to allay fears and suspicions of people in drumlin areas, it should be made clear that only landowners wishing to participate in tree farming need do so.

A thinning experiment in Avoca Forest: results over 23 years.

Drumlin soils are remarkably productive for tree growth according to available productivity estimates. The Agricultural Institute concluded that much of the drumlin area of County Leitrim can be afforested to the national advantage. In order to allay fears and suspicions of people in drumlin areas, it should be made clear that only landowners wishing to participate in tree farming need do so.
Volume
Vol. 45, No. 1

Key Word
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Abstract
During the spring of 1964, a thinning experiment was established in Avoca Forest, Co. Wicklow. The object of the experiment was to "determine the effects of thinning to different levels of standing basal area after treatment, on basal areas and volume increment, diameter and height of the 40 largest stems per acre and diameter assortments of the crop”. There were no management tables at the time, and therefore no recognised thinning prescription which was consistent with crop productivity. On free-draining, stable sites heavy thinning offers a series of lucrative thinnings with very little deleterious effects on production. Also the economic rotation of a Sitka spruce crop can be significantly shortened with heavy thinning because of the early attainment of tree sizes which yield maximum values.
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Abstract
99.2% of all sycamore leaves and 88.8% of all ash leaves, at a site assessed about 5km from the coast of Derry in 1986, were found to have suffered some degree of wind damage. The mean area of damage for all the sycamore leaves was 2.41% whilst that for ash was significantly lower at 1.38%. Regression analysis established that there was a positive relationship between percentage damage and leaf area in sycamore, but the relationship for ash was not significant.
Abstract
In view of the early interest shown in growing willows as a novel source of pulpwood in Northern Ireland a review of the pulp and paper properties of the genus Salix was carried out. In general, pulp yields were acceptable and the quantities of chemicals consumed in the pulping process were not excessive. A practical evaluation of the pulp and properties of the juvenile Salix viminalis was high. A high-strength pulp with barely adequate drainage properties was produced. This would tend to limit the range of paper types for which the pulp would be suitable but this range could probably be increased by using more mature stems from plants grown on a longer harvesting cycle.
The author's account of the history of Irish forestry begins with the purchase of Avondale by the early Dept. of Agriculture in 1904. The foundation of the Society of Irish Foresters in 1943 and its development over the next 50 years are recounted. The great expansion in forest planting after the war was facilitated by new techniques in drainage and ploughing and, later, by the increasing mechanisation of the industry in the 50s and 60s. The establishment of a commercial semi-state forestry company, Coillte Teoranta, is identified as the most important development in state forestry since its beginning.

Historically, new plantations of Sitka spruce were planted on a raised, weed-free planting position in Ireland and Great Britain using manual or mechanical techniques. Some of the benefits of mechanical ground preparation can be achieved using herbicides. The application to second rotation sites of the results of research and development of mechanical ground preparation methods for afforestation is speculative. Phosphate and nitrogen fertilisers have been necessary on most upland sites.
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Abstract
Natural forest ecosystems are less productive than their theoretical net productivity rates. This difference can be lessened by silvicultural methods, including genetic improvement. This paper summarises current and near-term (within 5 years) technologies including early selection, flower stimulation, vegetative propagation and crop ideotypes and describes how these are used to reduce the time required to breed and put into use genetically improved material.
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A study of the impact of the European wild rabbit (Oryctolagus cuniculus L.) on young tree plantations.
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Key Word
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Abstract
Four tree species are identified as being susceptible to rabbit damage to the leading shoot, side-shoots or to the stem. These are pedunculate oak (Quercus robur L.), ash (Fraxinus excelsior), Sitka spruce (Picea sitchensis (Bong.) Carr) and Japanese larch (Larix kaempferi L.). Relatively low levels of damage were displayed by beech (Fagus sylvatica L.), sweet chestnut (Castanea sativa L.) and Dougals fir (Pseudotsuga menziesii).
Differences between tree species in susceptibility to different forms of rabbit damage are identified as being due to a number of interrelated factors, which were ecological, chemical and physical in nature.
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Abstract The acid rain controversy and forest decline in Europe are reviewed. Although forest damage is extensive, there are suggestions that much of it may be due to factors other than changes in atmospheric chemistry. A combination of elevated ozone levels, acid mists, fogs and frosts, following drought years, seems the most plausible hypothesis in areas worst affected. Low soil fertility may accentuate the problem. Rainfall acidity is less in Ireland compared with the rest of Europe and projected emissions of sulphur dioxide from generating stations appear to be of little consequence to Irish forests.
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Abstract
The author notes the government's inability to take advantage of falling land prices to consolidate forest holdings. At least 10,000 hectares will need to be planted for a further 15 years to ensure stability of supply to the timber industry. It is unlikely that private institutional afforestation will make up for the shortfall caused by government cutbacks in the State's forestry programme. Support for farmer afforestation is suggested as a partial solution to the reduction in planting.
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Abstract
The high costs of forest road construction, maintenance, and timber transportation warrant extensive planning of forest road network layout. Two factors have to be considered during the planning process: road density, which influences off-road transportation distances; and road class, which relates to trucking and road maintenance costs. In order to establish well planned forest roads, it is essential that the planning process involves the total network, not individual roads or road networks. Current research, including computerised road location procedures, the use of geotextiles in road construction, and the development of a central tyre inflation concept, will have an important impact on the control of future harvest transportation costs.
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Abstract
The Electricity Supply Board has sole responsibility for generation, transmission, distribution and sale of electricity in the Republic of Ireland. Its main timber requirements are 17 kilovolt transmission poles, 38 kv distribution poles and smaller wood in the form of cattleguard, staylog, marker boards, sleepers and bog boards. Preservation of the timbers are carried out by use of a creosote oil or water-borne preservative. After preservation the poles are impregnated by the Bethell (full cell) process or the Reuping (empty cell) process.
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Abstract
This is the author's overview of Irish forestry from 1929 to 1979. He describes past policies and procedures and
the early Irish forestry pioneers who are especially noted for introducing Sitka spruce and lodgepole pine into
Ireland. He also comments on the development of forestry education, and in particular the NUT's faculty of
agriculture. Forestry in the West of Ireland before the emergency, forestry in the Slieve Blooms, Scots pine on
upland sites, ploughing, soil research, management tables, timber use and European forestry decline are also
dealt with.
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Abstract
Irish silvicultural practices are essentially continental in style, even though our wet climate and moisture
retentive soils mean Sitka spruce and lodgepole pine are our main tree crops. Norway spruce is the prevalent
tree on mainland Europe. Thinning difficulties are considered to be of great concern in Ireland and wide initial
spacing or re-spacing are needed to deal with the windthrow problem. The Oceanic system, also called early
final selection system, is advocated for Ireland but is not considered suitable for lodgepole pine plantations. A
re-appraisal of Irish silvicultural practices is advocated.
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What is the correct name for the Dunkeld Hybrid Larch (Larix decidua x L. leptolepis)
Publisher
Society of Irish Foresters
Place
The name Larix eurolepis, widely used for the larch hybrid originally raised at Dunkeld in Scotland between L. leptolepis (Japanese larch) and L. decidua (European larch) is shown to be invalid and, it is argued, should be replaced by the earlier name L. x henryana, which commemorates Augustine Henry. However, it is noted that if the parentage of L. x marschelnisi can be determined beyond reasonable doubt, this name could take priority over the other two. At present L. x marschelnisi is considered to have arisen when L. leptolepis crossed with either L. sibrica (Siberian larch) or L. decidua.
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Abstract
Less than 50,000 acres (or one third of 1% of the land surface) of native woodland still exists, even in semi-natural conditions. The largest part owes its survival to its position on steep rocky slopes which are incapable of being cultivated, e.g. Arklow to Rathdrum and Aughrim. While coppicing, a traditional English method of oakwood exploitation was carried out in some native woodlands, it was not practised widely. After 1820, oak coppice became uneconomic as did most hardwood coppicing. Scots pine and larch coppicing developed, but during the second world war the treatment of oak coppice became more common. Sessile oak and pedunculate oak occur on siliceous and non-acidic sites respectively. Oak, birch, elm, alder, poplars, willows, rowan, yew, white beam, strawberry tree, beech, sycamore and Scots pine are naturalised introductions.
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Abstract
There is an increased interest in the role of 'good companion' and pioneer species in the maintenance of healthy conditions in the forest. A number of Avondale mixtures show how successful these mixtures have been. Comparisons between sessile oak and shade bearing beech show that beech rapidly outgrew the light-demanding oak. Light-tolerant oak and ash mixtures failed. Temporary mixtures of larch and Scots pine gain most by the indicator Erica cinerea. Rare exotics and certain hardwoods are expensive if the full compliment of plants is used. Inexpensive fillers are used, e.g. Japanese larch was suppressive to its Norway spruce filler. Frost protection of Sitka spruce by mixture with Japanese larch is examined.
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Some views on the private forests of Ireland, past and present.
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**Abstract**
The author deals with the use of coniferous woodland for woodcock cover in Ireland. He criticises underplanting with rhododendron, dog-wood and laurel. The natural oak forest at Mote Park, Co. Roscommon regenerated naturally until it was invaded by ivy. Ash and sycamore are the only natural regenerating species. The suggests that the potential of planting Californian redwoods in Ireland should be examined.
All methods of estimating the volume of woods and plantations have as their basic principle an accurate count of all trees and an accurate measurement of one or more sample trees. Sample plot data and girthing of stems are important as is the method of calculation of mensurational data. The total volume of the plantation or wood is the most relevant.
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Abstract
The author recommends increased investment in forestry, not only because of the strong forward linkage associated with the industry, but also because it can play an important role in diversifying an unstable rural economy. Although there has been a strong degree of support for a policy of afforestation among politicians and the general public, the author is not optimistic about the expansion of State forests. Rising land prices, and consequent resentment of farmers at Forest and Wildlife Service intervention in the land market, will make the target of 10,000 hectares expansion increasingly difficult to maintain. An integrated approach to rural land use planning in Ireland is recommended. Diversity of species, ideas, interest groups, and power bases provides the best hope of sustaining and expanding a viable forestry estate.
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Abstract
Frost lift is the main hazard for seedlings in Ireland. In September 1972 an exceptional frost, with gross minimum temperatures commonly less than 5 degrees C. occurred in the midlands and west. Sitka spruce, Scots pine and Douglas fir in particular were badly affected. Sitka is the most resilient of the three species.
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Abstract The letters reproduced are of interest to foresters in that they describe some planting at a relatively early date and they illustrate the difficulties the early planters had in obtaining trees. They were all written in the eighteenth century. The topics covered include transporting trees by horse, obtaining 'elms', grafting and planting oak and sowing of pine seeds. Four of the letters were written by various employees to Henry Boyle, the Earl of Shannon, and two are from Anthony Foster to Sir Maurice Crosby.
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Abstract
The possibility of using hydrolysed wood as a source of fermentable carbohydrate has been recognised for many years. Forests are a source of this carbohydrate. Conversion of cellulosic material to 'wood sugar' involves the breakdown of high polymer carbohydrates and the hydrolysis of the bonds between them and other compounds. Several processes may achieve this: the Bergius-Rheinau process; the Scholler-Tornesch process; the Giordanie-Leone process; the Madison process; and the sulphite process. Lignins and fermentation based on wood provides a wide range of products such as proteins and alcohols.
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Abstract
Growth check of Norway spruce and Scots pine on reed swamp peat appeared to be due to potassium deficiency. Ground vegetation may prevent the efficient utilisation of applied potassium in 20 - 22 year old crops. In two of three to eight year old crops, which had potassium fertiliser application and annual vegetation control treatments, potassium deficiency was severe. Vegetation control on its own gave some small growth increase compared with potassium alone but tended to decrease growth or be ineffective when the treatments were combined. On the third site where the potassium deficiency was milder there were indications that N and P deficiency may be limiting growth. Potassium fertilisation significantly increased late frost damage.
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Abstract Recent investigations have demonstrated that the cocoon of adult female European pine flies was larger than that of the male. Tests were carried out on a sample size of 300.
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Abstract Results from an experiment on Sitka spruce, which had ground rock phosphate and sulphate of ammonia supplied 5 and 7 years post planting, demonstrate that both fertilisers significantly increased height growth. Both reduced foliar nitrogen and foliar potassium concentrations significantly. It was shown that leader breakage and total tree height are related.
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Abstract Costs of producing planting stock in the Forest and Wildlife Service have been reduced appreciably since the early 1960s. About this time small, manually operated nurseries began to close and larger mechanised operations became more common. Costs reductions were achieved in the areas of weeding of seed beds and transplant lines. The use of herbicides contributed significantly to these savings. Improved rotation practices are also important. Lining out accounts for the highest percentage of nursery costs at 31.8%.
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Abstract
Patterns of crop structure in unthinned Sitka spruce stands are examined by multiple and polynomial regression. Productivity categories for top height are evolved on the basis of confidence belts. Wide variation in volume to 8cm top diameter amounting to 160-200 cubic metres/ha is shown within a range of top heights 7m to 20m. Volume production per ha up to 8cm top diameter for top height is greater in young unthinned stands in Ireland than indicated in the Forest Management Tables (1971). Total stem-wood volume is equivalent to timber volume plus 20 cubic metres/ha. Top height/age patterns indicated a range of yield classes to over 24 cubic metres/ha/an. Mortality is not severe up to 14m top height. Variation in site conditions meant that volume/top height patterns could not easily be explained by the site factors, elevation, aspect and slope.
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**Abstract**
The object of the study was to determine the use and treatment methods of Norway spruce transmission poles in France and Germany. The report shows that Norway spruce is used extensively in both France and Germany for transmission poles. The total pole market in France is 300,000 poles p.a., and 400,000 in Germany. In both France and Germany poles are treated with creosote and CCA. In Germany poles are drilled to improve uptake of creosote. There are strict regulations surrounding the use of all preservative chemicals in both countries. Electricity and telecommunication companies have very tight specifications covering this and all aspects of pole quality and production. Both France and Germany also have national standards for poles. Raw material is readily available apart from large pine poles which are imported into Germany.
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Abstract
The author notes that in 1974 investment in farms and forests was sometimes rated ahead of stocks and shares. He deals with wood as raw material rather than an environmental necessity. A new balance in prices for primary products is emerging globally but forest owners ought not expect to increase profits without increasing operating efficiency. Aggressive developments of new products and markets is necessary to ensure the success of wood sales from the forest which are seen as producing environmentally safe products. In Europe agricultural prices will decide the final balance between forest and agricultural land-uses.
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Abstract Depth to water table was measured at weekly intervals over a one year period in each plot of a N/P factorial, Sitka spruce (Picea sitchensis (Bong.) Carr.) fertilization experiment on deep peat in western Ireland. The relatively rapid adjustment of water table levels to changing precipitation patterns suggested that no extreme deficits occurred in the peat during the growing season. While tree growth was increased with N and P fertilisers, depth to water table was significantly increased in the phosphate treated plots only. The greatest depression was recorded at the lowest level of added phosphate. It is difficult to evaluate the long term effects of tree growth on this peat. Information is needed on the relationship between peat moisture content and water table depth and on the optimum moisture conditions for tree growth on this site.
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In this paper a practical procedure for assisting forest management in allocating funds for fire protection in plantations is proposed, and its application to a specific situation discussed. It is proposed that protection should be allocated in proportion to the relative values of index numbers calculated for each plantation. These index numbers are calculated as the product of two other numbers, one indicating the risk or chance that the plantation will be threatened by a fire, and the other the value of the plantation. This is the first attempt to introduce an objective decision-making mechanism into a situation where management has traditionally relied on experience and judgement.
Pruning experiments on dominant trees of six conifer species indicate that the effects of green pruning on increment are rather similar over all species. Diameter at breast height is affected most, height least. Depression of increment lasts about 4 years with pruning treatment up to 40% live crown removal. Above this intensity the depression lasts longer and volume loss becomes serious. 40% to 60% live crown removal would be needed to give adequate clean stem lengths in one treatment. 40% live crown removal would be acceptable silviculturally provided a high enough price could be obtained for clean timber (over £2 per cubic metre for pruned Sitka spruce at 1974 prices). There is no evidence of severe disease risk in green pruned trees.
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Abstract
In Northern Ireland Sitka spruce is the most important single species planted, but often it is found on sites where thinning operations are costly. There is interest in growth development without thinning for the species with particular regard to gross increment and size of individual trees. The experiment used a 12 year old crop with mean height of 4 metres just before thicket stage. Tree height, DBH, mean volume per tree, basal area per sub-plot and per hectare, volume per hectare, branchiness, tree volume, frequency distributions, form factor, form height of crop, mortality and volume/basal area relationship were assessed. It is suggested that much better financial returns would be obtained by longer rotations under usual conditions.
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Abstract
Irish forestry has been concerned mainly with establishment of crops and early growth on peatlands and not with
later development of crops and crop generation. In Finland clear felling has led to 20-40cm rises in water table
levels with smaller rises post thinnings. It is thought that post clearfell situation will require repeated drainage
for crop establishment.
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Abstract
This survey of native woodland and other areas of scientific interest in the State forests is the first step in a long-
term and comprehensive programme of nature conservation under the direction of the Forest and Wildlife
Service. The main aims of this programme and the various management objectives to which they give rise are set
out. These objectives include the control of grazing, control of alien woody species which regenerate freely,
zoning, control of burning, and control of collection of plants and animals. The current state of regeneration of
the woody species in Irish semi-natural woodlands is assessed, and a regeneration strategy is outlined. It is
recommended that a silvicultural system in which there is the minimum of interference be chosen. A brief
history of Irish woodlands and a survey of woodland types is included.
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Site amelioration for reforestation.
Reforestation will become increasingly important during the period between 1979 and 1989 due to the tenfold increase needed in regeneration, from 400 hectares p.a. to 4,000 hectares p.a. Most clear-felling has been done in the east of Ireland but species selection and cultivation is irregular. An increase in yield class results in very large increases in NDR especially for lower yield classes. These data highlight the financial implications of correct species selection. Harvesting affects the nutrient store on a site as well as the physical properties of the soil. Harvesting systems dictate the amount of slash produced and windrowing by bulldozer is used for its simplicity where slash is heavy. It is more desirable to wind-row than to burn/slash because of the danger of Rhizina undulata development.

The various options open to the forest manager in dealing with lop and top are outlined. These are: leave the lop and top undisturbed and plant through it; burn the lop and top in situ and pit plant; plant on mounds on top of lop and top; finally, bulldoze stunted trees which are of no value and rip ground at the same time. In Nordic countries soil cultivation is generally practised but in Denmark removal of brash only is carried out prior to cultivation. The author recommends planting through top and lop on good sites but wind-rowing on site cultivation is recommended for poorer sites.
The challenge to the forest manager.

Forest managers must ensure that decisions made regarding timber production, and ancillary activities such as wildlife and amenity functions within a forest, contribute to balanced resource management in the future. Silviculture and soil biological activity are assessed as is the question of species selection and financial criteria. Preservation of crop structure, especially in the context of windthrow is considered. Ecosystem management, weed problems, planting standards, thinning regime, disease problems, harvesting and fire protection are also covered.

Spacing trials in Sitka spruce.

Picea sitchensis, spacing, Sitka spruce, planting, nitrogen demand, height growth, thinning, silviculture, growth
Abstract
Spacing experiments in various conifer tree species have been conducted since 1958 with a view to assembling information on growth rates and crop structure in differently spaced stands. As this report demonstrates, differences in spacing at planting time have no effect on survival. Spacing has little influence on height growth. Nutrient deficient sites, where demand for nitrogen apparently reduces height growth in close spacings, are exceptions, as are spot fertilised crops where greater manurial application per hectare at close spacing slightly increases height growth. Diameter breast height differences between close (1.2m squared) spacings and wider spacings occur when the trees have reached 4 metres height. (2.4m squared) spacings show distinct within-crop competition when trees have reached height of 11-14 meters. This competition can be reduced by thinning. Branch diameter differences due to spacing difference become apparent when trees have attained 4 meters height.
The sharp increase in the cost of potash and rock phosphate fertilisers in recent years creates an urgent need for a more precise specification for the use of fertilisers in practice. Four aspects need to be specified: the specific nutrient element or elements required; the rate at which they should be applied; the source or form in which the required nutrients should be supplied; and the method of application. Recommendations are made for application of fertiliser on sites of the following classifications: fields and ornamental ground; furze or whin; rough pasture, with or without cropping rock; and woodland.
thinning, but data are scanty. There is room to develop broader stand management strategies related to supply and demand and for constructing new forecasts.
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**Abstract**
The Northern Ireland Forest Service has adopted a no-thinning policy for Sitka spruce on most areas of peat and gley soils due to experience of early windthrow following thinning both in Northern Ireland and elsewhere on such sites. The reasoning behind this decision is explained and its effects on such aspects of management as production timing, employment, road construction, recreation, conservation, landscape values and the work of the forester are discussed. The author concludes that there are considerable areas in Northern Ireland of a suitable age for respacing and the Forest Service is considering to what extent it should be carried out.

**Address of author**
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The paper outlines the principle results from thinning and spacing experimentation in the Republic of Ireland. Experimentation began in Ireland in the late 1950s. Some meaningful results are now available from these experiments. If spacing at planting is increased from 1.8 to 2.4m square in Sitka spruce a loss in production of about 4% is incurred. A loss of the same magnitude results from a thinning intensity which removes 80% of volume increment. Wider initial spacings or heavier thinning intensities than those conventionally practised give greater quantities of sawlog timber. A first thinning in spruce which removes alternate lines of trees does not depress increment. There are implications for timber quality where wide spacing and heavy thinning are employed.

An economic evaluation of a number of silvicultural treatments, which include spacing, respacing and thinning in Sitka spruce and coastal lodgepole pine is presented. The results show, for the two prices assumed, that lower crop densities than those practised lead to greater profitability if wood quality is not drastically reduced. The need for a detailed examination of the relationship between silvicultural treatment and wood quality is stressed. The evidence indicates that while lower than current crop densities lead to greater profitability, the optimum will depend upon the results from the suggested wood quality study.
A new interpretation of forest recreation management.

There are 1.5 million visitors to Irish forests each year. However, the recent expansion in this area is beginning to level off, and there is a need to clearly define the nature and the possibilities of forest recreation. The first task is to ascertain the reasons visitors come to the forest and their needs and expectations. The author discusses forest recreation in terms of its contribution to an understanding of native heritage. Apart from the passive use of forest amenities, such as walking or nature trails, the forest has potential for more active, vigorous activities such as following 'rough trails' or pony trekking. The educational function of forest amenity management is stressed. The central role of interpretative facilities in increasing public awareness and appreciation of forests must be recognised.

Key Word
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Returning to nature.

There are 1.5 million visitors to Irish forests each year. However, the recent expansion in this area is beginning to level off, and there is a need to clearly define the nature and the possibilities of forest recreation. The first task is to ascertain the reasons visitors come to the forest and their needs and expectations. The author discusses forest recreation in terms of its contribution to an understanding of native heritage. Apart from the passive use of forest amenities, such as walking or nature trails, the forest has potential for more active, vigorous activities such as following 'rough trails' or pony trekking. The educational function of forest amenity management is stressed. The central role of interpretative facilities in increasing public awareness and appreciation of forests must be recognised.
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Abstract
Prior to the 18th century there was little appreciation of the aesthetic qualities of wild or unproductive land. The taste for cultivated, man-made landscape emerged in the 15th century as the medieval puritanical aloofness to worldly things began to wane. The violence of this period contributed to mistrust of forests and other wilderness areas. Only in the late 17th century did the beauty of the Alps begin to be admired. Gradually beauty came to be seen in what was previously regarded as barren and chaotic. The paintings of the Italian and Dutch landscape painters of the 17th century are seen as central to the development of a landscape aesthetic. Later landscape came to be revered and the pursuit of the picturesque became obsessive. After this stage passed it became possible to enjoy an easier, unmediated experience of nature and scenery.
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Abstract
The object of this study was to make a financial comparison between growing Sitka spruce on Old Red Sandstone sites, using fertiliser nitrogen, and lodgepole pine which grows vigorously without any inputs of nitrogen. Japanese larch/Sitka spruce mixtures are also included in the appraisal. Results showed that growing lodgepole pine, or the larch/spruce mixture, are more feasible propositions on ORS soils. However, because of the lower nitrogen requirements, and lower production potential of lodgepole pine, Sitka spruce is the more attractive option on some peat soils.
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Abstract
In the period between 1980 and 1990 the availability of sawlogs will increase by 238%. The softwood sawmilling industry has the potential to become one of the most dynamic sectors of the economy over the next few decades. State stumpage will increase to £30.2m in the year 2000 (1980 £). The author advocates the setting up of a forest products development board, the development of a policy regarding the range within which the quantity offered for sale will fall from year to year, and a carefully monitored examination of alternative sales methods to reach an optimum sales method mix.

Abstract

For thousands of years man inhabited the post-glacial forests of Europe but it was not till the advent of farming that his impact on the forest became significant. Stone axes are the most widespread, if tenuous, evidence of early forest exploitation. Because of special circumstances in the west of Ireland the actual landscape of the Stone Age farmers is still available for study. The discovery of extensive land enclosure under blanket bog which must have preceded by major forest clearance is changing our view of the nature and scale of early farm settlements in Ireland.
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Tree ring-series - a valuable source of ecological and environmental information.
Publisher
The object of dendrochronology, or tree ring analysis, is to place a calendar date on any particular ring by correlating wide or narrow rings with some limiting factor. The tree ring series then becomes a valuable source of environmental and ecological information. By combining information from living and dead timber long tree-ring-series can be obtained. This is very useful in dating archaeological objects made from wood. Oak is particularly suited to this type of analysis as it produces annual rings so consistently. Regression analysis allows ring width to be regressed against a series of environmental parameters such as temperature, precipitation etc. Multiple regression analysis may be used to elucidate the relationship between ring width and a combination of environmental factors, and can account for a considerable proportion of ring width variation (80%).

Dendrochronological techniques have been applied to studies of sub-fossil forests under Irish peat deposits and in studies which demonstrated correlations between ring patterns and regional environmental patterns as well as local site factors.

Augustine Henry's interest in forestry began during his time in the Imperial Customs Service in China. While studying forestry in Europe in the early 1900s he became very aware of the importance of choosing the correct species for site conditions. His work on 'Trees of Great Britain and Ireland' clearly demonstrated that it was a mistake to base both Irish and English forestry on purely European species, which grew in a climate quite different from that of the western British Isles. He was convinced that species native to the western part of North
America were more suited to British and Irish conditions, and he encouraged the planting of species from
countries with mild damp climates such as Douglas fir, Sitka spruce, Scots pine and Sequoia. He concluded
from his study on elms that supposed varieties were often simple combinations of two existing species. A
similar study of oaks convinced him of the value of hybrids in the search for fast-growing varieties, a theme
which continued to occupy him throughout his career. In 1913 he completed "Trees" and took up the first chair
of Forestry in Dublin.
Nitrogen accumulation by Ulex gallii (Planch.) in a forest ecosystem.
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**Abstract**
Accumulation of nitrogen was assessed under naturally occurring, 5 year old Ulex gallii (Planch.) dwarf furze, on impoverished soils formed from Old Red Sandstone. Nitrogen accumulation in U.gallii and non-Ulex vegetation (including litter), in roots and soils (25 x 25 x 25cm cores) was estimated within 5 x 2m squared subplots chosen subjectively on the basis of legume occurrence within a single, phosphate-fertilised plot of a forest experimental site at Kilworth, Co. Cork. The influence of U. gallii on carbon and nitrogen mineralisation in litter and soil was also evaluated. A close correlation ($r = 0.99$, p< 0.05) was found between U.gallii cover (2.4 to 19.9 t DM ha$^{-1}$) and the nitrogen content on total vegetation (220 to 495kg N ha$^{-1}$, resp.) The relationship between U. gallii occurrence and soil nitrogen (2325 to 2588kg N ha$^{-1}$, resp.) or soil plus vegetation N (2545 to 3085Kg N ha$^{-1}$, resp.) were weaker ($r = 0.72$ and 0.86 resp.) The correlation between legume cover and the nitrogen content (% DM) of the non-Ulex vegetation was $r = 0.83$. The annual accumulation of nitrogen within the vegetation was estimated to be 55kg N ha$^{-1}$. Only Ulex litter released appreciable quantities of nitrogen after 80 days incubation at 20°C. -5.89 compared to 1.1.7 and 2.28mg N g$^{-1}$ total-N by sensecent Ulex spines and non-Ulex litter, respectively. Mineralisation of soil nitrogen after 112 days incubation at 20 degrees C. was considerably greater under U. gallii than under other vegetation (Culluna-Mollina spp) - 3.3% and 0.4% of soil -N, respectively. These results were corroborated by CO2 evolution studies. The results are discussed in the context of the nitrogen requirements of Sitka spruce stands on these soils and the distribution and exploitation of U.gallii as a nurse crop.
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Abstract
The driven woodcock shoot at Cong, in which birds are flushed and driven towards the guns on the right and left of the 'beat', is the only remaining one of any significance in Europe. The forest on the Ashford Castle Estate was developed primarily to provide cover for game. The first driven shoot in Cong was in 1905. The prime habitat of these birds is woodland with unthinned Sitka spruce, Norway spruce, Douglas fir, grand fir and western hemlock.

Abstract
Despite several objections to the granting of planning permission for the Masonite moulded door facing manufacturing plant at Drumsna Co. Leitrim, the company is confident the development will go ahead. Following a meeting with the company the Minister for Arts and Culture with responsibility for Heritage, Michael D. Higgins, withdrew his late objection to the siting of the plant and stated that changes agreed would ameliorate the visual impact of the plant. These changes included more extensive landscaping and a 5 to 6m reduction in the ridge height of the main building. However, 10 of the original 11 appeals to An Bord Pleanala are still standing. The objections centre primarily on the location of the plant and its visual impact on tourism and the waterways.
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Abstract
Unlike peat, mineral soils are best aerated by a combination of drainage and cultivation, rather than by drainage alone. Therefore there is more than one planting position to be considered. This report describes experiments designed to compare the three main positions available for planting: in the furrow; between the furrow and ribbon; and on top of the ribbon. Three major soil groups were represented in the planting position experiments, and planting positions are recommended for each one. These were: on the ribbon top or on the step for peaty podsolised gleys; in the furrow for peaty iron pan podsol; and in the furrow for indurated iron pan podsol where the average depth is less than 35 cm.
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Abstract
The species Pinus contorta is native to North America where its present day distribution is extremely large, covering a very wide ecological amplitude. Early planting records placed lodgepole pine fifth most important species in Irish forests, but its status has gradually increased and it accounted for 35% of the trees planted in the late seventies. The coastal provenance has been found to be most suited to Irish conditions. All experiments to date have shown that the most vigorous provenances have always come from the southern end of the species distribution, while the northern coastal group has ranked intermediate between the south coastal and inland groups. The quality of home grown timber has been consistently high and tests have shown it to saw and season
very well. It compares well to Sitka spruce in both these respects, and has superior strength qualities. Where available, large timber is converted to panelling. The most pressing problem facing growers of the species coastal provenance is its vulnerability to basal sweep.
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**Abstract**
There is unlikely to be a change in the traditional, limited utilisation of pulpwood over the next 5 - 10 years. Most small dimension roundwood and mill residues will be processed into particleboard (chipboard), fibreboard, pulp and paper. After a difficult period for pulp producers the markets for these products looks set to grow steadily over the next few years. It is estimated that by 1990 Ireland will have over 1m cubic metres of smallwood and wood residues for processing, but the quantities of materials produced should not have any marked impact on world trade. However, to make an impact on available markets the industry in Ireland must have available to it modern, fully integrated export oriented industrial capacity, located near the timber supply.
 guided walks, recreation, forest amenities, tourism, landscape, environment

Abstract
The author offers advice to foresters who are asked to conduct guided walks in their own forests. Emphasis is placed on effective communication which can only be achieved if the guide is comfortable with the route chosen and technical language is avoided. The recommended length for a walk is about 1 1/2 to 2 hours covering about 1.5 miles. The optimum group size is estimated to be about 20 - 25 people.
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Abstract
A study was carried out in a 50 year old crop of Sitka spruce, yield Class 20, in order to determine: (i) The extent to which total production could be increased through implementing complete tree harvesting, and; (ii) The effect this would have on site fertility. The result showed that the stemwood and bark represented 62%, the slash 20% and the roots 18% of the total dry matter production. Although inclusion of the slash in the final harvest would result in a very large increase in the amounts of nutrients removed, it is concluded that this would have serious consequences for site fertility only on impoverished mineral soils with low reserves of organic matter. Data are included on the actual value of the nutrients (N, P and K only) in the slash and on its energy content.
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Factors that contribute to basal sweep in lodgepole pine.

The high incidence of basal sweep on exposed areas causes difficulties in both the harvesting and conversion of lodgepole pine timber. It has been suggested that the underlying cause of basal sweep is the result of strong winds acting on a tree which has an imbalance between the root and the shoot during the early years of planting. The object of this paper is to examine the various contributing factors to this imbalance, including poor physical condition of the soil, inadequate aeration or drainage, incorrect planting technique, defective nursery stock as well as those genetic features of the trees themselves which control the growth of the root and shoot. It is suggested that the problem of root distortion at planting can be overcome by using some form of containers in which seedling roots are allowed to develop naturally and the root plug complete with growing medium is planted without disturbance. A change in cultivation practice is also required to encourage radial root spread.
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Abstract
Three experiments covering the use of common broom, two species of lupin and two species of alder as aids in the establishment of Sitka spruce are described. One experiment was begun in 1961 and the others in 1964. Of the species tested common broom and tree lupin showed most promise. Broom when young is susceptible to destruction by hares, and tree lupin dies after about 5 years. A combination of tree lupin and broom has resulted in a satisfactorily growing crop of Sitka spruce after 20 years. Establishment of tree lupin is improved by ground limestone and by intensive cultivation, but the long-term benefit of tree lupin alone to a tree crop has not been established. It is suggested that further work is required to investigate the use of a shrubby or dwarf species of alder and also into the use of the native dwarf furze as nurses for Sitka spruce.
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Abstract
In order to ensure the durability of lodgepole pine used in joinery it is necessary to apply a preservative treatment with strong fungicidal and insecticidal action. The objectives of the study on which this report focuses were: (i) to measure the volumetric uptake of organic solvent preservative by plantation grown Irish lodgepole pine; (ii) to determine the retention (loading) of the active fungicidal ingredient bis(tir-n-butyl) oxide (TBTO) in the preservative solution used. The treatability of a timber species indicates the amenability of that species to preservative impregnation. It reflects the level of preservative absorption and retention. The average gravimetric uptake of preservative solution by Irish lodgepole pine is 22.77 l/cubic metre, only slightly less than the results for imported Scots pine. Irish lodgepole pine can be successfully treated with an organic solvent preservative by the Double-Vacuum process. It is concluded that the treatability of Irish lodgepole pine contributes to the potential import substitution of red deal.
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Abstract
At present Ireland has probably the largest per capita investment in afforestation in Europe. However, the low percentage of broadleaved species results in Ireland importing tropical timbers to satisfy the demand for high quality hardwood, and statistics are given for imports of these woods from each producing country. The 53,193 tonnes of tropical wood imported in 1987, together with processed woods, represents a tropical forest area of 4,000 ha. felled to supply Ireland's needs. The author suggests that it is possible that an increased demand for native lodgepole pine and Douglas fir could help to largely replace tropical wood requirements. However, genetic research must continue on ash, cherry, and sycamore. It is recommended that a strategy orientated towards quality broadleaf production should receive priority, and argues for a substantial increase in investment into tree improvement.
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Abstract
Red, fallow and sika deer occur in Northern Ireland forests. Fallow, often associated with old estate deer parks are most widespread. Sika occur in large numbers in Tyrone and Fermanagh, while red are a comparatively minor species slowly spreading in from Donegal. Economic damage in coniferous woodland has been relatively light arising mainly from the activities of male deer cleaning velvet and marking territories. Lodgepole pine is particularly susceptible to damage by red and sika deer. The essence of good deer management lies in the design of more open forests enabling the deer to be observed, assessed and culled as necessary. Deer have an important educational and recreational role within forestry.
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In Ballinglen forest, Co. Wicklow, 40 of the 60 ha reforested with Douglas fir have suffered severe damage as a result of bark being stripped by deer. Culling has not prevented further damage, so a purpose built electric fence has been erected. The fence consists of an outer fence 1 metre high with four strands of live wire, and an inner fence with three strands of live wire. The total cost of the fence was £3,900 (£3.35 per metre). Since the fence was erected there has been no further sign of incursion by deer.
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From then to now: recent developments in Irish forestry.
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Abstract
The author traces the origin of modern forestry in Ireland to 19th century attempts to begin to reverse the almost complete deforestation of the country. The change from a Civil Service dual management structure to more modern effective management system in the 1980 is seen as the most significant organisational issue of recent times. In 1987 the government decided to establish a commercial state-sponsored forestry company, and Coillte was launched in December 1988.
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Abstract
The author dates the beginning of the demise of Irish forests to Neolithic times, and the original forest cover comprises only 0.2% of land area today. Present day broadleaved woodlands may be grouped into three categories: remnants of the wildwood; plantations; and secondary woodland on abandoned farmland. All of the native timbers were of considerable importance in everyday life up to this century, and today oak, ash and beech are still in demand, especially for furniture. The importance of conserving existing broadleaved woodland is stressed. A clear distinction is drawn between woodland on nature reserves, whose primary purpose is to maintain biodiversity, and broadleaved plantations, which are managed for timber production. The author believes that this type of plantation has an economic future and, if properly managed, it will be able to supply
the demand for good quality timber.
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Abstract
This paper describes briefly the existing stock of broadleaf forest in the Republic. Stands of broadleaves represent only 0.5% of the land area. The total area of broadleaf high forest is 9% of the forested area of the country. Two-thirds of the private and one-third of the State woodlands were planted before the turn of the century. Figures provided show that the existing stock of broadleaves is scattered and mixed. Because of its diversity it is not suitable for extensive management prescriptions. There are considerable costs involved in producing quality hardwood, and only the higher yield classes of ash and sycamore have a reasonable prospect of giving a return at 2%. It is unlikely that oak or beech will produce timber of sufficient quality to fetch high prices given the short rotations and low costs assumed in this analysis.
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An outline is given of the development of Irish hardwood and forest trade. Recent trade figures for hardwood timber and manufactures show that imports exceeded exports due to a low level of home production of timber. It is estimated that at least 20% of the 20m tonnes import of raw material could be supplied from Irish timber, were it available. The current structure of hardwood forestry and downstream industry in Ireland is weak. However, it can be made viable. The demand for quality timber in Europe in the next few years will be met by reduced and more costly supply. As more productive agricultural land becomes available for alternative uses, the potential for establishing hardwood forests will increase. Besides the economic argument, improved environment and diversified forestry are two further important reasons for expanding hardwood forestry.
in a typical clonal plantation.
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Abstract
The expected expansion of the Irish forest industry will result in an increasing demand for good quality planting stock. This paper looks at the plant requirements of the State sector. Figures for Sitka spruce and lodgepole pine plant requirements for the years 1970 - 88 are analysed. Variation in plant demand, variation in total plant demand and variation in the species proportions within that demand during the period are examined. Provision has been made for a 10,000 ha. planting programme. The author concludes that Sitka spruce will remain the dominant species representing not less than 75% of total plant demand. Demand for Douglas fir will also increase, but the position with lodgepole pine is not as clear.
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Planting stock for tommorrow's forest: 'what the manager needs.'
Two recent developments have helped to increase awareness among forest managers of the need for improved plant quality. Firstly, planting rates have increased significantly in recent years and, secondly, a change in cultivation practice which has meant that ripping and moleing techniques are now rapidly replacing conventional ploughing. Both these developments have led to a greater demand for the larger category of planting stock. However, it is difficult for a production unit, working in perhaps three-four year cycles, to respond rapidly to the new situation. With the new awareness on the quality and the need for care in the handling of plants, greater liaison between the producer and the consumer is essential.

A brief account is given on the history of the use of herbicides in state forests. The differentiation into contact, translocated and residual herbicides is explained. This is followed by a description of the attributes of the main herbicides and quantities presently being used by the Forest and Wildlife Service and their recommended rates of use. The type of applicators used is also discussed. The cost per ha. of applying each type of herbicide is estimated, and it is concluded that their use is likely to increase significantly in the Forest and Wildlife Service over the next decade because of their cost effectiveness.
Productivity of horse bunching of whole trees from early thinnings was assessed by means of time studies, using a hand-held micro computer. Productivity which varied from 2.8 to 8.8 steres/hour was found to be dependent upon loadsize and terrain (A stere = cubic metre of loose chips). Productivity can be increased and costs reduced by adopting a herringbone felling pattern and by changing the pattern of unloading at roadside.

Abstract
Productivity of horse bunching of whole trees from early thinnings was assessed by means of time studies, using a hand-held micro computer. Productivity which varied from 2.8 to 8.8 steres/hour was found to be dependent upon loadsize and terrain (A stere = cubic metre of loose chips). Productivity can be increased and costs reduced by adopting a herringbone felling pattern and by changing the pattern of unloading at roadside.
Key Word
development aid, overseas aid, deforestation, conservation, tropical forestry, environment

Abstract
The extent of deforestation in the tropics, and the consequent problems, are briefly described. It is estimated that the timber Ireland imports from the Ivory Coast represents 1% of the area deforested in that country annually. The extent of broadleaf planting to replace these imports is estimated. Recent years have seen a growing commitment by Ireland in the area of forest development in the tropics and a growing awareness among aid organisations of the importance of forestry in their projects. The author believes that the forestry profession in Ireland, in both the private and public sectors, has a central role to play within the overall framework of Ireland’s aid programme.
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Abstract
An economic appraisal of a range of yield classes of Sitka spruce is presented. The effect of different assumptions of timber price, discount rate and grant structure is shown. The quality of Sitka spruce as a structural timber is discussed. It is concluded that the timber from crops now reaching clearfell age is of satisfactory strength. Windthrow can have a significant effect on the profitability of forestry. The adoption of a policy of not thinning can reduce this danger. A comparison is made between the return of forestry and agriculture. Forestry is shown to be more profitable than agriculture on a large proportion of the soils that are marginal to agriculture.
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Abstract
In Rossmore Forest, Co. Laois, poor tree growth occurred on blanket peat planted in 1952, while there was excellent tree growth on the poorly drained gley soils of the Castlecomer series. Within the poor stand parallel lines of relatively good tree growth occurred above stone drains installed in 1880. As a result of man's influence the depth of peat is considerably reduced in the immediate vicinity of the drains and roots penetrate to the base of the drains. Concentric ochreous mottles (nopherrans) have developed around these root channels. The drains are largely ineffective as a drainage system although the individual drains are still running.
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Published data on potassium content of precipitation for eight Irish meteorological stations over a period of seven years were processed to give the quantities supplied. The overall distribution is concave, with lowest values in the central area and the highest on the west and northwest coasts. The average quantity supplied range from 1.6 to 11.7 kg K/ha per annum. It is suggested that this supply may be important in soils of low K content.

Abstract

Published data on potassium content of precipitation for eight Irish meteorological stations over a period of seven years were processed to give the quantities supplied. The overall distribution is concave, with lowest values in the central area and the highest on the west and northwest coasts. The average quantity supplied range from 1.6 to 11.7 kg K/ha per annum. It is suggested that this supply may be important in soils of low K content.
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Abstract

The occurrence of Formica lugubris Zett, the large wood ant, in South East Limerick is recorded.
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National Programme for Science and Technology in Forestry and Related Products.
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This paper summarises the National Programme for Science and Technology as it relates to forestry and related products. The programme has identified a number of scientific and technical tasks which must be undertaken if the fast expanding forestry sector is to reach its potential. These tasks are: to determine the properties of Irish timber and to establish standards for its use; to assess the cost-effectiveness, and suitability to Irish conditions of available methods and technologies for timber harvesting; to expand the programme of education and training of forestry personnel through formal courses and an advisory and information service; to expand the technical services available to the timber processing industries, especially sawmilling; and to study cost-effective use of potential forestry land and the feasibility of alternative uses of forestry crops and their residues.
The effects of pre-budbreak soil applications of three growth regulating chemicals, with differing physiological properties, upon the subsequent shoot growth of Sitka spruce was investigated using four-year old potted plants. Applications of Gibberellic Acid (GA3) had a stimulatory effect on overall growth and apical dominance, but also resulted in premature senescence of the older needles. Applications of Abscisic Acid (ABA) had essentially the opposite effect. Chlorocholine chloride (CCC), a synthetic inhibitor of gibberellin biosynthesis, had a slightly inhibitory effect upon the extension of individual shoots, but also stimulated successful bud opening in the first whorl and therefore resulted in slight stimulation in overall growth. The results are discussed with relation to the role of endogenous regulators in controlling shoot extension.
The influence which the various climatic conditions prevailing in Ireland have on tree growth is described. The effect of light duration and light intensity on terminal bud initiation and growth is outlined, and the most common forest species are divided into shade tolerant and light demanders. The role which frost plays in determining plant distribution and the most effective means of preventing damage caused by frost are explained. The most commonly planted tree species in Ireland are selected largely because they are particularly suited to high rainfall areas. The range of forest operations in Ireland, how they are affected by climate and weather and how the harmful effects can be removed or alleviated are described.
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Tree productivity models based on annual ring widths for contemporary and subfossil Scots pine in Ireland.
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Abstract
Ring width series form Pinus sylvestris L. were used to compute empirical growth functions for a number of sites, including two subfossil pinewood sites. These empirical functions were corrected for non-proportionality of annual ring width and stem volume increment. Significant correlations between stem diameter and tree productivity on each site were observed. The trends evident in the productivity curves correspond with reported changes in pine productivity with age. A comparison of relative productivity on the sites sampled indicates that trees growing on mineral substrates achieve higher current annual production than trees growing on peat at all ages. The rate of increase is also greater, and maximum productivity is achieved in older trees on mineral soils. Minimum relative productivity occurred in subfossil pines which grew on a midland raised bog. The observed differences in productivity are primarily attributed to differences in soil nutrient status and drainage. It is suggested that productivity curves might be used in conjunction with information on stand density, and calibrated with quantitative productivity data to yield estimates of absolute stand productivity. This would be particularly useful in the study of subfossil woodlands where direct measurements are not possible.
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An analysis of variation of leaf characters in Quercus robur L. and Quercus petraea (Matt.) Liebl. population samples from Northern Ireland.
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The levels of hybridity in 35 population samples of oak (Quercus spp.) from Northern Ireland were assessed using leaf characters analysed by principal components analysis and cluster analysis. Eight populations types were recognised: 1. populations of pure Q. robur (two populations); 2. mixed populations with no hybrids and predominance of Q. robur trees (two populations); 3. predominantly pure Q. robur with a small number of hybrids (four populations); 4. predominantly pure Q. robur with a small number of Q. petraea and hybrid trees (five populations); 5. Approximately equal proportions of Q. robur and Q. petraea and hybrid trees (five populations); 6. mixed populations with a high proportion of hybrids (three populations) 7. Predominantly Q. petraea with a small number of hybrid and Q. robur trees (four populations); 8. predominantly Q. petraea with a small number of hybrid trees (six populations). It is argued that the level of hybridity (13.3%) observed is not substantially different from earlier surveys of the two species in England and Wales. The pattern of hybridisation suggests relatively ancient hybridisation although some populations showed evidence of more recent crossing. There was also evidence that some hybrids had been planted along with the parental species. Mixed populations predominated in the survey possibly owing to the inclusion of obviously planted stands. In some mixed populations, there was evidence of a mosaic with Q. petraea on the drier areas.
Abstract
Wood samples were obtained from the Forest and Wildlife Service spacing trial 11/63 at Doneraile Forest Co. Cork in order to determine the effect of initial spacing on wood density and the relationship between ring width and wood density in a young Sitka spruce population. Tests on sample trees from 1.2m, 2.4m and 3.0m espacements showed that spacing had no effect on mean wood density. Simple regression analysis was used to examine the relationship between ring width and wood density. The correlation co-efficient between the two sets of data was $r = -0.35$. This indicated a weak negative association existed between wood density and ring width.
This paper estimates what the energy-supply of a hypothetical conventional state forest of 360,000 ha. would be if it were totally composed of Sitka spruce, yield class 14 on a rotation of 50 years. The database is small and results are tentative. Nevertheless, it appears that a large forest estate might be able to supply an equivalent amount of energy as used by its potentially dependent forest industries. Whilst the annual supply of energy to the total national budget appears to be modest, the long term contribution would be accumulative because of the renewable nature of the source. It is felt that two aspects should now be examined: (1) the role dry matter might have in the country's forests, as an alternative measure to volume alone and (2) the approach research should adopt in relation to biomass investigations.
The effect of cultivation method on the growth and root anchorage of Sitka spruce.

Abstract
Tree pulling, using a hand winch, showed that 14 to 16 year old Sitka spruce trees, established on surface-water gley soils following mole drainage, had an average maximum turning movement almost double that of trees established on DMB plough ribbons. Root excavations showed that this was due to improved rooting depth and spread in the mole draining treatment. Mole draining gave better diameter growth than ploughing on drumlin slopes; on inter-drumlin flats it resulted in poorer growth. The minimum gradient for moleing is 4% at lower levels. Small depressions and large stones lead to ponding of water. The optimum depth is 400-500 mm. Collector drains to collect the water running into the moles are essential and should be 100 to 150 mm deeper than the moles.
Abstract
Although pruning was carried out extensively in the 1950s in Ireland, the cost controls introduced in the 1970s have meant that it is no longer a common practice. However, it has recently been suggested that the quality of Irish timber could be enhanced by pruning. The deleterious effects of knots on timber loading capacity is the principal reason for pruning softwoods. Of the coniferous species considered, lodgepole pine, Scots pine and Douglas fir will benefit most from pruning because of their utilisation as joinery timber. General purpose timbers, such as Sitka spruce and Norway spruce, will benefit less significantly. For both type of products the pruning strategy will be the same - the removal of branches as early as possible without reducing increment and the production of the maximum amount of clearwood. A pruning table is constructed in order to estimate the ages at which pruning operations would have to be carried out in order to obtain the 2.5 : 1 clearwood to knotty core ratio.
This paper looks at the various applications of operations research techniques in forestry and forest industries. The most widely used mathematical models are: linear programming, integer programming, goal programming, dynamic programming, network analysis and computer simulation. The demand for improved efficiency, combined with multiple-use requirements, and the availability of computers, will result in a continuing increase of the use of operations research in natural science and resource managerial decision-making.
Abstract
The availability of Forestry Commission yield tables has influenced the development of forest management in Ireland particularly in the past decades. This article traces the development of yield studies in the Forestry Commission and outlines the recent publication of yield models for forest management. The author simplifies the construction of yield tables into a process with two stages site classification and the construction of yield curves for each site class. The growth models available to Irish forestry will be a guide to forest management for the future, but they should not be allowed to dictate it.
The objective of this study was to quantify the changes that occur in a moderately fine textured soil following harvesting by skidder. Bulk density, total porosity and organic matter content were measured along an extraction path used for thinning. The bulk density under the wheel ruts at 5 - 10 cm and 10 - 15 cm were significantly greater than the bulk densities of either a disturbed area or the area between wheel ruts. Total porosity was reduced at the 0-5, 5-10 and 10-15cm depths under the wheel ruts. These actual reductions in porosity compared to the undisturbed soil were 12, 32 and 16% respectively. Previous studies have recorded timber volume losses up to 15% as a result of soil compaction. To minimise damage on vulnerable sites, careful consideration should be given to the methods and timing of extraction.
Abstract
Coillte has been running courses in the operation and maintenance of forest harvesting machinery for some years. The majority of the courses are held at the training centre in Mountrath Co. Laois, while some are held in the forests at suitable locations throughout the country.
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Abstract
The continued expansion of the national forest estate is dependent on farmers who may be willing to convert some of their land to forestry or to sell land for forest development. This paper presents the results of a survey of farmers carried out in 1992. This survey established the factors that influence a farmer's decision to plant trees, and determined farmers' attitude to forestry in general. The impact of the conversion of agricultural land to forestry on agricultural output and workload on the farm was also established. The vast majority of farmers surveyed remain uninterested in converting part of their farm to forestry. The survey also showed that farm forestry, to date, has had little impact on agricultural production. The lack of awareness among farmers regarding the level of financial incentives for farm forestry was also highlighted.
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This paper describes a recent survey of wood-processing plants in the Irish Republic. The objective of the survey was to investigate the relationship between these enterprises and the rest of the rural economy, either through the purchase of input from, and sale of output to, other rural sectors, or through the maintenance of rural employment. Although the small-sized segment of the sawmill sector represents a very high proportion of total number of plants, it accounts for a very low share of total processing capacity (5%). Because of their lack of competitiveness in the major markets, the ability to identify and manipulate target markets is crucial to the small-size categories of sawmills. Large sawmills appear in the survey results as modern, low-cost, export-oriented wood processors. Medium-sized sawmills account for a third of total processing capacity, and their capacity utilisation is marginally better than that of small sawmills. However, the medium-sized plants lack the competitiveness of the large plants and the flexibility of the small plants. The prospects of this sector do not seem very favourable because its market share may be penetrated by larger, more efficient processors.
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Abstract

This paper examines the use of trees and woodland in early medieval Ireland. The purpose of the study was to identify the role of trees and woodland in the economy and society of the period. The analysis covers the period from the 5th to the 12th century, and it is based on a comprehensive examination of written sources and archaeological evidence. The study shows that trees and woodland were an integral part of the economy and society of early medieval Ireland, and that their use was closely linked to the needs of the time. The study also highlights the importance of tree domestication and the cultivation of specific species for the production of wood and timber. The prospects for the development of the timber industry in early medieval Ireland are discussed, and the study concludes with a consideration of the impact of timber production on the environment and society of the period.
Trees and woodland are peripheral to the main concerns of medieval historical studies today. However, the importance of woodlands resources as an aspect of a complex economy in both rural and urban landscapes needs to be assessed. A reconstruction of the role of woodland in early medieval Ireland can best be carried out through a combination of historical, archaeological and dendrochronological evidence. Although pollen evidence indicates large scale clearance in woodland cover between the fifth and eight centuries A.D., placename and literary evidence provides a picture of extensive woodland cover. Cartographic evidence of the extent of woodland is also conflicting. The role of woodland as a valuable economic resource which could be owned, exchanged or managed in a variety of ways can be studied in the historical annals, saints' lives and early Irish law-texts. The exploitation of woodlands for pannage and wood-pasture and as a source of fruit and nuts, and the use of timber for underwood in building construction are examined. Another important use of woodland involved the growth, felling and conversion of large trees into timbers for making houses, trackways, waterfronts, watermills and a variety of other structures. The use of timber in the river waterfronts in early medieval Dublin is discussed in detail.
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Abstract
The CAP reforms have introduced a number of possibly conflicting schemes which impinge on forestry and other land uses. The level of new afforestation is influenced by the effects of these schemes on farmers’ decisions to buy and sell land. An improvement in the quality of Coillte land acquisitions is likely while farmers are more inclined to afforest their own lands. Forestry expansion by farmer forestry will need incentives which are competitive - or somewhat more attractive - than those which allow a farmer to remain in agriculture.
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Abstract
Two field studies are presented on the in situ dynamic loading of mature coniferous trees planted on wet mineral soils. The studies consisted of examining the behaviour of a complete tree under natural wind loading and a
number of trees with truncated stems under forced dynamic loading. The test site has a history of tree instability
and the mineral soil under the rootplates consists of a clayey silty sand. The rootplates of the tested trees were
shallow and the main roots had an asymmetrical radial distribution about the tree stem centre. The dynamic
loading caused an increase in soil pore water pressure, and in the forced loading test it led to hydraulic
fracturing of the rootplate.
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**Abstract**
The author notes the welcome given by the Society of Irish Foresters to the initiative of the Dept. of Agriculture, Food and Forestry in undertaking a study to lead to a strategic plan for the forestry sector to the year 2015. He argues that an active, well regulated forestry profession is fundamental to the forestry sector over the coming two and a half decades. The society urges the adoption of national recognition for the role of the professional forester, through either regulation or legislation, in order to protect the public and the resource from non-qualified individuals. The dependence on a small number of species is noted, and the need to develop knowledge on the ecology of these species is stressed. The growth in private sector planting is welcomed, but there is a warning of the danger of increasing fragmentation. The author also offers recommendations for development in a number of other areas including the sawmilling industry, forest regulation, forest infrastructure and communications.
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Abstract
The statements set out the position of the Society of Irish Foresters on a number of issues. Concern is expressed with the growing involvement of untrained personnel purporting to be professional consultants/contractors, and the publication of a list of foresters approved by the SIF is recommended. The importance of forestry in rural development is noted, and support is expressed for the current policy of promoting increased afforestation in order to guarantee a sustained level of benefits for the future. The statements recommend a controlled policy of species diversification while recognising that Sitka spruce will remain the principal species planted for the foreseeable future. The author emphasises the importance of developing a vigorous forest industry in such a way as to contribute to the quality of the environment. Investment is needed now in forest research in areas such as plantation establishment and management, forest regeneration, environmental aspects of forestry and the forest products sector.
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Abstract
Despite the fact that little official interest has been shown in private forestry, private woods are still the principal source of mature timber in Ireland. The establishment of a sound forestry industry must depend to a large extent on the whole-hearted support of the owners of private woodland. Two factors mitigate against the development and proper management of private woodlands in Ireland. Firstly, there has been little replanting in the past due to lack of confidence and, secondly, systems of taxation have put private woodland owners at a disadvantage compared to owners in other countries. Changes in the awarding of grants, in particular a decrease in the minimum spacing requirement for Sitka spruce planting and grants for planting of more difficult species, are needed. The state should give every encouragement to private owners to improve their woodlands and develop a comprehensive scheme for marketing all forest products.
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Abstract
The purpose of this thesis was to compare imported Sitka spruce of Canadian with home grown timber in order to establish the potential of the latter. The following tests were carried out on 165 samples of Sitka spruce with moisture content of between 12 and 18 per cent: static bending; impact bending; comparative parallel to the grain; shear parallel to the grain; and cleavage. The results obtained are compared with the results of previous studies on Canadian timber. Analysis of the two sets of results show that in general the Canadian timber proved to be the strongest of the two varieties. In four out of the five tests the values for the imported timber exceed those obtained from the tests on the local variety. It is concluded that the inferior strength of the home grown timber is most probably due to its lack of density, with an average weight of 350 kg/cubic metre compared to the Canadian weighing in at an average of 430 kg/cubic metres.
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Anon
Title
A hard day's fight for the timber haulier.
Place
Birr
Date
1995
Source
Irish Timber and Forestry
Volume
Vol. 4, No. 4
Key Word
timber haulage, hauliers, small businesses, timber haulage
Abstract
The report describes the timber haulage business run by Ted Stephenson in Co. Wicklow. The main difficulty
associated with the business is continuity of work. Long term contracts are not available and getting backloads for trucks is often impossible. Other difficulties mentioned include weight restrictions, insurance costs, limited driving hours, and the limited amount of grant aid for vehicles. These restrictions allow international competitors an unfair advantage in the Irish market.

Abstract
The annual report of Coillte Teoranta, the Irish Forestry Board, reveals that the company achieved a record profit of £10.83m in 1994. The main factors attributed for this success are an increase in log volumes sold and price increases of 33% for log prices. During 1994 Coillte planted 10,614 ha. of forest and produced 2.05 million cubic metres of logs. The volume of timber harvested increased by 38% to a record level of 760,000 cubic metres. Progress in a number of strategically important areas is also noted. These include the beginning of construction work on the Louisiana-Pacific Coillte Ireland Ltd. oriented strand board (OBS) factory in Waterford, in which Coillte has a 35% share. Chief Executive Martin Lowry also stressed the importance of environmental considerations in modern forestry management.

Abstract
A holistic approach to forestry issues? Declaration of the European Union.
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Anon

Title
Coillte comes of age with record profits.

Place
Birr

Date
June / 1995

Source
Irish Timber and Forestry

Volume
Vol. 4, No. 4

Key Word
Coillte Teoranta, Irish Forestry Board, economics, profits, timber processing, State forestry, semi-state companies, OSB, timber prices, timber trade, harvesting

Number
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Roche Tom

Title
A holistic approach to forestry issues? Declaration of the European Union.

Place
Birr

Date
June/1995

Source
This article provides a summary of the European Union's response to the Twelfth Session of the Committee on Forestry’s (UN) policy statement on sustainable forest development (Food and Agricultural Organisation, Rome, March 1995). The EU supports the harmonisation of criteria and indicators of sustainable management of forests, the certification of timber obtained from this source, and the setting up of an open-ended inter-governmental panel on forests under the aegis of the Commission for Sustainable Development.
Abstract
The report deals with a small forest haulage contractor, Keith Shane of Co. Wicklow, who still uses a horse and several Ford Counties with Igland winches to haul timber.

The report deals with a small forest haulage contractor, Keith Shane of Co. Wicklow, who still uses a horse and several Ford Counties with Igland winches to haul timber. Although afforestation has sometimes been responsible for displacing wildlife, several Ulster softwood plantations have provided sanctuary for small passerine birds and their natural predators. Access to open land for hunting on the forest fringes, secure roosting and nesting sites provided by the forest and an increase in prey species are all factors which have contributed to this situation. There is also evidence to suggest that a mosaic of mature plantations, growing crops, re-planted ground and newly felled sites provides a rich and vibrant habitat for a range of wildlife species.
Coillte acquires new machinery agency.

Place
Birr

Date
May/1995

Source
Irish Timber and Forestry

Volume
Vol. 4, No. 3

Key Word
Coillte, forest machinery, Ponsse forwarder, thinning

Abstract
This article describes the new Ponsse forwarder machine introduced to Ireland by Coillte and now working in the Sligo/Leitrim area. It has a 10 ton capacity and has operated in both thinning and clearfell. Studies have shown output figures of 16 cubic metres per productive hour.
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Foresters should be State registered.

Place
Birr

Date
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Source
Irish Timber and Forestry

Volume
Vol. 4, No. 3

Key Word
foresters, forestry professionals, Society of Irish Foresters, training, forest research, forest regeneration, forest consultancy

Abstract
The Society of Irish Foresters has expressed alarm at the rising number of untrained personnel purporting to be professional consultants or contractors in the forestry business. The Society wants all professional foresters in the country registered, and calls for increased investment in forest research in areas such as plantation establishment and management, forest regeneration, environmental aspects of forestry management, and the forest products sector.
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It's a hard day's work in the forest.
Place
Birr
Date
May/1995
Source
Irish Timber and Forestry
Volume
Vol. 4, No. 3
Key Word
forestry contractors, forest haulage, hauliers, harvesting, transport
Abstract
This is a feature on William Houlihan, Chairman of the Irish Forestry Contractors' Association. The main
difficulties associated with this business is the lack of continuity in contracts and the increasingly competitive
nature of the work as more and more small contractors become involved. Travelling expenses and tax
regulations are also cited as problems for the small-scale operator
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Stopping Britain's forests from blowing away.
Place
Birr
Date
May/1995
Source
Irish Timber and Forestry
Volume
Vol. 4, No. 3
Key Word
windthrow, Great Britain, European Union, wind damage, EU
Abstract
Over the last 25 years, Forestry Commission scientists have gained extensive knowledge on how to reduce the
impact of wind and have summarised their findings in "Forests and Wind: Management to Minimise Damage,
Bulletin 114."
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Maintenance of new broadleaf planting.
Place
Birr
Date
May/1995
Source
Irish Timber and Forestry
Volume
Vol. 4, No. 3
Key Word
broadleaf planting, weed control, maintenance, pruning, silviculture, thinning, fertilisers, broadleaves
Abstract
A number of important areas of broadleaf maintenance are discussed. For trees under three years old, weed control is of primary importance in the maintenance programme. Advice is given on the most suitable place and times of application. Remedial pruning, use of fertilisers, and thinning are also discussed.
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Twice as much forest in the new E.U.
Place
Birr
Date
April/1995
Source
Irish Timber and Forestry
Volume
Vol. 4, No. 2
Key Word
European Union, EU, Scandinavian forests, timber processing, business planning, marketing
Abstract
The area of forest in the European Union has doubled from 45 to 90 million hectares with the accession of the new Member States, Sweden, Finland and Austria. According to a director of the Swedish Forest Industries Association, EU membership will allow the forest industries in these countries to contribute to decisions and planning within their main market area.
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Title  Campaign to increase forestry acreage.
Place  Birr
Date  April/1995
Source  Irish Timber and Forestry
Volume  Vol. 4, No. 2
Key Word  forest expansion, afforestation, forestry policy, State support, land use, land conversion, planning, forestry development
Abstract  The Minister for Agriculture Food & Forestry has announced a campaign aimed at planting an additional 90,000 hectares of forestry over the next three years, an increase of 26,000 hectares on the total for the past three years. According to the Minister there is an estimated 1 million hectares of suitable land available in Ireland which would produce a better economic return from forestry than from conventional agriculture. A 20-year strategic plan for the industry is currently being prepared by the Department.
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Number  142
Author  Anon
Title  £90 million door facing plant awaits planning permission.
Place  Birr
Date  April/1995
Source  Irish Timber and Forestry
Volume  Vol. 4, No. 2
Key Word  timber processing industry, Masonite, moulded door manufacturing, employment, environment, landscape, industrial waste, forest products
Abstract  Masonite Corporation of Chicago, one of the world's leading timber processors, and the inventor of hardboard, is seeking planning permission for a moulded door manufacturing facility in County Leitrim. The new plant will employ 300 people. The basic raw materials for the process are wood chips and saw dust. Masonite says it is committed to minimising any impact on the environment and £7m is being invested in emission controls. Waste water will be treated in a comprehensively designed waste water treatment system.
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Author Coillte Research & Development
Title Cable extraction of whole trees with roadside processing.
Place Birr
Date March/1995
Source Irish Timber and Forestry
Volume Vol. 4, No. 1
Key Word cable extraction, skyline harvesting, roadside harvesting, economics,
Abstract A trial into improved methods of skyline harvesting investigated the environmental and economic viability of whole tree harvesting with roadside processing. Whole trees were extracted by skyline to the roadside to be delimbed and crosscut by a processor. The most efficient system comprised of two skylines working to one processor. One extra man is employed to cut trees and help choke the loads. Output on an average rack of 300m., and extracting 0.2 cubic metres per load, results in approximately 150 cubic metres per week at a cost of £16.86 per cubic metre at roadside.
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Number 144
Author Anon
Title Rationalisation and consolidation required in sawmill sector.
Place Birr
Date March/1995
Source Irish Timber and Forestry
Volume Vol. 4, No. 1
Key Word sawmilling, timber processing, forest products, competition
Abstract Forbairt Director, Sean Donnelly has said that a major rationalisation and consolidation in the country's sawmilling sector is needed if the industry is to survive in the face of low-cost East European competition. The fundamental weaknesses of the industry are over-capacity and under-utilisation of assets. According to Donnelly, Forbairt is committed to helping the sawmill sector address the challenges and opportunities which confront it.
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Of the 20m hectares of rain forest which disappear each year, 10% is caused by exploitative forestry practice. Three-quarters of the destruction is carried out to clear land for agriculture. One remedial approach is to keep fellings at a lower level than growth, so that forest resources increase instead of being used up. An important part of developing a strategy for sustainable forestry is the transfer of knowledge to governments and individuals in the third world.

The Medite factory in Clonmel uses full pulpwood from forest thinnings and woodchips from sawmills to produce MDF (medium density fibre board). The company has recently announced a major expansion at the
plant which will double output and add jobs in the plant and also in the harvesting and transporting of the material it requires.
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Forestry training.
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Birr
Date
Sept./1994
Source
Irish Timber and Forestry
Volume
Vol. 3, No. 5
Key Word
broadleaf forestry, Crann, training, forest management, forestry skills, silviculture, broadleaves
Abstract
The author, PRO for Crann, argues that the increase in the level of broadleaf forestry planting highlights the need for training in all areas of commercial broadleaf planting, maintenance, management and processing. It is important that the skills of older generations of woodworkers be passed on those who are now in training.
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Forestry strategy until year 2015.
Place
Birr
Date
Sept./1994
Source
Irish Timber and Forestry
Volume
Vol. 3, No. 5
Key Word
Forestry policy, planning, marketing, timber processing.
Abstract
A successful forestry strategy for Ireland must aim to develop niche markets for Irish products. Emphasis must be placed on quality in growing and processing, and a clear direction must be provided in regard to the species
mix and management practices that are likely to produce viable quantities of quality timber for suitable markets.
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Nutrient cycling in the degenerate natural forests of Europe in relation to their rehabilitation.
Publisher
Coillte Teoranta
Place
Bray
Series
Date
1990
Key Word
forest rehabilitation, environment, European forests, degenerate natural forests, nutrient cycling, silviculture, soil nutrients, oak, pollution
Abstract
This is the report of the contribution of the Irish group to a research project involving teams from Ireland, UK, France, and Spain. The objectives of the study were to quantify the cycle of nutrients in analogous stands of oak throughout southern and western Europe, establish the extent to which nutrition is limiting the growth of any of the oak stands, and to compare the input of atmospheric pollutants in rainwater and mist at different sites. The field study site was at Glenealy forest Co. Wicklow. Samples of throughfall, stemflow and rainfall in the open were chemically analysed.
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Processing pole survey programme by computer.
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Bray
Series
Coillte Research & Technology. Internal Report No. 18/90
Date
1990
Key Word
pole survey, computer applications, information technology, calculation of mean DBH
Abstract
This report describes the application of a computer program which was designed to eliminate manual calculations in the pole survey programme. The program is divided into two parts. The first part of the program is to find out the mean DBH for all the poles and together, using the mean height to derive the Mean volume from Booklet 39. Instructions on using the program are included.
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Comparison of three spacing regimes.
Place
Bray
Series
Coillte Research & Technology. Internal Report No 17/90
Date
1990
Key Word
spacing, sawlog output, silviculture, planting
Abstract
This is a report on yield estimates from crops planted under a variety of spacing regimes. These regimes are: square spacing at 2m x 2m; rectangular spacing where lines are planted in pairs with 4 metres between each pair; rectangular spacing where lines are planted in threes with 4 metres between each unit of three lines. It was found that changes in rectangularity had a negligible effect in total production but a slight depression in diameter is incurred and this will decrease sawlog output.
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Key Word
The stand modelling and mensuration programme is divided into three main projects: the crop structure database, timber and standing volume measurement systems, and stand models. The emphasis to date has been mainly on data collection and the dissemination of results from individual experiments. With the recent installation of a new system for data collection, storage and retrieval however, the emphasis has changed to producing stand models and mensuration aids such as the recently produced assortment tables for Sitka spruce.

The future direction of the programme is described together with milestones for delivery of output. The cost of the programme is currently estimated at £133,500 per annum which is 50% funded by the Forest Service. This is expected to fall with further improvements in data collection methods. Key issues regarding the future direction of the programme are raised. Central to these is the future funding, maintenance and renewal of the crop structure database which is by far the most expensive part of the programme.
Wood density and branching characteristics of Sitka spruce provenances grown in Ireland.

Assessments of wood density and branching characteristics of the Sitka spruce Ten Provenance Experiment at 12 years of age are analysed. Results indicate that wood density is negatively correlated with growth rate. Also, a positive correlation exits between density and latitude of seed origin. Provenances from Washington and North Oregon were found to have a faster growth rate but at a lower wood density than those from Alaska or British Columbia. The range of variation in wood density was, however, greater between sites than between provenances within a site. Size and numbers of branches were more influenced by provenance than site, with the southern provenances having a lower number of branches per unit length of stem.

The purpose of the survey was to determine to what forest stands in the region are overstocked and how much volume they might yield in thinning. Gross volume yield from each stand was calculated under three headings:

1. Thinning of 70% yield class on a 4, 5 or 6 year cycle depending on yield class in those stands sufficiently stocked to yield a thinning now; 2. Thinning 70% YC as above in addition to backlog volume to a maximum yield of 100 cubic metres/ha.; 3. Thinning 70% YC as above in addition to all backlog volume.
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<tr>
<td>Abstract</td>
<td>This report describes the operation of a computer program which has been devised to estimate volumes from tariffed data. Volume estimates are derived from the use of single regression lines for each tariffed lot. Levels of accuracy are indicated and guidelines given where additional sampling may be necessary. The program will be incorporated into the processing systems of all region and district offices. It is hoped to eliminate manual calculation of stand volume when using the Tariff System.</td>
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| Abstract | A list is presented of the most common organisms harmful to forest trees is presented. The importance of these in each stage of forestry production, from the nursery stage, through the younger stages and on to maturity, is discussed Finally, the vulnerability of exotic conifers in monocultures is briefly examined. |
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Monterey Pine: tree improvement programme.

**Place**
Bray

**Series**
Coillte Research & Technology Internal Report No. 6/90

**Date**
1990

**Key Word**
Monterey pine, breeding, silviculture

**Abstract**
This report briefly describes the progress of the Monterey pine breeding programme. The programme was initiated in 1979 with the aim of developing a breed that has good adaptability and resistance to disease in the Irish climate. As part of the programme, progeny and clonal trials were established and also various aspects of the species silviculture were investigated. Results from field trials are provided and recommendations made for future work.
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Yield models for one or two thinnings.
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**Series**
Coillte Research & Technology. Internal Report 5/90
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1990

**Key Word**
thinning, yield models, harvesting, yield forecasting, silviculture, stability

**Abstract**
Foresters are often unable to harvest a full series of thinnings from their crops due to localised difficulties such as instability. A thinning regime may be confined to one or two thinnings only. A series of yield models has been compiled to simulate curtailed thinnings and these are now part of the forecasting system along with published models for full and no-thinning.
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Coillte Research & Technology. Internal Report No. 2/90
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1990
Key Word
surface water gleys, gley soils, tree stability, mole draining, cultivation, anchorage, silviculture, Sitka spruce, Picea sitchensis, drainage
Abstract
Most surface water gleys occur in well defined geographic areas of Ireland. Initially research was not considered a priority on these soils because of the satisfactory growth rates obtained. Tree stability was, however, soon recognised to be a problem and research was begun into this area. Mole draining is the technique that has shown the most promise. It has almost doubled the anchorage of Sitka spruce on three sites.
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1990
Key Word
provenance trials, growth rate, frost damage, forking, silviculture, Sitka spruce, Picea sitchensis
Abstract
The Sitka spruce IUFRO provenance trial Rossmore 3/75 is described and results to the end of the 9th growing season are summarised. There is a clear North-South trend in growth rate with the Alaskan provenances being the least vigorous. A 1 yield class difference occurred between the QCI and Washington sources. All provenances were more or less equally affected by Spring frost damage. The Oregon provenances were the most susceptible to forking by virtue of the fact that they were the tallest trees in the experiment.
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Studies of provenance variation in conifer & hardwood species grown in Ireland.

Seed source testing is a necessary part of success in the establishment and productivity of forest tree plantations. Since the 1950s studies have been undertaken in Europe and elsewhere on many dozens of species and thousands of sources. This report describes the provenance testing programme and the methodology it employs. A summary of results to date is presented together with a table of recommended provenances for both conifer and hardwood species. Future work required is discussed and also the relevance of EC survey missions to North West America. The importance of securing seed from home sources is emphasised.

Proposed standard for site preparation for afforestation & reforestation on the major soil types.

The report sets out the procedure to follow in order to prepare sites for afforestation and reforestation. The following soil types are covered: blanket peat; carboniferous surface-water gleys; peaty gleys; podsolised gleys;
Peaty podsols; and acid brown earths.


The report describes a survey of areas planted with containerised seedlings in 1988 and 1989. The survival of Sitka spruce seedlings was generally satisfactory. There were, however, several losses on exposed blanket peat and high elevation sites. Midland cutaway bog sites also had high losses associated with Spring frost. North coastal lodgepole pine performed poorly in containers. South coastal provenance survived well but no firm conclusions can be drawn until the end of the current winter. Treatment and site factors found to affect survival and plant vigour included elevation, soil type, planting method, staff used, planting dates and vegetation presence, type and control. A series of recommendations are made regarding planting dates, methods and supervision, site suitability and plant quality standards.

Creating a future wealth in forestry.

The report describes a survey of areas planted with containerised seedlings in 1988 and 1989. The survival of Sitka spruce seedlings was generally satisfactory. There were, however, several losses on exposed blanket peat and high elevation sites. Midland cutaway bog sites also had high losses associated with Spring frost. North coastal lodgepole pine performed poorly in containers. South coastal provenance survived well but no firm conclusions can be drawn until the end of the current winter. Treatment and site factors found to affect survival and plant vigour included elevation, soil type, planting method, staff used, planting dates and vegetation presence, type and control. A series of recommendations are made regarding planting dates, methods and supervision, site suitability and plant quality standards.
This is a report of an address given by the Minister for Forestry and Rural Development, Mr. Liam Hyland, at the Irish Timber Growers Association seminar in March, 1995. A brief summary of the most important changes in the Irish forestry industry over the last decade is given, with particular attention given to the enormous growth in planting by the private sector. The central role which forestry has to play in the economic development of rural areas is stressed. The strategy being adopted by the government is to develop a framework for the integrated advance of the entire sector, from forest nurseries through growing and processing to timber end-uses and woodcraft.

This is the text of a paper given to the 1995 ITGA conference by Brian Hussey, Chief Executive of the Woodland Group. He warns that Ireland will have to work hard to succeed in an over-supplied European softwood market over the next twenty years. Home grown timber now has 60% of the construction timber market, and opportunities for growth lie in the export market. By the year 2000 the Irish harvest will have increased from its present 1.5m cubic metres to 3m cubic metres. Exports of construction wood will need to increase from 100,000 to 400,000 cubic metres, and from 170,000 to 600,000 for small wood products. The strengths that the Irish timber industry enjoys include a natural advantage in volume production per hectare and short rotations, availability of grants which makes investment attractive, a relatively integrated industry and high management standards in our woodlands. However, a continuing problem is the difficulty involved in obtaining suitable land for planting because of the poor image forestry has among landowners generally.
Coniferous growth and rooting patterns on machine sod-peat bog (cut-over) and trench 14, Clonsast.

Abstract
Clonsast Bog, County Offaly is a raised bog on mainly calcerious till over carboniferous rock. Mechanical sod-peat extraction on the bog entailed the removal of the peat to a depth of 4.5 metres maximum from the cutting face. Thirteen conifers were assessed for growth and root penetration. These were; grand fir, Monterey pine, Norway spruce, western red cedar, Sitka spruce, western hemlock, Japanese larch, Douglas fir, Scots pine, Serbian spruce, hybrid larch and contorta pine. A wide range of conifers can grow on such bogs, and these have production rates above the national average for many species. Thirteen out of seventeen species had root penetration at or below 50 cm from the surface. Grand fir was most striking in that its roots penetrated deep into the under-lying mineral soil which is similar to the grey-brown podsolic soil-type.

Abstract
The potential yield class of a Sitka spruce crop at a loamy gley site in County Clare was assessed. Total production for yield classes 120 to 280 (hoppus) is plotted against age. A 50% thinning was carried out in year 10. Graphically, the slope has fallen away subsequent to this thinning. It is expected to steepen again and at year 15 total production is expected to be 4,500 hoppus feet per acre, 400 m3/ha or yield class 500. Top height at 42
feet at 13 years is 50% greater than the highest tabulated yield class for Sitka spruce at this age. The possibility of using yield tables from South African exotic conifers and their application to Irish conditions is briefly examined.

**Abstract**

Until the late 1960's, practically all forest research in Northern Ireland dealt with the problems of Sitka spruce planted on oligotrophic peats. High elevation gley soils, however, cover 40% of the forest area. The results of the existing experiments on gleyed soils are discussed along with classification problems of tree growth and fertilising practice on gleyed soils. Results from one eutrophic gley examined at Lisnaskea forest show that growth immediately after planting in plots which received no phosphate at planting is as good as growth in the plots which received rates up to 105 kg/ha P, 500 kg/ha CRP from time of planting for the poorest oligotrophic gleys is believed to be adequate and 250 kg/ha CRP is sufficient for mesotrophic sites.
The addition of phosphate improves the growth rate of forest trees on nutritionally impoverished peats. The presence of calcium in rock phosphate has been cited as the reason for increased foliar nitrogen concentrations in some experiments. Others have found no increase in growth response within trees while some have claimed a decrease in growth following calcium application as lime. In this experiment at Lullymore, County Kildare, it was found that, immediately after the mixing of peat with 2 phosphatic fertilisers, slight decreases in pH were found in all peat samples. The NH₄⁻N content of the peat increased significantly following the addition of both fertilisers, GNAP and Superphosphate; the NO₃⁻N content of peat samples remained constant. The rate of O₂ uptake by all treated peat samples decreased steadily over the 30 days of inoculation, thereafter the rate of decrease levelled off.

The objective of this study was to determine whether or not calcium and nitrogen had an effect on the microbial populations in peat thus leading to an increase in the rate of peat decomposition and nutrient recycling. At all levels of added CaCO₃ the pH of the peat samples increased steadily over the first four weeks of incubation, but in most cases it dropped slightly thereafter. There was a decrease in NH₄⁻N amounts at higher levels of application and, after 40 days, nitrification of NH₄⁻N became evident in some samples. Most samples showed a fall in total mineral nitrogen for the incubation period. Bacterial, but not fungal, numbers showed substantial increases after 80 days. Oxygen uptake for all peat samples was highest at the start of the experiment. When both calcium and nitrogen were added to the peat samples, pH increased steadily, the NH₄⁻N and NO₃⁻N accumulation was similar to adding CaCO₃ only. This was also the case with oxygen uptake, and there was a decrease in mineral nitrogen content along with large increases in bacterial, but not fungal, populations.
Notes on afforestation of open-cast mining site at Rossmore forest (Co. Carlow).

Condon L., OCarroll N.

Dept. of Crop Science Horticulture and Forestry, UCD, Belfield Dublin 4.

Abstract
The site involved is an open-cast mining site of shaley rock which has been cultivated by ripping. The pH of the site ranges from 3.4 to 3.7 in the general area but readings from the soils in the area were shown to be as high as 7.0. Sites were selected as being acidic or alkaline and the species chosen for planting ranged from grand fir, lodgepole pine, alder, Sitka spruce to Douglas fir. After one growing season the area was still virtually vegetation free, but with some some clover and grasses present. Lodgepole pine and alder were performing well but the Douglas fir and Sitka spruce were not thriving. By the end of the second growing season grassy vegetation had increased and the sycamore, which had done well during the first growing season, had almost all died by the end of the second season.

Fomes annosus - a forest pathogen.

McAree D.T.

Source Irish Forestry
Irish Forestry
Volume
Vol.32, No.2
Key Word
Fomes annosus, Heterobasidion annosum, root rot, heart rot, polypore fungus, Oedocephalum lineatum, forest protection, basidiospore, hymenomycete, plant pathogens, butt rot, fungi, fungal diseases, basidiomycete, Heterobasidion annosum, forest pathogens
Abstract
Fomes annosus causes root and heart rot in living trees. Modern silvicultural practices have aided its spread and development. It is a typical hymenomycete pathogen. Basidiospores released from the sexual basidiocarp stage (which is perennial), when they alight on a suitable substrate, may lead to a renewal of the disease cycle. The conidial stage, Oedocephalum lineatum Bakshi, is also capable of stump infection. Disease losses occur as the fungus grows, via root contact from colonised stumps to living trees, where the pathogen causes a root and butt decay. Chemical treatment of the stumps has been the chief method of control used although stump inoculation with antagonistic micro-organisms has also been suggested as a control on the spread of the fungus.
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Volume
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Key Word
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Abstract
The aim of the oceanic system is to grow the maximum volume of the most valuable timber in the shortest possible time whilst preserving stability throughout the rotation. The target volume for Sitka spruce is to grow 750 m³/ha. To do this, before operations start, the optimum stem of timber to be grown must be decided. When the amount of crown space required by each tree has been decided for optimum growth, the maximum number of stems which can be grown to the optimum volume on a given area of ground is calculated. The mathematical product of the number of trees multiplied by the individual volume gives the total standing volume of the crop at rotation. The crop must be established to ensure successful, rapid get away, dominants selected with elimination of crown competition to follow. The forest is left for twenty years after which it is clear-felled when the planned volume level has been attained.
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Data are presented on the responses of slowly growing 25 year old Scots and lodgepole pines to fertiliser application. The growth of both species increased quickly and markedly after the application of phosphate. The rate of growth increase in Scots pine was slower but longer lasting than in lodgepole pine and growth increased almost linearly up to the highest rate applied (67.5 kg P/ha as triple-superphosphate). In lodgepole pine there was no further increase in growth at rates above 46kg P per ha applied as superphosphate. Neither N applied as sulphate of ammonia nor K applied as muriate of potash affected the growth of Scots pine but in lodgepole applied N tended to increase and applied K to decrease growth. There was no growth response in either species to any of six trace-elements applied in addition to a compound N P K fertiliser. The foliar concentration of all elements determined except P were above the accepted deficiency levels. In the untreated trees foliar P concentration was low throughout the course of the experiment; applied phosphate significantly increased foliar P concentration but at the lowest rate of application (22.5kg P/ha as superphosphate) the concentration again approached deficiency level after seven years. It is concluded that treatment of such crops with phosphate is economically justified. Triple-superphosphate is an effective fertiliser but rock phosphate may be preferable on cost grounds.
Abstract
The influence of tracheid length and density in Sitka spruce upon wood properties has been demonstrated by several studies and it has been shown that there is a definite correlation between tracheid length and the tensile strength of paper. Wood density is the simplest index of the suitability of wood for many important uses. The effects of silvicultural treatments on tracheid length and wood density should be assessed in this context. Wood samples for all of the preliminary experiments described in this paper were obtained from a 37 years old stand of Sitka spruce in Knockrath Woodlands, Laragh, Co. Wicklow. The results of the experiment showed that spacing did not have a statistically significant influence on tracheid length, but it did have a statistically significant influence on wood density. It is demonstrated that mean density decreased with increased spacing. If it is true that both spacing and canopy closure have an effect on wood density, then it could be expected that this variation would normally disappear as the more closely spaced trees are thinned, or as the wider spaced trees close canopy.
Knockrath Woodlands: a 20 year review.

The changes in growing stock and species composition of Knockrath woodlands have been monitored by repeated inventories over 20 years. The article describes the location and historical background of the wood and gives details of the growing stock. Growing stock has remained at an almost constant level since 1956, but there has been an increase in coniferous growing stock and a corresponding decrease in broadleaves. A weakness in the volume in the middle age groups shows a deviation from the ideal of a normal forest. Yield is regulated with a mean annual per ha. yield of 3.5 cubic metres. The mean annual production per ha. appears to be 3.5 cubic metres despite the fact that the average yield class for conifers is three times this figure.

Forestry operations and the problem of noise.

The problem of noise in forestry is primarily concerned with the noise produced by forest machinery. The noise level generated by the machinery varies according to the type of machine and the operating conditions. Ergonomics plays a significant role in the design and use of forest machinery to reduce noise levels. Safety standards, including audiometry, are also important in preventing hearing loss due to noise exposure.
Abstract
Acoustic pollution in industrial situations is the subject of increasing debate. Hearing and psychological damage along with fatigue, communications impairment and lack of concentration may increase the chances of accidents in the workplace. The author discusses the effect of noise on the ear, the nature of noise and assesses the risk of injury in the forestry industry. Methods of controlling the noise levels of power saws and tractors are covered, and a table describing the noise levels of various forest machinery is included.
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Abstract
The present day range of Sitka spruce extends from latitude 61' in Alaska to 39' in California. Most commercial stands are estimated to be within 2.5 miles of the coast with maximum density on the Queen Charlotte Islands. Its elevation is from sea level to 300 metres. It generally exits in a maritime climate with precipitation of about 1,250mm, long frost-free periods and an absence of extreme cold. From Alaska to southern Oregon the growing season ranges from 200 to 300 days. Soils usually have high (up to 20% in upper horizons) organic matter. During the last glaciation period the northern limits of the species would have been under severe selection pressures compared to the southern provenances, the latter evolving under quite different circumstances. The effect of this would have been to greatly deplete the gene pool.
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Abstract
Since 1955 Sitka spruce has been the most widely planted species in Ireland. 45% of the total area of high forest now comprise Sitka spruce. Northern Ireland has 70% and the Republic of Ireland 41% of its total forest area under Sitka. More than 50% of the total area of the species is 10 years old or under and more than 80% is under 20 years. The mean yield class for Sitka spruce, derived from sample plots was 14.8 cubic metres/ha/annum. The latest State woodland indications are that the mean yield class is higher than 14.4. The mean yield class for private woodlands is 17 cubic metres/ha/annum.
Effects of pig and cow slurry on the growth of Sitka spruce on oligotrophic peat and gleys soils in Northern Ireland.

Two experiments were established at Lisnaksea Forest in 1967 to investigate the possible uses of organic manures on oligotrophic peats and gleyed soils in Northern Ireland. Total growth on oligotrophic peat over the period 1967-74 increased with increased rates of application of both pig and cow slurry. The plots treated with pig slurry did better with an average increase of 208% compared with untreated plots. Those treated with cow slurry had an average increase of 129%. On the oligotrophic gley, the pattern of response was rather different from the peat experiment because the crop was newly planted; growth increased up to 1970 in the untreated plots and thereafter fell off slightly. Though growth in the treated plots was consistently better than in the controls it did not differ very much up to 1969, but was markedly better from 1970 onwards. The authors conclude that while slurry can provide all the nutrient elements required to promote good tree growth, its use in forestry is likely to be extremely limited because of the high costs connected with transport and application.
The production of transplants in small pots and balled roots eliminates transplanting shock in young stock. The author discusses a technique of raising transplants in peat/polythene rolls which was devised by the Finnish Forest Research Institute. Another method of producing and planting bare root stock involves using two-year plantable seedlings which are produced in seedbeds and root-pruned frequently. This yields a plant which has a larger crown than normal, and a compact root system. In the Forest and Wildlife Service trial described in this paper tubed seedlings were started in a 20m tunnel and moved outside for a minimum of two weeks to enable the seedlings to harden off before planting out. The plants which were kept inside for eight or ten weeks were of similar size and had an 80% survival rate, while those placed outside after five weeks suffered 75% losses. It is concluded that the cost of production and planting of tubed seedlings would be broadly competitive with that of bare-root planting stock.
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Abstract
Forests are making an increasing contribution towards meeting the growing demand for outdoor recreation and this is compatible with timber production in the context of multiple use management. Development in the Republic of Ireland came late but there are now 9 forest parks and 350 other sites open to the public. The results of two surveys of visitor profiles, recreational use patterns and the opinions of users are presented, one relating to Lough Key Forest Park and the other to seven sites in Dublin and Wicklow. Use is mainly by family groups for walking in the forest environment and there is a high level of visitor satisfaction. The paper concludes with a consideration of topics relevant to forest recreation planning and development, including publicity and signposting, facility provision and the locational characteristics of sites.
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Abstract
Litterfall measurement in three stands of Sitka spruce showed that on average 5,500 kg/ha was shed per annum. This contained 72 kg of nitrogen, 5 kg of phosphorus and 14 kg of potassium. Because litter production exceeds decomposition large amounts accumulate. On average the litter layers had a D.M. content of 50,000 kg/ha containing 915 kg of nitrogen, 50 kg of phosphorus and 130 kg of potassium. The high figures for production and accumulation, and the variation between sites, appeared to be related to crop density.
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Abstract
This report gives some results of a study carried out in two stands of Sitka spruce (Picea sitchensis (Bong.) Carr) with very wide planting espacement, and shows the distribution of density variation in trees with artificially reduced crowns. The two stands were established at 2.4 m x 2.4 m and 4.5 m x 4.5 m in 1954. No thinning, but consistent pruning has been carried out since establishment. Each of eight selected trees in each stand had a 5 mm core taken at heights corresponding to 10%, 45%, and 60% of total height and also at breast height. The estimates for wood density from single cores at breast height were, in almost all cases, greater than from the 4 cores taken at various stem heights. The overall correlation coefficient for both stands was r = 0.934. This was found to be significant at the 1% level. There was also a significant difference (1%) in mean wood density between samples from trees at either espacement. The wood density at 4.5 m x 4.5 m was, at all heights, lower than at 2.4 m x 2.4 m espacement.
Job analyses of forest workers suggest that more attention should be paid to aptitude testing in the selection process. The paper discusses this point and outlines a range of related texts. The particularly high level of physical effort required in much forest work is also discussed as are the effects of vibrations and jolting on the operators of forest machinery. It is concluded that in the interest of safety and satisfaction much could be done in testing prospective forest workers and in incorporating greater ergonomic awareness into the design of forest machinery.
Abstract
In 1960 an experiment was begun to test the effects on Sitka spruce (Picea sitchensis (Bong) Carr) of nursing by lodgepole pine and Japanese larch (Larix leptolepis). The site was a podsolised gley derived from Old Red Sandstone with a thin layer of peat at Avondhu forest, Co. Cork. The site was dominated by Molinia caerula and Calluna vulgaris prior to afforestation. A spot application of 85g of ground rock phosphate was carried out on the trees which were planted on single mouldboard Cuthberson plough ribbon at 1.5m x 1.5m espacement. There were 5 treatments: control, pure Sitka spruce; spruce/larch intimate; spruce/larch bands; spruce/pine intimate; spruce/pine bands. All treatments were replicated three times in randomised blocks. There were no differences between treatments up to year 10. In the following 5 years there was a significant height increase of spruce mixed with larch over the other mixtures. Sitka spruce nursed by Japanese larch is now growing at a rate of 35cm per year. The rates for pure plots and spruce with lodgepole pines are 10cm and 15 cm per year, respectively.
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Abstract
This article gives the background to the establishment of the Louisiana-Pacific Coillte oriented strand board (OSB) plant at Waterford. OSB was pioneered by the American company and has become one of the most popular building products in the US. OSB is a reconstituted timber board which is produced in a process which involves shredding small diameter logs into rectangular strands which are pressed into a board at high temperature and pressure. The new plant, which will produce 350,000 cubic metres of OSB each year, is a crucial part of the development of the Irish forestry industry. OSB makes extensive use of forest thinnings. A large proportion of pulpwood which is currently being exported will be processed at the plant. It will be the first plant in Europe to use the new Regenerative Thermal Oxidisation control technology. A great deal of work has gone into minimising the environmental impact of the plant, and a sophisticated regenerative system is being installed which can recover and reuse over 90% of the heat energy used in the process.
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Abstract
The article details a trial on whole tree harvesting systems for the production of bark free white chip in
Oughterard, Co. Galway. The process involved feeding debarked trees into a chipper, and feeding bark, needles
and some branches into a hammermill to break them down into a fine mulch. The results of the trial show that
the costs of harvesting and extraction are within reason but the chipper flail costs are double what they should be
due to extremely high capital cost along with low productivity.
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Abstract
Woodfab is part of the Smurfit Group of companies and employs over 500 people at three manufacturing plants
in Ireland. Their product range includes structural timber, pallet and packing timber and fencing material. The
company recently introduced to the Irish market glulaminated timber, designed to provide timber beams with
wide span capabilities. Despite its prominent position in both the timber processing and forestry industries,
Woodfab has endured severe trading and cost difficulties due to changes in raw material supply and market
demand. The currency crisis of 1993 also threatened exports but the company has recovered strongly in recent
Abstract
In 1992 the Committee of Forest Nurseries in the EC (COFN) decided to investigate the existing competition and trading practices in the EU forestry nursery market. The results of a survey of Member States of COFN showed that most countries felt there was unfair competition between state and private nurseries & seed companies. A brief summary of the report which COFN subsequently prepared and sent to the European Commission is included. This includes criticisms made against Coillte by private nurseries in Ireland. The Commission rejected the claims.
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Abstract
This a brief report of the seminar on broadleaves held by the South West Midlands Branch of Crann in Roscrea in Nov. 1993. During the seminar emphasis was placed on the need to increase research on the physiology of the tree, to select the best species for prevailing conditions and to determine the best mixture of different broadleaves and of broadleaves and conifers in a given site.
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Abstract
A brief description is given of each of Coillte's eleven forest parks, all of which formed part of former estates. The parks are managed as multipurpose forests where commercial timber production is combined with amenity and leisure activities. The best known of the parks are Killykeen in County Cavan and Lough Key in County Roscommon. The various archaeological and historical aspects of the parks are also dealt with.
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Developments in forest machine technology.
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To overcome its transportation problems Irish forestry must rapidly increase its level of mechanisation. Damage and waste result from wood owners inability to buy suitable forwarders. However, it is to Ireland's advantage that the most advanced technology is being introduced at the developmental stage in many Irish forests before work methods become entrenched. In the past few years a great variety of machines to cover a range of site types, tree sizes, load capacities, etc. has emerged. The advantages and disadvantages of using tracked base units with harvesting heads are examined. The author emphasises the importance of prompt R & D work on new technology and selecting and training operators. The most suitable approach to evaluating machinery is to study its performance in particular circumstances.

A major project designed to boost Ireland's dwindling stock of oak trees was inaugurated at a ceremony in County Mayo this month. Under the auspices of the Tree Council of Ireland and with the support of sponsors, the Mitsubishi Electric Ireland Foundation, planting began of 10,000 oak trees on 7.5 acre site at Enniscoe House, near Crossmolina. The site was chosen for its suitability for planting, ease of maintenance and high future amenity value and it marked Mitsubishi's commitment to the Mayo 5000 celebrations.
Robust woodland establishment.

The decision on appropriate initial spacing is apparently simple, but yet has been the subject of intense debate among foresters since planting began. This paper considers broadleaved trees spacing on previously unplanted farm and woodland sites and stresses the importance of achieving rapid establishment.

New forestry grants: overall enthusiasm with some reservations.

The article details the reactions from the forestry industry, the farming community and research institutions to the proposed improved incentives for forestry. As part of the Government's new forestry programme, grants, varied by species and combination of species, will range from £1,300 per hectare for single species conifer afforestation on unenclosed land to £3,000 per hectare for oak and beech afforestation. It is intended that priority be given to farmers in the implementation of the programme.
Managing small woods.
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Abstract
Broadleaved woodlands only occupy 1.2% of the land of the country and many are now under threat. The article explains the variety of benefits that a well-managed woodland can yield. These include the production of timber for firewood, shelter for stock and crops, game and wildlife conservation and landscape amenity. Effective management of deciduous woods will include: replanting or rejuvenating specific areas; choosing the right trees and getting them established; managing the growing trees; and harvesting and marketing the timber. Advice is given on dealing with old and mature trees, re-stocking, thinning and natural regeneration.
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'Forestry has been my life': an interview with Bernard Moloney.
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Abstract
The subject of the article, Bernard Moloney, has been involved with forestry in Ireland since 1944, the year he entered the Forest Service. He served in several forestry management and training positions before being appointed Senior Inspector responsible for Forest Management throughout the country in the early 80s. Moloney describes the changes he has seen in the industry over the years, especially in regard to harvesting. He is critical of the composition of Colllte's board and argues that it should contain at least two silviculturalists. The main priorities now are to rationalise the timber processing industry and establish another processing plant to deal with pulp. He also warns of the dangers involved in relying too heavily on one species.
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Abstract Coillte has recently introduced a low cost clearfell machine. It consists of a Daewoo DH 130 Excavator with a Keto 150 Harvesting Head with a felling capacity of 55 cubic metres/hour. Coillte are also agents for the Harvemeter Electronic System which is fitted to a range of Harvesting Heads, including Keto.
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Title New national forest research council formed.
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Date May/1993
COFORD, the new National Council for Forest Research and Development was launched last month at a reception in the UCD Industry Centre. The new Council, whose members represent all sectors of the industry - from seeds to sawmill - will promote and co-ordinate research in areas such as forest nursery stock, new harvesting equipment and techniques, the maximising of added value potential, and the study of environmental issues involving the forestry industry.
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**Abstract**
The various types of tissues in tree stems, the phloem, the vascular cambium and xylem, and the functions they perform are described. The terms earlywood (Springwood) and latewood (Summerwood) are used to distinguish the initially less dense from the subsequently denser wood form in a growing season. It is apparent that environmental factors play a decisive role in wood formation by their effect on tracheid diameter and wall thickness. Environmental effects on these cells properties are indirect. The direct effect is on the vegetative growth of the crown, the production site of substances that regulate tracheid diameter and photosynthesis which contribute to wall development. In short, crown attributes determine both timber yield and quality.
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Irish timber and the sawn wood trade.
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**Abstract**
The status of Irish timber is outlined in the context of world and European trade. 75M of the world's 1974 sawlog production of 389M cubic metres was consumed in Europe. Ireland's sawn timber consumption was 0.6M cubic metres. The small size of the industry means that changes of supply can have considerable effect on production. The present sawlog supply is given in relation to quantity and method of obtaining it. The
requirements of the market and some indications of the size and competitiveness of the home-grown sawn timber industry are presented. Softwood in construction accounts for 70% of the market. Visual grading rules tend to militate against selecting home-grown timber. Proper sawing, drying and grading of home-grown timbers is imperative. Most sawmills in Ireland have a throughput of less than 2,500 cubic metres. Capacity exceeds throughput generally, even in smaller mills. Investment and expansion will result in greater centralisation and greater haulage costs.
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Title  As the grower sees it.
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Source  Irish Forestry
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Key Word  forest productivity, marketing, timber quality, timber processing, private woodlands, market requirements, forest products
Abstract  The historical background to the development of Irish State forestry since the foundation of the state is outlined, and the low level of private involvement in forestry is noted. A table is provided which shows the pattern of species distribution and average production potential in State and private woodlands. The production of coniferous timber in State forests is expected to double by 1985 and quadruple by 2000 from present figure of approximately 0.5m cubic metres. Forecasts in market size classification for the state forests is given. Market requirements may force growers to consider changes in silvicultural management in matters such as spacing, thinning and pruning. In the past Irish timber acquired a poor reputation as a result of being mainly unseasoned, inaccurately dimensioned and poorly presented. However, there is every confidence that Irish timber can compete very favourably with imported products once these problems are overcome.
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Author  Savill P.S., McEwen J.A.
Abstract
There are 51,000 hectares of State-owned forests in Northern Ireland and about 13,000 hectares in private ownership which together represent 4.5% of the total land area. From the private forests it is estimated that for the foreseeable future, 10,000 cubic metres to 20,000 cubic metres of timber, predominantly hardwoods will be produced per annum. In State forests 62% of planting is Sitka spruce with 39% and 34% of forests on peats and gleys respectively. 73% of forests are managed without thinning. Timber quality is examined in the context of pruning, growth rates, form and decay. By the turn of the century, production of timber from Northern Ireland forests is predicted to increase to about 400,000 cubic metres per annum with Sitka spruce as the major species. 10,000 to 20,000 cubic metres may be acquired from private forests annually.

Abstract
The danger of supplying surplus low quality/value end-use timber to the detriment of higher value added quality timber is discussed with particular reference to house building. Irish whitewood (with the exception of some firs) saws and machines well and has perfect nailing and gluing qualities. The strength qualities of Irish Sitka and Norway spruces do not quite match the imported timbers. However, machine stress grading is seen as a useful tool which will aid the application of Irish timber to building construction use.
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Abstract
A brief assessment of the state of timber supply and demand on the world scene, in Europe and the Republic of Ireland is provided. Supply of pulpwood is generally adequate but each year shortages do occur, nonetheless, at some mills in Ireland. The sealed tender system is seen as harmful to the maintenance of supplies. Mills have been inefficient in harvesting supplies in periods of need when they were compelled to enter the harvesting area to carry out work themselves. Valuable round timber suitable for sawmillers has been lost through inefficiency. Transport costs and price/demands are analysed, as is the problem for Ireland of subsidised competition. Rationalisation and subsidisation of the industry, marketing and the social/financial priorities of the State with regard to the industry are also dealt with.
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Abstract
The disputed taxonomy of a number of trees, believed to be Pinus contorta, growing in the grounds of Ashford Castle, Co. Mayo is discussed. The various subspecies of Pinus contorta are listed, and the characteristics of Pinus contorta spp bolanderi (Parl.) are described. While these resemble the characteristics of the trees at Cong in many respects, we must await the results of a number of site-trials before their identification can be confirmed.
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Abstract
About an acre and half of 56 year old Sitka Spruce in Avondale Forest, Co. Wicklow, carrying 168 trees and believed to be heavily affected by Fomes annosus heart rot was scheduled for clear felling. Thirty-six of these trees, forming a random sample of the whole, was investigated in detail. The investigation suggests that the presence of markedly swollen butts is not related to the presence of heart rot.
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A note on damage caused to apples by storage in Thuja plicata boxes.

Publisher
Society of Irish Foresters

Place
An experiment was set up to test the hypothesis that apples were damaged by fungus as a direct result of being stored in boxes made from Thuja timber. Results showed that rot caused by Penicillium fungus occurred in 39.3% of apples in mixed spruce and Thuja boxes, and in 54.9% of apples in Thuja plicata boxes. No damage was evident in Sitka spruce boxes.
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A review of twenty-one years of Irish forestry.
Publisher
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Date
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Volume
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Key Word
forestry policy, afforestation, forestry history, Society of Irish Foresters, State forests, private forests, legislation, Forestry Acts
Abstract
This paper traces the growth and development of forestry in Ireland using the papers published in the journal of the Society of Irish Foresters. The Society was founded during a very difficult time for Irish Forestry and the timber trade. The forestry policy of the new Coalition Government of 1948 received an enthusiastic welcome in the pages of Irish Forestry. In 1951 the Report of the F.A.O. Forestry Mission to Ireland was published. It recommended a commercial programme of 500,000 acres with planting to proceed at 11,750 acres per annum, and a social programme for soil conservation, stabilisation of employment in congested areas and the reclamation of idle lands. 1951 was the first year the planting figure of 10,000 acres was reached since State forestry began. The Forestry Act of 1956 helped to overcome some of the problems in acquiring land for forestry. In 1959 Thomas Clear was appointed to the Chair of Forestry in University College Dublin, a post which had lapsed at the time of the death of A.H. Henry in 1930. The author identifies the most remarkable feature of the period under review as the spectacular growth of State forestry. The area under State forest has grown from some 135,000 acres to around 375,000 acres. Gross state expenditure on forestry totalled £25m.
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The relationship of Irish soils to the local geology is complicated by the fact that most soils have been derived, not from the local rock formations, but from the transported glacial drift which mantles them. The main climatic factor in Ireland is the rainfall-evaporation regime, and most of the soils tend to occur in the leached to podzolised categories. It is now apparent that the majority of Irish soils were formed initially under forest cover which in most areas was superseded by a gramineous cover with the usual modifications of soil profile. The Great Soil Groups of most common occurrence in Ireland are briefly described. Mineral soils fall into two broad groups - the zonal podzolised soils and the intra-zonal gleyed soils. Other soils which are considered in this paper are organic soils or peat both zonal and intra-zonal and azonal alluvial soils. A schematic soil map outlining the occurrence of the dominant great soil groups in different regions is included. However, until the survey, classification and mapping of soils is more advanced it is not possible to delineate accurately the distribution of our very complex soil pattern.
The purpose of the investigation was to attempt to: (1) clarify the position regarding the number of resin canals found in the leaves of P. contorta Loudon and var. latifolia Engelm, and; (2) find some feature of the resin canals which may be used to distinguish different provenances of the species. Examination of the needles of nine provenances growing at Millbuie Forest, Easter Ross, Scotland, revealed the existence of primary and secondary resin canals which have not been previously observed in the species. These two main types may be further subdivided according to the length and position of the resin canals in the needles. The occurrence of some of the different types of resin canals in the provenances indicates that there are large areas within the natural distribution of P. contorta Loudon in which many resin canal characteristics are uniform. It also appears to be the case that it is possible to distinguish individual provenances within these areas by the occurrence of other resin canal characteristics, although further work is required before a satisfactory key can be devised.
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Abstract
On the first day of this study tour of May 1963 the group examined Sitka spruce and Douglas fir plantations in the Glen of Immal, the later not in good condition possibly because of the introduction of Japanese larch into the plantation 30 years earlier. The retention of some of the original oak stems at Ballynockan Property of Slievenamon forest was blamed for the susceptibility of its Sitka spruce plantation to fungal disease. The high quality of Norway spruce in the stand at Cong Forest, and other locations, was explained by the fact that Norway spruce in Ireland was usually planted on old estate woodland where land was good.
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Abstract
The purpose of the Society of Irish Forester's visit to Glenasmole, Co. Wicklow was to consider the question of land assessment and classification. The procedure for land acquisition involves accurate identification of the land required, obtaining full information of the rights held by other users of the land and the classification of the land into site types.
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Abstract
This is an account of the Society of Irish Foresters' visit to Ossory Forest in July, 1963. Matters discussed included the necessity of early felling due to windblow danger and the various factors involved in the rotation for the maximum benefit. The feasibility of different initial espacements, and the possible advantage of wider initial planting with corresponding lower costs, and perhaps subsequent protection from a more stable crop were also discussed.
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Abstract
The purpose of the Society of Irish Foresters' visit to Clonast Bog in July, 1963 was to study the subject of peat-structure and pollen analysis. The principle of pollen analysis was explained by Dr. Neil Murray. From the mid-1920s pollen analysis has been the dominant method for investigating late Quaternary vegetational and climatic development. Pollen grains formed one of the most extraordinary resistant materials in the organic world. Dr. Murray explained the findings of two borings in peat and showed how they could provide knowledge of previous vegetation in the area.
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This is an account of the Society of Irish Foresters' visit to Ireland's first National Forest Park in Gougane Barra, West Cork. The area which comprises the Department of Forestry property consists of 340 acres of which 238 are classed plantable and now carry crops of Norway spruce, Pinus contorta, Sitka spruce, European larch and Abies grandis.

In September 1963 the Society of Irish Foresters organised a visit to the Agricultural Institute at Johnstown Castle, Co. Wexford. The estate at the castle has approximately 1,000 acres of which 350 acres is woodland and 30 acres amenity. The woodlands themselves are mostly conifers particularly Scots pine and were all planted circa 1890. The paper contains a brief account of the group's examination of various stands in the woodland.
Number 226
Author O'Brien T.
Title Twenty-first Anniversary Dinner Address.
Publisher Society of Irish Foresters
Place Dublin
Date 1964
Source Irish Forestry
Volume Vol. 21, No. 1
Key Word Society of Irish Foresters, state forestry, forestry policy, Department of Lands
Abstract This is the text of the address delivered by T. O'Brien to the Society of Irish Foresters at the Society's twenty-first anniversary dinner. The speaker refers to the origins of the Society during wartime and the various excursions and tours organised by it over the years. The advances in State Forestry since the Society was founded are also detailed. The provision of employment to 5,000 people in rural areas is one of the achievements of the State's forestry programme. It is concluded that forestry will in the future be one of the really significant assets in the country's economic advance.
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Place Dublin
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Source Irish Forestry
Volume Vol. 21, No. 1
Key Word forest history, timber trade, seventeenth century forestry, staves, shipbuilding, timber imports, timber exports, forestry policy, economic history
Abstract The uses which were made of standing woods in the seventeenth century are examined. The native timber was mainly used in the making of staves for barrel, in shipbuilding and in the construction of house frames. The difficulties in transporting timber are described and the locations associated with each type of timber production
and the chief ports from which timber was exported are noted. The government tried to place restrictions on the enormous export of staves in the early seventeenth century. However, by 1700 the greater part of the Irish woods had been cut. It is not possible to say how many staves were exported during the century but figures are available for some years. It is estimated that hundreds of thousands of staves were exported from Londonderry woods before 1613. An intensive search for oak suitable for shipbuilding began in the Southwest around the 1670s. The cutting of woods reserved to the crown was forbidden by Charles II for any purpose but shipbuilding. The ban on the export of live cattle boosted the provisions trade in the same decade and the demand for staves for the home market grew rapidly. The prices of timber in various parts of Ireland at different times during the century are compared.
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**Abstract**  
The importance of good quality seed has been recognised by forestry managers in recent years, but of equal importance is the selection of the correct provenance. This is especially true with Pinus contorta. Soon after the first imports of Pinus contorta seeds it became apparent that the coastal provenances were the ones best suited to Irish conditions. The problem to be solved now is how to perpetuate these good stands. The most suitable method is the establishment of seed orchards in conjunction with a seed stand programme. This programme is divided into three phases. (1) Selection of Plus trees. In examining the trees for selection there are four important considerations: vigour and relative position in the crop; stem form; crown form; and branch form. (2) Establishment of the seed orchard. There are four parts to this stage: selection of site; preparation of site; layout of area; and grafting. (3) Progeny testing. The simplest form of this test is the one parent test. Here seed is collected from the parent plus trees and sown in the nursery. The resultant development of the seedling can be watched and any inferior characteristics noted. However, a more reliable form of test is where controlled pollination is carried out in the orchard. The procedure followed is to collect pollen from a number of clones represented in the orchard and use it to pollinate the developing female flowers.
A trial into improved methods of skyline harvesting investigated the environmental and economic viability of whole tree harvesting with roadside processing. Whole trees were extracted by skyline to the roadside to be delimbed and crosscut by a processor. The most efficient system comprised of two skylines, working to one processor. One extra worker is employed to cut trees and help choke the loads. Output on an average rack of 300 metres and extracting 0.2 cubic metres per load results in approximately 150 cubic metres per week at a cost of £16.86 per cubic metre at roadside.

At a meeting of members of the Society of Irish Foresters in Omagh, Feb. 1964 Mr. R. Busby of the Northern Ireland Forest Service spoke on the theme of 'Present Silviculture and Management in Relation to Future Requirements.' He explains how the old skills of the silviculturalist must be refined to take pressing economic considerations into account. While shortages of timber may occur in the future, it is unlikely that the timber producer will benefit directly as more resources are invested in substitution of other materials. The importance of minimising production costs and building a flexible and mobile labour force are stressed. Mr. S. Cambell
stated that there was a growing awareness of the need to think of forestry as an industry. This awareness will increase as the area of our plantations at the harvesting stage increases, reflecting the great potential benefit it can present to the structure of our national economy. The speaker stated that while the native sawmilling industry was steadily improving in its ability to meet demand for sawn timber of high quality, the lack of a sufficient and sure supply of suitable sawlogs was a major factor limiting desirable development in scope.
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Abstract
The type of marginal land with which this article is concerned comprises raised bog, blanket bog and degraded heaths with varying thickness' of peat. The author acknowledges that it is difficult to justify economically the employment of manpower and capital in working marginal land. The difficulties involved in making meaningful comparisons between the profitability of forestry and industry, and between marginal forestry and marginal agriculture are considered. When considering the profitability of forestry on marginal land, four broad factors are important: the volume production; the cost of production; the length of the production cycle; and the price received for the product. The use of marginal land for forestry cannot be justified on purely economic grounds, so governments must be influenced by other considerations such as avoiding dependence on imported timber. Of even greater importance is the social effect that a growing forestry sector can have on a rural economy which would otherwise be incapable of supporting a growing population.
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Title
Problems of forestry development in Ireland.
Abstract
The author identifies three main aspects of the problems of forestry development in Ireland, especially regarding poor land areas. In considering the question of how forestry policy should be judged, both at a national and regional level, five different criteria can be distinguished - the creation of employment, import-saving, the generating of economic growth and finally the recreational and tourist opportunities. The second main aspect is the application of these criteria to the task of deciding what is the optimum use of individual pieces of land. The main problem associated with this process lies in estimating the returns per acre from farming and from forestry. The third aspect is the actual rate of development of forestry in the western counties of Ireland in recent years and its effects as a stimulant to economic growth in that area.
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The pattern of annual growth in basal area of Sitka spruce, Norway spruce and Pinus contorta, in Ireland.

Publisher
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Abstract
This report details a study designed to provide data as to the annual cycle of basal area growth of the principal conifers in Ireland. The study was initiated in the Spring of 1961. The species chosen for investigation were Sitka and Norway spruce and Pinus contorta. The prime object of the investigation was to obtain a graph of the accumulating percentage growth over the growing season for these species. It was hoped to obtain some information as to whether such factors as region, species, age, quality class, or the position of the tree crown in the canopy, were of practical significance in the volume increment cycle.
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Abstract
The author traces the development of arterial drainage policy from the mid 1800s. The process involved in modern drainage, beginning with a survey of the channel required to drain a designated area of land by OPW engineers, is described. In the next stage all the relevant survey data is plotted on squared paper. The design procedure, and the measures which need to be taken to estimate the design flood level are then explained. The final stage involves examining all the channels surveyed and deciding which are to included in the scheme.
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industry since the early years of the Society. The current state of the industry and its contribution to employment and the economy generally is assessed.
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Key Word forest parks, amenities, forest recreation, Tollymore Forest Park, Northern Ireland forestry, tourism, forest use
Abstract For one week in July 1964, 50% of the people visiting Tollymore Forest Park were given a questionnaire to complete. About one third of the forms were returned. This paper is an analysis of the results. Forest recreation is seen to be an activity mainly for family parties with all ages participating fully except the over 65s. Its greatest appeals is for the urban, industrialised or office worker and its least appeal is for the farmer or rural dweller. The effective range of a forest park appears to be only 40 miles as only 6.5% of visitors travelled beyond that ring.
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Title The uncertainties of wind-damage in forest management?
Publisher Society of Irish Foresters
Place Dublin
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Source Irish Forestry
Abstract
The main concerns of foresters when considering the problem of wind-damage to trees are uprooting of spruces on poorly drained soils, and stem breakage on free draining soils. Recent tree-pulling investigations and wind tunnel experiments have given some indications of trees' resistance to both these forms of damage and some data on the forces which can be applied to trees. This data can then be used to find the critical wind velocity for any size of tree. When the frequency and velocity of gales in a given place is known, it will be possible to predict the size that a crop will reach before being blown over. This information then helps establish a base line against which the likely benefit from silvicultural treatments such as spacing, ploughing, draining and thinning can be judged.

Abstract
This is an account of a Society of Irish Foresters day excursion to Delgany Forest in April 1964. The main points of interest were a stand of Pinus radiata and a stand with hardwoods in a matrix of conifers, the mixture being: Picea abies, Thuja plicata and Castanea sativa. The forester, T. Moloney, explained the difficulties involved in maintaining such cultures.
Title
Day excursion to Abbeyleix Demesne 11th May, 1964.
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Abstract
This is an account of the Society of Irish Foresters' excursion to Abbeyleix Demense in May, 1964. The most interesting feature of the estate is the ancient pedunculate oak woodland with trees over 300 years old, believed to be one of the very few remnants of the native woodland of the Central plain. The red squirrel has caused considerable damage in young Scots pine.
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Abstract
This is an account of the Society of Irish Forester's excursion to Castlehane in June, 1964. The first plot visited consisted of oak and elm. A third species, Japanese larch, had been originally planted as a nurse tree with the oak and elm but has been removed. Other plots visited consisted of Norway spruce, and a hardwood plot of sycamore and oak. Different opinions were offered regarding the optimum extent of felling. The suggestion that clearfelling should be avoided because it would allow rampant growth of ground vegetation was regarded by some as an economic luxury.
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Day excursion to Newport Forest 12th July, 1964.
Publisher
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Date
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Source
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Key Word
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Abstract
This is an account of the Society of Irish Foresters' visit to Ballyhourigan Property of Newport Forest in July 1964. This is the oldest property of this forest and contains crops in all development stages from recent plantings to mature timber.
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Abstract
This study examines the correlation between timber strength in Sitka spruce and a number of factors. Sample trees were cut into logs, which were then converted into battens, kiln dried, and stress graded. Results from 14 unthinned and 6 thinned plots are presented in relation to the effects of spacing, growth rate, branch size and number, juvenile wood and density on the load bearing capacity of the timber. The single most important factor in determining timber strength was initial plant spacing (in unthinned stands). Closer spacing produced stronger timber. Initial spacing varied from 1330 to 5920 stems per ha. The amount of juvenile wood present in the batten was also related to strength, and 88% of battens with no juvenile wood reached strength class 4. Other significant factors were density (+ve) and ring width (-ve). Branch size and number were generally negatively correlated with strength. Linear progression models demonstrated that eight factors accounted for 99% of the variation in strength observed in the 14 unthinned plots. The three most important of these, which explained over 90% of the variation, were initial plant spacing, basal area and density. From the results obtained it is
concluded that maximising timber strength will require a reduction in individual tree growth rate to reduce the juvenile core and ring widths and to increase timber density. This will increase the number of branch whorls but the closer spacing will result in the production of relatively small branches.
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**Abstract**
This is a summary of a talk given by Dr. Neil Murray in Galway, February 1965, based on his 1957 Ph.D thesis. This study was carried out with a view to tracing the sequence of events leading to the overwhelming by peat of the forests or woods which once grew on the mineral soil in the Clonast area and also any subsequent colonisation of the peat by trees. A brief description of the history of pollen analysis and the methods used in pollen analytical research is given. Inferences can be drawn regarding the vegetational cover of the landscape from information on pollen concentration in an area.
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**Abstract**
This review outlines the main features of the report presented to the Minister of Lands on Forestry. The total productive area acquired for State forestry purposes during the year was 23,446 acres. There were 24,271 acres of new planting and 437 acres of reforestation. Sitka spruce retained its dominant position accounting for 44% of all planting, Pinus contorta was second with 24.9% (down from 30.4% in the previous year). The damage caused by fire and the exceptionally cold weather during the period is assessed. The success of the Private Planting Scheme is noted.
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### The history of geological study in Ireland as it relates to analysis of the soil
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**Abstract**
The history of geological study in Ireland as it relates to analysis of the soil is briefly outlined. The lecture included a study of geological phenomena and landforms which sought to explain the karst limestone of the Burren, the coalfields of Castlecomer and the lakes of the mid-lands.
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Pomeroy House and Estate, extending to over 400 acres, was acquired by the Forestry Division of the Northern Ireland Ministry of Agriculture in 1960 for the establishment of a regional training centre. The principal object of the school is to provide workers and junior supervisors with a basic knowledge of silviculture and a practical training in the proper care and use of tools and machines, the latest forest operational techniques and the important aspects of labour relations.
Address of author
Coillte Research & Development, Sidmonton Place, Bray, Co. Wicklow
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Abstract
The original motivating forces in European and American research are outlined. The concepts of basic and applied research are defined and discussed. The methods of handling research and research problems are discussed with particular reference to points of difference between the Irish and American approaches and the significance of the fundamental approach. Aspects of communication are discussed, with pointers on standardisation in scientific writing, and the need for better communications with the public at large.
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Abstract
This is an account of the Society of Irish Foresters' visit to Shelton Abbey Forest Nursery in May, 1965. A brief summary on the lodgepole pine provenance study at Shelton is given, with particular reference to the search for provenances suitable for Irish conditions.
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Annual study tour in the Cavan district from June 1st to June 3rd.
Publisher
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research
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Abstract
This is a summary of the Society of Irish Foresters' study tour to County Cavan in June 1965. Sites visited included Ulster Plantation Compartments 19 and 20, Cootehill Forest, Castlepollard Forest, Mullaghmeen, Killeshandra Forest, Gortinaul and the Agricultural Institute Research Station at Ballinamore.
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Volume
The presence of mineral nutrients, microbiological activity and the organic chemical composition of various peat types are compared. A more important aspect than the actual presence of nutrients in peats is the availability of these nutrients to crops. Tests reveal that all the potassium, two thirds of the calcium and magnesium and only the inorganic phosphorus can be regarded as freely available. Nitrogenous material in peat is almost unavailable. The various available methods for enhancing nutrient availability are discussed. The problem of draining peat for afforestation purposes is considered. The nature of the peat, its permeability and local climatic conditions each have an important bearing on the optimum depth and spacing of drains. The author concludes from the results of various experiments that for successful establishment of plantations on peat some form of drainage and an application of phosphate is necessary.
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Abstract
The fungi which are dealt with in this article have as their main natural function the decomposition of woody tissues, involving the destruction of both cellulose and lignin. The most important of these species as far as woodlands are concerned is Fomes annosus. The most common source of infection of standing trees is from stumps containing the fungus. Among the forest activities that may lead to its appearance are the felling and replanting of a conifer stand, and the cutting of trees during weeding or cleaning. Experience has shown that protection from infection may be achieved by stump creosoting, which is most effective in uninfected or lightly infected stands, and treatment with ammonium sulphamate which rapidly kills Fomes. The best chemical protectant is sodium nitrite. A competitor of Fomes, Peniophora gigantea, exerts a limited natural control over stump infection by Fomes.
A condition of checked growth associated with chlorotic foliage of Norway spruce and Scots pine on Phragmites peat appeared at first examination to be due to moisture deficiency. Detailed investigation did not support this hypothesis, but foliar analysis and, to a lesser extent, soil analysis pointed to potassium deficiency. The appearance of the trees was quickly improved by applications of sulphate of potash.

Deforestation rates in the tropic continue to increase and recent estimates show an annual rate of deforestation of
17 million ha. World concern about the loss of biodiversity and adverse climate change are beginning to have an effect on timber production in a number of major exporting countries. Future supplies of timber to world markets from natural tropical forests are likely to decline. Future increases in industrial wood supplies will be drawn principally from plantations in developed countries. Despite a growth in wood production in Western Europe, imports of forests products will continue to increase offering growing export opportunities for Ireland. While Ireland is disadvantaged in some respects vis-a-vis a number of large wood-producing nations, it also enjoys several advantages. These include: EC protective tariffs; lower freight and delivery costs; stable exchange rates with trading nations; and low investment costs resulting from a well developed infrastructure. A careful review of these advantages in wood products manufacture and export opportunities must be made in developing strategies for the expansion of the Irish wood products industries.
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Abstract
Before the introduction of a realistic grant system in the early 1980s there was little interest in the development of private forestry. The enormous increase in private planting during that decade is recorded and is explained by the introduction of the Western Package, the four year fixed price package and the lead given by financial institutions. The single greatest challenge to the future development of private forestry is the need to sell the idea to farmers and investors. Teagasc have a key role to play in the extensive educational campaign which will be required to overcome this obstacle. It is hoped that the Forest Premium Scheme will encourage more farmers to invest in forestry in the future. Other challenges include the need to counter criticism from the environmental lobby, diversification of species and maintenance of standards.
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The development of poplar planting in Northern Ireland is described. Results from an experiment comparing five cultivars (clones) planted in 1977 are presented and briefly discussed. Clones derived from P. trichocarpa are recommended as the most reliable and productive until more information becomes available. It is recommended that commercial poplar planting should be initially restricted to sheltered sites below 100m elevation. Soil pH should preferably exceed 5.0. It is suggested that, using P. trichocarpa, a timber yield of 24 cubic metres/ha/year could be achieved on suitable sites over a 15 year rotation.
Fluctuations in annual leader growth were observed in stands of several species of pine, particularly Scots and some provenances of lodgepole. The work described in this paper was carried out with the objectives of establishing whether leader length fluctuations were related to climate in Northern Ireland and, if so, to devise a procedure for adjusting observed leader length to compensate for fluctuations in climate. Analysis of data showed that there is a clear effect due to temperature summations in a combinations of both the current and the previous season for pines, while for spruces, only the temperature summation in the previous season is statistically important. A method of adjusting observed leader length to compensate for the effect of climate is demonstrated. The usefulness of this method for assessing fertiliser response or possible damage due to pests and diseases is discussed.
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**Address of author**
NI Dept. of Agriculture, Dundonald House, Newtownards Rd. Belfast
Abstract
The creation of large-scale plantations by both public and private forestry organisations has attracted public criticism during the past decade. The forest industry must be able to counter this criticism by presenting a package of multiple land uses. These should embrace recreation, conservation, sport, all the many compatible uses of land while it is growing a timber crop in an environmentally sensitive manner. Foresters should seek to become identified with good environmental management.
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Publisher
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Source
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Key Word
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Abstract
Bog flows refer to slides where peat from lower, softer layers becomes semi-liquid and flows out from under the underlying firmer, less humidified top layer. A bog flow occurred in mid-July, 1988 at Sheskin property, Bellacorrick forest which affected an area of 2.4ha. of blanket peat planted with lodgepole pine. Over much of the area the bog was completely removed down to a basal, greasy peat layer. The lower, softer layers flowed over this material and carried the upper, firmer layers downslope. This pattern is very familiar to other bog flows which have occurred in the same region. It is suggested that the exceptional weather of May, June and July contributed to the flow together with the lack of collector drains which left the peat soft and saturated. These factors together with a topography which predisposed the bog to movement, initiated the flow. Collector drains placed at sufficient depth and intensity should be sufficient to prevent similar occurrences.
The large pine weevil is the most significant insect pest in Irish forestry. It causes damage by feeding on the bark and underlying tissue of young trees. Current management strategy consists primarily of chemical protection with the insecticide lindane. Plants are dipped before planting and may also need to be sprayed during the second growing season.

This paper attempts to assess the relative importance of environmental variables such as bedrock, soil-type, slope, altitude, exposure and aspect to windthrow processes. The various difficulties in artificially simulating these processes are examined including choosing a suitable field study area and analytical difficulties. Conventional multivariate models are not considered suitable for this type of study. Therefore the Automatic Interaction Detection (AID) model, which was specifically designed for this type of analysis, is employed. The
data was analysed using a series of 14 binary splits. The analysis suggests that altitude is strongly related to windthrow, with plantations on middle slopes (138 - 274 m) being exceptionally vulnerable. Aspect is the next most significant variable with plantations on north, northeast and east slopes having heavy wind damage. Soil-type is ranked next in importance; most of the windthrow being associated with gley soils. Finally, age of plantation is significantly related to incidence of windthrow, with damage peaking in 20-39 years age-group.
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**Abstract**
The author gives a brief account of the incidents of storm damage recorded in State Forests since the beginning of the century. The overall picture is one of frequent and often extremely severe gales of an intensity likely to cause some damage each year. The various factors contributing to wind damage are examined. These are: climate; site factors such as elevation, topography and soil type; and silvicultural practices, especially thinning. The ratio of volume blown per unit area of productive forest 22 years and over averages 0.62. This ratio can serve as a guide for forecasting purposes.
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Key Word
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Abstract
A brief account of the background to and extent of hybridisation of red deer and sika deer in Northern Ireland is given. The author warns that the red deer of North-western Ireland could be lost just as those of Co. Wicklow were lost through incipient hybridisation.
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Key Word
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Abstract
The author briefly describes the gradual extinction of the Scots pine in Ireland and its re-introduction during the period of estate and demesne development in the seventeenth and eighteenth century. The expansion of Scots pine continued under the planting programme of the State Forestry Service from 1903, but stopped abruptly after 1950. The cause of this decline is attributed the unsatisfactory returns from existing plantations, the slowness of the species' growth compared to Sitka spruce and the limited provenance available. Recent stands established with modern techniques of ploughing, fertilising and from select seed sources have shown promise with yield class levels consistently between 12 and 14. The versatility of Scots pine as opposed to other species, and its value as a construction timber are given as reasons for its increasing popularity.
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The spectacular rise in planting rates over the last number of years has had and will continue to have various impacts on rural areas. These impacts must be identified and the expansion of the forestry sector planned in such a way as to minimise the negative impacts, such as the displacement of agriculture and the disruption of farming communities, and maximise the positive impacts. The role of forestry in providing employment and consequently helping to maintain the rural fabric is assessed. Studies show that downstream employment accounts for over 80% of the total employment generated from domestic sawn timber. The effect of future expansion in forest production in terms of employment is assessed and what this will mean in terms of income for rural areas is estimated. Negative impacts of forestry, many resulting from the centralised nature of decision-making for both State and private forestry, are examined. Finally the development of co-operative forestry is considered.

Determining the role of private forestry on highly productive forest sites in agriculturally disadvantaged areas.
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Publisher An Foras Taluntais
Place Dublin
Date 1987
Source EEC DG XII European R & D Programme: Wood as a renewable raw material.
Key Word

Address of author
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private forestry, agriculturally disadvantaged areas, marginal land, wet mineral lowland soil associations, rural development, agricultural income, grants, subsidies, Adequate Annual Income, farm forestry

Abstract
This survey examines the potential for forestry on five, wet mineral lowland Soil Associations totalling one million hectares 14.3 % of the land of the Republic of Ireland. Average production for all plots (unweighted) was Yield Class 20.3 cubic metres/ha/annum and was YC 20.8 and YC 19.0 for mineral and peat plots respectively. Weighted Yield Classes were somewhat higher at 21.1, 22.0 and 21.4 for all, for mineral and for peat plots respectively. 90% of all plots were YC 14 or above and over 80% are over YC 18. The factors which contribute to very low Yield Classes can be readily identified. Thus it is possible to say that the wet mineral lowland soils in the west of Ireland are highly productive for forestry. Rotations should be around 30-35 years.

In the rural areas dominated by wet mineral lowlands, income from agriculture is estimated, using static price assumptions, to be less than half the potential income from forestry and would fall to a third if a 1% increase in timber prices is assumed. The key element in promoting the development of farmer forestry is the provision of Adequate Annual Income. If forestry is to be an alternative land use then the support system for forestry must at least equal those currently aiding agriculture. Other supports include: planting grants, an active advisory service, a co-operative structure to promote and co-ordinate planter groups and demonstration farm forests.
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Author O'Hegarty Derry
Title Investing in forestry in Ireland: a practical guide.
Publisher Touche Ross/Celtic Forestry
Place Dublin
Date 1988
Key Word private forestry, investment, economics, taxation, grants, subsidies, incentives
Abstract The purpose of this booklet is to outline briefly the structure of the forestry industry in Ireland, to identify the reliefs and incentives available to prospective investors and industrialists and to suggest ways of optimising the return on investment. The various grant schemes available for private afforestation are examined including the Western Package Scheme, funded jointly by the EC and the Irish exchequer, and exchequer funded grant schemes. The various forms of taxation on private woodlands are also explained.
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Key Word
semi-natural woodlands, Watson-Wentworth estate, coppice woods, coppice management, forestry history, timber trade, silviculture, coppicing
Abstract
The extent and commercial significance of semi-natural coppice woods in Ireland in the past are far from clear and relatively little detailed analysis of coppice management using primary sources has been undertaken. Employing a collection of documents relating to the Watson-Wentworth estate in Co. Wicklow, coppice wood management in the first half of the eighteenth century is analysed. Evidence is presented which shows that during that period coppice woods covering more than 800 hectares were managed in a fairly sophisticated way, resulting not only in the preservation of important semi-natural woods but also in the production of a wide range of commercial products. The woods made an important contribution to the income of the estate, generated local employment, developed trading links over a surprisingly wide area and provided a renewable supply of raw materials for a number of important manufacturing industries.
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Volume
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Key Word
ash, Fraxinus excelsior L., hurley production, optimum butt size, butt quality, timber end use, silviculture
Abstract
Ash is the most valuable of all home-grown timber, and it is the only broadleaf tree which it is possible to grow profitably in Ireland at the prices currently prevailing. It is the most abundant of native tree species and occurs throughout the country. However, demand for ash hurleys still outstrips supply. This paper describes an investigation into the growing of ash specifically for the hurley market. A system for growing ash for hurley production is outlined. It is estimated that the optimum size of butt is in the region of 28-32cm DBH. Four quality classes are identified based on stem size and form. A variety of silvicultural systems for ash are
examined for profitability and compared with likely returns from Sitka spruce on the same sites.
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The damaging influence of the bank vole in Irish forestry.
Publisher
Coillte Research & Development
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Series
Coillte Research & Development Information Note No. 9
Date
1994
Key Word
bank vole, Clethrionomys glareolus, forest protection, forest fauna
Abstract
The bank vole causes damage to young coniferous trees by stripping the bark and feeding on the underlying cambium. Damage is often slight but frequently mortalities may occur. Detail are provided of a survey carried out in a forest in county Limerick in 1990. Results obtained from this survey and from a later experiment suggest that removal or suppression of vegetation cover around trees would help to reduce the incidence of damage.
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Coillte Research & Technology, Sidmonton Place, Bray, Co. Wicklow.
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### Key Word
Western Forestry Co-op, marginal land, agriculture, farmers, land use, private forestry, West of Ireland.

### Abstract
According to Ray Gallagher, Manager of Western Forestry Co-op there is at present great deal of enthusiasm among farmers for forestry. The Co-op was set up in 1985 to provide farmers with the encouragement, support and services required to enable them to afforest the marginal areas of their farms. Its primary aim is to make forestry an instrument of rural development.

### Number
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### Author
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### Title
Farmers first in forestry.

### Publisher
Irish Farmers' Monthly

### Place
Dublin

### Date
July/1994

### Source
Irish Farmers' Monthly

### Key Word
land use, marginal land, farming, Irish Farmers Association, agriculture, land purchase, IFA, private forestry

### Abstract
The dramatic increase in private forestry in Ireland over the last 10 years is noted. At present private planting accounts for 50% of the total, with farmers accounting for 75% of the private total. The IFA is generally supportive of forestry but a spokesman argues that more attention needs to be paid to the issue of social environment when planting. The IFA have called for the establishment of a Land Use Authority to regulate the contentious area of land purchasing.
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Irish Farmers' Monthly

**Key Word**
land use, agricultural land, farming, broadleaf planting, afforestation, private forestry, land acquisition, broadleaves

**Abstract**
Farmers in Summerhill, Co. Meath have expressed concern over the planned afforestation of most of a 700-acre local farm. All forestry developments exceeding 200 ha. require planning permission. Only hardwoods are to be planted on the site which is top quality arable land. Total grant aid, if approved, would amount to £608,000, and an annual premium of £26,000. The land was bought up in small lots over a period of 20 years and is owned by a non-resident German national.
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<td><strong>Abstract</strong></td>
<td>The author gives a brief overview of the new taxation system for timber contractors. Under new regulations all payments to timber contractors will have 35% income deducted at source. In order to pay the contractor gross the payer must be in possession of a C47 certificate from the Tax Office.</td>
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This is an account of the second phase of a Pilot Tree Project undertaken by Crann in the South Leitrim area. Funding for the project, which is seeking to integrate broadleaves in the local economy, came from the Forest Service through the Operational Forestry Programme.

COFORD, the National Council of Forest Research and Development which was formed as part of Measure 1 of the Stride Forestry Sub Programme, has launched its 'Pathway to Progress Plan' for development of the forestry industry's research programme.
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Abstract
The issue of acquiring land for broadleaf planting and recent government statements on this matter are discussed. Coillte are committed to a policy of diversification and mixing conifers and broadleaves, but concentrate on acquiring marginal, rather than arable land. The company has also called for the development of a land use strategy for forestry.
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Abstract
The Forestry Scheme, under which the Forestry Grants and Premia have been introduced, is part of the measures introduced as a part of the reform of the Common Agricultural Policy. The various regulations and procedures involved in the awarding of grants to farmers and others involved in private forestry are summarised.
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Abstract
Improved trading conditions with stronger demand and better log prices in Europe in the last third of 1993 has helped Coillte to achieve a remarkable £2.8m profit turnaround last year. At the publication of the group's annual report and accounts earlier this year, Coillte recorded a profit of £1.68m and an increase in asset value by £34.3m to £778m in 1993.

Abstract
With the support of the Northern Ireland Forest Service the Ulster Agricultural Organisation Society Limited is promoting the development of Farm Forestry Co-ops in Northern Ireland.
Number 283
Author O'Mochain Liam
Title Minister speaks out.
Place Ballina
Date Sept/1993
Source Irish Timber and Forestry
Volume Vol. 2, No. 9
Key Word forestry policy, Forestry Grants Programme, environment, timber processing industry, OPW, EC Environmental Protection Programme
Abstract
In this interview the Minister of State at the Department of Agriculture with special responsibility for forestry, Liam Hyland, discusses various aspects of government policy including the new Forestry Grants Programme, the development of the timber processing industry and the designation of land as Areas of Scientific Interest and as Areas of Natural Heritage by the Office of Public Works.
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Number 284
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Title Coillte chief in focus.
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Date Sept/1993
Source Irish Timber and Forestry
Volume Vol. 2, No. 9
Key Word Coillte, forestry policy, timber processing industry
Abstract
In this interview the Chief Executive of Coillte, Mr. Martin Lowery, discusses various issues concerning the company's operations including land availability, rationalisation in the timber processing industry and the role of forestry in rural development.
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Abstract The performance of the Finnish Nokka harvester on Coillte's forestry plantations is assessed.
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Title Getting started in farm forestry.
Place Ballina
Date Sept/1993
Source Irish Timber and Forestry
Volume Vol. 2, No. 9
Key Word private forestry, farmers, EU, grants, land use
Abstract The increased EU-sponsored grant and premium package has made farmers more aware of the opportunities open to them in the forestry sector. The various steps involved in starting a private plantation are considered and advice is given to farmers considering becoming involved in forestry.
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Abstract
The results of a survey on farmers' attitude to and knowledge of forestry is assessed. The survey was carried out in the Laois/Offaly area and showed that farmers had little information on forestry. However, most respondents expressed interest in forestry if they could be supported by a co-operative.
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Abstract
The author, on behalf of a number of local groups and organisations, explains why Claremorris, Co. Mayo is the best location for the proposed new Oriented Strandboard mill.
Two experiments, the first examining the effects of different soil cultivation treatments and the second looking at various combinations of planting time and stock/type treatment, were carried out on two species, Douglas fir and Japanese larch. The survival results show that cultivation (either mounding or scarifying) increased survival (average 83%) over planting without cultivation (average 53%). Of the two cultivation treatments examined, mounding gave better survival rate than scarifying (89% v 77%). There was little difference in results between the standard graded stock and stock that went through various cultivation/planting treatments. Containerised stock performed much better with an average survival rate of 82%. With the combination of treatments, all stock types gave survival rates of 80%+ on the mounding treatment, with the containerised stock giving approximately 90% survival on the mounding. The containerised stock almost doubled in height growth during its first growing season.
Conifer root and butt-rot is the greatest identified disease threat to Ireland's coniferous forests. It is caused by the fungus, Heterobasidion annosum, formerly Fomes annosus and commonly known as fomes. The only possible way of eradicating an infection of fomes from a stand is to remove all stumps and roots. Stump treatment and other aspects of disease management strategy are outlined.
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Source Irish Timber and Forestry
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Key Word parasitic pests, insects, green spruce aphid, Sitka spruce, leaf damage, Elatobium abietinum, forest protection, Picea sitchensis
Abstract The green spruce aphid, Elatobium abietinum, is a greenfly which feeds by inserting its mouthparts into the underside of spruce needles and sucking out the nutrient rich sap. The life-cycle of the aphid, the extent of its resistance to cold and the type of defoliation it causes are described.
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Volume Vol. 2, No. 3
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Abstract An account of the operation of the Galway Region, the largest of Coillte's forestry regions is given. Deer culling, the use of natural regeneration and various environmental issues are among the subjects covered.
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Abstract
The background to the proposed felling of oak trees in Coolatin Estate in Co. Wicklow is summarised, and the difficulties facing Wicklow County Council in attempting to preserve part the remaining woodland are explained. By 1987 Tomnafinnoge, comprising about 160 acres, was the only wood in Coolattin which had not been felled. Preservation orders were placed on the remaining woodland, the only example of natural Irish Oak woodland left in the country. The positions of the various parties involved in the controversy, including those of the present owners, the Department of Energy and conservationists are outlined.
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Key Word
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Abstract
The author provides a brief description of the recreational facilities available in the following Northern Ireland forest parks: Tollymore; Glenariff; Gosford; Gortin Glen, Drum Manor; and Parkanaur.
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A brief account of Coillte's export market for pulpwood is given.  
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The author deals with the issues of environmental and visual impact raised by the rapid increase in private planting in recent years, especially on farms. Advice on planting, species mixing and landscaping is given.  
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Abstract
The author looks at the issues associated with tree planting and the landscaping of development sites.
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Abstract
The author provides a brief summary of the development and present condition of forestry in Northern Ireland. The recent growth in the saw-milling industry and the destinations of Northern Ireland forest products are also examined.
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This article outlines a general plan for insect pest control. The importance of recording and reporting all instances of insect damage is emphasised. The problem of controlling insect pests is considered in relation to the main types of economic damage caused by pests: the death of a tree; damage to the tree; or delay in rotation. Insecticides appear to be the most practical method of control, but there are a number of disadvantages associated with their use. The identification of a chemical substance in the tree which either attracts or repels damaging insects offers the forester a powerful means of controlling pests. The use of predators and parasites to reduce the size of a pest population has, on occasion, proved very effective. Other methods aim to interrupt the sexual cycle of the insect pests.
Abstract
The forester's main goal in planting trees and tending woods is to produce high quality timber that can compete with imported supplies; this means that timber ought to be knot-free, uniform in growth, strong and of fine appearance. This is achieved by close spacing of trees at planting. After the thicket stage is reached, crown development is an important consideration. Thinning is aimed at maintaining stem numbers in order to suppress side-branches. A light thinning of suppressed, or dying, trees can be carried out along with the freeing of crowns of more dominant trees. Especially in the case of spruces, larches and Corsican pines, the current recommendation is that as heavy as possible thinning ought to be done. The timing of thinning and the intensity required is dealt with along with some rules of thumb for deciding thinning intensity. In the near future it is expected that thinning programmes will be greater than the planting programme thus emphasising the need for greater knowledge of thinning procedure. Price is critical for profitable thinning yields but the development of the practice of commercial thinning may be detrimental to the final crop.
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Abstract
A double mould-board-type plough was introduced to a first planting site in 1959. Planting in the furrow of the sod turned proved to be more successful than planting on the side. The lodgepole pine planted on this Old Red Sandstone site was not greatly affected by the increase in weed competition. The plough consisted of the usual long tyne, 15” to 20”, to which were attached two wings. The rippers were used to determine the extent of the fracture in the ORS hardpan and to observe the conditions for planting. Removal of Calluna and furze was done by rotary slasher and by burning, the latter being less obstructive to the ripper. Drainage is not considerably increased by the ripping and no drying-out of the up-turned soil occurs with this method. It is possible, as a result of ripping, to dig between the fractures with a spade. This would indicate that thorough and complete breakage of the pan and aeration of the soil has taken place allowing free movement of moisture and roots through the fractured medium without exposing the soil to the elements.
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A Preliminary Report on the Re-afforestation etc. of Ireland by W. Howitz, Forest Conservator.
Publisher
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Date
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Volume
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Key Word
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Abstract
This report was completed for the Gladstone government by Dr. Daniel Howitz, a Danish forester, who visited Ireland twice in 1883. He concluded that 5 million acres of Ireland was more suitable for forestry than for any other land use. He recommended that 3 million acres along the Atlantic sea-board should be afforested to provide shelter, with a further 1 million being planted in the country's river basins to prevent periodic flooding of fertile valleys and to control run-off. He believed that 100,000 acres per annum was an appropriate planting target. The use of experimental nurseries at various west of Ireland locations, and the use of flying nurseries to make up for short-falls in the number of new plants needed each year are discussed. Timber species from the western parts of North America were recommended for planting. Howitz also suggested that a committee of forestry with a professional experienced forester as secretary be established to fix planting areas and nursery locations.
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Abstract
The wood ant is a localised species which inhabits woodland in the southern half of Ireland with the exception of a localised occurrence in County Armagh. Observations from a number of nests transferred from County Tipperary to County Wicklow show that the Wicklow colony shifted their nest a number of times over a four
month period from April to August in 1967. The site finally chosen was open to both the south and the east making maximum use of available sunlight. The possible use of the wood ant in pest control is also discussed.

**Abstract**
The roles of energy and mass in the process of photosynthesis are explained, and the radiant energy absorption efficiency of chlorophylls A and B and carotenoid pigments in plants are examined. Daily inputs of total radiation in the growing season and in the dormant season for trees, and photosynthate loss in temperate forests are discussed. Upper yield limits for dry matter are discussed, and a comparison is made between actual and potential dry matter yields. In Ireland, for an annual crop with a growing season of 140 days, potential yield is about 30 tons/acre. This represents about 4.4% utilisation of total incident radiant energy or 10% utilisation of visible light. The components of photosynthesis, the characteristics of light-intercepting surfaces and the distribution of assimilate within the crop are discussed. The conversion of available light in Ireland per year to net photosynthetic product is about 47 tons of organic matter per acre. In closed canopy situations maximum production falls to about 12 tons of dry matter per acre per annum.
Abstract
The science of microbiology and the role which it plays in forestry is considered. The success of efforts to increase growth and maintain soil nutrient levels through the application of mineral fertilisers is dependent upon soil microflora, an integral element in normal woodland community nutrient recycling processes. The role of bacteria on plant surfaces and symbiotic, or near-symbiotic, plant/fungi and plant/bacteria relationships are discussed. The mycorrhizal fungi and their role in nutrition of trees, especially on difficult Irish sites, are described. Forest pathogens such as Fomes annosus and Armallaria mellea, and their control with species such as Peniophora gigantea and the Trichoderma viride fungus, are examined.
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Abstract
Samuel Hayes was a barrister and an MP in the Irish Commons from 1783 to 1790 and he was also involved with the Volunteers. In 1785 he was responsible for amending an act of 5 and 6 George 111 entitled 'An act for encouraging the cultivation and better preservation of trees'. In 1792 the Dublin Society appointed him to a committee to select a suitable site for a botanic garden. His interest in planting trees and in antiquities is discussed and there is a description of the Avondale estate in county Wicklow. When Hayes died in 1795, he bequeathed Avondale and his farm in Glenmalure to Sir John Parnell, the great-grandfather of Charles Stewart Parnell.
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Abstract
This article examines the coastal, Lulu Island and inland provenances of lodgepole pine. The following are the topics covered: stem morphology; basal sweep; nodal swelling; crown of tree; number of growing points per branch; branch angle; inter-nodal branches; needles colour and their length; retention and appearance; flowering; growth-form; and stability. The range of the species is from Yukon to southern California, along the western coastal zone of North America and into the east from Alberta to Montana, New Mexico and South Dakota. Soil and climatic environments over its range are described. There is a discussion on the differences in phenotypes and on the development of specific nomenclature.
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The author suggests that forest managers may be somewhat reluctant to accept the value of investment in forest disease prevention or control because it is not seen to have a positive effect on timber production. It is emphasised that the economic evaluation of a disease must be based upon a thorough biological evaluation. The manner in which existing and potential forest disease problems are evaluated is described. Rhizina undulata is used as an example of an existing problem and Fomes annosus as an example of a potential problem. The emphasis is placed upon disease prevention rather than cure. An understanding of the biology of the pathogen is essential in order to prevent disease establishment. In the final analysis, it is concluded, the forest manager does earn a return on investment in disease prevention measures.
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Abstract

Three species native to the Monterey peninsula in California, Monterey pine, Monterey cypress and bishop pine, were introduced into Ireland during the nineteenth century. In this study, measurements of over 2,400 specimens were taken and details of girths and heights for trees at many locations are provided. The branching habits of trees and the crown forms in western England, eastern Ireland and western Ireland are compared. It is observed that the trees thrive in Ireland's climate and that they are not ideally suited to the dry Californian and Mexican environments in which they were left isolated after the last Ice Age. It is suggested that they would thrive alongside Sitka spruce and Thuja plicata on the Olympic peninsula.
The thinning of Sitka spruce - two experiments.
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Abstract
This paper reviews the initial effects of three thinning intensities and two types of thinning on Sitka spruce crop growth. Main crop basal areas and volumes are depressed by very heavy thinning intensities in the early years after first thinning but recovery is recorded after the fourth year. Main crop diameter increment is significantly greater with very heavy thinnings which also yield higher thinning volumes. Little difference is recorded between low and eclectic thinning though there is a suggestion that main crop growth is greater with the former. First thinning produce from the eclectic method is greater in tree size and volume yield though indications are that this difference will disappear in time. Results indicate that thinning intensity does affect increment and tree size within stands. Sitka spruce is a tolerant and flexible crop in respect of thinning intensity and the removal of 30% volume, or basal area, is quite safe with losses in increment incurred at intensities of 40%, or more. The recovery powers of spruces in the post-thinning situation is noted. This takes four years in Ireland, which is quite rapid. It is concluded that low thinning intensities are best for production, and it is doubtful whether the work involved in selection for eclectic thinning is warranted by the increase in thinning size.
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Abstract
The natural range of this species, which is also known as the giant sequoia, is the western side of the Sierra Nevada on the eastern border of mid-California. It was more widespread 30 million years ago, in the Eocene period, and was even found on what is now the island of Great Britain. It is a wind-firm tree, tolerant of
exposure but has been often damaged by lightning. In 1853 it was introduced into Great Britain at Perthshire, Scotland and at Exeter in England. There is a record of a planting in Coolattin in county Wicklow in 1855. Many large trees in Ireland are remarked upon: one tree at Powerscourt is 130' high and 23' 5" in girth and another is 140' hgh and 16' 11" in girth.
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Abstract
Two bog-types (raised-type and blanket-type) and one sub-type (high-level blanket bog) are distinguished. Their geographic distribution in Ireland is displayed on a map which also indicates levels of rainfall and altitude. A summary of the distribution-in-depth of the main generic peat-types is given, three blanket-type and five raised-type bogs. The story of peat and bog formation since the retreat of the ice is told in eight illustrations. The origin of the peat bogs during the following periods is discussed: the late-glacial and pre-boreal periods from 12,000 BC to 7,000 BC and the development of post-glacial vegetation; the boreal period from 7,000 BC to 5,000 BC; the Atlantic and sub-boreal periods from 5,000 BC to 500 BC; the sub-Atlantic and recent periods from 500 BC to the present time. These last periods saw the development of the raised-type and blanket-type bogs.
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The Society of Irish Foresters, 1942-68.

Publisher
Society of Irish Foresters
An account of the activities of the Society of Irish Foresters during its first twenty six years is given. There are two grades of membership: grade one for forestry inspectors, university graduates and head foresters; grade two for foresters, forest fore-men and students. A very limited honorary membership also exists. In the past, officials were chosen as President, vice-President, secretary, treasurer, business editor, and editor. The society had a patron in the first year but this office was subsequently dropped. Financing of the Society is mainly by members' subscriptions, but also from donations and the sales of journals to non-members. Private individuals and groups giving donations are mentioned. Education, symposia, the society's journal, lectures, study tours and day excursions along with other activities are also covered.
Using statistical data, managers in sawmills can detect changes in processing activities and can take action to rectify these changes. Total variation in the products being manufactured is attributed to either small random fluctuations in the process or to identifiable causes such as problems with the plant, the material or the method of control. Using the mean and standard deviations of normal populations of measurement, it is possible to predict the proportion of observations which can be expected to occur within given limits: this is the basis of the control chart technique which is presented in this article. A practical example of the use of range in setting up control charts is given and a control chart for averages and one for range is presented. The successful use of control charts depends upon their ability to show up attributable causes of variation in the production process. Control limits, when selected, should, if possible, be tied in with some consideration of the costs involved.

**Abstract**

Using statistical data, managers in sawmills can detect changes in processing activities and can take action to rectify these changes. Total variation in the products being manufactured is attributed to either small random fluctuations in the process or to identifiable causes such as problems with the plant, the material or the method of control. Using the mean and standard deviations of normal populations of measurement, it is possible to predict the proportion of observations which can be expected to occur within given limits: this is the basis of the control chart technique which is presented in this article. A practical example of the use of range in setting up control charts is given and a control chart for averages and one for range is presented. The successful use of control charts depends upon their ability to show up attributable causes of variation in the production process. Control limits, when selected, should, if possible, be tied in with some consideration of the costs involved.
Examination of the mineral soils beneath the Irish midland peat bogs, an area comprising some 36,000 acres, shows that most are derived from limestone boulder till of varying degrees of profile development. Incorporation of peat into these mineral soils as an ameliorative undertaking is discussed. Soil formation is affected by: the physical and mineralogical constitution of the parent material; past and present environment; and length of time over which environmental processes have proceeded. The two broad groups of soils examined are either derived from glacial drift or from superficial sands, silts, clays and marls over this drift. There is considerable variation in both the mineral soils beneath the midland peats and the over-lying peat. Information on the mixing of the peat with the mineral layers, especially regarding soil aeration, aggregation, changes in organic matter levels and soil microflora activity, is required before afforestation.
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The present and future role of forestry in Ireland's social and economic life is discussed. The contribution of forestry to the realisation of national development objectives are described with the emphasis on the benefit side of the cost-benefit equation. Forestry production will affect alternative production in agriculture, housing, road construction and house building etc. There has not been an assessment of the effects of forestry on water conservation, erosion prevention, and the influences on climate and upon wildlife. The environmental aspects of forestry are, however, becoming increasingly important.
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This article provides a short biographical note on Augustine Henry. In 1900, after a number of years service as a medical officer in the British Chinese Customs, Henry began studying forestry at Nancy in France. In 1907 he became Reader in Forestry at Cambridge and in 1913, on returning to Ireland, he became Professor of Forestry at the Royal College of Science for Ireland. The memorial grove at Avondale was to be composed of plants associated with Henry but, due to the non-availability of these and the length of time needed to obtain them, this idea was not entirely feasible. The mix of species is random, and there are no South American species represented. A table of trees present with their number and scientific name is provided along with some dimensional details of some named species.

Relatively little research has been carried on the visual impact of forestry on the landscape, but this is critical to future land use and landscape policy. The visual sensitivity of the landscape, where forestry is permitted, needs to be determined and a visual impact assessment carried out to provide an understanding of forest aesthetics in relation to that landscape. The article deals with public attitudes and concerns towards forestry and with
planning requirements, visual sensitivity levels, forest design, aesthetics, landscape quality, visual simulation of proposals, visual and vector-based data and visual impact assessment.

**Abstract**

Afforestation will be the single most important agent of rural landscape change in Ireland in the 1990s. At the same time the value of another resource, the cultural heritage, is seen as essential to the development of our tourist industry. This paper outlines the impact of afforestation policies on the cultural landscape, in particular our archaeological heritage. It analyses the key issue of the nature and management of that heritage which is not as widely understood as it might be. Finally, it suggests that a more sensitive approach would not only protect this heritage, but would lead to a better understanding of the role of woodland as an integral part of the historic rural environment.
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Abstract
The existence of forest decline in Ireland is questioned. Damage levels are low in spruces and negligible in lodgepole pine and noble fir according to an assessment carried out from 1988 through to 1991. This European Community/Forest Service-funded project observed the vitality status of a range of 878-995 trees in 47 plots nationwide. Norway and Sitka spruces, lodgepole pine and noble fir were the species studied. Altitude, position within the forest and insect damage, particularly by Elatobium abietinum, the green spruce aphid, were critical in increasing forest damage susceptibility. However, there was an improvement in the damage situation generally over the period from 1988 to 1991.
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Forestry and the ecology of streams and rivers: lessons from abroad?
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Abstract
The interaction of water-flow and forestry in upland regions is examined. Afforestation on poorly buffered soils can have profound effects on the ecology of aquatic systems. Cultivation and a tree's canopy will also affect the water budget, yield and stream hydrographs. Ecologically, in well-buffered soils, there will be less significant changes due to afforestation than expected. By European standards, Irish soils are well buffered and atmospheric pollution is lower, so extrapolation from information in foreign reports may not be appropriate. Much work needs to be carried out in Ireland on the nature of changes that are to be found in fresh-water systems in ecologically sensitive areas which are afforested.
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Abstract
Four sites were monitored for pollution inputs and effects. These sites were located at Ballyhooly, Brackloon, Cloosh and Roundwood forests. Results for three years at Ballyhooly and for one year at each of the other forests were obtained. There is significant pollution at Roundwood. At Ballyhooly, ammonium has a potentially damaging long-term effect. The marine influence causes large inputs of sodium and chlorine ions, especially at Brackloon and Cloosh. At Roundwood nitrogen inputs are increased to a point where degradation of the ecosystem is likely to occur. High salt inputs at the western sites, Cloosh and Brackloon, may cause acidification of adjoining freshwater ecosystems. While it is well known that trees have the ability to intercept atmospheric pollutants, the alteration of ecosystems which can occur carries an inevitable risk of environmental damage. There is a need for long-term observation before management strategies to deal with the deleterious effects of pollutants can be developed.
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An integrated study of forest catchments in Ireland.
Publisher
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The interaction of forestry and aquatic ecosystems was monitored at study areas in Connemara, Wicklow and Munster by a national research group, AQUAFOR. It is concluded that the marine ions sodium, chloride, magnesium and sulphate dominate the atmospheric input, particularly in the west. Dry deposition of these ions can also be high and acid episodes, pH less than 4.0, occur on granite and softwater catchments. However, only a proportion of the country ought to be prone to acidity problems associated with plantation forestry. Micro-invertebrate diversity tended to be lower in afforested sites on sensitive geologies in the east and in the west. In the south, however, micro-invertebrate diversity reflected stream water chemistry rather than the type of land use. In Wicklow, altitude and afforestation levels affect fish distribution. In the south, fish densities were higher than elsewhere. Afforestation there did have deleterious effects on the densities but not in the conditions of fish. Catchment characteristics/unit hydrograph methods of stream flow computation are reliable in the south.

Abstract
Any climatic changes that are projected for Ireland within the next forty years will influence not only the tree crops being planted today, but also many of the trees and forests already growing here. Rising temperatures and carbon dioxide levels could alter the productivity of our forests, both directly and indirectly. Included here are changes in the rates of photosynthesis, water-use efficiency, photosynthate allocation and damage from injurious agencies. Many of the projected responses of trees and forests are difficult to predict, however, as our current climate models are in-exact and the forest level response is unknown. Irish forestry is currently going through a major transition and future effects of climate change may well superimpose on even greater changes brought about more by socio-economic reasons than by climatic influences. Nevertheless, Irish foresters and the Irish
forest industry cannot afford to be complacent.
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**Abstract** This paper provides an account of the Indicative Forestry Strategy being undertaken by the forestry research department of Teagasc. The IFS is to provide a scientific basis with which future policy decisions about potential forestry sites can be assisted. The strategy is Geographic Information System-based and the data and structure of the strategy allows for broadleaved, conifer, amenity and farm forestry to be examined. A wide range of spatial and non-spatial types of information are included such as edaphic, topographic, financial, biological and meteorological data. These data and their related database details are subjected to a series of geoprocessing techniques to produce thematic datasets which include yield class, wind-throw hazard classification, soil - species suitability, water resource sensitivity and economic evaluation of potential land uses. The resulting information can then be displayed, manipulated and interrogated in an inter-active fashion to answer more complex user-defined queries relating to various possible scenarios.

**Number** 328  
**Author** Farrell E.P., Boyle G.  
**Title** Peatland forestry in the 1990s. 1. Low-level blanket bog.
Abstract
The afforestation of blanket peatland, the principal peatland type in forestry, commenced in the 1950s. Production in these forests has greatly exceeded expectations. Current yield class estimates of Coillte Teoranta forests on blanket peatland give a mean Yield Class of 13.3 for Sitka spruce. However, investment in blanket peatland forestry cannot be expected to yield returns that compare favourably with those obtainable on good mineral soils. Treeless blanket peatlands are a characteristic feature of western Ireland. Their conversion to plantation forestry greatly disturbs the peatland ecosystem and, if carried out on a sufficiently large scale, will profoundly alter the landscape of our western counties. In view of the marginal economic returns which can be expected from forestry investment on blanket peats, it may be in the national interest to reduce incentives for the afforestation of the western peatlands.
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Abstract
In a survey of semi-natural Irish woodlands on podsolised soils, fourteen sites were chosen for intensive site investigation, morphological observation and analytical assessment. Historical data yield two important facts relevant to soil formation processes: firstly, all sites have been disturbed to a greater or lesser degree; and, secondly, most sites appear to have supported Pinus sylvestris before it became extinct. Both of these factors would almost certainly have led to the export of bases, curtailed re-cycling and alteration of the chemical content of the woodland floor. When these factors are considered, along with climate, parent material etc., it is
difficult to determine whether or not podsolisation was initiated under a dominant oak stand. These materials are located on siliceous parent materials and annual precipitation values exceed 1,000mm. Soil analyses confirm that the soils are highly acidic, very infertile and are very low in clay content. They tend to be free-draining coarse sandy or fine silty soils with low cation exchange capacity values.
Coillte's Machine Operator Training Centre in Mountrath was opened in 1984 to train forest workers in harvesting skills, especially in the use of chainsaws and forwarders. Since then, the training base has expanded into the regions each of which has their own Training and Safety Officer. Other matters discussed include the introduction of a new Certification of Forestry Training in Ireland, the operation of the National Proficiency Tests Council and safety in the workplace.
Kerrigan John
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Abstract
The main influences affecting the timber market at present are identified as: market demand; exchange rate fluctuations; and log prices. The current situation regarding each of these influences and future prospects are analysed.
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Investigation of the drying defects in home grown timber (Sitka spruce).
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Abstract
This thesis investigates the drying defects associated with home grown Sitka spruce. The drying process was observed at a major drying facility, and the movement of the timber during drying was monitored during seasoning allowing correlations to be made with specific drying defects. The results of these observations demonstrate that home grown Sitka spruce is prone to warping defects upon drying such as cup, bow and twist.
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Abstract
This thesis investigates the drying defects associated with home grown Sitka spruce. The drying process was observed at a major drying facility, and the movement of the timber during drying was monitored during seasoning allowing correlations to be made with specific drying defects. The results of these observations demonstrate that home grown Sitka spruce is prone to warping defects upon drying such as cup, bow and twist.
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**Abstract**
The economic viability of ash, sycamore and cherry planting is considered. The reasons for the undeveloped state of the Irish hardwood industry and trends in the hardwood market are examined.
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**Abstract**
This is an account of the development and current state of the various sectors of Northern Ireland's timber industry. The role of State forestry in developing this industry is described, and the effectiveness of forestry policy is assessed. The success of two of Northern Ireland's sawmills in securing markets at home and in the U.K. is noted, and the establishment of a new pulp mill is examined. The use of home grown timber in these industries has been increasing and accounted for 28% of the total timber consumed in Northern Ireland in 1985. A total of 280425 cubic metres of sawn softwood was imported into Northern Ireland in 1989. Of the total consumed within the construction industry only 1% was home grown timber.
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**Abstract**
This is an account of the development and current state of the various sectors of Northern Ireland's timber industry. The role of State forestry in developing this industry is described, and the effectiveness of forestry policy is assessed. The success of two of Northern Ireland's sawmills in securing markets at home and in the U.K. is noted, and the establishment of a new pulp mill is examined. The use of home grown timber in these industries has been increasing and accounted for 28% of the total timber consumed in Northern Ireland in 1985. A total of 280425 cubic metres of sawn softwood was imported into Northern Ireland in 1989. Of the total consumed within the construction industry only 1% was home grown timber.
Non-graded timber - a major problem.

The response of the Minister for the Environment, Mr. Michael Smith, to the use of non-graded timber in the construction industry is outlined. The current standard, as developed with support from Eolas, is SR - 11 and sawmills are regularly inspected to ensure that this standard is being maintained. A brief description of the terms of compliance with this standard is provided by Sean Wiley of Eolas, the Irish Science and Technology Agency.

Clearfelling - a sensitive issue?

The author looks at the problems foresters face when dealing with the issue of clearfelling. An important aspect is the education of the public in all aspects of the forest industry, especially the realisation that trees are an agricultural crop and eventually need to be harvested. A brief explanation of the manner in which the rotations involved in forest operations is included.
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Abstract
The authors offer advice on planting stock selection to those interested in starting a farm forestry enterprise. The importance of choosing the most suitable species and provenance and closely inspecting the stock on offer in nurseries is stressed.
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Abstract
The Forest Institute for Remote Sensing Technology (FIRST), based in UCD, makes satellite imagery using American Landsat and French SPOT satellites. UCD First can provide the most up to date landcover information on Ireland with up to 20 X 20m resolution in colour, and satellite maps at a variety of scales. The service is being used at present by private foresters and farmers.
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Volume Vol. 1, No. 6
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Abstract The author examines the prospects of the Irish sawmilling industry for the rest of the decade, and explains what changes will be needed over the next few years in order to accommodate a predicted doubling in forest output by 1999. The short-term prospects are not good as there are too many mills providing an over-capacity in the processing area. A large volume of timber needs to be withdrawn from the industry to restore market balance, and rationalisation in the processing sector is inevitable.
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Title New '93 passport for plants and trees.
Place Ballina
Date Sept/1992
Source Irish Timber and Forestry
Volume Vol. No. 6
Key Word European Community, European Union, EU, plant trade, imports, exports, plant passport, trade, plant health regulations, European markets, forest protection
Abstract The proposed changes to the existing EC system of plant health controls (framework directive number 91/683/EEC, amending directive 77/93/EEC) are examined. The emphasis will switch from border controls to controls at production level in order to certify plants which will be free to be sold on the home market and throughout the EC without additional inspection or formality. An identification to be called a plant passport will
accompany all plants to identify the grower and origin. The various formalities which are involved in securing these passports are outlined.
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**Abstract**
The author examines the various forest systems which may be of practical interest to individual farmers or landowners. Besides conventional forestry the systems include short rotation forestry (SRF), agroforestry, shelterbelts, and amenity and community forests. Agroforestry offers farmers a gradual introduction to forestry, it diversifies land use and adds a new enterprise to the farm.
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Abstract
Research has shown that wet mineral soil, which comprise over 1 million hectares of land in the west of Ireland, is highly productive for the growing of trees. However, surveys have indicated a very high level of hostility towards forestry from West of Ireland farmers, partly resulting from historical antipathy and partly from the insensitive purchasing policies of forestry agencies. The co-operative movement has sought to encourage a more positive approach and to involve rural communities in forestry development. The Western Forestry Co-operative programme is part of this programme.
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Abstract
The details of forestry measures under the EC supported Operational Programme for Rural Development have recently been published by the Minister for Energy, Mr. Robert Molloy. The new schemes introduced under this programme relate to: planned recreational forestry, which aims to encourage the establishment of mainly broadleaf forest areas and parklands; forest nurseries, designed to encourage investments in unique and innovatory plant production techniques; back-up farm forestry services; and training facilities.
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Abstract
The Minister for Energy, Mr. Molloy, recently announced the following increases in grants for forestry: £2,000 per hectare for broadleaves - up from £1,200; and £1,000 per hectare for conifers on land which was previously unenclosed for agricultural purposes - an increase of £100.
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Abstract
The author, woodlands manager for Kells Ingram Farm in Drogheda, describes how an area of derelict woodland was prepared for replanting. All lop and top and briars on the site were removed mechanically and left in piles for burning. The problems involved in using heavy machinery in difficult conditions and in burning waste are also described.
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Abstract
The disorder known as fused needle disease of pines manifests itself most obviously in the failure of the needles to elongate, or even at times to emerge from the sheath. The condition was first identified in Ireland in 1958 in a stand of Pinus contorta. Research has shown that marked improvement can be obtained in affected crops by the application of phosphatic fertilisers, by direct and continuous feeding with carbohydrates via cut roots and by the application of litter. Recent observations suggest that the disorder is caused by a water deficiency at a critical stage of growth.
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Abstract
This article records the growth of measurable stands and single trees that have survived from the plantings of numerous eucalypt species in Counties Dublin and Wicklow. A limited number of these species can be grown successfully in Ireland and some of them can out-produce any other tree species for which data ARE available. The importance of climatic factors, especially minimum temperature, in limiting the number of eucalypt species that can be grown in Ireland is examined. The eucalypts are particularly vulnerable in the nursery stages and even some hardy species can be killed by quite ordinary frosts. The utilisation of the tree, in particular its use as fibre board, is also examined. Eucalyptus can withstand wind and grows exceptionally fast. It can therefore be recommended as a shelter belt tree over a range of mineral soils, apart from heavy wet soils and peaty sites.
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The performance of a number of conifer crops in Ireland is assessed. Scots pine, the only native species, has not done particularly well since being re-introduced into Ireland and there are startling differences in quality class among twenty to thirty year old plantations. Sitka spruce appears to be well suited to Irish conditions, the most promising areas being those where it is planted on moist hillsides yielding quality class 1 crops. The condition of various stands of Douglas fir, Norway spruce and Japanese larch are also examined.
Abstract
The agricultural research programme formulated by the Institute of Agriculture includes as a fundamental primary project a complete survey of Irish soils. This survey is being made to determine and record the more stable, slow-to-change characteristics of soils, the similarities and differences among soils, their distribution and extent, and their behaviour under different cultural treatments. The various elements of modern soil survey and classification and the procedures involved in conducting surveys are described. There is a pressing need for a soil survey in Ireland because of the great variety in Irish soil types compared to those of other countries. While trees can be grown economically over a wide range of soil types, including land unfit for agricultural use, in many cases it is the soil that determines the economic feasibility of planting an area.
The author selects Monterey pine and Monterey cypress as the two species which perform best as shelter belt trees. Other species which provide useful cover are Austrian pine, Lawson cypress and shore pine. Broadleaved trees are not effective shelter belt trees unless mixed with conifers as marginal rows or belts. Advice is also given on the optimum width of belts, positioning and spacing of trees in shelter belts.
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Abstract
In the course of a limited investigation carried out on a Norway spruce stand near Lough Key in Co. Roscommon, current annual increment was evaluated by four different methods. Stems were entered in quarter-girth classes and a mean basal tree (7.24 ins. b.h.q.g.) calculated for the whole sample area, the plots being treated collectively. Two trees 16% from either end of the quarter girth distribution of all the plots were also picked, these turned out to be 5.75 ins. and 8.25 ins. b.h.q.g. The following methods were applied: stem analysis, which was used on five trees; Schneider' Formula applied to the 16% trees; Schneider's Formula applied to mean basal area trees; and leader growth tables. There was no significant difference in results.
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Abstract
The author compares the relative advantages of black and white and colour photography in recording field-work. It is predicted that, in forest record work, colour pictures will be widely used to show the progress of
growth in plantations and vegetation changes over a period of time. Various aspects of photography are briefly dealt with including light, focus depth, prevailing weather conditions and camera accessories.

**Abstract**

For the purposes of this study peatland is defined as land on which there is a superficial layer of organic matter within which the roots of the vegetation that it carries are entirely or almost entirely confined. The various factors which contribute to making peat soils less suitable for planting than other soils are considered. The carbon/nitrogen ratio of the soil's organic matter is of particular importance. The manner in which nutrients are supplied to, and lost from, the living vegetation of an ombrogenous bog is described. After planting, further nutrients become available to young trees from the decaying bog plants they have displaced, and from the increased peat decomposition which is caused by increased microbial activity. However, decomposition can destroy the peat itself as a suitable rooting medium. The effect of the competition of bog vegetation, especially Calluna, on a tree's ability to take-up nitrogen and other nutrients in the soil, and the various corrective measures available to combat nutrient deficiency, are examined. The results of draining and planting a number of very wet ombrogenous bogs in Northern Ireland are considered. It is noted that peatland forests are particularly susceptible to adverse climatic conditions because of their peculiar soils.
Abstract
In the first part of this paper the following considerations affecting the use of vegetation as an index of site potential for tree growth are discussed: the difficulty involved in describing and classifying geographically separate areas of vegetation; the relationship between peatland vegetation and environment; and tree growth in relation to vegetation type. The second part deals with an investigation into the relationship between the vegetation and nutrients of the peat in three forest areas of Northern Ireland. From this it seems that the peatland in Northern Ireland can be divided into three broad categories on the basis of vegetation and total nutrient content of the peat. The differences between these categories are likely to be significant for tree growth. Within each category the establishment of trees and their early growth seems likely to be determined by the severity of the competition between the natural vegetation and the trees. From this aspect, successful establishment appears to be inversely proportional to the vigour of species such as Calluna vulgaris. Although there is considerable variation in peat nutrient content between the vegetation types in each category, this may not be significant for early tree growth in view of the relatively large amounts of nutrients supplied as fertiliser.

Abstract
Investigations at 12 deep peat sites in Scotland and northern England have suggested that the need of conifers for additional phosphorus and potassium may be estimated from the total $P$ and $K$ contents of the upper layers of the peat. Concentration of these two nutrients in the surface layers, attributed to recycling by the natural vegetation, indicates that although deep rooting may improve stability it will probably not benefit trees much nutritionally. Mineralization of nitrogen, more rapid under deep than under shallow plough ridges, appears to be responsible for faster growth of young pine and larch on deep ridges. The deficiency of potassium at the sites studied is confirmed by a comparison of the maximum amounts of nutrients immobilized by conifers with the
amounts present in the peat.
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**Abstract**
A series of experiments was carried out to determine what affect the application of nutrients had on preventing check in Sitka spruce seedlings transplanted into peat. It was shown that the addition of nitrogen containing materials had little positive effect when placed around the planting holes, but bone meal containing both nitrogen and phosphate had a significant positive effect. The results of a separate experiment showed that trees had practically no growth in the absence of phosphate, and the application of nitrogen alone had a deleterious effect. It is concluded that phosphate is the most important factor limiting growth in the early years, and higher levels of phosphate than are normally supplied may be worthwhile. Also, the position of placement of phosphate, relative to young tree roots, must be carefully considered.
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The application of the technique of foliage analysis to two representative peatland plantations in Northern Ireland has permitted the firm diagnosis of nitrogen deficiencies and the less firm diagnosis of deficiencies of phosphorus and potassium. It is suggested that the correlation between the N and P contents of the tree foliage, and the correlation between these and tree height over the whole tree height range, is determined by the rate of microbial decomposition of organic matter in the peat soil. It is also suggested that the rate of this decomposition is the main factor limiting tree growth on these sites. The results for K are consistent with the hypothesis that at the time of planting a high proportion of the site K is contained within the living bog vegetation. The analysis of the peat soils has indicated the marked depletion of peat nutrients (N, P, and K) by tree growth associated with a current fall in growth rate of the larger trees on one site. The peat on this site has a much higher Ca content; the possible significance of this is discussed.
This article begins with a brief overview of a number of thinning and pruning experiments in South Africa and the United States. Pruning is an essential operation following wide spacing or heavy thinning to avoid the production of coarse knotty timber. Thinning is carried out to improve the stand, either for hygienic purposes or the concentration of increment on the best stems in the stand. Thinning may be broken down into a number of types or methods e.g.: (i) stem or low thinning; (ii) crown thinning; (iii) selection thinning; (iv) mechanical thinning. Thinning grades may be described either qualitatively, e.g. the removal of dead and dying, suppressed, sub-dominants, whips and defective co-dominants and dominants, or numerically i.e. the reduction of the number of stems per acre to a certain number. The effect of stocking on growth is considered under four headings: (1) effect on height growth; (2) effect on diameter growth; (3) effect on form; (4) effect on basal area and volume. Two experiments designed to investigate the differences between methods are described.
Northern Ireland, silviculture, coppicing, genetics

Abstract
The appearance of Melampsora spp. rust on a range of Salix spp. clones used for short rotation coppice was recorded. The progress of the disease and its subsequent effect on leaf fall was also recorded. Rust pustules from all the clones described was examined using the Stereoscan Electron Microscope. This revealed no differences in uredospore architecture which could be consistently related to host.
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Abstract
Identity of mycorrhizas and isolation of symbionts and associated fungi from Sitka spruce growing in pure and mixed stands with either Japanese larch or lodgepole pine are described and compared. More mycorrhizal types and sporocarps of the Agaricales were collected from mixed stands. Mycorrhizas of Lactarius rufus, Paxillus involutus and Suillus spp. were more prevalent on roots from mixed stands. The most common unidentified mycorrhizal type (type B) had features similar to synthesized mycorrhizas of two Basidiomycete isolates. Suillus grevillei and three unidentified types were associated specifically with Japanese larch. The main associating fungi were Oidiodendron sp. and Mycelium radicis atrovirens. The association of a 'nurse' tree with Sitka spruce provides a more diverse mycorrhizal flora, the majority of which are shared between the tree species.
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Abstract This project investigated a helicopter based aerial photography system for taking colour infrared (CIR) photographs that could be used to monitor forest ecosystem and to classify the condition of individual tree crowns. A Heliboom twin camera system was used to photograph a number of sites with both panchromatic and CIR film. The system was found to be flexible during the project and was also easy to install and operate. Good quality CIR aerial photographs were produced in weather conditions that were not suitable for taking CIR photographs using the conventional fixed wing based system. During changeable weather conditions the helicopter was able to hover or circle or even land temporarily until suitable conditions prevailed. When using its two cameras simultaneously to provide stereo overlap, the system was found to be most effective with scales of 1:1,500 or larger. At smaller scales the stereo effect diminished and it was necessary to provide forward overlap between sequential photographs. It is concluded that the system has the potential to provide good aerial photographs at large scales. These photographs can be used to obtain quantitative and qualitative measurements of individual trees from an early age. The system is capable of providing detailed information that can compliment and reduce the need for ground measurements in forest condition surveys, establishment surveys and forest inventory.
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Abstract
In late 1992 a number of P/89 and P/90 noble fir Christmas trees were found to be dying. The progress of the problem in parts of the site is extremely rapid, particularly in trees which would normally be expected to be beyond their harvest date. An investigation into the cause of the problem began in November 1992. Although a fungal pathogen (Phytophthora species) was suspected, analysis failed to positively identify the presence of such an organism. It is concluded that the site is intrinsically a good one but, adversely affected by a set of problems. Among the issues which are being investigated are nutrition, drainage and the problem of rabbits. A system of Integrated Disease Management is advocated. It is recommended that: dead and badly affected trees be removed and burned; Ridomil 5G be introduced as a fungicidal tool; and at the end of the rotation, highly Phytophthora tolerant species and/or soil sterilisation be considered.
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Abstract
This report draws together the available information on top dying in Norway spruce and presents the findings of a survey of a Norway spruce stand in Knocktopher forest which showed growth decline over the past 8 - 10 years. Top dying is a problem reported mainly in Norway spruce in which current year's needles brown and die. In severe cases trees begin dying from the tips. This results in reductions in diameter growth and in extreme cases the entire tree dies. The occurrence is correlated with a combination of mild winters with high winds followed by a lack of soil moisture in the late spring and summer. The main conclusions from the report are: no obvious primary pathogens or insect pests are associated with the phenomenon of Norway spruce dieback; drought in late winter to early spring plays a role; seed origin is important; exposed edges of plantations suffered most; thinning can stimulate the onset of dieback; Norway spruce dieback was first recorded in Ireland in 1948; top dying does not result in the death of entire plantations. The decline in growth observed in a Norway spruce stand in Knocktopher appears to be a different phenomenon to top dying. The fungus Cucurbitaria piceae was found to be associated with the problem on this site.
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### Abstract
This study involved using mathematical analysis of the orthogonal cutting process to predetermine the quality of surface finish attainable on Sitka spruce. This is an adaptation of the analysis devised by Franz (Analysis of the Wood-cutting Process, 1958). An analysis was provided for cutting parallel to the grain and for cutting against the grain to take account of the varying machining directions encountered in a commercial milling process. The two analyses were encoded into computer programmes and when implemented they allowed for the prediction of one of three distinct chip formations, each of which is associated with a particular quality of surface finish. The model was tested on sugar pine and white ash for which Franz had recorded tool force components and the chip formations which occurred in his experimental work. In initial tests this model only achieved 50% efficiency, but this was increased to 87% across a range of moisture contents by adjusting the chip length. This model also predicted almost all of the desired type II chip formations.
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**Abstract**
This paper examines the impact of recent changes in planting grants on private sector profitability in Northern Ireland and compares forestry rates of return with other forms of investment. The analysis is based on a case study of a 30 ha. Sitka spruce afforestation project in County Tyrone, based on a 30 year single rotation which includes a thinning regime - the yield class is estimated to be 22. The internal rate of return under the new Woodland Grant Scheme is estimated to be 5.5% in real terms. It is concluded that forestry is an excellent long-term investment and rates of return compare favourably with other forms of investment.
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Fomannoxin, a phytotoxic metabolite of Fomes annosus: in vitro production, host toxicity and isolation from naturally infected Sitka spruce heartwood.

Abstract
Fomes annosus (Fr.) Cooke [Heterobasidion annosum Fr.] Bref.] causes root and butt rot of conifers and is considered the most serious fungal pathogen in Irish forestry plantations. Sitka spruce is particularly susceptible. In this study both fomannoxin and sesquiterpene phytoxin fomannosin were produced by Fomes annosus isolate D3 in liquid culture when grown on malt extract or Raulin’s synthetic media. Production of both metabolites was favoured by stationary incubation. Fomannoxin was produced by young actively growing hyphae, peak production coinciding with maximum mycelial yields. Fomannosin, on the other hand, reached peak concentration in the declining growth phase of the fungus. Three further dihydrobenzofurans, oxidation products of fomannoxin, were isolated from filtrates of ageing cultures and assigned structures. These compounds proved to be non toxic to Chlorella pyrenoidosa. Appreciable quantities of fomannoxin were produced by the fungus when grown on pulverised Sitka spruce heartwood. Fomannosin was not detected in these cultures.
Due to food surpluses, agriculture in its present form is now coming to a crossroads and farming communities throughout the EEC have been put under increasing pressure to diversify. In line with this general trend towards diversification, the Forest and Wildlife Service has endeavoured to increase the acreage under private afforestation in the Republic of Ireland. A knowledge of the responsiveness of private plantation owners to change in grant aid and the actual timescale involved in the reallocation of land towards forestry is therefore essential. A model was developed to provide this information. The optimal specification was log linear and included a system of distributed lag structures. The data sample covers the years 1948-1982, a total of 35 observations, and was tested against variables including land prices, timber prices, tax relief and grants available. The major finding of the study is that forestry uptake in Ireland is dependent upon grant aid with a resultant effect on afforestation over an eight year period.
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Abstract
Litter fall was collected every 3 months for 4 years from 21 vigorous (yield class 18 - 20 cubic metres per ha.) and 16 less vigorous (yield class 10 -12) plots of Sitka spruce on gleyed soils in Northern Ireland. 44% of all litter fell between June and August, and litter fall was heaviest during years which had green spruce aphid attack. Both rate and quantity of litter fall was less and nutrient concentration was lower in the lower yield class plots. As the pool of organic matter and nutrients on the forest floor was greatest under trees of yield class 10 -12, poor growth was associated with a slow organic matter and nutrient turnover.
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Abstract
Large pine weevil (Hylobius abietis) is an insect pest which attacks and damages young trees in the first number of years after planting. In recent years weevil damage has been a major contributory factor in poor plant survival on many reforestation sites, and failure to address this problem correctly has resulted in expensive filling in, replanting and delayed crop establishment. Costs attributed to weevil damage in Region 1 are estimated to be up to £160/ha. Experience has shown that strict adherence to a regime involving dipping plants (pre-planting) in a lindane suspension and spraying during the first and second growing seasons where there is evidence of attack results in effective damage control. In practice, however, weevil control has been haphazard due to a number of reasons. The report favours the use of a portable dipping device called the Wheelie Dip, which will standardise dipping techniques, followed by monitoring and spraying only where required. Sprayers must be available in January as weevils will attack as early as February. Plants of less than 9mm root collar diameter are more susceptible to weevil damage. Planters should be provided with callipers, and plants falling below specification will not be used on high risk sites.
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Abstract
As a result of widespread dissatisfaction with the performance of forwarders in thinning situations, a demonstration and test of five different types of tracked forwarder was organised on the same site to observe how they would perform in similar conditions. The following machines were tested: Farmi 3000; Farmi 5000; Teva Track; Norcar 490; and Nokka. It was found that all the machines were capable of extracting thinnings on deep peat if the site had been properly prepared and if the operation was carried out at the right time. Most rutting was associated with rack entrances or blocked drains. Depth of peat was not a major factor.
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Abstract
This study is part of a pan-European project on nutrient cycling in natural/semi-natural forests. The Irish part of this project was concentrated on long-established stands of deciduous oak (Quercus petraea) in Glenealy Forest, Co. Wicklow. In addition, comparable studies were conducted in Norway spruce (Picea abies), the main objective being to compare evergreen and deciduous trees in terms of their use of nutrients. The inclusion of a conifer in the study was also considered to be important to determine any difference in response by both forest types to atmospheric pollutants and acid rain. The main findings of the study were that nutrition is not a limiting factor in the growth of oak at the Irish study site, and oak produced over twice as much biomass as Norway spruce (375 compared to 170 tonnes/ha). Nitrogen was the only major nutrient element in plentiful supply.

Litterfall was an extremely important mechanism of nutrient return, with the scale of the returns in oak two-three times that in Norway spruce. Throughfall was a valuable source of nutrient enrichment, particularly for K and N. The input of nutrient elements by the rainwater was relatively high for nitrogen, potassium, calcium, and magnesium, and characteristically low for phosphorus.
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compartments and the age at which this windthrow occurred is compared with the age at which the classification systems predict windthrow will occur. Contrary to expectations, the implementation of five of the systems was shown to increase thinning volume over the forecast period. Coillte’s Land Acquisition Model, with some adjustment, is shown to be the system which most accurately predicts the occurrence of windthrow in these subcompartments. This model is based on the following variables: soil, slope, altitude, aspect, and location. Each of these factors is scored, the scores summed and sites classified into four stability classes on the basis of this score. Associated with each of these classes is a ‘maximum attainable height’ to which the stand is expected to grow before a clearfell situation arises.
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Number 380

Author Coggins Karl

Title The manufacture of briquettes using forest residue.

Place Dublin

Date 1993

Key Word alternative energy, forest products, timber trade, briquettes, slash, environment, forest residue

Abstract An alternative source of energy is the branches and needles left behind after commercial forest harvesting. This post harvest residue is internationally known as slash. Slash can be chipped and used directly in industry or it can be compacted into briquettes and burnt as domestic fuel. Once the particle size of slash chips has been reduced to less than 3mm and its moisture content brought down to less than 10%, it is possible to produce a well structured briquette which has a calorific value of 4,380 Cal/g. A factory designed to produce 800,000 units of briquettes (10kg per unit) would need to demand £1.81 per unit to break even. The cost is partly attributable to the cost of harvesting slash, £6.35/green ton, and the cost of haulage, £102,419/annum if the factory was located at Avonmore Co. Wicklow. While there is a market for this type of fuel, the harmful impact on the forest site after removal of slash, in terms of soil acidity and nutrient depletion, means that only the most fertile sites can be harvested. This factor, and the high costs involved in manufacturing this type of briquette probably prevents this new product from becoming a commercially viable enterprise in the short term.
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**Abstract**
This study consists of an experimental investigation of the stability of Sitka spruce trees planted on a surface water gley using a series of field and laboratory tests. The field testing consisted of monotonic and dynamic tree loading tests. The dynamic tree loading tests were performed using a tree rocking device. The monotonic tests were performed using a tree pulling system. An isolated tree was monitored during a storm. The magnitude of the dynamic loading on a tree during storm conditions was estimated from the storm monitoring results. Laboratory tests were performed on soil samples obtained from the Castledaly site. The strength of the soil when subjected to monotonic loading was compared with the strength when subjected to repeated loading. The main conclusions of the study were: during dynamic loading high pore water pressures in the soil were generated, these caused hydraulic fracturing (liquefaction) of the soil and a subsequent failure of the root plate; the strength of soil subjected to repeated loading was much smaller than the strength of the soil subject to monotonic loading; the damping ratio increased with dynamic loading whereas the stiffness of the tree system reduced; and pore water pressure accumulates under conditions of natural storm loading.
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**Abstract**
This study consisted of an examination of the stability of Sitka spruce trees planted on surface water gley soils. Two site preparation techniques, namely double mouldboard and mole drainage, were examined in the field to see if there was any variation in the stability of the trees due to planting methods. Dynamic loading of selected trees was achieved by using a mechanical device. Transducers and a high speed microcomputer were used to monitor the dynamic performance of the trees and rootplates. Laboratory testing was carried out to classify and to determine the strength of reconstituted soil from the test site. Monotonic and repeated loading tests were carried out on the soil in a triaxial and in a novel simple shear apparatus. Strengths obtained from monotonic tests were compared with those obtained from the repeated loading tests.
In this report potential high end-value outlets for lodgepole pine are identified, and the results of a preliminary investigation on its technical properties are given. The suitability of fast grown lodgepole pine material for joinery and the potential market for joinery products are investigated. The commercial considerations are: the availability of lodgepole pine; product quality criteria for joinery material, including glueing and holding properties; treatment with preservative and compatibility with various types of surface coatings; and trade statistics on joinery materials. The matters of most concern in the silvicultural and processing areas are: basal sweep and its amelioration through thinning; fungal infection of logs, especially blue stain infection; and the effects of rapid drying on the timber quality of fast grown material. It is concluded that home grown lodgepole pine, which is relatively fast growing, is suitable for use in the manufacture of joinery products. Home grown lodgepole pine is in a position to compete very favourably with imported Red Deal.
Compression wood is a type of degrade found in coniferous species which has a deleterious effect on many utilisation properties. It is normally formed in response to deviations of the stem from the vertical. The objectives of this study were: (1) to determine the amount of compression wood between and within three provenances of lodgepole pine (Long Beach, Hoodsport and Clearwater); (2) to determine the types of distribution of compression wood in the trees; (3) to preliminary examine if there is a direct genetic influence on the formation of compression wood; (4) to determine if there is a relationship between stem deviation and compression wood. The considerable variation between trees within each provenance probably means that the number of samples taken was inadequate to estimate precisely the true mean of the population. It is concluded that compression wood, especially in its severe form, is prevalent in juvenile wood and may make this wood unacceptable for sawlog. There was considerable change in direction throughout the length of the stems. Lean and stem deformations play a very important causal role in the formation of compression wood in all provenances.
A comparison of selective and systematic respacing of Sitka spruce.


Spacing affects not only the total volume production and the distribution of individual tree sizes in a stand, but also tree quality. Wide spacings generally lead to increased taper, larger branch size, and may lower the structural performance of the timber. Results of comparing selective and systematic respacing treatments are described. Selective respacing resulted in: (1) gains in volume production, basal area production and mean diameter, but the differences are not statistically significant at the 0.05 probability level; (2) increased mean height and a truncated lower end to the diameter distribution compared with the systematic treatment; (3) some gains in tree quality. Both the proportion of forked trees and the diameter of branches are smaller in the selective treatment. It is too early to conclude whether there will be significant long-term gains in yield, quality or stability by selective respacing.

Some recent results from spacing and respacing experiments.

Spacing affects not only the total volume production and the distribution of individual tree sizes in a stand, but also tree quality. Wide spacings generally lead to increased taper, larger branch size, and may lower the structural performance of the timber. Results of comparing selective and systematic respacing treatments are described. Selective respacing resulted in: (1) gains in volume production, basal area production and mean diameter, but the differences are not statistically significant at the 0.05 probability level; (2) increased mean height and a truncated lower end to the diameter distribution compared with the systematic treatment; (3) some gains in tree quality. Both the proportion of forked trees and the diameter of branches are smaller in the selective treatment. It is too early to conclude whether there will be significant long-term gains in yield, quality or stability by selective respacing.
Recent results from eight spacing and respacing experiments provide further information on crop development in Sitka spruce and coastal lodgepole pine from planting to thinning stage. Trends in all experiments, while predictable, are similar. There are marked increases across the diameter at breast height distribution, due to increased spacing in both species. This is equivalent to over 100% DBH increase in Sitka spruce and over 50% in lodgepole pine in some cases. Cumulative volume decreases with spacing although there is an increase in the larger size assortments. Volume loss will have occurred by thinning stage and will be in small size timber categories. The main effect of selecting final crop tree and 'topping' the remainder at early respacement is to reduce branch size.

Thinning policy was not clearly defined in Ireland until the late 1960s. Systematic thinning was introduced about this time. Its practice is now widespread in first thinning. Results from research plots indicate that differences in crop productivity arising from systematic thinning, compared to selective removals of the same intensity, are minimal. Removal of up to 50% volume in first thinning produces a significant but not serious loss in total volume production in Sitka spruce. The threat of windthrow is often the most important consideration when deciding on thinning policy. Preferred option frequently cannot be applied due to marketing considerations.
Crop structure experiments and permanent sample plots in the Irish Republic.

This paper summarises work carried out in Ireland in the area of crop structure research, encompassing stand behaviour in relation to initial spacing, respacing, thinning and pruning. Over 60 replicated experiments and 59 single plots have been established since the late 1950s. Altogether, a total of 29 spacing trials have been established in Sitka spruce and various provenances of lodgepole pine. Various spacing treatments ranging from 1.2 metres to 3.6 metres are included in these experiments. Many of the earlier spacing experiments have now become redundant. Some contained provenances which are no longer among the most commonly planted provenances, and fertiliser treatment applied to some trees, injudicious blocking and damage has contributed to confusing and contradictory growth patterns.

The effect of thinning and initial spacing on wood quality determining properties in Sitka spruce.

This paper summarises work carried out in Ireland in the area of crop structure research, encompassing stand behaviour in relation to initial spacing, respacing, thinning and pruning. Over 60 replicated experiments and 59 single plots have been established since the late 1950s. Altogether, a total of 29 spacing trials have been established in Sitka spruce and various provenances of lodgepole pine. Various spacing treatments ranging from 1.2 metres to 3.6 metres are included in these experiments. Many of the earlier spacing experiments have now become redundant. Some contained provenances which are no longer among the most commonly planted provenances, and fertiliser treatment applied to some trees, injudicious blocking and damage has contributed to confusing and contradictory growth patterns.
Abstract
The effect of thinning and initial spacing on intrinsic wood quality determining properties is evaluated by X-ray microdensitometry of increment cores taken at breast height. In the application of thinning no significant differences in mean annual wood density in adult wood are detected. This may be a result of both the small number of replicates in the experiment and the relatively moderate intensity of treatments. Trends of reduced annual mean density are apparent in the more extreme treatments. These trends are however short lived. No other intrinsic wood properties that are examined, are significantly affected by thinning. No significant difference can be established in the mean annual density of the complete increment cores, for spacing ranging from 1.2m to 3.6m square. Analysis of individual growth years in the juvenile core, indicate reduced density with wider spacing in later years. Examination of the components of variance, indicate that 44% of the variation in wood density results from between trees and 29% from between treatments. Analysis of density uniformity (mean maximum density - mean minimum density) indicates a significantly greater annual density variation with wider spacing. This may have an adverse effect on wood quality. Mean annual ring width is highly significantly wider with wider spacing.
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Abstract
The concepts of a stochastic model, a stochastic yield model, and the associated error percent per hectare are defined. In essence the term 'stochastic model' may be applied to any model which incorporates quantification of the variability about the fixed model at a specified level of confidence. An example of a simple stochastic model quantifying the relationship between volume and basal area of a sample of individual trees is presented. Volume estimates of the maincrop and thinnings are estimated using linear regression estimators for a Forestry Commission permanent sample plot. Examples of stochastic summaries of the permanent sample plot are presented to illustrate the concept of a stochastic yield model. Some of the likely advantages and disadvantages associated with stochastic yield models are briefly outlined.
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Abstract
A system of silviculture known as oceanic forestry has been claimed to improve the financial returns to forest investment compared with conventional management in high wind-risk areas of the British Isles. Trees treated by this stem reduction method are expected to achieve large sizes earlier than with conventional thinning treatment and exhibit increased rates of growth per hectare as a consequence of choosing trees selectively and maintaining continuous ground shade. Plantations so treated are also expected to be more windfirm. Data are presented from an experiment on Sitka spruce in Northern Ireland designed to test the theory that oceanic forestry increases the volume produced per unit area. No evidence from measurements of height and basal area was found to support the claim.
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**Abstract**  
A trial to mechanically respace natural regeneration of Sitka spruce was carried out over a 13 week period from January to April 1994 in Glendalough Forest. A Pure 750 head mounted on a tracked NOKKA harvester base unit was evaluated in regeneration that had an average height of 2.5m, a stem diameter of 5cm and a density of up to 250,000 stems per hectare. Regeneration was respaced into small groups of 5 to 10 stems at 2m x 2m apart which will be reduced to single stems by motor manual methods. Results from the trial showed that respacing costs varied from £450 to £749 per hectare with a machine cost/working hour of £30.20. The machine tested was considered to be the most suitable that is available at present. However further improvements could be made and recommendations for modifications are given.
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**Abstract**  
The purpose of the study was to examine the production of wood residues by the Irish timber industry and the uses to which they are put. The aims were to provide information on the volumes of each type of residue.
currently produced and to estimate future production in the light of changing market outlets and production processes. Of particular interest was the quality of residues and the question of their upgrading through the incorporation into sawmill processes of debarking machinery. The results of the study show that a small but increasing number of sawmills operate debarking machinery and are thus capable of producing higher quality, bark-free residues. The study shows that it can be economic for even moderately sized mills to install such machinery but that distance from residue markets is of central importance. Estimates of volumes of each type of residue are derived, the estimates being based mainly on the application of conversion yields to estimated future sales of roundwood.
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This report reviews the background to current Government forestry policy, the progress achieved to date, and the structure of the existing forest estate. The financial and social implications of State afforestation are assessed. The report goes on to select six alternative planting policies and subjects each alternative to an assessment of the national consequences as to wood production (and its effect on industrialisation), employment (both in the forest and in wood industry), future self-sufficiency in wood and wood products (including the balance of payments impact) and the National Exchequer (expenditure and revenue).
Key Word
Avondale Forest Park, forestry history, forestry policy, training, forestry education, Avondale arboretum, planting records, pinetum

Abstract
This report provides an historical background to the establishment of Avondale Forest Park, a description of the park and an outline of its present functions. The park functions as: an arboretum; a research centre for testing new species under forest conditions; an estate of national historic interest; a training centre for foresters; an in-service training centre both within the Forest and Wildlife Service and the Government Services in general; and as an educational centre for selected groups of the general public. These different aspects of the Park's present-day role are covered in the report. The arboretum, lying in the proximity of Avondale house, is 17 ha. in size, within which 6.75 ha. has been developed as a pinetum. The balance contains the collection of broadleaved trees and shrubs. Details of plantings in the arboretum since 1917, and soil and climatic conditions on the estate are given.
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Abstract
Forestry and other land-uses in both Ireland and Europe are compared and contrasted. Climatic and topographic differences are central here. A historical account of how the original forest cover of Ireland may have declined is given. It is argued that this decline occurred over a period of greater length than the previously estimated three or four hundred years. The influence of the Normans, who arrived in the 12th Century, on the native landscape and their attitudes to the land is contrasted with the attitude of the native Gaels. Historical claims as to the extent of the native Irish woodland from the 15th to the 18th century are questioned. The establishment of demesnes in the 17th century and the effect that this development had on tree planting is examined.

Abstract
Broadleaved trees are particularly suitable for shelter belt purposes. However, they require careful and intensive management, and are therefore most profitable in small units. Softwoods of greater than 20 years are inefficient as shelter belts. They do not blend with non-montane landscapes and they are uneconomic in a forestry context. Obtaining planting stock of common broadleaved trees from all nurseries should not be difficult. Mast years, which occur every three to four years for species like oak, beech, ash, horse chestnut, elm and sycamore, give abundant crops of seed. Heavy stocks of the more adaptable conifers are required for the poor soil areas and high level sites. At sites where the more valuable indigenous broadleaves trees are appropriate, a superior form of shelter, a more pleasing appearance and an increase in hardwood timber stocks is attained and conifer planting should be avoided here.
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Abstract
The move away from Baltic-sourced softwoods and their replacement by home-grown conifers has been problematic particularly with regard to wood moisture content. The subsequent attitude that native softwood timber is inferior to imported softwood is challenged on the basis of ignorance about how best to season the timber. Moisture content is of critical importance. It is advised that the removal of logs from the forest after felling should be as immediate as practicable. Drying of timber in piles and appropriate practise for this drying are explained. Stacking, drying time, moisture content, wet weight and species are examined in this context. Kiln drying is also dealt with. Other factors considered include: original and final moisture contents; timber density; thickness of stacks of timber; air temperature; atmospheric humidity; velocity of air currents; and the distance travelled by air currents through the timber-stacks, or piles, are considered to be important factors in seasoning and drying.
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Abstract
For whom the forester works, for what purpose and how well he does his job are essential considerations in understanding his role. The forester looks after the forest essentially as a societal resource. He must accept that the objects of management should also be those laid down both implicitly and explicitly by society. Multi-purpose management, greater public access to forests and secondary forest products are considered. Prevailing attitudes towards forest management are questioned. The emphasis ought to be on increasing timber sales and felling rates in periods of high timber prices/demand. The issue of forestry education is examined. A need for specialisation by some foresters is suggested. In conclusion, it is acknowledged that an increase in the accountability of foresters to the public is inevitable in the future as the pressures of more specialised resource management also increase.
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Abstract
This article looks at soil identification and development from a number of angles. The relationship of soil with geology is examined, specifically in an Irish context, with reference to a mid-nineteenth century Irish Geological Survey of soils. Russian and European ideas on soil formation processes are mentioned. The Russian investigations have shown that, where there were sufficient differences in climate, the effects of climate superimposed themselves upon local geologies in different ways. In Europe attention was concentrated on local geological factors to a great degree. It is concluded that, specifically with regard to Ireland, the climate factor can be super-imposed on geological material without completely obliterating the individual qualities of that material. The climatic factors exerting their influence on soil formation processes are dealt with, specifically temperature and humidity, as too are soil acidity and nutrient loss from leaching. The soil types podsol, brown earth, gley soils, and their hybrid types are discussed along with the importance of soils in land classification.
This article is based on the observations of Dr. John Nesbit's 1904 "Report on the Woods, Plantation and Wastelands in the South Eastern Counties of Ireland". Some statistics regarding the extent of woodlands in Ireland from 1851 to 1902 are provided with little change noted in forest cover for this period, with 305,000 acres and 303,000 acres of cover for each of these years, respectively. A classification of woods into different types is provided. Over-thinning and the condition of coniferous woods are dealt with, with a specific note provided on the role of Douglas fir in Irish forests. Estimates of the plantable wastelands for the entire island of Ireland are given at 2,000,000 acres in 1885 and this is further discussed in the context of climate, soil and other site conditions. The national effects of large-scale planting and probable costs and revenues from various plantation types are examined. There is a discussion on the proposed organisation of a Forestry Department and on technical instruction in forestry.

Mooney O.V.

Forest fires.
Keywords: forest fires, turf cutting, brush burning, forest law, fire damage, fire prevention, wildlife protection, forest protection.

Abstract: Increases in the incidences of forest fires have been accentuated by new sources of fire provided by large-scale montane turf cutting operations. From 1939 to 1943, 29,180 acres were planted, of which 2,482 acres were destroyed by fire. The burning of heather, furze and other vegetation is a known source of fires. Dry climatic conditions over the past decade in the Spring-time have contributed to the problem. Although The Game Preservation Act of 1930 prohibits burning from April 1st through to July 14th, burning continues regardless of season or weather and both during the day and at night. The advantages of burning are seen to be temporary and short-term. It is claimed that, by burning, the grazier or land-owner concerned is removing the fertility from which grazing vegetation arises. Fires also have damaging effects upon sod ditches, turf and fences. Damage is caused to avian habitats, nests and food supply as well as landscape colour effects. Fires are best dealt with by prevention and the natural wealth of the mountains is dependent upon this prevention.
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Abstract
During the war, one fifth of the afforested area, or at least 13,000,000 cubic feet of timber, was felled in
Northern Ireland which has a total land area of 2% in forestry. State afforestation from 1922 through to 1928
proceeded at a rate of 350 acres per annum and increased to 1,000 acres from then until 1940, but was then held
back during the war. Areas acquired within the six counties of Northern Ireland for afforestation are outlined.
The areas of woodland and plantations owned by the Ministry of Agriculture cover 20,000 acres. Details of
some remnants of natural forests and their species composition are given. So too are details of exotic
plantations, the principal species being Sitka and Norway spruces, Douglas fir, European and Japanese larches,
Scots pine, Pinus murrayana, noble fir, grand fir and western hemlock. A grant scheme of £7, 10 shillings per
acre should encourage the reforestation of recently clear-felled, private wood-land. Current plant prices are £2
per thousand.
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Abstract
Timber is used as raw material in industry in three different forms: in the natural form; after chemical or
mechanical break-up into smaller fibres and wood pulp which is ready for further processing; as a source of
cellulose fibres and other wood components which are converted into certain synthetic compounds. The effects
which land parcel size and availability of land have on the programme of forestry expansion are examined. The
present land area acquired for forestry in Ireland is over 156,000 acres, of which 112,000 acres are satisfactory
woods and plantations.
This article looks at road and bridge construction at Glendalough. A zig-zag cart track was the only possible road site in accessing young plantations on the upper sites of this glaciated glen. Three tasks had to be carried out: track widening; smoothing of sharp angles at turning points; and easing gradients at bends and super-elevation. The treatment of turns is described: the inward canting of a bend, 'super-elevation', is examined in this context. Embankment, drain and culvert construction along with soling and metalling and bridge building are also discussed.
Key Word
Sitka spruce, Picea sitchensis, oceanic forestry, fog belts, climate, timber end use, thinning, timber volume yield, rooting, nursery practice, silviculture

Abstract
The importance of Sitka spruce to Irish forestry is described. The Irish climatic and edaphic characteristics are compared with those of the Sitka spruce natural range, and the nursery requirements with regard to spacing, lining-out and drainage and protection from frost damage are discussed. Planting of this species on the wetter site type is recommended. The use of alder as a nurse against frost damage is encouraged and the problems of check, aphid attack, leader breakage and poor rooting are outlined.
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Abstract
Before 1939, logs for domestic match production and finished matches were imported. During the second world war home-grown timber was used to make up for the loss of imports. There were limited supplies available of poplar, which is very suitable for the manufacture of matches, but ultimately the industry came to rely upon Scots pine. The use of other species for match production, such as lime, horse chestnut and Sitka and Norway spruces is also examined.
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Key Word
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Abstract
This paper looks at the results of cutting back naturally regenerated and planted ash at Donadea Forest. In the year subsequent to cutting back, two to six straight shoots, which were disease free, had emerged from each stump which had been cut back during the previous year. In 1938, a Norway spruce/ash mixture was planted at another compartment in Donadea. The ash had out-grown the spruce and six the of ash trees which had been cut back because of bad stem form were examined. Three of these had not put forth any shoots and the other three stumps had put out crooked, deformed, diseased and practically horizontal shoots. The health, sturdiness and vigour of the ash natural regeneration is contrasted with the planted ash.
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Abstract
The 1930 forestry grant scheme allowed for the payment of £4 per acre. In 1944, because earlier schemes had failed to deliver on more extensive planting rates, the government extended its assistance by raising the grant level to £10 per acre for planting carried out last Winter or in subsequent seasons. The economic demands of these grant allocations mean that the minimum width of any planted site must be at least two chains. The shortage of fencing wire, rabbit netting and transplants is noted. Further governmental assistance in the form of import duty imposition on seedlings and transplants is intended to aid the domestic nursery trade.
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National Parks in State forests.

The national parks system of the United States, Scotland and England, and their relevance to the development of an Irish national park are examined. The author comments on the preserved remnants of the great natural forests of North America and the logging damage and destruction which he has observed.

Abstract

The national parks system of the United States, Scotland and England, and their relevance to the development of an Irish national park are examined. The author comments on the preserved remnants of the great natural forests of North America and the logging damage and destruction which he has observed.

Forest pathology.

Forest pathology, insects, fungal diseases, forest pathogens, Rhyacionia buoliana, pine shoot tortrix moth, Prays curtisellus, ash bud moth, Hyllobius abietis, large pine weevil, Chionapsis salicis, willow scale, poplar scale, Armalliria mellea, honey fungus, Fomes annosus, Heterobasidion annosum, heart rot, Dasycypha calycina, larch canker, Nectria ditissima, beech canker, ash canker, Ascomycetes, Basidiomycetes, Deuteromycetes, Lepidoptera, Hymenoptera, Hemiptera, Diptera, Coleoptera, forest protection, entomology

Abstract

Forest pathology, insects, fungal diseases, forest pathogens, Rhyacionia buoliana, pine shoot tortrix moth, Prays curtisellus, ash bud moth, Hyllobius abietis, large pine weevil, Chionapsis salicis, willow scale, poplar scale, Armalliria mellea, honey fungus, Fomes annosus, Heterobasidion annosum, heart rot, Dasycypha calycina, larch canker, Nectria ditissima, beech canker, ash canker, Ascomycetes, Basidiomycetes, Deuteromycetes, Lepidoptera, Hymenoptera, Hemiptera, Diptera, Coleoptera, forest protection, entomology
The main causes of disease in forests are examined, including insects and mites, fungi and bacteria. The various pathogens causing root, butt and heart rot, bark damage, leaf/foliage consumption and distortion, shoot die-back, shoot and bud burrowing and galls are identified. Notes are provided on the following insect pests: pine shoot tortrix moth, ash bud moth, large pine weevil, green spruce aphid, willow and poplar scale. The following fungal pathogens are also examined: Fomes annosus, Armallaria mellea, larch canker, beech and ash canker, and a number of other less important diseases.
A historical note is given on the State afforestation of a tract of sand dunes at Curracloe, County Wexford, in 1931. Scots pine and Corsican pine were planted on bracken covered sites and a Corsican pine/Scots pine mixture was selected for stable, non-bracken covered sites. Corsican pines were planted on less fixed terrain. Some maritime pine was planted on stable, sea-ward side troughs. Details of direct sowing of 36 acres of maritime pine in 1931-32 at Curracloe are given. A manurial experiment, involving nitro-chalk, semsol and basic slag is outlined. In the year of sowing, the manure was applied to every second row but the seedlings did not seem to have benefited. Another experiment for planting seedling types is outlined. Seedlings wrenched, balled and lined out in October suffered least losses. Those not wrenched but balled and lined out in October suffered heaviest losses.
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Abstract
The total productive area acquired by the State for forestry was 25,244 acres, the highest level to date. The planting target of 22,500 acres for the year was met. The total area thinned in the year was 7,776 acres, of which timber merchants thinned 4,212 acres. The volume of sales declined compared with the previous year when a large volume of windthrown material was marketed. The average weekly number of men employed directly on forestry work during the year was 4,673. During the year the private planting grant was doubled to £20 an acre and an intensive public relations campaign was launched to secure more private planting. Gross expenditure in the year totalled £2,079,99; income totalled £316,134.
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Abstract
In 1956/57 the rate of planting of State forests increased to 17,400 acres, the highest level of planting so far achieved, and a new planting target of 25,000 acres per annum was established. The Forestry Act, 1956, became law in February 1956. The primary object of the Act is to facilitate the acquisition of land for forestry. More than 83,000 acres of land were acquired for forestry by the State during this period. The number of forest centres increased from 160 to 173. There was a substantial increase in the volume of material becoming available as a result of thinning operations. Total production during the period was over twice that for the preceding period and almost five times that for the period 1945/49.
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Abstract
The Forest and Wildlife Service is responsible for State forest development and management and the encouragement of private forestry. It is also responsible for wildlife (flora and fauna) conservation and the promotion of game development. Among the topics discussed in this report of the FWS' activities are plantation management, inventory of woodlands, forest protection and plant health, genetics research and arboriculture.
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Key Word
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Abstract
The author estimates that at least 85% of the Slieve Bloom area's 36,000 ha can be classified as marginal land. The progress of State forestry development in the area is traced, and an assessment of the existing forest estate is provided. This assessment looks at age structure, timber stock and revenue from timber products. The policy of the Forest and Wildlife Service in the area is outlined and the economic value of forestry in the Slieve Blooms is assessed.
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**Abstract**
The Forest and Wildlife Service is responsible for State forest development and management and the encouragement of private forestry. It is also responsible for wildlife (flora and fauna) conservation and the promotion of game development. The management topics dealt with in this report include the following: land acquisition; provision of planting stock; plantation establishment; crop management; marketing and conservation. Research topics discussed include an inventory of State woodlands, genetics, site productivity and soil nutrition.
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**Abstract**
The Forest and Wildlife Service is responsible for State forest development and management and the encouragement of private forestry. This account of the activities of the FWS covers a number of forestry topics...
management, silvicultural and research topics. Among the specific items discussed are plantation establishment, provision of planting stock, woodlands inventory, forest protection and genetics.
The findings of the Committee on expenditure on forestry were based on the report of its Business Advisory Panel. A series of meetings were held with officials of the Forest and Wildlife Service, and submissions received from the full range of interest groups in forestry. The Committee found that, although output from the State's forest had increased considerably in recent years, it was still substantially behind the forecast set jointly by the Forest and Wildlife Service and the IDA in their strategy for the development of the timber industry. But the major growth in output resulting from the accelerated planting programme of the 30s will take place before the end of the century and will treble today's output. It was also found that the interface between the FWS and the timber industry was unsatisfactory and that relations were not conducive to a constructive partnership or to dealing satisfactorily with substantial impending growth. The Committee found that, while the report of the Review Group on forestry was generally supportive of the FWS, it concluded that there was an urgent need for a change of structure. There was considerable variation in expert opinion on the present value of the national forestry estate and of the means used by the Review Group to determine its value.
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Abstract The Forest and Wildlife Service is responsible for State Forest Development and management and the encouragement of private forestry. It is also responsible for wildlife (flora and fauna) conservation and the promotion of game development. In this annual report of the FWS the following forestry management issues are examined: land acquisition; plantation establishment, crop management; marketing and provision of planting stock. The following research topics are covered: inventory of State woodlands; genetics; crop structure; wood quality; forest protection and plant health; arboriculture.
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Abstract The purpose of the study was to determine the method of financing roadmaking machinery for the Forest and Wildlife Service which imposes the least cost on the Exchequer, without conflicting with overall FWS policy. Five possible options were identified and the costs which each is likely to impose on the Exchequer were estimated. The options were buy, lease, hire (on a rate/hour basis), contract hire and 'turnkey' contracts. Taking identified major adverse influences, particularly on hire, into account, financial and other comparison as indicate that a machine-category related mix of hire and buy imposes least cost on the exchequer.
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Abstract
The rate of acquisition of land continued to be unsatisfactory during 1979. A total of 3,368 hectares was acquired. In the section on planting stock provision details on seed collection and procurement, and poplar and eucalypt cultivation. The total area planted in 1979 was 8,214 ha. The work of Work Study and Method Study staff is described. The volume of timber sold was less than in the previous year. Field work on Phase 1 of the Inventory of State Woodlands was completed during the year. A total area of 105,000 ha. planted between 1958 and 1968 was assessed. There are brief notes on a number of projects being undertaken by the Research Branch including provenance experiments, the evaluation of basal sweep in lodgepole pine, and a major experiment on the effects of nitrogen fertiliser on the growth of checked Sitka spruce. Summaries of work on forest pathology, entomology, plant health, and pesticides are included in the section on forest protection.
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Abstract
The total area of forest established during the year was 8,893 ha. 7,219 ha. of land were acquired. Details are provided on seed collection and seeds sown in nurseries. Four new forests were established during the year bringing the total number of State forests to 243. The market for sawlog was buoyant and prices remained fairly steady. Details of timber sold according to size are provided. Field work on Phase 1 of the Inventory of State
Woodlands continued during the year. The total area completed was 204,000 ha. Summaries are given on the work of the Research Branch in the following areas: crop structure and biometrics; spacing; thinning; wood quality; soil and nutrition; plant pathology; entomology and weed control. In the field of provenance research, main emphasis was placed on the analysis of three IUFRO experiments - Sitka spruce, Douglas fir and grand fir. Other projects undertaken by the Research Branch include a study to determine whether basal sweep in lodgepole pine was due to environmental or genetic causes.
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**Abstract**  
The Forest and Wildlife Service is responsible for State forest development and management and for the encouragement of private forestry. It is also responsible for wildlife conservation and for game development. This report on the activities of the Service during the previous year deals with issues associated with State forest development, including land acquisition and plantation establishment, and with management of State forests, including crop management, harvesting and marketing of timber. There are also sections on conservation and forest research and inventory.
forest development, forestry policy, forest management, conservation, forest research, silviculture forest protection, genetics, biometrics, harvesting

Abstract
The Forest and Wildlife Service has responsibility for State forest development and management and the promotion of private forestry. The Service is also responsible for the conservation of wildlife (flora and fauna) and for game development. This report summaries the activities of the FWS during 1976. Specific areas covered include State forest development, land acquisition, timber marketing, game development, genetics research and forest protection.
The influence of forests and forestry on the behaviour of mammals.

In County Wicklow lateral cover was identified as the most significant factor governing deer utilisation of land. Pellet-group numbers also indicated that open spaces, ride-lines and free running water were attractive to deer. The influence of physical site features such as aspect and slope was negligible. Deer caused damage to between 35 and 51% of trees examined in areas planted since 1968. Most damage was observed in very young plantations while very little was observed in thicket. Browsing was the most common form of damage generally but at one site stripping was the most common form. Deer, squirrel and rabbit populations were present on 53, 83 and 93%, respectively, of forests surveyed. The extent of the damage caused by rabbits and squirrels is described and compared with damage caused by deer. Fragmentation of the forest did not influence the activity of rabbit and squirrel populations, but did reduce deer populations. Forests where clear-felling since 1968 reported greater mammalian activity while forests with a high roading intensity reported lesser activity by mammals.

The study aims to facilitate easy identification of the Sudanese tree species. First the climate, topography and soils of the Sudan are briefly outlined. A review of classification and identification of tree species with special reference to the Sudan follows. A key to Irish tree species was studied as a prerequisite to the development of the Sudanese key. The Irish key was reduced into a simple dichotomous form and consequently computerised in a non-standard FORTRAN code. Khartoum, which lies between the desert in the North and the savannah in the
South, was the area selected for study. Extensive use was made of colour photographs of thirty tree species in the area. Field photographs as well as indoor slides were taken to show the vegetative characteristics of the species. Using taxonomic literature and the photographic data, a key which identifies eight families, twenty genera and thirty species was developed. The key was coded in standard FORTRAN in the mainframe computer system at University College Dublin. In addition, the key programme was transferred to a micro-computer so that it could be used with micro-computers in the Sudan.
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Abstract
The development of the use of low ground pressure machines in the thinning of soft sites is described. The difficulties encountered in using various machines over the past seven years are outlined
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This paper examines the actual expenditure and income implications of a private forestry investment. Management yield tables, which are essential for the construction of a projected cash flow in forestry, enable a forecast to be made of wood production by size of average tree and by actual year, throughout the rotation. Thus, using current prices for wood of different sizes it is possible to construct a stream of expected revenue. The impact of discounting, a method of weighting so that sums of money spent or received in different years may be added together or compared, is particularly severe in forestry projects because of the lengthy deferrment of the bulk of the revenue. The appraisal method demonstrated in this paper, Discounted Cash Flow, requires the investment to be evaluated in terms of: (a) Net Present Value (i.e. discounted revenue less discounted expenditure) and; (b) Internal Rate of Return (or financial yield).
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Abstract
The aim of this project was to find ways of increasing the resistance of window joints to both air and rain penetration. Tests carried out on a standard timber window resulted in a classification of [4] for air permeability and a grade of 50 Pa for watertightness. This was the highest possible classification for air permeability, but the lowest for watertightness. These tests also proved that a standard timber window is not 100% effective against air and rain penetration. Out of all the modifications which were carried out, a drip across the top of the window produced the best improvement in performance. When 1100 Pa of pressure was exerted on the window, which was the highest pressure the test rig could cope with, there was no major leakage. This means that instead of a classification of 50 Pa the modified window would obtain one of 300 Pa which is the highest possible grade. However, the introduction of a gap around three sides of the opening frame proved to be less effective. Although initial leakage was recorded at 100 Pa, the same as the standard window, mass leakage was recorded as soon as 150 Pa of pressure was exerted on the window. This compares with 400 Pa for the standard window.
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Abstract
The subject of this thesis is the response of pole-stage Sitka spruce crops to fertiliser application. In the first of
two sections the properties of drumlin soils are examined. The two stands in which the experiments were laid down in 1969 are described and an account of the experimental design used, and details of the type and levels of fertilisers applied are presented. The parameter chosen originally for measuring response to fertiliser application (basal area increment) is discussed. Statistical analyses of results to-date indicate that there has been no significant response to fertiliser application. Finally the experimentation and results are critically analysed under the headings of experimental design, fertilisers applied, assessment method and conclusions. The second section re-examines the fertiliser experiments. The procedures followed and details of the measurements taken are outlined; the data is analysed and treatments are compared by height, upper-stem diameter, form factor and volume production. Finally, the significance of the results, which show no significant difference between treatments and certain limitations of the experimental design and procedures adopted are presented.
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Abstract
The purpose of this study was to examine the progress of the forestry element of the Western Package. The advantages of an afforestation programme are assessed and its benefits outlined. The return on investment in agriculture is compared with that in forestry, and the results are compared with the situation in other European countries. The suitability of forestry as a land use on marginal agricultural land is examined. A general examination of private forestry includes financial projections and investment appraisal. An in-depth study is made of the Western Package Forestry Scheme and its progress is assessed. Factors which obstruct the scheme are isolated and examined, and various approaches to dealing with these obstacles are suggested.
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Abstract
Wood preservation is one of the ways of extending the service life of sawn timber. This study reviews the Irish timber industry and considers areas in the domestic and export market where preservation may be needed. The wood preservation industry in Ireland is examined and the changes which are likely to occur in the future are outlined. The various methods and constraints of treating timber are discussed. The behaviour of Irish sawn Sitka spruce and imported whitewood when preservative treated are examined. Double vacuum and pressure treatment processes revealed that Irish Sitka spruce absorbed far higher levels of preservative than the imported
whitewood. A similar trend was found with the pressure treatment with copper/chrome/arsenic preservative (CCA). The CCA penetration, both lateral and longitudinal, was deeper in the Irish timber. End-grain penetration of organic solvent and CCA preservatives was higher in the Irish timber. The adverse influence of higher moisture on CCA uptake and penetration in Sitka spruce was established. It is shown that current treatment schedules are not suitable for Sitka spruce and new or modified schedules need to be developed for Irish material. The baseline exposure tests indicate that Sitka spruce absorbs more moisture than the imported spruce.
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Abstract
The study reports on the nursery stage of a long term project designed to investigate the inheritance of economic traits in lodgepole pine (Pinus contorta Doug. Ex Loud.). A system of mating was used to permit the estimation of genetic variances on the basis of covariances of maternal and paternal half sib families. Six seedling traits were assessed and estimates of additive and dominance variance associated with the traits were obtained. The latter was found to be of greater importance. Male and female narrow sense heritability estimates were calculated for each of the traits and the female heritabilities were greater than the male estimates. Both, however, were low, the highest being the female heritability of 55% for height at the end of the first growing season. The low heritabilities necessitate the use of progeny testing to identify individuals of superior breeding value but these cannot be recognised from their phenotype alone. Negative phenotypic and genotypic correlations were found to exist between the vigour and stability traits. The implications of this are discussed in relation to selection and testing procedures. Genetic gains obtainable from several breeding strategies were calculated for four of the traits. The greatest gains could be achieved by the use of two clone orchards for the traits that showed high dominance variation.
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Abstract Liming and phosphorus application to the organic soils of Hoffman forest both increased height growth of loblolly pine as singly and in combination. Foliar and soil chemical analysis explain the large differences in the tree's growth. Significant linear correlations also exist between tree height and the content of P in loblolly pine and Lyonia. Critical levels of P and percentage base saturation in the soil and P of foliage of both species of plants furnish two classes of loblolly pine with widely contrasting yields. The main factor militating against good growth of loblolly pine on these soils are available P deficiency and high exchange acidity of the soil. The use of Lyonia as a site indicator is justified. Foliar analysis shows that it reflects the problems for loblolly growth especially in regard to soil P availability. Predictor values for both Lyonia and Loblolly pine needles's critical P levels are equal. Loblolly pine was more tolerant of Al than most agronomic crops, probably because of superior adaptation to high acidity over an extended period. Differential tolerance to exchangeable Al was found among loblolly pine from two sources in the organic soils. Seedlings from both sources were tolerant of exchangeable Al in the mineral soil but optimum growth in this soil was less than that in either of the unlimed organic soils. Upper level Piedmont seedlings were tolerant of a high percentage Al saturation. The height growth of the seedlings from the lower Piedmont seed source in the organic soils was not increased when the Al saturation was decreased below 34 %. A greater amount of Al was extracted by 1 N KCl from the organic soils than the mineral soils, but height growth was also higher in the organic media. There was no relationship between growth and the Al concentrations of seedlings grown on the different soils. Growth of the seedlings from the lower Piedmont seed source in the Ponzer soil and from the upper Piedmont seed source in the Dare soil was limited in spite of luxury amounts of Ca and P in the tissues of the seedlings.
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Number 448
Author MacCarthy Richard G.
Title Soils of Killakee Forest, Rathfarnham, Co. Dublin.
Place Dublin
The objects of the study were (1) to identify and classify the soils into definite units; (2) to determine the important pedogenic characteristics of the soils, with special reference to forestry; (3) to plot on maps the soil units and boundaries. After a reconnaissance survey in the Autumn of 1965, a detailed survey of the soils was carried out the following year. The profiles representative of the soils of the area were selected for description and analysis. The soils were classified on the basis of their morphology, genesis and associated properties. Six Series, based on parent material differences, were identified and these were in turn divided into Members according to the degree of leaching and profile development. Finally, the Members were divided into Varieties, which were based on the degree of drainage impedance. Ten Varieties were identified and mapped. In addition, an effort was made to assess the suitability of the soils for different enterprises, purely for purposes of soil comparison. Four soil suitability classes have been recognised. In summary, the soils are medium textured, with low percentage base saturations and acid reactions. Podsolisation is prevalent, with the leaching of free iron extreme in some cases. On the whole, organic matter content is high, particularly in the surface horizons. With the exception of magnesium and, in some cases, potassium, the soils are all low or very low in available nutrients.
fertiliser experiments which were laid down in 1969 on pole-stage Sitka spruce crops are described and analyses of results presented. After almost two growing seasons no significant responses were obtained.
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**Abstract**
This study was designed to examine the influence of fertilisation on the release of nutrients from the forest floor of semi-mature crops of Sitka spruce. Nutrient mobilisation was measured in a series of incubation experiments. The significance of the transformations occurring were put in the context of the nutrient budget through measurement of litterfall, forest floor accumulation, crop biomass and their nutrient contents. Litterfall measurement in three stands showed that on average 5,500 kg/ha was shed per annum. This contained 72 kg of nitrogen, 5 kg of phosphorus and 14 kg of potassium. Because litter production exceeds decomposition, large amounts accumulate. On average the litter layers had a D.M. Content of 50,000 kg/ha containing 915 kg of nitrogen, 50 kg of phosphorus and 130 kg of potassium. The high figures for production and accumulation and the variation between sites appeared to be related to crop density. The incubation experiments showed that the addition of rock phosphate to the forest floor increased the release of nitrogen by 25 %. The total quantity of nitrogen released was approximately 27 kg/ha. Lime application had a negative effect in this regard. Nitrogen application did not affect the mineralisation of forest floor nitrogen. Although lime and nitrogen appeared to increase the release of phosphorus their effects were inconsistent. The maximum quantity of phosphorus released was equivalent to 4 - 5 kg/ha. All treatments caused a release of potassium, the amount involved not exceeding 8 kg/ha. The uptake of nitrogen, phosphorus and potassium by a 33-year-old crop was determined by destructive sampling of eight trees. Extrapolation of their nutrient contents to the total crop gave estimates of 79 kg/ha/annum for nitrogen, 4 kg for phosphorus and 15 kg for potassium. That showed that the quantities released from the fertilised forest floor were small in relation to the nutrient uptake patterns.
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Fomes annosus (syn. Heterobasidion annosum Bref.) is a Basidiomycete fungus which is capable of attacking several species of conifers and causing limited damage to hardwoods. The fungus behaves as either a parasite or a saprophyte and is spread by root contact with a tree or tree stump already infected or by aerial infection caused by basidiospores. The disease causes root rot and ultimate death of the root system. Fomes annosus is one of the few Basidiomycetes that causes death of the host cell, probably by the secretion of a toxin or toxins. The thesis is divided into four sections: Metabolites isolated from Fomes species in general; a description of the isolation and synthesis of the metabolites from the fructifications obtained at the base of a Picea sitchensis; a discussion of the metabolites of three different strains of Fomes annosus; and, finally, there is a study of the effects of two metabolites of Fomes annosus on 30 month old Picea sitchensis seedlings. As a result of the examination of in vivo and in vitro samples of Fomes annosus eleven metabolites were isolated and identified. The structure of the quinone, 6-methyl-alpha-dehydrolaphchone was determined as was that of fomajorin S. Racemic fomannoxin was prepared to confirm the structure of the dihydrobenzofuran, (+)-fomannoxin. The structure of 7 alpha, 8 beta, 11-trihydoxydrimane was established from the analysis of spectral data and X-ray studies. The structures of the remaining compounds, fomajorin D and 5-formyl-3-hydroxy-2-isopropenyldihydrobenzofuran were determined. Biosynthetic studies indicated that only the "C5 unit" of fomannoxin is acetate derived. It has been shown from bioassay studies that (S)(+)-fomannoxin is the likely toxin produced by Fomes annosus.
This dissertation argues that Irish planners should exert a more positive influence on the countryside and that, in order to do this, they require adequate information about available rural resources and the relationship between them. Forestry is identified as a multidimensional resource which is, at present, at a cross-roads in its development in the Republic. The study describes the background to Irish forestry and its present administration. The principal contributions of forestry are identified as economic, recreational and conservational. The various perspectives on the forest resource are subsequently linked with the relevant planning powers in each case and forestry is then considered in the wider context of contemporary rural Ireland. This is the background for an investigation of the relationship between forestry and four other land uses in the Glendalough area of Co. Wicklow. The selected land uses are: landscape, conservation, agriculture and recreation. On the basis of the study findings, the policy implications for Glendalough are drawn out. Finally, the cases for and against planning control of forestry are made and directions for the future recommended.
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Abstract In June 1972 the Forest and Wildlife Service decided to undertake an analytical study of State forestry. The report is an interim one, designed for limited circulation. It covers part of the proposed full study. It is concerned with the programme of afforestation, i.e. the first planting on land acquired for forestry. Present policy is to plant 10,000 hectares per annum on land on which the average yield class is not less than 14 cubic metres per hectare per annum. Later reports will cover the implications of the management of the existing forest estate, the economics of alternative afforestation programmes and reforestation. This report makes an assessment of the stream of costs and benefits, financial and social, implicit in the current afforestation programme, and expresses these costs and benefits in present worth terms. The examination is restricted to the effects generated within the lifetime of one rotation only.
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The current supply of timber on both world and Irish markets is discussed. The areas in which pulpwood and sawlog are used as raw material are described. Pulpwood is used in the manufacture of paper, fibre board, chipboard and pallets, and sometimes for round and split fencing. Small sawlogs are usually converted to pallet boards and boxwood. The current market for these products in the U.K. and Europe is assessed. In the domestic structural timber market Irish timber is producing 20-25% of requirements, and there is room for considerable expansion. The possibility of a future world shortage in timber is assessed. Given Ireland’s capacity to increase its timber acreage it is in a good position to become a strong timber exporter, having first achieved self-sufficiency in the home market.
Abstract
Micro-laminates of wood when glued together produce a glulam structure. Glulams presently used in furniture construction are limited by the presence of springback and springforward of the component. Springback results from a recovery from the compression, an unfavourable performance, springforward results from various shrinkage coefficients leading to dimensional changes. The idea is to alleviate these problems by stabilising the laminates chemically, thermally or by treating after consolidation. The object of the present work was to investigate the factors which may contribute to deformation of the bend in order to eliminate springback and springforward. This involved making a prototype of the component, analysing and manufacturing procedure and the variable factors including the thickness of (i.e. number of laminates in) the component, radius of curvature at the 90 degree bend and moisture content. The bending limits and shrinkage coefficients at various moisture contents of both radially- and tangentially-cut samples were also examined. Moisture is a cheap and effective way of plasticising the wood within the component, especially with the prompting of heat (e.g. via dielectric heating). A compromise that balances the demands of heat, moisture, pressure and adhesive to optimise the stress-less deformation of wood would improve this aspect of glulam performance.
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The spatial pattern of State afforestation in County Wicklow.
Place
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Date
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Abstract
The spatial pattern of State afforestation in the Republic of Ireland is fragmented and dispersed. The aim of this
work is to discover how significant are the economic effects of this pattern, with a particular view to seeing whether there are any implications for future land acquisition policy. The forests of County Wicklow (the county with the longest history and the highest percentage area of State forestry) are examined as a test case using methods drawn from quantitative geography and from forestry. The evolution and structure of the forest pattern in Wicklow are described quantitatively, the pattern being examined both as a whole and in terms of its component parts. It is found that site productivity is highest in the most fragmented forests. It is also found that there is a continuing trend towards consolidation. An economic model is then constructed and applied to the different forest patterns in order to compare their relative levels of economic efficiency. Results of these analyses confirm the greater cost of running a fragmented as opposed to a consolidated forest but also show that when, as is usually the case, site productivity is higher in the fragmented forest then the resulting higher revenues will more than off-set the increased running costs. In other words, site productivity has a stronger influence on forest economics than has the spatial pattern. The concluding recommendation is that an accompanying high degree of fragmentation should not usually deter the State from giving preference to better sites when acquiring land. This course will be more profitable, even in the short term, and in the long term the trend towards consolidation, provided every effort is made to ensure that it is maintained, will help to alleviate the disadvantages of fragmentation.
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The influence of tree spacing upon tracheid length and density in Sitka spruce (Picea sitchensis (Bong.) Carr.).
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Abstract
The north-west American tree species, Sitka spruce (Picea sitchensis (Bong.) Carr.) is the most important exotic conifer in Irish forestry. Until now, most research on this species has been concerned with improving growth rate with consequent increases in yield through such practices as fertilisation. Little is known of the variation patterns within the tree and of its response to various silvicultural treatments at a basic wood structure level. This investigation therefore sets out to assess the effects of tree spacing at 2.4 m X 2.4 m (8' X 8'); 3.6 m X 3.6 m (12' X 12'); and 4.57 m X 4.57 m (15' X 15') upon two properties: tracheid length and density. The literature is reviewed with regard to the formation of wood, causes of variation within wood and the systematic variation patterns observed within and between trees for the two wood properties under consideration. There are various methods of sampling and equipment suitable for use in taking small wood samples outlined in the review. Results are presented for 'within tree' variation for both wood properties. Experiments show that a 5 millimetre diameter increment borer could be successfully utilised to extract cores, for tracheid length assessment, at 35 degrees to the vertical axis of the tree. Finally, results indicated that tree spacing did not have a statistically significant effect upon tracheid length, while a significant decrease in wood density was recorded from the closest to the widest spacing.
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**Abstract**
This thesis examines afforestation and rural development. The purpose of the study is to (i) indicate the contribution that afforestation can make to rural areas and (ii) to examine why farmers are not planting more land. The importance of policies which influence the choice of additional or alternative farm enterprises are examined. The influence of farm structure on the development of forestry is examined and the potential return from afforestation on various land types are indicated. A survey of farmers indicates the importance of: (i) the need to have clearly defined, non-competing policies between forestry and agriculture; (ii) the need to recognise that present forest policies favour the larger farms and the need to revise these; (iii) the need to provide more education and information for farmers on forestry; (iv) the need to review the payments of social welfare to farmers; and (v) the need to integrate forestry into the farm as an additional farm activity.
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**Abstract**
The objective of this study was to develop bio-mathematical growth and yield models for Sitka spruce (Picea sitchensis (Bong.) Carr.) established at different initial espacements in the Republic of Ireland. Spacing of trees at plantation establishment has a profound effect on the growth and development of a stand. Therefore, an extensive review of the effects of initial espacement on a variety of growth characteristics is undertaken. The various techniques available for modelling the growth and yield of single trees and stands are also reviewed. The growth model chosen for use in this study is that of Von Bertalanffy (1938, 1951, 1957) as modified by Richards (1959). The method used to fit the data to the Richards function is that of Stevens (1951). Because of the detailed computational procedures involved in fitting Richards's function to data by the Stevens method, a computer package consisting of four programmes is developed for this study. The first three computer programmes are used in the construction of the bio-mathematical growth equations. The main programme then computes and generates yield tables for a range of stocking densities. The result of the two statistical procedures used to test the accuracy of the constructed model showed that the predictive ability of the model is adequate. The technique developed in this study for yield table compilation is strongly recommended to replace the polynomial regression method of yield table construction where the biological processes of tree growth are not given due consideration.
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**Abstract**
This thesis is intended as a baseline study of the performance of certain tree species in the John F. Kennedy Park. The aims are to record growth patterns for these species growing in this particular locality and to establish a base from which future studies of these and other species can be made. Measurements of height and girth carried out at intervals during 1974 - 1975 are shown in graph form. Arising from the results obtained are recommendations for further studies and lines which these might follow are also given.
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**Abstract**
These are appendices to the Avondale Report. They consist of: (i) weather measurements (ii)a. List of arboretum specimens planted 1904 - 1914 and (ii)b. list of group planting up to 1917 (iii)a. measurements of all specimens (iii)b. arboretum grids (iii)c. grid map.
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This thesis is an attempt to bring together in summary form the available information regarding the history and present condition of Irish native woodlands, particularly in so far as these affect their ecological status; and also to provide a general ecological account of the types of native woodland still extant. In regard to history, the references are for the most part scattered rendering it impossible to paint a detailed picture of our forest history. Ecological work on woodland is also very scanty. Killarney woods have been the object of intensive study but little or no material for comparison is available from other areas. This thesis attempts to provide some information regarding these ecologically-neglected types. It was impossible to give as much attention as desirable to purely scrub areas in which succession is best suited. It was necessary to confine attention to the larger areas of native woodland so that small isolated areas have been occasionally passed over. Areas known to have been planted, even though the natural dominant has been used, have been avoided, and almost all the woods studied are believed, on historical or ecological evidence, to be natural. It is thus been possible to get a clearer picture of the natural distribution of various tree species, especially of the oak and birches. Our present small area of native woodland represents the natural vegetation of the greater part of Ireland and is, therefore, of especial interest to the historian, the botanist and the forester. Its clearance and replacement on economic grounds by exotic conifers has been greatly accelerated in recent years and the present timber and fuel shortage has resulted in extensive felling and thinning. It seems desirable that representative areas of each type of natural woodland should be retained and the decision to demarcate and preserve such samples should be taken immediately. Plots of 5 to 10 acres, well distributed over the country, should be sufficient. They would be of value to the botanist as a site for natural vegetation; to the soil scientist as a locus for undisturbed soil profiles; and to the forester as controls by which he might assess the effects of exotic trees on soil conditions. The thesis looks in detail at the origin and status of native woodland, siliceous woodland types and calcareous woodland types.
Avondale Forest Park lies 64 kilometres south of Dublin. Within the park boundaries all lands are the property of the State. Avondale is an arboretum with 70 years of growth behind it. It is also a research centre for testing new species under forest conditions of growth. The State's first forestry school was established in there in 1905. In more recent years it has been increasingly used for in-service training both within the Forest and Wildlife Service and the Government Services in general. It also fulfils the role of an educational centre for selected groups of the general public. The historical importance of the school and aboretum is assessed. A description of the arboretum is provided with details of early plantings, growth conditions, notable specimens, and recent work included.
Available (This study was sponsored by COFORD and undertaken by The Centre for Marketing Research DIT College of Marketing and Design)
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Abstract
The object of this study was to assess the suitability of home grown timber for use in laminations. The timber samples used all came from small diameter Sitka spruce (< 200mm). The study was divided into two main parts: an analysis of the dimensional stability of the timber samples; and performance testing of the samples fabricated into small beams. Distortion during drying did not hinder fabrication of the beams. Three beams of four laminations (38 X 89 mm) were manufactured to British Standard specifications. The beams were performance tested in an Instron testing facility. The total loads endured by each beam before failure were highly satisfactory. The average of the three beams at 29.3 kN comfortably exceeded the design load. It is expected that these results could be significantly improved in beams produced under factory conditions. It is recommended that further research should include work on better quality Sitka spruce and other home grown timber, and should attempt to analyse a much larger range of samples.
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Abstract
The role of woodrot fungi as bio-degraders is looked at with particular reference to the honey fungus, Armillaria mellea. It has been discovered that Armillaria mellea has the ability to produce anti-bacterial and anti-fungal compounds. Of these metabolite compounds, sesquiterpenes in particular has been associated with pathogenicity whilst others which are structurally similar act as a store for this primary toxin. The ability of a strain to convert these inactive metabolites to the more active toxin appears to determine its virulence. Several strains of different virulence, infesting different hosts, were examined in order to have as broad a view as possible of the pattern of sesquiterpene production within the Armillaria genus. The forester can thus be provided with a rapid method for determining the threat posed by an infestation using chemical markers rather than more indeterminate characteristics.
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Abstract
Forestry accounts for just under 8% of the total land area of Ireland but it may take 50 years before the European average of 24% is reached. Research is crucial to the long term sustainability of the forest resource. The issues of international competitiveness, sustainable employment and environmental harmony, and the manner in which they affect forestry-related research are examined. Product quality and uniqueness, and a responsible approach to ecological and environmental issues, are crucial to the future of forest resource exploitation. Industry, research and the Forest Service have jointly produced the document, 'Pathway to Progress - A Programme for Forest Research and Development' which outlines the various sectors of the industry which are supported by the National Council for Forest Research and Development.
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Abstract
This study compared poststressed timber with unbonded and bonded cables. Characteristics of various adhesives were examined and strength tests carried out on epoxy resin using mono-wire and multiple-wire joints. A relationship was found between mean breaking force, glue line thickness and bond length for mono-wire joints, and test results showed that thin glue lines gave the strongest joints. A method of injecting adhesive into the
cables was developed to enable the successful construction of beams with bonded cables. Four beam types were
designed, constructed and tested within and beyond the elastic range of the material, viz. and control beam,
reinforced beam, poststressed beam with unbonded cables and one with bonded cables. A steel anchor-block
with hardened gauge plate was used to transfer force from the tensioned cable to the compressed one during the
energising operation. Calculations show the poststressed beams with unbonded and bonded cables to be capable
of a permissible load of 2.27 and 2.85 that of a matched control beam and on average 1.81 and 2.21 times
stronger at ultimate load respectively. The stiffness of a timber beam is increased after poststressing which is
further improved by bonding the cables. The deflection parameters were identified and it was also shown that
stiffeners make only a small contribution to the flexural rigidity of a beam. The adhesive tests and comparison
between bonded and unbonded poststressed beams is new and recommendations for further research are given in
each of these areas.
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Abstract
During the last decade, the attitude of the public towards trees had been influenced by a number of factors.
Among these are: the environment; the increasing importance of the forestry sector in the national economy;
and the activities of organisations such as Crann, An Taisce, the Tree Council of Ireland and ECO. Interest in
urban forestry has grown considerably since its introduction into the Republic of Ireland, first in the form of the
Crann sa Chathair project in 1987, and later with the development of the Forest of Limerick project within Limerick
City. This study attempts to identify the problems involved with urban forestry in Ireland, and a detailed case
study of the development of an urban forestry project in Finglas, County Dublin is presented. All species
selected for use in Finglas Wood are physically suited to the natural site conditions, thereby ensuring that the
primary objective of rapid establishment and initial growth is physiologically attainable. An attempt has also
been made to ensure that the development of Finglas Wood takes place with gradual alterations to the site, in
order to create the impression of a naturally developing feature of the landscape, and to reduce the risk of
vandalism.
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In this report the Tree Council of Ireland outlines the need to adopt a new attitude towards the management of broadleaved woodlands. The aesthetic, conservation and landscape values of broadleaves are emphasised. The need to undertake appropriate research in tree improvement programmes to increase genetic diversity, improvement of wood quality, and resilience to climate change is stressed. The Tree Council of Ireland is in a unique position to act as a positive force for education and changing public perceptions in matters relating to trees and forests. The Council is particularly concerned with encouraging planting and sustained yield management, and the conservation of existing broadleaved woodland. There is a description of the present broadleaved woodland resource and an account of the principal of sustainable management.
This paper examines some historical aspects of forestry in Ireland, and reviews the relevant EC programmes which support Irish forestry development. There is a historical account of the decline in the native woodland cover following the passing of the 1871 Land Act. An enquiry, which commenced in 1907, provided the basis for a new beginning in relation to forestry practice in Ireland. A note is given on the progress of afforestation under the new State and on the condition of the private forestry sector which sporadically undertook plantings. Grant availability had little or no serious impact upon this sector until the late 1980's. The Western Package scheme and the effect it had on afforestation is described. The effects of the following EC supported schemes are assessed: the Forestry Operational Programme; EUROFORTECH; Forest Premium Scheme; Rural Development Operational Programme; INTERREG; and STRIDE.

Abstract
This paper examines the kind of demands will be placed upon forests in Ireland over the next rotation and describes the kind of forest which can best meet these demands. It is forecast that production from existing forests will easily supply the bulk of home markets and future expansion in production should focus on the development of an export trade. Providing that we can remain financially competitive, we should have few difficulties in exporting all the sawn softwood which we can produce to European standards. The author argues that any shift in policy should be towards the quality side rather than towards the maximisation of fibre production.

This paper examines some historical aspects of forestry in Ireland, and reviews the relevant EC programmes which support Irish forestry development. There is a historical account of the decline in the native woodland cover following the passing of the 1871 Land Act. An enquiry, which commenced in 1907, provided the basis for a new beginning in relation to forestry practice in Ireland. A note is given on the progress of afforestation under the new State and on the condition of the private forestry sector which sporadically undertook plantings. Grant availability had little or no serious impact upon this sector until the late 1980's. The Western Package scheme and the effect it had on afforestation is described. The effects of the following EC supported schemes are assessed: the Forestry Operational Programme; EUROFORTECH; Forest Premium Scheme; Rural Development Operational Programme; INTERREG; and STRIDE.

Abstract
This paper examines the kind of demands will be placed upon forests in Ireland over the next rotation and describes the kind of forest which can best meet these demands. It is forecast that production from existing forests will easily supply the bulk of home markets and future expansion in production should focus on the development of an export trade. Providing that we can remain financially competitive, we should have few difficulties in exporting all the sawn softwood which we can produce to European standards. The author argues that any shift in policy should be towards the quality side rather than towards the maximisation of fibre production.

This paper examines some historical aspects of forestry in Ireland, and reviews the relevant EC programmes which support Irish forestry development. There is a historical account of the decline in the native woodland cover following the passing of the 1871 Land Act. An enquiry, which commenced in 1907, provided the basis for a new beginning in relation to forestry practice in Ireland. A note is given on the progress of afforestation under the new State and on the condition of the private forestry sector which sporadically undertook plantings. Grant availability had little or no serious impact upon this sector until the late 1980's. The Western Package scheme and the effect it had on afforestation is described. The effects of the following EC supported schemes are assessed: the Forestry Operational Programme; EUROFORTECH; Forest Premium Scheme; Rural Development Operational Programme; INTERREG; and STRIDE.

Abstract
This paper examines the kind of demands will be placed upon forests in Ireland over the next rotation and describes the kind of forest which can best meet these demands. It is forecast that production from existing forests will easily supply the bulk of home markets and future expansion in production should focus on the development of an export trade. Providing that we can remain financially competitive, we should have few difficulties in exporting all the sawn softwood which we can produce to European standards. The author argues that any shift in policy should be towards the quality side rather than towards the maximisation of fibre production.
This article looks at the interaction between forestry and the environment under the following headings: (1) visual impact; (2) ecological effects of plantations; (3) threatened ecosystems; and (4) aquatic ecosystems. Two major research projects studying the interaction of plantation forests and aquatic ecosystems, based in Wicklow, Connemara and in Munster, are described. The predominance of forest cover in a catchment is assessed and the affects on water quality, flow rates, invertebrate and fish populations are measured. At the Connemara location, where there is Sitka spruce on blanket peat, the acidity of the rainfall is moderately high, and soil water is more acid under the forest cover than on an open peatland site. Preliminary results at the Wicklow site show increased acidity and aluminium levels in a small number of catchments with extensive closed-canopy forestry. Increased acidity is episodic, occurring during spate conditions. In one study catchment in Wicklow in a Sitka spruce stand, early results show a significant level of pollution in the rainfall, although soil water is less acid in the forest than at a near-by open site. In Munster streamwater pH is in the range 6-7 with fish present at most sites during the Spring and Autumn with highest densities at agricultural sites. Fish condition was best at sites which were predominantly afforested.
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Abstract
This book deals with both native Irish and naturalised tree species which grow in Ireland. Irish, English and scientific names in Latin are given along with some details of the trees involved. There are a number of heritage and cultural notes and information provided in the commentaries on each species. There are also pieces written on the literature of trees; history of trees in Ireland; propagation of trees; conservation and recording; and laws, letters and lore.
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European Commission initiatives in the forestry sector are motivated by the likely future shortage in timber, the need to diversify the rural economy, and to reverse the process of deforestation in parts of Europe. The types of land coming available for forestry are broken down by soil association. Returns from forestry and agriculture uses for each soil association are compared in terms of Net Annual Revenue per ha. The highest NAR shown for forestry at approximately £260 per hectare is based on yield class 22 on the Northern Wet Drumlin soils (soil associations 25 and 27). In the Mountain Hill and Blanket Peat areas the NAR from forestry is higher than the average return for livestock.

Two factors in particular, the increase in energy prices and the suitability of Irish climate and soils for tree growth, have led to a serious consideration of using wood energy crops to meet some of Ireland's energy needs. Such crops typically comprise hardwood species which are cut periodically, after which they resprout. This study had the following objectives: (1) To estimate net financial returns to agriculture, conventional forestry and energy crops on land which is marginal for farming; (2) To determine the regional impact of an energy crops/conventional forestry planting programme in the border counties of Cavan, Leitrim and Monaghan and in the western counties generally; (3) to specify the implications for energy policy and cross-border co-operation of...
such a programme; (4) To examine the manner and extent to which private landowners could be interested in tree growing. The authors conclude that there is a strong case for converting to conventional forestry some of the marginal land in the western and border region. The following recommendations are made: conventional forestry and energy crops should be treated as complementary activities; demonstration projects for both should be developed on privately owned land; the market potential for energy crop output should be explored vigorously.
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**Abstract**
Like timber, hardboard is combustible and, when used in certain types of buildings, it must comply with fire regulations set out for these buildings. Wall and ceiling linings in public buildings must have a Class 1 flame spread. BS 476 is now being issued in separate parts. These describe, in detail, standards and tests for non-combustibility, combustibility, ignitability, fire propagation, surface spread of flame and fire resistance. This study describes a research project undertaken to see whether a satisfactory method for obtaining a Class 1 surface spread of flame on the board during its manufacturing stages could be developed. The application of flame retardant chemicals did not achieve the desired flame spread. A wet coating of asbestos, resulting in the formation of a dry asbestos coating 0.02” in thickness, did not prevent the underlayer, consisting of untreated fibres, reaching a critical temperature during the test and flames broke through the asbestos coating. A wet coating consisting of fifty parts of asbestos and thirty parts of pulp - both bone dry - was satisfactory when the wet coating was over-sprayed with flame retardant chemicals. Unlike hardboard, where large quantities of water are pressed out, chip-board is manufactured from chips which are dried to a pre-determined moisture content before pressing. The addition of flame retardant chemicals, in the dry condition, to the chips has been used for the commercial production of a fire-retardant board. The addition of a liquid solution to the chips required a rather high drying capacity. Better distribution and increased penetration by diffusion are gained.
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Abstract This book explains the association between trees and the Irish legal system. The author traces the history of the statutory provisions for afforestation and deals with the common law rights and liabilities of tree owners, illustrated by relevant case law.
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Title Environment and soil factors affecting the growth of conifers in Northern Ireland.
Place Belfast
Date 1977
Key Word environment, tree growth rates, climate, soil nutrients, Sitka spruce, lodgepole pine, Picea sitchensis, Pinus contorta
Abstract Most of the forest estate in Northern Ireland lies at elevations exceeding 180 m and over 80% of the land is described as poor, or very poor, in quality. There is a large water surplus for most of the year in these areas and gale force winds are common. The majority of forest soils are surface water gleys and deep, peats with nutrient deficiencies, stability problems and poor growth typical in the forest crops here. Studies on deep peats and gleyed soils have shown that conventional deep drainage has a negligible effect on tree growth or water table levels. It is demonstrated that the development of root-plates is greatly restricted by the shallow ditches from which planting ridges or turfs are cut. Studies of Sitka spruce nutrition on oligotrophic peats have shown that crops will grow satisfactorily for 6 to 8 years if adequate phosphorus is supplied. After this stage the problem of nitrogen nutrition becomes severe. Nutritional problems with Sitka Spruce are not so serious on gleyed soils. Provenance experiments with lodgepole pine indicate that seed which originates from low elevations on the Oregon coast at about 44.2 degrees North is likely to produce the best adapted and most vigorous crops in the Northern Ireland environment. The position with Sitka spruce is less clear but Queen Charlotte Island provenances are likely to be better than those originating from further south than about 50 degrees as the latter may be too susceptible to damage by frost.
An examination of the physical characteristics of the Cervus deer in the Wicklow region showed that extensive hybridisation between the native species, Red deer (Cervus elaphus L.) and the exotic Japanese sika deer (Cervus nippon Temminck) was widespread. This method of examination was sufficient to show that no red deer remained but failed to indicate whether or not any Japanese sika deer remained. The phenomenon was examined further with a controlled breeding programme and an immuno-electrophoresis analysis of the sera of these and other Cervus deer in Ireland. Prerequisite work in developing capturing techniques and husbandry methods for captive and enclosed deer were undertaken. Particular emphasis was placed upon developing efficient capturing techniques using anaesthetics. The study was successful in determining the factors responsible for the initial hybridisation between red deer and Japanese sika deer and in indicating how this hybridisation continued. The taxonomic status of the Japanese sika deer and that of related sub-species from Asia were examined and suggestions made for their reclassification. A hypothesis explaining the evolution of Japanese sika deer and the origins of their related sub-species was also provided.
Abstract

This work is primarily intended as a base-line survey of the types of insect pests which had been recorded, or become established in the John F. Kennedy Park since planting commenced in 1966. The chief aims of this thesis are as follows: (1) to carry out a survey of the trees affected and to list their pests; (2) to assess the nature and extent of the injury caused by these insects; and (3) to report on the biology and habits of these insect pests. This work is not concerned with the details of control methods.
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Abstract

This study of microbial activity in Sitka spruce concludes that the addition of CaCO3 to the litter at normal field levels resulted in significant increases in oxygen up-take over 30 days incubation. After this time, however, the effect diminished. When the litter samples were amended with NH4-N, the rate of oxygen up-take in the litter was significantly depressed at all levels of application. Treatment of the litter samples with compound fertilisers depressed the rate of oxygen up-take. However, this effect was overcome after 80 days incubation. The addition of glucose to litter samples at concentrations of 0.5% and 1.0% significantly increased the rate of oxygen up-take. At lower concentrations, the increases were not significant. Re-addition of glucose resulted in a similar response. However, the increases were lower than after the first addition. Considerable release of ammonium nitrogen was found in litter samples incubated for 50 days at temperatures ranging from 12 degrees to 55 degrees. Litter samples incubated at 12 degrees showed intensive nitrogen mineralisation when the moisture content of the litter was increased from 143.5% to 631.0%. However, any reduction in moisture content of litter below 143.5% tended to depress the rate of mineralisation. The addition of CaCO3 to the litter at normal field levels resulted in a decrease in NH4-N concentration of the litter and an increase on NO3-N content. The addition of nitrogen as (NH4)2SO4 or as potassium (K2SO4) to the litter had little effect upon the amount of available nitrogen in the litter. However, the addition of phosphorus as GMP to the litter resulted in substantial increases in the amount of K2SO4-extractable nitrogen in the litter following 50 days incubation at 12 degrees. Very intensive sampling was necessary when examining microbial activity in Sitka spruce litter. The numbers of aerobic bacteria varied seasonally from 10m to 69m organisms per gramme of dry litter. On average, gram-negative organisms accounted for 39% of this total. The dominant, cellulose-decomposing micro-organisms in the litter were fungi and actinomycetes. The washing-box method was found to be the most useful for the isolation of a range of fungi from forest litter. Twenty one fungi, representing seven genera, were isolated from Sitka spruce litter using this method. A number of Penicillium species isolated from the litter samples were
shown to be capable of inhibiting the growth of Fomes annosus on malt extract agar. The effect of litter extracts upon the growth of two bacteria isolated from the litter was found to vary according to the method of extraction preparation. In general, cold water extracts gave slight inhibition of bacterial growth and growth was stimulated by the addition of hot water litter extracts to the basal medium.
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**Abstract**
The aims of this thesis were to study the social and economic changes brought about by afforestation in County Donegal, to analyse the changes that have recently taken place, and to consider the implications for the future. In particular an attempt is made to assess the effects of afforestation on employment, land use and on regional development. The potential role of forestry in future development is assessed, but this stage it involves a good deal of speculation.
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**Abstract**
EEC membership has had a negative impact on State forestry. The small contributions from FEOGA, ERDF, ESF, Research and Energy funds do not compensate for the increase in land prices for tree planting and the poor quality of the land that was available during the 70's. The 'pure' EC effects on labour costs are difficult to quantify because of the other influences in the economy. The private sector involvement in tree planting has been disappointing to date. It is expected to increase with the introduction of the new directive which gives an income for the first 15 years of tree planting. The absence of an income in the early years, together with a lack of tradition and knowledge of forestry, has been the greatest hindrance to forestry development in Ireland. The EC directive on plant health has helped to keep Ireland free from many of the disease and insect pests which are prevalent on forest trees throughout the world. There will be greater emphasis on the environment in the future and both private and public forestry will have to take better care of the landscape. What Ireland needs is an integrated programme like the scheme operated, at present, in the Mediterranean regions which would encompass all activities.
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Abstract
This study examines various methods of economic evaluation by field testing six methods under Irish conditions. The study area is described and its suitability for recreational use discussed. Two approaches to visitor monitoring based on the method proposed by Schreuder et al. (1975) are outlined. Six methods for the evaluation of a recreation hour were field tested and these methods are described in this section. The methods employed included the Cost Approach, two Travel Cost methods, (one proposed by Trice and Wood (1958) and one by Clawson (1959)), the Cost-less Choice Method and two bidding games (one of which indicated willingness to travel and the other willingness to pay an entrance fee). The criterion for selecting the most accurate method is outlined. Results are presented for both the monitoring and evaluation studies. Results indicate that the stratified random sampling gives the most accurate indication of visitor usage. The results of field testing of the evaluation methods indicate that bidding games, which indicate 'willingness to pay', whether through travel costs, or entrance fees, are the most reliable estimates of the value of a visitor hour. There is an examination of the results, particularly those relating to the evaluation methods. These are discussed with particular reference to the economic theory on which they are based. The monitoring results are discussed in relation to their accuracy and ease of implementation.
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Thesis
Transport costs can contribute 15 to 25 per cent of the total timber raw material cost. Where the selling agent has a number of forest stands and either owns, or has contracts to supply, a number of wood processing plants, the efficient allocation of the timber supply becomes very difficult without the aid of computerised operations research techniques. The cost minimisation process consists of two steps. Firstly, the shortest route between each forest and each processing location must be determined. Secondly, timber supply must be optimally allocated to the mills using the shortest routes. A timber allocation procedure was developed to help optimise the allocation and transportation of Coillte Teoranta's annual timber supply. The first stage in the development of the procedure was to construct a road network of the national road system. The road network consists of all primary, secondary and regional roads in the Republic of Ireland. In total 245 forests, 68 mills and 8 port locations were linked into this road network. The resulting road network consists of approximately 7,600 links and 3,000 nodes. The procedure was developed around existing database packages currently being used by Coillte Teoranta personnel so as to minimise the data preparation required to use the procedure. The procedure consists of three stages; input, allocation and output. The timber supply and mill demands are segregated into ten product supply/demand categories, on the basis of assortment, species and/or average tree size. Each of the product supply categories is allocated separately. The results are then output to a database file, which facilitates interpretation of the results and production of summary reports. The developed procedure was used to optimally allocate Coillte's 1991 timber sales.
space by transformation of the 's' statistically significant eigenvector coefficient matrix to s-dimensional feature space. The new multi-variate methodology involves three main classification phases. Phase 1 involves testing the significance of the mean spectral reflectance vectors for each group using Wilks and Hotellings T tests. Phase 2 involves the generation of mean spectral reflectance vectors from the image to be classified using any method designed to produce spectrally homogeneous clusters, classes or polygons. Phase 3 involves aggregation of all classified mean vectors from Phase 2. The new multi-variate methodology was demonstrated using LANDSAT TM data for Clonaslee Forest and independently applied to classification and mapping of forests in the adjoining and combined Mountrath and Ballyfin Forests. The overall classification results were that 93.62% of the Sitka spruce, 90.97% of the lodgepole pine, and 147.16% of the Japanese larch have probability of group membership of 0.95 with respect to the Coillte Teoranta ground truth. This may be the first multi-variate methodology for classification and mapping for forests designed by foresters engaged in forest inventory.
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The productivity of poplar and willow clones as influenced by various edaphic and climatic factors.

Abstract
Short rotation forestry (SRF) is the growing of trees on rotations of two to ten years for the production of pulp wood or of biomass for energy. High quality agricultural soils are required to produce yields in excess of 12 dry tonnes per hectare. Sites that are of similar agricultural potential have produced significantly different yields under SRF. This study examines the factors which contribute to these yield differences. Soils from two sites, Kinsealy and Clonroche, were containerised and placed on capillary beds at both locations. Poplar cuttings were planted in these containers and also in field plots at these sites. Those in Clonroche soil had higher yields while the effect of location on yield varied. Yields were lower in the field than in the containers due to moisture deficits in the initial months. Early season temperatures (March and April) had a strong influence on the subsequent crop dry matter production. A soil pH greater than 5.1 in peat and between 6.1 and 7.1 in mineral soil was optimal for growth of Populus trichocarpa 'Fritzi Pauley'. The optimum pH was 6.8 in mineral soil and between pH 4.9 and 5.8 in organic soil for the growth of Salix viminalis 'Bowles Hybrid'. Phosphorus deficiencies did not occur in the establishment year in poplars and willows grown on good agricultural soils. The nitrogen availability to both species was a major growth determinant in soils of low nutrient status. On good agricultural soils, adding nitrogen at various levels and frequencies in the establishment year had very little effect on the growth of Populus trichocarpa x deltoides 'Beaupre'. The optimum establishment year mid-July foliar nitrogen concentration is 3.54% dry matter in Populus trichocarpa 'Fritzi Pauley', 3.75% in Populus trichocarpa x deltoides 'Beaupre' and 4.50% in Salix viminalis 'Bowles Hybrid'. Relative concentration (N = 100) in mid-July of N = 100, P = 7, K = 59, Mg = 5 and Ca = 58 are optimal for the growth of Populus trichocarpa 'Fritzi Pauley', relative concentrations of N = 100, P = 7, K = 52, Mg = 8 and Ca = 51 are optimal for Populus trichocarpa x deltoides 'Beaupre' and relative concentrations of N = 100, P = 7, K = 54, Mg = 3 and Ca = 27 are satisfactory for the growth of Salix viminalis 'Bowles Hybrid'.
The general objective of this study was to construct stand volume assortment tables for three crop types of Sitka spruce grown under Irish conditions. The three crop types for which tables are required are: (1) crops thinned to marginal thinning intensity; (2) unthinned crops; and (3) widely spaced crops. The data used for the creation of such tables were a combination of height-diameter and stand table data supplied by Coillte Teoranta. The methodology developed firstly involved the stratification by DBH followed by the conversion of the height-diameter (m) data into height-cross-sectional area (m²) data. The data for each tree were then analysed using regression, with height as the independent variable and cross-sectional area as the dependent. Regression analysis produced an estimate of the intercept (A) and slope (B) for each tree at a particular diameter at breast height (DBH) class. The area beneath the fitted line was the volume for that tree. All A and B values within each DBH class were summed and an average A and B produced. Using algebra, the average A and B values of a particular DBH class were used to calculate the total volume and volume assortments. A master table of volumes for each crop type was created which contained the estimated volume and volume assortments in cubic metres (m³) for each DBH class. The error structure on these volume estimates was then calculated with the 95% confidence level being used throughout. All sampling errors were computed using estimated volumes and subsequently converted to percentages. This resulted in the production of single tree over-bark volume assortment tables with associated errors for the three crop types. Stand tables were then constructed for the three crop types based on empirical diameter distribution data provided by Coillte Teoranta and stratified by mean DBH class. The Master Tables for each crop type were weighted by the probability density function of each mean distribution to produce provisional stand over-bark volume assortment tables for Sitka spruce for each of the crop types with minimum length of 3.0 m. The methodology just outlined produced the required volume assortment tables. A methodology to create such an error structure was recommended and an example given. The amount of data provided only allowed reliable results to be calculated for crops which were thinned and of less than 32 cm DBH.
March to the end of May. After May the variation explained was too low for equations to be useful.

Abstract

Eucalyptus nitens (Deane and Maiden) Maiden is an economically important Eucalyptus species with a broad natural range in Australia and has been identified as a priority fuel-wood plantation species in Lesotho. Unlike most Eucalypts, E. nitens is a shy seed bearer. The aim of this study was to investigate the feasibility of propagating Eucalyptus nitens Maiden using stem cuttings. Cuttings were taken seasonally from 11 year old E. nitens stand, New South Wales provenance during the period February 1994 until November 1994. Cuttings were also obtained from three-year-old stock plants of unknown provenance in September 1994 and March 1995. Rooting performance was evaluated under glasshouse conditions using a warm bench propagation unit with four types of media and rooting hormone to examine their effects on the rooting ability of E. nitens cuttings.

Cuttings were prepared in factorial combination of four types of media and two hormone treatments (dipping in Seradix No.3 rooting powder containing IBA or not treated) with three replications of each treatment combination. In the first experiment, it was found that rooting potential did not differ significantly between media and that rooting hormone did not increase root formation. A peat: sand: vermiculite mixture was slightly better than these materials used alone. It is concluded that hardwood cuttings are difficult to root and it is not feasible to use mature hard-wood cuttings for the operational production of E. nitens stocklings. Adventitious root formation on cuttings of E. nitens was not effectively influenced by the application of IBA at the base of the stem cuttings. The number of roots to form on a rooted cutting was influenced by IBA application on Experiment I. However, for Experiment IV, with juvenile material, IBA did not affect the average number of roots per cutting. In experiment IV, rooting hormone had a negative effect on cutting rootability of juvenile material. For instance, 18% of the treated cuttings had rooted after 8 weeks compared to 42% of the untreated cuttings. Similarly, the mean number of roots per cutting did not differ significantly amongst different treatments. This inhibitory effect was probably due to high concentrations of IBA (0.8%). Because, in a follow up study, (Experiment V) 0.2% IBA Did not affect rooting adversely. When rooting media were assessed for the effects on the rooting process, the peat: sand: vermiculite mixture was significantly superior in both treated and untreated cuttings with 0.8% IBA. However, better rooting was obtained with juvenile material in March with sand and peat: sand: vermiculite 85% and 65%, respectively (0.2% IBA). Rooting of cuttings obtained from 11-year-old E.nitens decreased from February until November, 7% and 0%, respectively. Cuttings taken from 3-year-old stockplants rooted better regardless of the season collected. The average rooting obtained with juvenile material in September and March was 30% and 56%, respectively. E. nitens was successfully propagated by rooting juvenile stem cuttings. Hence, high rooting percentages were obtained with juvenile material under the same conditions with mature material which produced poor roots and, subsequently, died. The rooting of stem cuttings of E. nitens will, therefore, provide future supplies of planting stock and open the way to genetic improvement by clonal selection for yield and form.
Mycorrhizal associations and the nutrition of Sitka spruce (Picea sitchensis (Bong.) Carr.) in Ireland.

Abstract
The effectiveness of mycorrhizal associations in the nutrition of Sitka spruce was assessed by characterising the Sitka spruce mycorrhizas present in different sites. Furthermore, the effectiveness of these mycorrhizal types on peatlands and any differences between fungi in their effectiveness was also determined. In pursuit of these broad objectives, Sitka spruce populations in Glenealy, Aughrim and Gorey nurseries as well as Killakee Forest were sampled. This involved the macroscopic and microscopic examination of 2,000 root tips; categorisations into types and root isolations. Aseptically germinated Sitka spruce seedlings were transplanted into peat-filled containers inoculated with L. laccata, T. terrestris, L. proxima and H. crustuliniforme mycorrhizal cultures. The seedlings were glass-house grown for nine months. Important growth data, such as height, dry weight and nutrient content, were statistically analysed. The analysis of Sitka spruce roots showed that the seedlings were equipped with mycorrhizas at all sites, but nursery plants were not as mycorrhizal as the field plants. There were macroscopic differences in the over-all form between mycorrhizas in all sites. The microscopic features of the mycorrhiza surface hyphae were similar in most types. Clamp connections on the surface hyphae of most mycorrhizas showed that the fungus involved was a basidiomycete. The transplant nursery Sitka spruce types lacked clamp connections and rhizomorphs. The mycorrhizas formed in the nursery sites changed when planted into peat and were not effective. The isolates tested differed in effectiveness as ecto-mycorrhizal inoculum. All inoculated seedlings formed well-developed mycorrhizas, however, T. terrestris had the highest number of feeder roots colonised (89%). With the exception of L. laccata, isolates consistently improved seedling height over un-inoculated controls from the 4th to the 9th month. Although height stimulation by T. terrestris, L. proxima and H. crustuliniforme were not significantly different from the un-inoculated controls at 9 months, T. terrestris-inoculated seedlings, however, showed the best response. L. laccata-inoculated seedlings had significantly greater N and P concentrations than the other treatments did. T. terrestris- and L. proxima-inoculated seedlings had significantly greater N content than the other treatments had. Those inoculated with T. terrestris had a significantly greater P content than did other isolates. This study shows that mycorrhizas were formed at the nursery stage, but that they changed from one site to another. Basidiomycetes, which are reputedly the major class of ecto-mycorrhizal fungi, were absent in the supposedly critical transplant phase and mycorrhizas present were not effective. The performance of T. terrestris in height stimulation and L. laccata in nutrient up-take make the two fungi potential candidates for nursery inoculation of Sitka spruce.
This thesis looks at the role of Sitka spruce in Irish forestry and how it has developed up to the present day. It considers the effect of spacing on crop characteristics and how these effects can be quantified and tabulated into yield tables as well as looking at the economic implications of spacing. Two stands at 27 years of age (2.4 m and 4.0 m spacing) that have been unthinned are considered in detail and stand tables for both constructed and projected for 14 -16 years. Various price options and interest rates were applied to both spacing for the purpose of economic analysis and discounted values for all options calculated. No definite results as to which spacing level was the most profitable emerged, but a recommendation of a reduction of rotation length of approximately 20% of the rotation length of MMAI was made.

Abstract
This study examined the effect of the following variables on the surface quality finish of Irish home grown Sitka spruce: upmilling; downmilling; three moisture contents, 10%, 15%, and 20%; three feed speeds, 10, 20, 30 metres per minute; and three rate angles, 21, 22, 0.5, and 24 degrees. Because of the large number of combinations which can be created using these experimental parameters, a computerised factorial analysis package was used to predict the optimum set of variables in obtaining a quality finish without actually testing each individual combination. The results indicated each of the four variables were significant. The most significant variable in obtaining a quality finish was feedspeed slower than 10 metres per second. The other optimum variables were moisture content of greater than 20%, upmilling, and a rake angle of greater than 24
degrees. It was concluded that a feed speed greater than 10 metres per minute would not generate a surface finish acceptable for finished joinery irrespective of the other parameters under investigation.

Abstract
In 1970 a forecast of forest production, which used data from an inventory of State woodlands (completed in 1968), was generated using a computer program written by the Land Commission's data processing section. In 1975 a more flexible program, that could allow some deviation from the 'normal' management strategy - including rotation length, thinning intensity and time of first thinning, was written by Crop Structure and Biometrics Section of the Forest and Wildlife Service. A series of forecast options have been generated using the newer program. These options have consisted of reduction of rotation length for all species by 0, 5, 10, 15 and 20% and also a forecast where Norway and Sitka spruce are reduced by 20% and lodgepole pine (coastal) by 30%. A number of forecasts have been run using the data from the 1968 inventory together with an increase in yield classes indicated in a 1976 survey of areas planted between 1958 and 1968. The original 1970 forecast is also given. These options based on three year averages are also shown in graph form. The report also contains an analysis of economic effect of shortening rotation.
These operation specifications for ploughing have been introduced in order to bring about an increase in utilisation. This would have the advantage of: reducing ploughing costs; accomplishing the ploughing programme with a lesser number of units; and avoiding capital expenditure in purchasing replacement units, currently costing £18,000 each approx. It is essential that any factors militating against economic ploughing should be eliminated. Classification specifications and recommended treatments for the following categories of ploughing sites are given. 1. Topographic categories; flat areas and steep areas, and 2. Edaphically; peat and mineral. The various procedures involved in implementing the recommended procedures are outlined. Finally a number of possible alternatives to deep ploughing are outlined. These include moling, shallow agricultural ploughing, ripping and tunnel ploughing.
Abstract
The report details the findings of a number of trials on the Makeri 331 harvester. This is a small easily manoeuvrable harvester with a dual function, felling/debranching head. The actual felling operation is performed by a hydraulically operated shears with a maximum butt diameter span of 25 cms. Delimbing is carried out by one fixed and two moving knives which are fed by means of spiked rollers. The trial results showed that the quality of the debranching varied from excellent to poor, depending on whether the trees were straight and finely branched or to what degree they were roughly branched forked or crooked. On all trees, which were not already brashed or self-pruned, the machine was unable to clean a short portion of the butt segment. Summaries of the results of trials on several other aspects of the harvester are also included.
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Abstract
The purpose of this study was to examine the role of private forestry in Ireland, the impact of existing policies on this sector and the possible impact of alternative policies. The various aspects of forestry policy including grants, tax incentives, advisory services and the relations between the private sector and financial agencies are examined. The part played by foresters and other investors, such as financial agencies leasing State forests is also described. The report concludes that there is no evidence to suggest that the implied private sector target of 2,500 hectares will be met. The most serious setback to afforestation is identified as the severe decline in the Forest and Wildlife Service's planting programme since 1979. The report's central recommendation is that from 1984-1988 inclusive the FWS lease approximately 1,000 hectares of 19 year old forests to interests in the private sector.
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Abstract
Computers can be used in several areas of forestry which involve mathematical calculations or data processing. The advantages and disadvantages of using computers in forestry are examined. Guidelines are offered for developing computer programs specifically for use in forestry. The structural design of a simulation program is included.
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Proceedings of 13th International Forestry Students Symposium 'Forestry in Europe' held at University College, Dublin 3rd, 4th, 5th January, 1985.
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Abstract
The impact of forestry on the four main elements of the landscape is examined. Forestry has little control over the boundaries of the plot of land purchased, and forests often have harsh lines and geometric shapes across the landscape. In most cases form tends to be totally unsympathetic to the surrounding landscape. The effect of plantations on colour and texture is also examined.
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Proceedings of 13th International Forestry Students Symposium: 'Forestry in Europe' held at University College
This paper briefly examines the different means of promoting forestry on the various types of agricultural land. The policy objectives which would favour the use of marginal land are discussed under the following headings: ownership; legislation; co-operatives and taxation. The steps needed to develop a programme of integrated farm forestry are outlined.
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Abstract
This is the third in a series of reports which describe the results of tests on the properties of Irish-grown Sitka spruce. The sample in this report was taken from Compartment 12, Muckross property, Killarney Forest, Co. Kerry. Three cross-sectional discs were used for studies on shrinkage, chemical constituents and possible fungal infection. Another disc was used to determine the moisture content and specific gravity, and a fifth to study growth rate, tracheid length, and the amount of latewood and compression-wood. A comparison is made of the properties of Sitka spruce from the three different parts of the country from which samplings were taken.
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Abstract
The system of mechanical testing used for this sampling of Sitka spruce from Coolgarrow property, Aughrim Forest Co. Wicklow was based on specimens of 2 cm square. Many of the logs in the consignment were found to have developed varying amounts of attack by fungus. Two cross-sectional discs approximately 2 in. thick were cut about 1.5' from the lower end of each log. One of the two discs taken for physical measurement was used for the determination of the specific gravity; the other was used for the measurement of rate of growth, amount of latewood, and variation in tracheid length. The results of the mechanical tests showed that the strength properties of the timber was not affected by fungal infection. The strength properties of the Aughrim sample in general are better than those of the earlier sampling from Camolin. As was the case with Camolin sample, it is shown that the designation of grade by visual assessment does not necessarily provide an indication of the strength of individual scantlings.
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A consignment of Sitka spruce was taken from Compartment 35, Ballyboy property, Glenmalure Forest. The consignment contained samples from both dominant and co-dominant categories. Of the three discs removed from sample logs for testing, one was used: (1) for measurements of shrinkage; (2) for chemical determinations, and; (3) to check the possible presence of decay fungi. The remaining two discs were used for the examination of physical properties: one was used for the determination of moisture content, the amount of bark, and the specific gravity; the other for measurements of radial growth and tracheid length. The data obtained from these tests show that the strength properties of the Glenmalure sampling are somewhat lower than those for the Aughrim sampling (Report No. 2), while they are approximately equivalent to those of the sampling from Camolin. When the results of the mechanical tests are assessed, and the dominant trees are placed in order from the strongest to the weakest, there is a striking confirmation that increased strength is associated with a combination of higher density and close ring structure. It also appears that above a certain rate of increase in growth some loss of strength occurs.
The consignment which is studied in this report was taken from fourteen selected trees grown at Bansha Forest, Co. Tipperary. Four discs were cut from the butt end of each log. Two discs were used for shrinkage measurement. One disc from each set was used to determine moisture content, amount of bark, and specific gravity. The remaining disc was used to assess rate of growth, the amount of sapwood and, for two trees, the variation in mean tracheid length. The results of the study show that the mechanical properties of the sample are not inferior to mature Canadian timber examined. The mechanical properties of lodgepole pine, as shown by tests on small clear specimens, are somewhat better than those of Irish-grown Sitka spruce, and its working properties are also good. While the results for the chemical constituents indicate a somewhat higher content of extractives soluble in water and in organic solvents than was found in Sitka spruce, it is noteworthy that lodgepole pine is low in these extractives by comparison with other pines.
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Abstract
The eleven trees selected for this study on the properties of Irish grown Douglas fir were taken from Lower Killaduff property, Aughrim Forest, County Wicklow. Discs cut from the butt-end and base of the selected logs were used for studies on shrinkage, rate of growth, tracheid length, specific gravity, moisture content, percentage sapwood and bark and chemical constituents. Discs cut from the top of the logs were used to determine moisture content, specific gravity, amount of bark and rate of growth.
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Abstract
Seventeen trees were selected for this study into the properties of Irish-grown lodgepole pine from Skaghanagh property, Ballyhoura Forest, Co. Cork. Discs cut from the bottom and the base of sample logs were used for studies on shrinkage, rate of growth, percentage sapwood and bark, tracheid length, specific gravity, moisture content and chemical constituents.
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**Key Word**
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**Abstract**
This paper provides a brief account of the availability of timber in Ireland at present, and estimates the amounts that will become available in the future. The existing forest estate is described in terms of ownership (State or private), distribution of species, inventories of growing stock and growth measurement, and sawlog supply. A series of tables shows the national and regional production forecast for sawlog (large and small) and pulpwood from thinnings and clearfelling on an annual basis for ten years (1983 - 92). The industrial, local and special markets for forest raw material are analysed. The methods of sale and the pricing of Irish timber are also examined. The extent of future import substitution is estimated. The two most important aspects of the projected supply from 1983 to 1992 are the amount of small sawlog becoming available, and the high proportion of large sawlog which will come from species with good finishing quality.
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Number 520
Author Glennon P.
Title Viewpoint of a timber processor.
Publisher Institute for Industrial Research and Standards
Place Dublin
Date 1982
Source IIRS. Opportunities for Irish Timber, 16 November 1982, Burlington Hotel, Dublin.
Key Word timber processing, sawmilling industry, timber trade, imports, forest products
Abstract The historical background to the present state of the Irish sawmilling industry is outlined, and a comparison is made of homegrown timber outlets in Ireland and the U.K. Recommendations to encourage greater use of homegrown timber include an end to the export of unprocessed logs, and the compilation of standing prices for timber on a flexible basis.
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Number 521
Author Cullen D.
Title The IDA development strategy for the timber industry.
Publisher Industrial Research and Standards
Place Dublin
Date 1982
Source IIRS. Opportunities for Irish timber, 16 November 1982, Burlington Hotel.
Key Word timber processing, IDA, subsidies, grants, sawmilling industry, pulpwood, forest products
Abstract In 1977 a the Industrial Development Authority established a working group to draw up a development strategy for the timber industry for the 1980s. The findings of the group's study are set out under two main sector headings - the pulpwood sector; and the sawmilling sector.
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Key Word
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Abstract
The author emphasises the strength of timber in comparison to other materials, and argues that it is not sufficiently used in structural design. Tests for determining the strength properties of timber involve six strength tests: static bending; impact bending, compression parallel to grain; hardness; shear parallel to grain; and cleavage, and two tests of physical properties: moisture content; and nominal specific gravity. The factors influencing strength can be divided into two groups: (1) external factors comprising humidity and temperature, duration of load, depth of member; and (2) inherent factors comprising density, basic stresses, grade stresses and permissible stresses.
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Abstract
Stress grading is the classification of timber into grades according to its strength. Timber is currently stress graded by one of two methods (1) visual stress grading, and (2) mechanical stress grading. The procedures and techniques involved in stress grading and mechanical grading are described. The British Standard Specification B.S. 4978, which has been adopted in Ireland, makes provision for both of these types of grading. In North America structural timber is graded to the National Lumber Grades Authority (NGLA).
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Abstract
This paper provides a brief description of the variables which affect the quality of timber from a particular tree. The author begins with an account of the basic physiology of the tree and then examines the basic properties related to structure, including the orientation of cells in wood, the presence of knots, density and moisture. The effect that silvicultural treatment can have on the quality of wood is discussed.
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Abstract
The use of stress grading machines by timber processors is becoming more common. There are a number of mechanical stress graders available on the market and these can be divided into two categories, high speed machines and low speed machines. Most timber in Ireland is graded visually rather than mechanically, and at present there is no Quality Assurance Scheme for machine grading at present. There are four grades available however, namely GS and SS - which are obtainable both as visual and machine graded - M75 and M50 - which can only be done by machine. Research has shown that M75 grade Sitka spruce has the same grades stresses as European redwood and whitewood of M50 grade.
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Abstract
The introduction of the British Standard BS 4978 - 'Timber Grades for Structural Use', has created the need for qualified stress graders in the Irish timber industry. In the United Kingdom quality control of stress grading machines is undertaken by the British Standards Institute. There are similar procedures operating in Ireland where inspections are carried out by the IIRS. The application of grading in truss manufacturing, timber-frame construction and on building sites is examined.

Abstract
The operations of both timber importers and homegrown timber merchants are examined. Importers can be divided into three categories: major importers; lesser importers; and manufacturers who bring in their own requirements to be further processed on their own premises. Figures are included for the quantity and value of each type of commodity of imported wood (1978 figures), the quantity and value of imported wood by country of origin (1978 prices), softwood import prices for 1966-77, and softwood consumption by industrial sectors (1975). The primary industries involved in the home grown timber industry are those involved in the manufacture of sawn goods, panel products and paper pulp. Downstream industries are the production of pallets, boxes and fence posts. The substitution of homegrown timber for imported timber will increase significantly with the development of the sawmilling industry.
Abstract
The performance of the various categories of lodgepole pine grown in Ireland (Lulu Island, inland, mixed provenances and south coastal) is assessed. South coastal, the most important of these provenances, both in terms of the area it covers and its growth rate, is very prone to sweep. The various factors contributing to sweep are examined. It is now thought that this condition arises largely from past nursery and crop establishment practice, and recommended remedial measures are outlined. The correct approach to silviculture for both pure crops and mixtures is also outlined. The case for premature clearfelling can be made on the basis of poor quality (coarse or crooked stems), disease, or poor growth.
Abstract
Lodgepole pine is a most adaptable species and can thrive under conditions not tolerated by other species. However, the coastal variety, the most extensively planted provenances, are affected by problems of stability and poor stem form. Despite these problems, a recent Task Force Report published by EOLAS found that lodgepole pine, as a joinery timber, is equal to or better than imported red deal in the physical characteristics examined. Forecasts of mean annual availability of lodgepole pine for the years 1988 to 1997 are included. They indicate that about 11,000 cubic metres of sawn material should potentially be available to the joinery industry every year.
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Lodgepole pine workshop '88. Proceedings of a workshop on the potential of fast grown Irish lodgepole pine, held at the Forest Products Department, EOLAS, Dublin, Ireland, on the 11th November 1988. (Edited by J.A. Evertsen)
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Abstract
In this paper the effect of both natural and artificial drying methods on shrinkage and distortion are assessed. It was found that air drying had an insignificant effect on plank length and thickness. A slight effect was noted in plank depth. Tests for distortion indicated that air drying caused an increase of 32% in the number of planks with spring, and kiln drying caused a 5% increase. The amount of bow caused by drying was negligible. Kiln drying caused an unacceptable level of twist in 29% of boards tested, but there was no significant difference in twist between the two types of drying. The report concludes that there is no obvious reason that kiln drying should decrease the quality of homegrown lodgepole pine.
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Abstract
These guidelines have been compiled to assist in preparing applications for grant aid under the Planned Recreational Forestry Scheme. Details of the type of information which must accompany the applications, and an explanation of the manner in which application forms must be filled are provided. An example of a completed application form, together with maps and financial estimates, is included.
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Abstract
As part of the Department of Agriculture's submission to the European Commission under the Operational Programme for Rural Development, forestry is dealt with under the heading 'Identification of Sectors for Development'. The submission calls for measures which are supportive of the increased planting targets in the Operational Programme for Forestry and of planned recreational forestry.
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Abstract
The STRIDE operational programme for Ireland is designed to provide essential research and technological support to the Community Support Framework. The report states that although the outlook for continued growth in the Irish forestry sector is favourable, the national research effort is fragmented, sub-critical in scale and lacks an overall focus capable of mobilising national support or of attracting international assistance. The Sub-programme recommends the establishment of a forum to co-ordinate research activities in order to better serve the forestry industry, the promotion of better technology transfer to the industry, and the upgrading of lab equipment.
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Abstract
Four separate benefits of forestry are considered. As part of the overview of forests as high yielding crops of a commodity in short supply, the performance of lodgepole pine on deep peat and Sitka spruce on cutover < 2m depth is considered. The importance of forests as a basis on which a locally based complex of industries can be established, and as a tool of conservation and protection of cutover peatlands is examined in detail. Forests also provide the cover within which large-scale, highly mechanised agriculture and horticulture can be developed. Their importance as a trap for air pollutants and their role as wildlife refuges and public amenities are also considered.
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**Abstract**
One application of remote sensing in forestry is the identification and interpretation of recent forest changes from imagery. These changes may then be incorporated into existing forest map databases. Software has been developed which enables this operation to be efficiently carried out at PC level. Three band enhanced images are displayed on a PC using standard graphics. Georeferenced ERDAS images are down-loaded to the PC from the mainframe. Existing forest maps, stored as digitized vector data, may also be displayed and interactively manipulated at PC level. Vector data are coded to facilitate their subsequent linking to an attribute database. Rectification of these map data, to the same mapping system used for image rectification, allows overlaying of corresponding vector data on enhanced unclassified and/or classified imagery. This enables changes in forest canopy to be identified and delineated on a standard PC colour monitor. These changes may then be incorporated into a forest map database using an interactive vector editor. A mainframe and operational PC based hardware-software and hardcopy configuration (PCUCDGIS) is outlined.
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Abstract
The paper provides a brief comment on each of the three areas on which training undertaken of behalf of the Department of Agriculture under the 1989-93 Forestry Operational Programme was concentrated: farmers; harvesting; and the timber industry. The issues of greatest importance regarding funding for training under the next round of Structural Funding are the availability of this funding, and the basis on which it will be distributed. It is argued that all future funded training must be compatible with and complementary to the objectives and development priorities of the sector as a whole, and that very clear tangible benefits result from training.
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Abstract
The various sectors of forestry training and education are briefly assessed. Forestry graduates are needed to provide intellectual flexibility so that the industry can adapt quickly to changes. The gap in technician training level for the industry will become a problem in the next ten years as the present generation retires. The introduction of a training course in one of the Regional Technical Colleges would help to alleviate this problem. Some of the key areas which could be covered in a newly designed course are outlined. Forestry operatives’ lack of formal training in both Coillte and the private sector is noted. This is becoming an increasing problem with the greater mechanisation of forestry and the need for forestry workers to operate more independently. It is also essential to develop good forest management practice among private forest owners, especially farmers.
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Abstract
The expected changes in the structure of the timber processing industry are briefly described. Both larger and smaller units will require staff with a very broad range of technical and business skills, and contracted knowledge and skills will become an increasingly important feature. Training will have to respond to these new needs. The areas which will become of greater importance in training comprise: business skills, particularly in management and sales and marketing; human resources management; research and development; quality and standards; health and safety, environmental protection; product knowledge and skills; process knowledge and skills.
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**Abstract**
The author provides a brief description of different aspects of the wood manufacturing industry, the type of competition within the industry and what the industry requires to make it more competitive as a whole. The role which industry and employers organisations and the various State and European agencies can play in this process is outlined.
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**Abstract**
The consequences of the forest industry taking on the role of stewardship of the forest environment is considered under three headings: (1) the forest environment. The benefits which will accrue from good environmental management of the forest will include increased recreation and leisure facilities, biodiversity, wildlife habitat, landscape, provision of shelter (on farms), soil improvement and erosion control and absorption of CO2 and carbon fixing. The author examines the way that the provision of these benefits will affect forestry and the production of wood products; (2) the manufacturing environment. Measures are needed to further decrease the release of chlorinated organic matter and to ensure a safe working environment in the timber processing sector; (3) the marketing environment. Irish producers can only survive by manufacturing to an ever higher standard in terms of dimension, grade, dryness and finish.
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The impact of EC Structural Funds.

A brief overview of the Forestry Operational Programme 1989-1993 is given. Forestry is a sub-programme of the Agriculture Operational Programme for the period 1994-1999. The main areas in which support will be provided are as follows: (i) research and development, provision will be made to upgrade research and development facilities relating to the timber chain, to backup the afforestation and wood processing programmes including genetic research, research dissemination, product development, management and marketing; (ii) training, the effort here will be concentrated in the areas of forest establishment and maintenance, forest harvesting and the development of nurseries and forest product marketing; (iii) harvesting measures; (iv) roads; (v) backup measures; (vi) woodland development; (vii) industrial development, restructuring is needed to create entities with the scale, management structures and business planning to compete internationally.

Trading in timber - the Irish perspective: structural and non structural timber.

The difficulties facing importers and domestic sawmills as a result of the European currency crisis of 1993 are
described. However, the punt's devaluation and the environmental difficulties faced by the North American lumber trade will aid recovery in 1994. The trend in timber costs is explained with the use of graphs. The Russian sawn timber trade has been severely curtailed for a number of reasons and imports from there are likely to continue to fall. The import of Canadian and Russian timbers (1989 - 93) into the member states of the European Softwood Conference is analysed through a series of graphs. Some positive signs are seen in the forecasts for domestic wood in 1994. Lower interest rates and an increase in the building of local authority housing will also aid recovery.
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Abstract
The Irish timber industry was well prepared for the new building regulations published by the Department of the Environment in 1991. Provisions for kiln drying, stress grading and marking of all structural timber under Irish Standard Recommendation SR11 were already in place. The work of the Forbairt's Forest Products Department is summarised. The Irish timber market, both domestic output and imports, is analysed. Coillte's allocation scheme for raw material supplies to sawmills is described. It is forecast that there will be a 50% increase in log supply within ten years, and Irish sawn timber will increase its domestic market share to 75 - 80 %. Surplus requirements must be exported to the United Kingdom or Europe, and this trade is bound to be affected by the introduction of European Standards (ENs). Work on the development of standards for the structural timber area (TC 124), and for the non-structural area (TC 175) are at advanced stage.
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Abstract
The objectives of this research project were to monitor reactions of end users to Irish timber products. A survey was carried out using a structured questionnaire. Reactions to Irish timber were monitored in terms of consumers’ decision making processes, with particular reference to store and product choice and the various influences on these choices. Perceptions of timber as compared to other materials and perceptions of Irish as opposed to other timbers were also monitored. Among the findings of the survey were that: softwood compares favourably with other materials in a number of respects, particularly in aesthetic qualities; there is difficulty in distinguishing Irish timber from imported varieties; Irish softwood does not compare favourably with imported varieties; and Irish softwood is seen as less versatile in its application compared to softwood generally.
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Abstract
The use of seed from ‘home grown’ stands of trees provides a simple way of improving the genetic and productive quality of planting stock. This note outlines the benefits of using seed from native stands, and describes the EU scheme that regulates the quality of true seed. Guidelines for potential seed stand selection are provided.
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Public and private forestry.

The development of forestry policy in Ireland from 1948 is outlined. Initially most planting was confined to the south and south east of the country, but with technical advances and more appropriate choice of species planting was expanded into the western bogs and southern Old Red Sandstone. Advances were also made in yield class, especially with the most common conifers lodgepole pine and Sitka spruce. Another policy area in which change has taken place is land purchase, with better quality site types been chosen for planting. The low rate of private afforestation is analysed, and the measures taken to increase it, especially grant aid, are outlined. It is concluded that private forestry depends on fundamental attitude change from traditional land use patterns to one of acceptance that forestry is desirable on certain land types.

Forestry or farmland: a dilemma for land use and management in Ireland.

An outline of the development of forestry policy since the beginning of the century is given. At present Irish forestry is characterised by a very high percentage of public ownership (84%). The difficulty in acquiring land over the years is reflected in the fragmented character of Coillte's estate, which inhibits efficiency in forest management. However, the Coillte estate is young and expanding rapidly, and is highly productive relative to international competitors. The issues of converting land currently used for agriculture to forestry is examined. According to Teagasc, there are 1.2 M ha of land in Ireland unsuitable for agriculture and highly suited to forestry.
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Abstract
This report provides general information on the state of forestry in Ireland. Topics covered include: breakdown of main tree species; extent of State ownership; distribution of forests; age class distribution; thinning regime; harvesting figures; machinery; and working conditions. Problem areas are identified as the unprofitability of thinning, poor transportation infrastructure and difficult ground conditions. Under the Operational Programme for Forestry (1989-1993) aid is given for the purchase of appropriate harvesting equipment.
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Abstract
GIS is used in Irish forestry both in a day to day operational way and for 'what if' modelling and analyses. Foresters use the forest maps, crop descriptions and forecasts provided by GIS to obtain basic information about their resource and develop plans. GIS, through its use of spatial relationships, allows Coillte staff to share and co-ordinate information that could not otherwise be achieved using a standard relational database. This 'flow' of information is available across the various business functions within the company.
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Abstract
This paper describes the development of Coillte's information management strategy. The information needed to begin this process was isolated through a series of interviews with staff. The information obtained revealed the necessity for centralised processing and an information systems strategy was devised upon this principle. The company's new planning process makes use of integrated systems and ensures information is shared across the different divisions of the company. The planning process consists of the following phases: allocation of targets; harvest program and forecasts; sales path; formulation of work plan; budget build up; and business plan.
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Timber sales allocation: linking forests and mills.

A timber sales allocation decision support system was developed as a decision-making tool for the allocation of the annual timber harvest from the forests of Coillte Teoranta. The model uses data from the company’s databases on sales, mill demands, and the national roads network. A breakdown of supply and demand on species and size, into the desired number of product categories makes it possible to recommend allocation strategies on as detailed a basis as required. Comparison of actual and optimised allocation strategies indicate the possibility for large scale savings. In addition, the model can be used for other analyses, such as the influence of new mill locations on transport costs, the feasibility of timber transport by rail, and the selection of suitable ports for timber export. Integration of the model in the management decision making process will offer increased cost saving opportunities.
areas. Colour hardcopy of imagery with overlaid stand map boundaries are the resulting products.
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<td>Abstract</td>
<td>This booklet describes the common drainage problems that occur in Irish conditions. Each drainage problem is site specific and should be investigated individually. The objective of land drainage is to prevent soil water rising into and saturating the root zone and water logging the soil. Land drainage problems can be classified as follows: 1. impermeable layer; 2. hillside seepage; 3. springs and artesian seepage; 4. high water-table; 5. peatland drainage. Each type of drainage problem requires a different solution. In dealing with drainage problems it is important to know the soil's permeability. A number of methods of determining permeability are explained.</td>
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**Abstract**

The operation of the grant scheme under the 1991-93 Operational Programme for Rural Development for the following categories is explained: planned recreational forestry; forest nurseries; back-up farm forestry services; forestry training.
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**Abstract**

The forestry grants which are available under the operational programme for forestry are outlined. These cover:
1. afforestation; 2. improvement of woodland; 3. reconstitution of woodland; 4. forest roads; 5. forest harvesting; 6. back-up measures.
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**Abstract**
This booklet outlines the practical applications of landscape design in relation to forestry. The conditions which must be fulfilled in order to qualify for grant-aid under the Forestry Operational Programme are explained. Topics covered include forest shape, margins, open spaces and diversity.
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Abstract
These guidelines have been compiled to assist non-archaeologists involved in forestry development to identify archaeological sites. They set out the procedures which must be followed in order to qualify for grant-aid under the Forestry Operational Programme.
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Abstract
The Forestry Operational Programme has set out a number of requirements regarding the protection of fish and inland waterways which must be met by anyone applying for grant-aid under the programme. This booklet offers guidelines which explain the steps to be followed in order to comply with these requirements. Areas
covered include: forest establishment, ground preparation; planting; fertiliser application; chemicals and herbicides; thinning and harvesting; and roads and bridges.
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Abstract
These guidelines describe the various symptoms of unhealthy trees and outlines the steps that need to taken to deal with the problem.
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Abstract
The aim of the grants scheme under the Forestry Operational Programme, and the associated forestry elements of the Rural Development Programme, is to expand the forest base significantly through a combination of both public and private sector development. This will involve a total investment of over £190m during the period 1989-1993 and total EC funding of some £68 million. The various grants outlined in this brochure are 70% funded by the EC.
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Abstract
The steps involved in establishing and maintaining a profitable ash plantation are briefly outlined.
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Abstract
This booklet offers guidelines to those involved in private forestry on how to develop their resource in keeping with the balance and character of the local landscape. Issues covered include selection of species, shapes and patterns and road boundaries.
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Abstract
The main tax rules which are of interest to owners of private woodlands are briefly summarised.
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Abstract
The benefits of growing broadleaf crops for fuel are explained. Advice is also given on establishing and maintaining a woodland site.
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**Abstract**
Some basic facts regarding forest history, EEC forestry policy and the state of forestry in Ireland are presented.
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**Abstract**
The overall objective of this project was to research and document existing technologies and practices in the design and manufacture of structural composite timber (SCT). SCT products are defined generally as all structural products produced by a combination of wood in its various forms, with adhesive. The topics surveyed in this report are: the various adhesives used in SCT product manufacture; SCT materials; SCT panel products, including orientated strand board (OSB); SCT products; SCT machinery technology; and SCT joints. The report concludes that SCT has several advantages over solid sawn timber. They are superior in strength to stress graded sawn timber and log size is not an issue in SCT manufacture. The product is also stable and manufactured to a high standard to achieve consistent strength properties. It is forecast that there is likely to be a steady increase in demand for structural panel in both North America and Europe. The reasons for the recent increase in the use of SCT products in construction in Europe are examined. An important factor influencing this development and the increased availability of SCT is the establishment of EU structural codes of practice and standards. The development of SCT product manufacturing in Ireland is examined. It is thought that SCT materials and products may hold the solution to declining availability of logs. While Ireland enjoys neither the timber constructing tradition nor the wealth of countries like the USA and Sweden, it does have the advantage of an increasing supply of home-grown timber. It is concluded that the further expansion of the SCT sector in Ireland is economically sound.
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Abstract
Knot measurements, using surface measurements of knots as well as Knot Area Ratio (KAR) at the critical section, and ultimate load strengths tests were carried out on samples of home grown scaffolding boards. Some general statistics obtained were as follows: 37% of the planks contained the pith or split-pith in the cross section; average total KAR = 0.24; the average surface dimensions of knots was the same for the tension and compression faces; grading based on knots only, according to BS2482 indicated that 83% would pass. However, there was no significant difference in strength between the pass and failed boards. Initial linear correlations indicated that of the visual methods of evaluating knots, the TOTAL KAR, gave the best correlation (r squared = 0.16). Multiple stepwise regression using five KAR variables and two knot dimension variables showed that TOTAL KAR and Edge Dimensions were the best predictators. The indications from this investigation are that either of these two methods of knot evaluation or a combination of the two methods could be used for grading. In terms of bending strength the value obtained for the total sample irrespective of any form of grading was found to satisfy the strength requirements of BS2482 (required strength = 15.2 N/mm squared). Using a limiting value on KAR of 0.25 gives a strength value of 18.0 N/mm squared and a KAR limiting value of 0.33 gives 16.8 N/mm squared. However, the yields would be about 50% and 75% respectively. The quality of the sample tested was good in terms of knot evaluation for grading. The introduction of limits on knots produces higher strength but reduces the yield.
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Requirements on fire resistance and use of Irish grown timber.
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Abstract
This report outlines the requirements of timber based building components in relation to fire with particular attention being paid to Irish grown timber. Particular reference was made to the Irish Building Regulations published by the Department of the Environment and effective from June 1992. The Regulations will be predominantly interpreted through the Technical Guidance Documents, also published by the Department. The non-combustibility clause in the Documents could have a serious restriction on the use of timber in buildings. The authorisation of chemical retardent treatments may alleviate these restrictions to a certain extent, but there is unease regarding the quality of the application of this treatment. The Building Regulations, the same as those used in the UK, are interpreted more conservatively in Ireland than in Britain. The rules for designing timber structures in relation to fire are well established. Most buildings and dwellings are not significantly affected by BS 5268 Part 4 ('Fire Resistance of Timber Structures'). This however may be changed with the introduction of Eurocode 5, the equivalent design code to BS 5268 'The Structural Use of Timber'. While still in draft form, the Eurocode is believed to be more conservative in its approach to Fire Design than the British Standard. Its is recommended that a study be made of the effects of Eurocode 5 on the use of Irish timber in construction, especially the fire aspect.
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This study briefly outlines the work being carried out on the updating of the following standards: SR11 'Structural Timber for Domestic Construction' (1988); and IS 193 'Timber Trussed Rafters for Roofs' (1986). It is proposed that amendments be made to IS 127 'Stress Grading of Softwood Members' (1990).
When Irish timber is exposed over a prolonged period of time it is very necessary to make estimates about timber performance and durability. In order to observe the performance of home-grown timbers exposed to domestic weather conditions in ground contact and in service over a prolonged period, EOLAS, in co-operation with the Forest Service, set up a testing ground at Glenealy, Co. Wicklow. The test material can be grouped into four main sample categories: fence posts of various home grown species; fence rails of various homegrown species; round posts; square posts; and stakes. Comparison of the results for the last two years and experience from field work conclude that: test procedure is adequate at the present time; pilodyn readings and pendulum tests provide additional information about the sample conditions; an advanced stage of fungal decay in untreated samples dictates yearly inspection until all untreated samples have failed; small stakes suggest that this type of specimen would yield results sooner than full size; stake tests should be extended to a range of cross sections, species and preservative loadings.
distortion specified in IS 127 : 1990 - 'Specification for the Stress Grading of Softwood Timber' - are outlined. The effect of the presence of juvenile wood could not be accurately determined. Different thinning regimes showed no clear differences. Pruning slightly reduced the incidence of the twist but had little effect on other distortions. Compression wood appeared to have little effect on the severity of distortion. Twist was markedly more severe at the top of the logs from both forests. Orientation of cut had a marked effect in Camolin forest but not in Forth forest.

Note:

the presence of juvenile wood could not be accurately determined.
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Abstract
This directory lists all the timber preservation plants in Ireland and is intended to provide information on these facilities for timber users. The name, address and telephone number of each of the companies listed is provided. Descriptions of the various types of preservative treatment used by each of these plants are included.
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Abstract
A new Irish Standard IS 444 is in the course of preparation, and this will replace SR 11 when it is finalised. This study stresses the need to ensure that current requirements for the drying, grading and marking of all structural
timber are implemented throughout the timber and construction industries. During 1993 the Forest Products Department established a comprehensive work programme, and this is outlined in the report under the following headings: education programme; training programme; publications; quality control programme; and monitoring programme.

**Abstract**

The objective of the quality development programme described in this study is to achieve consistency and uniformity across the entire sawmilling sector in drying, grading, marking, dimensional accuracy and overall presentation of products. The linkage of quality requirements through the supply system of CAS (Coillte Allocation Scheme) is seen as the best means of achieving the national objectives for the industry as a whole. The quality development programme is based around the quality system requirements of ISO 9002. The work entailed in undertaking this programme in 1993 is outlined. The quality management systems installed in the sawmills are designed to ensure that all areas affecting quality have defined working methods and procedures that regulate work practices to fulfill national standards and customer specification requirements. Despite the work already done in raising the quality of Irish timber, there are still pressures on sawmillers to sell poorer quality, cheaper structural timbers. The importance of resisting these pressures is emphasised. It is forecast that all sawmills in CAS will be certified and registered to the ISO 9002 Quality System over the next couple of years.
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Title Promotion of Irish timber.
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Abstract The Forest Products Department of Eolas undertook an extensive programme of work in the promotion of Irish timber during 1992. The programme aimed to develop confidence in the specification and use of Irish grown timber by providing technical assistance and support for the material with all trade sectors and regulatory bodies. The main developments during the course of the 1992 programme were: an increased demand on the Department for training and education, and technical information and advisory services; a much greater level of awareness among the general public regarding the availability and uses of timber; and an increased awareness of the economic importance and resource potential of Irish timber. Besides providing technical advice, the Department also provided an advisory service on market opportunities. Other aspects of the promotional programme included: participation in and organising of seminars, talks, publications and exhibitions; involvement in courses and training in several branches of the industry; and quality control of Irish forest products.
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Abstract
In this presentation the authors briefly describe the chief agencies of degradation, the risk factors pertaining to wood in construction, and the treatments that can be applied to protect timber. Degradation of wood is caused by: fungi; insects; animals; weathering; physical wear and abrasion; and heat. The various methods of protecting timber from these forms of degradation are discussed, including traditional chemical and non-chemical approaches. The current methods of preservation are: in situ treatments which can involve brushing, spraying or injection; dipping/immersion; diffusion, in which the preservative is carried by the water in the wood cells; hot and cold process; sap displacement; pressure treatment; double vacuum treatment. It is concluded that if timber is properly specified and maintained it will give long and useful service.
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Publisher EOLAS
Place Dublin
Series Study No. 92.00.05
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Keyword quality control, standards, specifications, sawmilling, forest products, timber processing, Coillte Allocation Scheme, CAS, EOLAS
Abstract A central objective of the Coillte Allocation Scheme (CAS) is to develop a Quality System throughout the Irish sawmilling industry. This study outlines the development of the Quality Systems, overseen by EOLAS, in the industry during 1992. Despite very difficult trading conditions sawmillers are committed to the programme, and all participants within the CAS scheme are seeking accreditation to the International Standards ISO 9002 Quality System. As part of the development of the Quality Systems a company Quality Manual and associated working procedures has been produced. The Forest Products Department was directly involved in providing advice and technical assistance to companies installing Quality Systems in their plants. Each plant underwent an overall assessment and review of their participation in CAS, and the Quality Systems are subject to on-going independent surveillance by EOLAS/Coillte. The work involved in monitoring CAS during 1992 is described. It is predicted that the confidence gained by sawmillers through the implementation of accredited Quality Systems to International Standards will greatly facilitate the Irish timber industry's export drive.
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**Abstract**
This project re-examined a number of Sitka spruce transmission poles which had been in service since 1962 and which had been previously examined in 1988/89. Both examinations followed the parameters: pilodyn measurements at breast height; hammer tests; and visual appearance. No discernible damage or difference in appearance, condition or hardness from the first examination was noticed, and the estimated life expectancy of these poles, 49 years, was validated.
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**Abstract**
This is a brief outline of the work undertaken by the Forest Products Department, EOLAS in monitoring the Technical Committee set up to implement the European Committee for Standardization - CEN/TC38 - Durability of Wood and Deprived Products.
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**Abstract**
The objective of this study was to establish visual grading rules for tiling battens made from home grown Sitka spruce. Four hundred and nine battens in eight different sizes were tested in simple three point bending over a span of 600mm. Data on visual grading parameters were collected. These included knot areas and number of growth rings. Knot area rations were calculated in three different ways: total knot area ration (KAR); knot area in the tension zone as a ratio of the tension area (TKAR); and tension knot area as a ratio of the total cross-sectional area (TTKAR). Statistical analyses included ANOVA, range and regression analyses. The critical grading parameter was knots. Growth rings did not appear to be significant for the sample tested. Although TKAR was the most significant as a predictor of ultimate strength, KAR is recommended for practical reasons. The analysis also showed that there was a maximum of 10% difference in the characteristic values between the two methods of determining knot ratios. Theoretical calculations were carried out to determine actual stresses in battens for three spans and the cross-sectional sizes used in the tests. These determinations were based on two assumptions: (i) that the batten would be continuous over at least one support; and (ii) that battens would not be loaded with the maximum manload in the centre of the span. Based on these assumptions it was found that only the 32mm X 35mm and the 46mm X 21mm were unsuitable for use at the 600mm span. If these assumptions are not made then tiling battens under 35mm thickness should not be used - the only exception being for spans less than 450mm when 35mm X 35mm could be used.
The objectives of this study were to obtain data on Sitka spruce rails to determine whether this species can be used in road side fencing. Two hundred and fourteen fence rails were graded and tested. Two methods of grading from two documents were employed - RC25, which uses surface measurements of knots, and BS4978, which uses the knot area ratio method of assessing knots. The dimensional accuracy and variation in density was investigated. The effectiveness of the two types of grading based on the assessment of knots only was analysed. Ultimate loads were worked out based on a central point loading condition. The stresses that were used were determined from the test results of this investigation and were calculated for various knot area ratios (KAR) commonly used in structural grading. Home-grown Sitka spruce has been shown to have adequate strength for use in fence rails with the most severe loading condition based on the following assumptions: a) mean values of MOR are used; b) the imposed horizontal load is supported by two adjacent rails.
The main objective of the promotional programme run by the Forest Products Dept., EOLAS, is to develop and maintain the credibility of Irish grown timber as a suitable material for specification and use in the market place and to provide a technical service to all concerned on its strength, treatability, durability, availability, drying and working properties. The work of the programme is outlined under the following headings: seminars, talks and publications; exhibitions, including participation in the Wood Ireland Exhibition; courses and training, including a visual stress grading course and lectures to timber technology students; technical information; national and international standards - Department personnel played an important role in the preparation of a new Irish Standard IS 3211 : Part 2 - 'Specification for the Stress Grading of Softwood Timber'.
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Abstract
This paper outlines the results of work carried out on the preservation of sawn Irish grown Sitka spruce (Picea sitchensis) for two end-uses, roof trussed rafters and roadside fencing rails. The roof trussed timber was treated with an organic solvent based on preservative incorporating tri butyltin oxide and pentaclorophenol applied by the double vacuum process using three different schedules. A water based system incorporating Copper/Chromium/Arsenic (CCA) was applied to the fencing timber by pressure process. Comparisons were made with equivalent imported whitewood timber. The results show that, in both cases, the Irish timber achieved a much higher uptake of preservative than the imported material. Further work on the uptake of preservative in Sitka spruce of other commercial sizes is underway. The results of this research will provide useful information for the timber industry on expected uptakes in Sitka spruce and will help in the further development of this important natural renewable material.
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Abstract
In 1983 EOLAS was commissioned to establish a baseline for the strength properties of Irish grown Sitka spruce. New developments in grading and determining strength properties required testing actual structural sized specimens, inclusive of the various growth characteristics commonly associated with wood, rather than testing small clear specimens as done in the past. The primary objectives of the project were: a) determination of mechanical properties - bending strength, bending stiffness, tension perpendicular to grain, compression parallel and perpendicular to grain, shear parallel to grain; and b) determination of grading properties. A sample of 25 planks from a selection of three different sizes was examined. It was imperative that the sample design take into account the considerable variation in timber quality between and even within trees. The results from the series of tests carried out in this program showed that the strength properties of Irish Sitka spruce were comparable with the values published in the British Standard for British grown Sitka spruce and in some cases were better.
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Abstract
This paper examines the results of survey of the training and educational requirements those involved in each sector of the Irish timber industry. The various operational areas within the industry and the type of skills which the industry itself says are needed for these areas to operate effectively are examined: 1. forestry and forest operations, training is need in harvesting and machinery; 2. primary processing, the increasing level of mechanisation demands a change from predominantly 'on-the-job' training; 3. secondary processing; 4. timber and timber product utilisation, the greatest need here is for training in grading and machining of timber; and 5. market projection of timber and timber products. A summary of existing sources of training is discussed under the following headings: Technical Colleges; Universities; Commercial/Professional Organisations. It is argued that the development of an effective training and education programme may require the formulation of a National Development Plan for the Irish timber industry. This will require interaction between industry, technical centres and educational institutions.
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This directory of timber preservation treatment plants lists the firms in Ireland which have a double vacuum or pressure plant.

In 1989, SR 11 - Structural Timber for Domestic Consumption became effective for the timber and construction industries. This requires that structural timber be dried, graded and marked to the requirements of SR 11. In order to co-ordinate the introduction and implementation of the new Standard throughout the timber industry, a comprehensive work programme was established by Forest Products Department, EOLAS. The various aspects of the programme are outlined: education, which included seminars and the production of information sheets; publications; training, a number of training courses and workshops, including courses in visual stress grading, were run; quality control procedures; specifications; timber imports; and monitoring SR 11 on building sites. The objective of establishing SR 11 as the mode of structural timber trading in Ireland was assisted by the acceptance and co-operation shown by the majority of companies in the different sectors of the industry.

Forbairt. Forest Products Dept.
Forest Products Dept., Forbairt, Glasnevin, Dublin 9
The objective of this project was to determine the uptake of preservative in sawn Irish Sitka spruce when treated in a commercial double vacuum treatment plant. Irish Standards and timber specifications have tended to adhere to the British Standards, BS 5258 and BS 5589. The specifications associated with these Standards and their implementation are outlined. The European Community's programme for harmonisation of wood preservation, and the preparation of a new European Standard, CEN/TC38, are described. The results of the test on a sample of sawn timber demonstrate that Irish grown sawn Sitka spruce absorbed more preservative solution than imported whitewoods when treated in a commercial double vacuum plant. The lateral preservative loading in all the tiling batten and rafter samples which were analysed met the criterion adopted in this study. Protim Cycle A confers adequate protection to constructional timbers of low timber volumes, but may not be adequate for larger timber volumes such as floor joists.
In order for sawmills with grading machines to grade timber to the strength classes in SR 11 - Structural Timber for Domestic Consumption, it is necessary to provide them with information regarding the loads to be applied and the deflection limits that have to be set for the required size and grade combination. The objective of this project was to determine the machine grading limits for home-grown Sitka spruce for the grades and sizes used in Ireland and in particular to determine limits to enable grading of one grade only to be done. As a result of this study machine limits for the Computermatic/Micromatic and Cook-Bolinder have been determined and supplied to the sawmills that required the limits. Machine grading has been successfully carried out to SR 11.
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Assessment of grading limits for SR11 strength class.
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Abstract
The objective of this study was to assess the strength in bending of homegrown Sitka spruce in the SR 11 - Structural Timber for Domestic Consumption strength classes using proof-loading methods. 30 pieces of successfully machine-graded material were selected from two sawmills. The weakest point and tension edge were positioned for each test piece, and a predetermined load and rate of loading was applied. The results indicate that the limits derived for machine grading to the SR 11 strength classes are satisfactory.
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Abstract
The objective of this study was to update information on processing technology and equipment in relation to identifying opportunities for upgrading lodgepole pine. Visits were made to trade fairs in Germany to examine pine-based products, production processes and machinery currently available and in use in Europe. This examination concentrated on those processes involving the upgrading of lower quality timber. Such processes could enable Irish lodgepole pine, which had been shown to have basic properties very similar to those of European red deal, to be used for high grade end uses. Processes applicable to Irish lodgepole pine were noted and products identified. These processes can be divided into three categories: a) size augmentation, i.e finger jointing for length or laminating for width; b) stabilisation/laminating processes; c) defect removal and
plugging.
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Abstract
The performance of the Forest and Wildlife Service in managing the State's forestry resources is analysed. The report concludes that the State has lost money through its investment in this sector. The FWS inventories, on which valuations of this resource are drawn up, are criticised. The over-optimism of FWS production forecasts has distorted these valuations and has inhibited the development of the domestic processing industry. The state of private forestry in Ireland is examined, and the performance of the Irish timber processing industry is analysed. An economic and financial profile of Bord na Mona is given, and the company's ability to undertaken the financial commitments of managing the State forests is assessed. A study is made of potential sources of private investment in forestry, especially pension funds. The report concludes that the best option available to the government for the future management of the State forest resource would be to transfer it to an existing State-sponsored body. Bord na Mona would be in a strong position if it wished to take on this role. The second part of the report examines the feasibility of afforestation on Bord na Mona's cutaway bog.
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Abstract
This paper describes the historical background to the deforestation of the Irish countryside and its gradual
reForestation, initially by private estates and, from the beginning of the twentieth century, by the State. As a
result of the dominance of agriculture in economic policy, State forestry is concentrated on poorer lands. There
is resistance to forestry in several areas of marginal land despite the incentives on offer through the EEC
Western Package.
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This paper provides a brief overview of recent experiments on the use of short rotation forestry for pulp. The results of a number of costings show that pulp would seem to be price competitive with oil depending on the choice of species, the most promising of which are Salix and possibly alders and poplars.

In order to facilitate greater levels of harvesting and afforestation, a considerable increase in forest road construction will be required. It is the aim of this study to identify areas which will need harvest roads over the next five years, and to establish priorities for building roads in these areas. The density of the roads required will depend on the harvesting techniques in use in the areas being serviced. Estimates of annual road requirements, and of the level of the various resources needed to build them, including staff, machinery, materials and funds, are presented. It is recommended that the Forest and Wildlife Service should adopt a target of 250km of new road per annum, and should recruit immediately an extra seven engineers and seven surveyors to enable that target to be achieved.
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Wood fuel and domestic heating. A case for the development of wood fuel production within a national energy policy for Ireland.
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Abstract
This paper examines the potential of wood as a reliable energy source. Landscape Architects in Ireland are particularly interested in the effect on the landscape of excessive tree felling and extensive planting and management of wood for use as fuel. The potential role of wood fuel in a national energy programme, and the issues of land use, species selection and silvicultural techniques are examined.
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Abstract
This study is designed to improve understanding of the effects of atmospheric pollution on forest ecosystems, and is based on permanent sample plots located in important forest ecosystems in Ireland. The study involved: quantitative collection and analysis of atmospheric gases and particles on an open-field site; quantitative collection and chemical analysis of precipitation in an open-field plot; quantitative collection and chemical analysis of forest throughfall and stemflow; collection and chemical analysis of forest soils solution from zero-tension lysimeters below the forest floor and from suction lysimeters at greater depths; tensiometer measurements; soil chemical analysis; foliar loss and discolouration assessments; foliar chemical analysis; quantitative collection and analysis of forest litter. In addition, detailed site, stand and soil descriptions were made. The results suggest significant pollutant deposition at the plot in Roundwood. Forest health observations do indicate slightly higher damage at this site than at others, but the levels of defoliants are not critical. Neither of the other plots is seriously effected by pollution. Marine ion levels at these sites are very high. Interception of these ions by trees is very considerable, so that deposition is greatly increased as a result of afforestation.
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<td>Abstract</td>
<td>This paper presents the findings of a finite element analysis of an area of the frame of a Teva TP03 Harvesting Head, which was developed to harvest timber with crooked stems and heavy branches. An aspect of the work involved in correct material selection and gauge selection is described. This work involves determining the stresses in the most critical region of the timber processor using the finite element method and in particular the commercial package PATRAN.</td>
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**Abstract**

In addition to its main responsibilities the Forest and Wildlife Service has an important part to play in the promotion of private forestry through the provision of reproductive material (seeds and plants) through the nursery trade. This report evaluates the FWS nursery section under the following headings: seed procurement, (seed purchase, cone collection); seed extraction; seed processing; seed testing; seed storage; and plant production. The inherent, developed and organisational defects of the present system of plant production are examined. In the conclusion to the report the changes in the field of plant production which have occurred since the present FWS system was introduced are outlined. The future appears to be in the direction of two basic production systems: (a) precision sowing, (b) containerised production system.
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**Abstract**

The objectives of this report were to: 1. to examine the place of homegrown sawn timber in the Irish market at present; 2. to consider the extent to which it can increase its share of the market by replacing imported timber; and 3. to examine and evaluate the action required, both corrective and promotional, if the market is to absorb the totality of homegrown timber becoming available. A critical examination of the homegrown softwood sawmilling industry was undertaken, including an assessment of the sawlog supply, material properties, applications of sawn softwood and the Irish market size, growth and structure. This examination found that many of the sawmills which have the potential for modernisation will have difficulty in obtaining access to the grading and drying facilities they need to improve the quality of their sawnwood. The technical capability of many of the sawmills is generally low and efforts should be made to concentrate training, management education and other services in the industry to increase the quantity and quality of production.
The various factors which affect the visual appearance of forests are examined. The measures which are necessary to minimise the impact of the forest outline are described. Sensitive management and the incorporation of features of the older and wider landscape determines the quality of forests as an environment for recreation. It is accepted that most upland landscapes can accommodate afforestation, if properly designed. The extension of planning control to forestry is not favoured. A code of practice is proposed, in recognition of the potential of afforestation for landscape change. State and private forestry should be treated equally. Responsibility for measures to improve appearances should be left to foresters as they are best qualified to implement them.
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Abstract
The primary purpose of this study was to test the accuracy of the 1983 and 1985 Forest and Wildlife Service forecasts of clearfell timber production, based on a sample area of 157 ha. in which the volume of timber was estimated. The 1983 forecast of clearfell timber is based mainly on 1968 inventory data, while the 1985 forecast is based on the more recent 1978 inventory. The study concludes that neither forecast overestimates the volume of clearfell timber. The forecasts grossly overestimated the amount of large sawlog in the case of LP (C). A survey of 83 forests showed no change in the mean yield class, since the 1968 inventory, of crops planted before 1958, for any of the main species.
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Abstract
This paper briefly outlines the contribution to research and industry made by the Forestry Sub-Programme
(Stride Operational Programme for Ireland). The Council, established under Measure 1 of the Sub-Programme, concentrated its work in three main areas: 1. existing forest research, an inventory revealed that there were over 131 projects being undertaken in 25 research units but there was little co-ordination between them; 2. sectoral committees, which undertook to develop research programmes for each sector; and 3. research reports. The administration of the projects being funded is undertaken by COFORD. Other Measures under the Sub-Programme include technology transfer, provision of research facilities and linkages and twinning. A list of projects funded under Measures 2, 3 and 4 is included.
Abstract
Stride funding is being used to improve the forest research infrastructure. The benefits of this improvement to forestry management in Coillte's Cork Region are examined. Forest health is monitored in Ireland on an annual basis, and Stride funding is being used to develop a system of health assessment using infra-red photography. The acquisition of new harvesting technology, and developments in Geographic Information System facilities in the region are also discussed. Stride has also contributed significantly to Coillte's Technology Transfer programme. This includes the establishment of a silvicultural network between Ireland and other European countries, and the creation of a database on forest research information.
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Abstract
Recent developments in harvesting technology are summarised. The various types of harvesting equipment, including forwarders and timber harvesters, that have been developed by TEVA Ltd. of Co. Galway are described. The company's ability to design equipment for specifically Irish conditions was considerably enhanced through involvement in the Harvesting and Transport Sectional Committee established by COFORD.
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Abstract
The recent record of the Irish wood processing industry is assessed. The presents state of the industry is examined in terms of: strengths, which include the disease-free status of Irish forests, established markets and experienced production units; weaknesses, which include the quality of the resource, dependence on a limited number of markets and problems with raw material supply; opportunities, including projected market growth and growth in supplies from private forestry; and threats, including over reliance on one species. A number of areas in which STRIDE has made a contribution to the Irish wood processing industry are identified The formation of COFORD is seen as extremely important in the research area, especially in establishing linkages between the industry and the research establishments. Other areas covered in the various Measures of the Stride forestry programme include the promotion of technology, strengthening of forest research facilities, technology transfer in the area of structural composite timbers and forest road construction.
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Abstract
Despite the difficulties associated with growing lodgepole pine it has been shown that, given the right environment, this species can produce timber of good joinery quality. However, lodgepole pine trees grown on peat often have poor stem form. The object of this study was to determine whether or not trees of the degree of straightness which can reasonably be expected on peat sites can provide joinery quality logs. A random sample of lodgepole pine stands planted in 1963 was chosen and assessed for degree of sweep at breast height. After selection of final crop the average degree of sweep or lean in all the plots surveyed was 12.9 degrees. There was, however, great variability between plots. It is concluded that, with the selection of better stems, 95% of plots have the potential to form a final crop with a mean sweep of 15 degrees or less, which is within the range considered suitable for sawlog material.
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**Abstract**
The aim of the tests carried out in this study was to assess the suitability of lodgepole pine for use in conjunction with urea-formaldehyde adhesives. Lap shear tests were carried out on untreated lodgepole pine and on lodgepole pine treated with an organic solvent preservative, both sapwood and hardwood, in both dry and moist conditions. A comparable series of tests were run on Scots pine, the standard joinery softwood. It was found that for all parameters, lodgepole pine joints are superior in strength. However, preservative treatment does weaken the joints. Soaking also affects joint strength.
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The primary objective of this project was to assess the durability of various timber species in ground contact and in service. It was also intended to test the effect of different preservation treatments on timber durability. The samples used for testing comprised squared fence posts (100 mm X 100 mm X 1800 mm) and rails (100 mm X 35 mm X 3600 mm) in service and square and round posts in ground contact. A number of fence posts and rails were impregnated by 'Tanalith' water borne preservative (copper-chrome-arsenic). It was proposed to start with inspection of the untreated posts and rails after 2 years of service.
Use of Sitka spruce for transmission poles. Summary interim report.

**Abstract**

A two year research programme examining the use of Sitka spruce as transmission poles, initiated by the Forest Service, commenced in January 1988. This interim report summarises the findings of the work carried out in 1988. The programme was divided into 5 phases: Phase 1, air-drying, kiln-drying and preservation of Sitka spruce poles, (Telecom Eirean size); Phase 2, investigation of the effects of drying conditions in the forest on Sitka spruce poles (ESB size); Phase 3, full scale investigation of Sitka spruce poles for ESB use; Phase 4, examination of creosote penetration and strength of Sitka spruce poles processed by Telecom Eireann during 1987; Phase 5, assessment of the performance of unponded spruce poles in service. All of the poles tested complied with the design stress specification. All of the unponded creosoted Sitka spruce poles in service which have been tested are in good condition, despite having shallow creosote penetration. Assessment of creosote penetration in a small random sampling from 2,500 Sitka spruce poles treated by Telecom Eireann indicated that 50% of the poles had deep penetration. This differed from an earlier Telecom report, which indicated that 90% of the poles had good creosote penetration.
due to lack of available soil nitrogen. The object of this study was to make a financial comparison between growing Sitka spruce, using fertiliser nitrogen, and lodgepole pine which grows vigorously without any such inputs. The results suggest that the economics of growing pure crops of Sitka spruce on impoverished mineral soils using fertiliser nitrogen are questionable. Lodgepole pine would appear a more attractive option. However, the lower nitrogen inputs necessary to sustain Sitka spruce production on certain peat soils, and the lower production potential of lodgepole pine, result in spruce being more attractive under certain circumstances, particularly if the price of nitrogen does not increase in real terms. Japanese larch/Sitka spruce mixtures are also included in the appraisal and appear an attractive proposition on poor mineral soils.
Study 31.11. Use of transmission poles. Phase 4: Examination of Sitka spruce poles treated by Telecom Eireann.

Abstract
2,500 Sitka spruce poles were treated using a modified Reuping treatment schedule in a process carried out by Telecom Eireann in 1987. It was found that 90% of the poles had achieved deep, regular penetration, while the remainder showed irregular shallow penetration. It was decided to evaluate a random selection of 50 poles from this stock by: a) carrying out full-scale strength tests; and b) measuring the area of creosote penetration in these poles. Of the 49 poles examined, 25 showed deep regular creosote penetration while the remainder had a shallower irregular pattern. The average area of creosote penetration in the poles with deep treatment was 55.9% while the average of the remaining poles was 32%. The ratio of poles with deep penetration compared to those with shallow penetration was 50:50 approx. This differed to the original Telecom assessment of 90:10.
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Abstract
A number of unponded Sitka spruce transmission poles which, according to ESB records, had been in service for 15-20 years were located and mapped. Pilodyn and hammer tests were carried out and Pressler cores taken for creosote penetration and fungal attack investigations. All poles examined appear sound and free of decay on both hammer test and Pilodyn cores. The penetration of creosote, except where a core is taken close to a spit, is low, often only 4-6 mm, but despite this shallow penetration there is no evidence of fungal invasion.
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Abstract
These phases of the project on the utilisation of Sitka spruce as transmission poles involved carrying out strength tests on sample poles. The objectives for both phases were to determine the strength of the poles and to compare the values obtained with existing design values. In Phase 2 the poles selected for testing were obtained from a ramping experiment where the effects of five different exposures were being investigated. The ESB classified most of the 141 poles used in the experiment as 'soft' poles, meaning poles with good penetration but inadequate strength. The method of testing strength was according to that described in ASTM D1036: Standard Methods of Static Tests of Wood Poles. Analyses of results in both phases indicated that there was no significant difference in ultimate strengths between the samples chosen. For the purpose of a test carried out to determine the effect of penetration, samples of the poles were designated 'good' or 'bad' depending on how good or bad was the preservative penetration. In phase 2 tests there was no significant difference between 'good' and 'bad' poles. In Phase 4, analyses of test results showed that there was a significant difference (6 N/mm squared) in ultimate stresses between 'good' and 'bad' poles. The results of phase 2 show that the overall mean (39.28 N/mm squared) is better than the present ESB design stress. However, only 3 of the 10 'good' poles exceeded the ESB design stress. The design stress for Telecom Eireann is slightly higher and most poles tested in phase 4, including the 'good' poles, did not exceed this.
Abstract
The objectives of the tests described in this report were: (i) to investigate the effects of drying on strength; (ii) to confirm the strength and penetration results of previous tests; (iii) to determine the strength of in-service Sitka spruce poles after 26 years service. There were three separate phases to the tests, each using a different sample of posts: Phases 1-3, which involved tests on three batches of poles subjected to three different drying conditions, air-drying, kiln-drying 9 days, and kiln-drying 15 days; Phase 4, poles were randomly selected from an ESB stock yard; and Phase 5, poles removed from 'dead' electricity lines. The method of testing was according to that described in ASTM D1036: Standard Methods of Static Tests of Wood Poles. An analysis of variance of results from the Phase 1 - 3 tests indicated that there was significance difference in mean ultimate strength between the kiln-cracked (15 days) and the other drying conditions. However, it is concluded that cracks in poles do not adversely effect the strength of poles. Analysis of results from Phase 4 indicated no significant variance between samples or between this test and the earlier test. The difference in mean Ultimate strength between poles which were classified as having good preservative penetration and those having bad penetration was just under 5 N/square mm, which is 11% of the overall mean. The mean strength of both categories exceeds Telecom Eireann mean design stress value.
The object of this phase of the study of the utilisation of Sitka spruce as transmission poles was to observe and record the preservative uptake in poles using two separate cylinders and two separate treatment schedules. The older of the two creosote cylinders had a slower action pump than the cylinder, the other had a rapid pressure pump. Creosote penetration assessments were carried out on the poles by Pressler borings, (67 poles), and disc measurements, (40 poles). The overall conclusion from the assessments of both samplings is that approximately half of the poles had deep, regular creosote penetration while the remainder exhibited a shallow irregular pattern. There is therefore no discernible difference in preservative uptake between poles receiving separate treatments.
Abstract
This phase of the study on the utilisation of Sitka spruce as transmission poles involved finding unponded spruce poles which had been used for electricity transmission in the past, and assessing their performance in service. A number of poles were located at different sites and a series of tests carried out on a representative sample to determine creosote penetration, hardness of poles and incidence of fungal attack. The test procedure involved a visual assessment of condition, pilodyn measurements, hammer tests and Pressler core tests. The poles are characterised by marked checking, accompanied by a shallow penetration of creosote. Despite this, no failures have occurred in service and the bulk of the poles are unaffected by decay fungi. The strength of the poles tested showed no statistical difference from that of freshly treated poles, showing that significant deterioration has not occurred.
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Abstract
This paper reports on the results of a factorial experiment devised to study the process conditions that will produce the optimal quality of surface finish for fast grown softwoods. The limitations of fast grown timbers in terms of attaining quality planed surface finish are documented. The control parameters selected for the experiment were moisture content, rake angle, feed speed, and knot area. The results of the experiment demonstrate that the effects of moisture content and knot area on the quality of finish are very small. The feed speed is more significant, and marginal benefits can be gained by increasing the feed to 26m/min. Rake angle has the largest effect on clearwood assessment. Increasing the rake angle to a high of 24 degrees can significantly increase the quality of surface finish attainable on planed clearwood. The optimum process configuration of factor levels for the best planed surface depends on whether a clearwood or a knotwood area is considered. The poorest quality section of planed surface tends to occur around knotwood because of problems associated with the complex nature of grain orientation around the knot, which was shown to adversely affect the planing process. The wider implications of this study are that the use of Sitka spruce in value added product would be enhanced if the incidence of medium to large knots were reduced.
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Abstract
The objectives of this study were to obtain data on Sitka spruce rails to enable it to be used in road side fencing rails by: 1) establishing that it had the required strength; 2) providing the necessary information for amending RC25 : Road Design Manual Section 3, Part 1: Nailed Timber Post and Rail Fences. 214 fence rails were graded and tested. Two methods of grading from two documents were employed - RC25 which uses surface measurements of knots, and BS4978 which uses the knot area ration (KAR) method of assessing knots. It was found that dimensional accuracy was good and within the permissible method of grading. The effectiveness of the two types of grading based on the assessment of knots only was analysed. The KAR method of grading is effective, the RC25 method is not effective. The development of permissible stresses for design purposes is discussed in terms of the method for deriving the basic stress (i.e. using the fifth percentile or mean values for MOR) and the factors that should be used on the basic stress. Ultimate loads were worked out based on a central-point loading condition. The stresses that were used were determined from the test results of this investigation and were calculated for various KARs commonly used in structural grading. It will be necessary to establish both new factors for derivation of design stresses, and design loads to use in the design of rails. Present
British Standards guidelines appear too severe. It is concluded that home-grown Sitka spruce has adequate strength for use in fence rails with the most severe loading conditions.
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Abstract
This project was set up in order to obtain information on the durability and life expectancy of home grown timber. It was proposed to observe the importance of home grown timber exposed to domestic weather conditions, in ground contact and in service, over a prolonged period. These observations were carried out at the testing site in Glenealy nursery, Co. Wicklow. This report presents the results and updated data of the inspection carried out in October/November 1992. The test material consisted of fence posts and rails, round posts, square posts and stakes. The effect of timber deterioration on strength properties of the timber was measured using the pendulum impact test and the pilodyn test. In contrast with untreated timber, samples impregnated with preservative showed little change in physical appearance. Untreated timber was seen to be in an advanced state of fungal decay, the worst affected species being sycamore, poplar and lodgepole pine. While pilodyn readings and pendulum tests provide additional information about the samples' condition, they are only indicators and cannot be interpreted as accurate measurements where timber deterioration exists.
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The objectives of this study were: to examine the double vacuum treatment of Sitka spruce for use as roof trusses; to compare the uptake of preservative with that obtained with imported roof truss material; to modify, where necessary, the current treatment schedule for the Irish material; to modify, where necessary, the treatment clause in IS 293 : 1986 - 'Timber Trussed Rafters for Roofs.' Three double vacuum schedules were employed in the study. The volume uptake of preservative achieved in 3 mm outer layers of both native and imported timber was measured. Examination of the average gravimetric uptake of preservative solution showed that Irish timber had a 78% higher uptake than imported for the mildest treatment schedule, 128% higher for the next schedule and 185% for the most severe schedule. Preservative analysis and uptake measurements clearly show that Irish roof truss timber can be adequately treated with a simple double vacuum schedule. The imported material required a much more severe schedule.
achieved in the posts was considered normal for the species. None of the samples achieved the desired loading of preservative required by the specification.
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Abstract
Blue stain is a discolouration in timber caused by certain fungi, including isolates of the genus Ceratocystis. Freshly felled logs, sawn timber, and rewetted surfaces of susceptible species are all at risk of infection. The objective of this programme was to assess the incidence of blue stain infection in logs and sawn timber. Three categories of treatment were applied to a sample of logs from Kilworth Forest, Co. Tipperary and 1188 planks converted from these logs. The treatments were: 1. Log storage location; 2. Log storage duration; 3. Chemical treatment with a 1.5% w/v Hickson Antiblu 37739 solution for prevention of blue stain infection. The results of the tests showed that logs can be safely stored up to two weeks after felling without any risk of blue stain infection progressing beyond the slab area of the log, after 4 weeks 10% of the plank surface area can be infected. Logs dipped in Antiblu 3739 were free of infection except in cases where concentration is borderline. Using multiple regression analysis of results to produce estimation factors for the likelihood of infection after treatment, it was found that the efficiency of the plank dip treatment is at least 84%. Storing logs in the forest for a maximum of two weeks and dipping the planks immediately after conversion is the most effective combination of treatments (96% efficiency achieved).
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Abstract
The objective of this study was to evaluate the effect of applying different kiln drying schedules on the drying performance of joinery-size lodgepole pine. Sample planks were selected from lodgepole pine with a range of basal sweep from 5' to 15'. Two kiln runs in each of the two test years, 1986 and 1987, were conducted. The objectives of 1986 were to determine the effects of drying and other plank qualities on the degree of distortion and degrade recorded in kiln dried lodgepole pine joinery of uniform thickness. In 1987 the objectives were to determine the effect of the drying schedule, log type, and plank size on the degree of distortion and degrade found when mixed sizes of lodgepole pine were dried according to two different schedules. The 1986 63 mm timber sample was adequately dried in 11 days in the case of both kiln runs. The 54 plus 79 mm stock dried within 11 to 13.5 days. This is within the time scale expected in established drying schedules. Shrinkage values are within the expected limits for the species. Degrade in terms of spring and bow were low with 72% of planks having 5 mm or less spring and 55% having 5 mm or less bow - both insignificant amounts of distortion. The overall rejection rate due to twist was 21%, largely due to the presence of split or boxed heart. 7.2% of planks were totally rejected due to fissures, but 66.6% were free of fissures on at least three surfaces. However, a considerable amount of the timber is amenable to salvage. It is recommended that lodgepole pine timber for joinery should be dried according to FPD Schedule 2 of this report.
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Abstract
The objective of this study is to assess the suitability of lodgepole pine for use in window joinery. The timber used in the study was converted from logs obtained from Kilworth Forest, from which 26 lengths suitable for the moulding of window sections were prepared. Graded sample material was then manufactured into windows in...
the same manner as with imported red deal. After moulding it appeared that the machine surfaces of the processed lodgepole pine were the equal of surfaces on imported red deal. Tennoning and morticing also performed satisfactorily. Sash and frame components underwent the same preservation treatment as red deal using Protom Prevac, double vacuum schedule. The loading achieved by the sample was found to be comfortably in excess of the IS 63 loading requirement of 0.003% for this preservative. A visual assessment of the completed windows indicated that they generally met the requirements of IS 63. However, a number of bark encased knots occurred on exposed surfaces and these would not be permitted under the Standard.
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Abstract
Despite the problems associated with the species, including the presence of knots and shortened lengths due to basal sweep, lodgepole pine can produce top quality joinery stock if fingerjointed successfully. This study was designed to assess the suitability of lodgepole pine for finger jointing by comparing its performance with that of red deal. Tests to determine modulus of rupture, density and moisture content were carried out on 47 jointed specimens and 29 unjointed specimens. The 'joint efficiency' of the finger-jointed specimens was calculated according to the requirements of BS 5291 : 1984 and the results analysed. The finger jointed sections of lodgepole pine are stronger than those of Scots pine by a stress value of 6.42 N/mm squared. With the species combined, unjointed timber sections are stronger than the jointed section by a stress value of 27.89 N/mm squared.
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Abstract
The objective of this sub-study was to see whether lodgepole pine could undergo the same preservative treatment as Scots pine. Twenty four samples of Scots pine and lodgepole pine which had undergone Vac-Vac Double Vacuum treatment were quantitatively analysed for tri-butylin oxide (TBTO) in accordance with BS. 5666 : Part 7 : 1980. The analysis of the data from the results of these tests show that there is no significant difference between the preservative uptakes of the two species. The difference in uptake is greater by a factor of 2 in the sapwood than that in the heartwood, and is considered to be highly significant. It is clear that Irish lodgepole pine does not have different preservative treatment characteristics to the imported Scots pine.
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Abstract
The object of this study was to establish a comparison between a range of coating systems applied to lodgepole pine and red deal when subjected to accelerated and long-term durability tests. For the purposes of the test programme, the following coating systems were used: 1. A conventional alkyd undercoat and gloss finish system based on IS 32 materials and applied over a BS 4756 aluminium wood primer; 2. As 1, but using a conventional non standard aluminium wood primer; 3. A water thinnable micro-porous paint system based on synthetic resins and solvents (Xuladecro Gloss). The tests involved: subjecting samples to 2,000 hours accelerated artificial weathering as specified in BS 3900 : Part F3 : 1971; adhesion testing; and natural weathering tests according to ISO 2810 : 1974. During application no differences in the behaviour of the various materials with respect to the ease with which they can be applied with a brush, wetting, sinkage, or drying time was noted between the two timbers. The initial bond formed between lodgepole pine panels and the coating systems was found to be satisfactory. The natural colour of lodgepole pine is marginally more stable
than that of Scots pine in the accelerated test. The results of the various tests show that the durability of paints and other coatings such as stains is not adversely affected by being applied to lodgepole pine.

**Abstract**
The objective of this programme was to establish whether non-destructive sampling and testing methods can be used to determine wood quality and whether the quality of standing timber can be predicted from non-destructive samples. Sixty Sitka spruce trees were sampled by destructive and non-destructive techniques. Four categories of wood quality determining properties were evaluated: wood stability, mechanical strength properties, wood density and paper pulp properties. In addition, the effect of knot volume on wood quality was examined. In the analysis of the first tree wood quality property groupings it was shown that no great correlation existed between the individual destructive and non-destructive samples, while prediction equations to predict wood property characteristics in individual planks in a tree from increment cores could not be reliably formed. In the case of paper pulp properties, increment cores could be used to determine pulp yield and fibre length. Although in the case of fibre length, the application can only be made on a comparative rather than an absolute basis. Knots play a significant role in the quality of sawn timber. Algorithms were developed to determine knot volume in the tree stem, cant and planks. When a sawlog is positioned with an optimal orientation at the time of conversion, the knot volume in the log can be reduced by 10%. Knot volume and plank deflection appear to be related.
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Abstract
This paper is concerned with the determination of knot volume in a tree log, and its relationship with the maximum square timber cant extracted from this log. The knot volume in the tree and the cant are determined from branch diameter and its angle to the tree trunk. The method of determining the knot volume in planks is also described. Subroutines for the elementary knot shapes are given; more complicated knot shapes are composites of the elementary ones. The parameters chosen to measure the knot characteristics in planks were selected for their robust characteristics and practicality of measuring. The results of the study demonstrate that it is possible to get a very accurate estimate of the knot volume in the cant from the visual observation of a tree in a forest or a log in a sawmill.
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Abstract
This project was established under EC contract 90/399002. The contract specified a technical development programme, with the aim of investigating various aspects associated with the risk of introducing a forest pathogen (Bursaphelenchus xylophilus) and its vector (Monochamus sp.) into Europe through the importation of infested timbers. Time/temperature schedules and a database for final development have been achieved. Basic research was initially required to establish the correct framework from which experimentation could be designed for the development of time/temperature regimes relevant to plant health objectives. The pinewood nematode technical development programme identified four project areas: development of a time/temperature regime for
the pasteurisation of softwood timbers; development of a temperature indicator system to monitor conformity to
time and temperature schedules; an EC survey of imported softwoods from N. America; and a verification study
in Canada and the USA.
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Research has been carried out into the feasibility of a temperature indicator system (TIS) that can be applied to wood that receives heat treatment to kill pine wood nematode (PWN) and its Monochamus sp. vectors. A number of thermally-sensitive pigments, produced by Company T, have been tested and the most promising candidates evaluated for suitability either as paints or in association with a physical carrier. Results showed that none of the pigments was stable enough to be used as paintable formulation; loss of colour was noted as a result of the high humidity and adverse chemical atmosphere typical of fresh wood heated in a kiln. Further tests with one pigment, code PC1, has, however, resulted in development of an epoxy-polyamide formulation that can be applied to physical characters suitable for driving into the wood. Two prototype carriers, designated T-type (purpose built by Company T) and N-type (commercially available from Company N) have been tested in both laboratory and field (in North America) conditions. Both carriers performed well, showing good colour changes and high stability. Experience during the research and in the verification visit to North America have emphasised the strong need for TIS to verify conformity to given to time and temperature regimes. Considerable progress has been made in the present research. However, further work is necessary to bring the technology to practical fruition.
nematodes from timber have been developed. Fungal contamination, presence of insects and grub holes, moisture content of both kiln dried and non kiln dried woods have been checked on the parcels sampled. Data on Bursaphelenchus xylophilus and M. mucronatus detection, levels of contamination, infestation, moisture contents of the sampled parcels are given. Recommendations for further study are included.
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Abstract
The objectives of this research programme were to establish whether destructive techniques, traditionally used in the evaluation of wood quality, could be substituted by non-destructive methods, and whether these non-destructive techniques could be used to predict the wood quality of living trees. Trees were sampled by destructive and non-destructive techniques and provided planks and increment cores respectively. Planks were tested by traditional methods, while increment cores were tested by specially developed non-destructive techniques. Four groups of wood properties were evaluated: wood stability, mechanical properties, wood density and paper pulp properties. In assessing wood stability it was found that plank shrinkage and twist could be predicted from the radial shrinkage of increment cores. Similarly, ultrasonic measurements of increment cores could be used to predict mechanical strength properties of planks. The mean density of increment cores was used to predict the density of planks. For the paper pulp properties, it was found that increment cores could be used to determine pulp yield. Knots are a principal factor that diminishes the quality of structural timber. The effect of knot volumes on timber quality was assessed. Algorithms were developed for the computation of knot volumes in logs and sawn timber. It was shown that optimal orientation of a log at the time of conversion, reduced the knot volume in sawn timber by 10%. The deflection pattern of a plank under a constant load coincided with the pattern of knot distribution along that plank.
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The effect of industrial emission on wood quality in Norway spruce (Picea abies).
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Abstract
In this preliminary study the influence of industrial emission on the wood quality of Norway spruce was evaluated. Intrinsic wood quality determining properties, ring width (RW), mean annual density, percentage annual latewood and the product of (RW x (maximum density)) appear to be affected by the emissions of a fertiliser factory adjoining the stands studied. Fluctuations in the performance of these intrinsic wood properties coincide with the start of production by the factory and a change in the manufacturing process.
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Abstract
The influence of compression wood on the strength properties of Sitka spruce timber was evaluated. Structurally sized planks containing compression wood were machine graded and tested for modulus of elasticity (MOE) and the modulus of rupture (MOR). The test method used followed the procedure outlined in BS 5820 (3). The results indicated that the MOE in static bending of planks containing compression wood decreases as the percentage compression wood in the plank increases. On the other hand, the percentage of compression wood does not appear to influence MOR, nor does it influence machine grade output. However, there is a tendency for planks containing compression wood to rupture in a brash manner, which may lead to this type of timber failing
without warning. The results of a preliminary study are reported here.
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Abstract
An ultrasonic velocity measuring technique was used successfully for the first time to measure ultrasonic velocity in small samples (5mm diameter) of Sitka spruce wood which can be extracted non-destructively from the trunks of living trees. These samples, termed 'increment cores' are removed from the tree trunk in a radial direction from bark to pith. High frequency, (2MHz) and therefore short wavelength, ultrasound was used because of the small sample size. Special features of the ultrasonic velocity measuring system were a narrow ultrasonic beam (2mm) combined with a computerised datalogging sytem. This enabled the velocity of ultrasound to be measured at each annual ring in each increment core. Significant correlations were found between ultrasonic velocity measurements made along the axial transmission direction of the increment cores and standard modulus of elasticity (MOE) determinations made on larger samples (20 x 20 x 300mm) extracted destructively from adjacent areas of the same trees. The axial ultrasonic velocity measurement displayed overall trends in agreement with radial density variations which are characteristic of Sitka spruce. Axial increment core velocity measurements combined with densitometric measurements on increment cores can thus be used to provide estimates of clear wood MOE. A non destructive evaluation of the structural quality of the wood in living Sitka spruce trees is now available. Ultrasonic measurements made on the larger samples, combined in a ratio with density, were found to correlate significantly with modulus of elasticity measurements on the same samples. A viscoelastic model of wave propagation was shown to be significant in interpreting large specimen ultrasonic measurements.
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Abstract
Recent developments in timber research have included new methods of grading timber and determining strength properties, and a change in design procedures from deterministic design methods to reliability based methods. The objectives of the programme described in this paper were broadly divided into two categories: a) determination of mechanical properties; and b) determination of grading properties. Sampling was designed to take into account the considerable variation in timber quality both between trees and within individual trees. Testing was carried out in accordance with BS5820 : 1979 'Methods of test for determination of certain physical and mechanical properties of timber in structural sizes.’ Data on general classification, density, moduli of elasticity, modulus of rupture and grading were collected and analysed. The results showed that the strength properties of Irish Sitka spruce were comparable with the values published in the British Standard for British grown Sitka spruce and in some cases were better. The data collected and the results provide an invaluable database of information for the evaluation of aspects of grading and silviculture in relation to strength properties.
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Abstract
This study describes the manner in which timber performs in a fire and examines the various forms of treatment which can be used to make timber more fire-resistant. The ability of a structural or non-structural element to withstand a fully developed fire is based on standardised fire tests conducted in accordance with BS 476, Parts 20 to 23. These require elements of structure to perform to the specified functions of 'stability',
'integrity', 'insulation' and 'imperviousness' for fire resistance periods, dependent on their location within the building purpose groups which they are intended to use. Two main categories of flame retarding treatments are dealt with: 1) Impregnation treatments, of which there are three main types, interior, humidity resistant and leach resistant; and 2) Surface coating. The various type of treatment required for timber utilised in a particular part of a structure are examined. An overview is provided of the Standards BS 5268: Part 4, Section 4.1, BS 5268: Part 4, Section 4.2 and Eurocode 5: Design of Timber Structures Part 10 - Structural Fire Design. A paper entitled 'Structural Timber Fire Precautions and the Proposed Building Regulations' outlines the general principles underlying the provisions of the Draft Building Regulations in relation to fire precautions and timber design.
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Abstract The author argues that wood has retained its relevance as a design material. Unlike other European countries Ireland has not enjoyed an unbroken wood culture, and there are several issues related to wood construction which will need attention if a vibrant wood culture is to develop in this country. Timber processors must aim for less deviation in sawn timber. Drying is a neglected area in native timber. It is essential that proper moisture specifications are established and adhered to. Far greater use of machine stress grading is needed to ensure high timber quality. Quality control is vital to native timber. Defects such as knot frequency, spring, twist, cup and waney edge, as well as accurate sawing and drying must be effectively and consistently controlled. Also timber should be presented properly bound and clean from grease or mud. Various methods of timber preservation are described. The building regulations governing the use of timber in construction are outlined. Recommendations are given regarding transportation, storage and on site construction. The new timber products being produced in Ireland, Medium Density Fibreboard and Particle Board are described.
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Abstract
An overview is given of the history of the timber frame, its influence on architecture, and the use of timber framing in traditional construction. Particular attention is given to Swedish and Norwegian early timber buildings and to the development of timber frame building in New England, particularly 'post and beam' and 'timber peg' construction systems. Ireland lacks this timber frame construction and has few examples remaining from the past. Details are given of contemporary timber framed systems, in particular the 'platform frame' and 'balloon frame' panel systems.
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Space joists in Irish timber. Final report.
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Abstract
This report describes the technical evaluation of space joists manufactured from Irish timber and follows two previous status reports. Space joists are effectively two timber chords separated by a metal lattice. Its structural behavioural mode therefore could be described as either a 'box' beam or a latticed 'truss'. The initial objective of this project was to produce load span tables for the most 'commonly' sized 'space joists' manufactured from Irish timber and to prepare specifications for their use. Two spans were load tested for samples of the two most likely chord sizes - 72 X 42 mm and 97 X 42 mm. One span was to represent Irish M75 grade timber the other imported white deal SS grade. The method of test involves three different processes: preload; deflection test; and strength test. The failure of the space joists to pass the load test on a deflection criterion necessitated a
change of emphasis in the stated objective. From initial calculations it seemed that the final test deflections were quite close to the theoretical calculated deflections and that therefore it should be possible to derive a design method. From this design method the intention was to produce load span tables for the timber chord sizes mentioned and if necessary for other cord sizes.
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Abstract
This study examines the use of artificial neural networks (ANN) in the assessment of the quality of Irish timber, in particular Irish Sitka spruce. The quality of a saw log is currently assessed from its external appearance. However, research is under way to improve the lumber yield using computed tomography. One benefit of this approach is that it enables the internal structure details of a log to be imaged, prior to the physical sectioning at the saw mill. For softwoods, such as Irish Sitka spruce, the industry objective is to maximise the lumber yield. The log is sawn using parallel cuts along the widest log face. This pattern of sawing is known as 'live-sawing'. This study describes some initial work in the development of a method to utilise computed tomographic data for the detection and separation of good wood from internal defects such as knots and split areas, that degrade the quality of a sawn log. The implementation of ANN for the detection of defects in timber, and ways in which classification for quality may be achieved are discussed. Training data for the ANN was derived from a new mathematical model specifically developed for this research. It was found that the ANN successfully identified defects with an accuracy of 88%.
O'Donoghue D., Duffin J., Feeney F.E., Lawlor V., Evertsen J.
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**Abstract**
This paper describes an automated classifier for the identification of good wood and knotty wood from computer tomography (CT) images of logs. Such a system is intended to allow better assessment of saw logs before being cut into timber. A new empirical model for the growth of Sitka spruce, the operation of which is adapted to Irish conditions, is described. The use of Hopfield networks for 2D cross-section image reconstruction from CT data obtained from the model is investigated. A multi-layer feedforward neural network trained with fast back-propagation is used to identify good wood from knotty wood. The Hopfield approach to image reconstruction was seen as unsuitable for application with the wood industry. However, the use of a feedforward neural network for wood classification produced very promising results when trained on the tree model. It is expected that results from real wood data would be even more accurate.
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**Abstract**
The objective of this interim study was to examine the validity and credibility of all aspects of the joist testing programme. The investigation covered three areas: 1) Visual grading; 2) Mechanical stress grading; 3) Mechanical properties test, which involves simulation tests, deflection tests and strength tests. The results obtained were unsatisfactory and it was decided to do a detailed examination of all aspects of the investigation before carrying on with any further testing.
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Abstract
This is a preliminary report on the data obtained to date from the machine and visual grading of 385 joists. Statistical analysis carried out on one item of data obtained in each type of grading is presented in the form of histograms and cumulative percentage curves. A summary table of the percentage yields of the various machine and visual grades is also presented.
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Abstract
This is an explanatory document dealing with a number of issues relating to stress-grading including the visual and machine grading of timber, the structural use of Irish HGT, FF Tables and British CP 112.
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Abstract
This paper reviews the development and potential of the home-grown timber market. The development of the State forestry programme from the early years of the State to the present day, including the role currently played by the Forest and Wildlife Service is described. A broad picture of the present structure of the sawmilling industry is given. The work of the Forest Products Department of the IIRS in research and development and in carrying out quality insurance work, training and consultancy work for industry is analysed. The quality of home-grown timber is assessed in terms of the requirements of the construction industry. These are: strength; moisture content; durability; presentation; and regulations/standards. The potential for home-grown timber over the next twenty years is examined. The structural applications of particle board production and their development in Ireland is summarised.
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The objective of this investigation was to conduct a limited survey on the incidence of spiral grain in standing Sitka spruce to determine whether or not the subject requires further examination. The experiment, which was conducted in 2 phases, involved tests on 240 trees. Phase 1 was an examination of the effect of age on the incidence of spiral grain in trees of the same growth rate. Phase 2 was a study of the relationship between rate of growth and spiral grain in similar aged young crops; first in yield class groups, and then in individual trees. It was established that spiral grain is a widespread feature in Sitka spruce in Ireland, and is a normal feature of growth rather than a phenomenon. Spiral grain is most pronounced in juvenile wood, decreasing with age. In young crops rate of growth (as expressed by Yield Class Difference), did not have an influence on spiral grain except where growth was severely restricted.
Number 666
Author EOLAS. Forest Products Department
Title Promotion and implementation of Irish Standard Recommendation SR 11 - Structural Timber for Domestic Construction.
Publisher EOLAS
Place Dublin
Series Study 00.04
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Source Final Reports for 1990. Promotion/Research Studies on Irish Timber Part A.
Key Word Eolas, forest products, timber processing, Standards specifications, domestic construction, building
Abstract The work undertaken by the Forest Products Department, Eolas in implementing, promoting and monitoring the Irish Standard SR 11 - Structural Timber for Domestic Construction is outlined under the following headings: 1. Educational programme; 2. Training; 3. Publications; 4. Monitoring SR 11 on building sites; 5. Quality control programme. It is concluded that, despite trading difficulties due to competition from exports, the maintenance of a national focal point by the Forest Products Department for the co-ordination, promotion and on-going servicing of SR 11 has generated a level of confidence in Irish timber never before experienced within the industry.
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Abstract
This study describes the Forest Products Department's monitoring of a large scale pole air drying trial conducted by Telecom Eireann during 1990. Discs were cut from each of the study's 60 test poles, and used to measure the moisture content of the sapwood and hardwood. The average moisture contents of the discs, the average sapwood depths and the average monthly moisture contents of cores from the test poles were used to establish the drying pattern during the period of the test. As yet no firm conclusions regarding the drying and re-wetting of air dried Sitka spruce poles can be made as yet, and the monitoring of these poles will continue.
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Abstract
The objectives of this study were to assess the strength in bending of home-grown Sitka spruce by in-grade testing, and to check the market quality against the SR 11 - Structural Timber for Domestic Construction values. The sample planks used in the test were taken from sawmills in several different locations and form timber suppliers. This is the first time that a check has been carried out on graded SCA0 timber on a nationwide basis. An MOE test was carried out on each plank, and every fifth or sixth plank was tested to destruction and the maximum load recorded. The data obtained from the tests made it clear that three of the sites visited were below average, and leads to the conclusion that grading was not carried out properly particularly in these three sites. Overall MOR values were considered acceptable, while MOE values were low.
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This report describes the technical evaluation of steel bolts and screws in Irish timber. Lateral and withdrawal load tests were carried out on screws of diameter 3.5, 4.0, 5.0 & 6.0 mm with a penetration of 28 mm, and on screws with diameter 5.0 mm with penetration of 21, 32 & 36 mm. The results from the lateral load tests indicate a relationship between load and screw penetration and between load and screw diameter. The results from the withdrawal load tests indicate a relationship between load and screw penetration and between load and screw diameter. For the bolt tests timber of thickness of 35mm and 44mm were selected, and the range of bolt diameters selected for test were 8mm, 10mm, 12mm and 16mm. These diameters were tested in 3 member joints with a range of timber densities. It was hoped that a bolt diameter-timber density dependency could be determined and that if such a dependency was not evident then the testing should enable a comparison to be made between the test results and the code values. The results from the tests for the 35mm thick timbers indicated a relationship between bolt diameters and timber density, and that the present permissible bolt loads for this timber thickness are adequate for use in Irish timber. The results from the bolt tests for the 44mm thick timbers were unclear in indicating any relationship between the bolt diameter and timber density. However, the analysis of the test results does indicate that the permissible bolt loads used presently are satisfactory for use in Irish timber.
Key Word
deepeat, peatlands, economics, afforestation, costs, Forest and Wildlife Service, productivity, State forestry

Abstract
The increase in the area of deep peatland acquired for the State's afforestation programme, and the variety in
general character and fertility levels of this land, has lead to greater variety in the species used in planting. The
productivity of average type peatland has increased with the introduction of fertiliser treatment, mechanical
cultivation and the gradual increase in the use of coastal provenances of lodgepole pine. In 1976 the FWS
undertook an economic study of timber production on deep peat sites. This report is the outcome of that study.
The objectives of the study were: to establish the financial yield to be derived from the production of lodgepole
pine on (a) virgin midland raised bog, (b) western blanket peats; to investigate the level of input in terms of
land, labour, machinery and to estimate output or revenue levels on unplanted areas representative of four
different site types; to ascertain probable post-establishment operation cost levels; to consider the most suitable
manner of dealing with costs such as rate payments and roading costs involved in extraction; and to present the
first economic estimates within one year. The study findings are regarded as tentative, and it is not as yet
possible to make hard decisions as to methods of harvesting etc.
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Abstract
The objectives of this study were to examine the feasibility of setting up an integrated pulp and paper mill, and
to examine the product type, timing and location of such a facility. The author recommends newsprint as the
most suitable product type, and a pulping operation of the thermo mechanical type. To attain viability it is
estimated that a paper output of 150,000 tons per annum is needed, requiring a wood intake of 375,000 cubic
metres. It is argued that sufficient timber will be available in the North West region to allow the establishment
of an integrated mill there by 1988.
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Abstract
Checked crops of Sitka spruce show a good response in growth to applications of fertiliser nitrogen provided other nutrients are not limiting. The optimum rate of application is 200 kg N/ha, equivalent to 727 kg of calcium ammonium nitrate or 434 kg urea. There were no difference in the responses to the two forms of nitrogen, either of which can be applied between April and July. Heather control, although it resulted in small increases in growth, did not appear cost-effective when compared with the results obtained through nitrogen application. In general, drainage does not appear to be a factor limiting the growth of checked crops. Guidelines are included on the diagnosis of the major nutrient deficiencies and on the procedure for taking foliage samples for chemical analysis.
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Abstract
This report describes the role played by Irish agencies in the International Energy Agency's (IEA) Energy Research Programme. The main objectives of the Programme are identified as: (i) the exchange of information on national forest energy research, development, demonstration activities and on planning of national programmes; (ii) develop proposals for co-operative research, development and demonstration projects. The possibility of using wood as a feedstock for electricity generation in Ireland is examined. The situation regarding availability of land for production of wood fuel and forecasts of residues from conventional forests is examined. It is concluded that existing conventional forestry has the potential to provide a ready source of wood energy in the form of forest residue if techniques of harvesting, utilisation and conversion of waste can be developed.
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Stability is the major problem for Sitka spruce (Picea sitchensis Bong. Carr.) crops on wet surface-water gley soils. Traditional methods of drainage, using spaced furrow ploughing, contribute to instability by confining the structural roots to the plough ribbon. Ripping, an alternative drainage technique, will improve stability and reduce harvesting costs and is recommended for most surface-water gley sites. Planting should be to one side of the rip channel and where grass cleaning is needed application of atrazine is currently recommended. On the majority of sites rock phosphate application should not be necessary.
mountain, hills, bogland and heather moorlands. The landscape principles which are relevant to this study are the shape of plantations and colour and texture. Other issues discussed in the study include roadside and view points and recreations.
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**Abstract**
This paper gives an overview of the present state of the Irish industrial wood production and timber processing industries. The level of production of each category of industrial wood is analysed. The volume of finished products, sawn goods and round stakes from the sawmilling sector is estimated and the large volume of residual material, produced during the conversion of round logs into sawn goods, is highlighted. The use to which bark, sawdust and chips are put is examined. The value of the forests products industry to the economy is estimated to be £160m.
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Forestry and the timber industry in Northern Ireland.
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The development of State forestry in Northern Ireland since 1910 is outlined and the current state of the industry is assessed. The current timber production from State forests is estimated at just over 200,000 cubic metres and will reach about 250,000 cubic metres by the end of the century. The important role played by technological advances in the sawmilling industry in advancing the overall development of the timber industry in Northern Ireland is noted.

The author gives an outline of the development of the Irish timber industry from the early days of timber trading in the Middles Ages to the current state of the timber production and processing industries. In recent years private planting, aided by such measures as the 'Western Package' has begun to make a significant contribution to the afforestation programme. The sawmilling industry has worked hard to rid itself of its poor post-war image. The development of this sector was seen as vital to the well-being of the forest industry. The Coillte Allocation Scheme encouraged technological advances in individual sawmills. Research carried out by the Forest Products Department of the IIRS (later Eolas) established the suitability of properly treated Irish for use in the structural timber industry. An important recent development is the introduction of machine stress grading. It is clear from the forecasts for future production of softwood sawlog that a rapid expansion in board manufacture and other pulpwood using industries will be necessary. Several possible areas for future expansion of the forest industry are examined, including the use of lodgepole pine in the joinery industry. The importance of developing our own hardwood resources to the future health of Irish forestry is stressed.
New wood products in construction.

This paper assesses the new wood products made from Irish sawlog which will be available for use in the construction industry over the next few years. These products can be divided into three general categories: composite wood materials; combinations of wood or wood products; and solid wood elements connected together with metal connectors. The usage and applications of products such as glued laminated timber (glulam) and laminated veneer lumber (LVL) in various European countries is examined. At present research is being carried out on the use of Irish softwood in the manufacture of these products, but the pace of this research needs to be increased so that the predicted over supply of timber can be fully exploited.


The current tree improvement programme operating in Coillte is described. This is centred around 6 main projects, each of which is interlinked to form an integrated strategy to select, package and deliver improved genetic material for the planting programme. Each project is outlined giving objectives, current status, costs and
benefits. The latter are quantified where possible. The future direction of the tree improvement programme is discussed in some detail. Recommendations are made to scale down expenditure in provenance trials, hold current investment in the Sitka spruce breeding programme at more or less present levels, and increase the levels of activity with hardwood breeding. The future development of the pine breeding programme is discussed. A five year plan detailing milestones, work planning chart and deliverables is presented together with the personnel, infrastructural and financial resources required to implement the plan. Allied to the improvement programme is the development of a vegetative propagation unit at Ballintemple Nursery where improved seed and cutting from the Sitka breeding programme will be bulked up to commercial quantities.

**Abstract**

Considerable uncertainty exists regarding the effect of fast growth on the wood quality of Sitka spruce. In order to examine the situation a Yield Class 30 crop of Sitka spruce was sampled at 28 years of age. The yield of structural wood was 84% of the total sawlog volume recovered. This figure does not take into account the effects of twist or pruning. Twist reduced structural yield to 61%. Pruning improved structural yields by 18% over the unpruned material. At present costs, and in such a crop, pruning can be justified economically. Close initial spacing appeared to be the most important factor influencing the relatively high yield of structural wood obtained.
Report on charcoal.
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**Abstract**
The various methods of making charcoal and its applications as a fuel are briefly outlined. The process by which charcoal is made and the type of equipment that is required for its manufacture are described. Hardwoods are the most suitable raw material as they yield a dense hard charcoal which burns clearly and slowly. The cost of production is also examined. It is concluded that there is a home market for charcoal, but management of broadleaved woods must be adapted if this market is to be supplied from Irish woods.
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**Abstract**
A study was conducted to examine the accuracy of a newly fitted electronic device on the Silvatec harvesting head for volume estimation. The accuracy and precision of the lengths of sawlog, palletwood and pulpwood cut by the Silvatec head were also examined. Production was measured by the machine over a 2 day period in a stand of Sitka spruce at Castlefin forest. The sawlog, palletwood, and pulpwood volumes were also measured on the grounds and compared with the Silvatec estimates. The sawlog output was accurately measured but the palletwood and pulpwood volumes were seriously underestimated. The most likely cause of the differences in volume between the two estimates is an underestimation of billet diameter. The Silvatec head as presently calibrated is not recommended for volume estimation except in the case of sawlog.
This report describes a grading study carried out in Camolin Nursery in spring of 1991. The objective of the project was to gain practical experience of indoor grading, with the view to establishing facilities on an operational scale in Coillte's nurseries. The equipment used and the lifting and grading system employed are described in detail. Benefits and limitations encountered are discussed and recommendations made for future facilities.

This report assesses the problems and risks facing the forest manager trying to decide whether or not to plant Sitka spruce in areas vulnerable to frost damage. The probability of frost occurring in a range of meteorological zones is assessed. The greatest risk of damage occurring is in the May 15th zones during the first three years of the crop's life. The two main strategies available to reduce frost risk are changing from a vulnerable species and...
Removing and controlling vegetation. A number of trials designed to assess the success of both these strategies is described and the costs involved are estimated.

**Abstract**

The most important variable in any stand growth model is volume production. In estimating volume growth the procedure is to accurately measure the volume of a number of trees. The purpose of this study was to estimate the number of trees which should be climbed in order to determine plot volumes to an acceptable level of accuracy. Volumes to 7, 14 and 20cm top diameter for a number of sample trees were computed using a SAS program. From an analysis of the data it was concluded that seven volume sample trees are sufficient to estimate plot volume with an accuracy of + or - 10% (= 2X % standard error). Increasing the number of volume trees does not result in any improvement in accuracy.
Abstract
This report is a pre-feasibility study examining the shiitake mushroom industry and its potential. The most common forms of cultivation and the technical aspects of the commercial production process are described. An estimate of the costs of production is made and a brief analysis of the current market situation is given.
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Abstract
This summary report provides an overview of the results of the two year project which investigated the use of Sitka spruce as transmission poles. The study began in 1988. The broad objective of the project was to examine, from a technical point of view, the possible use of Irish grown Sitka spruce as a transmission pole material for use by Telecom Eireann and the Electricity Supply Board. The report summarises the main results under the following headings: general acceptability, drying, strength, treatability, durability, potential domestic reaction, and the use of spruce poles in other countries.
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Abstract
Phosphorus application is essential on much of the land acquired for afforestation. Results from a series of experiments laid down in 1975-76 suggest that the rate of application of ground rock phosphate at planting can be reduced from 500 to 350 kg/ha. This will result in a small reduction in growth and a substantial saving in expenditure of about 100 kg rock phosphate over the first 6 years. Most second rotation crops respond to phosphorus application
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Abstract
The most suitable ploughing techniques for Sitka spruce, Douglas fir and lodgepole pine on both peat soils, mineral soils and reforestation sites are outlined.
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Abstract
The capacity of State forests to supply the future requirements of the Irish sawmilling sectors is assessed. The importance of maintaining standards in sawing accuracy, drying, grading and presentation in supplies of sawnwood for structural applications, the largest market sector, is stressed. The Irish market for sawn softwood is examined. The construction sector, which accounts for over 70% of the market, is seen as the major opportunity area for sawmills. At present only 25% of the whitewood used in construction is homegrown. The fencing and pallets/boxwood sectors already use homegrown sawnwood extensively. A survey of the sawmilling industry in 1975-76 reveals that many would have difficulty in meeting the grading and drying requirements necessary to compete successfully in structural timber market. Firms should be encouraged to replace sawing equipment and invest in training and handling equipment.
Fourteen trusses using seven different types of metal plate connectors were tested to verify the proposed new limiting spans for home grown Sitka spruce machine graded to M75. Each of the seven Irish truss fabricators made two trusses one using 34 mm X 112 mm and the other using 41 mm X 97 mm section timber with pitches of 22.5 degrees and 30 degrees respectively. No requirements were put for plate size and in many cases existing plate sizes for imported whitewood were used. Recommendations for extra bracing in home grown Sitka spruce trusses are made.
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**Abstract**
The overall consumption of softwood in Ireland is examined and the likely requirement for whitewood up to 1985 is forecast. The various markets for whitewood are identified. The possibility of homegrown timber penetrating these markets and the capacity of State and private forests to supply them are discussed. The results of a survey of sawmills, which sought information on raw material consumption, production, equipment and general facilities, are examined. A number of research institutions in both Britain and Ireland were visited in order to build a picture of current and future consumption of softwoods. The report estimates that the present growing stock is capable of producing 74% of market demands by 1985. The capacity of Irish forests to meet whitewood demand by the end of the century and the source of existing supplies are examined. It is estimated that only 20% of the sawmills surveyed are likely to be able, with appropriate restructuring to compete beyond local markets. Homegrown timber only supplies 9% of the building market and this is an area to which future growth in consumption must be directed. There will need to be considerable improvement in drying, stress grading and presentation if Irish sawmills are to compete successfully in the sawn structural timber market.
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Abstract
The main objectives of the timber promotion programme undertaken by the Forest Product Dept. of the IIRS were to inform potential timber users of the work of the department and to provide information on specific aspects of Irish timber including strength, durability and availability. The activities carried out under the programme can be divided broadly into the following categories: quality assurance and advisory activities; seminars, exhibitions, training, publications and information sheets; national and international representations.
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Abstract
The objective of this study was to assess the performance of a manufacturer's prototype of a mechanical stress grading machine and to establish validity of timber quality indicated by this machine. Over 4,000 pieces of timber were examined by the machine over a period of 3 months. A sub-sample were also investigated using an established grader in the IIRS forest products laboratory. Both sets of results were compared and analysed. There was a good correlation between the results of the tests on the two machines. It is concluded that the performance of the prototype is consistent, i.e. with a given setting it regularly identified the grade.
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Abstract
This report describes an experiment designed to evaluate the rate of drying and the occurrence of degrade in Sitka spruce in steam kiln drying conditions using established schedules. Two kiln runs were undertaken, one with each of two different sizes of timber, after which each plank used was reweighed and examined for moisture content to determine the extent of drying. The effect of drying on cup, spring bow, twist and fissures was assessed by before and after measurements using the tolerances recommended in BS 3978 'Timber Grades for Structural Use'. There was found to be considerable distortion during drying, which was not confined to the upper layers of timber in the kiln.
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Abstract
This study sets out to establish a specification for the use of home grown timber in scaffold boards and to obtain: (i) design strength values for scaffolding board sizes; (ii) data to establish machine grade limits. The report gives the results of a survey of house building sites, sawmills and building contractors on the basis of which a selection of sizes, spans and the number to be tested was made.
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Abstract
This report summarises the investigations carried out on a new production model of the FP Timber Stress Grader carried out in the IIRS laboratory during 1983. The main objective of the investigation was to test both the working parts of the machine and its grading performance. It was found that the working parts of the machine function satisfactorily and the degree of accuracy is acceptable. The machine meets basic design requirements and suitable as a reasonably inexpensive method of determining the strength of timber in wood processing plants with a relatively small output.
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Abstract
Because the midwestern US and Ireland share similar agricultural landscapes, information on hardwood culture and reforestation efforts is presented for comparison. Historically, the respective land areas were once heavily forested, but land clearing for agriculture in both countries has resulted in relatively small, fragmented woodlots. This makes farm-forestry an important component of forest production in these landscapes. The status of the Indiana hardwood forest is provided with current growth and species trends. Timber values and recent timber sales figures by species are included for contrast with Irish woodlots and the long-term trends of sawlog prices in Indiana are provided which show the competitive rates of return that hardwood management can bring.
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Abstract
The wood processing industry in Ireland is analysed under three main headings: wood supply; production; marketing. The transfer of wood from the forests to the factories is examined in detail, and the methods of purchase, pulp-wood price determination, estimation of costs and harvesting are examined. The past demand for pulp-wood by each of the mills is reviewed and the pulp-wood which will become available to them annually is forecast up to 1978. The affect of the new chipboard or chemical pulp mill on supply is also considered. The production processes used in each plant are described and some recent, potentially useful technical advances are noted. The suitability of Irish wood for the various processes is discussed. The issues involved in deciding where to establish new mills are outlined, and the questions of mill size, integration, and the possible establishment of a chemical pulping industry are considered. The demand for paper and panel products and the factors influencing it are examined. Outlets for these products and their distribution on both the home and UK market are described, and tariffs affecting incoming paper and board are noted. A more co-ordinated approach by the industries and the Forest Service to the question of wood supply is recommended.
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The response of pole-stage Sitka spruce (Picea sitchensis (Bong.) Carr.) crops to fertiliser application on drumlin soils.
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**Abstract**
The purpose of this thesis was to examine the response of pole-stage Sitka spruce (Picea sitchensis (Bong.) Carr.) crops to fertiliser application on Drumlin soils. The study is divided into two sections. In the first section the extent, distribution, geology and formation of drumlins are explained. In the second section the physical and chemical properties of drumlin soils are examined with reference to their nutritional impoverishment and poor structure. The soils of Drumhierney plantations, where the experiments were carried out, are considered with particular reference to their physical and chemical properties and to the climatic features of the locality. The two stands in which the experiments were laid down in 1969 are described, and an account of the experimental design used and details of the type and levels of fertilisers applied are presented. The parameter originally chosen for measuring response to fertiliser application, basal area increment, is discussed. Statistical analyses of the results to date indicate that there has been no significant response to fertiliser application. Finally, the experimentations and the results are critically analysed under the headings of: design of experiments; fertiliser applied; method of assessment; conclusion. The second section of the thesis re-examines the fertiliser experiments. The factors which prompted the re-appraisal of the fertiliser trials are discussed. The unique features of the two stands (extreme vigour, wide spacing, green pruning, no thinning) are emphasised. The use of parameters other than basal area increment for estimating volume production is discussed. The procedures followed and details of the measurements taken (height to tip, timber height, upper-stem diameters and diameter at 50 % of timber height) are outlined. The data are analysed and treatments compared by height, upper-stem diameter, form factor and volume production in both the Brae Face and Mill Field stands. Finally, the significance of the results, which show no significant difference between treatments and certain limitations of the experimental design and procedures adopted are presented.
Sitka spruce seedling characteristics in relation to some nursery conditions.
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**Abstract**
The objective of this study was to determine the factors which affected seedling quality. Sitka spruce seedling (2+0) samples and soil samples were taken from four Forest and Wildlife Service nurseries. Seedlings were analysed for physical characteristics (height, root-collar diameter, dry weight of different fractions) and nutrient content (N, P, K, Ca and Mg). Correlations between various seedlings and soil factors were analysed using a multiple regression procedure. The values obtained from different soil properties were generally uniform within nurseries, although the areas sampled within each nursery were small, but the variation between nurseries was large. The soils in the sample fields had a higher proportion of silt and clay than recommended in the literature for good nursery soils. The organic matter and pH were at recommended levels. Some severe nutrient deficiencies were found in the sample fields. Great variation was found in both plant physical and chemical properties. Seedling density was particularly variable, both between and within nurseries. In all of the nurseries, nutrient content of needles was higher than that of stems or roots. The correlation between seedling density and root-collar diameter was also strong. Root-shoot ratio was not strongly correlated with any other particular plant characteristics. The correlations between soil properties and seedling characteristics were poor. The effect of varying density was so great that it was not possible to assess the importance of other factors, such as soil nutrients, in seedling growth. In addition, the apparent variation in soil moisture conditions between the nurseries undoubtedly decreased the attempts to determine good relationships between soil properties and seedling quality. Results also show a wide-spread need for application of major nutrients. However, nutritional problems seem to be different in each nursery.
and the naturally seeded tree roots, in structure. However, the 1+1 nursery transplants and the planted trees showed various forms of root deformation. Nevertheless, it was found that root distortion did not affect plant growth and survival but it was feared that tree stability could be greatly affected. Although indications are that root deformation does not reduce biomass production, this is largely unproved especially for lodgepole pine. However, root deformation leading to stem curvature does reduce sawmill yield.
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**Abstract**  
The main objective of this project was to find ways of enhancing the surface quality of machine finish of fast-grown Sitka spruce. It was intended to achieve this end by optimising the cutting geometry and the machining conditions to provide a commercially acceptable finish. The development of an understanding of the interactions between the process and material available was seen as essential to realising this goal. Additionally it was intended to develop from scratch a computer based model to simulate the process. The control of knotwood areas through characterisation has been shown to be crucial to improvement in the quality of surface finish in Sitka spruce. The availability of scanning equipment and the use of refined knot classification makes it possible to determine which portions of the sawn wood throughput are capable of producing a finish of merchantable quality. This has enabled the influence and relative significance of the following silvicultural and machine surface planing parameters to be identified: pruning; feed speed; rake angle; moisture content; and drying schedule. A number of recommendations regarding practice in these areas are made. It is recommended to the forest industry that commercially acceptable surface finishes on machined locally grown softwoods can be achieved if specified knot category timbers are machined according to the following processing conditions: (i) the rake angle of the cutterknife is set at 22.5 degrees; (ii) machining moisture content in the range 15% - 16%; (iii) cutterblock feed speed maintained at 12m/min. The Irish timber industry needs to formulate standard limits or rules of practice on the allowable knot size for proposed commercial use of manufactured end-product of locally fast-grown timbers.
The effect of tree espacement upon wood density and ring-width in Sitka spruce (Picea sitchensis (Bong.) Carr.).

Abstract
The objective of this study was to examine the effect of spacing upon annual ring width and wood density in Sitka spruce (Picea sitchensis (Bong.) Carr.). Sample trees for the study were felled for an espacement trial established at Doneraile Forest, Co. Cork by the Forest and Wildlife Service. Eight trees were felled from three espacements, 1.2 metre X 1.2 metres, 2.4 metres X 2.4 metres, and 3.0 metres X 3.0 metres. Ring width was measured by using a digital positioner, and wood density was estimated by the water displacement method.

The results showed that mean ring width increased with increased espacement. However, no significant effect of spacing upon mean wood density per tree could be demonstrated. Computation of the results indicated that small differences in wood density may exist between the trees established at narrow and wide espacements. However, to satisfactorily demonstrate this effect more intensive sampling would be needed.

A study of the growth and form of Pinus contorta under Irish conditions leading to the preparation of a volume table.

Abstract
Pinus contorta Douglas ex Loudon is native to western North America where it is remarkable for its wide range of habitats and its morphological variability. Attempts to classify lodgepole pine into a number of different species have failed and it is generally regarded as one species. Three variations or forms are differentiated in Ireland: inland, intermediate and coastal. While distribution of the intermediate form is somewhat restricted and growth of the inland form is poor except on the best sites, the coastal form shows relatively good growth, even on poorer sites, and is being planted extensively in recent years. An investigation of the growth and form of P. contorta in Ireland showed significant variation between inland and coastal and within coastal forms. By confining the data used in the construction of the volume table to the coastal form variability was reduced and, it was felt, a general table would prove adequate for Irish needs. Preparation of the volume table was along the
lines outlined by Hummel (1955), and is based on the assumption that "the regression of volume on basal area can be adequately approximated by a straight line within each height class". Testing of the table shows that significant local variations occur, which may be catered for by a local volume table or by adjustment of the general table for local variability. In general, however, the tests show that over a range of samples, the table gives a relatively accurate estimate of measured volume.
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**Abstract**
A case is made for the use of simulation models as an aid to solving forest management problems. The more widely known simulation models currently used in this field are reviewed with reference to their applicability under Irish conditions. The importance of a flexible method of growth simulation is stressed and a new approach taken. Growth is simulated by means of polynomial regression equations which are specific to yield class within a given tree species. Simulation models (written in FORTRAN IV) suitable for forest planning and management are given. The application of these models is illustrated with the aid of yield table data. The results obtained are discussed and analysed.
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Abstract
The risk of wind-throw following systematic forest thinning has resulted in their replacement by rack and selective systems in many areas in Ireland. The purpose of this research was to quantify how feller productivity changed with the introduction of these more selective systems. The following systems were included in the study: (1) 1-in-3 line thinning (system 1); (2) racks 1 line in 5 with selective thinning (system 2); (3) racks 1 line in 11 with selective thinning (system 3); (4) 1-in-4 line thinning (system 4); (5) racks 1 line in 10 with chevron thinning (system 5); (6) racks 1 line in 9 with selective thinning (system 6); (7) racks 1 line in 5 with selective thinning (system 7); (8) racks 1 line in 7 with selective thinning (system 8). Forwarder productivity in the latter 5 systems was examined. A preliminary study was carried out in Ballyfin forest. Ring, Mullinavat, Ennis and Thurles Forests were selected as study sites. Systems 1, 2 and 3 were examined in Ballyfin Forest. On this site, four fellers were time studied as they operated in the three thinning systems, yielding a total of 12 plots (feller/system combinations). These plots were not replicated. Systems 4, 5 and 6 were studied at Ring and Mullinavat forests. On both sites two fellers operated in the three systems and each plot was replicated three times. Thus, a total of 18 plots were studied on each site. Systems 4, 7 and 8 were examined in Ennis and Thurles Forests. Two fellers operated in the three thinning systems, with each plot replicated twice, yield a total of 12 plots on these sites. A time study was carried out on a Valmet 872K as it extracted material from the plots in Ring and Mullinavat while a Farmi-Trac was studied in the Ennis site. The data from the Ballyfin site were analysed separately to those from the remaining sites. The results show that feller productivity in systems 2 and 3 was significantly lower than that in system 1 (27% and 39%, respectively). No significant differences were found in the time spent per tree in the systems, but the mean tree size removed in system 3 was 29% lower than that removed in system 1.
necessities are promoting new partnerships. Reforestation efforts on farmland in the US and Ireland are making effective use of government subsidies to farm owners for planting trees, though significant challenges lie ahead. Analysis of the type and objectives of grant schemes, however, shows differences in Irish and American approaches. Irish grants are much more strongly aimed at promoting the business of forestry and cover a wider variety of costs and related infrastructure. Differentials are included to promote farm-forestry and hardwood planting. American grants, particularly annual payments, are much more of an attempt to control soil and water quality degradation, over-production of commodities, and commodity prices. Future success of these grant schemes in both countries will depend on the forestry community's ability to educate an agricultural population and to accept mixtures of agriculture with traditional forestry.
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Abstract
The addition of CaCO3 to the litter at normal field levels resulted in significant increases in oxygen up-take over 30 days incubation. After this time, however, this effect was diminished. When the litter samples were amended with NH4-N, the rate of oxygen up-take in the litter was significantly depressed at all levels of application. Treatment of litter with compound fertilisers depressed the rate of oxygen up-take. However, this effect was overcome after 80 days incubation. The addition of glucose to litter samples at concentrations of 0.5% and 1.0% significantly increased the rate of oxygen up-take. At lower concentrations, the increases were not significant. Considerable release of ammonium nitrogen was found in litter samples incubated for 50 days at temperatures ranging from 12 degrees to 55 degrees. The addition of CaCO3 to the litter at normal field levels resulted in a decrease in the NH4-N concentration of the litter and an increase in NO3-N content. The addition of phosphorus as GMP to the litter resulted in substantial increases in the amount of K2SO4-extractable nitrogen in the litter following 50 days incubation at 12 degrees. Very intensive sampling was necessary when examining microbial activity in Sitka spruce litter. The numbers of aerobic bacteria varied seasonally from 1M to 69M organisms per gramme of dry litter. The dominant cellulose-decomposing micro-organisms in the litter were fungi and Actinomycetes. Twenty one fungi, representing seven Genera, were isolated from Sitka spruce litter. A number of Penicillium species isolated from litter samples were shown to be capable of inhibiting the growth of Fomes annosus on malt extract agar. The effect of litter extracts on the growth of two bacteria isolated from the litter was found to vary according to the method of extract preparation. In general, cold water extracts gave slight inhibition of bacterial growth and growth was stimulated by the addition of hot water litter extracts to the basal medium.
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Abstract
A general outline of the geography of Ireland and the development of the country's landscape is provided. The extent of man's influence on Irish forests over the centuries is assessed, and the ownership of the woodlands and their classification are reviewed. In the section which deals with wood production the principal forest trees, the type of land used for forestry, silviculture, harvesting and end use of forest crops are examined. Various forest protection issues including forest fire hazards, disease problems, insect attack, wind damage and the influence of mammals on forest crops are discussed. Matters relating to recreation, wildlife conservation, and forestry policy and administration are examined. The role of the forester is also reviewed, and the future prospects for forestry in Ireland are assessed.
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Abstract
In this study, seven land classification systems which have been developed to classify forest stability in relation to wind, were examined. The different systems are as follows: (1) Forestry Commission UK - Old form; (2)
Forestry Commission UK - New form; (3) Northern Ireland Forest Service; - (4) Coillte Teoranta's Thinning model; (5) Coillte Teoranta's Land Acquisition; (6) Forest Resource Survey; (7) Local Forest Manager. Three forests, comprising 274 forest blocks, were surveyed and classified according to the seven different methods. To assess which systems were predicting stability correctly, the height of the trees at which the onset of windthrow occurred (critical height) was examined. A comparison between predicted heights for windthrow and the heights at which windthrow occurred in the field was made using Chi-squares analysis. This analysis was carried out on the British Forestry Commission's old and new form and Coillte's land acquisition system, as these were the only systems which gave tree height values. It was found that none of these systems was predicting accurately what was happening in the field. This comparison was tested further in that Coillte's Land Acquisition model was adjusted downward by one metre intervals to test whether this model could be adapted to match what had been observed in the field, or not. The adjustment which matched the field observations most closely was at maximum attainable height minus four metres. Duncan's multiple range test found that the Northern Ireland Forest Service's and Coillte's thinning model were not significantly different from Coillte's Land Acquisition system and, therefore, were predicting windthrow hazard accurately. The British Forestry Commission's old and new windthrow hazard system did not predict the onset of windthrow correctly for the forest blocks assessed. These latter systems predicted that trees were more stable and that the onset of windthrow would happen at a later stage than using Coillte's Land Acquisition Model. Coillte's resource survey predicted stability between the two groups of systems and the local forest managers held the most pessimistic viewpoint in relation to tree stability.
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Abstract
This study investigates how the forests which once grew on the mineral soil in the Clonsast area were overwhelmed by peat, and also how some of the peat was subsequently colonised by trees. A visual estimation of tree growth in the area, prior to peat formation, has been made possible following the cutting away of the deposit by Bord na Mona. From a palaeo-botanical viewpoint, this clearance is unfortunate as it means the large scale destruction of evidence of past happenings as they are recorded in the peat strata. Clonsast Bog, County Offaly lies 6.5 km north of the town of Portarlington, County Laois. In extent, the bog is 3.0 km X 6.5 km. Fine profiles of both peat and the underlying moraine material are visible throughout the bog thus making features of lateral extent easily traceable. The four points from which material for analysis was collected all lie along Trench 2. The average rainfall on the bog for the years 1937 - 1955 was 27.64", or approximately 70 cm. During the course of numerous visits to the bog, material for pollen analysis was collected, in one case directly from a profile, but elsewhere by the standard method using a Hiller borer. The plant nomenclature followed is that of Clapham, Tutin and Warburg (Flora of the British Isle, 1st Edition). The first part of the text deals with the stratigraphy and the pollen and seed analyses. This is followed by notes on Taxus, Pinus and peatland afforestation. Finally, there is a section on the identification of woody remains found in peat.
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This report is divided into three sections. Section 1 examines the present situation of Irish woodlands, and outlines the effects of deforestation. The importance of protecting surviving woodlands is emphasised. The various arguments for a scheme of afforestation are considered, and the manner in which the defects in the Purchase Acts will affect any programme of afforestation are described. Section 2 deals with the recommendations of the Committee. The potential role of the State in a national scheme for afforestation is examined. Related issues such as the need for co-operation of County Councils in the afforestation scheme, the organisation of the timber industry, technical instruction, and the required legislation are considered. The third section deals with financial aspects of the forestry programme.
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Abstract
The family Sciuridae is represented in Ireland by the red squirrel, Sciurius vulgaris, and by the grey squirrel,
Sciurius carolinensis. The race of red squirrel which is native to Ireland and Britain is classified as Sciurius vulgaris leucourus (Kerr). It is a forest pest, and can cause a considerable amount of damage to Scots pine plantations, its preferred habitat. Control by shooting or trapping appears to be equally effective. Various control measures used at Athy, Monasterevin and Cloney are described. Control must be undertaken in sites adjacent to damaged stands and can take from two to five years to complete. Warfarin is not used by the Forest and Wildlife Service as a control measure, but its use on a trial basis in one of the more damaged properties could provide valuable information. The use of rodent fertility depressant drugs over the next few years may be considered. As initial research into the Coccidiosis virus has only recently commenced it is unlikely that this will be a viable control tool for some years.
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Abstract
The purpose of this work was to examine the foliar characteristics of some well known semi-natural oak stands in Ireland. This was carried out by comparing foliage taken in these stands against standard measurements from known Quercus petraea and Quercus robur trees. The location of specimen trees presented a difficulty since trees labelled Quercus robur and Quercus petraea in the National Botanic Gardens appear to be partial hybrids. Eventually, a set of standard measurements was put together by reference to herbarium specimens and to published data. Examination and analysis of the data derived from foliage taken from these stands of oak showed that none of the stands examined could be regarded as pure. The Wicklow oak has foliage which resembles that of Quercus petraea but most trees show definite Quercus robur characteristics. The Charleville Estate oaks have many Quercus robur characteristics. The oak trees in Reen Wood and Game Wood in Killarney appear to be quite intermediate in character. Combination class analysis of the foliar data showed that active introgressive hybridisation is taking place in Charleville Estate. In general terms, the Wicklow oaks appear to be, taxonomically, more stable than any of the other trees examined. The trees in the Kerry stands show little evidence of introgressive hybridisation and could be considered as being variable, intermediate populations of oak. The results indicate that none of the oak stands sampled could be considered pure and that, even in stands of oak such as Charleville Estate which were long considered as being pure Quercus robur, evidence of active progressive hybridisation is apparent.
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Afforestation Grant Scheme and the Forest Premium Scheme have been introduced as part of the reform of the Common Agricultural Policy, and are aimed at encouraging afforestation of agricultural lands. Grants are payable in two parts, a grant for afforestation and a maintenance grant. The minimum area for planting is 1 hectare for conifers and 0.1 hectares for broadleaves. Only approved tree species may be planted. Development must be compatible with the protection of the environment. The various premium levels are outlined. The period of qualification for the premium is 20 years for farmers and 15 years for others.

'Furniture of the Fields - Simple stories about our common heritage trees' is a direct translation of the title of this book. The book is divided into two sections, on deciduous trees and ever-green trees. Each section is further sub-divided into minor tree species, or scrub trees, and there are a number of cultural and heritage anecdotes on each species accompanying each article.
Ionicera, dog briar, dog rose, scotch rose, burnet rose, spindle tree, pegwood, sessile oak, common oak, beech, copper beech, elm, wych elm, sycamore, sugar maple, field maple, ash, horse chestnut, silver birch, lime, linden, Spanish chestnut, poplar, aspen, plane, larch, hornbeam, walnut, holly, arbutus, furze gorse, dwarf furze, heather, heath, ling, common yew, Irish yew, juniper, Scots pine, pine, wellingtonia, redwood, silver fir, monkey puzzle, Norway spruce, cypress
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Available. This is an Irish language publication from Government Publications and is available from Government Publications's Sales Office.
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The production of high grade softwood timber in Ireland.
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Date
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Source
Irish Forestry
Volume
Vol. 3, No. 2
Key Word
timber quality, knot, silviculture, Douglas fir, Pseudotsuga menziesii, Scots pine, Pinus sylvestris, pruning practice, timber processing, tree spacing, annual rings
Abstract
The problems caused by knots in timber and the reasons for knot formation are outlined. The damage to processing equipment and inefficiencies in the processing of timber into products such as Kraft paper, fibre-board and pulp are described. It is necessary to control ring width in order to maintain the overall quality characteristics of the timber of coniferous trees. The aim should be to check diameter growth, or reduce ring width, as far as possible in the beginning and from the thicket stage, or small pole stage, in order to maintain, or increase, the ring width. Gradually increasing breadth of the annual rings at the thicket, or small pole stage, results in optimum quality and optimum yield. A thinning treatment which concentrates on the removal of the coarse dominants with a view to forming a final crop of half-shade trees, or co-dominants as they are sometimes called, is recommended for Douglas fir. The value of early pruning the issues of thinning and quality increment are also discussed.
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The vegetation of Irish native woodland.
Publisher
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Key Word
native flora, oak, ash, holly, hazel, plant succession, sere, native woodlands, forest soils, hazel, oakwood, calcareous soil woodlands, oak-ashwood, ashwood, site indicator, alderwood, birchwood, forest eco-systems
Abstract
The theory of plant succession and the notions of seral stages and climax communities in Ireland's flora are discussed. There are some historical notes provided on the removal of Irish woodland cover. The biotic factors impinging upon floral communities are examined. Oakwood on acidic soils are divided into vaccinium types, luzula types, and fern types. Woods on calcareous soils are sub-divided into (i) oak-ashwood of deep soils; (ii) ashwood of shallower soil; and (iii) hazel scrub of the bare limestone pavements. There are two more or less permanent types dependent on high water-table in the soil: (a) alderwood with or without ash; and (b) birchwood. All of these vegetation-cover types are dealt with in detail.
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Notes on the disposal of weeds in the forest nursery.
Publisher
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Volume
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Key Word
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Abstract
The disposal of forest nurseries weeds is discussed. The use of weeds to form compost is a common disposal method. The addition of farmyard manure or liquid fertiliser is necessary to assist the activity of certain essential organisms. The difficulties in creating and managing compost heaps in the forest nursery are discussed. The burning of weeds using kilns is also examined. The ash recovered contains potash and is very useful as a fertiliser. It can be applied to the soil when green cropping. The burning of weeds means that a supply of humus is cut off, but this can be made up by green manuring.
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Number 722
Author Forbes A.C.
Title The forestry revival in Eire.
Publisher Society of Irish Foresters
Place Dublin
Date 1947
Source Irish Forestry
Volume Vol 3, No. 2
Key Word forestry history, education, forestry policy, State forestry, estate forestry, forest law, forestry acts, native woodlands, afforestation, legislation
Abstract The native forests of Ireland are estimated to have been in the region of 100,000 acres to 200,000 acres in extent in 1700, not including scrub and partially open ground. The surviving remnants of this woodland are described. The process of estate planting, which was often carried out for shelter or ornamental purposes, is examined. The Land Acts of the late nineteenth century prevented the further extension of estate woodlands. The Howitz Report on forestry in Ireland and the attempt at afforestation at Knockboy in the west of Ireland are assessed. The establishment of a forestry school at Avondale, the setting up of the Departmental Committee in Irish Forestry, the Forestry Act of 1928, and the benefits of State intervention in the afforestation programme are also discussed.
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Number 723
Author McCarthy T.
Title Flood damage at Ballyhoura nursery.
Publisher Society of Irish Foresters
Place Dublin
Date 1945
Source Irish Forestry
Volume Vol. 3, No. 1
Key Word forest nurseries, environment, flood damage, nursery practice
Abstract The damage caused by flooding to the forest nursery at Ballyhoura in August 1946 is assessed. Transplants and
seedlings were either washed away, partly up-rooted or partly covered with silt. Locally, it is claimed that the flooding was caused by the diverting of the stream from its original course some 150 years previously.
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Key Word
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Abstract
Historical factors which have affected the development of a private forest nursery sector are outlined. Private planting of forest trees in commercial quantities is only practical on large tracts of land. The difficulties faced by private nursery enterprises are noted. A period of prosperity for the farming population at the start of the 20th Century was also good for private nurseries. In 1932 the industry tried to come to an arrangement with the government to provide some share of the increased supplies needed for an expanded government planting programme. However, this attempt failed and it was feared that surplus stock from State nurseries would be dumped on the market. The forecast for the future of private nurseries in not optimistic.
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Does our forest policy need an overhaul?
Publisher
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The role of the Irish Forestry Society in influencing the Government's forestry policy is examined. The factors influencing the development of forestry policy are outlined. These include the necessity to maintain the supply of timber and firewood to local populations, and environmental factors. As a result of a falling population and a low level of house building, Ireland's timber demands have been below normal for a long time. Current policy aims at the creation of a forest area of 600,000 acres. It appears that our forestry programme is designed only to meet our minimum, or emergency, needs from home woods. Progress towards self-sufficiency in timber is assessed, and the need for a bolder marginal land-use policy is emphasised.
Note on the extraction of firewood.
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**Key Word**
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**Abstract**
The problems caused by terrain in extracting wood for fuel and costs involved in this extraction are examined. The difficulties in using the traditional chains looped around the logs are outlined. The use of sleds in extraction of fire-wood is examined.
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Some comments on Irish forestry.
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**Abstract**
This article is based on observations made on the Irish Forest Service in June, 1947. The author recommends the appointment of a silviculturist and a working plans officer, greater decentralisation, and increased co-ordination with County Councils and other local bodies.
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Extraction of conifer seed at Avondale, Co. Wicklow.
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Volume
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Key Word
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Abstract
The historical background note to the establishment of the first Irish seed-extraction kiln at Avondale in 1930 is provided. At present its output represents 60% of the conifer tree seed requirements of the State Forest Service. The seed-extraction methods used are highlighted, and the proper storage conditions of cones awaiting seed extraction described. The principal of kiln drying is explained, and the type of heating apparatus and fuel used are described. The post-drying process, which involves removal of the seed from the kiln, detaching the wings, winnowing and final cleaning, and weighing and identification is outlined.
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Key Word
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Abstract
It is expected that the Californian species, Monterey pine would prove to be a more successful forest tree in Ireland than in Great Britain. Among the tree's qualities are: (1) it is probably the greatest bulk producer and fastest grower of our exotic pines; (2) it does not need a highly fertile soil for normal growth; (3) if one is to judge by its heavy leaf-fall and the consequent mould formed, it is a soil improving species; (4) it is a storm-firm species and indications are that it is also a wind-resistant tree; (5) it will withstand sea spray; (6) it is a prolific and early seed producer; and (7) it has not, so far, shown itself to be subject to any serious disease. Timber quality may be rough. Suitable silvicultural, practices are critical to ensure that the highest quality of timber is produced. An account is given of the growth of the species in an exposed area at Sliabh na mBan Forest, including a comparison with other species of equal age growing on similar ground.

Page
pp 20 - 25
The development of Irish forestry and the effect of the State's forestry policy on this development is examined. Past policy failings are criticised, especially since the 1908 Departmental Committee on Irish Forestry recommendations were made. The progress of afforestation in Ireland is compared with the situations prevailing in the Kingdom of Denmark and in New Zealand. The issues of land availability for forestry, the cost of forest land and the current lack of a co-ordinated land-use policy are discussed. The social effects of afforestation in rural areas are examined.

Abstract

The possibility of afforesting soils of the Old Red Sandstone in Ireland.

Key Word

forestry policy, forest history, timber supply, afforestation, land availability, land use, forest research, forestry and employment
Old Red Sandstone soils are common in the south and south-west of Ireland. Afforestation of the soils derived from ORS has been under consideration for many years, but at present they remain unsuitable for afforestation. Ballyhoura hills is presented as an example of the potential for forestry on such sites. During the years 1924-28 planting and experimentation with different soil treatments was carried out. Scots pine is the principal planted species. Irish Old Red Sandstone contains few bases and little weatherable material, and these sites are particularly deficient in lime. It has been established that the soil at Ballyhoura has suffered unusually severe destructive processes. The severe compaction of the soil and the periodical water-loggin on these sites has causes the pines to develop unusually shallow roots. To re-gain soil permeability it is recommended that the hard-pan ought to be removed to allow the eluvial and illuvial layers to be mixed. The peat on these sites consists largely of lignin and lignin fractions which are released by the breakdown of the readily decomposed associated carbohydrates. After liming they under-go strong auto-oxidation, forming acid groups of great importance to the soil’s sorption capacity.
A report on respacing experiments in the Republic of Ireland.

New Approaches to Spacing and Thinning in Plantation Forestry. Proceedings of a IUFRO symposium held at the Forest Research Institute, Rotorua, New Zealand, 10-14 April 1989. (Edited by R.N. James & G.L. Tarlton)

Spacing, thinning regime, Picea sitchensis, volume production, timber quality, silviculture

Crops of high yielding Sitka spruce (Picea sitchensis (Bong.) Carr.) grown on wind-prone sites, where an active thinning policy is not practical, can be respaced to maximise sawlog output and give an enhanced financial return. For maximum benefit, respacing should be carried out when the top height of the crop is about 5 metres. The costs involved in respacing can be recouped in 12 years. An optimum level of respacing which leaves 850 - 900 stems per hectare is suggested.Respacing must be accompanied by green pruning. Many questions relating to the intrinsic quality of highly productive spruce remain unanswered.

Williamson Gary, Nieuwenhuis Maarten

Integrated Timber Allocation and Transportation Planning in Ireland.

Department of Forest Engineering, University of New Brunswick

Fredericton, NB, Canada

July 1993

Source
Abstract
In order to manage Coillte's harvesting and transportation operations efficiently, a national timber sales allocation procedure was developed by the Forestry Department of University College, Dublin. The procedure uses Coillte's databases on harvesting volumes, sub-divided into supply categories, on mill demands, specified by demand categories, and on the national transportation network, including road, rail and water transport modes. The developed operational procedure was used as a decision-making tool during the allocation of the 1991 sales volumes. A comparison of the actual versus the optimised 1990 allocation strategy identified opportunities for large-scale savings. In addition to its main function as a decision-making tool for the annual sales allocation, the model has been used for other strategic and tactical planning analyses, such as the influence of new mill location on transport costs, the impacts of a timber processing industry rationalisation programme on the industry as a whole and on individual mills, the feasibility of timber transport by rail, the selection of suitable ports for timber export and the impact of road construction and improvement programmes on national timber transport strategies. The model has been successfully linked with the company's ARC/INFO Geographic Information System, which extends the post-allocation analysis and interpretation capabilities and combines the output with existing information systems. A further integration of the management decision-making processes in the company will result in increased cost-saving opportunities.
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Key Word
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Abstract
The role of birds in forest protection is examined, and the relationship between reductions in bird populations in periods of bad weather and increases in pathogen activity in subsequent seasons and years is assessed. The role of birds in seed dissemination, natural regeneration and nutrient recycling is discussed. The use of bird-boxes to attract birds to woodlands is recommended.
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Publisher
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Key Word
Operational Programme for Forestry, environment, afforestation, ecology, woodland ecosystems, environmentally sensitive areas, species diversification, forestry policy
Abstract
The EC Operational Programme for Forestry emphasises the protection of the environment and the need to ensure that forestry development generally will contribute to environmental improvement. This booklet provides brief guidelines on how these obligations can be met by those involved in forestry at every level. Of particular importance is the diversification of species and, specifically, the encouragement of broadleaf species.
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The review of Coillte's activities during 1994 identifies a number of key achievements for that year. In financial terms, Coillte had a very successful year, making profits of IR£10.83m, increasing revenue by 37% to IR£41.9m and reducing borrowing to IR£10.6m. Land acquisition, volume of logs sold, harvesting, and nursery plant production were all up on the previous year, while planting was reduced. The performance of each of the following business units is briefly assessed: nurseries, which produced 44m plants in 1994; sawmills; engineering technology development; leisure; Christmas tree farms; technical services; and overseas development. Important developments in the research branch of the company during the previous year included a programme of silvicultural training for forest managers, expansion of wood technology research, and mechanical thinning projects. The role of forestry in the enhancement of the environment and the role of Coillte in this process is assessed. A number of targets which the group has set for 1995 are identified. These include increases in land acquisition, planting and sales, further development of forest infrastructure, the successful start up of the OSB mill and the implementation of the the Continuous Improvement Programme.
Key Word
forest decline, forest health, forest protection, Sitka spruce, Picea sitchensis, Norway spruce, Picea abies, noble fir, abies amabilis, green spruce aphid, Elatobium abietinum, foliage colour, soil moisture, nutrient concentrations, crown density, forest damage

Abstract
The results of the 1990 forest decline study are presented. The study is restricted to three species: Sitka spruce, Norway spruce and noble fir. A total of 429 trees were assessed in 25 permanent plots, comprising 217 Sitka spruce (14 plots), 176 Norway spruce (9 plots), and 36 noble fir (2 plots). The crown densities and foliage colour of Sitka spruce, in particular, and, to a lesser extent, Norway spruce and Noble fir, improved in 1990 compared to 1989, the improvement increasing each year since the start of the study in 1988. The improvement in crown density is almost certainly largely due to a decrease in the incidence of green spruce aphid (Elatobium abietinum) which decreased in severity from 1988 to 1990. The number of trees considered to be moderately damaged (26 - 60% defoliation) in terms of defoliation was very low (Sitka spruce: 16% of Sitka spruce trees assessed; Norway spruce: 22% and, Noble fir: 0%), particularly as most of the trees assessed were located on exposed plot edges. Foliage colour followed a similar trend to crown density, with only a small number of trees showing even 'moderate discolouration' (26 - 60% discolouration), that is, 8% for Sitka spruce, 12% for Norway spruce, and 0% for Noble fir. Nutrient concentrations continued to be well above critical levels, although there was a general decrease from 1989 levels. The cause of the decrease is not known, but clearly it had not had a deleterious effect on forest condition so far. Soil moisture deficits, in the June-December period, were not as severe or as frequent in 1990 as in 1989. It is thought that this, allied to the relative absence of the green spruce aphid, were important factors resulting in improvements in the forest condition in 1990, even compared to 1988-89 when forest damage levels were extremely low.
well on very poor soils, several studies have shown that both potential productivity and financial return are strongly site related. To be successful, State forestry must compete for land of marginal value to agriculture. The most obvious example of this is wet mineral lowland soils, which make up 21.3% of land in the country and 97% of land in Leitrim. Acquisition of land by the FWS is controlled by the Department of Finance and the Land Commission, which controls acquisition both by the State and private sector. The manner in which this control is exercised is explained. A major shortcoming in the present system is the lack of a test of suitability for agriculture. A revaluation of this system would involve an extension of the work of the National Soil Survey and would establish a productivity rating for land based on soil quality. The author recommends that the FWS should be given greater freedom in acquisition, and should be allowed to spend from grant-in-aid fund for land that it needs. Land Commission control over land purchase should be reduced, and decisions on priority use of land should based on the land use-range classes drawn up by the National Soil Survey.
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Number 742
Author O'Reilly Eugene
Title Multi purpose power unit for Irish forests.
Publisher Eolas
Place Dublin
Date 1991
Source Eolas Project No. ARP/4a/91
Key Word forest engineering, forest harvesters, tracked excavators, harvesting technology, site preparation, forest machinery
Abstract This project proposes to examine the feasibility of converting a standard, tracked excavator into a multi-purpose, forestry power unit by making such a machine perform the following tasks when fitted with the appropriate boom equipment: (a) standard boom and bucket(s) for excavation, trenching and road building; (b) mounding bucket for tree planting; (c) harvesting head; (d) log handling and transport. From this study, it can be seen quite clearly that the excavator has many uses in the forestry industry. It has been shown that the machine is ideally suited to site preparation i.e. road construction, drainage, mounding etc. It has also shown that the machine can be adapted and used for harvesting. To back this up, a performance test should be carried out to determine its productivity levels compared with a similar-sized, purpose-built harvester. The trend at the moment seems to be that the excavator harvester owners are moving on to purpose-built machines. Therefore, they are using the excavator/harvester as a stepping stone. Although some of the owners are not happy, a change back to excavator-based harvesters is a far more productive alternative to the large capital outlay for the purpose-built machines.
Page 50 p
Location UCD Agricultural and Food Engineering Department, Earlsfort Terrace, Dublin 2.
Notes Available. This is the report of the Eolas (Applied Research Programme) Project No. ARP/4a/91.
Address of author UCD Agricultural and Food Engineering Department, Earlsfort Terrace, Dublin 2.
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Place
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Date
1995
Key Word
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Abstract
This study examines the effect of high temperature drying on the strength of home grown Sitka spruce. Four batches of timber, with 10 samples in each batch, were dried at four different temperatures. Each sample then underwent mechanical bending in order to determine its modulus of elasticity. Finally the samples were dried down completely and the moisture content and density of each sample was determined. There was no decrease in modulus of elasticity in the Sitka spruce samples.
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Key Word
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Abstract
Coillte's annual timber harvest volume is increasing from 1.4 million cubic metres in 1990 to 3.5 cubic metres in 2010. This rapid increase necessitates improved planning and scheduling procedures in order to benefit fully from the improved flexibility and expanded processing alternatives which this expansion offers. The objectives of this study were: (1) to develop an operational procedure to help optimise the allocation of Coillte Teoranta's annual timber supply; (2) to use the developed procedure as a decision support system in solving tactical timber allocation, processing location and transport routing problems; (3) to ensure that the developed procedure is useable, thereby enabling Coillte to concentrate on their core business of maximising recovery from the round timber and developing markets. The timber allocation procedure, which has been developed, is operational both on PC and main-frame platforms. The procedure can be used to examine and solve various tactical timber allocation and transport problems and, also, as a planning tool to assist in the efficient allocation of the annual timber supply. The procedure has the potential to generate significant savings. It can deal with increased and
more complex timber flows and ensure the optimal allocation of the timber supply to the wood processing industries.
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Dendrochronology of subfossil pine in the north of Ireland.
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**Source**
Journal of Ecology
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Vol. 83, No. 4

**Key Word**
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**Abstract**
Two subfossil pine (Pinus sylvestris) chronologies have been carried out on 7 raised bog sites in the north and west of Ireland. The chronologies are replicated by trees from several sites and the more recent chronology is dated to 3451-2569 BC by cross dating with the long north of Ireland oak chronology. The bog pines show higher autocorrelation and lower levels of cross-dating than commonly found in bog oaks. Dendrochronological dating of bog pines may be used to throw light on the timing and interpretation of the pine decline in Britain and Ireland.
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National status report for Ireland.

**Publisher**
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**Place**
Denmark

**Date**
1993
The current state of the forest industry in Ireland is assessed. The following issues are examined: 1. Harvesting technology. The main harvesting system is the short-wood system with the use of forwarders for extraction to roadside; 2. Site factors. Planting on deep ploughed sites has been practised extensively in the past, but this has caused difficulties in the use of conventional agricultural machinery in the forest; 3. Weather factors. Thinning operations are generally carried out throughout the year with a preference for the Summer and Autumn months; 4. Public opinion. The public, generally, have a positive attitude to forestry. However there has been some adverse reaction to the introduction of large-scale harvesting machines because of their negative impact on employment.
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A study of 82 forest sites in Northern Ireland during June 1993 assessed the extent of damage caused by the Hylobius abietis to Sitka spruce planted in 1991-93. Numbers of adults were estimated at each site. Billet trapping was used to estimate the number of adults at each site. An examination of variation site in damage dispersion revealed that single point or transect assessment of variation provided a reliable estimate of damage over a limited area. However, there was a marked temporal effect on estimation efficiency. Variation in damage between sites was related to the abundance of H. abietis.
Abstract
The remarkable growth of the species Cedrus deodara at Glengarra in the Galty mountains of County Tipperary is noted. These trees were planted 70 years ago at 6 feet spacing. At 60 years of age, they were high pruned to a height of 20'. The soil is Old Red Sandstone drift, a light, stony, well-drained soil of good depth. The first impression is of a stand which is vigorous and healthy with an ideal amount of growing space for each tree. About 12% of the trees in this wood are forked at 2' to 4' above ground level and many roots bear two fine, tall stems. The taper of the cedars, despite their age, appears to be small, but no detailed investigation into this quality of the crop could be carried out.
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Number 751
Author McNulty M. E.
Title Nursery mechanisation.
Publisher Society of Irish Foresters
Place Dublin
Date 1951
Source Irish Forestry
Volume Vol. 8, No. 1
Key Word forest mechanisation, forest technology, forest nurseries, seedsowing drill, weeding, nursery practice
Abstract
Mechanisation of forest nursery practice is necessary to keep down operations costs. Weeding costs and loss of seedlings due to faulty weeding by in-experienced staff have added to costs in the past. The use of a new Multiple Seedsowing Drill, or the 'Macslat, is discussed'. Manual weeding of drilled beds is only one-fifth that of broadcast beds. It was observed that seedlings in drills grew to a greater height than did those which were from broadcast beds.
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Number 752
Author O'Muirgheasa Niall
Title The farmer's part in national afforestation.
Publisher Society of Irish Foresters
Place Dublin
Date 1951
Source Irish Forestry
Volume Vol. 8, No. 2
Key Word farm forestry, private forestry, afforestation, grants, subsidies
Abstract
The potential role of farmers in the afforestation programme is examined. Small plots of land on farms could contribute up to 100,000 acres of land, or 6,000,000 cubic feet of timber, to annual production. The difficulties in attracting farmers to afforest their land are discussed, in particular the length of time before returns are made on investments and planting costs. The grant scheme which supports the private planter is explained. The first
part is paid immediately after planting, the second, which is paid after a 5 year lapse, is held over to ensure that the trees are maintained during those critical early years when they are most susceptible to injury by weeds and vermin.

**Abstract**
The purpose of this study was to evaluate the effectiveness of a relatively new method of oven-drying. A non-destructive testing method for material properties of wood, using ultrasonic pulse velocity, was used to determine moisture content of timber samples. This test was developed using the results of research carried out by Norton and Greehalgh on the Australian timber Jarrah, and the method can be used to determine the moisture content of timber samples as they dry in a kiln. There was little correlation between the actual and predicted moisture contents of the samples tested, probably because of the difference in timber properties between the Sitka spruce sample used in this experiment and that of Jarrah. It was demonstrated that the presence of knots has a definite effect on the pulse time as it passes through the material. It was concluded that the procedure would produce more accurate results if the samples could be tested while still in the kiln.
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**Key Word**
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**Abstract**
The purpose of this study was to evaluate the effectiveness of a relatively new method of oven-drying. A non-destructive testing method for material properties of wood, using ultrasonic pulse velocity, was used to determine moisture content of timber samples. This test was developed using the results of research carried out by Norton and Greehalgh on the Australian timber Jarrah, and the method can be used to determine the moisture content of timber samples as they dry in a kiln. There was little correlation between the actual and predicted moisture contents of the samples tested, probably because of the difference in timber properties between the Sitka spruce sample used in this experiment and that of Jarrah. It was demonstrated that the presence of knots has a definite effect on the pulse time as it passes through the material. It was concluded that the procedure would produce more accurate results if the samples could be tested while still in the kiln.
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An account is provided of the main deer species in Ireland, their ranges, origins, the circumstances of their introduction and their physical features. The species discussed are the Red Deer (Cervus elaphus), the Fallow Deer (Cervus dama), the Japanese, or Sika, Deer (Cervus nippon) and the Roebuck, or Roe Deer, (Cervus capriolus). Deer are graziers and depend on grass, trees and shrubs for food. They are a menace to crops and eat the leaves and twigs of broadleaved trees and the bark and needles of conifers. The type of damage done by deer in plantations is described. The type of silvicultural practices which encourage the presence of deer are identified and alternative strategies suggested.
Number 756
Author Parkin K.F.
Title The establishment of forest seed orchards in northern Ireland.
Publisher Society of Irish Foresters.
Place Dublin
Date 1952
Source Irish Forestry
Volume Vol. 9, No. 2
Key Word seed orchards, seed sources, grafting, forest nurseries, seeds
Abstract Grafted larche plants at Newcastle nursery, County Down were used to form the basis of a forest seed orchard. The home supply of seed is negligible so that the Forest Service is almost entirely dependent on the supply of commercial seed dealers. Seed collected from trees which have already grown to maturity under the exacting conditions of Ireland are more favourably inclined towards producing a successful timber crop. The requisites for choice of seed orchard site, or location, are outlined. The establishment of the seed orchard, the collection of suitable scions and the use of root pruning are also discussed.
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Title Group dying of spruce in Eire.
Publisher Society of Irish Foresters
Place Dublin
Date 1953
Source Irish Forestry
Volume Vol. 10, No. 2
Key Word group dying, Rhizina undulata, Rhizina inflata, forest protection, forest pathogens, forest diseases, fungal diseases
Abstract The symptoms of group dying are described. The pathogen responsible for this disease has yet been identified. Group dying was observed at Glendalough and Glenmalure forests in County Wicklow and Dundrum forest in County Tipperary. One possible source of the condition is Rhizina inflata (Schaess). Weather conditions are thought to have favoured the spread of the fungus this year.
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Association of Rhizina inflata with group dying of Sitka spruce.

Society of Irish Foresters
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Vol. 10, No. 2
Rhizina undulata, Rhizina inflata, group dying, Sitka spruce, forest diseases, forest pathogens, fungal diseases, Picea sitchensis
The possible connection between the fungus, Rhizina inflata and a case of group dying discovered in Glendalough Forest in September 1953 is discussed. Fungal fructifications were found at the base of almost all the affected trees. The fungus Rhizina inflata is often found growing saprophytically on woodland soils and often occurs near tree stumps. The fungus seldom attacks broadleaved trees. The similarities in symptoms between group dying in Sitka spruce and previous reports of Rhizina inflata attacks on other conifers are noted.
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Comparison in yields of Sitka spruce and Norway spruce.
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Dublin
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Vol. 10, No. 2
Rhizina undulata, Rhizina inflata, group dying, Sitka spruce, forest diseases, forest pathogens, fungal diseases, Picea sitchensis
The possible connection between the fungus, Rhizina inflata and a case of group dying discovered in Glendalough Forest in September 1953 is discussed. Fungal fructifications were found at the base of almost all the affected trees. The fungus Rhizina inflata is often found growing saprophytically on woodland soils and often occurs near tree stumps. The fungus seldom attacks broadleaved trees. The similarities in symptoms between group dying in Sitka spruce and previous reports of Rhizina inflata attacks on other conifers are noted.
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Abstract
The growth of Norway spruce and Sitka spruce at Castlepollard in County Westmeath was observed. The main finding of the comparison made between the two species is that at 30 years of age, the volume of timber produced for Sitka spruce is 5516 cu. ft. per acre over-bark, while for the Norway spruce the equivalent figure is 3219 cu. ft. per acre overbark. Therefore the mean annual increment of Sitka spruce is 72% greater than Norway spruce. It is important to note that the number of stems per hectare is lower than the level recommended in the British Forestry Commission Yield Tables due to over-thinning.
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Abstract
Developments in the areas of micropropagation, 'rejuvenation', cryogenic storage, in vitro selection, somaclonal variation, molecular genetics and genetic engineering offer potential new tools for forest tree improvement. Because of the technologies involved, these techniques are not widely employed in tree improvement programmes at the present. This paper describes the current level of development of these techniques and provides some suggestions as to how they might be employed in tree improvement programmes in the future.
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Author
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Title
Aiming for quality timber.
The proper management of farm forests, which comprise 85% of private planting in Ireland, is discussed. The importance of using quality land for forestry, and the need for diversification of the tree species being planted is emphasised. In farm plantations, the rigid adherence to field patterns should be avoided and the addition of small amounts of broadleaved trees to conifer plantations is advised. Wildlife also benefits from species diversity. There are notes on the matching of species to site, the economic benefit of having larger forest blocks, the use of shelter-belts and the amenity value of forestry. A table is provided which matches soil type to elevation and species.

Abstract
The success of the walnut plantation in Mallow has led to the species being considered eligible for aid under the current Forest Service grant and premium scheme. The trees are expected to be a 'commercial proposition' from 30 to 35 years after establishment. It is estimated that one acre of walnut trees (Juglans nigra), on an ideal site, can be more valuable than eighty acres of Sitka spruce. Planting in pure plantations is advised because the roots of the tree give off allelopathic exudates which inhibit the growth of other tree species growing nearby. Wild cherry (Prunus avium) was planted at Ringaskiddy, Cork in 1992. With appropriate management, wild cherry is a commercial proposition after 30 to 35 years. Prunus avium management is not difficult and the species can be inter-planted with other trees.
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Place Birr
Date October 1995
Source Irish Timber and Forestry
Volume Vol. 4, No. 7
Key Word broadleaves, silviculture, native hardwoods, broadleaf management, amenity forestry, hardwood regeneration
Abstract The management objectives in Northern Ireland's broadleaved plantations are reviewed. In recent years broadleaved planting has increased by 10%. However, the economic viability of this planting programme is questioned. The conservation, landscape and amenity values of broadleaves are assessed. Natural plant succession in bare gaps left in upland afforestation situations and the thinning out of coppice shoots to select for the best stems are suggested as a means of reducing the costs involved in the establishment of broadleaved species.
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Title The MacLarty mounder in Ireland.
Place Birr
Date Oct/1995
Source Irish Timber and Forestry
Volume Vol. 4, No. 7
Key Word mounding, mechanical mounders, site cultivation, peatland forestry, mineral soils, moling, ripping, excavators, forest technology, forest machinery, forest engineering, peatlands
Abstract Mounding is now the major cultivation system for afforestation on peat and mineral sites in Ireland. The
operation of the MacClarty mechanical mounder is described. The mounder operates in conjunction with an excavator, and produces mounds and rips at a minimum spacing of 2.1m between rows and at 1.8m and 1.9m within the row. The efficiency of the machine is evaluated. Most foresters questioned feel that the machine can play a major role in the afforestation of certain sites and that, overall, the mounder performed impressively.
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Volume
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Abstract
In 1990 Coillte Teoranta established three Christmas tree farms in Counties Wicklow, Tipperary and Roscommon with a total planting target of 100,000 trees per annum. The problem of finding suitable land for the production of these trees is discussed. The main tree species grown are lodgepole and Scot's pines, Nordman, Frazer and noble firs, and Norway spruce. The importance of observing trends and changes in species preferences among customers, and the need to develop a balanced customer base between Ireland, Great Britain and continental Europe are emphasised.
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A number of machine manufacturers made presentations of their products at a recent EU Concerted Action Programme meeting. The Sifor 614 thinning harvester is briefly described. The timber measurement system on board provides details of total volumes, harvester utilisation, number of trees, number of pieces, average tree size, production per machine hour or attendance hour, number of logs in each category and category volumes.

Research is being carried out into the use of pressure and feed sensors on harvesting heads to give an indication of branchiness. The operation of a walking machine-type harvester is described. Because it has spot contact with the ground it does not make continuous tracks, and erosion and run-off are reduced. There is an optimum ground pressure distribution at all times. It has fine stability along with variable ground clearance and, because of its ability to move in all directions, the machine has excellent manoeuvrability in difficult terrain.

Good quality fencing, essential for successful plantation establishment, is also a requirement for the payment of second instalments of afforestation grants under existing schemes. The types of fencing which are needed to ensure successful exclusion of animal pests, the cost of erection, and Irish specifications for wire types are described. Preservation and dimensions of stakes and strainers used are also discussed.
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**Abstract**  
The employment policy of the King's River community sawmill in County Kilkenny, which hires disabled people, is explained. The enterprise also caters for the long-term unemployed who have little or no educational qualifications. It produces hardwood and softwood flooring using a 60 inch, semi-automatic Stenner Bandmill, and a new furniture making project is planned.
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Harvesting Coillte's forests: the right tree at the right time.
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**Abstract**  
Coillte Teoranta harvested approximately 1.4 M cubic metres in 1990. By 2010 this annual harvest volume will increase to 3.5 M cubic metres. This increased harvest volume, most of which will have to be exported, either as finished products or as round timber, has focused attention on the necessity for efficiency and rationalisation in the overall timber industry. The Department of Forestry, University College Dublin, in co-operation with Coillte, has developed a number of prototype planning procedures, designed as decision-support tools for forest management. Their main function is to illustrate the possible benefits to the company of the integration of operations research techniques in both operational and strategic planning procedures. The area that this paper focuses on is timber allocation and transportation. Past procedures, changes that have been made up to the present and proposed future developments are illustrated with the aid of hypothetical examples, using data from Coillte's databases.
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Abstract
The propagation of oaks by using acorns is explained. The collection, storage, selection, sowing and after-care of the acorns are described.
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Abstract
A surveys of farmers' attitudes to the Farm Woodland Scheme was carried out in Derry and Antrim in 1988-89. Although responses to the survey reveal a high level of awareness of the scheme among farmers, knowledge of the scheme's details, in particular eligibility was low. Dissatisfaction with the scheme was largely due to a perceived lack of land, the duration of commitment required before a financial return and the inability of the annual payments to compete with conacre prices.
Page
The use of agricultural biomass to create renewable energy sources has the potential to provide new employment opportunities in rural areas. The EU aims to increase the energy produced by renewable energy resources from almost 4% in 1991 to 8% in 2005. Research has shown that one hectare of fast-growing biomass can produce 5 tonnes of oil equivalent, and removes up to 20 tonnes of carbon dioxide from the atmosphere at the same time. Salix and Populus spp. give the highest yields. Renewable energy sources currently provide about 2% of Ireland's energy requirements.
timber, silviculture, construction timber, yield classes, juvenile core, windthrow

Abstract
This investigation followed two previous studies on the structural quality of Northern Ireland grown timber Sitka spruce carried out by the Building Research Establishment (BRE), but eliminated a number of variables operating in these earlier studies. It was hoped that by comparing the results obtained with those of the BRE studies some positive trends in the structural qualities of locally grown Sitka spruce could be identified and developed to give some indication of the likely volume of structural material available. For this project, timber was obtained from five different forest plots of similar age and growing conditions to those in the plots tested in the BRE studies. The stands chosen were those most liable to windthrow. The results of the investigation showed that timber from these fast grown stands was of relatively poor structural quality, primarily consisting of very open textured material with excessively wide ring spacing. The trees require at least another ten years growth to give suitable timber for general construction uses, so care must be taken to minimise the risk of windthrow. Consolidated growth to the girth of the trees would greatly increase the likely yield of sawn timber available from the saw logs. Additionally the extent of the taper on the trees may also reduce over a period of further slower growth. Stem form and straightness is considerably better in the stands of Washington/Oregon origin than in those stands of Vancouver Island origin. Consequently in any analysis of timber yields, seed origin and provenance should be included as an important variable in the estimates. It is not considered worthwhile introducing HTMA/FC grading rules for the assessment of logs at the point of sale, for this fast grown material. While actual yields of structural material are difficult to estimate on the restricted basis of this one experimental programme, an indication of likely yields for trees of this age with a large percentage of juvenile core present in available sawlogs can be given. These yields are disappointingly low, stressing the need to reduce the extent of the juvenile core present in these trees through slower, consolidated growth.
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Abstract
The use of ultrasonic sound has been developed as a reliable and economic method for determining moisture content in timber undergoing drying. The fundamental equation for the speed of ultrasonic pulses through porous media is derived. The equation is then used in the prediction of moisture content in timber, using the relationship between variations in pulse velocity and changes in moisture content. The predictions are compared with experimental results for Sitka spruce undergoing drying.
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Glulam structures are formed by an arrangement of at least four laminations parallel to the axis of a member. The individual boards comprising the laminations are assembled with their grain approximately parallel and glued together to form a member which functions as a single structural unit. Native timber is ideally suited to the manufacture of Glulam products. In spite of the fast growth rate which lowers the density, strength and modulus of elasticity in native timber, this does not affect its suitability for Glulam work. The advantages and applications of Glulam are discussed. The various types of adhesives used are examined, and the manufacturing process is described. The types of preservatives which are used in the manufacture and the methods of application are also described.

A brief account of the main types of fungal decay found in structural timber, and their effects on timber strength properties are provided. These include: a dry rot fungus, Merulius lacrymans; a cellar fungus, Coniophora cerebella; a white pore fungus, Poria vaporaria; stringy oak rot; and dote, or pocket rot. The main preservative treatment systems are also described. The value of weight-loss measurement as an indicator of strength loss in structural timber due to fungal decay is assessed. A comparison is made between a laboratory test and a field test for assessing decay resistance. The testing of the strength properties of decayed softwood measured on miniature test beams, and changes in impact bending strength, weight and alkali solubility following fungal
attack on birch wood are examined.
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Abstract
The timber frame method of construction offers a highly flexible with simple connections, economic use of materials and a wide choice of finishings. The over-all dead weight of the structure is lower than that of a traditional block-work building. The structure virtually eliminates the risk of damage in case of settlement, the most common cause of serious failure in traditional housing construction. Lower labour costs, rapid completion and lower working capital requirements are bonuses to contractors. The benefits to occupiers of the buildings are more efficient, cheaper heating systems. The types of preservation needed, and the design of a typical straight ply-wood box beam are examined.
ascertain their resistance to fire.
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**Abstract**
The structure and strength of softwood and hardword timbers are discussed. The strength determination of timber, and the effects of static and impact bending are considered. Moisture content, its measurement, and defects in timber caused by excessive moisture is discussed. The strength claims made for new species are assessed. Glue laminated timber, ply-wood, tempered hard-board and joints in timber are examined.
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**Abstract**
This study deals with the issues involved in the designing of timber frame buildings. The steps involved in designing trussed roofs, timber beams and columns, and the external frame wall are described. Classification and properties of timber, methods of timber building construction, trussed rafters, roof design and flexural beam design are discussed.
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Abstract
This thesis examines the topics of timber classification, wood composition, timber moisture content, sources of timber decay and the place of timber in construction. The various categories of wood attacking fungi and the more common types of fungal species are identified. The treatment of decayed timber and fungal growth, and treatment of water penetration and dampness are explained. Correct design, good carpentry practice, and appropriate preservative treatment of timber help to prevent rot.
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Abstract
Over the last thirty years timber frame construction has become an established method of building as the benefits of dry construction, rapid completion, high insulation and accurate engineering design have been realised. The consensus among engineers is that timber frame housing has great potential, and it is only a matter of time before production levels in Ireland begin to match those of North America and Scandinavia. In this
thesis, the topic of timber frame construction is discussed specifically under the following headings:
introduction to timber frame construction; construction below ground floor; the timber structure; the racking system of timber frame panels; design of a double skin stress skin panel; and design of a load-bearing stud in an external wall panel.

Abstract
The use of structural timber is still largely confined to single occupancy housing, flats, maisonettes, light industrial buildings and small office and industrial developments. However, technological advances, for instance in the area of glue lamination, and the rise in procurement costs of rival materials in recent times has aided the cost-competitiveness of timber. The following topics are dealt with in this study: timber processing and stress grading; loadings, with particular attention to load duration; imposed loading for floors and domestic floor joists; trusses, trussed rafters; mechanical and glue joints; and glue lamination.
The current state of the timber frame construction industry is assessed. Expansion of the industry has been impeded somewhat by a conservative public attitude to construction methods, opposition from brick and block manufacturers, views of local authorities, and adverse publicity in other markets. Incentives for the use of timber-frame in construction, including support from the European Union, are discussed. The dominant position of one company in the timber frame market is noted, and a brief description of this company's activities and prospects are provided.
Reducing the liquid content of green products is an important step in the manufacturing process. Process conditions in the drying phase have significant influences on the quality of the end product, on energy consumption and on required manufacturing time. Effective optimisation of the drying process requires accurate representation of the drying product and its interaction with its environment. The development of a computer simulation tool to analyse the industrial batch timber drying process is outlined. A detailed finite difference product model describing the heat and mass transfers within a plank during drying is described. It is integrated with customised CFD code characterising the process conditions within the drying chamber. Simulation output from the integrated model is used to generate a macroscopic representation of the product in its drying environment. Analysis with this global model can lead to optimisation of energy consumption of the industrial drying process whilst maintaining product quality and acceptable drying duration.
This study reports on the results of a factorial experiment devised to study the process conditions that will produce the optimal quality of surface finish for fast grown softwoods. The limitations of fast grown timbers in terms of attaining quality planed surface finish are documented. Results indicate the relative importance of knot area, feed speed and rake angle for the planing of Sitka spruce, the timber species used in this experiment. The optimum process configuration of factor levels for the best planed surface quality inferred from the analysis of data obtained in this study ultimately depends upon whether a clearwood or a knotwood area is considered. Invariably, the poorest quality section of planed surface tends to occur around knotwood because of problems associated with the complex nature of grain orientation around the knot which was shown to adversely affect the planing process. The wider implications of this study are that the use of Sitka spruce in value added product markets would be enhanced if the incidence of medium to large knots were reduced. The authors have attempted to achieve this experimentally using statistical methods, however this process relies heavily on rejecting non-conforming timber samples. Realistic silvicultural policies and economic methods must be researched and adopted if all of the raw material is to be processed for these potential lucrative markets.
Output from Irish State forests doubled between 1970 and 1990 and is expected to double again by the start of the next century. The forestry sector is probably the only indigenous natural resource sector with strong potential for growth. The benefits and disadvantages of the increased planting of broadleaved species is examined. The increase in harvesting carried out by Coillte, and the company's need for rationalisation are examined. The performance of the saw-milling sector is assessed, and the potential role which Coillte Teoranta may play in the industry is studied.
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**Abstract**
This article examines the financial implications in changing from farming to forestry. The main costs associated with farm forestry up to year 20 are the 5% administration charge, insurance, marketing/brashing/pruning costs and management costs. Sixty per cent of all farms are involved in low income systems and would be classified as enclosed and improved under the forestry schemes. The average family income generated on these farms was £170 per hectare in 1993. The annual income from coniferous forestry on similar land over 20 years ranges from £125 to £225 per hectare after allowing for deductions of £30 from the forestry premium. The various types of farms on which forestry is an attractive option are outlined.
The performance of the JCB 814 Super site excavator in combination with Logset 5-55 harvesting head at a clear-felling test site at Knockanroe Wood, near Silvermines, County Tipperary is assessed. The maximum cutting diameter of the head is 55 centimetres, but because of the limited manoeuvrability of the excavator boom it cannot be used in thinning. The weight of the head is 750 kgs, and the weight of the complete unit is approximately 15,000 kgs. Hydraulic and urea hoses over the boom are well-protected, ensuring damage-free operation. Operator visibility is excellent because the same view is maintained regardless of the boom position. There are three unique features associated with the Logset 5-55 harvesting head: triple-grip; syncro-knife; mini-clamp. It is concluded that the Logset 5-55 fitted to the JCB 814 Super is a highly efficient machine for clearfelling.
problems. Under an expanding system of forestry in Ireland, many insects and fungi, previously considered to be relatively unimportant, may assume the role of major pests. Damage may be minimised with appropriate silvicultural practices.
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Abstract
The phenolic glycosides salicin and salicortin were found to influence larval growth and development rates and adult feeding preference for Phratora vulgatissima in laboratory feeding studies. Salicortin was more toxic to larvae than salicin and none of the third instar larvae fed on Salix viminalis leaves amended with 1.52% (fresh mass) salicortin pupated. Condensed tannins (proanthocyanadins) did not affect larval preformance. It was concluded that Salix burjatica resistance to willow beetle is due to high levels of salicortin which occur in leaves of this species.
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Abstract
The growth, development and food utilisation of Phratora vulgatissima (L.) reared in the laboratory on leaves of Salix viminalis and Salix matsudana were studied. Leaves of Salix burjatica were not accepted as food. The duration of the larval stage was 13 - 16 days and the pupal stage lasted 6 - 7 days. The food consumption rate ranged from 0.93 mg to 1.63 mg per mg larval biomass per day on a fresh mass basis. Total food consumption during instar II was 10.3 mg and 9.2 mg and 25.1 mg and 27.5 mg during instar III on S. viminalis and S. matsudana, respectively. Mean relative growth rates (GR) were 0.21 mg mg⁻¹ d⁻¹ for instar II larvae and 0.23 mg mg⁻¹ d⁻¹ for instar III larvae. Mean efficiency of conversion of ingested food (ECI) was 14.2% and 23% for instar II and III larvae respectively. GR and ECI declined markedly in late instar III larvae, but less so in larvae fed on S. matsudana than in larvae fed on S. viminalis. Leaf tissue consumption by adults ranged from 0.61 mg to 1.21 mg and from 0.25 mg to 1.65 mg dry mass ind⁻¹ d⁻¹ on S. viminalis and S. matsudana, respectively. Leaf tissue consumption in the field was estimated at 14% - 20% of canopy leaf biomass during 1982 and 2.3% - 3% during 1983. Leaf area loss in 1983 was estimated to be 3% - 4%.
and on coppiced than on uncoppiced trees. Maximal mean densities in 1983, when trees experienced significant
moisture stress, were 607 larvae and 308 adults per tree. Population densities in 1983 were considerably lower
(max. mean densities 154 larvae and 72 adults per tree).
Invertebrate respiration normally accounts for 1% - 20% of total heterotrophic metabolism in most terrestrial ecosystems, but faunal exclusion studies indicate that invertebrates have a much greater influence on decomposition rates than their contribution to respiratory metabolism would suggest. Large earthworms, such as Lumbricus terrestris L. Have an important role in woodland mull soils. L.terrestris is slow to colonise reclaimed peat, but, when introduced experimentally, it can greatly accelerate litter disappearance. This paper presents data on Salix leaf-fall and the influence of invertebrates on litter decomposition rates in cutover peat. The study site was an area of raised bog at Clonsast, County Offaly which had been reclaimed following mechanical peat extraction and planted with fast-growing trees such as Alnus, Populus and Salix spp. Litter-fall was measured between 22 September and 21 November, 1981 and between 15 September and 17 November, 1982. A litter bag technique was used to measure litter decomposition rates. Micro-plots were established at Belfield to facilitate experiments requiring frequent attention. Litter consumption by Lumbricus terrestris was measured at Belfield. Litter disappearance was determined at 8-week intervals and the litter was renewed. Results of litter disappearance and consumption are given as means +/- S.E. Litter fall in the Salix plots was 441 g +/- 23 g dry wt m-2 in 1981 and 529 g +/- 42 g in 1982. After 130 days, 63.5% of the litter had disappeared from the coarse mesh bags at Clonsast. Decomposition rates in the coarse bags were virtually linear at Belfield with 43.7% of the litter disappearing within 183 days and 61.3% after 309 days. Micro-invertebrates were scarce at Clonsast, with only the litter-dwelling earthworm Dendrobaena rubida (Sav.) being abundant. Litter consumption by L. terrestris was greatest during October to December when the weather was mild and declined considerably during the colder December to March period.
Orthogonal cutting, Sitka spruce, Picea sitchensis, cutter geometry, wood failure, timber quality, timber properties, mechanical properties, chip formations, timber processing, forest products

**Abstract**

Orthogonal cutting of Irish fast grown Sitka spruce was analysed experimentally and analytically to investigate how cutter geometry and wood failure affects chip formation and its relation to the quality of surface finish. Sitka spruce conditioned to 6%, 12% and 18% moisture contents was orthogonally cut parallel to the grain (90 - 0 degrees). Machining variables included rake angle (10 - 35 degrees in increments of 5 degrees) and depth cut (0.4 - 0.8 mm in increments of 0.1 mm). The parallel and normal tool force components were measured and recorded and chip form analysed. Chip formations are classified as type I, type III or type III as identified by Franz (Analysis of the Wood-cutting Process, 1958). Mechanical wood properties were determined using static strength testing techniques. Chip formations predicted analytically are discussed in relation to an analysis primarily provided by Franz where force components and wood mechanical properties are related to stress failure and surface quality. Comparison is made between chip types predicted analytically and those observed experimentally.
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Timber frame housing - its future in Ireland.

**Place**

Dublin

**Date**

1988

**Key Word**

Timber frame construction, saw milling industry, timber conversion, timber end use

**Abstract**

In North America 90% of houses are built using timber frame construction. The corresponding figure for Scandinavia is 80%, and 40% for Scotland. In Ireland the figure is only 1.5%. Timber frame houses cost about 4% more overall to construct but on a properly managed site the end cost is about the same as for masonry construction. There is practically no waiting period for drying out as the internal envelope has very little heavy wet construction. One of the main reasons why this method has not been popular in Ireland is the conservative nature of the buyer who wants an asset with no inherent risk. Ireland will be self-sufficient in whitewood by the mid-1990’s, but at present sawmills are not receiving enough timber and are operating well below capacity. Irish timber could provide about 70% of the timber used in the construction of a traditionally built, three-bedroom, semi-detached dwelling. This figure could reach 86% in timber frame dwellings. The industry could be helped considerably by the following developments: a promotional campaign; a certification/registration scheme for manufacturers; standard setting and code of practice for designers, certifiers and builders; a relaxation of the requirements of the Proposed Building Regulations that separating walls should be constructed of non-combustible materials.
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Number 800
Author Gallagher Leonard U. (Institute for Industrial Research and Standards. Forest Products Department)
Title Report 4.0.2. The drying of timber - a review.
Publisher IIRS
Place Dublin
Series Promotion/research studies on home grown timber. Study 4.
Date 1983
Key Word drying, kiln drying, timber processing, forest products, timber degrade, timber grading
Abstract This report outlines the various reasons why timber is dried and briefly describes the following drying techniques: air-drying; kiln drying; dehumidification. Factors associated with drying, including energy consumption, moisture content control and degrade in drying, are also dealt with. The most recent developments in drying research are reviewed, and a brief account is given of a tour of kilning facilities in Britain.
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Number 801
Author Picardo Valez (Institute for Industrial Research and Standards. Forest Products Department)
Title Data base on physical and mechanical properties of Irish Sitka spruce. Final report.
Publisher IIRS
Place Dublin
Series Promotion/research studies on Irish timber. Study 2.
Date 1986
Key Word Sitka spruce, Picea sitchensis, physical properties, mechanical properties, design data, bending stress, elasticity, machine grading, forest products, timber processing
Abstract It is anticipated that the use of home-grown timber in the building industry in Ireland will increase significantly as larger amounts of Irish softwoods reach the market. However, for timber to be more efficiently used in structures such as floor joists or roof trusses it is essential that design data and design procedures be made available to structural engineers, architects and builders. In this study a total of 2265 planks were tested - 778 in
the green condition and 1487 in the dry. Samples were taken from 5 forests from each of 4 Yield Classes although tests in the green condition were done mainly on material from 2 Yield Classes (YC 16 and 24) and only 1 forest from a third (YC 20). In the analyses of variance a model was constructed to take into account the effects of Yield Class, forest and tree level. These relationships may indicate how silvicultural practice may be changed for the purpose of producing better quality timber for structural usage. Relationships between timber ultimate bending stress (MOR) and the grade modulus of elasticity (Grade MOE) provide the basis for (a) the bending strength properties to be determined for the new Irish Code and for comparing with existing values and (b) the determination of machine grade setting for the various grades. Analysis of the results of the tests showed that Yield Class and tree section affected MOR and MOE significantly. Differences between forests were statistically significant. Correlations with MOR were highest with ACTUAL (5H) MOE and GRADE MOE. Correlations with GRADE MOE were strongest with the other MOEs and highest with ACTUAL MOE and SIMULATION MOE.
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Number 802
Author Gallagher Leonard U.
(Institute for Industrial Research and Standard. Forest Products Department)
Title The properties of Irish-grown Sitka spruce - report No. 5.
Publisher IIRS
Place Dublin
Date 1969
Key Word Sitka spruce, Picea sitchensis, physical properties, mechanical tests, chemical constituents
Abstract The material chosen for this study was taken from Mountshannon Forest, Co. Clare. Four cross-sectional discs were cut from each of the eight trees selected. Two of these discs were used for studies on shrinkage, true density and chemical constituents. Of the remaining discs, one was used to determine the moisture content, basic specific gravity and percentage of bark, the other to study the radial growth rate and tracheid length. A further two discs were used to evaluate moisture content, specific gravity, bark percentage and growth rate. Screw and nail-holding tests and bending strength tests were carried out on a number of logs after conversion.
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Abstract
The material chosen for this study was taken from Ossory Forest, Co. Leix. Cross-sectional discs were cut from each of the logs selected. Two of these discs were used for studies on shrinkage, true density and chemical constituents. Of the remaining discs, one was used to determine the moisture content, basic specific gravity and percentage of bark, the other to study the radial growth rate and tracheid length. A further two discs were used to evaluate moisture content, specific gravity, bark percentage and growth rate. Screw and nail-holding tests and bending strength tests were carried out on a number of logs after conversion.
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Title
Spiral grain report 2. An investigation of the effect of thinning on spiral grain development in standing Sitka spruce.
Publisher
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Place
Dublin
Date
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Key Word
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Abstract
The objective of this study was to assess the impact of thinning on the incidence of spiral grain in standing Sitka spruce. The study was conducted in a uniform stand which is part of a current Forest and Wildlife Service thinning experiment. Three separate thinning treatments, in duplicate plots, were examined, comprising a total sample of 120 trees. Surface grain angles only were measured. It was concluded that the thinning treatments have a significant effect on diameter growth, but not on spiral grain. There is no significant correlation between diameter and degree of spirality. The results of the study indicate that there is no need for restrictions on thinning practice because of concern over its effect on spiral grain.
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Energy related aspects of timber drying.
Publisher
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International Journal of Ambient Energy
Volume
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Key Word
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Abstract
The cost of drying timber can be quite high because of recurrent energy costs and a relatively low return on capital investment in physical plant. This paper considers the energy related aspects of timber in general and analyses the results of a study which examined the use of High Temperature Drying (HTD). This study indicates that saving can be made by the use of HTD for the processing of softwoods. The results show a significant saving in time of up to 25%. The energy savings indicated were relatively small (approximately 0.25%). The main finding of this paper is that the use of HTD can give significant savings, particularly due to the increased utilisation of capital plant, and is therefore worthy of further investigation to establish its technical viability, especially in relation to possible degradation in timber dried by this method.
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The main objectives of the investigation described in this report were to: investigate the curing of glue by dielectric and microwave heating under laboratory conditions; to assess the quality of the adhesion with reference to the type of laminae used, formulation of glue resins, duration of cure-pressure time and other factors involved in the laminating process; and to observe the laminating process using dielectric heating for glue setting in an industrial environment and the influence of some important factors involved in production. It was found that the method using microwave radiation with an improved design of wave guides provided shorter glue setting times. The two types of adhesives performed differently under different testing conditions. The glue designated as a general purpose glue, RL-417, was shown to be more suitable for dry conditions. Neither glue allows a very long open time. The results from test samples made by microwave heating of the glue line showed almost identical results to high frequency heating for both types of glue. The length of time used for heating the glue line did not appear to be a significant factor. Microwave heating was found to more suitable for a higher moisture content of timber at the time of laminating. The type of laminae, sliced or planned timber, was a significant factor, giving higher shear values for sliced, thin lamillae of 5 mm, than planed 15 mm lamellae.
Abstract
The influence and relative significance of the various silvicultural and machine surface planning parameters in the production of good quality timber finishes on Sitka spruce is investigated. Data analysis was carried out using linear multiple-regression techniques. Results are presented in the form of regression charts and scatter plots. Feed speed, moisture content, and rake angle variables have been found to be important predictors of the quality of machine-planed timber. In particular, setting the feed speed to 10 m/min results in a good-quality finish. Two distinct areas that demand separate scrutiny have been identified on the timber sample boards, the clearwood area and the knotwood area.
Title
Characteristic Strength values for European Grades of timber in relation to Eurocode 5.

Abstract
As part of the programme for harmonisation of grading practice within the EC, grading systems in use in the various Member States were compared and standardised procedures for sampling, testing, collating and analysing European timbers were established in order to obtain characteristic values relating to EC5. This report describes a part of the process of comparing grading rules. This involved visual and mechanical grading of a sample of Irish grown Sitka spruce timber according to the rules applied by each country. The 500 planks in the sample were tested in bending in accordance with ISO 8375 to obtain Modulii of Elasticity and Rupture values. Characteristic values were determined for all grades from each country using four methods - the non-parametric and three distribution functions (normal, log-normal and 3-parameter Weibull). A comparison of the grading systems was made and analyses of variance used to investigate differences between sizes and grades within each system. It was found that the main difference in grading systems was in the method of measuring knots. There were similarities in the characteristic values determined for the grades obtained from the different systems. There is therefore a distinct possibility of harmonising the grading rules.
Dublin
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Key Word
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Abstract
As part of the European Directorate for Science and Technology's project, 'Improvement of wood stability and durability by means of tannin impregnation', EOLAS investigated the possibility for tannin treatment of green Sitka spruce timber of home origin. The main objectives of the Irish contribution were to: evaluate the most satisfactory treatment schedule for tannin impregnation of home grown Sitka spruce; to assess the stability of timber after tannin treatment; and, to evaluate dimensional stability of treated timber after exposure to external climatic conditions. In the first stage of the work programme, treatment schedules for two types of tannin solutions, one synthetic and one made from natural tannin, were investigated. In the second stage, the behaviour of treated timber in prolonged exterior exposure was observed. The result of the tests demonstrated that for synthetic tannin an eight hour treatment schedule is adequate. Statistical analysis indicated that eight hours treatment had beneficial effects on dimensional stability of timber when it is exposed to exterior climatic conditions. Sixteen hours treatment is most suitable for natural tannin. Beneficial effects of tannin treatment diminishes over prolonged external exposure due to leachable properties of tannin. The results of this investigation revealed that tannin treatment can be beneficial in reducing timber movement and distortion.
In this project, the grade settings used on the FP grading machine for mechanically grading timber of homegrown origin were critically examined through a series of tests, using green and kiln dry timber in structural sizes. Using these settings, the study sought to obtain a yield of mechanically stressed graded timber in the grade M75 from the sawmilling production. After examining the prescribed grade settings, and deciding whether adjustments are necessary to increase the reliability and efficiency of the machine, it was intended to look at the possibility of developing a separate set of grade settings for grading in the green condition. Samples from three sawmills were machine graded and were then subjected to a proof loading test. The proof loading test combined with the mechancial stress grading indicated that some fine adjustments of grade settings could be made, reducing by 0.5mm the setting for the roof size and increasing the deflection limit of joist size for the same amount. A separate set of deflection limits for grading green timber is not warranted.
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Key Word
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Abstract
The aspects of the timber trade most relevant to Irish grown timber are examined and the current state of the Irish timber industry is assessed. The recent rapid development of this industry is linked to increase in availability of Irish softwood sawlogs. Future yields of sawlog timber from State forests are forecast. The development in the productive capacity of the sawmilling industry is explained, and its ability to meet the demand for quality timber is assessed. The area of product development is examined under the following headings: physical and mechanical properties of home grown timber; wood quality assessment; developing a mechanical timber grader; investigation of drying techniques in relation to home grown timber; evaluating sawmill production. The role of quality control and advisory services and the importance of developments in silviculture, timber conversion and presentation and product development are examined.
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Kiln drying of Sitka spruce timber from three discrete yield classes.
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**Key Word**
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**Abstract**
An important area of concern when evaluating drying techniques is the effect of yield on the drying characteristics of timber. The objective of this study was to determine basic information on the kiln drying of Irish timber, so that information may be made available to the trade on proper practice, and to allow for realistic appraisals on the cost-effectiveness of any alleged improvements which may be studied later. Measurements were taken from a number of sample planks, representative of each yield class and several sizes, before and after drying. Using these figures moisture content, dimensional change and distortion in drying were evaluated. The results of the tests conducted show that drying created little problem with development of cup, bow or spring. However, kiln drying, even using a moderate schedule, has a marked effect on the development of twist.
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An investigation into the effects of high temperature drying on the strength of home grown Sitka spruce.
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**Abstract**
This study examines the effect of high temperature drying on the strength of home grown Sitka spruce. Laboratory tests involved drying a number of specimens at various temperatures and mechanically bending the material to determine their modulus of elasticity (MOE). Through a comparative analysis of these test results, conclusions into the effects of high temperature drying on the MOE of the material were drawn. The Sitka spruce samples had no reduction in MOE.
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Abstract
The objective of this study was to determine basic information on the unaided drying of Irish timber so that realistic appraisals of the cost-effectiveness of any alleged improvement to be studied later may be made. There were three parts to the experiments: an evaluation of distortion in air drying through before-and-after measurements of a number of planks; an assessment of final moisture contents throughout the stack; and an ongoing record of moisture loss in each stack. Indications at this early stage of the overall project suggest that, even in a good summer, air drying of softwoods is likely to require in the order of two months for timbers to reach equilibrium moisture content.

Abstract
This paper compares the physical properties of homegrown lodgepole pine with imported red deal, the
standard Irish and European softwood species for the manufacture of joinery, particularly in respect of those parameters which are important in joinery. Samples of lodgepole pine and Scots pine were bonded using urea-formaldehyde adhesives and the strength of the bond was tested. Lodgepole pine joints were found to be superior in strength. The suitability of lodgepole pine for finger jointing was assessed by comparing its performance with Scots pine. The results demonstrate that lodgepole is stronger in both the jointed and unjointed forms. Lodgepole pine was also found to have significantly greater screw holding power than Scots pine. An analysis of preservative uptake showed that there was no significant difference between the two species. A similar batch of tests on a consignment of laminated lodgepole pine for window joinery also gave very encouraging results.
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Abstract
The author, a timber manufacturer, describes the problems associated with lodgepole pine in the past. However, he points out that home grown material now machines as good as imported red deal. The process through which the log goes, from harvesting in the forest to sawmill and workshop, is briefly described. The selection and treatment processes involved in grading are also described and the silvicultural measures need to eliminate defects in grade 2 and 3 are outlined.
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Abstract
This paper describes the manufacture of Standard IS63 type windows from lodgepole pine as part of the Lodgepole Pine Taskforce set up by EOLAS in 1986. The current requirements of joinery manufacturers are outlined, and the defects, particularly knots and the presence of sapwood, which affect this manufacture are outlined.
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Title
Drying problems associated with juvenile wood in pine and spruce.
Publisher
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Abstract
This report reviews the experimental work that has been carried out in Ireland on the problems associated with
drying juvenile wood. Through a series of tables, the author demonstrates the associations that exist between
longitudinal shrinkage and juvenile wood and between longitudinal shrinkage and compression wood in
drying. Research, both in Ireland and in the south eastern United States has shown that young-growth trees containing a
high proportion of juvenile wood pose particular problems in drying, especially in distortion.
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Key Word
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Abstract
The various species of both softwood and hardwood used most extensively in the Irish construction industry are
listed. The most recent Standard Recommendation, covering the requirements for joists, rafters and purlins used
in domestic construction, was published by Eolas in 1988. The methods of measuring moisture content in both
softwoods and hardwoods, in order to comply with building specifications, are described. The most suitable
approaches to caring for and preserving seasoned timber are also discussed.
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Abstract
Preventing the importation of forest pests, such as the pine wood nematode and bark beetles, is particularly important in Ireland because of the heavy dependence on one species, Sitka spruce, and the absence of natural predators. Irish building regulation and supporting standards requires that all timber, both home-grown and imported, be dry graded.
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Abstract
The author examines the contribution made by forestry, both State and private, to the rural economy. The return on investment for those engaged in farm forestry, though delayed, is quite high compared to other land uses, particularly on marginal land. An example of a successful venture in farm forestry on poor gley soil is given.
The operation of the ‘Western Package’, an EC scheme to promote agricultural development in less advantaged areas, is explained and the grant schemes it supports are outlined. The continued expansion of State forestry in the western counties is examined. The need to change the negative attitude of farmers towards forestry is emphasised.
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**Abstract**
The author provides a brief background to the development of forestry in Ireland and lists the main species of trees grown in Ireland with information on their natural distribution, properties and uses. The process of afforestation, by both the State and private owners, is described. The following information is given in tabular form: the position of the forest estate by ownership in 1980; the age-class distribution by ownership of stocked area; species distribution by area and ownership; and the range and mean yield classes for the common conifers in State plantations.
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Abstract
The author argues that awareness of wood as a national resource has increased considerably over the past few years and this will play an important part in the recognition of timber as an important farm resource. The utilisation of timber on the farm is considered under the following headings: protection of animals and crops; fuel crops; fencing material; agricultural buildings; and farm dwellings. Timber as a component of farm buildings has the advantages of being easily erected, amenable to prefabrication, readily altered and adapted on site. Total erection costs of timber frame housing are less than for traditional methods. Other timber uses on the farm include animal bedding, poultry litter and composts and manures.
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Key Word
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Abstract
This paper discusses some of the factors which will influence the use of timber in specific end-uses on Irish farms. It discusses the present usage of timber and identifies the areas where it can be utilised to a greater extent. These areas are: the domestic house, the use of timber here has the advantages of speedy erection, dry construction and high thermal insulation; outbuildings, the production of sawn, graded and dried timber by sawmills greatly increases the potential for the use of both structural and non-structural timber in farm buildings; fencings; gates; and doors. The exploitation of homegrown timber in these end-uses is discussed. The role of the Forest Products Department, IIRS, is explained.
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Key Word
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Abstract
Despite the advantages of timber as a structural material, there is a certain apprehension among farmers regarding total timber structures. The economic advantages of using timber in farm buildings is explained and the criteria for the allocation of building grants, which applies to both timber and non-timber structures, is outlined. In most cases insulation and ventilation are better provided for in timber buildings. The disadvantages of timber use in agricultural building, particularly in regard to cleaning and disinfecting, are examined.
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Abstract
The author notes that attitudes to woodlands are changing and more and more farm owners appreciate the benefits of woodland to their holdings, both for shelter and timber production. The various considerations involved in planning a woodland are examined, including design and location and choice of species. The topics of rotation length, coppicing and firewood production and yield forecasting are also covered. The various classes of scrub found in Ireland are outlined and the most appropriate form of treatment for each is explained. The various aspects of State support for private forestry, including advisory services, grants and schemes such as the 'Western Package', are outlined.
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Abstract Because of the limited number of land utilisation types and low income from farming, afforestation may offer Co. Leitrim the prospect of an alternative competitive land use enterprise. The purpose of this part of the Resource survey is to establish the forestry potential of the different soils so that this information can be used to make an economic assessment of forestry as an alternative land use enterprise. The very high forest potential of Leitrim soils is seen when the county is categorised by the area in each Yield Class. 42% of the county is capable of producing Yield Class 24 to 26; a further 28% is in the high production category.
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Number 833
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Title Forestry - its part in rural development.
Publisher RDS
Place Dublin
Date 1991
The author argues that forestry is the best commercial and economic application for over one million hectares of Irish land. Sustained yield forestry is a viable job and wealth-creating enterprise on a long-term basis in Ireland. The upsurge in private planting, particularly by farmers, is welcomed. However, it is important that past mistakes are not repeated and the grant schemes are used properly. The environmental impact of the great increase in State and private planting is acknowledged and the measures which Coillte, the Forestry Board, are taking in the area of environmental protection are explained.
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Author Carbonnier Louis
Title Ireland - Forestry; the potential.
Publisher RDS
Place Dublin
Date 1991
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Abstract Despite successful planting efforts since 1945, Ireland is still one of the least forested countries in Europe with only 7% of its surface area covered by forests and wooded land. Although the resources are limited, the existing plantations have the best growth in Europe and the dominating species, Sitka spruce and Norway spruce, are well suited for industrial development. Available volumes from the coniferous plantations are increasing rapidly and will reach 4.4 million cubic metres by the year 2010, which is seven times more than what it was 30 years before. Irish forestry is very cost competitive compared with Western Europe and is likely to stay in such a position in the future. Expected increases in demand for softwood-based products such as sawn wood, kraft pulp and coated wood-containing printing papers, will require an increased wood demand in Western Europe of more than 20 million cubic metres from 1988 to 200. Ireland is well placed to contribute to this expansion, but it is important to plan this process so that all sectors will benefit.
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The EC policy of supporting diversification in the rural economy, together with the decrease in returns from the main agricultural enterprises, has helped to increase the rate of afforestation in the medium term. There have been a number of EC policy initiatives concerning land use, which have either supply management or environmental/conservation objectives. Some of these have been implemented in practice but have had only a marginal effect in attaining their goals. From now much more emphasis and support will be given to farming practices which respect the environment and countryside while also meeting the realities of the market. Simultaneously forestry is being promoted as an environmentally-friendly activity and as the main alternative land using enterprise. Among the factors which could affect the pace of afforestation are the high proportion of small holdings and the concern for areas of scientific interest. Nevertheless, at the end of a generation from now, up to 13% of the land area could be planted if the supportive mechanisms continue.

Although forestry expansion in Ireland makes good economic sense, the potential of forestry for wealth creation has to be tempered by appreciation of both the service functions that can be provided by forests (recreation, new habitats etc.) and by potential adverse impacts (loss of habitats, effects on streamwater etc.). Before planting, habitats of particular value must be identified and then left unplanted; there may also be extensive tracts of land of considerable habitat or wilderness importance. Streamwater can be affected by forests and forest operations leading to increased silt loads or acidity, but these problems can be alleviated by proper design of roads, ploughing and drainage schemes.
Towards a nature conservation balance sheet for afforestation.

This paper is a discussion of methods which could be used to construct a broad balance sheet of losses and gains to nature conservation owing to afforestation. It draws on an approach which is being developed by the Nature Conservancy Council to assist with broad-scale audits of nature conservation resources for use in Indicative Forestry Strategies in Scotland. General research needs are identified and there is a short summary of measures which are already known to be useful in minimising losses and maximising gains to nature conservation when afforestation is planned.

A planting function for private afforestation in Northern Ireland.

This paper discusses a planting function for private afforestation in Northern Ireland. It provides insights into the economic aspects of private afforestation and the potential impacts on nature conservation. The authors highlight the importance of considering the broader environmental implications of afforestation projects in Northern Ireland.
This project is part of the Northern Ireland Forestry Service's effort to increase the level of private afforestation. A planting function for private afforestation projects is derived. The objective is to provide information on responsiveness of private plantation work to changes in grant aid and the time-scale involved in reallocation of land towards afforestation. Sample data covered the period 1948-84. The four most relevant variables were: land prices; softwood prices; a weighted price index for agricultural commodities; and grant aid. It is recommended that the level of grants should be increased, and promotion by advisory services should be enhanced. An annuity-style scheme to provide a steady income to foresters until felling should also be established.
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The author argues that the achievement of the apparently simple and laudable goal of the 'right trees' in the right places depends entirely on how the term 'right' is defined in this phrase. A possible list of criteria to be used in the definition of 'right trees' is included: (1) maximum biomass production; (2) quality timber production; (3) ecologically most suited species; (4) economically most suited species; (5) scenic enhancement; and (6) a weighting of criteria. The concept of 'right places' puts emphasis on the actual sites to be planted. In this context there are parameters and public interests constraints to be considered. On the physical side, soil and climate will determine both the range of species that will thrive and the maximum production that can be produced from a given site. Public interest, expressed through government action, will impinge in the form of incentives such as grants and premium payments, while public constraints are involved in such concepts as preserving Environmentally Sensitive Areas or, as in the UK, Areas of Outstanding Natural Beauty. Social policy may also involve the development of Integrated Regional Development Strategies wherein forestry is encouraged as part of an integrated approach to regional socio-economic development. This paper will concentrate on selecting the appropriate species and on maximising benefits from our land base.
Phosphatase enzymes are associated with the breakdown of complex phosphorus sources into assimilated form. Phosphatase of two symbionts isolated from Sitka spruce mycorrhiza were compared with two mycorrhizal fungi (Paxillus involutus and Suillus grevillei) cultured from basidocarps found beneath a mixed stand of Sitka spruce and Japanese larch. The fungi were grown on liquid medium containing ferric phytate, separated into cytoplasmic, extracellular and wall- and membrane-bound fractions and assayed for phosphatase. All the fractions hydrolysed p-nitrophenol phosphate (PNPP) optimally at pH 4.4 - 5.6. In all fung, the most active enzyme was the wall-bound, which was very resistant to release by NaCl, sonication and wall-degrading enzymes (chitinase and laminarinase). The Michaelis-Menten characteristics of the wall-bound fraction showed variations between the four fungi. A wide substrate specificity was demonstrated for all fungi with pyrophosphate and sodium glycerophosphate being the most efficiently hydrolysed and sodium phytate having a low rate of hydrolysis. These studies provide more evidence of the role of ectomycorrhizal fungi in the utilisation of organic P substrates in the soil.

**Abstract**

Phosphatase enzymes are associated with the breakdown of complex phosphorus sources into assimilated form. Phosphatase of two symbionts isolated from Sitka spruce mycorrhiza were compared with two mycorrhizal fungi (Paxillus involutus and Suillus grevillei) cultured from basidocarps found beneath a mixed stand of Sitka spruce and Japanese larch. The fungi were grown on liquid medium containing ferric phytate, separated into cytoplasmic, extracellular and wall- and membrane-bound fractions and assayed for phosphatase. All the fractions hydrolysed p-nitrophenol phosphate (PNPP) optimally at pH 4.4 - 5.6. In all fung, the most active enzyme was the wall-bound, which was very resistant to release by NaCl, sonication and wall-degrading enzymes (chitinase and laminarinase). The Michaelis-Menten characteristics of the wall-bound fraction showed variations between the four fungi. A wide substrate specificity was demonstrated for all fungi with pyrophosphate and sodium glycerophosphate being the most efficiently hydrolysed and sodium phytate having a low rate of hydrolysis. These studies provide more evidence of the role of ectomycorrhizal fungi in the utilisation of organic P substrates in the soil.
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In order to maintain production and achieve overall targets it will be necessary for the State to encourage private forestry. This chapter of the Leitrim Survey deals with private forestry from the point of the small landholder of 6-20 ha and examines the method of financing the transfer of land from agriculture to forestry. The Annuity Purchase Scheme, in which the small landowner plants his own land and receives an annual income from a timber purchasing agent, is explained. The costs to the landowner of growing the forest, the cost of felling and extraction and the revenue per ha with sale of timber at 1976 prices are demonstrated in tables. Other types of systems are also considered, including share-cropping arrangements.
State forestry, forestry policy, afforestation, economics, development, public awareness, economic diversification, acquisition policy

Abstract
This chapter provides some basic information about forestry, its current position nationally and its contribution to local development. The lack of a tradition of forestry in Ireland, the position of the State as the largest afforestation agent and the scattered nature of Irish forests have all contributed to a low level of awareness of the forest industry in rural communities. State acquisition policy and the absence of natural woodlands in Ireland have led to a system largely dominated by plantation forestry on marginal lands. The contribution of State forestry to employment, the economy generally and amenities is assessed. The importance of diversification, particularly in areas of poor land, is outlined.
The authors argue that a decision to plant trees in a particular area should be based on an assessment of the prospective net revenue, i.e. value of output less all relevant costs of forestry. Forestry and agriculture costs and values in Co. Leitrim are compared at 1973 price levels. Estimated net annual revenue per ha of agriculture and forestry, for both the Drumlin and Hill and Mountain Areas, are calculated. For the county as a whole the net annual revenue of forestry is much greater than agriculture at low discount rates. After examination of all revenues and costs for each sector it was found that, within the range of discount rates which are generally considered appropriate, the financial results favour planting of the Wet Drumlin areas in preference to the Mountain and Hill areas.

The main topics of concern in this chapter on forest employment are: the distribution of employment within the different sectors of the forest industry; the relationship between Yield Class and employment; the type of employment and total employment. The numbers employed in harvesting and processing must be considered...
when the employment content of a regional forest industry is being estimated. Unlike farming, which produces very few jobs in processing, it is estimated that forestry provides two jobs for every one person on the land. For a Yield Class 25 site the likely on-the-land employment is one man per 36 - 38 ha; total employment including processing is estimated at one man per 28-33 acres. Short rotation forestry is recommended as providing the best return on investment in terms of increased employment.
Despite the suitability of land for forestry in disadvantaged areas in the west of Ireland and the high level of grant aid available, farmers in these areas have been slow to engage in forestry. This paper examines the option of forestry from the viewpoint of the western farmer. The objectives of the paper are to: (1) outline the background to the case for forestry in Ireland; (2) review the uptake of the special forestry incentives available to Irish farmers; (3) discuss the role of farmers in forestry development; (4) examine State agency and EC support for farmer forestry and; (5) assess options for future development.
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Abstract
Scottish blackface sheep were grazed in a 2ha Sitka spruce plantation in Ballyboley Forest, Co. Antrim for 7 summers following the seventh year after planting. It was found that grazing significantly reduced growth. The output in terms of the weight gained by sheep and the biomass maintained was relatively small after the first grazing season. The small amount of feed available, together with management problems such as difficulty of gathering and loss of and damage to the wool, limits the value of grazing with sheep in young Sitka spruce plantations.
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The purpose of this study was to obtain accurate and detailed information on Irish hardwood roundwood prices and to determine the major factors influencing hardwood timber prices and attempt to quantify the effects of these factors. The feasibility of further constructing reasonably accurate price-size curves for the major Irish broadleaved species is also examined. The survey techniques used for the analysis are outlined, and the factors influencing hardwood timber prices are discussed. 114 individual usable records and 8 Irish hardwood sawmill throughput records were obtained and divided by species into the following groups: ash, beech, oak, poplar and mixed/other group for the sales records and ash, beech, oak and other for the hardwood throughput records. The average sale volume recorded in the survey was 130 cubic metres, and it was found that most of the sales were sold standing by negotiation. 4% of the sales in the survey were exported, accounting for 28% of the total value recorded in the survey and consisting of the most valuable timber. The volume of hardwood exported since 1988 is giving cause for concern that Ireland is slowly depleting its hardwood resource beyond its sustainable level.

Hardwood prices depended ultimately on timber quality rather than the tree size. Therefore it was not feasible or practical to construct general price-size curves for Irish broadleaves. When the results of a similar British Forestry Commission broadleaved price survey were compared with this survey it was concluded that the average prices received for hardwood in Ireland are significantly lower than the prices received for similar quality hardwood in Britain.
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Abstract
The aim of this experiment was to determine the effects of growing system row number on the marketable yield of cut foliage. The experiment was conducted between 1990 and 1996. In April 1990 single stem one year old Eucalyptus gunnii were planted in single, double, triple and quadruple rows at a spacing of 1.75m between plants both between and within rows. On the basis of an alley width of 1.2m the treatments represented densities of 1937, 2431, 2657 and 2787 plants per hectare. The triple row produced the greatest cumulative yield, 7.94 kg. The mean yield per plant was greatest in the second year, 1.92kg. With the exception of year 1995-96 there was an upward trend in the production of juvenile foliage and a downward trend in the numbers of discard stems in the years of the experiment. The yields achieved in this experiment compare reasonable well with yields reported from England and Germany. As the market prefers juvenile foliage, it is important to increase the number of juvenile stems. Suggestions are made as to how to deal with problem of plant loss after pruning. It is
concluded that a cut foliage enterprise is a feasible proposition.
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*Abstract*
The potential contribution of short rotation forestry (SRF) to the production of renewable energy from biomass, and the costs and employment opportunities involved are assessed. This study examines the economics of wood energy crops by estimating the production costs of wood energy crops and calculating the current returns from the agricultural systems that energy crops would most likely displace. An estimate of the overall price of energy crops to the end-user can then be obtained, and this can be compared with conventional fuels. The price per oven dry tonne which woodfuel would need to reach before farmers could be persuaded to change from other agricultural enterprises is estimated. Indications are that without financial subsidisation of the farmers income, woodfuel from short rotation coppice is not a viable enterprise currently. The level of subsidisation necessary to make woodfuel competitive as a fuel for electricity generation in the current market is substantial.
The increase in planting of Fraxinus excelsior has resulted in the demand for saplings exceeding supplies. A recent study investigated the effects of planting ash saplings of varying size on mortality and growth rates in the establishment years. The first part of the study examined the effects of sapling size on subsequent performance in trees that grow in a weed free environment. It was found that the bigger the tree at planting, the greater was its chance of survival. Mortality was 15% in the 30 - 50 cm range trees and 4% in the 71 - 95 cm range. The larger trees also tended to grow significantly faster than the smaller saplings. The second part of the study examined the effects of sampling size or subsequent performance in trees that grew in an environment where no weed control was practiced. Mortality rates across all heights were high when compared to sites where weed control was practiced.
satellite data. A comparison of the CASI derived productivity map with the actual situation on the ground indicated a good relationship with forest crop productivity. Unhealthy crops on the ground were associated with a low vegetation index derived from the CASI data. The results indicate that vegetation indices may be applied to classify relative productivity within forest crops. Vegetation indices derived from airborne or satellite data, should equally apply to mapping relative productivity within agricultural crops.

Bulfin Michael, Gallagher Ray, Joyce Jim, Kelleher Carmel

Proposal for a pilot project in co-operative forestry in Ireland to be financed under Article 22 of EEC Regulation 797/85 submitted by the Irish Co-operative Organisation Society Limited on behalf of the Western Forestry Co-operative Society Ltd.

Western Forestry Co-operative Society Ltd.

1985

farm forestry, marginal land, land use, wet mineral lowland, co-operative forestry, grants, subsidies, afforestation, rural development

There are over 1 million hectares of wet mineral lowland in the West of Ireland which are not suitable for agriculture but which are ideally suited for forestry. This proposal is aimed at developing a Co-operative approach towards small farmer co-operative afforestation in small farming areas in the west of Ireland. The approach is based on local farmer forestry groups backed up by a Central Farmers Forestry Co-operative. Along with the incentives available under regulation EEC/1820/80, the Central Co-operative will provide the back-up organisational, supply, technical and management services to local groups. It is estimated that, through this approach, 3000 hectares per annum could be planted by farmers. The importance of overcoming opposition to farm forestry through the provision of information and by demonstrating the economic feasibility of planting on marginal land is stressed. It is hoped that this approach could be applied throughout the EC.
This policy statement by the Irish Timber Growers Association, the representative body for owners of commercial forests in Ireland other than those owned by the State, sets out a number of recommendations for expansion of the sector. These include: a new planting target of 20,000 ha per annum, 50% by the private sector; grants equal to those available under the Western Package should be made available throughout the country; special assistance for broadleaf planting; and the encouragement of forestry on smaller holdings through the medium of the co-operatives. Recommendations are also made for the future development of the industry including the need for increased research and development, greater species diversification and the need to deal with the difficulties faced on wet mineral lowland sites.
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**Abstract**
This paper gives details of the Forest and Wildlife Service's contribution to an EEC energy project aimed at investigating the energy potential of forest biomass. The first phase of this project, consisting of growth trials of a range of woody species at four representative forest sites (western blanket peat, midland raised bogs, Old Red Sandstone, podzol and drumlin-gley) was established in 1977. Plant spacing was narrower than that used in conventional forest management practice in order to increase productivity per unit area. Early results of plant survival and dry matter production from the growth trials indicated that, of the species being investigated, lodgepole pine, Sitka spruce and Eucalyptus are performing best. Above average forest land is required for satisfactory growth of species capable of coppicing and, of the four sites, only the drumlin-gley appears to fulfill this requirement. The possibility of direct seeding reducing the establishment costs of the successful, though non-coppicing conifers, is being tested. Preliminary results from these trials of seedling emergence, are encouraging. Yields of forest biomass range from 25-40 tonnes dry matter/ha/year have been obtained on productive forest lands in the United States; this is a productivity almost competitive with coal at 1974 prices. Similar yields are possible in Ireland on comparable sites. Estimates of the possible energy contribution of forest biomass, as waste materials and as pure energy plantations, are made. It is postulated that the energy import demands of this country could be reduced by 27% based on 1977 imports and assuming half the total forest area were managed on a 20 year rotation.
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A comparison is made between the potential returns on investments in beef production and forestry. After examining the return on beef at prevailing price levels, it is concluded that cash flow from beef and the ability to switch from beef quickly offers considerable advantage over forestry. A comparison of returns set out in tabular form shows that, at somewhere between 3 and 4% discount, the forest apparently begins to be a more attractive investment than the beef enterprise. The factors which affect the ability of small forests to benefit from this advantage are explained.

This paper briefly outlines the factors which should be considered when a plantation is being planned. Trees are planted for the following reasons: commercial return; amenity; nature conservation; and improvement of shooting potential. The various factors influencing the suitability of the site selected for planting are outlined. The choice of species depends on the reasons for planting in the first place. Advice is given on how to plant in a way that assists conservation and provides a high degree of habitat diversity.
The urbanisation of Ireland and the role which trees have played in environmental planning in Irish cities is briefly outlined. The massive level of afforestation in rural areas, especially over the last two decades, has altered the perception of trees in cities also. The various positions held by the forester, arboriculturalist, climatologist and conservationists regarding the role of trees are described. The objectives of urban forestry in Ireland are identified as follows: to establish and maintain urban woodlands through the medium of community initiatives; to optimise aesthetic, conservational, recreational and wood production potential within the urban environment; to provide education and training; to dedicate urban woodlands to the concept of sustained yield and ultimate production of wood for furniture etc. Urban forestry is seen as an expression of involvement by the community closest to the establishment of this collection of trees. The importance of establishing a tree culture is stressed.

Abstract
This submission deals with a number of areas which are vitally important to the realisation of the Government's planting target of 30,000 hectares per annum. These include forest research, land use studies, socio-economic impacts, the implementation of advisory and educational services. Teagasc policy in the area of forestry development and advisory services to farmers is briefly outlined. The following strategic recommendations are highlighted: an increase in research funding; the development of a policy plan for species diversification; adaptation of development strategies for different regions; the development of a coherent land use policy for forestry; a long term investment programme; and the setting up of a comprehensive database system for all aspects of farm forestry.
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Problems and options in the afforestation of Old Red Sandstone soils.

Soils derived from the Old Red Sandstone account for about 24% (75,000 hectares) of the total State forest area. Over a 5 year period, from 1957, up to 30 field experiments were laid down by Forest and Wildlife Service Research Branch to investigate the most important aspects of soil preparation and tree nutrition on these sites. Of all the ploughing methods tested, complete Clark tine ploughing gave the best early height growth, but not sufficient to warrant its use on a management scale. Soil disturbance by ripping is most suited to the drier sites and to areas where the iron-pan and indurated layers are within depth range. Nutrition research showed that phosphorus was the primary limiting nutrient and applications of up to 500 kg/ha of rock phosphate have been recommended for the poorer sites. Nitrogen fixing plants are the most effective method of providing this essential nutrient. With current establishment methods species selection is limited on the poorer sites. The coastal form of lodgepole pine grows well on most soils. The choice of Sitka spruce and Douglas fir is confined to the fertile areas.
This report attempts to: (i) identify some of the major emerging forest policy issues in Ireland which are likely to be of substantial long-term significance, and; (ii) provide suggestions for policy makers concerning opportunities for fruitful action. Section I of the report provides some historical background with the emphasis on institutional arrangements and the economic environment. In Section II policy choices concerning the use of the existing forest resource are discussed, while in Section III options relating to the extension of the forest estate are examined. The author argues that major policy initiatives are required, especially in the areas of timber processing and farmer forestry. Specific recommendations include: doubling the level of analysis now being carried out on the State's forestry investments; the preparation of an integrated land acquisition procedure; increasing the level of negotiated pricing for wood; as regards private forestry, policies should be directed towards increasing the annual harvest rate from 1.6% to 3.0% of standing volume through the provision of information in the areas of harvesting and sales. The forest industry must be transformed from its present cottage industry type of wood processing structure to a fully integrated, horizontally and vertically export oriented complex. This development would result in substantial economies in both production and marketing. The establishment of a Forest Products Development Board is recommended. The existing forest estate can be substantially extended by optimum use of cutaway bogs for State forestry and drumlin and other marginal soils for private forestry. The type of structures which are most suitable for the most efficient running of a Forest Products Development Board and a Tree Farming Development Board and the manner in which these new units would relate to existing organisations are outlined. Finally the issues of deciding on which initiatives should take priority and costing these initiatives are dealt with.
However, he warns that area based forest payments, while proving very profitable to investors, could be environmentally damaging. New environmental provisions are going to put the Forest Service under pressure both technically - they will need to initiate a major programme to diversify from conifers - and politically as private investors and farmers increase pressure to maximise their annual premium income on poor land not suited to broadleaf planting or insist on payments for plantations not adequately maintained. High investor interest in forestry is likely as planting costs will be covered by a planting grant and the premia can be used to pay for the land. The need to develop a coherent land use policy is explained.
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Abstract This booklet explains the importance of providing farm shelter belts, especially in the west of Ireland. The effect of the shelter belt is demonstrated and advice is given on layout, siting, width/length, species selection, planting and maintenance.
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Abstract This report is an evaluation of new poplar cones and examines their suitability as forestry species for Irish conditions. The results of a survey which sought to find the location and assess the condition of existing poplar plantations in Ireland are given. There are a number of disease problems associated with poplar cultivation and there is a need to continuously introduce new clones into the country. The position of poplar in the forest estates and timber industries of several European and North American countries is assessed. All the poplar species and clones which have been tested and grown in Ireland have been imported. Many have proved unsatisfactory to Irish conditions. It is therefore important to examine the species and timber composition of clones before selection. The suitability of a number of types of poplar including section leuce, subsection Treptidae, section aigeros, section tacamahaca and hybrids between aigeros and tacamahaca is explored. Advice is given on silvicultural and management issues such as site selection, spacing and thinning. The yield and physical properties of various species in different locations are examined. Poplar timber is at present used in the following categories: sawn timber, pallets and crates; pulpwood; plywood panels; particleboard; paper manufacture and; biomass production. An assessment of poplar's economic potential is influenced by three factors: the yield that can be achieved; the value of the timber produced and; the rate of grant and premium
payable. The conclusion of the report compares the disadvantages of poplar as a forestry tree with its disadvantages. While it is easy to breed, grows very fast and is an excellent tree for farm forestry, its clonal material is susceptible to disease, it is unsuitable for many marginal land types and there is at present no market in Ireland for poplar. It is recommended that poplar should be grant aided and a premium paid under the following conditions: only the best clones will be specified and grant aided; a minimum number of clones must be used for each plantation and; only plantations on suitable soils be will be aided.
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**Abstract**
Two totally different crops, willow clones (Salix viminalis '683' and Salix x dasyclados) and a C4 - grass species were investigated in this study. The sampling locations were Castle Archdale, Co. Fermanagh and Kinsealy, Co. Dublin for the willow crops and Cashel, Co. Tipperary for the grass crop (Miscanthus sinensis 'Giganteus'). The soil types were gleys and grey brown podzolics. Sampling for this study took place once at each site during the most active growing season in June and July. Above and below ground biomass was collected, three replicates per species and site. In addition ten soil samples were taken at each site. Samples were analysed for total P, N, Fe. P-fractionation was undertaken to detect plant available pools and the organic and inorganic fractions. Models were drawn to show the P-distribution within the crop system, the yearly P-fluxes and P-export through harvest. The findings were that the P-fractionation extraction method showed very high total P levels in contrast to acid digestion total P determination method. There was a 'new' fraction found, the resin Po-fraction. The degree of plant availability of this fraction is still unclear. Outputs of phosphate through harvest consists of only 3% to 22% of the P-cycle, or 35-245 kg/ha. Return of ash was found to theoretically refill the readily available P-pool of the soils. Nevertheless calculations showed ash quantity production in the order of 0.46/ha. This makes recycling of phosphates in the form of ash-application questionable. Recovery of available P in ash was found to be very low in the experiment undertaken in this study, only 18.9%.
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**Thesis**
M.Sc. Thesis, UCD
This report proposes a woodfuel supply strategy to supply the power stations at Ferbane and Lanesboro. The woodfuel would be supplied from a study area of two intersecting subsets, defined by 50km radii centred on Ferbane and Lanesboro. Willow is selected as potentially the most productive species due to its excellent coppicing characteristics and its ability to thrive on a broad range of land types. An examination of the existing system of agriculture in the region reveals that, despite the present low returns per hectare, financial support may be necessary to compete with existing land usage. The weighted average productivity of willow in the study area ranges from 8 to 11 oven dry tonnes per hectare per annum. Best practices in establishment, management, harvesting, transport, storage and clipping are defined and assessed. A detailed economic analysis of planting, harvesting and chipping machinery is carried out. The logistics of woodfuel supply is assessed. A dynamic computer model was developed to determine the optimum appropriate woodfuel supply route and the associated delivered cost of woodfuel. The labour requirements needed for the supply of woodfuel are calculated and their seasonality assessed. Potential structures for the co-ordination of woodfuel supply to the power stations are suggested. The robustness of the woodfuel supply strategy is discussed, including the issues of structures, contracts and the possible development of competing uses for biomass.
the framework of the EC JOULE II+ programme. EC contract nr: JOU2 - CT93 - 0397.

**Key Word**
biomass energy, alternative energy sources, willow, energy production, biomass electricity, CO2 emissions, environmental protection, energy farming, wood-fuelled power, EU, European Union

**Abstract**
The technical and economic feasibility of wood-fuelled power production using willow from energy farming in existing peat-fired plants in Ireland is being studied within the framework of the EU JOULE II+ programme. Input data in the calculations in this part of the programme are presented in ranges which leads to a kWh costs in the form of a low and high cost estimation. In the least cost supply scenario storage and chipping of wood is done at the power station. Wood will only be stored in the form of sticks. Chips harvesting is assumed to be done for that amount of wood that can be processed directly during the harvesting season. For the case studies in the present project the locations of Lanesborough and Ferbane were considered. Calculations of kWh costs for the different power plant options that were considered are presented in tabular form. The difference between the high and low kWh costs estimation appeared to be very large. The cheapest proven retrofit option is the conversion of the existing milled peat Lanesborough unit 3 into a bubbling fluidized bed. For this plant costs per tonne of avoided CO2 emissions varied between 1 and 70 ECU. Especially for the retrofitted plants the fuel costs are by far the largest cost component, resulting from their relatively low efficiencies. A biomass integrated combined cycle system (BIG/CC) appeared to have lower kWh cost than all biomass combustion plants, especially in the high costs estimation. All technologies considered have the possibility of co-firing peat and biomass. From the sensitivity analysis it becomes clear that the yields (ranging from 8 to 11 ton db/ha/yr) and the annual income for land to farmers (ranging from 150 to 600 ECU/ha/yr) are the dominating factors in the kWh costs. It is notable that raising the average transport distance 100% (up to 80 kilometres), only raises the kWh price less than 2%.
both species are compared using samples taken from different sites. Moisture content for both species varied according to the location where the sample was taken and the time of year. Figures are given for the amount of above-ground biomass contained in the stem, branch material and leaf material. Samples were also analysed for carbon, nitrogen, potassium, phosphorus, sulphur, chlorine and cadmium. If either energy crop is combusted completely in excess oxygen then the amount of carbon dioxide released is approximately 1.8 kg per dry tonne of crop. The dataset created of the nature of these two energy crops should prove useful to those working on all aspects of energy crop production and utilisation.
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Abstract
This paper describes the manufacture of Standard IS63 type windows from lodgepole pine as part of the Lodgepole Pine Taskforce set up by EOLAS in 1986. The current requirements of joinery manufacturers are outlined. While some defects, such as knots and the presence of sapwood, may be permitted excessive blue stain cannot. The various stages of the manufacture at Leo Wright Ltd. are described: moulding; cross-cutting; tenoning; morticing; preservative treatment; assembly and fitting of hardware. Treatment with Protim Prevac preservative achieved a loading comfortably in excess of the required value of TBTO in sapwood. A visual assessment of the completed windows indicated that they generally met the requirements of IS 63.
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Abstract
These tables, which are derived from data from stands of coastal lodgepole pine grown in the Republic of Ireland, are to replace the tables given in the Forest Management tables (British Forestry Commission Booklet 34). In these tables the thinning regime assumed is the removal of one third of the crop in lines at first thinning stage and 70% of the Yield Class, selectively thereafter.
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Abstract
This literature search covers the period 1968 - 1978. Topics covered include whole/complete tree utilisation, small wood harvesting, stump wood harvesting and branchwood harvesting.
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An analysis of economic returns from forestry and agriculture on soils which are marginal for agriculture but highly productive for forestry.
The comparison of agriculture and forestry presented in this paper is a summary of the findings of the study on the agricultural, social and economic resources of Co. Leitrim carried by An Foras Taluntais between 1970 and 1978. The soils of this area consist of heavy, impermeable, poorly drained gleys and only 6% of the land is classed as good for grassland. While the agricultural sector faces considerable difficulties in Leitrim, its wet drumlin soils are ideally suited for growing Sitka. In some areas growth rates of 24 to 26 cubic metres per hectare per annum are reported. A comparison between net present value (NPV) for forestry and agriculture, based on 1973 prices, reveals that the difference in favour of forestry at 3% discount is £43.2 per ha for the drumlin area without charging for labour. At 6% discount the difference is £7.7. While forestry has a distinct economic advantage over agriculture in Leitrim, several economic and institutional changes will be needed to encourage the level of private forestry which will be necessary if social upheaval is to be avoided.
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Proposal for a pilot scheme to demonstrate to farmers the real possibilities for farm forestry in the West of Ireland. (to be financed under Article 22 of Council Regulation (EEC) No. 797/85.
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Abstract
This proposal is aimed at the establishment of a system of demonstration farm forests in the West of Ireland and the establishment of regional information, training and education resource centres to promote farm forestry. It is envisaged that farmers will be more receptive to afforestation when they can see a practical demonstration on neighbouring farms supported by relevant information and services. Under the pilot scheme three regional farm forest resource centres are proposed: in the Northwest; the West and; in the Southwest. These are regions which have extensive areas of land suitable for forestry. Demonstration farm forests will be established on lands of progressive farmers who have already shown an interest in forestry.
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Afforestation of Agricultural Land: proceedings of a workshop in the Community programme of research and technological development in the field of competitiveness of agriculture and management of agricultural
This paper outlines the development of Irish forestry, both State and private, since the early 1980s. The basic aspects of farm structures and land use prevailing in Ireland are summarised and displayed in tabular form. These cover the proportion of different soil types, patterns of ownership and farm size. Private forestry has increased dramatically in the last 10 years from 275 hectares in 1981 to 13,000 hectares in 1991. This increase is largely attributable to the fall in agricultural incomes and land prices and the increase in forestry grants, despite the pessimistic forecasts that planting grants and aid under the Western Package would not significantly alter the pattern of afforestation. The problems facing farmers interested in becoming involved in forestry, and the various schemes and programmes which provide a system of annual income support for farmers are outlined. The efforts that are being made to establish forestry co-operatives, involving farmers with adjoining lands who are interested in planting, are explained. The structure and operation of the Western Forestry Co-operative is outlined. A professional advisory service is a necessity in any programme which seeks to promote farmer forestry, especially among farmers with no tradition of forestry. It is vital that farmers be informed of the services which are available. The major problems associated with rapid afforestation are identified as: lack of diversity; stability on wet soils in windy areas; socio-economic difficulties - which can be alleviated to an extent if farmers are encouraged to plant their own land, rather than sell to another agency - and; environmental aspects. It is concluded that the wet mineral lowlands offer the greatest potential for afforestation.
available (This is the text of a paper given to the Seminar on Agricultural Policy, Royal Hospital Kilmainham, Nov. 20-21, 1986).
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Abstract
The aim of this project was to monitor the impact of atmospheric deposition on a coniferous forest ecosystem. The project was based in a stand of 50 years old Norway spruce on an orthic podzol soil derived from sandstone till/colluvium. The project consisted of a series of site studies investigating the edaphic and vegetation components of the ecosystem and the intensive monitoring of the chemistry of the water. These studies have enabled the establishment of a large record of continuous, intensive, high-quality measurements of water chemistry over a six-year period. The conclusions of this project are: that precipitation is dominated by seasalts, with an anthropogenic component; that ammonium deposition in this region of moderately intensive dairy farming is a potential pollution effect, and ammonia deposition needs closer study; that the forest floor is central to the forest nutrient cycles; and will be crucial in the redistribution of nutrient pools following clearfelling; that the soil solution is dominated by aluminium; that seasalt inputs are important in the Irish environment; that solute movement through the root zone is very slow. The study concludes that the forests at Ballyhooly and in the region are healthy, and there is little cause for concern for the viability in the medium term.
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Abstract
Since 1980 there has been a major incentive programme for private afforestation in the West of Ireland. The method of payment of State forestry grants is explained. The role of 'Western Package', an overall Irish government/EEC Regional Development Programme for the twelve western counties, in promoting private forestry is examined. This scheme is aimed at the afforestation of land which is marginal for agriculture but suitable for forestry. The extent of uptake of grants under this scheme and the pattern of ownership amongst participating landowners is outlined in tabular form. The operation of State advisory services for landowners is dealt with. The recognition that forestry is a long term capital appreciation enterprise is reflected in the tax incentives applied to the private forestry sector.
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Abstract
Since 1980 there has been a major incentive programme for private afforestation in the West of Ireland. The method of payment of State forestry grants is explained. The role of 'Western Package', an overall Irish government/EEC Regional Development Programme for the twelve western counties, in promoting private forestry is examined. This scheme is aimed at the afforestation of land which is marginal for agriculture but suitable for forestry. The extent of uptake of grants under this scheme and the pattern of ownership amongst participating landowners is outlined in tabular form. The operation of State advisory services for landowners is dealt with. The recognition that forestry is a long term capital appreciation enterprise is reflected in the tax incentives applied to the private forestry sector.
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Abstract
Short rotation forestry (SRF) is the growing of trees on rotations of two to ten years for the production of pulpwood or of biomass for energy. High quality agricultural soils are required to produce yields in excess of 12 dry tonnes per hectare. Sites that are of similar agricultural potential have produced significantly different yields under SRF. This study examines some of the factors that contribute to those yield differences. Poplar cuttings were planted in containers and field plots at two sites. Moisture levels and temperature in the early months of growth were found to have an effect on yield. A soil pH greater than 5.1 and between pH 6.1 and 7.1 in mineral soil was optimal for growth of Populus trichocarpa 'Fritzi Pauley.' The optimum pH was 6.8 in mineral soil and between pH 4.9 and 5.8 in organic soil for the growth of Salix viminalis 'Bowles Hybrid.' Phosphorus deficiencies did not occur in the establishment year in poplars and willows grown on good agricultural soils. The nitrogen availability to both species was a major growth determinant in soils of low nutrient status. On good agricultural soils adding nitrogen at various levels and frequencies in the establishment year had very little effect on the growth of Populus trichocarpa x deltoides 'Beaupre.' The optimum establishment year mid-July foliar nitrogen concentration is 3.5% dry matter in Populus trichocarpa 'Fritzi Pauley', 3.75% in Populus trichocarpa x deltoides 'Beaupre' and 4.50% in Salix viminalis 'Bowles Hybrid.'
Relative concentrations (N = 100) in mid-July of N = 100, P = 7, K = 59, Mg = 5 and Ca = 58 are optimal for the growth of Populus trichocarpa 'Fritzi Pauley', relative concentrations of N = 100, P = 7, K = 52, Mg = 8 and Ca = 51 are optimal for Populus trichocarpa x deltoides 'Beaupre' and relative concentrations of N = 100, P = 7, K = 54, Mg = 3 and Ca = 27 are satisfactory for the growth of Salix viminalis 'Bowles Hybrid'.
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IUFRO Sitka spruce Picea sitchensis (Bong.) Carr. International Ten Provenance Experiment: nursery stage results.
Key Word
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Abstract
Details on the introduction of Sitka spruce to Ireland and examples of heights and diameters it has attained are given. The background to the present experiment is given in the form of a review of early provenance research with the species. Results are grouped under the three broad phases of the experiment. All data were subjected to an analysis of variance. Broad sense heritability estimates for each characteristic are given. A correlation matrix was calculated for each year’s set of data and where appropriate regression lines were calculated for specific sets of data. All parameters assessed showed a significant difference between provenances. Broad sense heritability estimates were extremely high ranging from 0.82 for root collar diameter to 0.96 for height at 2 years. Seed characteristics, though significantly different, showed no pattern of clinical variation nor did they appear to have any significant effect on first year growth. Relationships between germination rate, germination percentage and height growth suggested that these could be used as a measure of fitness. Cotyledon numbers, based on the small sample, could not be used as a means of identifying provenances. Height growth was measured at the end of 2 months, 1 and 2 years. Clinal variation was observed at all stages and increased with age. Maternal effect, as measured by germination rate appeared to have been eliminated by 2 years. Though root collar diameter was strongly correlated to height growth it had only a weak negative correlation with latitude.
Abstract
The experiment was laid down and carried out according to the working plan. Seed measurements showed that the two Alaskan provenances were significantly heavier than the other provenances but no clear relationship was found. Germination was exceedingly poor with less than 50% germination in most provenances. Surplus plants sown in the open were used to make up losses. This resulted in large differences in growth within provenances at the end of one year. Scheduled growth assessments were postponed until the end of the second year. Cooleden numbers ranged from 3 to 7 with a mean of 5.2, differences between provenances were not significant. Due to different origin of lining out stock, two year assessments must be interpreted with some caution. Provenance 3062 was the best at 2 years while Alaskan ones were the least vigorous. It appears at this stage that the vigour of Sitka spruce, based on height growth, tends to reach its maximum in the provenances from South British Columbia and North Washington. Evidence from older experiments supports this view.

Abstract
This report describes the background to the establishment of the IUFRO Working Party to co-ordinate the collection of seed lots for provenance trials of the most important tree species in North West America. The collection of Picea sitchensis began in 1968. It was agreed to pick ten provenances which would be common to all the participants. The overall object of the projects was to study provenance by site interaction between countries plus genotype stability under different ecological conditions. The experiment was to be divided into
three phases: 1. Seed beds, three hundred full seed per provenance to be sown in paper pots; 2. Lining out, lining out of germinated plots and; 3. Outplanting, eighty one plants per provenance to be outplanted using the method of the country concerned. The various assessments to be made at each phase are outlined.
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Abstract
This article traces the development of forest nurseries in Ireland since 1979 when almost all planting was carried out by the Forest Service’s 14 nurseries. Private nurseries began to expand during the mid 1980s, and in 1989 Coillte’s new commercial mandate allowed for the setting up of the company’s nurseries’ business. At present Coillte has 6 nurseries which produce 50 million plants a year and employ 250 full time staff. The work of the nurseries at Ballintemple, Rathluirc and Aughrim is briefly described. The process of growing trees from seed is described and the market for young trees is analysed.
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Abstract
The initial terms of reference for this study were to provide assistance in identifying future markets for timber developed from thinnings and the final cut of broadleaf plantations located on private farm woodlots in the western and northern counties and in particular Co. Leitrim. The study also provided assistance to CRANN in pursuing its goals of broadleaf planting. The market for broadleaf thinning from felling is analysed and the steps necessary to ensure that Irish timber would be of the highest quality in soundness, durability and aesthetic appearance are outlined. The various considerations necessary to assess the economic viability of growing hardwoods are outlined and the suitability of Leitrim drumlin soil for broadleaved planting is examined. Comparisons are made with hardwood trials in Finland. A plan for implementing research in broadleaves is outlined. During the course of the study the author toured a number of timber processing industries and inspected a number of forest operations, and his findings are summarised.
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Abstract
Despite the fact that 50% of Ireland's land is classified as marginal, it is estimated that only 3% of land changes ownership. The various factors which affect the extent to which forestry can compete for land are examined. Despite falls in agricultural prices and changes in the Common Agricultural Policy, farmer confidence remains high and it may be difficult to acquire the land needed to meet annual afforestation targets.
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Abstract
The author encourages the idea of forestry as a responsible management of a resource for multiple use. Recreation, wildlife and landscape must be considered along with timber production. The goal should be a reasonable balance between timber production and social and environmental objectives. The main factors which should influence species selection are as follows: site selection; the needs of the customer; public considerations; natural regeneration; disease and; economic considerations, which depend heavily on the species' potential yield class. A brief comment is made on the 5 most frequently planted trees in Irish forests: Sitka spruce; Norway spruce; Douglas fir; hybrid or Japanese larch and; lodgepole pine. The economics of broadleaf planting is considered in regard to return from investment and considerations of interest to the general public such as the environment and conservation. New developments in species diversification, including the introduction of genetically improved Sitka spruce and hybrid larch and experiments with Washington provenances of Sitka spruce are examined. The potential yield of poplars is also assessed.
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Abstract
The problems which causes delayed first thinning in the past have largely been overcome. There is now a strong demand for all wood produced from first thinnings, and changes in planting practices have made extraction much easier. The prevailing pattern of thinning in most forests is outlined, and the thinning operation itself is described. The separation, collection and transportation of the various product categories from early thinning is described. The system of selling the products from thinning is outlined and figures are provided for harvesting costs and timber values.
The objective of this programme was to determine whether a juvenile wood/adult wood boundary could be established by analysing ringwidth, wood density and ultrasound properties of wood on an annual ring basis. X-ray microdensitometry was used to analyse ringwidth and annual density pattern, while a customised ultrasound technique was used to measure latewood density. Quadratic regression analysis was applied to the curved data patterns. Patterns with cut-off points could only be found for average annual density and minimum annual density. The cut-off point between juvenile and adult wood, when determined by quadratic regression analysis, is year 17 for average annual density and year 16 for a minimum average density.
Systematic differences in the population intensity of green spruce aphid, Elatobium abietinum (Walker), in a provenance trial of Sitka spruce, Picea sitchensis (Bong.) Carr.

Aphid populations were evaluated on foliage samples within an experimental forest area. There were marked differences in aphid intensity between three areas within the experiment and between individual trees. Significant differences between provenances of Sitka spruce were of particular interest, since aphid intensity appeared to be related to the latitudinal origin of the seed. The more southerly provenances were especially susceptible. The accumulated evidence suggests that no single physiological difference between trees will account for all observed variations in aphid intensity, although the later growth cessation of susceptible provenances deserves further study.

The results of the nursery and field performance of 67 Sitka spruce IUFRO provenances are presented. Data
collected throughout a 12 year period from seed show: 1) Height at 3 years was closely correlated with latitude of seed origin, with the northern provenances from Alaska and the Nass and Skeena River areas being the least vigourous. 2) Southern provenances from mid-Oregon to northern California showed exceptional vigour, but as 2 year seedlings, suffered increasing autumn frost damage with decreasing latitude of seed origin. 3) The pattern of height growth after 9 years in the field was very similar to that at the end of the nursery stage. 4) All provenances were hardy in the field once past the tender seedling stage. 5) A strong genotype by environment interaction was detected due to the response by the southern provenances to the mild climate of low elevation coastal test sites. On the basis of this study it was concluded that the current provenance recommendations of Queen Charlotte Islands and Washington sources are perhaps too conservative and mid-Oregon material should be tested on an operational pilot scale.
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Abstract
The initial object of the Irish tree improvement programme is to select the most suitable provenances of those exotic species being used in the afforestation programme. The selection of superior phenotypes will be carried out within the better provenances and these will be incorporated into orchards. The type of orchard established will be decided by the ease with which vegetative reproduction can be achieved. The number of orchards and the species for which they are established will be dependent on the demand for the species concerned in the afforestation programme. The first cycle of orchards will contain clones selected for good form and growth. Later specialised orchards will be established for specific characteristics such as high density and fibre length. All the clones will be progeny tested and based on the performance of the progeny orchards will be rogued. The second cycle of selection will be carried out within the progeny of the rogued orchards will be based on best individuals within best families. Hybridisation work will not play a major role in the overall scheme. Consideration will be given to the possibility of using inter-provenance hybridisation when breeding for specific characteristics.
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Abstract
This report describes the first stages in the programme to develop a high yielding multi-clonal variety of Sitka spruce. This 2 year period of the project concentrated on the selection, collection and propagation of genetic material from which a multi-clonal variety will be developed. Plant material and seeds were collected from several sources including mature and semi-mature forest stands, transplant lines in commercial nurseries, progeny tests and seed and plant exchange with AFOCEL, France. A breeding strategy was designed to include the means by which new and more refined genetic variation can be developed and incorporated into the variety. A study which investigated both inter and intra provenance variation in wood density was also undertaken. This was initiated to determine the possible effects on wood quality in developing a rapidly growing variety of Sitka spruce. Results from the study show that within Sitka spruce a close negative correlation exists between growth rate and wood density at the provenance level. However, this relationship is not as pronounced at the individual tree level within provenances. This finding, together with the extensive variation in density found between trees, will enable genetic gains to be achieved in this trait by the selection and breeding from trees with superior growth rate and average or above average wood density. A Pilodyn 6J Wood Tester was also evaluated as a field tool for rapidly assessing the wood density in standing trees.
Abstract
The Ballyhooly project (number 8860IR001.0) was initiated in 1988 under European Community Council Regulation 3528/86. The project was begun late in 1988, and the period of measurement now reported covers the years 1989 and 1990. The aim of the project was to monitor the impact of atmospheric deposition on a coniferous forest ecosystem. The project was based in a plantation stand of Norway spruce (Picea abies (L.) Karst.), approximately 50 years old on an Orthic podzol (FAO) derived from sandstone till/colluvium, in a location relatively remote from pollution sources and about 30 km from the sea. The project consisted of a series of site studies covering the edaphic and vegetation components of the ecosystem and the intensive monitoring of the chemistry of water with continuous collections being made at its point of entry to the ecosystem (precipitation) and at various points on its passage through it (throughfall, humus water and soil water). Atmospheric gas concentrations were also monitored at intervals. The results confirm that the Ballyhooly stand is healthy and the level of pollutants in the atmosphere is low. Only ammonium deposition shows a significant anthropogenic influence, the result of animal production on surrounding farms. The most obvious feature of the ionic composition of the ecosystem waters is the concentration of ions of marine origin principally sodium, chloride, magnesium and sulphate. Levels are very high by comparison with Central European locations but low compared to extreme coastal situations in Ireland. Calcium is the one element which appears to be in short supply in the ecosystem. Concentrations in both foliage and litter and in soil water are low. Molar ratios of calcium to magnesium are also low, in the upper soil, well below reported critical levels. This might be expected to presage fine root damage, but the limited studies conducted to date suggest that the root system is healthy.
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Abstract
This report presents the findings of a liaison committee set up by An Foras Taluntais and the Forestry Division of the Department of Lands and charged with investigating the research needs of Irish forestry and formulating a research programme to meet these needs. The issue of soil research is considered under the following headings: soil survey investigations; selection of forest sites; soil problems in existing plantations; integration of forestry and farming and; economic considerations. The question of the nutritional requirements of forest trees is considered under the two stages in forest tree culture, propagation and existing forest stands. Other issues discussed include: afforestation of cutover peats; nursery research; tree improvement; forest pathology; climatic effects; weed control and; management research, which deals with silvicultural and other practices which have vital influences on the volume, quality, economy and planning of forest production. Another issue which needs careful investigation is the comparison of the economics of land use under agriculture and forest production.
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This article describes the operation of Medite, the Medium Density Fibreboard (MDF) plant in Clonmel which processes small diameter pulpwood and sawmill residues. The plant was established by the American company Medford in 1983 and has a processing capacity of 140,000 cubic metres per year. The various stages of loading, bark stripping and chipping are described. The chips are compressed and the bond is strengthened by the addition of a urea formaldehyde resin. The market for wood residues will expand as the demand for bark-free chips increases. The article concludes that Medite's success in the European market may encourage the setting up of a second major international mill in some other timber rich region of Ireland.

The objectives of this study were to provide forest growers with data on the factors which influence the
finishing quality of machined spruce wood, and to provide the sawmilling sector with data on the drying of Sitka in relation to machining and machining criteria for the planning of Sitka spruce. In order to obtain satisfactory data it was considered essential to identify critical parameter settings which would guarantee consistent planned surface finish. The methodology employed was one of statistically designed experiments using orthogonal assays. Four factors were identified: yield class; moisture content; rake angles and; feed speeds. Trees were selected from 4 different yield classes and processed samples were planed using a Wilson spindle moulder. The quality of the surface was measured in four scoring zones, the finish value being the mean of all four measurements. Because no satisfactory means exits of measuring the surface smoothness of planed timber which can take into account variability, the testing was carried out visually and tactically by five judges. The analysis of the surface quality of the clearwood indicated that yield class, moisture content and feed speed were not significant factors. However, rake angle proved to be significant indicating an optimum value between 22.5 degrees and 23.5 degrees. Neither feed speed nor yield class were significant.
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Some short-term effects of lime and fertilisers on a Sitka spruce plantation. I. Field studies on the forest litter and the uptake of nutrients by trees.
Publisher
Oxford University Press
Place
Oxford
Date
1973
Source
Forestry
Volume
Vol. 46, No. 1
Key Word
fertilisers, fertilisation, nutrients, foliar mineral concentration, lime, nutrient uptake
Abstract
A factorial experiment tested the effects of three rates of ground limestone and two rates of NPK fertiliser on two Sitka spruce plantations on sites with poorly drained soils. There was no N or K fertiliser remaining in the litter layer 8 months after application and the nutrient status of the trees had been increased. The P fertiliser remained in the litter layer and had not been taken up by the trees. Nine months after application, lime had remained in the litter layer and had significantly reduced the foliar N and P concentration of the trees.
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Some short-term effects of lime and fertiliser on a Sitka spruce plantation. II. Laboratory studies on litter decomposition and nitrogen mineralization.
Publisher
Oxford University Press
Place
Oxford
Date
1973
Source
Forestry
Volume
Vol. 46, No. 1
Key Word
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Abstract
Laboratory incubation experiments show that lime, applied in the field or immediately before incubating, increases the rate at which Sitka spruce needles and forest floor litter decompose. The presence of lime resulted in an increase in carbon dioxide production and this was accompanied by the rapid assimilation of both native and added mineral N. The application of mineral N also increased carbon dioxide production from lime-treated spruce needles.
Early growth of Picea sitchensis (Bong.) Carr. on deep oligotrophic peat in Northern Ireland.

The relationship between growth of young Sitka spruce, planted on deep oligotrophic blanket peat, and uptake of N, P, and K by the trees under various fertiliser and herbicide regimes is examined. Despite the provision of adequate P, tree growth eventually becomes limited by a shortage of available N. This can be overcome at present only by repeated applications of fertiliser N. The use of herbicides to kill heather in checked crops increases the availability of N temporarily, and fertiliser K in all situations improves growth, though often only slightly. It is suggested that following the initial application of phosphate a finite fraction of the total N content of the peat becomes available to the trees. Once this has been used the release of mineral nitrogen is so slow that crops become N-deficient and growth is limited. There is no evidence to suggest that once canopy closes the situation will change, so that on oligotrophic peat sites managers are faced with the possibility of having to apply nitrogen fertilisers every 3 or 4 years to maintain growth at a satisfactory level. Although there is as yet no direct evidence on oligotrophic peat that there will not be an increase in the rate of N mineralization once crops reach 5 - 7 metres in height, work on other poorly drained soils in Northern Ireland indicates that it is unlikely to happen.
Northern Ireland.
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Forestry
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Vol. 49, No. 2

Key Word
rooting depth, root stability, Sitka spruce, Picea sitchensis, ploughing, surface root-plates, windthrow, cultivation

Abstract
Because it is unlikely that rooting depth of Sitka spruce on surface water gleys will be increased by intensive deep drainage, it is necessary to encourage trees to develop wide-spreading surface root-plates to maintain stability. Plough furrow and even shallow turf ditches severely restrict root-plate development. Thus crops planted on ploughed sites are likely to suffer from windthrow much sooner and more seriously than those on turf-planted sites, where there are considerably fewer ditches. It is recommended that single mouldboard ploughing should be replaced either by double mouldboard ploughing or turf planting on gleys.
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Vol. 19, No. 12

Key Word
Coillte Teoranta, forest products, timber processing, timber trade, State forests, business organisation, marketing, afforestation, forestry policy

Abstract
This article describes the challenges facing Coillte Teoranta, the new company which has taken charge of Ireland's State-owned forests. From operating as a centralised government organisation, the new company now functions within seven regional business units with their own budgets. Issues covered include rationalisation and staff reductions, continued afforestation and marketing of the forests' rapidly increasing timber output. The relationship between Coillte and the Irish sawmill sector, in particular regarding inspection for compliance with structural timber standards, is also discussed.
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Volume
Vol. 22, No. 2
Key Word
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Common Agricultural Policy
Abstract
This paper examines the role of farm woodland in Northern Ireland, one of the most sparsely wooded areas of
Europe. Census data reveals that woodland occupies only 1.01% of all agricultural land; less than one quarter
hectare per holding. Furthermore under CAP pressures to increase agricultural land a scarcely adequate resource
dropped by nearly 18% between 1975 and 1986, though rates of change are seen to vary spatially. The paper
reviews past farm woodland policies and assesses their performance, and discusses the likely effects of recently
introduced woodland policy.
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The upsurge in private afforestation in the Republic of Ireland.
Publisher
Geographical Society of Ireland
Place
Dublin
Date
1992
Source
Irish Geography
Volume
Vol. 35, No. 2
Key Word
private forestry, farm forestry, land use, EC, EU, European Union, European Community, subsidies, grants, private afforestation, agriculture, farmer incomes, State support, Western Package, marginal land, economic development, rural development, employment

Abstract
There has been a dramatic growth in the annual rate of private afforestation, from a mean of 193 ha over the period 1930-79 to 9217 ha in 1990. The reasons for the very low level of non-State involvement in forestry before the 1980s are examined. These include the small size of most farm holdings, the absence of 'forest consciousness' in Ireland and the lack of a clear policy regarding private forestry during the first decades of the new State. From the late 1970s there was an increasing realisation of the economic potential of Irish forestry, both because of the fast rate of growth on Irish soils and the favourable market conditions for timber. The comparative advantage of forestry over agriculture on marginal lands was demonstrated, and this was particularly true in lowland mineral soils. Government and European incentives, especially the Western Package, played important roles in expanding the private forestry sector. Disincentives for farmers to switch from livestock farming were gradually removed during the mid to late 1980s and in 1987 the government identified forestry as one of the main areas for development in its Programme for National Recovery. Expenditure on forestry greatly increased under the Forestry Operation Programme 1989 - 1993. The distribution and type of private afforestation is examined. The piecemeal nature of a major change in land use and landscape is noted and the development of a coherent land use policy is encouraged.
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This study examines the production of wood residues by the Irish timber industry and the uses to which they are put. The aims of the study were to provide information on the volumes of each type for residue currently produced and to estimate future production in the light of changing market outlets and production processes. Of particular interest was the quality of residues and the means by which they could be upgraded by incorporating debarking machinery into sawmill processes. The results of the study show that a small but increasing number of sawmills operate debarking machinery and are thus capable of producing higher quality, bark-free residues. The study shows that it can be economic for even moderately sized mills to install such machinery but that distance from residue markets is of central importance. Estimates of volumes of each type of residue are derived, the estimates being based mainly on the application of conversion yields to estimated future sales of roundwood.

The purpose of this study was to examine the role of private forestry in Ireland, the impact of existing policies, the possible impact of alternative policies and to make policy recommendations. Private afforestation has been at a low level for many years. Those groups of people with a potential interest in forestry are identified in the report and it is recommended that the Forest and Wildlife Service prepare information and publicity material.
directed at these groups. However, there are no grounds for believing that private afforestation will increase markedly. A small proportion of the assets of pension funds is available for the acquisition of immature forest crops. It is recommended that the Forest and Wildlife Service capture this funding by the lease of young State forests to financial institutions and that the funds realised be used to increase State afforestation.
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timber processing, timber industry, pulpwood, forest products, economics, wood residues, private forestry

**Abstract**
The aim of this project was to identify when and where a new pulpwood industry would be justified, having regard to the projected raw-material availability and the projected capacity of the existing plants. A forecast of pulpwood availability over the next 15 years, by region, was built up by evaluating the effects of an alternative felling policy in State forests, by quantifying the consequences of increased growth rate evidenced in younger plantations, by assessing the volume of wood residues and by including pulpwood production from private woodlands. The conclusion is that by the early 1980s sufficient material will exist to support two new industries.
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Abstract
The main objective of this paper was to show the extent to which forestry can provide income and employment in Ireland. The paper begins by placing the position of forestry in Ireland in relation to other European countries. A summary of the history of forestry in Ireland from the beginning of the 17th century is provided. Recent developments in forestry are examined including the introduction of the current forestry operation programme and the problems of achieving planting targets. The issues associated with the impact of forestry on rural areas, with particular emphasis on land use and rural employment, are discussed. The economics of private planting is also examined. In the concluding section, which deals with the timber trade, the authors stress the need for additional pulp processing capacity to deal with the additional pulpwood and residues from sawmilling.
This report on the work carried out by Coillte's Research & Development branch is divided into four sections. 1. Genetics and tree improvement. The major project in this area was the continuing Sitka spruce improvement study. During 1995 the emphasis in this study changed from growth and productivity measurements to wood quality research. 2. Silviculture. The following tasks were undertaken by researchers in the area of CIR aerial photography and remote sensing of forest health: national inventory of forest condition using CIR; evaluation of CASI imagery for the classification of damaged forests; the use of satellite imagery to identify forest damage in the midlands; the evaluation of long term fertiliser trials using CIR aerial photography. Other silvicultural projects included windthrow, root development, and ploughing. 3. Site studies. In the area of forest nutrition, work was concentrated on tree growth on high pH soils, laboratory services, and phosphorus fertilisation. 4. Forest protection. Further work on developing pest management strategies for the forest pests large pine weevil, Fomes, the pine beauty moth and Phytophthora were undertaken.
demands rather than setting any financial objective. This outlook informed State forestry policy during the second period under review. The third section of the period examines the new methods of cost control and increasing revenue introduced in the later period. Future prospects for timber price rises are also examined and the current state of operational planning in the State forestry sector is assessed.
This article traces the development in farm forestry from the early 1980s. At that time a change in national forestry policy and EC funded incentives resulted in a rapid increase in private afforestation. The trend towards using better quality land for planting has meant that a broader choice of tree species is being considered. The most popular deciduous species being planted on Irish farms are surveyed with brief notes on weed control and the uses to which timber can be put on farms.
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Abstract
This special feature on forestry includes short articles on the management of Irish forests, recreation and tourism based on forestry, forest research and Ireland's woodland heritage.
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Abstract
This article assesses the business performance of Coillte Teoranta since its establishment as a commercial semi-state company in 1989. Between 1922 and 1983 the State has spent £261 million on forestry but it is likely to be a number of years before the company can provide a return on this investment. While profits have been slow in coming, the growth in the company's forest and land assets has been significant. These were worth £754 million in Dec. 1993.
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Abstract
The first half of the 19th century was an era of planting in Ireland and landlords and tenants between them planted the same acreage as the State in the first half of the 20th century. Analysis of the numbers and types of trees planted by tenants shows that most tenants put in under 5,000 trees and that conifers and deciduous trees were equally favoured. Tenant planting practically ceased after the 1830s.
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Rhizina undulata on Picea abies transplants.
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Key Word
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Abstract
At least three quarters of the sites of brash fires in a mainly coniferous area on peat in Co. Tyrone were colonised by Rhizina undulata. On each of these sites an average of eight newly planted Picea abies died within five years. No more deaths were recorded during a further three years. Deaths of Picea abies seldom occurred where there had been no fire or on fire sites on hardwood stumps in the same area.
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Title
A pruning device for sampling tree crowns.
Publisher
Oxford University Press
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Oxford
Date
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Source
Forestry
Volume
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Key Word
tree foliage sampling, pruners, pruning cutter, sample collection, foliar nutrient concentration
Abstract
This article describes a device for retrieving foliar samples from the crown of trees. It consists of 3.3m long bamboo pole fitted with a pruning cutter and spring clips and can retrieve up to three samples simultaneously.
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Plant Pathology and Agriculture and Food Chemistry Research Division, Dept. of Agriculture of N. Ireland, Newforge Lane, Belfast 9
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Oxford University Press
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Key Word
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Abstract
A system which may be used to automatically fertilise a large area by small regular applications is described. This involves using a rotary atomiser attached to a mast 40m above tree level to disperse minute droplets of fertiliser over a distance of 2 km. Fertiliser could be released using an electric wind powered mechanism. The advantages of the system include rapid adjustment of fertiliser application to foliar nutrient deficiencies,
reduction of waste and considerable costs reduction on helicopter based application systems.
This study compares the effects of superphosphate, ground rock phosphate and basic slag on the growth of Sitka spruce up to the eighth year on deep oligotrophic blanket peat in Northern Ireland. Three separate application systems were examined. It was found that broadcast application was initially the most effective, but no significant difference in mean tree height was found between this method and placement on top of the ribbon. Both were found to be significantly more effective than application of fertiliser below the ribbon. Fertiliser position had little effect on foliar nutrient concentration in either the fifth or eighth growing seasons. In all treatments, concentrations of all foliar nutrient elements, except K, decreased significantly between the fifth and eighth growing seasons. The broadcast application of ground rock phosphate at not less than 50 kg P/ha is recommended for the establishment of Sitka spruce on deep blanket peat, but supplementary fertilising with K, and possibly P, may be necessary about 8 years after planting.
Address of author
Dept. of Crop Science, Horticulture and Forestry, Agriculture Building, UCD, Belfield, Dublin 4
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Title A computer-based approach for evaluating plantation alternatives - a case study of Pinus contorta in Ireland.
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Source Forestry
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Key Word computer applications, information technology, economic models, Faustmann model, data processing, planning, Pinus contorta, lodgepole pine, finance, costs, revenue, forest management, thinning schedules
Abstract This paper describes the use of a computer programme to calculate discounted net revenues for 432 combinations of sites, costs, and returns with fixed thinning schedules. The calculations were carried out using the Faustmann economic model. The tabulated outputs correlated net revenue/acre with different rotations and interest rates. The numerical results will be helpful in allocating funds between planting sites and in setting rotation length for a given site.
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Abstract
The author provides a brief overview of the evolution of working plans in Northern Ireland's State forests. The structure of these plans and modes of implementation are discussed. Various aspects of the different management plans used are outlined. The procedure for revising and amending the plan is described. The size of the working-plan is described, and the extent to which staff are allowed to deviate from it is examined.
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Abstract
Results of laboratory examinations of elm twig samples received during 1978 and 1979 are presented. Sampling was designed to monitor the spread of the aggressive strain of Dutch elm disease fungus from the three foci of infection identified in 1977. Some information is also given on the distribution of the Eurasian and North American races of the aggressive strain in Ireland.
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The composition and structure of deciduous woods in County Down, Northern Ireland.
Publisher
Elsevier Science Publications
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The results of an ecological survey of deciduous woods in north County Down showed that variation in the composition of the ground flora, canopy composition and structure, and patterns of tree regeneration was related to environmental gradients of soil mineral nutrient status, the intensity of grazing and the degree of soil water-logging. It was shown that the effects of the dominant species of the tree canopy on the ground flora were secondary. Deciduous woodland had been cleared at some lowland sites and replaced by conifers or agriculture. The woods surveyed are very different from native Irish Blechno-Quercetum and Corylo-Fraxinetum, but are very closely related to mixed deciduous woods in England and Scotland. Fagus sylvatica and Acer pseudoplatanus have naturalised and have regeneration patterns related to edaphic factors. However, the regeneration status of the current canopy dominants and associated trees suggests that other changes in canopy composition will take place if the woods are not managed further. Replacement of Pinus sylvestris and Fagus sylvatica by Fraxinus excelsior and Acer pseudoplatanus is predicted, particularly at higher elevation sites.
pioneer, the assumption being that it will be possible to grow more demanding species such as Sitka spruce for the second rotation on sites which have carried a first rotation of lodgepole pine. On poor soils these more demanding species normally require regular inputs of fertiliser nitrogen to sustain an acceptable growth pattern.
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Abstract
This article describes an experiment to test the effect of different stand densities on the growth of Sitka spruce. Trials were established at Baronscourt, Northern Ireland in 1960. Five respacing treatments applied to an 11-year old stand gave stand densities between 320 and 2900 stems per ha. Results up to an age of 31 years are presented when average top height was 18.5m. A yield model is developed based on the experimental results to estimate volume and other crop variables for initial crop densities of 1000-3000 stems per hectare and for top height of 15 to 22m.
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Top height growth curves for Sitka spruce in Northern Ireland.
Publisher
Oxford University Press
Place
An asymptotic relationship is fitted to top height-age measurements from a wide range of sites. A method of generating top height growth curves corresponding to different site indices is presented. By letting one parameter in the relationship be site specific it is shown how to obtain a system of either similar (anamorphic) or different (polymorphic) shaped curves. These may be used to allocate stands to site quality classes. The method may be applied to any data set consisting of pairs of top height-age measurements from different sites; the only proviso being that the curves obtained apply only within the range of the data and to the site quality classes represented.

Abstract
Populus trichocarpa Torr. and Grey X P. balsamifera L. TT32 lines were generated from calli that had been maintained under differing in vitro conditions for sixteen months. In the final months, calli were maintained with one of six concentrations of 2, 4-dichlorophenoxyacetic acid (2,4-D, 0.1, 0.2, 0.3, 0.4, 0.5 or 0.6 per mg.) and regenerated with 0.25, 0.50 or 1.0 per mg benzylaminopurine (BA). Regenerant lines were obtained from 15 of these 18 treatments. The spectrum of variation in several morphological, physiological and leaf gas exchange traits was evaluated in the primary regenerants in 1986, and in their secondary vegetative propagules in the two subsequent years, in relation to differences in the original culture conditions. The results indicate that somaclonal variation was induced largely as a result of prolonged culture in the presence of 2,4-D, but that the terminal maintenance and regeneration phases also induced changes in the regenerants. Qualitative differences among the regenerant lines were detected by the end of 1986. For most traits, these differences were statistically
confirmed within the 3 year period. The treatment lines ultimately diverged sufficiently to produce lines showing general performance that was either above or below that of the original TT32 clone. An early visible indicator of this divergence was variation in leaf shape (leaf length/width ratio), which could be related to 2,4-D. Significant correlations were detected between gas exchange parameters and morphological characteristics representing leaf form and stem development. Overall, results indicated the presence of somaclonal lines that offer potential for the selective improvement of growth using morphological and gas exchange parameters as screening tools.
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Abstract Populus hybrid TT32 (Populus trichocarpa X P. balsamifera) lines produced from 15 treatment tissue culture regimes exhibited somoclonal variation in morphological and gas exchange parameters. Within four years of regeneration, discrete lines showing statistically validated superior, or inferior, growth performances relative to the parental reference clone were identified. Significant differences in the ratio of leaf length/width between treatment lines provided the earliest reliable indicator of the divergence in overall growth performance. Despite discernable variation in leaf phenotype among primary regenerants and secondary propagules within individual lines, the leaf length/width ratio was identified as a potential parameter for predicting growth performance. Its subsequent use led to the recognition of four distinct leaf morphotypes; cordate; ovate; reniform and oval. Two or more of these morphotypes were distributed within each of the original 15 treatment lines. Regrouping the data on the basis of leaf morphotype resulted in a clear segregation of the morphological traits, and revealed difference that were not readily apparent by statistical analysis based on treatment groups. The demonstration of similar relative performances by individual morphotypes with respect to a range of growth and gas exchange parameters confirmed that variation in leaf morphology was indicative of differential photosynthetic performance. Somaclonal variants with a leaf morphotype closest to that of the parental line showed the highest overall potential for selection, suggesting that the greatest benefits accrue from a minimal disturbance of the parental leaf phenotype.
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This article provides a brief account of the use of fertilisers in Irish forestry over the last 25 years. Between 12,000 and 16,000 ha of forest land are fertilised annually. Deficiencies of nitrogen and phosphorus are widely encountered, particularly in Sitka spruce on infertile peatland sites. Forest fertilisation research in Ireland has been centred to a large extent, on the nutrition of this species on peat soils. Current work on mineral soils includes the investigation of the response to fertilisers on moderately fertile sites. Preliminary results indicate that phosphatic fertilisers may be effective in these situations.

This directory provides a comprehensive list of research projects in the Irish forest industry and related fields, and the names and addresses of those involved in them. The material is listed by research project, and almost all...
of the projects listed have objectives and a timeframe for completion.
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Abstract
The objective of this study was to examine the potential for a midland broadleaved forest, which would form part of an integrated rural development plan for the central midlands. To achieve its objectives, the study aimed to evaluate the feasibility of converting land to forestry use and establishing a farm forest cooperative to help realise maximum socio-economic benefit to the farmer and rural community. The study was concentrated in an area covering approx. 48 square miles in Co. Offaly which was considered a reasonable base from which conclusion could be drawn on the Midlands region as a whole. A detailed survey of the area providing economic, environmental and scientific data is summarised. In the section dealing with the methodology employed by the study, the concept of indicative land evaluation strategies is reviewed with particular reference to the assessment of land suitability for forestry, based on physical limitations and economic, social and environmental constraints. The development of a methodology for the multivariate classification of forest suitability (including an evaluation of agricultural capability) for a defined study area in Co. Offaly within the central midlands of Ireland is outlined in detail. The rationale of the classification, which is based on the division into capability classes of carefully selected environmental attributes, is explained fully. The report outlines the value of forestry development within the area as a method of providing economic and social benefit to the community, considering local landowners in particular. The final discussion includes a full analysis of the results of the forestry suitability strategy, with a detailed breakdown of silvicultural and management practices, including proposals for the establishment of a locally based forestry co-operative. In summary, the findings of the study support the proposal to establish a broadleaved forestry cooperative in the Irish Midlands based on better quality broadleaved and coniferous timbers, that will ultimately support important local value-adding industries.
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Number 949
Author Jones S.M., Farrell E.P.
(UCD. Department of Environmental Resource Management. Forest Ecosystem Research Group)  
Place Dublin  
Date 1994  
Key Word Bord na Mona cutaway bogs, lodgepole pine, Norway spruce, oak, peatlands, peat soils, soil properties, nutrient deficiency, pest damage, afforestation, vegetation control, Pinus contorta, Picea abies  
Abstract This survey was confined to areas planted with species other than Sitka spruce. The main species assessed were lodgepole pine, Norway spruce and oak. Factors examined included health and productivity of the forest crops as well as various soil properties. The following are the recommendations for the reconstitution and afforestation of milled cutaway bog: 1. Reconstitution. Lodgepole pine would appear to be the only option for the reconstitution of failed areas. The minimum peat depth required for this species is uncertain but current indications are that a minimum of 60 cm of peat (irrespective of peat type) is needed for satisfactory growth. Total vegetation control must be achieved before replanting commences. No firm recommendations can be made for the reconstitution of shallow peat areas. Therefore these areas should remain as they are for the present time; 2. Afforestation. The numerous problems associated with the afforestation of shallow peat areas have yet to be resolved. Consequently no prescriptions can be drawn up for the treatment of these areas as yet. Large scale afforestation should be concentrated on the deeper peat (greater than 60 cm in depth) areas. It is recommended that lodgepole pine and Norway spruce be planted in these areas. Norway spruce has clear potential on all peat types greater than 60 cm in depth. However, large scale planting of this species should not be undertaken until the considerable problems of vegetation control have been resolved. Oak has potential on shallow peats and on sub-peat mineral soils. Good protection against hares will be essential for its survival. Cultivation of sub-peat mineral soil will probably be required and trials to develop optimal site preparation techniques for a range of potentially suitable species, including oak, should be undertaken immediately.  
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Title Long term investigation into durability of Irish timbers in service or ground contact. (Report for 1994).  
Publisher Forbairt  
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Abstract
The project originally commenced in 1987 at a site in Glenealy Co. Wicklow and this report presents the summary of the work carried out in 1994. The objectives of the project can be summarised as follows: 1. To obtain information on durability and life expectancy of various timber species in service or in ground contact; 2. To assess life expectancy of treated and untreated timber; 3. To evaluate the effect of preservatives and treatment schedules on timber durability; 4. To record the progress of physical deterioration of observed samples each year; 5. To assess the results of these yearly inspections; 6. To revise the test procedure and frequency of the inspection if it is required after the assessment of the results. In order to measure the reduction in strength or density caused by decay, a pendulum impact test and a pilodyne test are carried out. During these tests all samples are visually inspected to observe changes in physical appearance or decay due to external exposure. The results of these tests and visual examination for treated and untreated timber are compared.
As part of the programme on harmonisation of standards on wood preservation operating in member countries, this work set out to: to monitor European standards on wood preservation produced by CEN/TC 38; to advise the Forest Service of developments as they occur; to disseminate, when appropriate, information to relevant sectors of the industry in Ireland.

Source
Technical support for Irish timber. (Final reports, 1994).

Key Word
forest products, timber processing, standards harmonisation, EC, EU, European Community, European Union, building materials, wood preservation treatment, preservatives, standards

Abstract
As part of the programme on harmonisation of standards on wood preservation operating in member countries, this work set out to: to monitor European standards on wood preservation produced by CEN/TC 38; to advise the Forest Service of developments as they occur; to disseminate, when appropriate, information to relevant sectors of the industry in Ireland.
1994
Source
Technical support for Irish timber. (Final report, 1994).
Key Word
forest products, timber processing, timber promotion
Abstract
This report describes the work programme undertaken by the Forest Products Department on the promotion and
the support of Irish timber. This programme included holding seminars, publishing the Irish Timber Brochure
and the creation of value opportunities in work with sawmillers and others involved in the timber processing
industry.
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Abstract
The report assesses the trading performance of Irish timber during 1994. The problem of staining in timber left
standing for long periods was of particular concern. The Forest Products Department maintained a technical
focal point for the continuing implementation of SR 11 for all sectors of the timber trade. Information is
provided on cooperation with other bodies such as the National House Building Gaurantee scheme.
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The development of quality systems in sawmills, undertaken in association with the Coillte Allocation Scheme (CAS), and its monitoring is described. CAS provides a direct linkage between the development and maintenance of quality systems throughout the entire production cycle and the allocation of raw material supplies. The work undertaken by the Forest Products Department staff in assisting and supporting mills on their quality development programmes. An emphasis was placed throughout the year on achieving consistency between the mills in drying, grading, marking and dimensional accuracy.

Juvenile wood is generally considered to be less stable and more prone to distortion than adult timber or mature wood from the outer part of older trees. The objectives of this study were: to assess the distortion occurring in sawn Sitka spruce upon drying, and to compare the performance of juvenile wood to adult wood; to assess the effect of such factors as silvicultural practice, orientation of growth rings and the presence of compression wood or other features and, following these assessments; to investigate drying procedures to minimise any such distortion. Preliminary analysis of data obtained from distortion measurement tests on dried timber show that juvenile wood is more prone to distortion than adult wood, but this tendency is masked by other factors, including orientation of cut (in particular the presence of boxed heart) and compression wood.
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Abstract This paper outlines what geo-referenced forestry data are available for Ireland and the methods by which they are collected, with particular reference to the State owned woodlands. The inventory process currently operating in Coillte is outlined. The important forest inventory parameters recorded are listed. Information on the site survey carried and the crop potential survey carried out in 1990 is included.
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Abstract
This report presents the results obtained from two projects, both of which contribute to the creation of a data bank on physical and mechanical properties of timber being compiled by the Forest Products Dept., IIRS. Samples for the tests described were obtained from a FWS plot in Avoca, Co. Wicklow which is being used as part of a thinning experiment on Sitka spruce. The test procedure is outlined and the data obtained on grading, modulus of elasticity and ultimate bending strength are presented. It is concluded that the strength values of the timber tested is low, and the correlations obtained between E (plank) and E (true) and between E(true) and ultimate bending strength were good. This indicates a definite basis for machine grading of homegrown Sitka spruce.
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Abstract
This report presents all the results from tests carried out on a sample of timber obtained from a FWS sample plot in Avoca, which forms part of a thinning experiment on Sitka spruce. Data were obtained for the following range of tests: measurement of physical dimensions; determination of moisture content and density; machine grading in the FPD prototype and computermatic grading machines; visual grading; determination of 3 modulii of elasticity; determination of bending strength. Results obtained from an analysis of the data show that the heavier the thinning the lower are the strength properties and yields for the higher strength grades. The strength properties increased in value with drying. The effects of depths and width must be taken into consideration in determining grade and strength properties. The percentage of planks with less than 4 growth rings per inch increased with heavy thinning.
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Technical report on ponding of spruce poles.

A series of experiments was undertaken on spruce poles to determine the effects of ponding on: 1. Permeability, creosote penetration and creosote loading; 2. Strength properties of poles; 3. Drying behaviour. The results showed that the required permeability of spruce poles can be obtained by ponding for three months starting in the period April to October or for four months thereafter. A 12% reduction in Modulus of Rupture and Modulus of Elasticity was recorded for the ponded poles. Ponded poles stacked in the open never reached moisture contents as low as 28%, while those stacked under cover readily came below this level.

Report on aerial fertilisation.

In 1984, aerial fertilisation accounted for almost 20% of the FWS's expenditure on fertilisation. In August 1984 a working party was set up to review aerial fertilisation with regard to methodology, cost effectiveness and environmental influences. This report is a brief summary of aerial fertilisation and serves as an introduction to the Working Party's draft operation specification. The report argues that priority should be given in aerial fertilisation programmes to treating established crops rather than bare ground prior to afforestation, and the nutrient status of these crops should be established before the process begins. Recommendations are also included regarding selection of priority areas for fertilisation, and the amount of time which is needed for
adequate preparation. The delivery of fertiliser and contract specifications are also dealt with.
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**Abstract**
This study demonstrates that the application of dairy and domestic sludge results in substantial increases in growth in newly planted trees and poorly performing older trees when compared to trees which only received unground mineral phosphate. Water quality was sampled before and after sludge application and it was shown that there was virtually no effect on the physical or chemical quality of the water.
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Promotion/research studies on home grown timber - Study 4.

**Date**
This report describes an evaluation of the rate of drying and the occurrence of degrade in Sitka spruce in steam-kiln drying conditions, using established schedules. The objective was to determine basic information on the unaided drying of Irish timber. Two kiln runs were undertaken, one with each of two sizes of timber. The 115 x 35 mm planks had an average drop of 49.3% moisture content over 3.8 days, the 175 x 50 mm dropped 55.1% over 6.125 days. The length of the drying run was considered too long for economic returns. The results of the tests on the effect of drying on cup, spring bow, twist and fissures are presented in tabular form. Considerable distortion was experienced during drying.
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Abstract
The ARC INFO package was used to integrate data on land use, soils, topography, slope, elevation and wind hazard classification, as well as infrastructural and demographic information relating to Co. Clare in a GIS system. This information could then be used to indicate different levels of forestry acceptability for the county. The prepared GIS system was found to deal dynamically and interactively with the type of information which is essential in the planning and management of the national forestry programme.
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Abstract
A survey was conducted on the utilisation of homegrown and imported timbers on local authority building sites. The views of building contractors on their attitudes and experiences of homegrown timber were obtained. The survey revealed a substantially greater acceptance of homegrown timber on the sites than in previous years.
The reasons for foliage testing and the manner in which it is carried out are explained. Foliage analysis will show whether ‘critical level’, the minimum amount of nutrient that must be in foliage to ensure normal healthy tree growth, has been reached. It can then be determined whether fertilisation is needed. The procedure to be followed when collecting foliage samples is outlined, and the treatment of these samples in the laboratory is described. Ideally the first foliage sampling should commence when trees are about 5 - 10 years old, and follow-up samples should be taken at intervals of around five years to measure the effectiveness of the fertiliser last applied and to diagnose other deficiencies at an early stage.

The reasons for foliage testing and the manner in which it is carried out are explained. Foliage analysis will show whether ‘critical level’, the minimum amount of nutrient that must be in foliage to ensure normal healthy tree growth, has been reached. It can then be determined whether fertilisation is needed. The procedure to be followed when collecting foliage samples is outlined, and the treatment of these samples in the laboratory is described. Ideally the first foliage sampling should commence when trees are about 5 - 10 years old, and follow-up samples should be taken at intervals of around five years to measure the effectiveness of the fertiliser last applied and to diagnose other deficiencies at an early stage.
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The reasons for foliage testing and the manner in which it is carried out are explained. Foliage analysis will show whether ‘critical level’, the minimum amount of nutrient that must be in foliage to ensure normal healthy tree growth, has been reached. It can then be determined whether fertilisation is needed. The procedure to be followed when collecting foliage samples is outlined, and the treatment of these samples in the laboratory is described. Ideally the first foliage sampling should commence when trees are about 5 - 10 years old, and follow-up samples should be taken at intervals of around five years to measure the effectiveness of the fertiliser last applied and to diagnose other deficiencies at an early stage.
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The reasons for foliage testing and the manner in which it is carried out are explained. Foliage analysis will show whether ‘critical level’, the minimum amount of nutrient that must be in foliage to ensure normal healthy tree growth, has been reached. It can then be determined whether fertilisation is needed. The procedure to be followed when collecting foliage samples is outlined, and the treatment of these samples in the laboratory is described. Ideally the first foliage sampling should commence when trees are about 5 - 10 years old, and follow-up samples should be taken at intervals of around five years to measure the effectiveness of the fertiliser last applied and to diagnose other deficiencies at an early stage.
Abstract
The main article in this annual report of the Research Branch of the FWS is on the subject of the distribution of the pine marten in the Republic of Ireland. In order to determine the present range a survey was carried out between 1979 and 1980 using 10 km squares of the national grid as units. Pine martens were recorded in 97 of the 428 squares surveyed. The results of the survey showed the species now occurs mainly in the region west of the river Shannon stretching from Limerick to Sligo. The species is dependent on broadleaf woodland and scrub for its habitat. The section in the report on soils and nutrients contains brief summaries on current work in the areas of aerial fertilisation, shoot die-back in lodgepole pine and water quality in relation to afforestation. Other sections included in the report deal with research on the following topics: site productivity and biomass; crop structure; inventory; genetics; forest protection; and plant ecology.
This review identifies the most important areas in forestry research in the 1980s. The principal areas in which the research effort needs to be directed are identified as follows: 1. The effects of silvicultural practices on the quality of wood in use; 2. The methods and problems of forest regeneration; 3. Dealing with Fomes annosus; 4. Silviculture of lodgepole pine; 5. Preparation of alternatives to common exotic species; 6. The production of wood as an energy resource; 7. Prevention and control of windblow; 8. Fire damage. The review recommends that the FWS should continue to conduct its own research and should initiate wood quality research at the sawmill level. Other recommendations deal with the issues of co-operative and commissioned research, the establishment of a forest research committee and a FWS scientific journal and the appointment of an extension officer within the research branch.
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Abstract
This paper provides an overview of the standards which apply to the manufacture of timber in Ireland. At present Irish timber is estimated to have a 30 - 35% share of the structural timber market. There is a growing number of Irish standards being published and a large number of British standards in use at present. The most significant are design codes, stress grading and fire related standards, and these are briefly outlined. The Forest Products Department of the IIRS, in co-operation with the timber trade, has introduced quality control schemes on truss manufacture, visual stress grading and machine stress grading.
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Abstract
Up-to-date, cost-effective, georeferenced satellite images have immediate applications in forest inventory and
A feasibility study was commissioned by the Forest Service in order to assess the potential role of satellite remote sensing technology in a national survey of private woodlands in the Republic of Ireland. Three test sites, covering areas of 120,000 ha, 15,000 ha and 2,000 ha were selected from a low-lying area in Co. Offaly in the Irish midlands. The selected test sites correspond geographically to official maps of the proposed Ordnance Survey 1:50,000 and existing General Services Geographical Section 1:25,000 series. LANDSAT TM and SPOT XS and P satellite imagery from two 1988 imaging dates was used in the study. High quality colour hardcopy of the geo-referenced, unclassified and classified LANDSAT TM and SPOT imagery of the test sites was produced at scales of 1:50,000 and 1:25,000. These images show clearly the locations of blocks of coniferous and broadleaved forest within the test sites. Laminated versions of the images were produced for use in the field. Area estimates of forest, and four other broad classes of cover type, were computed for each test site from the classified LANDSAT TM and SPOT imagery, and these are presented as provisional figures. Up-to-date, cost-effective, geo-referenced satellite images and associated classified area estimates can be similarly produced for any area of private woodlands in Ireland.
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Abstract
After 1990, Ireland will have a surplus of timber available for export and will gain substantially from increasing timber prices. This study examines the structure of the organisation charged with the management of this resource, the Forest and Wildlife Service (FWS), which operates as an Executive Branch of the Department of Fisheries and Forestry. The distinguishing organisational feature of the FWS is the dual management structure comprising an administrative stream and a technical and professional stream. Although commercial forest management accounts for approx. 80% of the expenditure of the FWS, the requirement of public accountability as a Government Department, and the bureaucratic environment in which the FWS operates constitute a substantial barrier to efficient and effective management. Problems include duplication of work areas, ill-defined lines of responsibility and authority and other difficulties associated with the dual management structure, and these will prevent the organisation from exploiting the long term prospects of the forestry sector.
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Abstract
This study examines the different ways that Heterobasidion annosum, a pathogenic fungus that attacks the lower stem and root systems of trees, can be prevented by treatment of the freshly cut stumps. Treatment with a solution of urea will effectively prevent the stump from being colonised by the pathogen. The study assesses the three main methods of application of this treatment: manual treatment with a hand sprayer; guide bar; and spray nozzle application systems (which are mounted on harvesting heads). In tests the manual system produced the highest number of 100% treated stumps, and the guide bar method produced the lowest.
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Abstract
The author provides a brief assessment of the current state of forestry in Ireland and outlines the benefits that will accrue to Ireland from a strong forest industry and continued afforestation. Ireland, he points out, is well suited to growing this versatile, renewable and badly need raw material. The existing forest estate is broken down by species, and the various types of employment in forestry and the numbers working in each area outlined. The age distribution and output, as well as future production prospects, of Irish State forests are examined. Other aspects of forestry explained include growth patterns, yield class and timber production and harvesting. The economics of timber growing is briefly dealt with, and the various elements that must be considered when determining financial yield are explained. The issue of land use and the suitability of timber production on marginal lands is examined. The current state of the timber processing industry is assessed and forecasts made for future developments in this sector.
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While details of the value of timber products imported into the Republic of Ireland were readily available from statistical abstracts, no measure of the volume of timber involved was available. This paper provides the first estimate of the volume involved in the timber products imported, and of the per capita consumption of wood raw material in this country. The period covered is 1965-1973 inclusive. Using various conversion factors the numerous timber import categories are converted to one basic unit, i.e. a true cubic foot of Wood Raw Material Equivalent (WRME). Once the value and volume of imports is known, calculations of the land area necessary to produce all or part of this volume can be carried out in a more realistic fashion. This paper concentrates, particularly, on softwood imports as these involve an average of 86.3% of the value and 88.2% of the volume of total timber imports. The value of the total timber products has risen from £22 million in 1966 to £67million in 1973, while the volume of softwood imports rose from 34.7m cu.ft. to 56.5 m cu.ft. WRMS. Per capita consumption of timber products rose from 16.6 cu.ft. to 25.8 cu.ft. Timber product imports represent between 5 and 6% of our total annual import bill.
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**Abstract**
This report was undertaken to investigate the incidence and importance of insect, fungal and weed pests in Irish State forest nurseries, to establish what chemicals are in use for controlling pests, to examine pesticide use in general, and to consider alternative control strategies. Information regarding these issues was gathered by means of a field study involving a survey of a sample of Forest and Wildlife nursery units. From the data obtained through the survey it was concluded that insect and disease pests can cause serious problems in forest nurseries. Green spruce aphid is identified as the most important insect pest. Damping off is the most serious pathogen. The most significant weed pests are sheep's sorrel, annual meadow grass and groundsel. The most heavily use type of chemical treatment is herbicide. The insecticides used are malathion and lindane. Captan, benomyl and mancozeb are the main fungicides. It is concluded that the benefits from the correct use of pesticides in the nursery far outweigh potential hazards. However, there is a clear need for a more scientific approach to pest control, and greater use needs to be made of biological and economic studies so that smaller quantities of chemicals can be used.
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Monitoring forest condition using colour infrared aerial photography.

This report outlines the work carried out by Coillte on two projects involving the use of colour infrared (CIR) aerial photography to monitor the conditions in Irish forests. The objectives of these projects were: 1. to examine the response of an area of damaged forest to the applications of fertiliser; 2. to investigate the use of CIR aerial photography in monitoring any response; 3. to develop interpretation keys for the classification of damage to Sitka spruce and lodgepole pine crowns as displayed on CIR photographs; 4. to assess the role of aerial photographs in complementing ground surveys of health; 5. to enlarge the baseline inventory of forest damage using CIR aerial photographs. In the first project CIR aerial photographs were taken at a scale of 1:5,000 of an experimental site which had received five treatments of fertiliser application. Foliage analysis showed that the problem of potassium deficiency had been overcome. The CIR aerial photographs were able to detect a clear difference in the spectral reflectance of the crops before and after fertiliser application. CIR images showed that there was a significant reduction in the amount of trees showing chlorosis damage in the plots that received fertiliser. In the second project interpretation keys for crown conditions were developed for Sitka spruce and lodgepole pine. These keys were established on the basis of the shape and colour characteristics that are visible on CIR aerial photographs taken at a scale of 1:5,000. Each key details five levels of damage, the shape characteristics of which are described under the headings of course structure and fine structure. Colour characteristics are described under the headings of distribution, saturation, brightness and tone.
The large pine weevil - an inevitable forest pest.

The distribution, life-cycle and habitat of the large pine weevil, Hylobius abietis is described. Weevils can cause up to 90% mortality by the end of the second growing season in unprotected crops. Current pest management strategy consists of chemical protection, through dipping of plants, supported by spraying. In both cases the adult is targeted, as no practical means exist to control the other stages.

Interaction of gaseous emissions from agricultural activities with forest ecosystems.

The principal gases emitted to the atmosphere as a result of the utilisation of land for agriculture are those of carbon, sulphur and nitrogen. The most immediate effect of gaseous emissions from agriculture may be attributed to the nitrogen gases and in particular, ammonia. About 90% of NH3 emissions to the atmosphere are attributable to livestock production. Ammonia is the most abundant alkaline component of the atmosphere. Its residence time in the atmosphere is only a few days. Ammonium by contrast, is transported considerable distances. High nitrogen inputs can influence forest ecosystems both through direct damage to the foliage and within the plant and soil. Increased acidification occurs whether nitrogen reaches the system as NH$_4^+$ or as NO$_3^-$.

The potential hazards of pollutant deposition are embraced in the critical load concept. Critical loads for coniferous forest are of the order of 5 - 20 kg N/ha/year. In Ireland, nitrogen deposition in precipitation and throughfall in forests is measured in a series of four ecosystems monitoring plots operated by the Forest Ecosystems Research Group in UCD. The plots are located in Wicklow (Roundwood), Cork (Ballyhooly), Galway (Cloosh) and Mayo (Brackloon). Each site has an open, non-forested counterpart. Deposition of NH$_4^+$-N and NO$_3^-$-N at the two western sites is very low. The values at Roundwood are quite high, in excess of
general estimates of critical load for N. A study is presently underway at Ballyhooly to examine the relationship between slurry and fertiliser spreading and NH4+-N deposition in throughfall. The moderate intensity of animal production at Ballyhooly, coupled with low ambient atmospheric NH3 concentrations, provide an opportunity to record the effect of individual spreading operations on atmospheric and rainfall chemistry within the boundaries of the forest. The data show clear evidence of locally produced NH3. It is intended to conduct a similar survey with more intensive monitoring of rainfall, throughfall, gas concentrations and weather conditions in 1992.
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Abstract
Trial plantations were established on an area of cutover bog at Clonast, Co. Offaly. A year after planting it became evident that growth was inferior on unmanured plots. Results after eight years growth indicate that phosphate is necessary at planting time, particularly where the remaining peat is deep (6 - 11 ft.) and composed entirely of raised bog material. Growth is generally better where only a shallow (2 - 5 ft. approx) layer of peat is left. Under such conditions there is a significant curvilinear relationship between height growth of Japanese larch and the amount of calcareous mineral matter added to the rooting zone. Growth is better in the presence of moderate quantities than at zero, very low or very high quantities. This may hold for other species also. Potential mean annual increments of about 200 hoppus feet per acre are indicated for spruces, grand fir, western hemlock and red cedar.
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Publisher
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Volume
Vol. 5, No. 6
Key Word
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Abstract
This article provides a summary of the results of experiments on the permeability of Irish-grown Sitka spruce and Norway spruce. In preliminary tests water-stored poles were successfully treated with creosote in normal commercial schedules. Adequate penetration and loading was obtained in Sitka spruce poles stored for two months between April and December or 4 months starting between January and March. The strength properties of the poles after water storage compared favourably with those of other commonly used species. Microbiological studies showed the changes in bacterial counts and pH in bolts of both species stored in water or sprayed. Three organisms isolated from sapwood produced pectinase. The results show that bacterial isolates can be used to improve permeability.
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Noble fir for Christmas trees.
Publisher
Department of Energy
Place
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Date
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Key Word
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Abstract
This booklet describes various aspects of the research programme in Christmas tree production which are being conducted. Brief notes are provided on the establishment and care of noble fir plantations as a guide to growers.
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ISBN
A review of the Irish Scolytidae (Insecta: Coleoptera).

Abstract
In this paper, the Irish literature on the family Scolytidae is reviewed, and a modern list of the family is provided. The list contains 26 accepted species of Irish Scolytids of which seven are only known from importations. Despite the economic importance of the Scolytidae, this is the first list to be drawn up in 90 years.

Abstract
These guidelines on tree preservation drawn up by the Dept. of the Environment update and expand the 1986 guidelines and incorporate a new Tree Preservation Order. The means by which the development plan can be used by the planning authority to enhance amenities through the protection and preservation of trees is explained. The protection mechanism specifically aimed at tree preservation in the Planning Acts is outlined, and the circumstances in which the planning authority may intervene in the public interest, and the compensation it may entail, are identified. The enforcement powers available to planning authorities under the planning legislation are summarised. Practical suggestions on the use of all of these guidelines are included.
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Key Word
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Abstract
The total productive area acquired for State forestry purposes during the year was 25,504 acres. The total area planted was 26,000 acres, the highest area planted in any single year to date. The area recorded as thinned in the year was 8,572 acres, yielding 2.6 million of produce. Felling of mature timber yielded 3.6 million cubic metres of material. The campaign for more private planting was continued during the year. Special campaigns were conducted in Cos. Mayo, Kerry, Laois and Offaly.
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Workshop on establishment problems on the BNM cutaway bogs: Report and recommendations.
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Series
Coillte Research Report No. 20/91
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1991
Key Word
cutaway bogs, silviculture, establishment problems, land acquisition, land use, soil nutrition, peatlands, frost, vegetation management, peat soils
Abstract
This report contains summaries of papers given at a workshop on the establishment problems on BNM cutaway bogs. The following are topics covered: acquisition of BNM cutaway peats; research work on vegetation management on the BNM cutaway bogs; nutritional issues on cutaway bogs; late spring frosts.
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**Title**
Report of working party on broadleaves.

**Publisher**
Coillte

**Place**
Bray

**Series**
Coillte Research & Technology Internal Report No. 21/9

**Date**
1990

**Key Word**
broadleaves, hardwood timber supply, silviculture, plantation establishment

**Abstract**
In order to satisfy home demand for hardwoods in the future, 3% of the national planting programme of 30,000 ha. is required to be planted with broadleaves. A number of broadleaved species, both native/naturalised and exotic, are suitable for planting in Ireland. These include oak, beech, ash and sycamore which have proven timber qualities and should form the basis of a broadleaved planting programme. Mixed planting of broadleaves and conifers is a financially attractive approach to broadleaved establishment. While mixtures have proved difficult in the past, more research on compatibility of species could make mixtures more viable in the future. The cost of planting broadleaves, taking into account loss of revenue from Sitka crops, is calculated. A series of recommendations on how Coillte's broadleaved planting programme should proceed are included. Although many non-commercial benefits will accrue from increased planting, timber production must remain the primary objective. The feasibility of planting a number of native and exotic species, including beech, eucalyptus and walnut, is examined.
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Influence of mycorrhizae on nitrogen nutrition & wood protection in mixed stands.
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**Address of author**
Coillte Research & Development, Sidmonton Place, Bray Co. Wicklow
Abstract
This report forms part of a series of studies on mycorrhizae and provides details of a number of experiments being carried out at Avondhu Forest and Ballyhoura Forest. These experiments provided further evidence of a nurse tree effect in enhancing nitrogen concentration of Sitka spruce, in this case in a Sitka spruce/lodgepole pine mixture. All four fungi, which were previously used in inoculation studies of Sitka spruce and Japanese larch, formed mycorrhizas in lodgepole pine seedlings. Examination of fungal hypae for polyphosphate granules has confirmed previous conclusions of the reduced ability of Sitka spruce isolates to utilise the more recalcitrant phosphorus forms. It appears that the two main isolates (yellow fluffy, fluffy brown) from excised Sitka spruce mycorrhizas and probably from Type B mycorrhizas have limited ability to utilise protein-N and organic phosphorus and are unsuccessful as mycorrhizal fungi on organic soils. Both Paxillus and Suillus were demonstrated to be 'protein fungi' but although only found in mixed stands, these formed a small proportion of the mycorrhizas. It is concluded that Sitka spruce in Ireland is heavily dependent on the mycorrhizal fungi, which have either been picked up in the nursery or are present at the site. Sitka spruce may require the presence of another tree acting as a nurse in providing a more diverse mycorrhizal flora, some of which may be capable of exploiting organic nitrogen and phosphorus sources in the soil.
showed a significant relationship with survival and plant vigour. Elevation had the most clearcut effect. For each 10m increase in elevation survival increased by 1% on average. High survivals were associated with raised and cutaway bogs, and with mounding and no cultivation treatments. Tunnel and single mouldboard ploughing were associated with poor survival. Survival declines by about 0.1% for each day delay in planting from mid March to the end of the year. Recommendations aimed at maximising survival rates based on these findings are included.
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Title A report on cost-effective timber measurement systems.
Publisher Conillte
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Series Conillte Research & Technology Internal Report No. 16/90
Date 1990
Key Word timber measurement, production costs, timber volume, basal area
Abstract This report examines a new approach to timber measurement which aims to be faster and more cost-effective than previous methods, while retaining accuracy. Measurement can be made at three possible stages during the timber production cycle: point of use; point of production and; points between production and use. The new method involves calculating for each stand from the sample the single regression line that best fits all the data pairs taken together, and not as before as a set of individuals. This regression line is free of the artificial constraint of an assumed fixed point and the compromises necessary to fit a rigid table. The advantages of the new approach viz a viz the old manuual approach are outlined.

Number 994
Author Gillespie John
Title Wood markets and silvicultural practice.
This project examines the silvicultural and marketing practices of the Forest and Wildlife Service. Its purpose is to examine how the Service might adapt its practice to the changing demand for the produce of its forests. The trend in demand over the next decade is assessed and compared with forecast output from the Service's estate. This investigation indicated that the present lack of demand for pulpwood can be expected to continue for at least three years nationally and for longer time periods in some regions. The lack of demand for pulpwood will tend to recur at intervals in the decades ahead, because of the nature of the pulpwood using industry. An examination of the silvicultural practices showed that they can be adapted to meet such fluctuations in demand but that such adaptations require the use of demand forecasts as an input to management decisions on silvicultural practice. It is concluded that the Service should prepare, as a matter of course, forecasts setting out the expected demand for its products on a regional basis. These forecasts should then be used by management to decide on the most suitable mix of silvicultural practices for each region.

A number of multivariate statistical methods are applied to the study of the environmental influences controlling the growth of Sitka spruce in the State forests of Northern Ireland. The theoretical principles of multivariate statistics are derived and their potential contribution to environmental studies assessed. A set of data collected on a province-wide basis is examined with the objectives of determining the extent to which growth is uniquely controlled by various environmental factors and deriving a prediction system which would enable the potential productivity of an unplanted site to be assessed from its environmental characteristics. Two prediction systems of equivalent power are obtained using multiple regression and automatic interaction detection procedures. A new multivariate method, Criterion-Specific Factor Analysis, is presented as an aid to the interpretation of multivariate predictive relationships. This technique indicates that the forest environment may be effectively summarised by four axes relating to edaphic, climatic, regional and topographic variation of which the first three show significant relationships with growth. The relationships between growth and environment of Sitka spruce in a west Tyrone peatland forest are examined in detail. Growth is shown to be primarily related to phosphorus availability, exposure and intensity of surface water flushing. The existence of considerable heterogeneity in the peatland environment is demonstrated and related to the nature of the pre-planting vegetation. A number of
ordination, clustering and correlational methods are utilised and their relative efficiencies assessed. The power of rotational procedures in improving the interpretability of certain multivariate procedures is demonstrated.

**Abstract**
The objectives of this study were to develop a decision-making process which could be followed in the appraisal of investments in forestry, and to determine the factors influencing the decisions relating to these investments. Four case studies are examined and the decision making process adopted in each case is described and compared to the theoretical decision-making process.
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Forestry in land use in Ireland.

**Publisher**
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Dublin
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1961

**Source**
Agricultural Record

**Volume**
Vol. XVII
Abstract
The issue of afforestation in Ireland, and the extent to which stated government policy on forestry is actually implemented are examined. Central to this assessment is the question of land use and land planning, which has now become a very specialised area. In a period of rapid change in agriculture, the issues of land planning and resource development require more attention than ever before. The development of forestry policy in Ireland from the early days of the State is traced, and the history of afforestation in New Zealand during the same period is cited as a useful comparison. The approach of that country, with its extensive coniferous plantations of high yielding species on productive ground, is a suitable model for Ireland. The question of land classification, and how this affects selection of sites for specific species is examined. The difficulties facing foresters in Ireland as a result of being largely confined to land marginal or unsuitable for agriculture has resulted in high level of skill and competence. The likelihood of more land being taken out of agriculture is good news for foresters. However, there is a greater need for co-operation between forestry and agricultural interests. Finally, the impact of State forestry acquisition and planting programme on the economy of the country is considered.
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Author An Roinn Tailte. Fo-Roinn na Foraoiseachta
Title Report Minister for Lands forestry for the period from 1st April, 1964 to 31st March, 1966.
Publisher Stationery Office
Place Dublin
Date 1966
Key Word land acquisition, plantation establishment, forestry policy, forest management, harvesting, timber marketing, wildlife conservation, disease control, forest pests, forest protection, amenity forestry, forestry research, State forestry, private forestry
Abstract The total productive area acquired for State forestry purposes in 1964/65 was 21,004 acres and in 1965/66 was 18,257 acres. The total area planted was 25,054 acres in 1964/65, and 23,390 acres in 1965/66. A total of 22,300 acres was thinned during this period producing a yield of 8 million cubic feet. Details of the volume and value of timber sold, the numbers employed in State forests, and figures for expenditure and income are provided. Other areas covered are the continuing development of JFK Memorial Park, the increasing use of State forests for purposes other than timber production, and developments in private property.
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Number 1000
Author Boyle K.E., Storey D.
(DIT. School of Food Science and Environmental Health)
Title A report on a survey of amenity forest users at six forests in the Greater Dublin area and on the impact of forest recreation on the residents of Enniskerry, Co. Wicklow.
Publisher Dublin Institute of Technology. School of Food Science and Environmental Health
Place Dublin
Date 1993
Key Word forest amenities, recreational forest use, forestry policy, tourism, environment, forest maintenance, State forestry
Abstract A survey of forest users at six forest sites was carried out during the summer of 1993. The residents of Enniskerry, Co. Wicklow were surveyed on their attitudes to local forests and their value to the community. A total of 459 questionnaires were administered in the forest user survey and 103 in the Enniskerry residents survey. Forest users were generally satisfied with the forest sites they visited. The forests were used mainly as
sites for passive recreation, walking, admiring scenery and nature and taking fresh air. Most users considered that forests have a dual role, and should provide both timber and amenity products. The control of litter and vandalism were identified in both surveys as the areas where most improvement was needed. The respondents were generally unwilling to pay for the use of the forest or would only pay a low fee. It was felt that forests should be subsidised to provide public access, and that at least one forest in the south Co. Dublin area should be developed to cater for amenity use in the region. The forest at Massey’s Estate is identified as an ideal candidate for this development.
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Key Word
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Abstract
In order to find the reasons for the high mortality rate of Douglas fir (Pseudotsuga menziesii (Mirb) Franco) during early establishment, information was sought on the physiology of Douglas fir seedlings. In this report the seasonal course of bud development, mitotic activity of shoot and root apices, shoot cold hardiness, root growth, and bud dormancy intensity in 1991/92 of two stock types of Dougls fir are described. Samplings of transplant seedlings, sown in 1989, and precision sown seedlings (PS), sown in 1990, were supplied by two nurseries both applying similair cultural treatments. It was found that there were large differences between stock types and between years for most morphological variables. The transplant stock was larger, but less heavily branched. Bud development, and dormancy and cold hardiness development began sooner in the transplant stock than in the PS stock. RGP of the transplant stock was low at all times in 1991/2, indicating a generally low quality, and lower potential for survival and growth than the PS stock in both years and in the transplant stock in 1991. The root system did not become fully dormant in 1991/92, indicating that this may be a contributing factor to the poor performance of Douglas fir in some years. Because of annual variations in climatic conditions, large year-year changes in the timing of the physiological changes can be expected.
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Address of author
Dept. of Crop Science, Horticulture and Forestry, UCD, Belfield, Dublin 4

Number 1002
This report covers the activities of the Research Branch of the Forestry Division, Dept. of Lands from its establishment in 1957 to 1964. A brief background to the setting up of the Branch is provided. The following are the areas in which the Research Branch was involved during the period under review: tree improvement; crop establishment; improvement of unsatisfactory crops; forest protection; species trials and silvicultural control of mixed species; chemical control of weeds; timber testing and utilisation; spacing; thinning; pruning; inventory and; growth studies.
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Plant health contingency plan - forestry.
Publisher
Forest and Wildlife Service
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Series
Forest and Wildlife Service Research Communication No. 25
Date
1986
Key Word
plant health, forest protection, forest management, Forest & Wildlife Service, forestry policy, forest pests, forest pathogens, disease management
Abstract
This contingency plan outlines the practical steps which need to be taken against suspected or identified outbreaks of forest insects and diseases, particularly those of a non-indigenous nature in forests or timber products. Specifically the plan details: statutory responsibility for plant health matters; Forest & Wildlife Service policy in responding to a forest pest or disease emergency; implementation procedures to be adopted in the event of an outbreak; how FWS local staff and other bodies have a positive role to play in helping to deal with an outbreak; and relevant legislation.
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Title
Forestry in Northern Ireland: presented to Parliament by command of His Excellency the Governor of Northern Ireland, November 1970.
Publisher
HMSO
Place
Belfast
Date
1970
Key Word
forestry policy, forestry history, silviculture, timber market, timber processing, land use, forest products
Abstract
This white paper on the Government of Northern Ireland's forestry policy sets out the primary objectives of that policy for the future. It has been decided to establish 120,000 hectares of State and privately owned forests by the end of the century on land where forestry is considered to be the most appropriate long-term land use. A further aim is to manage the State owned forests in order to achieve maximum value wood production subject to a co-ordinated programme of recreational use, conservation, educational and scenic considerations, designed to provide the greatest national benefits from the forests. It is also planned to carry out detailed investigations of the market for the forest products.
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The Londonderry Woodlands.

The woods of Glenconkeyne and Killetra in Co. Derry were two of only a handful of ancient woodlands that survived in Ireland at the end of the sixteenth century. There were several smaller woods and a number of wooded valleys between Lough Neagh and the Sperrin Mountains. These woodlands supplied a number of industries, especially ironworks, but gradually disappeared over the next two centuries. Other industries for which the woods were cleared included pipestave making, shipbuilding, tanning and housing. A brief account of the operation of each of these industries, and their effect on the woodlands in the area is provided. Plantation was a major cause of the destruction of the woodland. Between 1689 and 1791 legislation was enacted to protect what timber remained and to enforce planting.

Forestry in Ireland.

This is a collection of pamphlets decrying the destruction of Irish forests, and appealing to the Government of Ireland to begin the reforestation of the country. The author provides an account of the topography and landscape of Ireland and stresses how suitable the Irish climate and soil is for tree growth. He appeals to the
patriotic sentiments of his countrymen to encourage them to begin the process of planting. He refers to several other parts of the world to illustrate the important role that trees play in the social, economic, environmental, aesthetic and political life of a community.
This book is primarily concerned with the issue of soil-utilisation and the most profitable and just use for the land of Ireland. The author is critical of the Government's plans for afforestation because they will do nothing to relieve the present unjust state of land distribution, but simply serve to entrench privilege. The policy of acquiring land voluntarily for planting serves no purpose when there are over 6 million acres of rich land idle in estates and cattle ranches. The role of forestry in other countries is examined, and the potential contribution of forestry to the Irish national economy is compared with the part played by existing land uses, such as dairy and sheep farming.
Title
Forestry in Ireland: a study of modern forestry and of the interdependence of agriculture and industry.

Publisher
Cork University Press

Place
Dublin

Date
1934

Key Word
forestry history, forestry policy, timber processing, land use, politics, economics, culture, symbolism, mythology, afforestation,

Abstract
The author proposes a practical scheme for the re-afforestation of Ireland, and is critical of existing policy in this area. What is required initially is a thorough examination of the method of financing a planting programme, and a small committee of experts to institute an agronomical survey and to plan the scientific and technical campaign. The type of afforestation best suited to Irish conditions and most likely to feed successful processing industries is described in detail. The availability of land and the correctness or otherwise of planting arable or marginal lands are also examined. Finally, the question of financing a programme of re-afforestation is examined.
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Abstract
This book gives an account of the gradual reduction of Ireland's woodland cover of 12.5% in 1600 to just over 2% in 1800, and the attempts at re-afforestation, both private and State-sponsored during the nineteenth and twentieth centuries. The author dates the beginning of Irelands's industrial revolution from the time that the ownership of Irish woods passed into the hands of the new British settlers. In the period following this change, Irish woodlands supplied a number of important timber-using industries. The manufacture of staves and iron, using charcoal, took a great toll on Irish woodlands and by the eighteenth century local timber could not supply the demands of cooperers and tanners. The plantations increased the size and number of towns, and large amounts of timber were used in house building. The economic aspects of the timber trade, such as timber prices and timberworker's wages are considered in detail. There is also a chapter on the most important timber merchants active at this time.
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Number 1013
Author Fitzpatrick H.M.
Title Coniferae: keys to the genera and species with economic notes.
Publisher Royal Dublin Society
Place Dublin
Date 1930
Source Scientific Proceedings of the Royal Dublin Society (1928 - 30)
Volume Vol. 19
Key Word Coniferae, taxonomy, botany, morphology
Abstract The object of this study was to compile a comprehensive series of descriptions of the Coniferae, based on the morphology of the foliage, arranged in the form of an artificial key. The main divisions of the key rest upon the arrangement of the leaves of normal sterile branches, occurring in the lower part of the crown of adult trees, and on their shape and their mode of attachment to the twigs. There are 47 genera in the Coniferae family and 490 living species.
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Number 1014
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Title The trees of Ireland - native and introduced.
Publisher Royal Dublin Society
Place Dublin
Date 1933
Source Scientific Proceedings of the Royal Dublin Society (1930 - 1933)
Volume Vol. 20
Key Word native species, introduced species, exotic species, estate planting, landscaping, botany, taxonomy, species origin, species distribution, forestry history
Abstract The yew is identified as the first tree which was introduced to Ireland. This was followed by the elm, the sycamore, the evergreen oak and the Spanish chestnut. The political turmoil in Ireland meant that it was not until the early to mid eighteenth centuries that exotic species began to be systematically planted in Ireland. The
The author traces the development of landscape gardens and woodlands on the demenses during the eighteenth and nineteenth centuries, and identified the most significant and sustained introduced species during that period. The pattern of introductions was very similar to that prevailing in England. A list of places where the growth of trees has been recorded, with the names of the owners and a brief description of the locality, is provided. Catalogues of both conifers and broad-leaved species growing in Ireland are included. These provide a description of each species, and details of its origin and distribution.
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**Abstract**
This is a report of a preliminary survey of the northern half of County Wicklow, made with the aim of determining the approximate area of waste land which could be used for forestry purposes. The survey deals with the Hill Pasture Zone (as defined by the ecological survey of South Country Dublin by Pethybridge and Praeger), which is generally utilised for rough grazing, and in its wild state is covered by gorse. A map is included which colours red all areas considered suitable for afforestation, regardless of existing vegetation cover. Other colourings repeat those employed by Pethybridge and Praeger. The survey concludes that the amount of land available for afforestation in Ireland is much less than generally thought. Only 6% of the total area of North County Wicklow, which is representative of mountain districts in Ireland, is suitable for planting on an economic scale.
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**Title**
The objectives of this study were: 1. To evaluate the performance of a stretch of timber fencing (reported to be Sitka spruce) on the Longford/Newtownforbes road; 2. to use this information to help utilise Sitka spruce in roadside fencing. The length of fencing selected for testing was estimated to be 18 years and was heavily weathered with extensive growth of mosses and lichens. The quality of timber used in the rails had a high rejection rate in relation to knots. There was a high rate of end-grain splitting in the rails. The moisture content of the fencing shows levels conducive to decay. It was found that the specified nails size induces stresses in timber which can cause splitting. The preservative did not appear to cause a detrimental effect on the nails, and it is estimated that they may provide a further fifteen to twenty years service. Decay was detected in small pockets in some of the posts at the most hazardous area, the ground-line zone. However, given the limited penetration of preservative, the likely wet condition of the timber before treatment, and the high degree of checking, the performance of these Spruce posts is considered to be quite good. No decay was visually detected on any of the rail samples selected. The penetration of preservative in the rails was better than expected while the depth of preservative achieved in the posts was considered normal for the species. None of the samples achieved the desired loading of preservative required by the specification.
management, harvesting and processing of wood (economic base) was first identified. The non-basic/basic ratio was applied to determine the income and employment 'induced' in the non basic (service) sector. Agriculture was similarly treated, and then the impacts were compared with the assistance of the concept of rate of time preference. From graphical representation of the data it is clear that the bulk of forestry's impacts tend to occur towards the end of the planning period, while agriculture's effects have a more even distribution. However, the author argues that, from the perspective of public policy, arguments in favour of one use over another which are based exclusively on a single criterion, such as financial efficiency, are not valid. Variables such as employment, national security, the balance of payments and environmental quality must also be considered as part of the decision-making process.
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**Abstract**
This article discusses various difficulties associated with the use of hardwood cuttings for propagation. One of the main problems seems to be the complex relationship shown between rooting and establishment. Potentially well rooted and weaned plants when moved from the bin have failed to establish under favourable conditions. Rooting potential is at its highest in Autumn and Spring, but establishment appears to be depressed at these periods. A possible explanation may be low food reserves in the cuttings at these critical times. Research is continuing on this problem. The present guidance available to nurserymen wishing to try this technique is to use the correct cutting material at the optimum autumn and spring times and follow present instructions for treatment.
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The present distribution of the dark-leaved willow Salix myrsinifolia Salisb., in north-east Ireland.
Publisher
Irish Naturalists' Journal
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Key Word
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Abstract
The dark-leaved willow, Salix myrsinifolia Salish (S. nigricans Sm. or S. andersoniana Sm) was thought to be confined to the glens of central Antrim, but has recently been discovered to be widespread in the north-east of Ireland. The author recently conducted a survey of many of the headwater streams in the area, the most common habitat of the willow. A list is included of the various locations at which S. myrsinifolia and its hybrids has been recorded in recent years.
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Irish Naturalists' Journal
Volume
Vol. 24, No. 6
Key Word
black poplar, Populus nigra L., distribution, botany, taxonomy, natural regeneration, rare trees, broadleaves, genetic distinction, genetics
Abstract
Contrary to existing botanical opinion, a Botanical Society of the British Isles research project has concluded that the black poplar Populus nigra L., one of the rarest trees in Europe, is an Irish native. The recent discovery of an Irish population is of global significance. It is also the first time that naturally regenerating populations of the tree have been documented. Statistical and genetic analysis also indicate that the Irish population is distinct from those in Britain. The distribution of the species in Ireland is listed by county.
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Silvanus bidentatus (F.) (Coleoptera: Silvanidae) imported into Ireland in bark of beetle pallets.

A single male Silvanus bidentatus (F.) was found under a piece of conifer bark on pallets imported into Dublin port from Japan. The species is subcorticolous in dead trees, and unlike bark-beetles it does not attack living trees. It has not been previously recorded in Ireland.
**Key Word**
Odinia boletia, insect pests, wood-borers, fungi, beetles, forest protection, broadleaves, distribution, beetle predators

**Abstract**
Odinia boletina, the only species of the genus associated with fungi, has been recorded in Ireland for the second time. It was found in July 1987 beneath brackets of Ganoderma at Crawfordsburn County Park, Co. Down. Other Odinia species are closely associated with the larvae or pupae of wood boring beetles, on which they are apparently predatory.
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**Title**
Some remarkable trees in the Glasnevin Botanic Gardens, Dublin.

**Publisher**
Irish Naturalists' Journal
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March/1942

**Source**
Irish Naturalists' Journal

**Volume**
Vol. 9, No. 1

**Key Word**
National Botanic Gardens, garden history, exotic species, beech, willow, yew, redwood, Ginko biloba

**Abstract**
The author describes a number of interesting tree species in the National Botanic Gardens. Addison's walk contains a large number of yews planted in the early eighteenth century. Other notable trees in the same part of the gardens are the Pinus pinea, the stone pine, and a Sequoia gigantea, giant redwood. Trees of eastern origin include the distinctive Ginko biloba and Davidia involucrata. Other trees mentioned are the beech, Fagus sylvatica, the tulip tree, Liriodendron tulipifera, the Weeping willow, Salix babylonica and the swamp cypress, Taxodium distichum.

**Number**
1024

**Author**
Anon

**Title**
Advisory Committee on Forestry.
A brief account is given of the Council of Agriculture meeting on 14 Nov. 1905 at which those serving on the new Advisory Committee on Forestry were appointed. The role which the Committee was expected to play in the Council's afforestation programme is described.

This series of articles provides general guidelines for establishing and maintaining forestry plantations. There are five separate sections: 1. The planting of waste land; 2. The proper methods of planting forest trees; 3. Trees for poles and timber; 4. Trees for shelter and ornament; 5. Planting, management, and preservation of shelter-belts and hedgerow timber; 6. The Management of plantations.
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**Title**
Avondale Forestry Station.

**Publisher**
Department of Agriculture and Technical Instruction for Ireland

**Place**
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**Date**
Jan/1907

**Source**
Department of Agriculture and Technical Instruction for Ireland Journal

**Volume**
Vol. 7, No. 2

**Key Word**
forestry history, forestry policy, State forestry, education, Avondale Forestry Station, arboriculture, silviculture, training, forest nurseries, arboretum, pinetum

**Abstract**
This report details the development of the forestry station at Avondale from the time of its acquisition by the Department of Agriculture in 1904. Forest plots were established on the site in order to demonstrate the growth and development into timber of all the more important species of trees under silvicultural, as distinct from arboricultural conditions. Descriptions are also provided of the arboretum, the pinetum and the nursery. A syllabus of subjects taught at the forestry school is included. There is also a map of the station and a list of the species cultivated there.
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The cost of forest planting.

**Publisher**
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Dublin

**Date**
July/1907

**Source**
Department of Agriculture and Technical Instruction for Ireland Journal

**Volume**
Vol. 6, No. 4

**Key Word**
planting, planting costs, silviculture, plantation establishment, afforestation

**Abstract**
This article considers the expenditure involved with the planting of trees on cleared or bare ground. When comparing the costs of sowing and planting, it is clear that planting is the only method of growing plantations that can give satisfactory results in all cases. The various factors which add to the cost of planting, such as fencing, draining, cleaning the ground and beating up are considered.
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Extensive planting of European larch, which has a natural distribution over a small area of central Europe, began in England in the middle of the 18th century. It produces a strong, durable and light timber, and will grow on poor land. However, the larch is very prone to disease, especially blister and heart-rot. In the current conditions of Irish timber production and markets, larch seems to be the only tree worth considering because of the high demand for it in Britain's colliers. Mixtures are a very suitable way of growing larch, but are very difficult to do properly. Advice on the best approach to establishing a mixed plantation with larch is provided.

Forbes A.C.
The protection of woodlands.
Economic necessity has led to the repeal of a number of laws which have protected ancient forests in several European countries. While there has been a considerable amount of re-afforestation in Ireland over the past century, there is still a great need for protection of existing old woodlands and recently planted forests.
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**Key Word**
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**Abstract**
The most common forms of fungal diseases in Irish woodlands are described and appropriate remedial action recommended. The different types of fungi are distinguished by the part of the tree which they attack. Hysterium or Lophodermium pini and Peridermium pini, for instance, attack the leaves of pines and spruces. The most familiar bark fungi are Nectria ditissima, and Nectria cinnabarina on broadleaved trees, Piziza wilkommi on larch, and Peridermium pini. Root rot disease is usually attributed to a species of Polyporus, Trametes radiciperda.
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Abstract
A note on the appointment, by the board of Agriculture, of a Departmental Committee to inquire into and report on the state of woodlands and the prospects for forestry in Great Britain.
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An analysis of factors leading to windthrow after thinning.
Place
Bray
Series
Coillte Research & Technology Internal Report
Date
1988
Key Word
windthrow, thinning, soil shear strength, tree stability, silviculture, forest soils
Abstract
An analysis of windthrow in State plantations in 1984 and 1985 showed that 17% of sites had windthrow (1% or more of stems thrown). Windthrow was significantly related to a number of sites, crop and extraction factors. Windthrow was also related to soil shear strength. The data set created can form the basis of a windthrow risk classification.
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Production and value of Irish timber.
Publisher
Department of Agriculture and Technical Instruction for Ireland
Place
Dublin
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Abstract
This report assesses the current state of the timber market in Ireland, and examines how the war is affecting supplies. At present only 1.4% of the land of the country is under wood, a nett timber producing area of 290,909 acres. A large part of the Irish woodland is worn out and neglected. Figures are given for felling and for exports of timber and pitwood for the period 1909 to 1913. The species of trees exported for mining purposes are chiefly larch, Scots pine, spruce and silver fir. The various uses to which Irish produced timber are put within Ireland are described. These include the manufacture of boxes and packing cases, rough building materials, and minor uses such as matches, telegraph poles and basket making.
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Abstract

This report describes the state of timber production and consumption in Ireland, and assesses the effect which the war has had on timber supplies. The only home-grown conifer which was regarded as having any value prior to 1903, the year in which a storm levelled thousands of trees, was larch which was sold to English collieries. The manner in which Irish woodlands were exploited in the decades prior to that is explained. The more valuable trees were usually removed from a selected area and exported, and inferior trees left on the ground, in many cases the land was left to grow scrub and weed. The pattern of conversion and consumption changed after the storm and much of the timber was sold locally. The effort to secure home-grown supplies of timber has concentrated on conifers which can be processed at portable sawmills. The rate at which existing stocks of Irish woods are being reduced is estimated. The amount of replanting now taking place is totally insufficient to maintain the present small area under woodland. Because planting conifer is uncommercial, and many trees are sold off at an immature stage, the amount of mature forest is decreasing rapidly and there will be severe shortages of timber in the coming decades. The income per acre that can be derived from grazing, and the amount of additional employment generated, is compared with forestry. It is clear that the afforestation of large of tracts of mountain and heath land would be very beneficial economically and would hardly effect agricultural production.
Abstract
This biography covers that period of Augustine Henry's life when he was active as a botanical collector, naturalist and forester. He went to China to work as a doctor in the Imperial Maritime Customs, but during his time there he earned a world reputation as a collector of exotic botanical specimens. After retiring from the Service he studied forestry in France and later collaborated with H.J. Elwes to compile The Trees of Great Britain and Ireland. Henry helped to found the forestry school in Cambridge and later took the chair of forestry at the College of Science in Dublin. The author also describes Henry's varied cultural, aesthetic and scientific interests.
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Abstract
The author gives an account of his research work on the production of new fast-growing kinds of trees through hybridisation. Artificial hybridisation of plants began in the 16th century, but the first serious application of the practice in tree breeding was in California in the late 19th century. The difficulties in producing hybrids in Ireland are explained. The removal of stamens from tall trees is very difficult, and it is very hard to obtain pollen of suitable exotic species. A number of hybrid seedlings which have been successfully raised are described. Populus angulata, a black poplar, was crossed with Populus trichocarpa, a fast growing balsam poplar, and produced a very vigorous plant which has been called Populus generosa. Two hybrid ashes, obtained from a fine Oregon ash (Fraxinus oregona) are also showing promise. A large number of alder crosses are also described. A complete list of crosses made 1909-1914, recording failures as well as successes, is provided.
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Collection of tree seeds.

A major cause of the increasing cost of establishing forest trees is the high cost of seeds. The extent of felling during the war, and the subsequent decrease in felling of immature trees which is necessary for forest recovery, will make seeds quite scarce in the coming years. However, depending on seeds of local origin may be an advantage because they are more likely to produce vigorous seedlings than imported seeds. The subject of seed collection in Ireland is dealt with under the following headings: 1. The collection of seed as it falls from the tree; 2. Collection from felled or standing trees; and 3. Storage of seeds. Extraction of seed from pine and European larch cones usually requires the application of artificial heat.

Report of the Forestry Commissioners.

This is a summary of the First Annual Report of the Forestry Commissioners for the year ending Sept. 30th, 1920. Of particular interest to the Commissioners was the national forestry policy defined by the Acland Committee, the ultimate objective of which is the creation in Great Britain and Ireland of reserves of standing timber sufficient for domestic needs.
Abstract
This report contains data obtained from the Experimental Plots at Avondale Forestry Station. One of the experiments, established in 1913, was to compare how well certain crops fared in plots with and without nurse trees. It is evident from this work that tender trees need quick-growing shelter trees, such as larch, birch or alder. However, severe late frost damage in 1911 greatly hampered tests. Avondale's main interest is in the growth of a number of coniferous species, which are evidently better suited to the climate than broadleaved trees. Seven species of alder have done well, but only two spruce, Sitka and the European variety have succeeded. It was shown that a mixture of Japanese larch and Sitka spruce can, under favourable circumstances, prove extremely profitable. Accounts are also given of the progress made by the different pines and larches.
Ireland's mild climate is ideally suited to the cultivation of a wide variety of exotic species, and many of these can be grown commercially here. The most suitable conifers for Irish conditions are those of the Pacific coast region of North America, the climate of which is very similar to the extreme west of Europe. Conifers are the preferred choice of tree for plantations, because they are easy to grow and provide good yields. The following tree and species are assessed for their potential profitability in Irish conditions: larch; Douglas fir; spruce; pines; cypress; silver fir, broadleaved trees, chestnut, alder and; poplar.
Notes available
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Abstract
This first report on forestry operations in Saorstát Éireann begins with a review of the period since forestry was made a function of the Department of Agriculture and Technical Instruction in 1900. In 1907 a departmental committee was established to find ways of reversing the fall in the acreage of woodland which followed the 1903 Land Act, and to make recommendations for the improvement and development of Irish forestry. The Forestry Commission had responsibility for land acquisition and planting from 1919 to 1922. The total land area acquired for State afforestation by Saorstát Éireann up to Sept. 1922 was 19,421 acres and planting is proceeding at the rate of approximately 1,000 acres per annum. The main concern facing the afforestation programme is to secure sufficient areas of land large enough to be maintained as a working unit.
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Details of land acquisitions since the previous report, and figures for planting operations at ten forests are given. The stock of transplanted trees has risen from three to four millions and there were 11 million seedlings in stock in September. A table is included indicating the position as regards acquisition and planting operations at the various Forest Centres on the 30th September, 1923.
This report covers the period 1st April, 1927 to 31st March, 1928. It is Government policy to increase Ireland's area of woodland to 5% of total land area, which will involve the planting of an additional 600,000 acres. Grazing and other rights on marginal lands are hampering negotiations aimed at making them available for afforestation. The total area of forest land acquired up to the end of the period under review amounted to 35,194 acres. Notes are included on the following topics: felling and clearing operations; conditions of plantations; insect and fungoid attack; forest nurseries; county forestry and tree nursery schemes; and restrictions on tree felling. (On page 136 there is a table showing the progress of forestry operations on State-owned forest properties).

This report for the period 1st April, 1927 to 31st March, 1928 notes that, while the acreage under woodlands is not decreasing as rapidly as in the 1914-1920 period, existing woodlands are deteriorating because of the almost complete neglect of replanting operations. A Bill to prevent indiscriminate felling of trees has been drafted but has not yet been introduced by the Oireachtas. The total area of forest land acquired by the State up to the end of the period under review amounted to 39,889 acres. Figures are given for the acreage of various species planted. There are also notes on nursery work and on general conditions of plantations. Sitka spruce has proved to be the most adaptable of the imported trees and is largely wind resistant. Douglas fir, as a pure crop or mixed with European larch, has also produced excellent results. (On page 161 there is a table showing the progress of forestry operations on State-owned forests at end of season 1927-28)
Despite the country's almost total deforestation, Ireland still retains a few scattered areas of ancient woodland. Wild forests cannot satisfy man's needs and so useful species are grown in dense masses to produce tall straight stems. Two type of forest are cultivated: coppice, in which trees are grown from shoots which spring from the stumps of felled trees; and high forest, in which the trees grow from seedlings. The system of natural regeneration used in France is described. The French use thinning solely for the purpose of favouring the best trees in a stand by removing diseased and inferior trees, immediate profit is not a consideration. The author concludes that, for forestry to succeed in Ireland, we must follow the French in their patient observation of nature and careful utilisation of the forces she makes available.
The larch-shoot moth is one of the most important insect pests on larch, and causes a considerable amount of damage annually throughout Europe. Two species of larch-feeding Argyresthia have been recorded, A. laevigatella H.S. and A. atmoriella Bankes. However, the author argues that previous researchers have been mistaken, and that there is, in fact, only one species. The life history and biology of the moth is described. The larvae makes its way down the shoot in mid-summer and causes the most serious damage in spring as it eats its way through the wood of the bark. Usually the leading shoot of a tree escapes damage of this scale and the tree can usually survive. The author accepts the position of those observers who suggest that infestation has no relationship to the health or situation of the tree, but shelter is a factor. There are several natural predators of the moth including, birds, fungi and nematode worms. A general account of the systematics, synonymy, distribution, and biology of the Ephilates (Pimpla) elegans Wolddst, the only species of hymenopterous parasite which is ectoparasitic on the Argyresthia larva, is given. No practicable method of artificial control of the larch-shoot moth can be suggested, apart form hand picking.
The author analyses the different approaches to forestry policy, and argues that a policy which depends solely on legislation and a mandatory approach to woodlands preservation will invariably be unsuccessful, or will certainly not add to work which would have been carried out in any case. However, some form of restrictive control will be necessary if Ireland is not to lose all of its woodlands. Legislation provides evidence of the level of interest a government has in this area, and acts as an assurance to owners that they are not wasting time or money by taking a constructive approach. The break-up of the large estates has had a devastating effect on woodlands, and if the Government is serious about preventing their total decay it must adopt a policy which combines the coercive force of legislation with a system of grants, tax breaks and gifts of trees.
Abstract

Unlike countries with greater forest cover, it is estimated that Ireland's home production is not much more than 50% of the annual total consumption. The need for timber and forest cover, and the decline of European forests has led every country in Europe to develop a forestry policy in order to maintain and expand existing woodlands. Ireland's situation is especially serious, its forest area is one-third that of Wales, the most poorly wooded of this portion of Europe. The situation faced by Ireland today is similar to that of Jutland in the last century, and the approach that the Danes took to prevent the total destruction of their woodlands is an example that the Irish could profitably follow. Holland managed to convert 33,839 acres of heath into forest through the efforts of the country's Heath Society. The Danish effort was undertaken by private individuals connected with agricultural holdings. Irish attempts at private planting by individuals often begin well, but trees are left unprotected and are often destroyed by animals.
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Number 1054
Author Henry Augustine, Flood Margaret G.
Title The history of the London plane, Platanus acerifolia, with notes on the genus Platanus.
Publisher Hodges, Figgis
Place Dublin
Date 1920
Source Proceedings of the Royal Irish Academy (1919-1920, Section B)
Volume Vol. 35
Key Word Platanus acerifolia, London plane, P. pyramidalis, P. hispanica, P. cuneata, P. digitata, P. cantabrigensis, P. parvifolia, landscaping, hybrids, crosses, hybrisation, taxonomy, botany, botanical history
Abstract The London plane, Platanus acerifolia, has never been seen in the wild state and is undoubtedly a cross. It is remarkably vigorous and is extensively used for planting in the streets of towns in Europe and North America. The plane is intermediate in botanical characters between an American and a European species, and the new hybrid probably originated as a chance seedling in a botanic garden, most likely in Oxford about 1670. The first published description of the London plane was by Plunkenet in 1700 in his 'Matissa'. Several living examples of the species are described. The character of the genus Platanus is described and an account given of each of its nine recorded species.
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Number 1055
Author Henry Augustine, Flood Margaret G.
Title The history of the Dunkeld hybrid larch Larix eurolepis, with notes on other hybrid conifers.
Publisher Hodges, Figgis
Place Dublin
Date 1920
Source Proceedings of the Royal Irish Academy (Section B, 1919-1920)
Volume Vol. 35
Key Word tree physiology, botany, hybrids, conifer hybridisation, Larix euroacea, Dunkeld hybrid larch, Japanese larch, larch hybrids, Larix leptolepis
Abstract Natural hybrid conifers are extremely rare, even in botanical gardens where species from the same genus grow
in close proximity. Hybridisation between the different larches is of great economic importance, and often produces new species of great strength and durability. However, the most cultivated larch hybrid, Larix euroacea, is liable to disease. There is an account given of each of the hybrid larches which have originated spontaneously in cultivation. The 'Dunkeld hybrid larch' is the name given by foresters to seedlings that have been repeatedly raised from the seed of certain Japanese larch trees (Larix leptolepis) growing in Dunkeld, Perthshire. The oldest of the hybrid seedlings were planted out in 1904. The character and condition of other trees of the species in different locations is described. A description is given of the two parent species, Larix europaea and Larix leptolepis.
On planting trees on the farm to produce poles and timber.

**Publisher**
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**Date**
Sept/1944

**Source**
Department of Agriculture Journal

**Volume**
Vol. 41, No. 2

**Key Word**
farm forestry, timber production, poles, nurse trees, mixtures, agriculture, private forestry, fencing

**Abstract**
Most farms have an area of ground which is not suitable for farming but could be useful for the production of poles and timber. European and Japanese larch and Norway and Sitka spruce are the coniferous species most suited for rapid production. The broadleaved trees are ash and alder. The soil conditions most suitable for planting each of these species are described. Mixtures of species achieve early production of small useful poles, and later production of more valuable timber and the production of frost-tender species in early youth in the shelter of more hardy trees. The most successful nurse species are alder, poplar, European larch and Scots pine. Some silvicultural practices, including brashing and pruning, thinning, protection and maintenance of the stand are explained. Trees planted for timber are eligible for planting grants.
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A survey is made of available records of early embryogeny, i.e., from fertilisation to the mature proembryo, in conifers and taxads. On the basis of this evidence it is claimed that a uniform plan of development is shown in the early embryogeny of all conifers and taxads (but excluding for the time being the Araucariaceae). This basal plan shows a sequence of 3 stages. Stage 1 is a stage of free nuclei at the acrhegonial base. Stage 2 is a stage of nuclear arrangement and first membrane formation giving a single open tier, O, above and a group of primary embryo cells, pE, variously arranged, below the O: pE stage. Stage 3 is produced by a further internal division, normally affecting all the units of Stage 2, and gives the mature proembryo. Division in the O tier gives the upper tier, U, in one plane and suspensor tier, S, in one plane. The pE cells (or in podocarps their nuclei) are duplicated to give the lower group, E, of embryo cells proper. The proembryo may be shortly described as being of a U : S : E type. The use of the term prosuspensor for the S tier of these normal types should be discontinued.

As there may be 5, 4, or 3 mitoses at Stage 1 the number of nuclei available for incorporation at Stage 2 may range from 8 to 32. The O : pE ratio of cell numbers may therefore vary greatly, even from genus to genus, as will also the x and y numbers in the mature proembryo U x : S x : E y, but the plan and sequence of development remain normally the same. The dropping out of one or more of the free mitoses at Stage 1 seems to be a characteristic evolutionary tendency in conifer embryogeny. An embryogeny based on 3 free mitoses would be more advanced than one based on 5. Early embryogeny in Pinus type is reviewed in relation to these conclusions. While conforming to the generalised type reasons are given to show that, in detail, it is not primitive for coniferous plants but is a derivative, advanced and rather specialised type. Reasons are given for the necessity of a new nomenclature for the tiers in proembryos of the Pinus type. The terms rosette and primary suspensor should be discontinued. It is suggested that the tiers, from above down, should be called - the upper tier U; the vestigial suspensor vS, replacing rosette; the embryonal suspensor, eS, the de facto elongating cells, replacing primary suspensor; and the embryo tier, E. The proembryo formula would be: - U 4 : vS 4 : eS : E4, to distinguish it from the normal U x : S x : E y type.
Number 1060
Author Gallagher Patrick H.
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Place Dublin
Date 1942
Source Proceedings of the Royal Irish Academy (1942-43, Section B)
Volume Vol. 48
Key Word soil science, mobile colloidal humus, podsolisation, soil nutrients
Abstract
The important role played by humus in the soil in supplying nutrients and in determining to a great measure the production of specific types of soil. The author describes the process by which the brown colloidal humus of podsol B horizon was isolated in a virtually ash-free condition. The behaviour of this material is discussed, and the possible relationships to peat and the process of podsolisation are examined.
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Key Word forestry history, estate woodlands, Land Purchase Acts, woodland destruction, forestry policy, shelter, climate, soil health
Abstract
The importance of forestry in regulating the climate of a country and ensuring the health of its soil is described. The lack of a shelter-belt on Ireland's windswept west coast have left stretches of the coast bleak and bare. The destruction of woodlands on the newly purchased lands from the divided estates is described.
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Rooting characteristics of Picea sitchensis and Pinus contorta on blanket peat in Ireland.

Information on the rooting behaviour of forest trees on exposed peatland sites in western Ireland is very limited as large scale planting did not begin until the 1950s and growth in these plantations has often been slow. This paper reports on an investigation into the rooting characteristics of Picea sitchensis and Pinus contorta on these sites. Over 40% of all roots observed were in the plough ribbon and density of rooting was greatest in this zone. Rooting density was greater in Picea sitchensis than in Pinus contorta. This was particularly evident in the case of finer roots. There was no difference in rooting depth between species. Effective rooting depth was 40 cm below bog surface. Regression analysis was used to establish the relationship between the variables. A relationship between water table depth and rooting density was established. The closest association existed between rooting density in the plough ribbon and water table depth. The restriction of vigorous rooting to the plough ribbon and the top 20 cm of the peat justify concern expressed about the stability of tree crops on peat sites in this region.
A census of Formica lugubris ant nests was carried out in forest plantations in South Tipperary consisting mainly of Sitka spruce, lodegpole pine and Scots pine. This revealed a lowest nest density of 0.13 nests per ha. 87% live nests remained at the same site for three seasons and annual mortality was ca. 9%. Nearest neighbour analysis showed that the nests were overdispersed and this, coupled with a demonstration of negligible inter-nest communication using 32P, suggests that F. lugubris forms monocallic colonies here. An array of variables was recorded at 184 nest sites. The analysis reveals an equilibrium between nests and plantation. Scots pine is the most important overhead tree. Local shade from Calluna, Vaccinium and Pteridium and light penetration to the nest surface is described and discussed.
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Abstract
This paper gives an account of a study of the oviposition behaviour of Cinara pilicornis (Htg.) on Norway spruce, and on Sitka spruce in Counties Antrim and Derry respectively in 1977. During oviposition, oviparae of Cinara pilicornis Htg. transfer fine wax threads from their abdominal terga to the surfaces of their eggs. An almost complete wax coating is formed on the area not attached to the surface of the spruce needle on which it is laid. The function of this pellicle is unknown; it appears to be unique among the Aphididae. It may be protective against excessive cold or preserve a layer of air around the chorion during prolonged wetting by rain.
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Abstract
A sample of composted bark, comprising a mixture of finely mixed conifer bark and animal manure was treated and counts were made of the number of viable thermophilic or thermotolerant fungal propagules from heated samples and from a control. Eleven species were isolated. These included the first record of the isolation of Talaromyces leycettanus from this type of woody material. Thermoascus aurantiacus, Talaromyces emersonii, Humicola grisea var. thermoidea, H. lanuginosa and two thermotolerant species, Aspergillus fumigatus and Talaromyces leycettanus survived exposure to 70 degrees C in moist compost for at least 48 hours. The dominant thermophiles in all heat treated compost samples were T. aurantiacus and T. emersonii, both species surviving exposure to 70 degrees C for 72 hours.
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The status of Carex pendula Hudson at Glenarm Forest, County Antrim (H39).

Field studies on the autoecology of Carex pendula at Glenarm forest were carried out to test the hypothesis that this species may have been introduced to the area. The sedge is abundant only in that part of the forest close to Glenarm Castle grounds, but transect and ordination studies indicated that its distribution follows a complex gradient of soil moisture and pH which is related to elevation. It is concluded that habitat requirements are responsible for limiting the range of C. pendula in Glenarm forest and that the species is at least naturalised but confined to a community occupying moist, base-rich soils.

Ectomycorrhizae of poplar hybrids in Ireland.

Ectomycorrhizae of poplar hybrids in Ireland.
Abstract
Establishment of many species of poplar on deprived soils has been shown to be facilitated by the presence of mycorrhizal fungi. In the study described in this paper the most common ectomycorrhizal types found on poplar in peat and mineral soil in Ireland are described. Poplar roots from five locations in Ireland were examined for ectomycorrhizal formation. The five most frequently encountered genera were described and classified as Ac, Fb, Fg and Ia, following Dominick (1969).
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Abstract
This paper describes the history and phytosociology of Irish native woodlands on free-draining soils over limestone. The structure of present-day scrub and forest and their successional status in relation to other woodland communities are discussed. The probable history of the major tree species is outlined in the light of palynological evidence. The authors consider that the normal community of both scrub and forest belongs floristically to the association Corylo-Fraxinentum Br. - Bl. et Tx. 1952. The redefined association is subdivided into a neckeretosum subassociation of rocky limestone terrain, a veronicetosum subassociation of leached soils, and a species-poor typicum subassociation.
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The author discusses the role of exotic European broadleaved trees in the present potential natural vegetation of Irish woodlands on the basis of his own observations and examples from the published literature. Fagus sylvatica and perhaps also Acer pseudoplatanus, which are only absent from the natural flora of Ireland for historical rather than ecological reasons, could have greater significance today. Some examples of Fagus and Acer vegetation were compared with natural beechwoods in climatically-related areas in northwest France. Some proposals are made for the study of exotic trees in Ireland.

The alien Rhododendron ponticum has been widely planted in Ireland since its introduction in the late 18th century. In suitable locations it is extremely invasive, spreading rapidly by seed into native communities, where it often forms dense strands. It is most invasive in acid oakwoods (Blechno-Quercetum) but also invades other communities, principally heaths and dried-out bogs. Its most serious impact on native communities is to reduce the biological diversity by shading out the ground flora, preventing regeneration of trees and shrubs, reducing the variety of epiphytes and fungi, and destroying the habitat and food supplies for animals. It provides few substitute habitats and the toxicity of its foliage makes it impalatable except to a few invertebrates. On a long-term basis it could lead to the complete destruction of many of the remaining fragments of oak woodland in Ireland, and render unusable extensive areas of heath and dried-out bog. It is probably the most successful and damaging introduced plant in the country and, since control is very expensive, it appears likely to remain an important element of the Irish flora.
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Abstract
This paper identifies the following flies which are new to Ireland: Fannia umbrosa (Fanniidae), was found in a rotting beech tree in Co. Galway; Phaonia cincta (Muscidae), in a tree hole in a sycamore in Co. Wicklow; Chirosia parvicornis, in bracken in Wicklow; and Eustalomyia festiva terraenovae (Phormia terraenovae) in willow woods in Wicklow.
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The beetle, Dinoderus minutus, was found in chopsticks imported into Ireland in 1989. D. minutus and D. brevis caused damage to a shipment of rattan furniture in the same year. In this case the bostrichids were associated with a species of silvanid, a species of clerid (both probably predators on the bostrichids) and at least one species of clerid.
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Abstract
Derryclare Wood is situated in the Twelve Bens mountain range of Connemara. The general floristic and climatic features of the woodland resemble those of the Killarney oakwoods; this resemblance is also apparent in the lichen-flora of both areas. A number of lichen species previously known in Ireland only from the south-west have now been recorded in Derryclare Wood. There are 32 additions to the vice-county flora of West Galway (v.-c. H 16), of which three taxa are new to the Irish lichen-flora. Ninety-eight species and seven minor taxa, belonging to forty genera, are recorded from Derryclare Wood. Seven species of fungi parasitic on lichens were found to occur. Six of these have not been previously recorded from Ireland, while one is new to the British Isles and another to the Northern Hemisphere.
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Abstract
This study examines the influence of climatic deterioration and prehistoric farming methods upon the formation of the Scandinavian and Irish peat bogs. It is suggested that pre-bog woodland was frequently pine. This degenerated into open woodland or scrub, composed mainly of birch, due to the formation of podzols under the pine. The author suggests that these edaphic factors may have initiated the destruction of the woodlands. This process was later accelerated by blanket-bog formation during the subsequent climatic deterioration.
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Abstract The advantages and drawbacks of forest biomass as an energy source are briefly reviewed. Short rotation forestry is defined as a biomass production system consisting of closely spaced, rapidly growing hardwood plantations which are intensively managed and harvested on cycles of less than ten years. Succeeding crops are assured through the resprouting of established rootstocks. The system is flexible and can be adapted to conditions in developing and industrialised countries. Factors which affect growth and yield, such as species and site selection, cultivation and rotation age, are discussed.
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Abstract
Short rotation forestry is a promising source of energy. In co-operation with the State forest service, trials were established with 18 species at four centres in 1977. Silvicultural trials were laid down at two centres in 1978, one on mineral soil and the other on used up peatbog. Some sampling harvests, which are not statistically validated, were taken in 1980. The results show that yields of 10 to 15 tonnes/ha/year of dry matter can be obtained where the species is adapted to the soil type. On good mineral soil Populus is best, while on peatland Salix aquatica 'Gigantea' is the most promising. The physical data, together with cost production information collected from contractors and other parties, were subjected to a systems analysis. The results show that, allowing for purchase of the land, short-rotation forestry can be produced at a price of about $US 176 per ton of oil equivalent, in August 1981. If cost of land is discounted over a very long period, the price of fuel from short-rotation wood can be as little as 4%. It is expected that this cost can be substantially reduced through the use of better yielding clones, possibly in utilising nitrogen fixing species such as Alnus. While the original programme was designed to produce fuel for power stations, there are indications that short-rotation forestry could be used in domestic boilers and in small rural industries. Harvesting and handling can be by conventional agricultural machinery, though special harvesters are now being designed for this purpose.
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Abstract
Peatlands form an important part of the present and potential forest estate in Ireland. The economics of forestry on peatland is examined and three examples are shown to indicate profitability. The impact of different cultivation and management techniques are discussed and some downstream effects are also illustrated. The results indicate that peatland forestry, using Sitka spruce and lodgepole pine can yield from 4 to 8.4% depending on site, peat type and crop management.
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Effects of ground limestone and urea on growth of Sitka spruce planted on deep oligotrophic blanket peat in Northern Ireland.

Ground limestone was applied at rates up to 22.5 tonnes per ha at time of planting Sitka spruce on deep oligotrophic blanket peat. Tree growth was significantly reduced by lime application over the following six years. Mean tree height at the end of the 8th growing season was still significantly reduced by liming but the effect was small at the lowest rate. Mean height was significantly increased by the phosphate applied at planting. Between the 11th and 15th years after planting lime increased annual height growth but in no year was the effect significant. Urea (at 500 kg per ha) applied in the 11th season significantly increased mean tree height at the end of the 15th growing season but the effect of the lime was not significant. As a result of the early reduction in growth brought about by liming mean height at the end of the 15th season was greater where urea had been applied in the absence of lime than in any of the lime treatments. There was a significant interaction on height growth between applied lime and urea; in the absence of urea liming increased annual height growth in the 14th season and mean height in the 15th season whereas in the presence of urea growth was reduced by all levels of applied lime.
A nutrient budget study was carried out in part of a 7 year old phosphate fertiliser experiment on a raised bog which had received the equivalent of 60 and 90kg P/ha in separate replicated plots. The object was to obtain more information on the effects of the fertiliser which is essential for growth on such sites and also to contract the nutrient uptake and distribution patterns for the two species Sitka spruce and lodgepole pine. Phosphate increased the diameter and height of both species but there was a tendency for biomass production to decrease at the higher rate of application. Lodgepole pine produced about 30% more biomass than the spruce, most of the difference being accounted for by needles and branches. Phosphorus uptake for both species was about 18kg/ha over 7 years. Lodgepole pine accumulated 50% more nitrogen than the spruce (152 kg/ha) even though total root mass for both species only differed by 6%. Optimum rate of phosphorus application was in the order of 50-60 kg/ha. Raised bogs have a high production potential for both species but the pine is the cheaper to grow because it does not require inputs for fertiliser nitrogen which are essential to sustain growth of the spruce.
can overcome these problems are under investigation. These include tunnel ploughing and the development of peat harvesters. Results to date are promising.

**Abstract**

Heavy dependence on imported oil and coal has had an adverse effect on Ireland’s economy. Furthermore, supplies of peat, the most important native energy resource, are predicted to be depleted within 50 years. These factors have encouraged research into the possibility of replacing peat by wood in electricity power stations. This is being investigated by the Forest and Wildlife Service in independent studies and in international cooperative projects. Findings are presented in this paper of investigations on the dry matter production of the most vigorous tree species planted on Irish peatlands: lodgepole pine (Pinus contorta Dougl.) and Sitka spruce (Picea sitchensis (Bong.) Carr.) Results show that species, peatland type, age and density have a considerable influence on biomass productivity. The maximum mean annual dry matter increment of overground material obtained was 8.9 tonnes/ha/yr for 14 year-old coastal lodgepole pine at a density of 2,990 trees/ha on blanket bog. Between-species variation was demonstrated in a study on 6 year-old lodgepole pine and Sitka spruce at a planting density of 10,000 trees/ha on virgin mainland raised bog. The mean annual dry weight increment of overground material produced was 8.5 tonnes/ha/yr by lodgepole pine and 3.7 tonnes/ha/yr by Sitka spruce. Based on the results obtained, estimates are made of the potential production of lodgepole pine on the total peatland areas and its possible contribution to energy requirements.
Peatland afforestation in the Republic of Ireland.

Large areas now covered by peat were formerly forested. The first major State attempt at bog afforestation in the 1890s failed. The development of suitable ploughs and the use of phosphate fertiliser permitted successful afforestation of peatland from about 1950 onwards. The use of open drains in peatland afforestation practice is now being replaced where possible by a system of tunnel ploughing with drains about 75 cm below the surface. This will lead to better root development, improved stability and easier harvesting. Phosphorus is applied at establishment and potassium is also necessary in some midland areas. The main species used are Sitka spruce and lodgepole pine. Research on cutaway bog areas indicates that very high yields will be attainable under forest crops.

Development of cutover bog in Ireland.

In Ireland, some 80,000 ha of industrial cutover peatland will be available for other uses in the next century. Sizeable areas will become available for development within ten years. This paper examines the main
conclusions from ten years work on the application of research results to pilot development projects on cutover bogs. The variation in the peat and mineral soil within any one bog area and the limitations these impose on future use are discussed. The physical problems encountered on large areas of peatland lacking any of the infrastructural requirements of modern agriculture and forestry are also dealt with. The main conclusion is that either grassland or forestry or a combination of both is the likely use for cutover peatland overlying the upper contours of the bog floor. The use to which the lower contours are put is not yet clearly identified but it is likely that options other than agriculture or forestry may dominate their future use.
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Abstract
The distribution of nematophagous fungi in soil collected from a deciduous woodland was examined in relation to various biotic and abiotic soil factors. The microfungi were isolated at all depths down to 35cm. Predators forming constricting rings, adhesive branches and adhesive knobs were restricted to the upper litter and humus layers. The net forming predators and endoparasites were isolated at all depths, although they were significantly more abundant in the lower mineral rich soils. A much greater species diversity of nematophagous fungi was recorded in the upper organic zones. Cephalosporium balanoides was independent of all soil vegetables, while spontaneous trap forming predators, which are excellent saprophytes, were isolated from the deeper soils which were low in nutrients. The ecological significance of these results is discussed.
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Aspects of the nitrogen cycle in peatland and plantation forest ecosystems in western Ireland.
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**Abstract**
Extensive plantation forests cover large areas of blanket peatland in western Ireland. Sites are characterised by the ombrotrophic nature of the peat and often extreme maritime conditions prevailing. The study area is located close to two coastlines and in consequence, ions of marine origin are dominant in the bulk precipitation. Mean annual nitrogen deposition is 2.26 kg per ha. Forestry development in the region dates from the early 1950s. Deficiency of phosphorus is universally encountered, sometimes accompanied by a shortage of nitrogen. A fertiliser experiment in the study area was maintained for 16 years. The principal response was to applied phosphorus and although nitrogen had a positive influence on growth in the early years, it was of little consequence in the longer term. Over 900 kg N per ha was accumulated in the forest floor. In a mineralisation study of peat collected from plots fertilised 14 years previously, differences in total mineral nitrogen production between treatments were small, but in nitrogen-treated plots a higher proportion of the mineral nitrogen was as nitrate than in those which had not received fertiliser nitrogen. Throughfall measurements in pole-stage crops of Sitka spruce and lodgepole pine, which had received no fertiliser nitrogen, showed significantly greater quantities of nitrogen than bulk precipitation.
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Abstract
The value of lodgepole pine as a soil improver and pioneer enabling more demanding trees to follow has been noted. As part of a larger research programme on forest fertilisation the amounts of potassium present in the various components of a 22 year old crop of Pinus contorta growing on oligotrophic peat at Nephin Beg State Forest, Co. Mayo. The crop was found to contain 85 kg per ha more K than adjacent unplanted areas. The results show that the presence of the forest cover on oligotrophic peat has enriched the ecosystem in those cations which are presumably lost through runoff or drainage in the natural state are conserved by the trees. Responses in tree growth to K application suggest that the increased penetration of the rainfall into the peat together with the extended crowns and/or roots resulting from the phosphorus application aided the trees in intercepting and utilising atmospheric K.
An evaluation of tree protection methods against Scottish Blackface sheep in an upland agroforestry system.

The initial protection of trees against grazing stock is essential to the establishment of silvopastoral trials in upland areas. In a trial to evaluate protection methods, three tree species (sycamore, ash and larch) were planted at 400 stems per ha in an upland sward previously reseeded with perennial ryegrass. Eight tree protection options involving combinations of primary stake, secondary stake and shelter shape were tested in plots with 5 trees randomised in six replicated blocks. Swards were grazed down to approximately 1.5 cm and allowed to regrow to 8 cm. Tree damage assessment was carried out after each grazing cycle and minor damage (e.g., loose ties) made good. Overall, 7.3% of trees were completely destroyed but 70% suffered some damage, much of which would need remedial attention. Tree survival was better where two stakes were used (irrespective of size) rather than one stake with a short peg. However, the main cause of damage with the latter method was associated with the security of the ties rather than damage to the shelters. Damage to square section shelters (mainly crushing) was significantly greater than to round section shelters (30.4% and 3.3%, respectively), although ties were most liable to come off the round sections than the square shelters. Provided tie quality and security were improved, a 1.8 m primary stake, short secondary peg and 1.5 m round section shelter would give most cost effective protection of the methods used.

Earthworm communities of limited coniferous soils: field observations and implications for forest management.

The initial protection of trees against grazing stock is essential to the establishment of silvopastoral trials in upland areas. In a trial to evaluate protection methods, three tree species (sycamore, ash and larch) were planted at 400 stems per ha in an upland sward previously reseeded with perennial ryegrass. Eight tree protection options involving combinations of primary stake, secondary stake and shelter shape were tested in plots with 5 trees randomised in six replicated blocks. Swards were grazed down to approximately 1.5 cm and allowed to regrow to 8 cm. Tree damage assessment was carried out after each grazing cycle and minor damage (e.g., loose ties) made good. Overall, 7.3% of trees were completely destroyed but 70% suffered some damage, much of which would need remedial attention. Tree survival was better where two stakes were used (irrespective of size) rather than one stake with a short peg. However, the main cause of damage with the latter method was associated with the security of the ties rather than damage to the shelters. Damage to square section shelters (mainly crushing) was significantly greater than to round section shelters (30.4% and 3.3%, respectively), although ties were most liable to come off the round sections than the square shelters. Provided tie quality and security were improved, a 1.8 m primary stake, short secondary peg and 1.5 m round section shelter would give most cost effective protection of the methods used.
A field experiment and two soil faunal surveys were carried out to determine the effect of liming on earthworm populations of European forests. In the UK, a mixed species assemblage of earthworms was introduced into a deep peat soil under a young stand of Picea sitchensis, following additions of earthworm numbers and biomass were 70% and 15% of those introduced; this included species which had not been inoculated. Earthworms were found only where the soil had been limed; most individuals were found where earthworms and lime had been applied. In a survey of long-established limed plots of Picea abies on an acid, brown earth soil in northern France, liming increased earthworm density (5 to 11 individuals per square metre, compared with 6 per square metre in a nearby deciduous woodland, and 0 per square metre in unlimed P. abies plots). Similarly, in Northern Ireland, the addition of lime permitted a substantial community of earthworms to develop in deep peat soil under P. sitchensis (79 individuals per square metre, compared with 5 per square metre in unlimed soils), including acid intolerant species rare in coniferous soils. Different species assemblages were found in the four different limed plots sampled. The trees growing on limed soil at this site showed greater height growth than the trees in the unlimed plots, and it is suggested that earthworms have a beneficial effect in limed coniferous soils by increasing nutrient turnover.
stepwise regression of measured soil data on yield class (the expected maximum mean annual volume increment for the crop, expressed in cubic metres per annum per hectare). Soil C/N ratio, soil air space and hydrogen ion concentration explained 73% of the observed variation in yield class. The results indicated that the yield class of Norway spruce on fen was correlated with the physical properties of the peat and that, assuming adequate inputs of P and K, this species will be most productive on poorly decomposed well-drained fen which exhibits a botanical composition indicative of relatively poor nutrition at the time of peat formation.
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Abstract
In an effort to solve some of the problems associated with land structure the Commission of the European Communities has proposed a prepension scheme for farmers aged 55 - 70. There are three options: to transfer the land to a first degree successor; to take it out of farming; to plant it with trees. In a survey of 144 farmers in the north-west of the country 44% of respondents thought the transfer option attractive. However, only 11 out of 49 farmers over 50 years of age said that they would give it serious consideration. About 65% were against the idea of taking land out of farming altogether. Nearly half the respondents thought tree planting was the best option but many were opposed to planting all of their land.
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Abstract
This paper reviews the surviving records from the 17th century onwards of the attempts at reforestation in Ireland. The earliest record referred to is from 1534 which demonstrates the concern which the loss of woodlands was causing even at that time. The planting of yews in churchyards and monasteries was common during the medieval era. Several sources of records of tree planting are cited. The species introduced before the end of the 17th century were Pinus sylvestris, Pinus pinea, English and Dutch elms, oak, plane, robinia and mulberry. Legislation regarding planting and woodland preservation, beginning with An Act for Planting and Preserving timber trees and Woods (1698), is outlined. The creation of deer parks from the 16th century, their further expansion during the period of the laying out of the demenses in the eighteenth century and the effect this had on area devoted to woodland is examined. The 18th century was a time of expansion in woodlands, but no major developments were recorded between 1800 and 1845. Available land was considered too valuable for increasing expansion. The deterioration of woodlands in the period leading up to and during the various land purchase Acts, and the gradual expansion in forests under State direction from the early 1900s are described.
occurring during dormancy. The presence or activity of the enzymes can readily be related to natural and indeed starch formation. The enzyme results, together with an examination of the data offered elsewhere in its support, show further that the claim that maltase, detrinase, and amylase are all necessary for starch synthesis, though probable, has yet little proof in its support.
This paper examines a method for evaluating the benefits of forest recreation using data collected in a pilot scale survey carried out in Portumna Forest Park in 1980. A consumer demand curve is constructed for the park and it is calculated that the annual monetary value of recreation facilities in the park is £5,670. This is greatly in excess of actual amounts collected at present in the park.
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Abstract
The market for timber frames and relevant legislation, including the 1990 Building Control Act and various building regulations, are examined. The roles played by various actors in the market, including insurance companies, building societies and banks, valuers/estate agents, local authorities and traditional house builders, are outlined. The beneficial aspects of using timber frame, including energy efficiency, speed of construction, and the environmental merits of using a renewable resource are identified. Recent developments in timber frame technology are examined. Future prospects for timber frame housing in Ireland and Great Britain are discussed.
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Abstract
This study examines the expansion and modernisation of the Irish timber industry and the likely effects on the quality and supply of indigenous softwood to the construction industry. The problems which lead to the inefficiencies in the timber industry are identified and possible solutions to these problems are proposed. The current state of the industry is assessed, and a number of problems caused by current government sales policy are identified. The main problems arise from the lack of advance information of yields from forests which would allow the sawmillers to operate more efficiently and plan their operating schedules. Overcoming prejudice against native timber will permit the construction market to become more open and will enable an efficient supply of quality home-produced timber through to the consumer.
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The Irish timber industry.
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Abstract
The current state of the global timber market is summarised, and the regions with large reserves or deficits of timber are identified. The development and present state of the Irish forest estate is examined. The land acquisition and tree planting policies pursued by the Department of Fisheries and Forestry are assessed. The pattern of consumption in Ireland's timber-using industries is described. The consumers that use mainly native timber, and the areas where it may be possible to substitute Irish native for imported timber are identified. The state of the Irish saw-milling industry is assessed, and the improvements which must be made if it is to survive and develop into a successful industry are identified.
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Timber frame housing versus traditional construction: a comparative cost analysis.
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Abstract
The development of timber frame building construction is described and the techniques involved are compared with those used in traditional buildings. The various elements in costing timber frame constructions, including choice of supplier, speed of erection, wastage and sub-structure are examined. Other issues discussed include fire resistance, energy efficiency, the attitudes of insurance companies and building societies, and public perception of this type of housing. It is concluded that timber frame houses with a good quality finish can be built more cheaply than traditional houses and enjoy a similar life expectancy.
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Abstract
A general account of the joinery industry in Ireland is provided. The extent to which home-grown timber is used in these industries, and the current state of the home timber market is examined. Various aspects of the industry, including plant technology, employment, design, quality of finish, sources of supplies of joinery products, and taxation are discussed.
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Key Word
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Abstract
This study examines the use of home-grown Sitka spruce in composite space-joist construction. The deflection behaviour of space-joists is investigated, and the part played by the factors contributing to it, namely axial strain of the joist members and nail slip of the mechanical joints, is determined. The performance of home-grown Sitka spruce in the fabrication of space-joists is assessed. From the results of a number of tests, it is concluded that deflection due to nail slip accounted for, approximately, 33% of the over-all deflection. The allowable deflection of space-joists of 0.003 span, as recommended in CP 112, was exceeded by approximately 35%, on average, in five out of six tests. In three of the space-joists tested, timber failure occurred at 2.5, 3.8 and 3.45 times the working load, respectively. There is concern that space-joist thickness may have to be confined to a maximum of 72 mm to facilitate ease of fabrication in using Irish Sitka spruce.
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The response of pole-stage lodgepole pine (Pinus contorta Dougl.) crops to fertiliser application.

The purpose of the investigation was to examine the response of pole-stage, coastal lodgepole pine (Pinus contorta Dougl.) crops to various fertiliser levels and combinations. The fertiliser experiment established in 1973 by the Forest and Wildlife Service at Ballyhoura Forest, Co. Cork, is described. The experiment uses a central composite rotatable design with five levels each of N, P and K fertiliser. Assessment of basal area, carried out annually from 1973 to 1978 were not found, however, to be significant. This study examines the possibility of volume response in the crop. Two hundred trees were felled and sectioned and diameter readings taken. Volumes/plot were computed for 1972 and 1977 and, from these, the increments/plot were calculated. The analysis of data was carried out using the standard method for the central composite rotatable design. However, none of the regression equations showed significance. On the introduction of co-variance, however, certain variables in the regression gave significant t-values. A management criterion for significance was then introduced and the 'significant' variables were found to be P, P² and NP. The completed response surface for the experiment is shown.

An investigation into the suitability of Leitrim soils for tree stabilisation.

The purpose of the investigation was to examine the response of pole-stage, coastal lodgepole pine (Pinus contorta Dougl.) crops to various fertiliser levels and combinations. The fertiliser experiment established in 1973 by the Forest and Wildlife Service at Ballyhoura Forest, Co. Cork, is described. The experiment uses a central composite rotatable design with five levels each of N, P and K fertiliser. Assessment of basal area, carried out annually from 1973 to 1978 were not found, however, to be significant. This study examines the possibility of volume response in the crop. Two hundred trees were felled and sectioned and diameter readings taken. Volumes/plot were computed for 1972 and 1977 and, from these, the increments/plot were calculated. The analysis of data was carried out using the standard method for the central composite rotatable design. However, none of the regression equations showed significance. On the introduction of co-variance, however, certain variables in the regression gave significant t-values. A management criterion for significance was then introduced and the 'significant' variables were found to be P, P² and NP. The completed response surface for the experiment is shown.
Abstract
The objective of this study was to determine the ability of certain soils to resist windthrow. The soils were classified by means of a series of tests. The natural moisture content, liquid limit, plastic limit and linear shrinkage of the soil was determined. The calculation of shear strength was accomplished by means of in-situ shear vane testing and in the laboratory by means of the fall cone. These values can be compared with results from cyclic loading tests. Cyclic tests extend and compress a soil sample and mimic field conditions more precisely where the trees sway to and fro exerting tensile and compressive forces on the soil. In this test the cyclic loading test yielded the greatest result because moisture content of the sample (436%) was approximately 100% lower than in the case of the in-situ vane test (517%). Thus, due to loss of moisture, the cyclic loading test would probably yield greater results than it should. It has been hypothesised that peaty soils are more elastic than other soils but no definite conclusions have been established as to why trees on peaty soils are less susceptible to windthrow than on other soils.
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Abstract
This article examines the various measures used to control grey squirrels, since their first recorded sighting in the north of Ireland in 1945. The reasons for control include broadleaf tree protection, and red squirrel conservation. It is recommended that woodland owners should be encouraged to adopt control methods where necessary. Warfarin should not be considered as a control method and efforts should be directed at improving alternatives. Various conservation measures for red squirrels are outlined.
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Abstract
This study compares the performance of medite and plywood in a number of tests associated with timber box beam construction, including bending stress tests, bending deflection, shear deflection and the calculation of both panel and rolling shear stress. Each of three medite beams examined failed due to shear, and two plywood beams failed when subjected to bending. It was to be expected that a 400 mm-deep plywood beam used would fail bending, but it was hoped that the 500 mm-deep ply-wood beam would fail in shear only. The most interesting aspect of the comparison between medite and plywood beams was the relevant displacement of equivalent beams under identical loading conditions. The performance of the medite beams was quite good considering webs of only 6 mm thickness were used. A further advantage of medite is its low cost compared with ply-wood. However, the performance of the medite under long-term loading and in a wet environment needs to be examined.
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Investigation of stress distribution in Irish grown softwoods using photoelectric analysis.
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Abstract
This study examines the various factors which affect the strength properties of timber. Among the issues examined are photo-elastic stress analysis, fabrication and the use of adhesives. A number of experimental procedures which examine sawing, drilling, surface preparation of timber, adhesive preparation and bending procedures, are described.
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An investigation of the strength of two types of pin-jointed connections for jointing home grown Sitka spruce roundwood forest thinnings.
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Abstract
One of the difficulties involved in using forest thinnings in the manufacture of building materials is in making a durable and strong joint. The use of two types of joints, the Buro Happold joint and the Delft joint, has helped to achieve some success in developing the full strength of the members and inhibiting splitting of the member ends. Results from tests for both types of joints tested are presented. Glued and bolted joints are also examined. The various factors affecting timber strength, and the fabrication and testing of glued joints and bolted joints are discussed.
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An investigation into spans and deflections of roof trusses fabricated with home grown timber.
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Dublin
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1981
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**Abstract**
The trusses used in this study were of home-grown, stress-graded Sitka spruce and were designed using a rigorous plastic analysis in accordance with C.P. 112 and Irish standard for roof truss design, I.S. 193p (Provisional). The objectives of the investigation were to examine a truss for deflection at the maximum allowable span for Irish timber, and to examine a truss of increased span for deflection using the same timber. The results obtained show that the observed deflections of the strut nodes and centre of the ceiling tie were less than predicted in both the 7.6 m and 8.3 m spans employed. This shows that the method of design used gives a safe structure. It would appear that the grading stresses of Irish Sitka spruce are generally on the low side. Tests were 24-hour deflection tests with 150% working loads. It is recommended that the stress grades and spans for Irish Sitka spruce could be increased for the fabrication of roof trusses.
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An investigation of the performance of mechanical joints in Irish Sitka spruce.
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Dublin
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1988
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**Abstract**
The performance of mechanical, nailed, bolted and connected joints are compared. The procedure for lateral loading of fasteners, test requirements for nails under lateral loading, and the requirements for bolts and
connectors under lateral loading are explained. The results of a number of tests on nails, bolts and connectors under lateral loading are presented and analysed.
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Assessing values of Young’s modulus of Irish Sitka spruce based on deflection readings of mechanically stress graded members.
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**Key Word**
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**Abstract**
Slope of grain and knot areas are among features assessed during visual stress grading of structural timber. The procedure involved in the mechanical stress grading of timber is based on Young’s modulus and deflection. The aim of this project was to compare native-grown Sitka spruce with similar, imported species. On a superficial inspection of the test specimens, it was thought that the native timber compared poorly with other imported timbers. There was a high proportion of knots and fissures and relatively few growth rings present due to rapid growth rate of Irish timber. Moisture content was not considered critical for these tests. The results for the full-size timber members tested were as follows: E mean, 9621.6 N/mm²; E min 5065.3 N/mm². The results for the small, clear specimens used were as follows: E mean, 6778 N/mm²; E min, 3486.6 N/mm².
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Abstract
At present there is a deficiency in timber beams which can span in the 7.0m to 12.0m range, below 7.0m - solid timber, above 12.0m - timber lattice trusses. Glulaminated timber beams could easily fill such a gap in the market. Stress grading, specifications for glulam timber beams, test beam fabrication and the use of timber adhesives are described. The topics of load strain characteristic, failure modes, load deflection curve and the various test procedures used to examine hardness, planing, jointing, gluability, durability and fire rating are examined. The suitability of timbers for laminating, grading, pre-cambering and fabrication are discussed, and the various uses for glulaminated timber are outlined.
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Abstract
In this study four straight, soffit tapered beams were tested, incorporating different load systems, to failure. The results obtained were compared to those predicted using two theoretical analyses - an approximation recommended for design, and a finite element analysis. It was found that the theoretical analysis underestimated the actual stresses. The finite element method seems to have the capability of estimating the stresses accurately, if all the required constants are known with confidence. Checks for radial stress did not estimate the actual radial tension which occurred in one beam and, in the case of another, the check over-estimated the actual value. This latter beam split in mid-span as a result of radial tension due to a defective glue-line. It was predicted that the bending stresses at the critical section would be shown to be greater than the bending stresses at mid-span, and this was confirmed in the test.
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Abstract
The development and structure of the Irish timber industry, and its impact on the economy is described. The properties of a number of Irish timber products, including chipboard and box-section beams are examined. Comparison are made between box-section beam and I-section & glue laminated beams, and between particle-board webs and ply-wood webs.
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An investigation into the use of Irish grown Sitka spruce in the fabrication of space joists.

The aim of this research was to investigate the use of home-grown Sitka spruce in the fabrication of space joists. The project involved the design and fabrication of space joists using Irish Sitka spruce. The first set were 5.1 m spans and were designed to grade S.S. European white-wood dry stresses. The second set were 4.8 m spans and were designed to grade M75 home-grown Sitka spruce dry stresses. In the first strength test, the splice on the bottom chord failed in tension at 1.8 times the design load. Every space joist exceeded the 14 mm limit with regard to deflection. The space joist performed very well during the strength tests and the Irish timber behaved very favourably. Space joist fabrication encountered two notable problems: cracking of timber; and bad penetration of nails. These results indicate that Sitka spruce is suitable for use in this application.

The structural use of Irish medium density fibreboard.

The aim of this thesis was to investigate the possibility of using Irish produced medium density fibreboard as an integral component of a structural member. A number of I-beams were fabricated, using either MDF or plywood. All beams were tested to failure. The MDF beams' performance compared most favourably with those of plywood. The average central deflection of an MDF Beam at 30.09 KN was 6.41 mm whilst the central deflection of a plywood beam at 30.09 KN was 11.81 mm. Although the plywood beams supported a similar load before actual failure occurred, the deflection at this load was very large (20.80 mm). All three MDF beams employed failed due to rolling shear. The inference is that there may be failure in the MDF due to a factor such as a flaw in pressing or in the drying of the board.
Six beams, which contained 3 different joint arrangements, were tested using a third point loading arrangement. Deflections and strains were also recorded which resulted in 'E' values for the different joint configurations. Beam 1 failed at a knot which was in the bottom laminate, at 31.86 KN. The second failed at a knot, again in the bottom laminate, at 31.86 KN. Beam 3C (finger joint at centre) failed at the roots of the finger joints, the failure load was 31.86 KN. Beam 4C (finger joint at centre) failed similarly to 3C but at a much lower load of 26.55 KN. Beam 5T (finger joint at third point) was the strongest beam with a failure load of 44.25 KN which represents a safety factor of 3.8 using CP112 and manufacturer's efficiency. The actual failure was similar to most centre-jointed specimens. Beam 6T (finger joint at third point) is the only one of the finger-jointed beams not to fail at a joint, but rather at a knot half-way between centre span and the finger joint. Failure occurred at a very high load of 40.71 KN which leaves a safety factor of 3.5.
Abstract
The objective of this thesis was to assess Irish Sitka spruce for possible use as a timber for the glulam industry in Ireland. The test programme was designed with consideration to CP112, increasing the number of laminations from four up to twenty. The test results are as follows: (a) the Modulus of Elasticity of Irish Sitka spruce compared well with that obtained by the Princes Risborough laboratory for British Sitka spruce. The average MOE was 6899.5 N/mm² in the Irish timber, and 8100 N/mm² in the Princes Risborough tests. (b) The Modulus of Rupture for Irish Sitka spruce was much lower than that for British Sitka spruce in the Princes Risborough study - 24.74 N/mm² as against 67 N/mm², a difference of 63%. The MOR was greatly influenced by knots in the outer-tension laminations. Since the process of glue-lamination allows for the selective positioning, a higher grade of lamination at the outer-tension zone of the beam would allow for greater bending strengths to be attained.
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Abstract
The effect of Coniophora puteana and Phanerochaeta chrysosporium on the mechanical properties of Scots pine, Pinus sylvestris L. was examined using dynamic mechanical analysis and conventional mechanical testing methods. Measurements of shear storage modulus and both flexural modulus and strength showed larger reductions, for equivalent loss in weight, in samples exposed to the Coniophora puteana fungal species. There was a decline in the tensile strength of micro-sections treated with Fenton's reagent over an incubation interval of 3 days as the reagent concentration increased. At the highest concentrations of the reagent for a six-day period, dynamic mechanical analysis of the whole-wood samples indicated no alterations in modulus when compared with samples in a 4.2 pH buffer for the same period. There was an increase in modulus of samples in reagent according to flexural analysis results. Further whole-wood samples were vacuum-impregnated with 1 mg/ml of bio-amylase V solution whilst control samples were impregnated with distilled water. A comparison between samples in this enzyme and those in water showed up an initial fall in the shear storage modulus for both sets.
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Abstract
This study evaluated the feasibility of wood fibre profiles extrusion. The fibres used in these processes had length to diameter ratios of between 5 to 50 and lengths ranging from 0.6 mm to 3 mm. The effects of various binders based on di-phenyl methane di-isocyanate, as well as processing aids such as water, sodium lignosulphate and parrafin wax in amounts up to 20% by weight on processing behaviour, were examined. Wood-filled thermo-plastics using polyurethane matrices in amounts up to 40% by weight were also investigated. Extrusion systems examined included ram, single screw and twin screw configurations. It was impossible to produce wood fibre profiles by ram extrusion due to the adverse alignment of the fibres. Single screw extrusion was also unsuccessful because of poor mixing ability. The use of fibre-board formulations with binder contents of 5% to 10% were found to be incompatible with screw extrusion techniques. Twin-screw extrusion using a thermo-plastic matrix filler may be worthy of future investigation and commercialisation for interior fittings.
The principal aim of this thesis was to assess the possibility of achieving a satisfactory surface finish standard which would allow the commercial exploitation of this species for added-value applications. The performance of a new cutter-block and its effects on the surface finishes achieved of Sitka spruce test samples were assessed in a series of experiments. Samples from sixty trees representing two yield classes, 12 and 24 and two moisture content levels were used in the experiments. Multi-variable statistical analyses were carried out to analyse the relationship between wood samples, machining parameters and surface finish. The experiment clearly demonstrated the feasibility of achieving a satisfactory standard of surface finish on both yield classes. It was also established that there is a need to develop processing technology and techniques which recognise the unique characteristics of Sitka spruce growing in Irish conditions.
Aquatic hyphomycetes are the major initial processors of stream detritus in fresh-water rivers and lakes. These fungi breakdown, or survive, at least, on foliage as well as on woody debris. This study investigates the ability of these fungi to degrade at least some of the components which make up timber. The growth and yield of selected aquatic hyphomycetes on the selected components was recorded and proof obtained that the fungi could utilise these. Some utilisation of xylanase and polygalacturonase activity was also carried out. The aquatic hyphomycetes were found to utilise all the carbon sources except lignin and they were also found to degrade wood. All three aquatic hyphomycetes involved in these trials - A. crassa, V. eleodeae and A. splendans - grew better on pectin than on any other one of the selected wood components. These do not cause depphenolisation of lignin but they can utilise all the other components provided. They poorly degrade crystalline cellulose and produce measurable quantities of xylanases and polygalacturonases.
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Abstract
Samples of Scot's pine were investigated under conditions of varying degrees of moisture by means of a Polymer Laboratories Dynamic Mechanical Thermal Analyser. Water acts as a plasticiser for the amorphous matrix components of the microfibril, namely lignin and hemicellulose, and has the effect of altering the position and magnitude of transitions observed. Fenton's reagent was used to simulate wood degradation. The micro-structural variation brought on by the reagent was detected using DMTA from changes in shear modulus and tan "d" curves. The use of dynamic mechanical properties as indicators of degradation is considered and described. The use of DMTA in the analysis of the degradation processes in wood involving Fenton's reagent has the effect of reducing the temperature at which "a" peaks occur. This is increasingly the case with increasing moisture content. The reagent has the effect of increasing the resolution of the "a"1 and "a"2 dispersions. However, the figures for shear storage modulus drop are not indicative of a trend with respect to degradation but only tend to decrease with increasing moisture content due to the plasticising effect of water on wood.
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Rhododendron ponticum, an alien species introduced from Turkey, is a serious weed in woodlands and plantations throughout the islands of Ireland and Great Britain. In the Bourn-Vincent Memorial Park in the Killarney Valley, County Kerry, it has extensively intruded upon the natural communities. It is now firmly established as an under-storey shrub in the oak woods, which are of great scientific and aesthetic value. Experiments were conducted to examine the plant's growth under different light intensities in artificial environments, and the growth of young plants in field conditions was studied. The importance of winter photosynthesis is assessed. The substrates on which Rhododendron ponticum is found are outlined, and details of experimental work with different soils and varying soil fertility are provided. The biotic element of the environment of Rhododendron ponticum is explained, and the type of communities in which it occurs, on the islands of Ireland and Great Britain and in Turkey, are described. The various forms of control available are outlined and assessed, and suggestions for the prevention of regeneration and spread of the plant are made.
Abstract
The impact of Melampsora rust on the growth of Salix burjatica ‘Korso’ was assessed. Comparisons were made between untreated plants and those where the disease had been partially controlled using fungicides. Fungicides delayed the onset of the disease and its effect on growth. Leaf loss was reduced whilst shoot growth and dry matter yields increased. The effect of secondary organisms was also reduced resulting in lower levels of shoot death in the following season.
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Abstract
The majority of forests in Ireland comprise monocultures of coniferous tree species introduced from continental Europe and North America. Along with the fact that, historically, Ireland was virtually deforested, this means that a new arthropod fauna may be presented in today's forests. In order to examine this hypothesis, the Carabidae of two Irish coniferous sites, one in county Kilkenny, the other in county Wicklow, were studied by pit-fall trapping every two weeks over a two-year period and the species composition compared with species lists for other European forests derived from the literature. Activity patterns for the most common species were similar to those found elsewhere, but TWINSPAN classification analysis placed the Irish sites in an end group, distinguished by the presence of Agonum muelleri and separated from the other European sites by the absence of Carabus hortensis and Pterostichus oblongopunctatus. This suggests that the fauna of the Irish forests is distinct in not having some of the generally common, large and typical woodland species. However, the majority of the species found are normally categorised as woodland associates, which demonstrates their ability to survive centuries of deforestation.
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Abstract
Coastal lodgepole pine has played a significant role in Irish forestry. Growth patterns of the species in this country diverge from those indicated in yield models elsewhere. As part of this study revised yield tables for coastal lodgepole pine were drawn up and their method of production is described. There are difficulties inherent to coastal lodgepole pine associated with the silviculture needed for optimum end-use. Management strategies for coastal lodgepole pine are outlined and economic implications are discussed.
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Abstract
Ninety-one percent of Salix aquatica cv. gigantea litter disappeared within 6 months from experimental cages containing Lumbricus terrestris L. in reclaimed peat, compared with only 28% when L. terrestris was absent. Litter consumption rates was 6-9 mg dry wt g-1 in the field and 10-15 mg g-1 fresh wt day-1 in the laboratory at 15 degrees Celcius. Maximum growth rate in the field was 4 mg fresh wt g-1 day -1 and 4.55 mg in the laboratory. Mean gut contents were 48-23 mg dry wt g-1 fresh wt over the size range 1-6 g fresh wt and gut transit time was 10 h. It was estimated that a Lumbricus biomass of 100 g m-2 could consume 1.34 kg soil m-2 yr -1.
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Abstract
This work is part of the CORE Project investigating nutrient dynamics in European coniferous forest soils, in which a framework showing the responses of forest soils to climate change and increased N deposition has been developed. The occurrence of nitrification, the "N" saturation status of the forest and the soil buffering zone are critical features of this framework. In particular, nitrification has been identified as a key process. The effects of enhanced (NH4)2 SO4 deposition on the soil solution chemistry of rooted and non-rooted lysimeters in six European coniferous forest soils situated across a climatic and pollution gradient.
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It is believed that internal processes of N turnover, such as mineralisation, nitrification and denitrification are very important for soil acidification. In this experiment, soils were reciprocally exchanged between six sites located along a pollution gradient. Each of the six sites operate seven replicate columns of each soil. The six sites were Kilkenny, Haldon, Grizedale, Fontainbleau, Wekerom and Solling. Soil solutions and through-fall were analysed for Na+, K+, Ca++, Mg++, Al++, NH4+, NO3-, Cl-, SO4 2-. All soil, except from Fontainbleau, were sources of nitrate N. These soils were sinks for NH4+, but nett sources for total nitrogen. Nitrification of both input and internally-generated NH4+ results in an additional internal proton production in all soils and an exchange of base cations in the exchange complex in the Kilkenny and Haldon soils. The pH of soil solutions from the nitrifying soils decreased during the experiment. Calcium and magnesium loss occurred from the Haldon soil and proton balance suggest that nitrification may be reason for loss of nutrient cations. At Wekerom, high NH4+ inputs occurred during the course of the experiment. The proton balance indicates that the buffering capacity of Cation Exchange Buffering Soils (CEB soils) was always sufficient to neutralise the imported or generated protons. The acid soils had similar responses in polluted and non-polluted sites. The proton flux of other transplanted soils increased with increasing NO3- loss but was negligible at the Fontainbleau site.
showed reduced NO3- leaching. Comparison between measured NO3- leaching and predicted NO3- production showed temperature predicted NO3- leaching when micro-flora and transported soils had adapted to the new conditions. Associated with solution losses of NO3- are losses of cations, such as Ca2+ in the non-acidified calcareous soil types and Al3+ in the acidified soil types.
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**Abstract**
Growth, podomere addition and secondary production of Arcitalitus dorrieni (Hunt, 1925) populations inhabiting two neighbouring woodland sites at Kylemore, Co. Galway were investigated. One site was a mixed deciduous woodland infested with Rhododendron ponticum, the other a pure coniferous stand of Pinus contorta var. latifolia S. wats. Seasonal changes in biomass were recorded at the two sites. In both years of the study, maximum biomass was recorded in September. Females had a higher growth rate than males, but growth rates of both males and females were higher at the mixed, deciduous site. The number of podomeres on the second antenna was correlated with the size of the animal. The average length of A. dorrieni at each podomere numbered appeared to change seasonally. Comparisons of mean spring values with mean summer values showed a statistically significant decrease in mean amphipod length for a given podomere number, though this was more marked at the mixed deciduous site. Annual, secondary production rates ranged from 5.06 g dry weight / square metre / year at the coniferous site to 14.55 g dry weight / square metre / year at the mixed deciduous site. P: B values ranged from 2.41 at the coniferous site to 3.01 at the mixed deciduous site. Results are compared between sites and with data from other relevant crustacean species.
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**Abstract**
This study evaluates the functional consequences of stressing micro-arthropod assemblages (Acari and Collembola) in a Norway spruce - Picea abies (L.) Karsten - forest soil with the chronic proton and low-level nutrient input associated with acid rain. Assemblages of micro-arthropods from the organic layer of the forest floor plots, sprayed over a four-year period with potential components of polluted rain, namely, nitric acid, sulphuric acid, ammonium sulphate, ammonium nitrate and ammonium chloride were introduced into laboratory micro-cosms which contained unpolluted litter. Assemblages from plots treated with urea and distilled water were also included to extend the range of contrasts. Leaching of ammonium-N, nitrate-N, sulphate-S, chloride, calcium, magnesium, pottasium and sodium from the microcosms was measured over a ten-week period. When losses from micro-cosms containing animals from all sprayed plots were compared with losses from microcosms with undisturbed assemblages (i.e. treated with distilled water), significant differences were found for all parameters except for the leaching of sodium. The results indicate that the perturbation of the micro-arthropod assemblage, as a consequence of anthropogenis activity, may have impacts upon decomposition and the local availability of labile nutrients.
Micro-arthropods from three adjacent plots in John F. Kennedy Park, County Wexford were chosen for use for use in this investigation. The plots consisted of Picea sitchensis and Tsuga heterophylla stands and an intervening grassland dominated by Lolium perenne. Differences between the communities in species composition and the abundance of individual species were shown to be statistically significant. Significant differences between treatments were detected on at least one occasion in the production of CO2. Differences in the amounts of NH4-N and NO3-N leached were also significant. A relationship was found between both species richness (R) and NH4-N leaching (NH4-N leaching = 0.005 + 0.00067R, r2= 0.043, F= 5.25 p< 0.05). The relationship between micro-arthropod biomass and the leaching of total inorganic nitrogen (NH4-N + NO3-N) was significant at alpha= 0.01 level and was of the form: N leached= 0.05 + 0.00005 MB.
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Abstract
This document outlines the history of the Irish timber industry and assesses its current state. The obstacles to growth are identified as inadequate organisation and management and unreliable supplies. While the industry cannot pay competitive prices to the State for erratic supplies and quality, the State cannot improve supplies because of inadequate returns for its timber and the mills cannot afford to pay international level prices unless they increase production capacity. To resolve this difficulty, the establishment of a totally new and autonomous State-sponsored authority, which would take over the responsibilities which are currently held by the Forest and Wildlife Service, is recommended.
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Abstract
Increases in nitrogen and sulphur compounds have been largely responsible for the elevated acidity of rain in certain regions and, despite marked reductions in SO2 concentrations in the atmosphere, the acid inputs to forest ecosystems, in particular, are still considerable over large areas of Europe. There is increased awareness of the roles played by NOx and NH3 in acidifying forest ecosystems and causing ecosystem changes. The consequences of elevated rates of deposition of these compounds are discussed in terms of their roles in soil acidification, cation leaching and their effects on soil fauna and the processes to which the animals contribute. The particular importance of elevated levels of ammonium and nitrate deposition and of enhanced rates of nitrification are emphasised.
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Abstract
These books, according to the authors, give a complete account of all the trees which grow naturally or are cultivated in Great Britain or Ireland and which can be correctly described as timber trees. It does not include those which are naturally shrubs or bushes. Several specimens of over 500 species of trees are recorded, and the books contain a valuable record of the trees growing on the great estates at the turn of the century. The development of arboriculture and systematic planting of trees in the United Kingdom is described, and the manner in which large number of foreign species of trees were introduced in the eighteenth and nineteenth centuries is explained
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Abstract
Ten soil columns (diameter 14.4 cm, depth 30 cm) were collected from a Norway spruce stand, stored for a period at 4 degrees centigrade and then gamma-irradiated. Animals were introduced into five and holes, drilled in the soil at the level of the soil surface, allowed free movement into and out of the system. Lysimeters were then covered with plastic lids and through-fall added, pro-rata, every two weeks. Leachates were analysed for pH, NH4-N, PO4-P, SO4-S, Cl, Na, Mg, K, Ca. Carbon, nitrogen, and hydrogen concentration in lysimeter litter were determined for 13th March, 1990. Animal activity was assessed, using von Torne bait lamina strips, in September 1990 and April 1991. The visual differences observed after three months are described. The presence of animals increased the release of Na and Mg (p<0.05) on several dates in 1989 and 1990. The greatest differences occur in Spring and late Autumn/Winter, coinciding with peak activity of the soil meso-fauna and suggesting that the meso-fauna may be responsible for the differences. It would appear that fluxes which may be occurring in the first few centimeters of the lysimeters are being dampened by the mineral soil.
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Abstract
The current state of forestry in Ireland is briefly assessed, and the contribution the industry is making to overall economic development described. The Coillte estate is compared to State forestry in other countries and several unique characteristics are identified. State forestry in Ireland is fragmented but highly productive. The estate is young, expanding rapidly and is in a healthy condition by international standards. The emphasis on coniferous species is explained and the environmental record of State managed forestry plantations is defended. Coillte’s role in stimulating growth in the timber processing sector is outlined. The potential for growth is assessed, and the following factors driving this growth are identified: the demand for forest products in Europe; the reform of the Common Agricultural Policy; the conditions for growing healthy forests in Ireland; and the level of support available through the 1994-1998 Forest Operations Programme. The change of land use from agriculture to forestry is defended in economic, social and environmental terms. It is estimated that Ireland’s forestry estate will eventually have a sustainable production of about 10M cubic metres per annum, a level of production which would be on a scale with the current cattle or dairy sectors.
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Abstract
Twentieth century afforestation in the Republic of Ireland has made a substantial contribution towards reversing the forest resource depletion of previous centuries, though the new forest is of a very different kind. The increasing level of afforestation has been strongly supported by the EC, and State forestry is now on a much firmer footing. Half the land in the State is marginal for agriculture, and over half of this is suitable for forestry. Ireland has a considerable comparative advantage in forestry and further major extension seems likely. One great deficiency which has characterised afforestation policy in Ireland, and which still exists, is the lack of forward planning with regard to the location of development. The development of State afforestation is examined from the Knockboy Experiment of 1890-1898 up to the Forest Operational Programme 1989-1993. The role of private afforestation in Ireland, including both estate forestry and present day farm forestry, is described.
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Evidence from a pot experiment suggests that Sitka spruce seedlings growing in soil from first rotation sites in Ireland have a low growth rate and poor mycorrhizal infection. Examination of mycorrhizas from one first rotation site revealed features similar to those of one nursery type. Three mycorrhizal types and Thelephora terrestris were identified at a bare-root nursery in Ireland and 97% mycorrhizal infection occurred in Sitka spruce seedlings grown in Basomid-treated nursery soil, although there was a decline in the proportion of one of the mycorrhizal types. An inoculation trial at the nursery with eleven inoculant fungi showed that, after one year, only two (Laccaria laccata and one strain of Hebeloma crustuliniforme) were successful in forming mycorrhizas on seedlings and competing with the established nursery types. These data suggest that inoculation may be important in the establishment of Sitka spruce on first rotation sites in Ireland.

Sitka spruce originating from the southern part of its native range (Washington and Oregon) provide significant increases in productivity (up to one full yield class) over the conventional Queen Charlotte Islands (QCI) sources. Fears of increased spring frost susceptibility of the more southerly origins are not justified because of
an inherent lack of variation in date of bud break between different origins. Washington and Northern Oregon seed origins should be used in all but high elevation (above 300 metres) and autumn frost susceptible sites.
Abstract
The mycorrhizas of Sitka spruce seedlings propagated in two bare-root nurseries and one container nursery are identified and compared. In the bare-root nurseries, Piceirhiza horti-inflata was the most frequent mycorrhizal association during the first year of growth but appeared to be replaced by Hebeloma sp. and Amphinema byssoides in 2-year-old seedlings. There was a greater diversity of mycorrhizas on container-grown seedlings which included Thelephora terrestris, Hebeloma sp. and Piceirhiza guttata.
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Abstract
Hymenoscyphus ericae utilised sucrose, whereas the ectomycorrhizal fungi either showed poor growth or responded to the presence of sucrose after a lag phase. On sucrose-containing media, fructose and glucose accumulated in the medium at the end of the linear phase of growth of H. ericae and then disappeared during the stationary phase. Dry mass of H. ericae increased with increasing concentration of both sucrose and glucose up to 2.0 g C l⁻¹, whereas, on fructose, it increased up to 4 g C l⁻¹. Growth of H. ericae was double on media containing both glucose and fructose at a 1:1 ratio compared with growth on either hexose alone at the same carbon concentration. Sucrose, fructose and glucose were detected in the mycelium of H. ericae, although the main soluble carbohydrates were mannitol and trehalose. Growth of ectomycorrhizal fungi (excluding Cenococcum geophilum) on sucrose depended solely on the presence of hexoses in the medium and utilisation of sucrose was poor. The use of "starter glucose" had an effect on sucrose utilisation by Laccaria laccata, Lactarius rufus (from a Ballyhoura Forest basidiocarp), Paxillus involutus (from an Avondhu Forest, Co.Cork, basidiocarp) and Thelephora terrestris, but growth was still less than that on equivalent amounts of glucose. These results confirm previous studies that the majority of ectomycorrhizal associations do not utilise sucrose directly and may have to rely on apoplastic host invertase. In contrast, host invertases may not be required in the utilisation of sucrose by ericoid mycorrhizal associations.
Ectomycorrhizal fungi (Paxillus involutus, Suillus grevillei and two unidentified basidiomycetes from excised Sitka spruce mycorrhizas) were isolated from stands of Sitka spruce both in a monoculture and in a mixture with Japanese larch. The growth of these fungi and their mycorrhizal formation in Sitka spruce and Japanese larch were examined after incubation in modified Melin-Norkrans medium containing either KH₂PO₄, Ca₃(PO₄)₂ or Fe phytate as the phosphorus (P) source. P. involutus and S. grevillei utilised all three P sources. The unidentified basidiomycetes had limited ability to utilise Fe phytate. Basidiomycete 1 had poor growth on KH₂PO₄ whereas growth of basidiomycete 2 was low on Ca₃(PO₄)₂. Pure culture synthesis studies confirmed that P. involutus and the two basidiomycetes formed mycorrhizas with both tree species but S. grevillei was mycorrhizal only on Japanese larch. P. involutus formed more mycorrhizas in both conifers than the other fungi. Following inoculation with each of the four fungi, shoot and root dry mass of both Sitka spruce and Japanese larch seedlings was enhanced compared with un-inoculated/non-mycorrhizal controls. On the Fe phytate, Paxillus-inoculated Sitka spruce seedlings had the lowest primary root length and on KH₂PO₄, Suillus-inoculated Japanese larch had the greatest number of short roots.
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Abstract
A repetitive 319 bp DNA probe (LpM21) has been selected and cloned from the genomic library of an isolate of the ectomycorrhizal fungus Laccaria proxima. This probe hybridises strongly with digested DNAs of all isolates of Laccaria spp. (except L. tortilis) and shows unique RFLP patterns in all isolates tested. The probe discriminates between the genus Laccaria and other ectomycorrhizal fungi as it does not hybridise with DNA of isolates of Hebeloma crustuliniforme, Paxillus involutus, Lactarius sp. and Russula species. UPGMA analysis of a similarity coefficient matrix of EcoR I-digested DNA of 12 isolates of Laccaria spp. hybridised with the probe has revealed two distinct clusters with one divided into several sub-clusters. This cluster analysis has grouped the isolates of Laccaria spp. according to the general taxonomy of this genus. The probe can be used to further our understanding of the population dynamics of ectomycorrhizal associations of trees.
A pot experiment using soil from six forest sites indicated that Sitka spruce seedlings grown in first rotation developed few mycorrhizas. Aseptic inoculation indicated that three of eight fungal isolates tested, Laccaria laccata (S238A), L. bicolor (4) and Hebeloma crustuliniforme (S116), formed abundant mycorrhizas with Sitka spruce seedlings. Both Laccaria species significantly increased shoot dry-mass compared to uninoculated controls. L. tortilis produced the tallest and heaviest seedlings overall, without forming mycorrhizas. In both bare-root and container nurseries, control seedlings and those from unsuccessful inoculum treatments developed abundant naturally-occurring mycorrhizas. Five types were identified: a Humaria type, a Hebeloma type, Amphinema byssoides, Thelephora terrestris and Piceirhiza guttata. The Humaria type dominated in the bare-root nursery in the first year, colonising 57% of short roots. Its frequency decreased in the second year to 33% while mycorrhizas of Hebeloma type, A. bissoides and T. terrestris increased in frequency. In the container nursery, Hebeloma mycorrhizas and T. terrestris were generally the most common and Piceirhiza guttata was common on many short shoots. Humaris-type mycorrhizas were infrequent. Laccaria laccata, L. bicolor and H. crustuliniforme successfully competed with naturally-occurring mycorrhizal fungi under standard nursery conditions.
Utilisation of sucrose and glucose by eight ectomycorrhizal fungi was studied using solid and liquid media of initial pH 6.2-6.3. Only three species, T. terrestris, Sitka spruce isolate 2 and Cenococcum geophilum utilised sucrose. The endomycorrhizal fungus, Hymenoscyphus ericae was grown on media containing both glucose and fructose at a 1:1 ratio. Gas liquid chromatography of the growth media revealed sucrose hydrolysis to glucose and fructose. Both acid and alkaline invertases were detected in the soluble and insoluble mycelial fractions but the extra-cellular activity was predominantly acid. High acid and alkaline activities were found in the insoluble mycelial fractions of H. ericae. The Km values for sucrose of the extra-cellular (9.1 mM), soluble (11.5 mM) and solubilised (5.3 mM) acid enzymes and the alkaline insoluble (20.4 mM) invertases were similar but that of the soluble, alkaline (139 mM) enzyme was higher. The Vmax values of the different enzymes ranged from 50 to 172 microns glucose g-1 dry mass h-1 but the insoluble acid invertase had the greatest activity with a Vmax of 406 microns glucose g-1 dry mass h-1. The soluble alkaline invertase was completely inhibited, at pH (9.0), by 0.15M fructose but the invertase showed competitive inhibition. Increased acid invertase activity was demonstrated in mycorrhizal compared with non-mycorrhizal roots of Sitka spruce and cranberry. The results indicate that P. involutus and H. ericae may obtain carbon from their hosts in a similar manner.
source of P. Growth of all fungi was reduced on aluminium phytate. They were also shown to possess acid phosphatase in cytoplasmic, extra-cellular and wall/membrane-bound fractions. When the fungi were grown on media containing calcium, potassium and sodium phosphate and aluminium and sodium phytate as P sources, greater numbers of polyphosphate granules were formed per hyphal length in P. involutus and S. grevillei than in the two Sitka spruce isolates.
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Abstract
Phosphatase enzymes are associated with the break-down of complex phosphorus sources into assimilated forms. Phosphatase of two symbionts isolated from Sitka spruce mycorrhizas were compared with two mycorrhizal fungi (Paxillus involutus and Suillus grevillei) cultured from basidiocarps found beneath a mixed stand of Sitka spruce and Japanese larch. The fungi were grown on modified Melin-Norkrans liquid medium containing ferric phytate, separated into cytoplasmic, extra-cellular and wall/membrane-bound fractions and assayed for acid phosphatase. All the fractions, with three exceptions, hydrolysed p-nitrophenol phosphate (PNPP) optimally at pH 4.4 - 5.6. The membrane-bound fraction of isolate 1 and the cytoplasmic fraction of both Sitka spruce isolates had an optimum pH of between 5.4 - 5.6. In all fungi, the most active enzyme was the wall-bound, which was very resistant to release by NaCl, sonication and wall-degrading enzymes (chitinase and laminarinase). The Michaelis-Menten characteristics of the wall-bound fraction showed variation between the four fungi, with Sitka spruce isolate 1 having the highest Km value. A wide substrate specificity was demonstrated for all fungi with pyrophosphate and sodium glycerophosphate being most efficiently hydrolysed with sodium phytate having a low rate of hydrolysis. These studies provide more evidence of the role of ectomycorrhizal fungi in the utilisation of organic P substrates in the soil.
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Abstract
Mycorrhizal inoculation trials, using eleven fungal isolates, were carried out in two Irish nurseries (a bare-root nursery and a container nursery). In the bare-root nursery trial, all seedlings were 99% mycorrhizal with either inoculant isolates or indigenous nursery mycorrhizal types. Hebeloma crustiliniforme S166 was the most successful inoculant fungus, colonising 46% and 72% of the short roots after one or two years, respectively. Laccaria laccata S238A and L. bicolor KROP were less successful colonising only 8% of the short roots after two years with the indigenous mycorrhizal fungi making up the remainder. The indigenous mycorrhizal fungi were dominated by Humaria sp. and Hebeloma type. Amphinema byssoides and Thelephora terrestris occurred to a lesser degree. In the container nursery trial, seedlings were between 50% and 95% mycorrhizal and three of the mycorrhizal inoculant fungi were successful after one year. Laccaria bicolor KROP and L. laccata S238A colonised 95% and 87% of the short roots, respectively. Hebeloma crustiliniforme S166 colonised only 42% of the short roots with the indigenous container nursery mycoflora making up the balance. The container nursery mycorrhizas were dominated by Hebeloma type, Thelephora terrestris and Tylospora fibrillosa, Amphinema byssoides and Humaria sp. occurring at low frequencies. These studies indicate that only a small number of inoculant fungi compete with nursery mycorrhizal fungi under Irish conditions.
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Abstract
Sitka spruce is Ireland's main timber crop and it suffers from nitrogen deficiency on peaty and sandstone-derived soils. Growth of Sitka spruce on these soils may be improved by their mycorrhizal associations. Mycorrhizal symbiosis of trees provides access to organic nitrogen present in forest soils. This study investigates the utilisation of nitrogen sources by three ectomycorrhizal fungi from a conifer plantation in Ireland and their ability to form mycorrhizas with Sitka spruce. The fungi were Paxillus involutus (Batsch) Fr. cultured from a basidiocarp and two unidentified basidiomycetes excised from Sitka spruce mycorrhizas. Both basidiomycetes had intermediate ability to utilise protein nitrogen in culture whereas P. involutus was shown to
be a "protein" fungus. With ammonium as the nitrogen source, all three fungi formed mycorrhizas on Sitka spruce. Formation of the mycorrhizas in the presence of bovine serum albumin was only achieved when "starter" nitrogen (glutamic acid) was added to the nutrient medium. Although proteins are utilised by some mycorrhizal fungi, they may not be suitable nitrogen sources for the development of mycorrhizas in Sitka spruce.
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Sitka spruce is the main timber crop in Ireland and pure stands on low nutrient sites suffer from a nitrogen deficiency known as "check". Growth of Sitka spruce can be enhanced if planted in association with Japanese larch and this nursing effect may be due to mycorrhizal activity. Fourteen mycorrhizal types were recorded on Sitka spruce taken from pure and mixed stands at Avondhu forest, County Cork with a greater diversity occurring in the mixed spruce/larch stand. Basidiomycetes were isolated from excised mycorrhizas of Sitka spruce. Two of these formed mycorrhizas on Sitka spruce and Japanese larch in synthesis culture. They had limited ability to utilise protein although one produced prolific growth on media containing glutamic acid as the nitrogen source. Fungal cultures were obtained from sporocarps of Paxillus involutus and Suillus grevillei from mixed stands at Avondhu Forest. Both P. involutus and S. grevillei were designated as "protein fungi", but S. grevillei was unable to utilise nitrate as a nitrogen source. It is concluded that the selection of mycorrhizal fungi with proteolytic ability may be necessary to inoculate Sitka spruce for planting on organic soils in Ireland.
A national planning model for integrated harvest scheduling and timber allocation in Ireland.

International planning model for integrated harvest scheduling and timber allocation in Ireland.

Coillte Teoranta harvested 1.8 cubic metres of timber in 1993. By the year 2000 this annual harvest will increase to just over 2.8 million cubic metres. This projected increase in timber supply has resulted in the planned introduction of new timber and the expansion of existing ones. The increased volume of timber and the more specific requirements of the processing sector have made planning the harvesting and allocation of the timber supply in an efficient and cost effective manner impossible without the aid of some means of decision support. The current research is attempting to produce an optimal harvest schedule by making the cutting and allocation decision simultaneously. The problem has been formulated within the framework of linear programming. A hierarchial approach is used. The forest estate is divided into forest units. Management options, which are produced at local levels for each stand, are aggregated to produce forest unit management alternatives. The requirements of the processing industry are also included leading to a moderately sized corporate model. The results of the corporate level optimisation provide production targets for each forest unit. Each forest unit is then modelled separately using the targets produced from the corporate model. The existence of a detailed geographic information system database is a vital element in both the construction of the model and interpretation of the solution.
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harvesting, timber allocation, timber supply, timber processing, linear programming, forestry economics, planning models, harvest schedule
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Carbon storage and sequestration in the forests of Northern Ireland.

Carbon storage, carbon sequestration, carbon fixing, forest biomass
Abstract
The rate of accumulation of carbon in forests and woodlands in Northern Ireland was estimated using the record of forest planting since 1990 and a model which calculated the flow of carbon from the atmosphere to trees, litter, soil, wood products and back to the atmosphere. It was assumed that all conifer forests had the carbon accumulation characteristics of Picea sitchensis and that upper and lower levels of carbon storage were calculated assuming Yield Class 16 for unthinned stands and Yield Class 14 for thinned stands. Broadleaf woodlands were assumed to have the carbon accumulation characteristics of Fagus sylvatica, Yield Class 6. Northern Ireland currently has about 78,700 ha of forest, 83% of which is coniferous, 77% is State-owned, mostly planted since 1945, with peak planting in the period from 1960-1975. In 1990, conifer forests contained 3-4 MtC (trees + litter) and broadleaf woodlands contained about 0.8 MtC (tree + litter + new forest soil). In 1990, conifer forests were sequestering 0.15-0.20 MtC a-1 and broadleaf woodlands about 0.025 MtC a-1. To maintain these sink sizes, new conifer forests need to be planted at 1,500-2,000 ha a-1, and new broadleaf woodland at 100-150 ha a-1 in addition to full restocking. Current carbon sequestration by northern Ireland forests represents around 6.5% - 8.2% of the total for UK forests and is greater per hectare than in Great Britain because the average forest age is younger in Northern Ireland.
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Abstract
The most suitable types of sites for native Irish oak species, sessile and pedunculate oaks, are outlined. Hybridisation among the two species is common. However, the sessile oak, Quercus petraea, is generally a tree of upland, less fertile soils whilst the pedunculate oak, Quercus robur, generally grows on sites over limestone, especially in the midlands. The history of the species in the Irish environment and the challenges involved re-establishing oak and recreating an authentic oak ecology are discussed.
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Pruning your trees.

The benefits of pruning are outlined, and the need to improve the teaching of pruning skills with different species is emphasised. Several aspects of pruning both of both hardwoods and coniferous species are examined, and the most suitable times of the year for this operation to be carried out are identified. The registration of pruned stands is recommended.

Historical and temporary effects of fire on the native woodland vegetation of Killarney, S.W. Ireland.

The post-glacial record of fire occurrence is examined through the analysis of pollen and charcoal preserved in small hollow sites within contemporary woodlands. Results from two woods with contrasting disturbance histories over preceding decades are compared. Tree age structure analyses in three contemporary oak-woods illustrate the dynamics of oak-wood development. The period of most active oak establishment was in the early 19th century for all three wood-land areas. Successful oak regeneration was much reduced in the latter part of the 19th century when it may have been limited by increased incidence of heath-land burning and has been virtually non-existent in the present century. The data are discussed in relation to what is known of past management from documentary evidence and from palynological data from humus deposits. The responses of fire to five tree and shrub species are described. Sessile oak, Quercus petraea, and Rhododendron ponticum show the strongest recovery; downy birch, Betula pubescens, and rowan, Sorbus aucuparia, suffered high mortality and showed poor ability to recover; holly, Ilex aquifolium, recovered quickly. Comparison of the stand characteristics of burned and unburned woodlands indicates that fire causes a reduction in the species diversity.
of woodland stands.
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A comparison of epicuticular wax of Pinus sylvestris needles from three sites in Ireland.

Place
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Key Word
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Abstract
Three forest stands of Pinus sylvestris were chosen for comparison: a coastal location (Ards); an inland, upland site (Kinnity); and an eastern upland site (Glendalough). Present year 1-year-old and 2-year-old needles were collected in December 1992 from each site. Cuticular transpiration (water loss) curves were drawn and confirmed that the rate of water loss from 1-year-old needles was faster than either 2-year-old or present year needles at all sites. An increase in water loss rate occurred at approximately 40h of the experiment. The amount of epicuticular wax was established by extraction in chloroform and revealed that there was statistically significant difference at the 95% confidence level between the amounts of extractable wax as regards year class or site. The increase in needle moisture content was measured using the angle of contact of a water droplet on the adaxial surface of the needles. Moisture content increased with the age of the needle represented by a lower contact angle on 1- or 2-year-old needles. Amorphous wax coverage was estimated using scanning electron microscopy, SEM, and was found to increase with needle age and Kinnity showed the greatest percentage cover of amorphous wax. Algal cells were noted on needles of all ages at the Kinnitty site under SEM and appeared to affect transpiration and micro-roughness. The presence of fungal hyphae was also noted but only had a local effect on the epicuticular wax. There was a slight variation found between the sites and the findings are compared to both polluted and control sites from continental Europe.
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Virus elimination from rose and poplar using meristem tissue culture.
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Key Word
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Abstract
This study describes the successful production of two virus-free strains of rose cultivars by tissue culturing
apical meristems < 0.5 mm diameter. Initial establishment of poplar meristems of Populus X euamericana c.v.
Robusta and of Populus tremula X tremuloides was also achieved, but, after 5-10 weeks, cultures of c.v.
Robusta became chlorotic and died; all attempts to prevent this failed. These problems did not occur with
cultures of Populus tremula X tremuloides and proliferation of shoots occurred after 5 weeks. Poplar mosaic
virus, PMV, was identified in Populus X euamericana c.v. Robusta. Nicotiana megalosiphon, an indicator plant,
proved more suitable to identify the viruses present in poplar. Virus transmission from poplar to indicator and
from indicator to poplar was readily obtained using 0.1M sodium phosphate with nicotine 1% w/v and PVP at
pH 7.4. By maintaining inoculated plants in a shaded greenhouse with regular watering, maximum symptom
development was observed after 21 days for both rose and poplar viruses. Further identification of virus
presence was done using immuno-sorbent electron microscopy, ISEM. Numerous rod-shaped poplar virus
particles were found in extracts from both poplar c.v. Robusta and N. megalosiphon, observable at 24,000
magnification.
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The early decomposition of willow wood in storage.
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Dublin
Date
1982
Key Word
willow, timber storage, moisture content, wood density, timber properties, fungal infection
Abstract
Three-year-old and one-year-old willow wood intended for fuel was harvested at intervals from November
through to March 1980/81. It was stored outdoors and chipped in May. Changes in the moisture content, in dry
density and in the myco-flora were recorded after one, two, three, five and nine months of storage. There were
no significant differences in either moisture content or dry density between harvests at different dates so all the
data for all the harvests were pooled. Moisture content declined in two phases from 140% (o.d.w.) to 30% in
Summer and rose again in the Autumn due to re-absorption. One year old wood was always significantly wetter
than three year old wood except during the Summer. Dry density analyses revealed large variations in branch-
wood density. Tentative trends in density losses indicate that up to 30% losses in density can occur between
June and December of the year after harvesting. Three-year-old wood density losses are greater than those from
one-year-old wood and the period of active decay is earlier. Those differences are interpreted in terms of the
myco-flora, nutrient status, moisture content and the physical form of the two types of wood. Fungal successions
on stored willow wood are described for a period not exceeding one year. The time of harvesting considerably
affected the frequency and establishment of organisms colonising the wood. Causes of these differences in
patterns of colonisation were (1) the change in innate host resistance with harvest time and with storage; (2)
the moisture content of the wood; (3) the nitrogen status of the wood; (4) the ability of organisms to produce anti-
biotic substances; (5) the length of time before the establishment of strongly competitive organisms and ; (6) the
ability to grow at low temperatures.
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Ancient woodland in central Ireland: does it exist?
Place
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Date
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Key Word
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Abstract
The woodlands of Ireland have been subjected to a continuous process of destruction for many centuries and very few remnants remain. Three woodlands, which were identified as having some characteristics of ancient woodland, on the central plain of Ireland were examined to determine their status because of the importance of conserving these surviving unique communities. These were Abbeyleix Woods, County Laoighis, Charleville Woods, County Offaly and St. John's Wood, County Roscommon. The three woods showed contrasting management histories. Abbeyleix and Charleville have each been owned as part of a desmesne of an aristocratic family for centuries and the woods have been managed for timber, game and amenity. St. John's Wood is remote from any large house and despite past felling of large trees, the wood contains a rich and natural herb flora. It was concluded that Abbeyleix Woods, Charleville Woods and St. John's Wood all had a record of ecological continuity and, as such, were of major importance and warranted inclusion in the list of important woods in Ireland today.
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Abstract

Gas exchange characteristics of leaf anatomical features were examined in six cultivars of Salix. Leaf photosynthesis, respiration and transpiration were measured using an open circuit gas analysis system. Internal leaf structure was examined on transverse and paradermal sections to measure the ratio of exposed mesophyll cell surface area to leaf area. Photosynthesis at near light saturation was found to be highly correlated with this ratio for all six cultivars. Photosynthesis was also correlated with leaf thickness and chlorophyll concentration in all cultivars, except one. The effects of leaf age, vapour density and temperature on photosynthesis, respiration and leaf chlorophyll concentration was examined for Salix X “Aquatica Gigantea”. The rates of photosynthesis of outdoor grown and 'growth room' grown plants were compared. A field plot of Salix X "Aquatica Gigantea" was established in order to measure production under natural conditions. Productivity and growth rates were measured non-destructively on four experimental trees over two growing seasons. Growth analysis formulae were applied to estimates of wood weight and leaf area. Maximum growth rates were not particularly high when compared with data from other trees although mean annual increments were high, indicating a high average growth rate over the whole length of the growing season. A mechanistic growth model, based on canopy photosynthetic rates, was constructed for Salix X “Aquatica Gigantea” to increment tree growth per unit ground area. The primary environmental variable driving the model were intercepted light and mean daily temperature. The model predictions were good for two-year-old trees but greatly under-estimated yield for three-year-old trees. It was suggested that this was as result of a large error in the assumed amount of assimilate distributed to the leaves early in the season.
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An ecological account of Irish wetland woods; with particular reference to the principal tree species.
Place
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Abstract
This study investigates the response of trees to various soil water regimes, soil types and nutrient levels. The four most frequent tree species in the woods were found to be Salix cinerea ssp. oleifolia Macreight, Alnus glutinosa (L.) Gaertn., Betula pubescens Ehrh and Fraxinus excelsior L. Experiments were carried out on seedlings of these four species to investigate their response to different soil water regimes; to a wet-land soil and potting compost; and to added nitrogen and phosphorus. The four species showed varying degrees of tolerance to soil water-logging. The Salix sp. was the most tolerant, followed by Alnus and Fraxinus spp., with Betula sp. being the least tolerant. Both Alnus and Salix spp. grew better in a moving soil water treatment than in a stagnant one and Salix sp. was less adversely affected by the stagnant water treatment than was Alnus sp. All four species grew a certain amount in a soil with standing water (flooded). Water roots and hypertrophied lenticles were developed by all four species in the flooded treatment and the degree to which both of these were produced seemed to be proportional to the flooding tolerance of the species. All four species grew better in the potting compost than in the wetland soil. Added phosphorus significantly increased growth in the wetland soil of Alnus, Fraxinus and Betula spp., but not the most waterlogging-tolerant species, Salix sp. Added phosphorus had little, or no, effect on growth in the potting compost. Added nitrogen generally did not significantly increase growth in the absence of added phosphorus. A categorisation of the woods on a physiognomic and edaphic basis was carried out. The type categories inferred were found to be applicable to most other wetland woods in Ireland.
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A strategy for coniferous forestry with specific reference to the Liffey Valley, Co. Wicklow.
Place
Dublin
Date
1992
Key Word
environment, forest planning, land use
Abstract
This forestry strategy is designed to find resolutions to the conflicts between forestry as a commercial resource and forestry as an environmental resource. Land availability, potential productivity and viability are identified as the most important factors influencing forestry development. The most important environmental factors in forestry development are water resources, landscape aesthetics, heritage and ecology. Four types of policy region are suggested for potentially afforested land based on the number, importance and complexity of interaction of these various elements. These policy regions are: excluded areas; sensitive areas; potential areas; and preferred areas and are indicative of the level of planning required to achieve optimum, balanced land use. The Liffey valley is chosen as a worked example of the strategy in a potentially afforested area. Based on this information, the Liffey Valley is divided into two policy regions: excluded areas and sensitive areas. A forestry strategy indicating the type of inter-active planning required and the forestry practises to be employed in order to achieve balanced land use is outlined.
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Recent woodland history in the Killarney Valley, south west Ireland.
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Abstract
Regional pollen records and historical literature relating to the Killarney woodlands are examined. These sources of evidence present apparently conflicting information about woodland history and continuity. To clarify the recent history of individual woodlands, pollen records from small hollows and mor humus profiles from within woodlands and on a small lake island are presented. These data illustrate woodland composition and dynamics for at least the last 5,000 years. The relationship between the present-day pollen deposition and vegetation in the Killarney Valley is also investigated. Pollen-vegetation correction factors for the major tree taxa in the area are presented. There is evidence of isolated disturbance during the iron age followed by more widespread and severe woodland exploitation during the 17th and 18th centuries. The pollen records illustrating the later phase of woodland disturbance are supported by substantial historical data. Comparison of the pollen data presented with regional pollen records indicates that the regional sites lack sufficient spatial resolution to detect these woodland disturbances. In the light of the data presented, the status of the Atlantic bryophyte communities in the area is considered and the future management and conservation of the woodland is discussed.
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Insect pests of trees in the John F. Kennedy Park, Arboretum and Forest Garden.

Place
Dublin

Date
1975

Key Word
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Abstract
This work was intended as a base-line survey of the types of insect pest which have been recorded in the John F. Kennedy Park since planting commenced in 1966. The objectives of the study were to: carry out a survey of the trees affected and to list their pests; assess the nature and extent of the injury caused by these insects; and to report on the biology and habits of these insect pests. Only a small percentage of the total number of tree species at the park have suffered moderate to severe injury. The orders Hymenoptera, Lepidoptera and Coleoptera account for 90% of the major insect pests found at the park. Among the Hymenoptera, the more serious pest is Croesus septentionalis. The most destructive of the pine sawflies is Diprion pini (L.). The most commonly found species of the wood-boring beetles was Myelophilus piniperda (L.), the common pine shoot beetle. The larvae of several species of Lepidoptera were frequently recorded as pests on Populus, Salix, Fagus and Quercus spp. and on other broadleaf trees. The most important sap-sucking insect recorded was Adelges cooleyi (Gillette): infestation was heavy on Pseudotsuga menziesii during July - August.
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The effect of explant type on the establishment of Sitka spruce [Picea sitchensis (Bong.) Carr.] in culture.

**Number**  
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The effect of explant type on the establishments of Sitka spruce [Picea sitchensis (Bong.) Carr.] in culture.
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Academic Press
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1992

**Source**  
Annals of Botany

**Volume**  
Vol. 69

**Key Word**  
Picea sitchensis, Sitka spruce, micropropagation, shoot elongation, establishment in culture

**Abstract**  
Five different types of shoot tip from three-year old and 13-year old Sitka spruce trees were established on a range of media and shoot growth was recorded. While Schenk and Hildebrandt medium gave the greatest shoot elongation, Webb and Street medium produced the healthiest-looking shoots. Poorest growth was recorded for the explants cultured without the crown or any vascular tissues from the previous year's growth. [14C] sucrose tracer studies indicated that poor uptake was not responsible for the reduced growth and it was suggested that damage due to inadequate water uptake may be responsible. Results demonstrated that peeling the protective scales from resting buds and trimming the shoot tissues below the crown to a wedge shape and excluding the bark was a reliable method of explant preparation for establishing mature and juvenile Sitka spruce in culture.
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Abstract
This study investigates fungal decay in Electricity Supply Board transmission poles. A survey of 16,497 poles carried was out to determine pole condition nationally, and a pole replacement curve was developed based on the survey results. A projection is made for the required annual replacement rate up to the year 2010. The type of maintenance measures which will be required to ensure that over-head lines can withstand extreme wind conditions are outlined. The conditions necessary for attack by the two major fungal types - Ascomycetes and Basidiomycetes - and their effect on pole strength are discussed. Remedial treatment applied to the pole some years after erection, designed to extend the life of the pole, is described. The four treatment methods on trial in the Electricity Supply Board since 1977 are assessed to determine their effectiveness against pole decay.
Electricity Supply Board, State forestry, forest management options, amenity forestry, forest economics

Abstract
The ESB has 262 ha of highly productive forestry, 9 ha of old woodland, and 33 ha of narrow belts which are not viable as forestry units, around Poulaphuca Lake in Co. Wicklow. The stands are worth £142,000 at the present time, but at the end of the first rotation (20 - 40 years time), will yield a nett profit of at least £359,000 (at 1981 values and 4% interest rates), if managed with the current inputs (ESB costs). Several alternatives for the commercial management of this property are examined, including the development of the entire area as an amenity resource. Overall, it appears that commercial forestry is a profitable operation at Poulaphuca, and will yield a satisfactory return on the investment in labour, management and infrastructure. The rate of return will be affected by the extent to which currently inaccessible stands can be successfully managed.
This article describes the origins of Sitka spruce along the Pacific coast of North America, and outlines the conditions which produce optimum growth. The fast growth of the species is explained, and the difference between various provenances is outlined. The manner in which management of Sitka spruce plantations in Ireland differ from that in North American forests is described. The relatively shallow rooting nature of the species makes it vulnerable to windblow. However, early and frequent thinning increases windfirmness and allows longer rotations.

Abstract
This article describes the origins of Sitka spruce along the Pacific coast of North America, and outlines the conditions which produce optimum growth. The fast growth of the species is explained, and the difference between various provenances is outlined. The manner in which management of Sitka spruce plantations in Ireland differ from that in North American forests is described. The relatively shallow rooting nature of the species makes it vulnerable to windblow. However, early and frequent thinning increases windfirmness and allows longer rotations.
Variation of taxol content in Taxus (Yew) species growing in Ireland.

**Place**
Angers, France

**Date**
1993

**Key Word**
Taxus baccata var fastigiata, Irish yew, taxol, plant derivative, forest product, biotechnology, biochemistry, cell suspension culture, plant tissue compounds

**Abstract**
Taxol is a chemically complex compound found in various species of Yew (Taxus), and is of clinical value in the treatment of refractory ovarian cancer. Research in Ireland is being conducted in the following areas: (i) genetic variation of taxol content in established trees of Taxus species and cultivars growing in Ireland; (ii) seasonal variation of taxol content and growth in Irish Yew (T. baccata var fastigiata); (iii) alternative biotechnological production of taxol by plant cell cultures. 10 trees of Taxus baccata var fastigiata growing at different locations around Dublin were sampled. Three extracts of each tree were prepared according to established protocol and taxol quantified by HPLC. Results obtained indicate that: [a] taxol is present at concentrations up to 0.01% of dry weight; [b] main stem needles consistently yield most taxol; [c] a considerable variation exists in taxol content between the trees tested; [d] a slight seasonal increase in taxol yield occurs during the Winter months. Cell suspension cultures of T. baccata var fastigiata, established in a modified Murashige and Skoog medium, have proved to be very slow-growing and, to-date, have not yielded measurable amounts of taxol.
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Abstract This book traces the history of Irish forests from the time of the earliest prehistoric settlements in Ireland, through the eras of Norman settlement, Tudor conquest and land confiscation, and replanting during periods of political stability and prosperity. The destruction of the woodlands which followed the demise of the estates, and the intervention of the State to propel the reforestation process in the twentieth century are described. Several aspects of contemporary forestry in Ireland are examined including the development of modern silvicultural practice, forestry policy, and woodland management.
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Number 1198
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Title Discovering Ireland's woodlands - a guide to forest parks, picnic sites and woodland walks.
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Place Dublin
Date 1992
Key Word amenity forestry, forest wildlife, forest fauna, forest flora, Coillte Teoranta, forestry history, plantation forestry, forest recreation
Abstract This guide provides a brief description of Ireland's woodland resource. It lists the forest parks, picnic sites and woodland walks on Coillte properties and describes the geology, habitat, tree species, archaeology, history and facilities of each location.
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How much do you know about contorta pine?

The diverse range of ecotypes and provenances of lodgepole pine are examined. Its poor past performance in Irish plantations was partly due to the lack of attention paid to seed origin. A number of characteristics of lodgepole pine in Ireland are examined, including its ability to regenerate after fire, its susceptibility to stem distortion, and its proneness to windthrow. Under Irish conditions it is more appropriate to grow this species in mixtures. Lodgepole pine is at present serving as a very useful pioneer crop on the peatlands where it has been planted.

A management oriented study of the birch-rowan-hazel woodland at Murlough Bay, Co. Antrim, Northern Ireland.

A management oriented study of the birch-rowan-hazel woodland at Murlough Bay Co. Antrim was conducted in order to establish the balance of tree species composition, population age structure and regeneration of the tree species, grazing pressure and the status of sycamore (Acer pseudoplatanus L.) and ash (Fraxinus excelsior) which are invading the woodland. The woodland forms part of the National Trust Nature Reserve. Results indicated that: (i) the most common trees were birch (Betula pubescens Ehrh.) 1016 trees/ha, rowan (Sorbus aucuparia L.) 2444 trees/ha and hazel (Corylus avellana L.) 236 trees/ha whilst sycamore and ash accounted for 21.4 and 14.8 trees/ha respectively; (ii) the main tree species were, by and large, segregated within the woodland with hazel just below the cliff, birch in the lower, damper areas and rowan between; (iii) plots of log. tree number against log. tree age indicated that populations of all the above five tree species were declining; (iv)
regeneration appeared to be sparse despite the very large numbers of seedlings produced whilst there was extensive evidence of grazing pressure from sheep and goats. A management plan, directed towards restricting grazing and sycamore eradication by tree-barking is suggested.
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Abstract
Evidence is presented from Larix and other Conifers in support of the theory that the primitive stamen of the Conifer and Ginko phyla was a radically symmetrical structure, carrying numerous sporangia distally attached, and/or a non-foliar sporangiophoric nature, i.e., a modification of a primitive lamina condition was never impressed. This conception allows an easy and direct homology to be drawn not only among the megastrobili of conifers, but between these and microstrobili, and between both and primitive strobilus of the Cordaianthus type. The vascular bundle of the stamen of Larix becomes mesarch distally, and develops such an arrangement of transfusion tissue as to support the claim that such tissue is itself phylogenetically a modification of centrepetal xylem. The micro-strobili of conifers would well repay more intensive study.
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The ovule of Larix and Pseudotsuga.
This paper examines the reproductive morphology of Larix and Pseudotsuga. The study concludes that the integument of Larix is provided on one side only with a large outgrowth which is a stigmatic pollen-receiving device, the curling inwards of which carries the pollen into the micropilar mouth. The morphology of the Pseudotsuga differs slightly from that of that of the Larix, but not enough to detract from the claim that Larix and Pseudotsuga are genera more closely connected, in every morphological aspect except habit, than any other two of the Abientineae. The claim is confirmed by the wingless pollen, the ovule, the female gametophyte structures, and the secondary wood.
The determination of risk adjusted discount rates for private sector forestry investment.

In forestry economics a great deal of attention has been given to the choice of discount rate when this activity has been constituted as part of the public sector investment portfolio. In contrast, little attention has been paid to the discount rate that should be used when afforestation is considered as part of a portfolio of investments in the private sector. There are major differences, both practical and methodological, in determining the discount rate that should be applied to private as opposed to public sector afforestation projects. The central purpose of this paper is thus to derive the appropriate discount rate for the private forestry sector with attention focused primarily on risk adjusted discount rates of the type applied in commercial capital budgeting. The relevant risk adjusted rates are then employed to assess the viability of 28.5 ha private sector afforestation stand based on Oceanic forestry technology. The afforestation project is assessed under the differing tax and grant arrangements, introduced in 1988, available within the Farm Woodland Scheme and the Woodland Grant Scheme. The analysis concludes that the use of a risk adjusted discount confirms that forestry, under both schemes, is a profitable venture.
The natural resources of Ireland: a series of discourses delivered before the Royal Dublin Society on April 12th, 13th, and 14th 1944 in commemoration of the centenary of the publication by the Society of Sir Robert Kane's 'The Industrial Resources of Ireland.'

Key Word
forestry history, forestry policy, State forestry, afforestation, forestry education, estate woodlands, woodlands destruction, legislation, economic development, natural resources

Abstract
The alarmingly low acreage under woodlands is largely due to the wholesale clearance of estate forests following the various Land Acts, the storm of 1903, and the massive felling for timber during 1914 - 20. The census of timber reserves at present being carried out by the State forestry service will help to assess the extent of the loss. The difficulties faced by other countries in meeting their own timber needs underlines the urgent need to develop a large scale planting programme. Emphasis in this programme should be placed on achieving high yields of timber because of the high cost of establishment and maintenance. The State must take a leading role in the afforestation programme. The lack of indigenous trees means that this programme must depend to a large extent on exotic species, and many suitable trees have been introduced over the past 100 years and are thriving. The progress of the State's forestry programme, including the issues of education and land acquisition, is reviewed.
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Title The effect of auxins on Pinus contorta seedlings root development.
Publisher Oxford University Press
Place Oxford
Date 1982
Source Forestry
Volume Vol. 55, No. 2
Key Word silviculture, primary lateral root production, Pinus contorta, seedling root development, auxin treated seedlings, rooting, planting, lodgepole pine
Abstract Primary lateral root production on Pinus contorta seedlings was increased 5 - 10 fold by immersion in auxin solutions. Watering auxin solutions onto P. contorta seedlings growing in soil or compost induced the development of large numbers of primary lateral roots in the root collar region. The number of primary lateral roots which developed depended largely upon the auxin used and its application rate, seedling age and to a lesser extent on the soil characteristics. Instability of transplanted pines is partly due to their lack of primary lateral roots and their inability to regenerate new ones after planting out; this instability may be overcome by using auxin treated seedlings. Potential practical applications of this technique are discussed.
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Abstract
A brief description and an account of the source of various native and introduced trees growing in Ireland is provided. The economic and historical significance of each species is noted and the current state of existing specimens is assessed. A brief account of the development of State forestry is included, and the prospects for retaining the existing broadleaved estate are examined.
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Abstract
The destruction of the woodlands has been accelerating since the start of the first world war, and the demand for timber in other countries means that Ireland's will be seriously handicapped by a lack of timber unless great
efforts are made now to increase the area of plantations. Because of the delay on returns from investments in timber, afforestation on a large scale can only be carried out by the State. Forestry policy since the Department of Agriculture's inquiry of 1908 is reviewed. The process of land acquisition and the extent of planting in the intervening period is discussed. A number of non-official efforts at establishing plantations, especially the Togher Agricultural Associations work at Roundwood, Co. Wicklow are noted.
This paper describes the historical background to current efforts aimed at preventing further decline in the extent of Ireland’s woodlands. The extent of woodland in Ireland in earlier times and the suitability of Irish soil and climate to the growing of trees is noted. There have been references to woods in a great number of historical texts, and many of these are cited. The destruction of the ancient woodlands increased significantly during Tudor times for both political and economic reasons. The process of deforestation continued during the political upheaval of the next two centuries, although a number of remedial measures were made into law from the late 17th century. The efforts of the Congested Districts Board to plant coastal areas in the west of Ireland in 1893 and 1894 are described.
Traces of the history of the forests of Ireland.

The fossils of the peat and lacustrine deposits, especially the fossils of pollen grains, are the chief source of information concerning the late Quarternary history of the Irish forests. A 'pollen diagram', which presents the statistical investigation of samples of pollen deposits in graphic form, is included. By comparing diagrams constructed for different areas, the order of immigration of Scotch pine, hazel, elm, oak, and alder can be traced. Results which have been obtained to date by means of pollen statistics are presented for the following periods: the Marl-periods (early and late); the period of silting up of the marl-lakes; and the sphagnum peat period.

The author estimates that Co. Clare had at least 24,650 acres of woodland in 1653, and Co. Limerick had 13,580
acres. An examination of place names in the various districts of both counties gives an indication of the extent of woodland cover during this period. The part that the forests played in important historical events is also recorded. Tables, compiled from data in the Book of Distribution, 1655, are presented which briefly describe the total amount in acres of trees and shrubbery in Clare and Limerick in that year.
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Abstract
The Slieve Bloom mountains region covering an area of approximately 36,000 ha in the Central Plain of Ireland contains a wide variety of soils, which have been planted mainly with Sitka spruce, Norway spruce and lodgepole pine and smaller amounts of Japanese larch, Scots pine and Douglas fir. These species show a wide range of yield classes when grown on the different soils. Sitka spruce gave a weighted mean yield class of 19.2, 16.5 and 9.9 on the brown earths (Baunreagh Series) peaty gleys (Slieve Bloom Series) and blanket bog (Aughty Series), respectively. Yield class differences were also found on different soil types within the same soil series: Sitka spruce had a weighted mean yield class of 21.7 and 17.1 on the normal moderately deep phase and the shallow steep phase of the Baunreagh Series respectively. Mean yield classes ranged from 13.7 to 17.4 on the different phases of the Slieve Bloom Series and from 9.6 to 11.1 on the deep and shallow deep and shallow phases of the Aughty Series, respectively.
Title
Growth patterns in young conifer crops - effects of second manuring.
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Abstract
The objectives of this project were: (i) to determine whether the yield classes of young crops (P/58 - P/69) differed from the prediction used for them in production forecasting i.e. that they would be the same as those for crops P/53 - P/57; (ii) to examine the extent to which any change could be ascribed to second fertilisation. It was found that Sitka spruce was underestimated by at least one yield class on average and lodgepole pine by at least half a yield class in the production forecasting. There are also favourable indications for most other important species. It is estimated that about one-third of this improvement is due to second fertilisation, but other factors must also have contributed.
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Abstract
Prefix is the trade name for Chlorthiamid , C7H5Cl2NS a residual, pelleted, granular herbicide containing 7.5 % active ingredient. At the recommended dosage rate of 60 kg per ha a wide range of established grasses and broadleaved weeds will be killed or suppressed for the greater part of the growing season. In 1972 sixteen hectares of Sitka spruce at Shillelagh Forest were successfully treated with Prefix for the complete growing season. The main advantages of the herbicide are outlined, the most suitable method of its application, and the costs and equipment involved are explained.
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Abstract
The performance of creoste and sodium nitrite as treatments for Fomes annosus on stumps are compared. The desirable qualities of a chemical stump protectant include toxicity to F. annosus, stability, water solubility, and visibility. It should allow penetration by saprophytic decay organisms and should not be toxic to man or animals. Sodium nitrate fulfils all of these conditions. The most effective method of application is described. The optimum area of stump basal coverage for a 10% sodium nitrite solution is estimated to be 50-60 square feet.
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Key Word
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Abstract
Eskers are a prominent feature of the landscape of the Irish midlands, forming low, steep-sided ridges which may extend for many kilometres. Most of these ridges are too steep for cultivation and are utilised largely for grazing, but in places patches of native woodland occur, some being several kilometres in length. These woodlands have been surveyed as part of a national woodland survey and this paper describes their character, extent and conservation value. Their significance in respect of the very small area of native woodland remaining in the country is discussed, with particular reference to their history and possible relationship with the original post-glacial forests.
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Title A critical review of the weevils (Coleoptera, Curculionoidea) of Ireland and their distribution.
Publisher Royal Irish Academy
Place Dublin
Date June/1993
Source Biology and Environment: Proceedings of the Royal Irish Academy
Volume Vol. 92B
Key Word weevils, Coleoptera, Curculionidae, weevil distribution, forest protection, insect pests, entomology, insects
Abstract A brief summary of the various types of weevils (Curculionida) is provided, together with a short account of the biology of the group. Identification of species is discussed. Irish records of species of Curculionidae (excluding Scolytidae) are reviewed and the source of records described, with emphasis on published accounts. Brief characteristics of the abundance of each species in Ireland are given, together with summaries of distribution, using the vice-county system. If there are specimens in the collection of the National Museum of Ireland, this is indicated. Two species have not previously been recorded in the Irish fauna; 246 species are regarded as certainly Irish; the status of 22 others requires clarification. The zoogeography, ecology and conservation of the species are discussed.
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Number 1220
A high level of mortality occurred among samples of brown trout contained for seven days in the acidified Lugduff River which drains an afforested catchment in County Wicklow. No evidence of stress was observed among brown trout contained in the adjoining Glenealo River, draining a non-afforested catchment. In the Lugduff River the fish tended to lie at right angles to the direction of a moderate flow prior to death, and showed evidence of disorientation and loss of energy. The trout showed extensive coating of aluminium and mucus on the lamellae of their gills, but evidence of fusion of the secondary lamellae was inconclusive. No difference was noted in the intensity of staining for both aluminium and mucus between the gills of the surviving fish in the Lugduff River and those that died during the experiment. However, when examined under a scanning electron microscope, a section of the gill of a surviving fish was seen to be free of mucus clogging. It is possible that this fish maintained gill function by partially clearing its gills. The high levels of acidity in the Lugduff River can be attributed to the impact of the scavenging of air pollutants by the canopies of the evergreen trees in the catchment.
Laboratory experiments of stem sections of nine conifers indicated that at 10 degrees Celsius Trichoderma viride provided stronger competition than Trichoderma hazianum against Heterobasidion annosum. Growth of Trichoderma sp. on wood was enhanced when spores were applied in aqueous ammonium sulphate solution. Stump protection trials set up in winter and spring on Picea sitchensis and Pinus contorta confirmed these results. In winter pregermination of Trichoderma spores significantly decreased colonisation by Heterobasidion. Significantly more Trichoderma and less Heterobasidion were recorded in all treatments in spring trials compared with winter. When Trichoderma spores were applied in 1% aqueous sulphamate, Trichoderma colonisation was increased and Heterobasidion significantly decreased. Trichoderma conidia (1m/ml) pregerminated overnight in 1% ammonium sulphamate at room temperatures, and applied to stumps, gave control over an inoculum at 0.1m/ml spores of Heterobasidion, similar to that obtained by a solution of 20% urea, (which is the standard stump protection treatment used in N. Ireland) Methods of spore production are recorded and possible use of T. viride in forestry is discussed.
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Abstract
The author summarises the situation regarding timber imports and the possibility of extensive programmes of afforestation being carried out in Britain and Ireland. Various aspects of forestry are discussed and explained, including arboriculture, silviculture and forest protection. The various problems facing any afforestation programme in Ireland are examined including transport, the delay on return on investments in forestry, and land acquisition. A general account of the timber properties of the major softwood and hardwood species is provided.
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Abstract
The nature of the interrelationships between a white rot fungus Stereum sanguinolentum and other fungal species isolated from seasoning Scots pine poles were examined in paired culture, using pine sapwood blocks
and sawdust as substrates. Fungi investigated included three species positively associated with Stereum in the field, Diplodia pinea, Verticiladiella abietina and Cylindrocarpon destructans, and three negatively associated species, Trichoderma viride, Fomes annosus and Peniophora gigantea. The effect of the relative time of inoculation of pine blocks with Stereum and each non-Stereum species on subsequent colonisation and decay was determined. The results obtained for positively and negatively associated species differed with respect to the extent of substrate colonisation by the interacting fungi and in the final weight loss recorded. The findings contributed to a better understanding of the basis of the associations observed in seasoning poles. The significance and possible exploitation of antagonistic interactions involving the inhibition of Stereum by other fungi is discussed in the context of biological control of wood decay.
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Abstract Ireland's potential in wood production is underdeveloped. There are something under 400,000 ha of what is classified as woodland, representing about 5% of the land area, a very low figure by world standards. Sitka spruce grown here on retired farmland, that is land with very limited agricultural potential, will produce wood four or five times faster than Europe can. Close to 1,000,000 ha of disadvantaged land now in agriculture already had very doubtful prospects in farming and is becoming more marginal with trends in European agriculture. Europe spends more on wood imports than on any other commodity except oil, and is in surplus in virtually all the commodities produced on Irish farms. Forestry should be prepared to compete aggressively with agriculture in the determination of land use policy. The existing and potential forest resource is examined as are financial returns and some options for translating resources into reality.
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Abstract The author points out that decisions regarding investments in forestry by the Government of Northern Ireland
have not been strongly guided by economic criteria. This has had the effect of reducing the opportunities for acquiring land available to the Forestry Division. In this paper economic criteria are used to compare the potential rates of return from investment in forestry and from other industries, hill farming in particular, which compete with it for use of marginal lands. The author concludes that forestry should acquire a greater supply of land, and of better quality, than it has acquired in the past. An analysis of agriculture in hill and marginal lands reveals that, despite attempts to reconstruct farming in these areas on an economic basis, many farms currently yield no return or very low return on investment, while forestry provides an average return of between 3.0% and 4.4%. Furthermore it is suggested that forestry has far more potential to maintain the density of population in these areas. The present method of acquiring land for forestry should be changed to allow the Forestry Division to establish larger and more efficient forest units.
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This paper provides a translation of and notes on Earl Richard Marshal's deforestation charter of the Forests of Ross and Taghmon in Co. Wexford. The charter was given in the Chartulary of St. Mary's, and the date lies between 1231 and 1234.

A district-by-district survey of surviving woodlands in Ireland at the end of the 16th century is provided. The proportion of the country which carried timber at the end of the sixteenth century was probably one-eighth. Surviving maps give some evidence of forest distribution at the time, but more important pointers are the presence of ironworks, either forges or furnaces, which were dependent on charcoal for fuel. One of the biggest areas of woodland and possibly the densest was the oak forests of Killetra, Glenconkeyne and Monterivelin which lay to the north-west of Lough Neagh and stretched northwards to Coleraine, and which was described as being as big as the New Forest in Hampshire. Ulster was heavily wooded and the extent of forests in different regions is described. In Connacht there were a number of large woods comprising mainly hazel and alder. Only a small proportion of the woods described in the survey survived the seventeenth century, and the forests were seen as a serious obstacle to the Tudor conquest of Ireland. The various uses to which the felled timber was put during the 17th century are described. House building, stave making, ship building and ironworks were the main
consumers of the wood. By 1700 the woodlands had been reduced to a negligible area. The age of exploitation of the woods was nearing its end and the first attempts were being made to replace by planting and preservation the destruction of the previous century.
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Abstract
This paper is concerned with the extent to which historic woods, or remains of them, still exist in the Irish landscape. Evidence for woodland history comes from various independent sources: documents, pollen analysis, and the archaeology, structure and vegetation of ancient woods as they are now. All these need to be pursued simultaneously if a true story is to be reconstructed. Irish woods turn out to have a history not very different from that of England or most of Europe, except that Ireland has always had relatively little woodland and little of the evidence has survived the last 300 years. Ancient woods do exist in Ireland, however precariously, and need to be recognised and studied before it is too late.
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Studies of plant associations provide a living, complete, and always accessible expression of the natural conditions prevalent in an area. Because they are a natural product of the interaction over a long period of all habitat factors in a particular area, they provide far more information than studies of single habitat factors and are therefore very useful in assessing the potentialities of that area for the growth of forest. The author attempts to apply these principles to the natural woodland associations of Ireland, and notes that the greater part of Ireland's land surface area, including, in contrast to other areas of Europe, the coastal regions, is capable of supporting woodland. The study of associations will supply the basis for the selection of the native and therefore most aggressive pioneer woody species for the early stages of afforestation, and also for the choice of the most suitable and valuable trees, whether native or exotic, for forming the final forest.
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### Abstract
General statements in some of the documentary records for Ireland, written in the late sixteenth and early seventeenth centuries, imply that much of the Irish lowlands were covered in great forests of oak. However, detailed examination of local contemporary documentary sources reveals a more varied landscape. The past pollen record from peats near wooded sites described in seventeenth century writing shows that over the last thousand years the landscape was more diverse than the documentary record implies, with considerable fluctuation in woodland cover. Areas such as Killarney woodlands show strong evidence for exploitation during earlier times and significant reductions during the Tudor period. This is in contrast to the comparative documentary and pollen analytical evidence for parts of the north of Ireland. The written record for these areas describes human impact on the woods of mid-County Down and the valley of the lower Bann in the seventeenth century, but the past pollen record shows that the woods may have been greatly reduced much earlier. This questions the descriptions of woodland clearances during the Elizabethan period in the Calendars of State Papers. Writings from about 500 years ago describe the Burren with considerable scrubland but here especially the pollen evidence for landscape change is vital as the documentary comment is scant.
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Great expectations - the prospects for forestry on blanket bog.
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The afforestation of the blanket peatlands of western Ireland commenced in the 1950s. Production in these forests has greatly exceeded expectations. Current yield class estimates of Coillte Teoranta forests give a mean Yield Class of 13.3 for Sitka spruce. However, even with generous EC supported grant-aid, these forests cannot be confidently expected to give an attractive return to the investor. Despite this uncertainty, it seems likely that both Coillte Teoranta and private investors, as long as grant support is maintained at present levels, will continue to be attracted by the large areas of land available on the blanket bogs.
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Abstract
A study of a population of fieldmice Apodemus sylvaticus and bank voles Clethrionomys glareolus was undertaken using trap, mark-recapture methods in mixed woodland from November 1973 to October 1974. The populations density of fieldmice was low. This may have been due to a large stand of conifers in the area which probably provided relatively little food. The mice showed changes in their relative abundance in different levels of cover which cannot readily be explained. Apart from this the results are comparable with those from similiar studies in Britain, The causes of deaths in the traps are discussed.
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Abstract
Quantitative estimates of mollusc populations at sites in south-west Ireland were related to vegetation and chemical composition of soil and litter using principal co-ordinates analysis and canonical correlation. The differences in snail fauna between sites was best explained by variation in litter composition especially with regard to nitrogen and calcium. The numbers of Discus rotundatus were dependent on litter calcium and the numbers of Zonitoides excavatus were inversely related to litter phosphorus.
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Abstract
Recent developments in tree-ring chronology construction have made possible the study of populations of trees through time. The collection and dating of some thousands of Irish oak specimens from all periods in the last seven millennia allow a basic description of the general character of oak in Ireland. This paper looks at some parameters such as age structure, size and growth rate for different classes of timber, namely modern oak, bog oaks and archaeological trackway oaks. The results are not always self evident. Additional information is presented on the frequency of oak survival with time. This demonstrates periods of abundance and depletion which almost certainly relate to anthropogenic factors which may themselves be dependent on overriding environmental conditions. It was also shown that oaks in Ireland rarely reached 250 years, and that size has little to do with age. It is concluded that the modern oak population is not typical of the oak population which existed in former times. Modern oaks are bigger because they grow much faster.
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Forestry in the Republic of Ireland - an industry in transition.

State forestry, land use, marginal land, commercial forestry, State support, private forestry, subsidies, grants, wood production, environment, State afforestation programme

Forestry in the Republic of Ireland was largely confined before the 1980s to land sub-marginal for agriculture, with consequent reduced yields, high costs and occasional conflict with environmental and heritage values. The State forest enterprise was re-organised in 1989 into a commercial state-owned company with current annual wood output of 1.8m cubic metres. Ireland in the eighteenth century appears to have had the first State-funded planting grant scheme. Private planting remained low during the first 60 years of the State. Subsequent funding of afforestation through planting grants and annual payments under State and EC programmes has increased private planting to about 10,000 hectares annually, and is leading to an overall improvement in the quality of land planted, especially in the private sector, with a consequent increased diversity of tree species. The use of broadleaves is encouraged and particular care exercised to ensure maintenance of environmental standards.
Subfossil pine timbers occur commonly in Irish bogs. Timbers from a number of midland raised bog sites in counties Kildare and Offaly have been used to construct tree ring chronologies. Cross matching between site master chronologies indicates that the bog woodlands at all three sites were contemporaneous. The chronology at one site reveals that several generations of trees occupied the bog surface for at least 500 years, dated by radiocarbon to between 4000 and 3500 b.p. Reconstructed germination and death rates suggest rather stable environmental conditions during this interval. The tree ring evidence suggests that the period of bog surface occupation by pine was not terminated by a brief cataclysm. A change in climate resulting in higher water table levels and renewed bog growth is the factor most likely to have caused the demise of such woodlands.

The results of stratigraphical, macrofossil, pollen, spore, rhizopod and fungal analyses of two peat profiles from Clonfinane Bog, County Tipperary are presented. Vegetation development commenced at 2240 b.p. At that time a minerotrophic birch and willow woodland occupied the site. Two further birch woodland phases are indicated at 1723 and 1490 b.p. respectively. The floristic composition of these woodlands are reconstructed. An ombrotrophic bog phase is indicated from 129 to 390 b.p. A vegetation type, characterised by the predominance of Ericoid species alternated with a wet phase with Sphagnum hummock and pool systems. Drying out and burning of the bog led to the establishment of a Pinus sylvestris woodland on the surface at 109 b.p. A detailed history of this bog pinewood is presented which indicates that a continued lowering of the bog water table and another fire episode allowed the development of a species-rich conifer woodland that is still extant today.
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Abstract Several thousand bog oaks from the north of Ireland, from Lancashire and from East Anglia have been studied for a dendrochronological project. Most of these oaks were removed from their stratigraphy during drainage operations, thus little is known about the conditions in which they were growing. Limited evidence based on pollen and macrofossils for the growing conditions will be presented. It is clear that the woodlands in which the oaks grew were in general dense with little ground vegetation. A further type of environmental evidence is that preserved as a record in the rings of the trees themselves. The types of evidence that this can reveal will be examined on three times-scales: year-to-year changes, medium scale changes covering decades and more gradual changes during the post-glacial.
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Publisher Royal Irish Academy
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Abstract
In 1991 a national investigation into the possible impact of plantation forestry on the hydrochemistry, hydrology and ecology of salmonid rivers was initiated. The project (AQUAFOR) is an ongoing interdisciplinary effort involving three universities working in different parts of the country. This paper reports on the work which has been carried out in Co. Wicklow. Intensive monitoring of the hydrochemistry of the poorly-buffered headwater streams of the Liffey, Kings and Avonmore rivers has been undertaken in association with the quantification of macroinvertebrate communities and trout populations. Sources of acidity, which may include non-marine sulphate, nitrate and organic acids, have been identified and where possible related to the ecology of these systems.
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Key Word
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Abstract
Woodland habitats provide food and cover for a range of avian and mammalian fauna. Soil fertility, tree species and vegetation structure influence the population density and species diversity within woodland. Songbird diversity is lowest in even-aged monoculture plantations without undergrowth and highest in semi-natural mixed woodland with a thick undergrowth. Bird densities are in general highest in semi-natural woods, lower in spruce plantations and lowest in pine. Mammals are varied in their habitat requirements within woodland. Bank vole and wood mouse require a dense ground layer. The rabbit colonises newly planted areas and is an edge species in more mature plantations. Deer species will travel distances for food and shelter, areas with dense later cover being preferred.
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Abstract
Fungi are widespread in forest ecosystems. All sub-divisions of fungi are present although the most obvious and perhaps the most important are the Basidiomycetes. Fungi play a vital role in the decomposition of forest litter and many form mycorrhizal relationships with trees. Basidiomycetes in particular are responsible for the degradation of wood, both in living trees and cut wood. Changes in forest management, increased use of agrochemicals, loss of unique habitats and pollution have resulted in the decline of some fungal populations.
Enhanced seedling root development in eight conifer species induced by naphthalene acetic acid.

Seedlings of eight conifer species Pinus contorta, Pinus sylvestris, Pinus nigra, Larix kaempferi, Picea abies, Picea sitchensis, Pseudotsuga menziesii and Abies grandis, were treated with auxin, in pot and nursery experiments. Dilute solutions of naphthalene acetic acid (NAA) were applied at two treatment times, just before and just after cotyledon expansion. Lateral root numbers were increased by up to 20 times on responsive species. Sensitivity varied considerable, the three pine species showing a much greater response than the two species of spruce. In most cases the mean number of induced roots increased steadily with increasing auxin concentration. Forest nursery results showed that NAA could provide an inexpensive method for stimulating lateral root formation near the soil surface. Practical nursery aspects of treatment are briefly discussed.
In Ireland, 58 of the 143 provenances of lodgepole pine were selected for field testing. All provenances were sampled together with a wide range of inland origins. Field tests were established on 5 sites and were assessed for survival, height, stem straightness and branching characteristics. Early survival was uniformly high over most provenances and sites but interior high elevation provenances suffered significant mortalities after 9 years on difficult sites. Among the coastal provenances a north/south trend in height growth was evident, with the Washington to Californian (south coastal) provenances being the most vigorous. South coastal provenances, however, performed better than expected on a high elevation mountain site. Stem lean, leading to basal bowing, was most frequent in the south coastal origins. Long heavy branches predisposed vigorous provenances to poor stem form on exposed sites. The results from the trials have shown that origins from QCI, South BC coast and Vancouver Is. provide alternative sources with reduced vigour but better wind stability and stem form. These are currently being recommended for operational planning.
The status of Populus nigra L. in the Republic of Ireland.

This paper describes the results of a reconnaissance of the Black poplar, Populus nigra, in Ireland. The presence of the species in Ireland was confirmed and is shown to be locally common in rural habitats in the midlands and along the Shannon river-system. Contrary to existing opinion the author concludes that P. nigra is a native tree of Ireland.

Adventitious root formation in hypocotyl cuttings of Picea sitchensis (Bong.) Carr. the influence of plant growth regulators.

This paper describes the results of a study on adventitious root formation in hypocotyl cuttings of Sitka spruce, Picea sitchensis, and the influence of plant growth regulators on rooting.
A simple method for the study of adventitious root initiation on Sitka spruce hypocotyl cuttings is described and was used to examine the effects of plant growth regulators. Twenty-one-day-old seedlings, grown at a low light intensity to stimulate hypocotyl elongation, provided easy to handle tissues which were responsive to root inducing treatments. Spontaneous rooting only occurred at a low frequency on untreated cuttings and reliable rooting depended upon auxin treatment. When continuous auxin treatment was used, indole-3-butyric acid (IBA) was more effective than either indole-3-acetic acid (IAA) or 1 naphthalene acetic acid (NAA), and was optimal between 10 to the power of -6 M and 10 to the power of -5 M. Pulse treatments with 10 to the power of -3 M IBA reduced rooting. 6-benzylaminopurine (BA) was the most active being inhibitory down to a concentration of 10 to the power of -7 M when it was applied in a mixture with IBA. Pre-treatment of hypocotyl cuttings with BA prior to auxin treatment demonstrated strong cytokinin 'carry-over' inhibitory effects on rooting. Gibberellic acid A3 (GA3), abscisic acid (ABA) and 2-chloroethyl-phosphoric acid (ethrel) were less potent inhibitors of rooting.
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Abstract Adventitious bud formation on Sitka spruce needle explants was strongly dependent upon the rigidity of the culture medium. In general, organogenesis was greatest on weak gels and poorest on more rigid gels resulting from increased medium pH or agar strength. There was a significant interaction between agar strength and pH, with optimum pH for organogenesis declining with increasing agar strength. Poor organogenesis at high agar concentrations was not due to toxic impurities since increased adventitious bud production could be stimulated by decreasing the medium pH whilst maintaining a high agar strength and an agar washing treatment had no significant effect. Although high levels of organogenesis could be sustained on weak gels the resultant adventitious shoots often showed severe vitrification. The frequency of shoots showing vitrification could be reduced by growing the tissues on harder media but this resulted in reduced shoot elongation. Vitrification of needle tissues did not stimulate the formation of adventitious buds in the absence of cytokins.
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Abstract The four most common tree species in Irish wetland woods are Alnus glutinosa (L.) Gaertn. (common alder),
Betula pubescens Ehrh. (downy birch), Fraxinus excelsior L. (ash) and Salix cinerea ssp. oleifolia Macreight (Salix atrocinerea Brot., common sally). Seedlings of these species were subjected to different soil water levels (half saturated and surface saturated) in their second and third years of growth, and performance was compared to that in a free draining control treatment. All plants survived in the water treatments, except for over 50% of the B. pubescens. Soil redox potentials indicated a gradient in the degree of hypoxia which seemed to reflect the order of tolerance of the species, as shown by measurements of relative growth and final dry weight. The observed differences in soil redox potentials may have been due to the oxidising activity of the roots of tolerant species, which showed varying degrees of stem base hypertrophy and associated proliferation of lenticels. Species were affected by the waterlogging treatments in the order B. pubescens (most adversely affected) > A. glutinosa > F. excelsior > S. cinerea ssp. oleifolia.
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The Augustine Henry Forestry Herbarium at the National Botanic Gardens Glasnevin, Dublin, Ireland.
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Abstract
The specimens of the various native and exotic tree species collected by Augustine Henry and held in the Augustine Henry Collection in Dublin’s Botanic Gardens are listed. A brief biography of Henry is also provided.
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Abstract
This paper assesses the different methods of tree seedling production and their relative importance in Ireland. The following production systems employed in the production of conifers in Ireland are briefly described: bare-root transplant system; undercut seedlings system; container production; accelerated transplants; and vegetative propagation. In the case of conifers the bare-root transplant system is by far the most common production system, accounting for 60 - 70% of total forest plant production in Ireland. It is a proven system and produces good quality planting stock. The main elements of a typical three-year conifer cycle are outlined.
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Wood decay and protection in the nineties.

Woods, trees and forests in Ireland: Proceedings of a seminar held on 22 and 23 February 1994. (Edited by Jon R. Pilcher and Sean Mac an tSaoir)

The most important features of the physiology and types of timber decay are explained and a brief outline of early preservation developments are presented. Current decay prevention practice is discussed in the light of standards and their development. The issues of control of preservation and the environment, and phytosanitary regulations are discussed, illustrating the complexity of satisfying both users' and suppliers requirements. In considering how the current issues may be addressed by research and development, possible topics, the resolution of which would help in better wood preservation practices, are discussed. The authors suggest that future developments in the area will be along the lines of 'wood protection systems', by which is meant the totality of the approach to the control of wood deterioration. The present consensus emphasises a 'cradle to grave' approach to preservation. A holistic approach to control, and the development of protection systems which take greater cognisance of the environment will be required.
Sitka spruce International Provenance Experiment in conjunction with Division 2.02 Working party 12 IUFRO.

The immediate objective of this project was to compare provenances of Sitka spruce selected from areas throughout its natural range, when grown in Irish forest conditions, using the following criteria: survival; height growth; diameter growth; susceptibility to frost, insect and fungal attack. At an early stage the better provenances were selected and large areas of these provenances established to form gene pools for advanced generation breeding. The long term objective of the project was to select the best individuals from the gene pools to form the nucleus of a further breeding programme. It was planned to lay down the outplanting stage of the experiment on ten forest sites located on different soil types and geographic locations, representative of the site types normally planted with this species.

The native forest vegetation of Killarney, south-west Ireland: an ecological account.

A general account of the native forest vegetation of the Killarney district is presented. Quantitative floristic data
are presented in tabular form; the bryophytes are fully treated, and the floristic accounts are accompanied by a range of edaphic data. The Killarney woods fall naturally into sectors, along a geological divide. The larger area, on Devonian Old Red Sandstone, supports a relatively homogenous acidophilous forest type, dominated by Quercus petraea, and referable to Blechno-Quercetum Association of Braun-Blanquet & Tuxen (1952). The main gradient in this vegetation is from a relatively species-poor variant in the lower-rainfall woods, to one with a rich and luxuriant bryophyte and epiphyte flora, corresponding to well-developed Blechno-Quercetum scapanietosum sub-association. Accounts are presented of the bryophyte micro-communities on the forest floor, and of the epiphyte communities on Quercus. The forest vegetation on the Carboniferous Limestone is described for the first time. The unique moss-rich Taxus baccata forest on limestone outcrops is a facies of the Corlyo-Fraxinetum Association.
Forest resources in the Republic of Ireland.
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Abstract
The author traces the development of State forestry in Ireland from the formation of the Forestry Division in 1904, from which time the State has had an annual acquisition and planting programme. The present state of forestry in the Republic of Ireland is assessed using a recent inventory (1968) of State plantations. Data from this inventory is presented in tabular form and the most significant changes in forestry are demonstrated. Since 1958 the area under conifer high forest has doubled while the area under broadleaved and mixed forests has remained unchanged. The most obvious feature in terms of species planted is the increasing dominance of Sitka spruce and lodgepole pine. Tables of production forecasts of production from State forests for 1970-2000 are provided. The development of the use of artificial fertilisers from the early 1950s is examined. The importance of provenance selection with Pinus contorta is emphasised. The issue of land acquisition for planting is examined, and the need for a thorough inventory of private woodlands is emphasised.
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Abstract
This paper summarises the results of a series of tests on samplings of Sitka spruce and Norway spruce from eight different locations designed to evaluate their suitability as structural material for the building industry, as transmission poles and as raw material for paper and composite wood products. Results for shrinkage properties and fibre length for both species are ideal for paper production. In order to overcome the problem of lack of permeability, and ensure adequate preservative penetration, a number of samples were ponded in fresh water for periods ranging from 4 to 12 months. The poles, after drying to a moisture content of about 35%, were treated with creosote using a Lowry and Rueping process. The increased permeability due to ponding is demonstrated in a number of cross-sectional slides of the samples. To date no significant difference in strength properties.
between ponded and control material.
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Abstract
While research shows that Irish timber compares well with imports when tested for the mechanical properties of static bending under certain loading, impact strength and hardness strength, there is as yet no system of standards for timber quality. It is therefore impossible at present to establish silvicultural practice that would result in the production of timber resources suitable for utilisation to a particular standard. The mechanical quality of the timber can be judged to a certain extent on visual assessment of standing timber, and this helps considerably in determining the most suitable silvicultural practices.
Key Word
wood quality, machine grading, visual grading, silviculture, strength properties, wood properties, timber quality, Sitka spruce, lodgepole pine, Picea sitchensis, Pinus contorta, timber processing

Abstract
The object of this study was to assess what effect silvicultural practices have on the timber quality of homegrown Sitka spruce and lodgepole pine. Only Sitka spruce stands with a yield class of 20 and lodgepole pine stands of 12 to 14 were sampled. A sample of four trees per treatment class was taken and these were measured for branch diameter, ring width and number of branches per whorl. A brief crop history was also recorded. After sawing the timber was graded. No obvious relationship was found between branch size and overall grade. There is a very definite relationship between growth rate as defined by yield class and percentage degrade. The higher the yield class the greater the percentage degrade. Both species were machine graded according to BS and M75/M50 grading standards. For BS standards there was little difference between visual and machine grading for the yield class 20 material, and differences only became apparent at yield class 24 or 28. The results for M75/M50 grading were similar. However, unpruned material of both species fared significantly worse under the machine grading. Unpruned lodgepole pine was its poorest grades under both sets of matching grading. This would indicate that this material is inherently weaker, and this would not be discovered under visual grading alone. The good relationship between visual and machine stress grades for material of yield class 20 and below should help allay fears about the high proportion of yield class 24 and 28 material which enters structural grades under the machine stress grading.
Effect of fertilisation on quality of wood.

The effects of fertiliser application on the quality of sawlog lumber are assessed under the following headings: size; straightness; form; freedom from defects such as large knots, sweep and rot; strength or density. The effects on strength and density at different stages of growth are examined. These are the planting stage, the pre-thicket stage, the pole stage, and on older more mature crops. The author concluded that the evidence appears to show that all the alleged quality degradations attributed to fertilisation, i.e. reduction in density, hence strengths, thinner cell walls, poorer pulp quality etc. are more than offset by increased total yield, greater sawlog sizes and other advantages accruing in the manufacturing process.
short-rotation coppice, silviculture, renewable energy, fuel production, timber utilisation, willow, Salix, poplar, land use, wood gasification, electricity generation, woodfuel

**Abstract**

Short-rotation coppice willow as an alternative renewable source of energy has been under investigation in Northern Ireland since the early 1970s. Initially this was in response to the insecurity of supply and increase in fuel prices brought about by the oil crisis. However, interest has been sustained because of coppice willow’s potential role in the development of agriculture and utilisation of land no longer required for food production in the European Union. Alternative cropping strategies will be required, particularly in less favoured areas. The production cycle for short-rotation willow coppice is described with particular reference to the advances being made in the production of new clonal material, disease control and mechanisation, leading to improved crop stability and falling production costs. End product utilisation and market development are considered priority areas for investigation, if the opportunity offered by short-rotation coppice, particularly in marginal agricultural areas, is to be maximised. A pilot plant using wood gasification to supply electricity and heat a small agricultural college is described.
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**Abstract**

Breeding of forest trees has been underway for about forty years. Progress has been hampered by our lack of understanding of the basic biological processes unique to long-lived perennial plants. This includes our ability to manage genetic diversity wisely, to identify superior genotypes early, to manipulate the flowering process, to propagate improved material rapidly, to control maturation and to deploy genetically improved material. This paper discusses how research is attempting to provide solutions to these problems that will allow more rapid advances in forest tree breeding. The author points out that wood density and other quality aspects of wood are becoming more important that ‘wood quantity’, which had previously been the major preoccupation of tree improvement programmes.
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Rejuvenation in woody plants is the production of juvenile tissues from mature tissues. This process occurs naturally in the production of seeds but can be difficult to induce artificially. It would be of great benefit to tree based industries if the process of rejuvenation could be manipulated for the production of juvenile trees. This paper outlines the problems of rejuvenation and describes the progress to date in addressing this problem using in vitro tissue culture. For oaks and Sitka spruce it is now possible to establish in culture both mature and juvenile explants from the same genotype. Rejuvenation has not yet been achieved for oak but partial rejuvenation has been achieved for Sitka.

Prospects for advanced vegetative propagation and genetic modification of forest species.

Rejuvenation in woody plants is the production of juvenile tissues from mature tissues. This process occurs naturally in the production of seeds but can be difficult to induce artificially. It would be of great benefit to tree based industries if the process of rejuvenation could be manipulated for the production of juvenile trees. This paper outlines the problems of rejuvenation and describes the progress to date in addressing this problem using in vitro tissue culture. For oaks and Sitka spruce it is now possible to establish in culture both mature and juvenile explants from the same genotype. Rejuvenation has not yet been achieved for oak but partial rejuvenation has been achieved for Sitka.
Vegetative propagation is an essential feature of tree improvement programmes. It is used to propagate superior trees or families from progeny tests, in the mass propagation of tested clones and in the establishment of clone banks. The propagation system must be efficient and ensure genetic and physiological conformity in the resulting plants. Somatic embryogenesis offers the greatest prospects for conifers and auxiliary budding for broadleaved species. Both propagation systems require an effective programme to rejuvenate physiologically the selected material in order to ensure the normal development of trees and efficient rates of propagation. The technology of genetic fingerprinting, genetic transformation and its tools will accelerate the procedures of selection and breeding by genetic characteristics of breeding stocks and clones and also by introducing new genes.
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Report of the Minister for Lands on forestry for the period from 1st April, 1959 to 31st March, 1960.
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Abstract
The total productive area acquired during the year was 23,323 acres, a drop of almost 2,000 acres on the figure for the previous year. The restricted plantable reserve continued to cause difficulties in programme planning. The planting target of 25,000 acres was achieved. The area recorded as thinned in the year totalled 8,352 acres and the volume of resultant produce was 2.6 million cubic feet. Felling of mature timber produced 2.8 million cubic feet. The volume of material sold increased substantially over the level of the previous year. 79% of material marketed was sold standing to timber merchants. The publicity campaign for more private planting was continued. New grants for poplar planting were introduced.
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Abstract
The Forest and Wildlife Service's thinning research programme has been designed to provide information on the consequences of different thinning regimes on the species which are most important in the national forest. The first replicated thinning experiment in Ireland was laid down in 1962. The 14 existing experiments are concentrated in four species: Sitka spruce; Norway spruce; contorta pine; and Scots pine. This study is concerned with the effects of varying the following components of the thinning regime: intensity of thinning; type of thinning; frequency of thinning; and time of thinning. Investigations of the four main species have shown that for Sitka spruce, Norway spruce and lodgepole pine the removal of one-third volume (or basal area) at first thinning is acceptable. For Scots pine the limit is lower, probably below 20% removal by volume for a first thinning. Financial returns from each of these thinning levels are estimated.
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Abstract The total productive area acquired for State forestry purposes during the year was 23,446 acres. The total area planted was 24,700 acres. The area recorded as thinned during the year was 9,548 acres which yielded 3.1 million cubic feet of produce. Felling of mature timber and blown material yielded 4.7 million cubic feet. The volume of material sold in the year was 6.8 million cubic feet of which 89%, a total of 6 million cubic feet was sold standing to timber merchants.
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Abstract The total productive area acquired for State forestry purposes during the year was 25,096 acres. The total area planted was 25,935 acres making it the fifth successive year in which a planting programme of the order of 25,000 acres was achieved. 9,165 acres were thinned, yielding 3.1 million cubic feet of produce. Felling of mature timber and blown material yielded 4.7 million cubic feet. The same volume of timber was obtained from mature felling and blown material. A site was chosen at Slieve Coillte, Co. Wexford, for the JFK Memorial Park, which will include an arboretum and forest plots.
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Forest and Wildlife Research Report for the year ended June 1975.

**Abstract**

This report describes the various projects undertaken by the Research Branch of the FWS in the previous year. Among the investigations undertaken as part of the study on soils and nutrition were a series of experiments laid down with a view to developing more precise fertiliser prescriptions at planting time for Sitka spruce and lodgepole pine. Forest protection studies involved experiments to assess the effects of green spruce aphid, pine shoot moth, Fomes annosus, Monterey pine 'yellows' disease.
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Forest and Wildlife Research Report for the year ended December 1980.

**Abstract**

This report describes the work of the research branch of the Forest and Wildlife Service during 1980. A large part of the soils and nutrition programme is concerned with the development of more precise fertiliser prescriptions, involving a large series of field experiments which are assessed at 2 - 3 year intervals. Other important areas include site preparation, reclamation and nursery practice. Forest protection research included work on the effects of Fomus annosus and Rhizina undulata.
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Abstract
At the end of 1933 all matters relating to forestry were transferred from the Minister of Agriculture to the Minister for Lands and Fisheries. The development of forestry policy during the period is described, and records of land acquisition for each year under review are provided. Details of weather conditions for each season, planting operations, plant and seed supply, silvicultural and thinning operations are also provided.
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Abstract
This booklet contains the text of a number of short talks given to a course on current developments in research in the FWS in 1987. The following are the main subject areas covered. 1. Reforestation: (i) Seed supply. The advantages of collecting seed from home grown stands are discussed; (ii) Plant production methods. The advantages of vegetative propagation over other methods are outlined; (iii) Site cultivation. The various
methods available for site cultivation on Old Red Sandstone podsols, surface water, peaty gleys and free
draining acid brown earths are assessed; (iv) Weed control. The problem of controlling rhododendron prior to
reforestation is discussed; (v) Fertiliser use in reforestation. 2. Wood quality: (i) Timber testing. A joint
IIIRS/FWS study is being conducted to determine whether lodgepole pine grown on peat sites can achieve the
degree of straightness required for joinery timber.; (ii) Improvement of timber characteristic through breeding.
The type of information required to carry out a reliable cost/benefit analysis of a breeding programme is
described. 3. Forest Health: (i) Legislation and pathology; (ii) Entomology; (iii) Fomes/pollution monitoring.
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An Roinn Tailte. Fo-Roinn na Foraoiseachta

Title
Report of the Minister for Lands on forestry for the period from 1st April, 1943 to 31st March, 1950.
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Abstract
The development of forestry during the period, especially in relation to the rate of afforestation, is outlined. The Forestry Act, 1946 was brought into operation on the 1st April, 1949. Details of land acquisition for State forestry purposes for each year under review are provided. Details of planting operations, plant supply and nursery work, thinnings, forest maintenance, and felling and clearing operations are also given.
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Abstract
The Forestry Act, 1988 provided for the transfer of the commercial forestry functions of the Forest Service to Coillte Teoranta on 1 Jan. 1989. Certain amenity areas within State forests were also transferred to the new company. This report relates to the activities of the Forest Service in 1987 when it was responsible for the management and development of the State's forest estate and for the encouragement of private forestry.
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The vegetational history of the Killarney oakwoods, SW Ireland: evidence from fine spatial resolution pollen analysis.
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Pollen data from small hollows in two woods in Killarney Valley are presented. These data illustrate woodland vegetation dynamics for at least the last 5000 years. Pollen vegetation correction factors for the major tree taxa in Killarney are also presented. The small hollow pollen data are compared with previously unpublished regional pollen data from Killarney. This comparison indicates that the regional pollen data lack sufficient spatial resolution to detect isolated woodland disturbances or establish past woodland composition. The past woodland in Killarney was more diverse than today and Pinus was an important component. The reduction in diversity is associated with man-induced disturbance. Historical documents are considered in association with, and independently of the pollen data, to quantify the more recent woodland disturbance in the Killarney Valley. The status of the Atlantic bryophyte communities in the area is considered.

pp 415 - 436

UCD library

Address of author
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the effect of a range of thinning intensities and types on the growth of Sitka spruce. The study found that, after initial losses, there is a complete recovery in basal area increment in Sitka spruce after first thinning which removes either 45% of volume selectively or 50% systematically.
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Abstract The Forest and Wildlife Service has responsibility for State forest development and management and the promotion of private forestry. The Service is also responsible for the conservation of wildlife and for game development. This annual report is divided into eight sections 1. Forest development, which deals with the following topics: state forest development; provision of planting stock; establishment of plantations; private forest development. 2. Forest management, which summarises the Service's work in crop management, harvesting, marketing and amenities during the previous year. 3. Conservation. 4. Game Development and Management. 5. Research - an inventory of State woodlands began in March '75. Silvicultural research includes a range of fertiliser experiments established on 14 representative sites testing a range of application rates on Sitka spruce and lodgepole pine. Forest protection studies include an attempt to quantify the damage caused by epidemics of green spruce aphids and to assess the economic justification of control measures. The main effort in the genetics section of the Research Branch was concentrated on the outplanting of the IUFRO Sitka Spruce Provenance Experiment.
Abstract
The Forest and Wildlife Service has responsibility for State forest development and management, the conservation of wildlife and game development, and the encouragement of private forestry. The following are the subject areas and sub-sections covered in the report: 1. Forest development, covering the topics of State forest development, land acquisition, provision of planting stock, and plantation establishment; 2. Forest management, covering crop management, forest roads, harvesting, marketing and amenities; 3. Conservation; 4. Research - preliminary planning for a continuing inventory of State woodlands was undertaken. Silvicultural experiments included an assessment of the responsiveness of pole-stage Sitka spruce crops to N, P and K fertilisers, an examination of nutrient cycling in Pinus contorta, and a series of tests aimed at studying the effects of different intensities of drainage on growth, stability and water table levels. The forest protection research programme included an examination of species susceptibility to Fomes annous and an investigation of the likely future development of the pathogen in infected stands. There were also experiments in forest entomology, phytosanitary, and weed control.
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Abstract
The inventory section of the FWS was requested to establish a sampling system for estimating volume of quantities of pulpwood being supplied to a new company, Finsa. Volume will be determined by converting green weight. Most of the timber will be harvested by Finsa but some FWS harvested material is likely to be involved. The green density factor, which is the green density expressed as 'tonnes per cubic metre', can be established by measuring the green weight and green volume. The extent of variation in the sample hinders the attempt to provide accurate estimates. The most suitable sampling unit is a group of 20 billets, selected at random from within a lorry load. The conversion factor of that sampling unit is the total weight of the 20 billets divided by the total volume. Because of the greater variation, 40 samples will be required from the FWS harvested material. 30 samples will be required from the Finsa harvested material. Because monthly green density factors are required, a running average should be calculated for both the FWS and Finsa harvesting material.
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Abstract
Commercial treatment trials with full transmission poles have shown that water storage considerably improves the permeability of Sitka spruce and Norway spruce. The results were confirmed by laboratory measurements which showed that in the sapwood of ponded Sitka spruce, there is a vast improvement in permeability in all three grain directions. Heartwood permeability does not seem to be affected to any great degree. Detailed examination of the ponded sapwood by optical and electron microscopy showed that the tori and bordered pit membranes have been destroyed. This would explain its increased longitudinal and tangential permeability. Destruction of the bordered pit membranes would also affect radial permeability, but it is thought that the main factor contributing to increased radial penetration was the partial breakdown of the crossfield pit membranes of the ray parenchyma cells. The microscopic examination showed no evidence of cell wall degradation. Preliminary tests have not revealed any deterioration of the strength properties of the wood due to prolonged ponding. There is evidence to indicate that the destruction of the pit membranes was caused by bacterial attack. Microbiological investigations are now in progress and it is hoped that this work will establish the identity and the mechanism of attack of these organisms.
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Environmental Institute, UCD, Richview, Clonskeagh Drive, Dublin 14
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Abstract
The Northern Ireland Forest Service undertook an inventory of privately owned woodland in response to demands for up-to-date information about existing woodlands, and also to provide possible forecasts for future yields. A pilot survey to explore inventory methods was conducted in 1975 and field work on the main survey was done over the subsequent four years. This showed that the inventory would be more effective if areas of less than 0.5 ha were surveyed separately. Sample plots were visited by surveyors who recorded height, girth, species, age class, soil type, management type, secondary use and details of ownership. The data were processed by a computer using the same programme as had been previously used for an inventory of State forests. The average size of the 13,800 ha of private woodlands was 3.4 ha. The areas surveyed are divided by species, soil type, and age. Three forecasts are presented, which show annual yields of 36,000 cubic metres, representing current management practice and species composition, 79,000 cubic metres, which represent current species composition and management for maximum sustained volume production, 220,000 cubic metres, which represents replacement of slower growing species by fast growing conifers managed for maximum volume production.
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Abstract
In July 1983, the Irish Government established an Inter-Departmental Committee comprising officials of the
Departments of Fisheries and Forestry, Industry and Energy and Finance to examine the economic effects on the Exchequer, the sawmilling industry and generally of the quota system for the disposal of timber from State forests. The report found no evidence that the FWS disposes of this timber in a manner which is unfair to the industry or otherwise than in accordance with its statutory obligations. The existing tender system adheres to economic criteria set by successive governments. Irish timber, when properly processed, can compare favourably with imported timber. However, despite commitments by the mills, the timber processing industry still lacks the sawing, drying and ancillary finishing equipment needed to process Irish timber. These commitments were made under the large-sawlog Quota Scheme. The subsidy provided for timber supply under this scheme costs the Exchequer in excess of £200,000 per annum. The Committee recommends that the FWS should provide the industry with best information as to anticipated availability and location of timber supply. Further recommendations are made regarding the future operation of the Quota Scheme. The Committee does not recommend the introduction of Quota Scheme for small sawlog. An Advisory Committee ressponsible of the FWS, the industry and other appropriate agencies and interests should be established to advise on research, development, promotion and marketing in the domestic and export markets of Irish timber and timber products.
Field work on an inventory of private woodlands commenced in August 1970 and finished in November 1973. The objectives of the inventory were: 1. To estimate the total area of private woodland in the country; 2. To obtain a breakdown of the forest types in private ownership; 3. To assess present volume and potential future production in the private sector; 4. To provide the larger woodland owners (40 ha + ) with basic maps and stand descriptions of their forest properties; 5. To facilitate the Forest and Wildlife Service of the Department of Fisheries and Forestry in shaping private woodland policy. All plantations, aged one year or older at time of Inventory were surveyed. The work involved in the two phases into which the inventory was divided are described. The field procedure was to delineate the stand on the appropriate 6" Ordnance Survey map and then fill in a stand form. A variation of Von Mantel's growth regulation formula was used to produce an estimate of yield from conifers.

The 1968 Inventory of State Forests covered all crops planted prior to 1958. The two prime objectives of this inventory were: 1. To produce short and long term forecasts of timber productions; 2. To provide up-to-date forest maps with stand descriptions for use by forest managers. The inventory covered a total of 202 forest units, and was divided into three parts: forest mapping and sub-compartment description; accuracy testing; and data
processing. The following location terms used by the inventory are defined: county; district; forest; property; compartment; and sub-compartment. The assessment terms employed are also described. These are: planting year; top height; yield height; volume per acre; firewood per acre; area; forest type; sub-type, pure or mixed; evenaged or unevenaged; name of first and second species; rotation classification; reduced rotation; normal rotation; transmission pole rotation; type of mixture; breast height quarter girth class of first and second species; stocking level; crop stage; and industrial timber by species.
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Abstract
In recent years the Forest Service has become more and more dependent on hireage to carry out its various programmes, partly because of the de-commissioning and non-replacement of some machines, the increasing demand for machines, and the low level of increase in hire rates. This development is not the result of a policy decision. The terms of reference given to the authors of this report were: to compare the cost of operation and output of Forest Service machines with the cost of hiring and output of hired machines; to compare the relative effectiveness of the above and hireage; and consider policy changes. The report concentrates on two general areas, roadmaking machines and ground cultivation machines. The report found that at least part of the work performed by FS machines could have been done at a cheaper cost by hired machines. Furthermore utilisation rates achieved by hired machines are far higher. The authors conclude that the FS should not be using its own machines for any type of road formation work. In the few cases where direct comparisons can be made for ground/preparation ploughing work, the indications are that hireage would be cheaper than operating and maintaining the FS's own machines.
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Abstract
In recent years the Forest Service has become more and more dependent on hireage to carry out its various programmes, partly because of the de-commissioning and non-replacement of some machines, the increasing demand for machines, and the low level of increase in hire rates. This development is not the result of a policy decision. The terms of reference given to the authors of this report were: to compare the cost of operation and output of Forest Service machines with the cost of hiring and output of hired machines; to compare the relative effectiveness of the above and hireage; and consider policy changes. The report concentrates on two general areas, roadmaking machines and ground cultivation machines. The report found that at least part of the work performed by FS machines could have been done at a cheaper cost by hired machines. Furthermore utilisation rates achieved by hired machines are far higher. The authors conclude that the FS should not be using its own machines for any type of road formation work. In the few cases where direct comparisons can be made for ground/preparation ploughing work, the indications are that hireage would be cheaper than operating and maintaining the FS's own machines.
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Publisher
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Series
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Date
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Key Word
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Abstract
In recent years the Forest Service has become more and more dependent on hireage to carry out its various programmes, partly because of the de-commissioning and non-replacement of some machines, the increasing demand for machines, and the low level of increase in hire rates. This development is not the result of a policy decision. The terms of reference given to the authors of this report were: to compare the cost of operation and output of Forest Service machines with the cost of hiring and output of hired machines; to compare the relative effectiveness of the above and hireage; and consider policy changes. The report concentrates on two general areas, roadmaking machines and ground cultivation machines. The report found that at least part of the work performed by FS machines could have been done at a cheaper cost by hired machines. Furthermore utilisation rates achieved by hired machines are far higher. The authors conclude that the FS should not be using its own machines for any type of road formation work. In the few cases where direct comparisons can be made for ground/preparation ploughing work, the indications are that hireage would be cheaper than operating and maintaining the FS's own machines.
The chapter on forestry assesses the performance of this sector since the publication of the first programme on economic expansion. The afforestation proposals outlined in the first programme have been implemented in full, and the annual planting target of 25,000 acres has been reached every year since 1959/60. This level of planting will increase the area under State forests to about 550,000 acres by 1970, 80% over the 1960 figure. Among the issues to be addressed by a wide ranging research programme are seed provenance, the afforestation of infertile and exposed sites, the control of pests and diseases, and an investigation into the mechanical properties of the principal species of Irish timber in co-operation with the IIRS. Net outlay on State forests was estimated in 1958 to average £1.9 m annually during the first programme. Total State expenditure on forestry amounted to about £28m by 31 March, 1964. It is estimated that 15 years will elapse before revenue exceeds expenditure. Production of sawlog timber from State forests rose from 1.1m cubic feet in 1958/59 to 2.6m in 1962/63. Current supplies meet only about one-sixth of domestic requirements of lumber. The current state of the Irish pulpwood-based industries is assessed, and the adverse effects of that sector's dependence on imports on the sector is noted. Future developments should allow the industry to absorb most thinnings from State forests.

Production of sawlog timber from State forests rose from 1.1m cubic feet in 1958/59 to 2.6m in 1962/63. Current supplies meet only about one-sixth of domestic requirements of lumber. The current state of the Irish pulpwood-based industries is assessed, and the adverse effects of that sector's dependence on imports on the sector is noted. Future developments should allow the industry to absorb most thinnings from State forests.
economic resource and a number of different conversion processes are examined. The most promising technology entails the conversion of wood to alcohol by enzymatic hydrolysis. The end products of the conversion process are ethanol, lignin and sugars, all of which are economically useful. The cost of producing the wood and delivering to the location of the conversion process compares favourably to similar arrangements in other countries.

In March 1966, the IDA engaged a consulting engineering firm, H.A. Simons, to carry out a technical and economic study to establish a long term development programme for utilisation of Irish grown wood for pulp, paper and composite wood based products. Each of the existing pulp, paper and particle board industries were asked to provide answers to a questionnaire prepared by Simons. The companies which responded to the survey provided operating and economic data as well as information regarding expansion plans. Using this data, and where necessary, other information, the economics have been worked out for each company, both for current operations and for the operation after what is considered to be a logical expansion. The economic summaries and calculations of all participating companies are shown in attached appendices, as well as hypothetical cases of new chipboard, pulp and paper mills. It is concluded that wood supply is presently inadequate for industry expansion requirements, but the thinning yield is increasing and it is expected that there will be a surplus over the expansion requirements by the 1980s. Generally, it would appear that the chipboard and hardboard industries would benefit from expansion and the gross return on investment for expansion is quite good.
This report begins with a brief overview of the origin and development of the Irish Forest Service starting with the establishment of the Department of Agriculture and Technical Instruction in 1899. The establishment and operation of the British Forestry Commission, which was responsible for Irish forestry policy through the agency of the DATI, is summarised. The present organisational structure of the Forestry Division is explained. The Forestry Division is a branch of the Department of Lands, which also embraces the Land Commission. The process by which land is acquired by the State for afforestation, either by purchase, leasing or renting, is outlined. The staffing arrangement for the implementation of the forestry programme and the division of the country for the purposes of forest management are explained. The extent of each unit and the level of the personnel responsible for management is described. The administrative side of controlling the State's forest estate is also described. Outside of the departmental control area administration can be roughly grouped into: 1. Commercial, responsible for timber marketing, machinery, supplies and roads; 2. Management, responsible for buildings and revenue, estates management and private forestry.
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**Abstract**

This pamphlet provides a brief account of the history, development and operation of the Northern Ireland Forest Service. There are notes on the following areas: timber harvesting; conservation; recreation and education.
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Abstract
The terms of reference of this review of the Northern Ireland Forest Service were to review progress and achievements during the 5 year period 1986 to 1990 in relation to the targets and programme laid down, and to review policy objectives and policy instruments and to set targets and programmes for the next 5 years. Against the target of 600 ha per annum, an average of only 420 ha were acquired per year. A total of 2,104 ha were acquired during the period and the area planted was 3,009 ha planted. The timber production targets for the whole period were met, and the annual production of 143,430 cubic metres was as forecast. There was an overall increase of 51% in the volume sold over the period. The review states that the Forest Service Recreation Policy continued to fulfil the intentions and objectives of the 1970 Government White Paper on Forestry which stressed the important contribution which State forests can make to the growing need for outdoor recreation facilities. Changes in the organisation's structure and staffing arrangements are explained in the section on administration. In the section on policy evaluation the benefits obtained from the Forest Service programme during the past 5 years are outlined, and the external changes likely to influence the development of policy in the future. It is likely that greater emphasis will be placed on non-wood benefits, such as environmental benefits, than has been the case heretofore.
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Abstract
The objective of these guidelines is to indicate how woodlands managed for timber production can also be developed for the benefit of conservation. Critical periods within normal forestry practice that have a major effect on conservation are identified. The guidelines highlight the importance of natural features, the role of woodlands in the landscape and the value of wildlife conservation. Advice is given on the most environmentally sympathetic approach to take in the following areas: afforestation; management of the established forest; and clear felling and restocking.
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The historical background to the setting up of the Northern Ireland Forest Service is outlined and the role of the Department of Agriculture and Technical Instruction in establishing a forest industry in Ireland is described. In 1912 Ballykelly Forest was acquired by DATI and 11 acres of Douglas fir were planted marking the beginning of State forestry in Ulster. Responsibility for forestry in Northern Ireland was assumed by the Forestry Commission from the summer of 1920 to April 1922 when the Northern Ireland Ministry of Agriculture took over. The Babington Committee, set up in 1943 by the Northern Ireland Government to consider post-war agriculture policy, and the Drummond Report of 1957 set out Government policy in the area of forestry and expressed considerable confidence and optimism in the continuing growth of this sector. The lack of clarity in forestry policy was partially resolved by the 1967 White Paper, 'Forestry in Northern Ireland', which set planting and production targets and clarified the role of Northern Forests in the areas of recreation and rural development. The Jack Report of 1971 introduced an extensive programme of administrative reform for the service. Political uncertainty in the years before and after the introduction of direct rule from Westminster hampered the development of forestry in the province. Spending cuts in the early 1980s forced a restructuring of the organisation and a reduction in the size of the professional and technical staff.
Abstract
The operation of the forestry section of the Department of Agriculture for Northern Ireland is reviewed. The low level of land acquisition noted in previous years continued during the period under review and only 417 ha were purchased. 365 ha of land were planted and 451 ha of land reafforested. Just over 220,000 cubic metres of timber were harvested, an increase of 5% on the previous year, and revenue from the sale of timber increased to £3.4 million. Performance in the areas of recreation, conservation and health and safety is assessed. 928 ha of land were planted by private owners, who received grants totalling £778,000.
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**Abstract**
The reasons for afforestation and area targets, annual State planting programme, size of forests, economics and private forestry in Northern Ireland are considered in turn and compared where relevant with conditions in Great Britain and Eire.
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**Abstract**
Some methods of measuring wall thickness and cell size are compared. It was found that measurement on drawings made from projections was slightly more satisfactory than direct measurement with an eye-piece scale. Shand micrometer readings tended to give higher values for wall thickness. In rings near the pith wall thickness is low and shows only a slight increase in the latewood. In mature rings wall thickness often decreases in the last 2 or 3 cells at the end of the ring. The latewood tracheids of slow-grown Swedish material had thicker walls than those of the British stems. Maximum lumen diameter often occurs after 10 - 20% of the ring has been formed; the diameter fluctuates widely throughout the ring and it is suggested that this may be associated with development from mother cells. Variation in cell size is closely associated with the percentage of wall present, and appears to be an important factor in the increase at the end of a growth ring.
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Studies on the stability of conifer stands.
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**Abstract**
Soil condition is the most important factor affecting tree stability. The stand age, height, structure and treatment are also significant. Wet and waterlogged soil leads to particularly unsuitable conditions. Uneven and irregular stands seem to suffer less damage than uniform ones and young stands less than old ones. While unthinned stands are stable, the individuals in them are very unstable. Various treatments are proposed to minimise the importance of windthrow. Margins should be treated specially. Efficient drainage is essential. Small irregularities in the canopy created by a crown thinning technique seem to offer advantages. For stable rooting, natural regeneration seems better than notch planting, while certain ground preparations before planting which permit a root spread in a radial pattern are more beneficial.
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The growth of Sitka spruce on deep peat in Northern Ireland: 1. The effect of fertilisers and other treatments on the growth of young trees.

The addition of certain nitrogenous materials to young trees in check produced a temporary improvement in colour and growth, but this improvement was not persistent as that obtained by deepening the main drains and placing the excavated peat around the trees. Nitrogenous materials with basal phosphate, applied in and around the planting hole at the time of planting, had little effect on growth after three years. Similar treatments, broadcast under the turf ribbon, significantly increased the rate of growth but the increase appeared to be mainly the result of an improved response to the phosphate dressing when applied in this manner. The application of lime before planting increased growth of young trees, particularly after the second year.

Afforestation of the peatlands in Northern Ireland.

Afforestation, peatlands, peat soils, marginal land, bogs, deep peat, drainage, planting, forest establishment,
Abstract
This paper summarises the present policies and techniques of afforestation of peat covered areas in Northern Ireland, provides details of current research, and briefly assesses the future management problems which may be anticipated in the developing forest. The most suitable type of drainage for this type of soil and the fencing which is necessary to protect new plantations against stock and harmful vermin are described. The turfing ploughs provide ribbons of peat about 9 inches thick and five feet apart across the planting area. The young tree are planted on these at 5 feet intervals using a semi-circular spade. Sitka spruce and lodgepole pine are the most suitable species on a wide range of peat types. A number of experiments are being conducted to determine the best method of eliminating the competition of Calluna. Other factors affecting stands in the establishment phase include windthrow and invasion by Sphagnum moss.
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Abstract
The advantages associated with combining grazing and afforestation are discussed. Letting grazing rights in the early years after planting could provide a small income and improve profitability. The application of phosphate at planting results in increased vegetation. Grazing could help weed control, reduce the risk of fire, and might improve nitrogen cycling in the ecosystem. Integration of grazing and forestry could help to reduce the conflict between farming and forestry.
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**Abstract**
This paper presents the results of an investigation into the mineral nutrition of Sitka spruce and lodgepole pine planted 24 years ago on deep ombrogenous peat at two forests in Co. Derry. Growth had been poor since the time of planting. In 1959 an experiment was laid down to investigate the response of the trees to relatively heavy rates of nitrogenous and phosphatic fertilisers, singly and in combination. The rate of tree growth increased rapidly after treatment, reached a maximum in the third season and then declined quickly. By 1963, five years after treatment, the rate of growth had fallen almost to the pre-treatment level. Samples of foliage and peat were collected from each treatment just before the 1964 growing season. All samples were analysed chemically for total nutrient content. The results show that the levels of foliar nitrogen, phosphorus and potassium were sub-optimum. It can be inferred that both species are suffering from deficiencies of these elements. There is no relationship between the present level of foliar nitrogen and the quantity of nitrogenous fertiliser applied in 1959. There is a slight residual effect of applied phosphate on the foliar phosphorus content. It is established that the N : P ratio is lower, and the N : K ratio higher, in Sitka spruce than in lodgepole pine. The results of the peat analysis show that there is no detectable residual effect of either fertiliser on the nitrogen or phosphorus status of the peat. It is concluded that, under the conditions investigated, the single application of large quantities of soluble mineral fertilisers to checked plantations is not an efficient practice.
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**Abstract**
An experiment was carried out at Ballintempo forest, Co. Fermanagh as part of a research project on the mineral nutrition of Sitka spruce on ombrogenous peat. The effects of the application of fertiliser on the growth and nutrient uptake of newly planted Sitka spruce on deep oligotrophic peat are described. Mineral phosphate at rates of 0-400 units (1 unit = 1.12 lb) P2O5 per acre and top-dressing with nitrogen and potassium at rates of up to 30 units N and 180 units K2O per acre were applied. Rate of tree growth and P uptake increased.
progressively over four years with increased phosphate application. Applied K appreciably increased rate of growth, length of growing season and K uptake, but tree response decreased in the fifth season after application. Nitrogen application has had little effect except in the year of planting. Levels of N and K in Sitka foliage at the end of the first growing season were very much higher than in subsequent years.
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**Abstract**
The object of this paper was to analyse data relating to the tatter of standard cotton flags and 11 climatic variables in order to determine how reliably these variables can be predicted from measurements of tatter. Having identified the variables which most influenced rate of tatter a number of regressions were calculated using tatter as the independent variable. It is shown that, in spite of the high correlations, no one wind variable contributes a great deal more to the tattering of flags than several others. The best relationship found in this study is between tatter and the gustiness of wind. In spite of close relationships it was not possible to predict very accurately any of the variables with which tatter is associated. The importance to forestry of easily identifying particularly gusty and windy sites using a technique such as tatter flags is emphasised.
Early results of ploughing and drainage experiments on deep peat in Northern Ireland have indicated that drainage alone has little effect upon the growth of young Sitka spruce. The main stimulus to growth appears to come from the increased availability of N in peat which is thrown above the original surface of the ground during ploughing or draining. Drains or plough furrows cause a serious restriction to rooting which is likely to affect the stability of crops as they get to a windthrow susceptible stage. It is suggested that it might be an advantage to sacrifice some early growth by reducing the intensity of ploughing in the expectation that much greater benefits will accrue as a result of increased stability at the other end of the rotation.

Information concerning growth rates in Northern Ireland forests is obtained from a series of permanent sample plots laid out by random stratified sampling. Circular sample plots (semi circular at stratum boundaries) are variable in size, 1/40th to 1/10th of an acre, depending on the number of trees, with one pair of plots in each stratum of approximately 10 acres. Details of trees removed in thinning are kept by the local forester but measurements of the standing crop are taken by a mensuration forester during an annual visit for all plots thinned since his last visit. In pulpwood stands without thinning, measurements are made every 6 years for Working Plan revision.
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Abstract This paper suggests a method of inventory for volume increment, etc., based on the use of single tree plots. Details of the sampling, which is probably proportional to the area surrounding each tree, together with formulae for the calculation of the correct single tree area and for estimating the forest volume increment, etc., with its standard error are also given. Preliminary trials suggest that this sampling can be done to acceptable levels of accuracy at lower costs than traditional methods providing the forest area is reasonably large. A new concept for the determination of a competition factor influencing the growth of a tree is also presented. It is suggested that a combination of these two ideas can be used to improve the precision of estimates of differences between fertiliser treatments in experiments in middle-age forests.
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Number 1326
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Abstract Ground limestone applied at time of planting on deep oligotrophic peat significantly reduced the height growth of Sitka spruce after six growing seasons. Liming also decreased the uptake of N and P by the trees. Rock phosphate applied at the same time tended to counteract some of the effects of liming, an increase in the rate of phosphate applied increased the foliar concentrations of N and P and growth. Potash (as KCl) applied at the beginning of the fifth growing season significantly increased foliar N and K concentrations in the fifth growing seasons; growth in the sixth growing season was significantly increased. Liming greatly increased the pH of the
surface layers of peat but neither Ca nor P had penetrated below 15 cm six years after application. The specific composition of the vegetation was changed and its nutrient content increased by liming and fertiliser application.
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A survey on farmers' attitudes to tree shelterbelts was conducted in north Antrim. The questionnaire covered a range of topics, including farm type, physical factors, and the farmer's background in order to discover what factors might influence farmers' views on this topic. The data were analysed using the SPSS statistical analysis computer package. The results of this analysis were presented mainly in the form of cross tabulations of the variables. It was concluded that few farmers really believed that shelterbelts could be an economic advantage in this area, as livestock were generally kept inside over winter. An even smaller number were prepared to give field room to shelterbelts.

This report is divided into the following sections: 1. Dependence of Northern Ireland upon imported timber and the approaching world shortage of softwood; 2. The suitability of Northern Ireland, climatically and economically, for growing certain types of softwood; 3. The amount of labour absorbed by afforestation; and 4. State action in regard to afforestation. The Commission recommends that the State should take the lead in the development of forests, and power should be given to the Ministry of Agriculture to accelerate and extend its present programme.
The primary objective of this inventory was to produce a long term forecast of production that would be of value in: (a) planning the establishment and development of timber using industries in Northern Ireland; and (b.) estimating Forest Service requirement of men and materials in the long term. Other objectives included the provision of a continuing assessment of the rate of growth, the provision of growth data required for an evaluation of State woodlands, and the provision of data for the construction of growth models in order to increase the flexibility of Forestry Commission Management Tables. The report concluded that within the overall limits of uncertainty imposed by the difficulty of predicting rotations for windthrow susceptible sites it is possible to forecast achievable production targets. However, there is scope for improvement in the following fields: growth models must be built for a much wider range of circumstances and they must have a more direct relationship to local conditions; forest management options need to be more closely defined and once a management system has been adopted change must not be made without good cause; and risk prediction should be elaborated and the method improved.
Abstract
The Forest Service acquired 1090 ha of plantable land during the year, an improvement on recent years. The amount of new planting completed during the year was 24% less than last year, and at present rates the government target for area of land afforested by the end of the century will not be met. Production increased by 7% compared with the twelve-month period April 77 - March 78, and it is expected to increase five-fold by the end of the century. Wet weather made nursery operations difficult and caused delays in growth.

Abstract
State land acquisitions for afforestation and private planting has been in decline in recent years. In 1978 the area of plantable land acquired by the State was the lowest for 30 years. The chances of achieving the Government target of 90,000 ha of State planting by the end of the century are now remote. Timber production increased by 10% in 1978. If current plans are followed through harvesting will proceed at a greatly increasing rate over the next 20 years.
Land acquisition during the year fell badly behind that needed to meet the Government target of 90,000 ha of forested land in State ownership by the end of the century. Private planting was at the lowest level for many years. The planting programme was maintained at around 1000 ha and the nursery programme at over 3 million plants a year by reducing the plantable reserve of land. There was a marked shift away from Sitka spruce towards lodgepole pine following research findings on the nutrient status and growth rates on very poor peat and the rising cost of fertiliser needed to maintain the more demanding Sitka spruce on such sites. Timber sales increased by both volume and value per cubic metre showed an increase over the previous year. Co-operation with conservationist and naturalist bodies let to the designation of 8 new forest nature reserves.
Paper was very satisfactory, and that major management changes introduced during the period had proved successful in reducing overheads and increasing efficiency. However, the Review also noted that the objectives set for land acquisition and tree planting had not been attained. The very dry Spring produced severe management problems in the nurseries and also led to one of the worst fire situations ever.
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Abstract
This is the second five-year review on the progress achieved since the publication of the Government's white paper, 'Forestry in Northern Ireland' in 1972. The review is divided into two parts. Part I summaries achievements since 1970 and Part II lays down the objectives and strategy for the future. During the period under review the acquisitions of land became difficult and the annual area of new planting fell by more than half although establishment and growth of plantations improved through new ground preparation methods and fertilisation techniques. The volume of timber harvested, which has remained more or less constant for many years, increased substantially towards the end of the period. At the same time felling and extraction methods became more efficient with the introduction of sophisticated machinery and improved working practices. Major changes in planning and budgeting for forest operations occurred and more meaningful financial statements became available. Despite increases in both production and the area of forest to be maintained there was a substantial fall in the number of forest workers employed as well as in the technical, professional and administrative staff.
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Abstract
More than 770 ha of State forest were destroyed by fire in 1980, the highest level of damage since the beginning of State afforestation. 500 ha were acquired by the Forest Service during the year before reductions in expenditure resulted in the suspension of new agreements. The plantable reserve remained at about 5000 ha. Almost 600 employees left the service during the year as forest employment provided under the Urban and Rural Improvement Campaign came to an end. Timber production from State forests increased significantly compared with previous years, and about 60,000 cubic metres were harvested. The volume of material available for harvesting will increase each year until after the end of the century.
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Abstract
About 294 ha of land were acquired by the Forest Service during the year, but the need to reduce expenditure resulted in the suspension of new agreements later in the year. The plantable reserve was reassessed, and reduced to 4,600 ha which will be afforested as resources become available. Staff numbers continued to be reduced. Although timber sales from State forests remained at about 60,000 cubic metres, an additional 10,000 cubic metres was offered but not taken up by timber merchants because of reduced demand for their product. The volume of material available for harvesting will increase each year until after the end of the century.
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During the year, only 424 ha of land were acquired. However, the planting and replanting programme was maintained at 1,100 ha, the plantable reserve dropping to some 4,500 ha. Timber production from State forests increased to some 106,000 cubic metres. Considerable effort was put into countering the effects of windthrow on forest productivity by improving ground preparation techniques. A particular problem in this respect is the restriction of root development caused by conventional ploughing. Much greater use will be made in the future of thinning and mole ploughing in order to create better root development and thus greater crop stability.

Abstract
Part I of this 1975 review of progress since the 1970 white paper on forestry policy summaries the achievements of the past five years. Part II lays down the objectives and strategy for the next 5 years. A major problem facing the Forestry Service during this period was the difficulty in acquiring land. The acquisition of plantable land was only half that required to achieve the planting targets set in 1970, and consequently the planting programme was reduced. Sitka spruce remained by far the most important species of tree planted with lodgepole pine rising from 2% to 13% over the period. A policy decision was made to continue with the method of fertilising plantations by helicopter. An undertaking given in 1970 that the annual volume of wood sold from State forests would not fall below 35, 700 cubic metres was honoured throughout the period. Other aspects of the work of the Forest Service reviewed include recreation, conservation, education, work practices and administration.
Northern Ireland Forest Service
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Abstract
A new method of financial appraisal for acquisitions was agreed with the Department of Finance and Personnel. This came into operation on 1 October 1987. In spite of this, land acquisition remained at a low level as the amount of suitable land on the market was small. However, new planting was maintained at about 600 ha. per annum. Timber production increased by 6 - 8% to almost 133,000 cubic metres and is set to rise steadily into the next century. Prices obtained showed an 18% increase over those for last year, the income from timber sales was £2,839,280. Changes in the Forestry Grant Scheme, and recreation and conservation policy are also reviewed.
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Abstract
The objective of this project was to evaluate different remote sensing media for monitoring and classifying forest health. Colour Infrared (CIR) aerial photographs and Compact Airborne Spectrographic Imager (CASI) scanner data were acquired for two test sites, Castlepollard and Ballyhoura. Integrated Geographic Information Systems (IGIS) databases were developed at resolutions of 1m, 2m and 5m to integrate the CIR and CASI data, and at 30m for the satellite imagery. Scanned OS 6” map sheets and vector data of Coillte forest properties from Coillte's ARC/INFOR database were also added to the IGIS databases. All data were geometrically corrected with reference to the Irish National Grid. Image analysis was carried out to discriminate healthy and unhealthy forests. The following analysis techniques were used: Interactive visual interpretation (IVI); cluster analysis; maximum likelihood classification and normalised difference vegetation indices (NDVI). CIR and CASI data were successfully classified for both test sites using the IVI and NDVI classification techniques. The Landsat TM data were successfully classified using analysis and NDVI. NDVIs were calculated for imagery and provided a good objective evaluation of forest health on all sites. The results of this research project suggest that integrated geographic information system databases will have an important role in monitoring forest health. The integration of airborne scanner data and satellite imagery with conventional CIR aerial photography is seen as a new supplementary source of data within the context of continuous forest health monitoring. The integration of various remotely sensed media facilitates expansion from individual tree to subcompartment forest health.
monitoring over large areas of forest.

Abstract

During the last few decades, planting of forests on peatlands has become an essential part of the State's afforestation programme. Mainly virgin blanket bogs are afforested. The planting of raised bogs has not contributed much to the total area of peatlands under forest. The historical background to this programme is summarised. The development of State forestry in Ireland is outlined, and the extent of peatland afforestation over the past number of years is estimated. About 50% of the Government's planting target of 200,000 ha will be on peatlands. The various technical aspects of peatland afforestation including drainage, fertilisation, choice of species, fencing, and thinning are discussed. Research being carried out on biomass production from short rotation forestry is described, and policy regarding private afforestation of peatlands is outlined.
This article examines the potential for energy crop production on Irish farms. Much of the land in Ireland classified as marginal may be highly productive from short rotation forestry. The process of producing a usable fuel form short rotation forestry is explained. There are three main applications for wood fuel: 1. electricity; 2. commercial/industrial heating, and; 3. domestic space and water heating. A wide variety of broadleaved species have potential as SRF energy crops, and several are currently under investigation by the Agricultural Institute and the Dept. of Fisheries and Forestry. The fuel yield from a medium density plantation is estimated, the possible income from SRF fuel production is compared with that of other farm enterprises.
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Abstract
The various reasons why biomass is being considered as an alternative agricultural activity in Ireland are discussed. Assessments made on the suitability of Ireland for short rotation forestry, based on soil types, are summarised. The technical aspects of biomass production from conventional forestry, single stem forestry and short rotation forestry are discussed. Conventional forestry will not be planted on land set-aside under the reform of the Common Agricultural Policy because of the permanence of this land use option and because of the down grading of the land this would entail. The market for conventional forestry products will continue to be the timber sector with energy having a minor role only. Single stem energy forestry will not be planted on any land, at least not until the fundamental problems associated with maintaining soil fertility and transport on site are solved. Short rotation forestry can be applied successfully to a broad range of agricultural lands, given subsidisation, and could play an important role in taking better agricultural land out of food production. Miscanthus is a very promising species with great potential on better quality agricultural sites. However, much basic research into the physiological and technical aspects of biomass optimisation, must be carried out before this species can be recommended for commercial production.
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A series of incubation experiments was conducted at 12 degrees C in order to investigate the mobilisation of nitrogen and phosphorus from Sitka spruce (Picea sitchensis (Bong.) Carr.) forest floor material following the addition of lime, rock phosphate and calcium ammonium nitrate. Lime application decreased the levels of KCl-extractable nitrogen, although it increased NO₃-N. Rock phosphate, although it reduced NO₃-N levels, increased NH₄-N and total extractable nitrogen. The mechanism of the phosphate effect on nitrogen was unclear. In a supplementary experiment KH₂PO₄ application had no effect on extractable nitrogen. Nitrogen application did not affect the mineralisation of forest floor nitrogen and although there was some evidence that lime and nitrogen application increased the release of forest floor phosphorus (3N H₂SO₄-soluble), the effects were inconsistent. Despite the numerous changes that occur in the nutrient dynamics of the forest floor following the addition of inorganic fertilisers, it is concluded that the quantities of nutrients involved are small in relation to the overall nutrient budget in polestage crops of Sitka spruce. Manipulation of the nutrient stores in the forest floor through silvicultural operations such as thinning would appear to be more effective in nutrient mobilisation.
### Modern tree husbandry and management.
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**Abstract**
The development of modern silvicultural and forest management practice is outlined. The experience gained over the last 30 years of extensive plantation in Ireland has helped to formulate a number of important guidelines for future forestry investment and plantation management. The effects of restricting plantation to marginal lands, on species choice and technical developments, especially in ploughing and fertiliser techniques, are discussed. The correct application of the knowledge gained through these developments is necessary to ensure that a high and predictable rate of growth is achieved, that plantations are protected against hazard, and to ensure that the structure of the crops and their location with regard to roads and markets make harvesting possible.

### An examination of the reliability of eleven methods of estimating the standing volume in conifer crops.
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Abstract
This project was undertaken to find the best method of measuring standing conifers for sale purposes. The volume obtained from each of the eleven methods at each test site was compared with the volume found when the trees involved were felled and each stem measured individually. This was carried out at eleven sites. The following methods were used for estimating the volume at each test site: tariff tables; land-tariff method; 40% rule; mean basal area tree method; general volume tables; 16% rule (one set of volume trees); 16% rule (two sets of volume trees); volume by quarter girth categories (using 40% rule); volume by girth categories (using mean basal area method); Wimmenauer's 41.5% method; Wimmenauer's 42.4% method. It was found that the tariff system is the most reliable method of measurement of standing conifer crops within economic limits of time and expenditure. This system shows a bias of -2.94% on the mean with a standard deviation of +/- 1.64%. For smaller lots the best system would be the mean basal area method applied to the whole population or the population broken into girth categories. The 40% rule is the least reliable of the above methods. When used on the whole population it has the largest standard deviation and standard error.
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**Abstract**
This research note describes the quantitative difference between three grades of thinning, with particular reference to crop growth factors. The three main thinning grades, light or C grade, moderate or C/D grade, and heavy or D grade are given quantitative expression in a table. Four different ways of expressing the thinning grade in terms of crops characteristics are given.
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**Abstract**
The publication of the Food and Agriculture Organisation report on Irish forestry in 1950 had an important influence on forestry policy during the period under review. The progress of acquisition of land for forestry purposes is shown by a series of tables which also include figures for each of the two preceding three-year periods for comparative purposes. Details on various aspects of forest operations, including plant supply and nursery work, planting operations, maintenance, forest protection and timber sales, are provided.
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Abstract
The total productive area acquired for State forestry purposes during the period under review was 18,313 acres. The total area planted was 20,028. The area recorded as thinned was 13,255 acres, yielding 4.8 million cubic feet of produce. Felling of mature timber and blown material yielded 2.8 million cubic metres. The first State Forest Park was opened to the public at Gougane Barra, Co. Cork, and new public access facilities were provided in other areas.
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Abstract
20,993 acres of productive land were acquired for State forestry purposes during the period under review, and 22,023 acres were planted. 15,684 acres were thinned. The volume of material sold was 6.3 M hoppus feet. The four main areas of research are identified as: site amelioration by cultivation, drainage and fertilising; tree
improvement; plantation management in matters of spacing, pruning and thinning; and forest protection. Figures are also provided on applications for private planting grants and on total income and expenditure.
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**Abstract**
The total productive area acquired for State forestry purposes in 1967/68 was 14,842 acres and in 1968/69 was 12,231 acres. 22,383 acres were planted in the first year and 21,945 in the second. Figures are provided for the area recorded as being thinned and for the produce yield from these thinnings. 95% of the 6.7 million cubic feet of material sold was sold standing to timber merchants. The four main lines of research are identified as: 1, site amelioration by cultivation, drainage and fertilising; 2, plantation management in matters of spacing, pruning and thinning; 3, tree improvement by new introductions, selection and breeding; 4, the control of harmful insects and fungi.
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Abstract
23,268 acres of land were acquired for planting during the year. The planting target of 20,000 acres was achieved. The volume of material sold was exceptionally high owing to the large quantity of windthrown material marketed in the year. The first full-scale census of growing stock in the State plantation was initiated during the year. A special research section was established and a programme of priority research projects was settled.
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Abstract
12,404 hectares of productive area was acquired for State forestry purposes, and a total of 10,087 hectares were planted during 1971/72. The area thinned was 5,952 hectares, and a total of 308,000 cubic metres of timber was sold. Work continued in several areas of non-timber forest use including game development and forest amenities. In the area of general administration and cost control an integrated computer-based management information system was designed. Work continued in the four main areas of research: site amelioration; tree improvement; plantation management; and forest protection.
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Abstract
The route of infection and habitat of Stereum sanguinolentum, a fungus which causes heart rot in conifers, are described. The most commonly used treatment systems are outlined.
Department of Lands. Forestry Division Research Record No. 2
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Key Word
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Abstract
This report is part of a series of studies on certain physical and anatomical properties of plantation grown lodgepole pine. The test material was cut from trees in the Forest of Clogheen in Tipperary. Ten of the eighteen logs cut were set aside for grading studies, and those remaining were used for tests in wood structure, seasoning properties, timber mechanics, wood preservation and woodworking. It was found that the incidence of spiral grain was high but not enough to be a serious factor affecting utilisation. Exposure produced eccentric growth and the development of compression wood. The timber was denser and stronger for its age than any home-grown lodgepole pine previously tested and was more difficult to impregnate with preservatives. The results of the tests on the Clogheen timber were compared with those from a previous study carried out on timber from Blessington, Co. Wicklow.
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Abstract
Group dying is a root rot disease of conifers. The causal organism appears to be the fungus Rhizina undulata. Infection of tree roots by the fungus is made possible by the creation of fire sites. The disease is of economic importance because it causes loss of increment, potential loss of timber through the provision of foci for the building up of pest insects and parasitic fungi, and because it creates gaps in stands leading to extensive windthrow. Fire sites resulting from 'drumming up' and slash burning fires are the main sources of disease initiation. It is recommended that the lighting of these fires, whether by Departmental employees or by employees of timber merchants, be discontinued.
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The author attempts to show why forestry, in particular Sitka spruce planting, should be recognised as an alternative farming enterprise. It is argued that tree farming is particularly suited to heavy gley soils sites, such as the Leitrim drumlins, but not for steep slopes or infertile peatlands. The author describes the establishment and maintenance of the plantation on his own farm in Co. Clare. The gross output, net expenses and family farm incomes for a number of farm enterprises are compared with the projected figures for Sitka spruce.

The relative performance of the following six types of investment are examined: consols; actuaries; office property; beef production; letting poor quality land; high yield class forestry. By far the most valuable investments were those in land because of the huge increase in land prices during this period under review. There is considerable appreciation in the value of the land planted with trees, but there is also an appreciation of £1,025 per hectare attributable to the increase in the value of the tree stock. A 3% tax free inflation proof return on an investment is regarded as good. This can be achieved from woodlands. It is concluded that an investment in trees and land in Co. Leitrim in 1970 would provide a good return.
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**Abstract**
This study examined the effects of forests on the soil and water regime in an area near Carrick-on-Shannon Co. Leitrim. From the investigations carried out there is evidence of an improvement in soil structure, profile development and soil moisture relationships in the afforested areas. Undoubtedly, there is a significant increase in the percentage of large pores and there is a lowering of the water table in some areas. Thus, because of better percolation of water in at least the surface layers, the soils do not become saturated with water as rapidly as do the open spaces. This may have contributed to the stability of the crops on the estate where the experiments were carried out. The overall conclusion is that afforestation protects these weakly structured soils and improves their drainage, and is a suitable form of land use in this area.
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**Abstract**
This is an introductory account of forest plantation and management, and is aimed principally at farmers and landowners who are thinking of planting some of their land or already have some land under forestry. The various forest and woodland systems are described, and the economic, recreational and environmental uses to which they are put are outlined. The main factors in assessing sites for tree planting, location, type of climate regime and soil, are examined. The issues involved in choosing species are outlined. The chapter on plantation management explains the practices of pruning, thinning, clearfelling and other matters in the area of harvesting. Conservation and environmental issues, legislation, and the availability of grants and subsidies are also examined.
In a financial study of blanket peat afforestation it was found that lodgepole pine would have to achieve a local yield class of 18 or greater and Sitka spruce a local yield class of 20 or greater to generate a positive Present Net Worth. If the cost of land is included then it is very unlikely that either species will generate a positive Present Net Worth. Very substantial losses are incurred for the lower yield classes of both species. Sitka spruce was found to be the financially superior species even when inputs of nitrogen are necessary. It was also found that neither species was being managed according to its optimum financial regime. It is concluded that the extra cost of tunnel ploughing is justified.
The current state of peatland exploitation is described and new areas of development opportunity are identified. The range of available options may be reduced by unplanned activities in the region. Forestry becomes a permanent feature of the landscape and therefore restricts the development of alternative enterprises in the area. It is recommended that the planting of trees on shallow Bord na Mona cut-away should be for the purpose of aiding horticultural, agricultural and landscape development. The planting of Sitka spruce as a base for industrial expansion should be curtailed until the factors limiting the growth of older plantations are more clearly identified.
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Abstract
This paper responds to a number of points made by another contributor to the conference. The issues raised include the permanency of forestry plantations on the landscape, the stability of trees planted on peatland, employment generation by forestry, and the factors limiting the growth of Sitka spruce on typical Bord na Mona cutaway bog. A summary of the results of the Forest and Wildlife experiment at Trench 14 Clonast bog, which demonstrate that the yield class attained by Sitka spruce is considerably higher than that given by Cole in his paper, is presented.
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Abstract
This annual report of the Research Branch of the FWS is divided into the following sections: soils and nutrition; forest protection; weed control; genetics; inventory; crop structure and biometrics; JFK Park; and plant ecology. Although research in soils and nutrition continued to be on experiments at establishment (first rotation) and in established (pole stage crops), this section of the Research Branch is becoming more involved in re-afforestation research. The major project in the area of forest protection was a study of species susceptibility to Fomes annosus, heart rot. Tree breeding work was again confined to two species with the emphasis on the further testing of lodgepole pine clones and the expansion of the gene pool of selected Sitka spruce. A brief summary of progress on the forest inventory is given. A series of national forecasts of production has been generated as part of the crop structure and biometrics research programme. These forecasts show the results of simulating the effects of rotation length reduction and MMAI reduction. The other major study in this section was on the effect of a range of different spacings on the growth of lodgepole pine.

Abstract
The major study undertaken in the area of soils and nutrition was an economic evaluation of the use of fertiliser nitrogen on checked Sitka spruce. Results show that treatment of Sitka spruce crops with herbicide and nitrogen fertiliser was more attractive in money terms than interplanting/replanting with lodgepole pine. Other studies included an examination of the effects of copper deficiency in Sitka spruce, a study of drainage on surface water gleys, and several reforestation experiments. In the area of crop structure and biometrics a good deal of work
was carried out in production forecasting. A number of additional forest forecasts for species by county and nationally have been generated during the year. New work with Bishop pine, Monterey pine, noble fir and southern beech was undertaken. Work continued on a number of forest protection studies. Analysis of data from the stump protection experiment - delayed application - showed that 20% urea and 10% salt solutions gave protection against fomes. An experiment was established in Ballyhoura forest to assess the economic impact of the pine shoot moth (Rhyacionia buoliana) on timber production.
Abstract

A total of 7,758 ha was acquired by the Forest and Wildlife Service during 1981. 6,994 ha were planted, of which 6,099 ha were new plantation and 895 ha reforestation. 9,105 ha were marked for thinning, yielding 441,030 cubic metres; 1,430 ha were marked for clear felling, yielding 380,903 cubic metres. The total volume of timber sold amounted to 771,894 cubic metres. Work continued on development of forest parks, nature trails and long distance walks. The first statutory nature reserves were established by Ministerial Orders during 1980. In the area of research, work continued on inventory of State woodlands, genetics, soils and nutrition, crop structure, forest protection, arboriculture, and plant and animal ecology. Details are also given on numbers of people employed, grants for private forestry, and expenditure and income are provided.
Dynamic mechanical analysis as a technique for the study of fungal degradation of wood.
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Abstract
The effect of an attack of Coniophora puteana on the properties of Scots pine was examined using dynamic mechanical analysis. Over the 42 day observation period shear modulus fell steadily. This correlated with weight loss. There was relatively little change in tan delta implying uniform degradation of the structural polymers.
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Effects of phosphate fertiliser on biomass production and N2 (C2H2) fixation by pot-grown Ulex gallii Planchon in a forest soil.
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Abstract
After 8 months of growth in very acid forest soil deficient in nitrogen and phosphate, N2 (C2H2) fixation by Ulex gallii seedlings was determined. Application of Na2HPO4.12H2O or ground rock phosphate fertiliser was essential for growth, nodulation and C2H2 reduction activity. Overall, both the sodium phosphate and the rock phosphate were equally P sources and the maximum acetylene reduction by intact roots was measured as 4.09 and 4.69 micromol. C2H4/g fresh weight nodule per hour, respectively. Applied NH4Cl severely inhibited nodulation and restricted acetylene reduction activity but not seedling growth. The results are discussed in relation to the spread U. gallii in and its potential as a leguminous nurse crop for Sitka spruce on impoverished soils.
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Eucalyptus gunnii, cut foliage, vase life, post-harvest storage, dried stems

Abstract
A series of experiments was carried out on the vase life of cut foliage of Eucalyptus gunnii. Cut stems were wet or dry stored for 2 or 4 weeks at 5 degrees C. and vase life was measured in an unheated greenhouse (3.4 - 6.2 degrees). The vase life of stems stored for 2 weeks at 5 degrees was also compared with freshly harvested stems in a heated greenhouse (16 - 18 degrees). The effect of floral preservatives on vase life was assessed by pulsing stems in 2 mm silver thiosulphate (STS) or 8 mg 8-hydroxyquinoline citrate (HQC)/litre for the duration of the experiment and by placing stems in 200 mg 8-HQC/litre + 20 g sucrose/litre for the duration of the experiment and by placing stems in tap water or distilled water. In a further experiment the vase life of E. gunnii was assessed. Foliage stored at 5 degrees for 2 and 4 weeks had an average vase life of 31-59 days and 32 - 69 days respectively. Dry stored stems had a longer vase life than wet stored stems. The vase life of stems stored for 2 weeks at 5 degrees was longer than that of freshly harvested stems at 16 - 18 degrees. The chemical treatments did not increase the vase life of E. gunnii foliage.
A nitrogen and phosphorus fertiliser experiment on Sitka spruce (Picea sitchensis (Bong.) Carr., which had been running since 1967, was subdivided in 1977. Half of the original experimental plots were left untreated, half received lime and further applications of nitrogen and phosphorus in factorial combination. In the plots of the section unlimed and unfertilised in 1977, the 1967 fertiliser application has shortened the rotation by 6 to 9 years. The section limed and fertilised in 1977 showed growth responses to the new applications of nitrogen and phosphorus. Nevertheless, the indications were that no benefit is to be gained from liming under these circumstances. There is no evidence of nitrogen deficiency in either experiment, but it is possible that further applications of phosphate will prove beneficial.
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Abstract
Depth to water table was monitored during two growing seasons, peat depth changes over a 15 year period measured and nitrogen and phosphorus mineralisation studies conducted in a fertiliser and lime experiment on a pole stage crop of Sitka spruce (Picea sitchensis (Bong.) Carr) on oligotrophic blanket peat. The original fertiliser experiment, a nitrogen and phosphorus factorial was established in 1967 and in 1977 it was subdivided, one part receiving no further treatment (Experiment 1) with lime and further applications of nitrogenous and phosphatic fertilisers being made to the other (Experiment 2). When the two experiments were treated as one, mean depth to water table was linearly related to growth parameters. The best relationship was obtained with basal area. However, there were marked differences between experiments and significant differences in water table depth were recorded between treatments in Experiment 2, where fertiliser induced growth differences were also measured, but not in Experiment 1 where the 1967 treatments were no longer producing growth increment differences. Peat subsidence has occurred in the experimental plots at an average rate of 1.2 cm per year. In shallow peat situations experimentation on peat-soil mixing should be initiated to test long-term effects. Levels of mineral nitrogen were depressed in forest floor samples from limed, fertilised plots. Neither total nitrogen concentrations nor mineral nitrogen levels showed any evidence of a residual effect of fertilisation. Plots treated with phosphate in 1977, by contrast had markedly higher extractable phosphorus concentrations than material from Experiment 1.
Coniferous plantations have been established on sizeable areas of hand cutaway raised bogs and modified fen peats in Ireland over the last thirty years. Whereas Scots pine and Norway spruce were used almost exclusively up to the mid 1960s, Sitka spruce has now become the dominant species because of its higher production potential (20 cubic metres/ha. +). Mixtures of Scots pine and Norway spruce were often used where competition from heather was envisaged on the handcutaway bogs. Phosphorus and potassium application are essential on the handcutaway peat types in order to ensure good growth. There are increasing indications that copper application may also be necessary, particularly for pines and Sitka spruce. Potassium application alone is essential on the modified fen peats. Although Scots pine grew well in the early years on many of the site types described there is increasing evidence of dieback at about 25 years of age on handcutaway sites, the causes of which are under investigation. Machine cutaway bogs, both sod peat and milled peat, appear to have a high production potential for forestry (22 - 24 cubic metres/ha). However, further research is necessary on milled bogs to ensure this potential is attained. The depth of peat left behind will be critical because of the highly calcareous nature of many of the underlying subsoils.
The Forest and Wildlife Service is participating in an EEC Energy Project with the aim of investigating the energy potential of forest biomass. The first phase of this project, consisting of growth trials of a range of woody species at four representative forest sites (western blanket bog, midland raised bog, Old Red Sandstone podzol and drumlin-gley) was established in 1977. Plant spacing was narrower than that used in conventional forest management practice in order to increase productivity per unit area. Early results of plant survival and dry matter production from the growth trials indicate that, of the species being investigated, lodgepole pine, Sitka spruce and Eucalyptus are performing best. Above average forest land is required for satisfactory growth of species capable of coppicing and, of the four sites, only the drumlin-gley appears to fulfill this requirement. The possibility of direct seeding reducing the establishment costs of the successful, though non-coppicing conifers, is being tested. Preliminary results from these trials, of seedling emergence, are encouraging. Yields of forest biomass ranging from 25 - 40 tonnes dry matter/ha/year have been obtained on productive forest lands in the United States; this is a productivity almost competitive with coal at 1974 prices. Similar yields are possible in Ireland on comparable sites. Estimates of the possible energy contribution of forest biomass, as waste material and as pure energy plantations, are made. It is postulated that the energy import demands of this country could be reduced by 27% based on 1977 imports and assuming the equivalent of the total forest area were managed on a 20 year rotation.

The annual uptake of nitrogen, phosphorus and potassium by an unthinned 33 year old crop of Sitka spruce was estimated by destructive sampling of eight trees. Extrapolation of their nutrient contents to the total crop gave estimates of 81 kg N, 4 kg P and 15kg K. Although the stemwood and bark accounted for half of the total dry
matter production they only contained 17, 14 and 36 per cent of the total quantities of N, P and K present in the crop and forest floor, the main bulk of the nutrients being in the needles and branches.
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**Abstract**
The purpose of this study was to find the rates at which small sized timber looses weight according to species, season of cutting and size of material. A number of billets were cut from randomly selected samples of 16 tree species. Each piece was weighed on the day it was felled to the nearest 100g and then two and four weeks after felling up to the end of about 35 weeks. The rate of weight loss is linear over the period examined and can vary between over 5% per month to less than 1% depending on the species. The fastest weight loosers are the spruces, which at present form the bulk of all timber which is being produced, with the most common species being Sitka spruce which looses weight faster than Norway spruce.
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Private forestry in Ireland: recent achievements and future direction.

**Publisher**
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Abstract
Until the 1980s there was a very low level of interest in private forestry in Ireland. This situation has improved in recent years with the introduction of new grant schemes. The author identifies the reasons for expansion in this sector as the introduction of the Western Package, the new 4 year fixed price package, and the lead given by the financial institutions. The main challenge to the expansion of private forestry is identified as selling the concept to farmers and private investors. The steps which need to be taken to meet the objections raised by the environmental lobby are outlined. The importance of maintaining standards in plantation establishment, and the role played by the various advisory agencies in this area is discussed. Farm forestry has a major contribution to make to achievement of the targets for private forestry which have been set for the 1990s.
Restocking of Sitka spruce (Picea sitchensis) on upland sites.

Abstract
A survey of several establishing compartments of Sitka spruce in 15 sites in Co. Derry showed that stocking levels were well below the optimal of 2,500 stem per hectare. The factors that were thought to contribute to this low stem count were investigated, and the relationship between these factors and tree growth was examined. Discriminant analysis showed that brash has a large effect on tree growth over the first two or three growing seasons. Over the later stages of the establishment phase drainage patterns (especially area of compacted soil) became the dominant discriminatory function for tree height hence tree growth. Weed growth had a larger discriminatory function for trees in the smaller height classes. As each site had varying discriminatory functions it was clear that a general programme of restocking cannot be applied to the uplands, rather each site type must be treated by itself to ensure that adequate stocking levels and tree growth are reached.
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Abstract
Thirty-two provenances of Douglas fir from the 1966-68 IUFRO collection were sown in 1968. Chosen provenances were mainly of coastal origin, some interior ones being included for comparison. Characteristics assessed were seed widths, seed length, germination height growth at 1,2 and 3 years, total growth at 1 and 2 years and lammas growth. There were highly significant differences between provenances for all characters assessed and their locations criteria proved to be very variable. Elevation of origin was seen to have the greatest effect followed by latitude of origin. Relationship between each of the assessed characteristics was also variable. At the end of three years in the nursery the southern coastal provenances were at the top of the height growth rankings with the interior provenances at the bottom. No north-south clinal trend has yet emerged. Plants have now been out planted on five sites throughout Ireland.
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Abstract
The experiment was laid down in 1976 and 1978. Results presented here are an updating to the end of the
nursery phase. Significant differences occurred between provenances in all parameters measured in the 1974 collection. The factor having the highest correlation with height was length of the longest branch. Height was more highly correlated with elevation than latitude. In the 1976 collection differences between provenances were significant for height growth, number of growing points and length of longest branch. Morphological characteristics were strongly correlated with growth. Height was more highly correlated with latitude than elevation.
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Effect of root-wrenching treatments on the physiology of Sitka spruce transplants: final research report.
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Abstract
Root wrenching treatments are commonly used to induce dormancy in conifer seedlings. This study examined the effect of root wrenching on dormancy and cold hardiness of Sitka spruce transplants during the 1991/92 season. It was found that root wrenching slowed early bud and dormancy development but had no effect on the time of initiation of deep dormancy. Cold hardiness acclimation of shoots was reduced. Wrenching did reduce root mitotic activity in December, but the reduction in root activity perhaps slowed shoot dormancy and cold hardiness development.
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Abstract
During the period of the project the first stages in the development of a high yielding multi-clonal variety of Sitka spruce were initiated. Biological constraints such as length of propagation cycles and the period required for field testing did not allow the variety to be released. However, during the 2 year period of the project, work was concentrated on the selection, collection and propagation of genetic material from which a multi-clonal variety will be developed. Plant material and seeds were collected from the best available sources at the start of the project. Sources included mature and semi-mature forest stands, transplant lines in commercial nurseries, progeny tests both in the field and in the nursery, and seed and plant exchange with Association Foret Cellulose (Afocel), France. A breeding strategy was adopted that would include, not only a clonal testing programme, but also the means by which new and more refined genetic variation can be developed and incorporated into the variety. A study was also undertaken investigating both inter and intra provenance variation in wood density. This was initiated to determine the possible effects on wood quality in developing a rapidly growing variety of Sitka spruce.
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Abstract
Various aspects of forest nursery practice are discussed. The main points to be considered when selecting and
developing a nursery site are: soil type; topography and aspect; shape and size. The selection of seeds from local
sources is recommended, and the correct treatment for seeds of various species is described. There are a number
of points to be noted when lining out. The depth and shape of the trench receiving the trees, placement of soil,
and care of roots are described. The most suitable methods for maintaining soil fertility on nursery ground are
explained. In the area of forest protection the correct treatment for fungal diseases, insect pests, and frost
damage are outlined.
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Abstract
The use of colour infrared aerial photography as a tool for monitoring forest health is described. Interpretation keys have been developed for both Sitka spruce and lodgepole pine, and these are used to classify the condition of individual tree crowns on colour infrared (CIR) aerial photographs. The use of these keys in monitoring forest health is explained, and a number of other forestry applications for CIR aerial photography are outlined.

**Abstract**

By 1600 A.D. a substantial area of Ireland's woodlands had been cleared. However, forest clearance before the seventeenth century is almost entirely unrecorded. The importance of the forest in Gaelic culture is reflected in the Brehon laws and in the number of place-names which are derived from the names of trees. Early seventeenth descriptions of the countryside provide evidence of a heavily wooded country, but this was rapidly altered during and immediately after the Tudor conquest. The shortage of timber in Britain ensured that Ireland's natural timber resources would be heavily exploited. Extensive re-planting and attempts to maintain existing woodlands began in the early eighteenth century. Forest statistics show slight but steady increase in acreage over most of the nineteenth century. This process ended with the division of the estates beginning in the late nineteenth century. State intervention succeeded in preventing the almost total destruction of woodlands in the early twentieth century.
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**Abstract**

By 1600 A.D. a substantial area of Ireland's woodlands had been cleared. However, forest clearance before the seventeenth century is almost entirely unrecorded. The importance of the forest in Gaelic culture is reflected in the Brehon laws and in the number of place-names which are derived from the names of trees. Early seventeenth descriptions of the countryside provide evidence of a heavily wooded country, but this was rapidly altered during and immediately after the Tudor conquest. The shortage of timber in Britain ensured that Ireland's natural timber resources would be heavily exploited. Extensive re-planting and attempts to maintain existing woodlands began in the early eighteenth century. Forest statistics show slight but steady increase in acreage over most of the nineteenth century. This process ended with the division of the estates beginning in the late nineteenth century. State intervention succeeded in preventing the almost total destruction of woodlands in the early twentieth century.
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McEvoy T.

**Title**
Afforestation of peat soils.
This paper provides a broad outline of the role of peat soils in Irish forestry. The most widely planted species in Irish peatlands is Pinus contorta, and has thrived in conditions where all other species have failed. The development of peatland afforestation in Ireland and other countries is summarised. The problems of forestry in relation to the two main Irish peat types, raised and blanket bogs, are examined. A detailed description is provided of the first plot planted on deep blanket bog in the spring of 1951 at Nephin Beg Forest.
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Abstract
The problem of group dying is usually reported from established plantations of Sitka spruce 20 to 30 years old. Norway spruce is also liable to disease. In several reported cases the association of the fungus Rhizina inflata with the disease was quite evident. The sequence of aerial symptoms of group dying in Sitka spruce is described. The prolific formation of cones, the first aerial symptom of the disease, and the ultimate death of the tree are the result of a diseased root system.
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Some considerations in connection with the thinning of conifers in Ireland.

The optimum level of thinning depends on the following considerations: windfirmness of the species; powers of recovery of crown; suitability of one species as compared with another or others in mixed woods. A hypothetical stand is used to derive a formula which indicates the most suitable way to proceed with first, second and subsequent thinnings. A number of approaches to reducing the cost of thinning are considered.

A note on peat afforestation with special reference to work carried out in Cloosh Valley, Connemara.

The utilisation of blanket bog for forestry is examined. The author argues that despite the progress that has been made in this area in recent years, a great deal remains to be learned on the subject of site preparation. The correct approach to ploughing peat sites in order to ensure sufficient aeration is outlined. A description of work carried out in Cloosh Valley in Connemara is provided, and the following recommendations are made for successful planting of similar sites: 1. drain intensively and prepare ground at least 6 months to wash out
harmful acids and allow for decomposition of the peat; 2. plant ages: 1 + 1 pines, 2 + 1 spruces, 1 + 1 broadleaved species; 3. apply fertiliser immediately after planting.
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Key Word
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Abstract
A number of factors must be taken into consideration when deciding on the optimum spacing for a new plantation. The advantages and disadvantages of both close spacing and open spacing are outlined. Close planting is more suitable for poorer soils because of the greater risk of failure and greater need for soil improvement. The use of open spacing helps to reduce costs.
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**Abstract**
The history of willow cultivation is briefly. A surviving willow plantation and weaving business is described. Various aspects of the cultivation, harvesting and processing of the willow crop are explained. The various uses to which willow has been put in the past and areas of future development are identified.

**Abstract**
The author argues that the potential value of insignis pine (Pinus radiata) as a forest tree have not yet been appreciated in Ireland. The natural habitat of insignis pine is identified, and its performance in forestry plantations in New Zealand and Ireland is described. The biggest problem associated with growing the species outside its native habitat is the difficulty in transplanting it successfully. It is recommended that insignis pine should be planted pure. This is much more acceptable than would be the case with less attractive conifer species.

**Abstract**
The author argues that the potential value of insignis pine (Pinus radiata) as a forest tree have not yet been appreciated in Ireland. The natural habitat of insignis pine is identified, and its performance in forestry plantations in New Zealand and Ireland is described. The biggest problem associated with growing the species outside its native habitat is the difficulty in transplanting it successfully. It is recommended that insignis pine should be planted pure. This is much more acceptable than would be the case with less attractive conifer species.
The development of the use of Pinus contorta in Irish forestry is examined. The history and current condition of a number of stands at various sites are described. One of the problems faced by Irish foresters planting lodgepole pine is the limit in the number of available provenances which have been proved suitable for Irish conditions. On the evidence available it appears that coastal types of the species are much more suited to Irish conditions than inland types. A number of recommendations are made regarding correct silvicultural practice and protection in stands of Pinus contorta. The quality of the timber is briefly assessed. Despite harsh weather conditions Pinus contorta has performed very well on deep western climatic peats. However, the species is most likely to thrive on Old Red Sandstone sites.

**Abstract**
The aerial and underground symptoms of a plot of Douglas fir and lodgepole pine affected by violet root rot (Helicobasidium purpureum) are described. The fungus is mainly a soil-inhabitant and attacks the underground parts of the host. The life cycle of the fungus is described. Infection arises from sclerotia, and probably also from mycelium, left in the soil from a previously diseased crop. Control of the disease is difficult, but rotation of crops helps to keep it in check.
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Abstract
The growing of ash for the manufacture of hurley-sticks is relatively easy as the saplings which are required for this purpose can grown well on poor soils. The manner in which the timber needs to be harvested for this purpose and the manufacture of the stick itself are described. It is recommended that natural underwood regeneration of ash should be encouraged in order to meet short-term needs in hurley ash.
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Abstract
A number of ecological problems associated with the planting of peatlands in Northern Ireland are identified. Afforestation has been hampered by the lack of a satisfactory scheme of vegetation classification and site evaluation for silvicultural purposes. As a result the silvicultural potentialities of land cannot be accurately estimated. The second problem identified is that of check in Sitka spruce a few years after planting on poor peat, largely due to competition from Calluna plants. The problem of Sphagnum growth occurs at the second-thinning stage.
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Abstract
Until recently, the main emphasis in forestry practice in Ireland was on establishment with relatively little
attention being paid to the areas of management and marketing. The techniques of refined tree measurement and
sustained yield management gradually increased in significance as Irish forestry developed. The development of
a range of forestry management disciplines was greatly assisted by the publication of a number of Forestry
Commission works on silviculture and forest economics. Other important influences included the experience
Irish forestry students gained in forestry inventory while working in other countries. The author describes his
own work in developing a course in forest mensuration and management specific for Irish conditions.
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Abstract
Although colour infrared aerial photography has been used to monitor forest health for many years, it is only
recently that an attempt has been made to harmonise interpretation of CIR aerial photographs among Member
States of the European Union. The four studies presented in this thesis are part of Ireland's contribution to this programme. The first study is a description of the development of a damage interpretation key for Sitka spruce. Details of the development process are provided and the completed key is presented with visual aids. The second study is an inventory of forest damage taken from a number of forests photographed in 1989. The inventory procedure is described and a summary of the results is presented. The third study assesses the use of CIR aerial photography in detecting the spectral response resulting from the application of potassium fertiliser in deficient Sitka spruce crops, and finds that CIR aerial photography can successfully detect the response due to fertilising. The fourth study describes how CIR aerial photography can be successfully used to map areas in which top dying in Norway spruce is evident, and how satellite imagery (SPOT XS) can also be used for this purpose. It may be concluded from the four studies presented that CIR and satellite imagery can be successfully used for operational monitoring of forest health in spruce forests in Coillte plantations in Ireland. Future studies should concentrate on the integration of CIR, airborne imagery, satellite imagery and GIS for monitoring and mapping the impact of forest health.
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Abstract
This report summaries the work of an EC funded study, initiated in 1988, of the effect of air pollution on forests using permanent sample plots. Results show that minimal or negligible forest damage has occurred in the 25 plots monitored. Over 70% of all Sitka spruce and Norway spruce assessed, and over 97% of Noble fir, had less than 25% defoliation and discoloration, a threshold below which trees are not considered to be damaged. A pattern of decreased defoliation and discoloration was evident from 1988 to 1989 in both of the spruce species. For Noble fir, a similar trend occurred, with little difference in discoloration. The factors responsible for the minimal levels of defoliation and discoloration found are not definitely known, but are thought to be primarily due to wind exposure, and, in the case of the spruces, to the green spruce aphid (Elatobium abietinum). Nutrient levels in the tree foliage were found to be more than adequate in almost all cases. Further studies will be required to estimate the level of forest damage caused by pollution. Results thus far show that its role is insignificant one. Finally, even the small levels of forest damage recorded are thought to be an exaggeration of the situation in the forest as a whole. This is because trees assessed generally had to be chosen from the plot boundaries, since the crowns of internal trees could not be viewed satisfactorily.
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Study on forest biomass plantations in the EC - coniferous forest biomass production in Ireland.

Author: McCarthy R., Fitzsimons B.
Publisher: Coillte Research & Development
Place: Bray
Date: 1986

Key Word:
forest biomass production, yields, timber prices, forest products, energy sources, woodfuel

Abstract
This report presents the results of biomass studies carried out on coniferous species by the Irish Forest and Wildlife Service. In addition, the results are analysed with the objective of estimating the biomass potential required to compete with conventional forest production. The dry matter yields obtainable from coniferous crops on marginal lands in Ireland are 5 - 12 tonnes/ha/year, as total overground material, 9 years after planting at about 10,000 trees/ha. Based on the biomass production that can reasonably be expected from coniferous crops in Ireland, a price greater than that currently paid for sawlog is required to make coniferous biomass plantations profitable. It seems almost certain that such a price will not be obtainable within the next ten years, or by the time crops planted now would be harvested.
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Key Word:
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Abstract
A trial was designed to assess nutrient requirements of Sitka spruce on milled peat cutaway raised bog. Eight different combinations of phosphorus, potassium and copper were examined. The trial was established on a shallow and deep peat site. This was to determine whether or not peat depth had an effect on fertiliser requirements. The assessment was carried out after seven growing seasons. Height and peat depth data as well as foliage analysis and visual assessment were used for this purpose. It was found that fertiliser requirements were affected by peat depth. Within the peat depth range of 0.1 to 1.0 metre phosphorus was found to be
deficient, but was not a limiting factor for survival. At depths of peat greater than 1.4 metres both phosphorus and potassium were deficient. Addition of phosphorus was essential for survival. Potassium was found to increase height growth by 100% when in combination with phosphorus. There were no visual signs of copper deficiency at any peat depths. Further foliage analysis from individual plots would have to be carried out before making any firm recommendations about application rates.
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The case for tree preservation in Ireland.
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Key Word
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Abstract
The arguments for tree preservation and planting in both urban and rural areas are presented. The improvements to people's living conditions, that would be brought about by an increase in the number of trees, are outlined. The economic, ecological and aesthetic needs for such a project are discussed. The various arguments put forward against tree preservation orders are dealt with. Examples of areas where trees have been lost in the past, but could have been saved by tree preservation orders, are outlined. This includes the felling of deciduous woods with the permission of the Department of Lands but without public consultation. The technical aspects of tree preservation are discussed and examples given of areas where lack of technical knowledge led to the loss of trees that otherwise might have been saved. A number of recommendations for amendments to the relevant legislation to ensure greater preservation and increased planting, particularly in urban areas, are given.
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Irish resources and land use - Chapter 7. (Edited by D.A. Gillmor)

Key Word
land use, forestry management, silviculture, economics, forestry policy, forestry history

Abstract
The contribution made by forestry to the Irish economy is explained, and a brief description of prevailing forestry policy, silvicultural methods, choice of species and land acquisition practice is provided. The development of State forestry policy since the dissolution of the landlord's estates, and the institutional framework within which present policy is implemented are described. The various economic, social and developmental considerations which influence the manner in which the forest resource is managed are outlined. The advances made in the technical and research side are reflected in the impressive growth in yield class on sites which would have failed to grow trees using the methods of the 1940s. Future developments in the European timber market are examined, and the need for Irish forestry to adjust to these changes is emphasised.
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Maintaining the yield in short rotation forestry crops.
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Key Word
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Abstract
Factors which inhibit the maintenance of high yields in short rotation forestry include the inherent capacity of the species to coppice, adaptability to soil conditions, competition from weeds at the coppicing stage, and the incidence of disease and pests. All of these problems are in the process of being overcome. The best coppicing species are willows. These can maintain high yields over long periods even in poor soils. During 1986 and 1987, an epidemic of the rust disease Melampsora occurred on Salix aquatica (Sag) - hitherto the highest yielding clone. Some clones, imported mainly from Sweden, are resistant to the disease, and better yielding than Sag. On better quality soils, and on improved peat soils, hybrid poplar is a potentially useful species, it is sensitive to competition from perennial weeds at the coppicing stage. Two important insect pests, Operophtera brumata and Cryptorhynchus lapathi have occurred on the native willow S. viminalis. Natural methods of control are known for Operophtera. Cryptorhynchus may not become as important in coppice as it is in high forest. Both pests can probably be controlled by spraying. Some edible fungi have been observed in decayed stumps.
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A study of the main site factors affecting forest windthrow in Ireland.
Place
Dublin
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1993
Key Word
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Abstract
The objectives of this study were to examine the effect of soil type, drainage, exposure and elevation on windthrow hazard, and to study the relative extent of the various soil types, drainage classes, exposure classes and elevation classes as defined in the Reconnaissance Resource Survey carried out by Coillte on its forest estate in 1991. Soil type, drainage, exposure and elevation all had a significant impact on the windthrow hazard. It was found that the mean windthrow hazard increased with wetter soils, poorer drainage, higher exposure and an increase in elevation. Results from the second portion of the study found that (a) peats and gleys are the most important soil types in Coillte's forest estate (63%), (b) the majority (73%) of the forest area is moderately to well drained, (c) the greater part (79%) of the forest area is moderately to highly exposed, (d) most (60%) of the forest area is situated between 100m and 300m above sea level and that (e) the majority (76%) of the forest area is assessed as having a moderate to high risk for windthrow.
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Site amelioration for reforestation with Sitka spruce and Douglas fir on brown podzolic earth using cultivation methods and phosphate fertiliser.
Place
Dublin
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Key Word
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Abstract
The objective of this study was to examine the effects of different soil cultivation methods (namely ploughing and ripping) and to determine the optimum rate of phosphate fertiliser application on second rotation crops. Two experiments were carried out on brown podzolic earth sites. The two species tested were Sitka spruce and Douglas fir. Height assessments were carried out after 3, 5, and 9 years after planting. A diameter assessment at breast height was carried out after 17 years. Results in the Shillelagh experiment show that: (a) Sitka spruce clearly outgrew Douglas fir in terms of basal area growth after 17 years; (b) the most productive treatment
combination was Sitka spruce, with Clark ploughing and 90 kg P/ha; (c) for Douglas fir, ripping and 69 kg P/ha gave the best results; and (d) on this type of freely-draining soil, ripping, for better development and stability, would be more appropriate than ploughing.
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Examination of factors affecting the establishment of natural regeneration of Sitka spruce on clearfelled sites in forest areas of counties Wicklow and Dublin.
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**Key Word**  
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**Abstract**  
The objective of this study was to examine the effect of various site factors on the establishment of natural regeneration in order to make it more predictable for forest managers. It was also intended to examine the extent of natural regeneration in the study area, which was confined to State-owned forest of County Wicklow and Dublin. Results show extensive regeneration on sites with a previous crop of Sitka spruce. Over 50% of planted sites had an adequate cover of natural regeneration. It was found that poor soils, which only sustain a thin cover of ground vegetation, regenerate more readily than richer soils such as minerals and gleys. Good seed-years were also shown to have a significant impact on the establishment of natural regeneration, especially on sites which are recolonized quickly by very dense vegetation. Some shade appears to favour the development of natural regeneration, probably by protecting seedlings from environmental extremes. An examination of ground cover types shows that Sitka spruce regenerates most readily on a thin cover of vegetation and on open ground, and that regeneration generally does not occur in areas with dense grass or brash. The main conclusion of this study is that, while there are many different factors which influence the establishment of natural regeneration, it can be predicted with a fair degree of accuracy if all important factors are taken into account.
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**Title**  
Some relationships between leaf anatomy and photosynthetic characteristics of willows.
The photosynthetic light response curves and stomatal conductance of four cultivars of Salix viminalis, S. burjatica [S. aquatica] and S. X dasyclados were measured using leaves growing on unshaded plants from the field. Light saturated rates of net photosynthesis ranged from 13.9 to 22.5 µmol/m². Cultivars of S. viminalis had the highest net photosynthesis but the lowest stomatal conductances, and as a consequence they also had the highest water use efficiency. Observations on anatomical characteristics of leaves used for photosynthesis measurements indicated that max. net photosynthesis had a significant positive correlation with the ratio of the exposed surface area of mesophyll cells to leaf surface area and chlorophyll content, and a significant negative correlation with the area of fully expanded leaves. Therefore, a number of selection criteria based on both physiological and anatomical measurements may be used to select for potentially high yielding willows.
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**Abstract**
The purpose of this bulletin is to record the findings of a survey of the soils of the Forest Park and to form a framework on which studies of soil/forest relationship can be scientifically based. The wide variety in the soil types occurring in Avondale is due more to the heterogeneity of the local geology and to the glacial and post-glacial history of the area rather than to any other external factor of the environment. However, landscape position has had a profound influence on soil development in the estate, and in this bulletin the soils are grouped into those of the following three main geomorphological units: upland plateau; valley slope; and valley bottom. A considerable number of soil Great Groups and Subgroups occur in the forest, and these are discussed under their respective Great Groups as follows: brown podzolic soils; brown earth soils; gleys; regosols/rankers/lithosols.
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| **Number** | 1421 |
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| **Title** | European Community Programme for the Protection of the Community's Forests against Atmospheric Pollution (Council Regulation (EEC) 3528/86: Monitoring old research experiments and fertiliser trials using CIR aerial photography. |
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| **Series** | Task 1, Project No. 93.60.IR.004 |
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Abstract

Colour infrared (CIR) aerial photographs were acquired of four research trials at approximate scales of 1:5,000 and 1:2,000 using two different techniques of photo acquisition - a standard metric survey camera system and a medium format twin camera system mounted on a helicopter. Each trial was designed to investigate the management of forest crops on nutrient deficient sites and means of improving the condition and growth of forest crops on such sites. The difficulties encountered in distinguishing trees of small size are described. On the aerial photographs, it was possible to distinguish different crown sizes and shapes, different heights and different species, and providing mortality was not too high, different mixture rates and patterns were also distinguishable. The reproduction of colour and the size of crowns on the stereo model were found to give a good indication of the conditions of the plots. Phosphorus application at establishment was shown to have a much more dramatic effect on the condition of Sitka spruce, which appeared to require application rates of 90kg P/ha or heavier to grow satisfactorily on these sites, than on lodgepole pine which have grown well without phosphorus application. Application of both dairy and municipal sludge, and applications of nitrogen, were shown to have a very beneficial effect on both the survival and growth of Sitka spruce in separate trials. The presence of nurse species or furze was observed to have a beneficial effect on Sitka spruce.
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Detection of protandry and protogyny in sycamore (Acer pseudoplatanus L.) from inflorescences.
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Abstract

In A. pseudoplatanus, trees may be protandrous (inflorescences start with a sequence of male flowers followed by a sequence of female flowers) or protogynous (reverse sequence occurs). The sex expression on an inflorescence may change more than once. In Northern Ireland, five modes of sex expression have been observed. When studying such heterodichogamous species it is essential to determine their sexual morphs. Using a variety of characters such as fruit size, percentage parthenocarpy, infructescence length, size of terminal bud scar and position of the fruit on the first secondary axis, it is possible to distinguish between protandrous and protogynous individuals of A. pseudoplatanus, using infructescences only.
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A summary of research into biomass production from short rotation forestry carried out in Ireland since 1977 is provided. The potential competitiveness of SRF biomass in the domestic consumer and industrial fuel markets is assessed. Availability of fuel markets, cash-flow problems, landowner attitudes and organisational/institutional difficulties, may detract from the short-term potential for SRF in Ireland. Government incentives (in the form of grants, subsidies or taxation allowances) would certainly alleviate most of these problems. Early research work showed virgin peat sites present most problems for SRF development. Production levels increased on peats or mineral soils which had been ameliorated by agricultural usage. Of the species tested, hybrid poplars are shown to be most suited to better soils, while Salix, Populus and Alnus, spp. are the best species on poorer soils. Populus species are the most promising for mineral soils. Silvicultural research is briefly summarised, and the factors which influence spacing and thinning are outlined. The portion of the total cost of production made up by harvesting and transport costs is estimated. The importance of continuing the research programme, especially the establishment of an information base, is emphasised.
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Abstract
This report presents the results of biomass studies carried out on coniferous species by the Forest and Wildlife Service. In addition the results are analysed with the objective of estimating the biomass potential required to compete with conventional forest production. The dry matter yields obtainable from coniferous crops on marginal lands in Ireland are 5 - 12 tonnes/ha/year, as total overground material, 9 years after planting at about 10,000 trees/ha. Based on the biomass production that can reasonably be expected from coniferous crops in Ireland a price greater than that currently paid for sawlog is required to make coniferous biomass plantations profitable. It seems almost certain that such a price will not now be obtainable within the next ten years, or by the time crops planted now would be harvested.
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Abstract
The evolution of forestry as a land use in Ireland is discussed, with particular reference to developments in the 20th century. Since 1981, there has been a radical change in the Republic of Ireland in terms of the volume of planting, the participation of the private sector and the types of sites being planted. Forest planting over the 1982-91 period has been analysed in depth, with particular attention being devoted to private planting. The pattern overall is rapid growth in the area planted, with most of the increase concentrated in the western and northern counties of the Irish republic. The private sites being planted are highly productive, mainly concentrated on grass/rush sites at relatively low elevations. Sitka spruce is the preferred species, accounting for about 90% of the total planting. Approximately 11% of the total lots grant-aided were referred first for further screening to evaluate environmental suitability. Full-time farmers account for around 65% of the total area planted but investors are concentrated on the larger lots. Environmental issues, including impacts on ecosystems, ecological effects, impacts on aquatic systems and landscape effects, have emerged in recent years as significant factors for debate and analysis, and these are discussed.
Forestry, in particular farm forestry, has been identified as an important component of rural development programmes in the less-favoured areas of the EC and has been identified as a viable alternative farm enterprise. Consequently, EC funded incentives for farm forestry have increased significantly over the past ten years. This increase in funding has resulted in a considerable transfer of marginal agricultural land into forestry. This paper examines the problem of inefficient agricultural structure in Ireland. It will trace the development of forestry on farms and will highlight the problem of inefficient forestry structure. Modifications to existing incentives to encourage the development of efficient forestry enterprises are proposed.
This paper outlines two aspects of work being done within a tripartite study of forestry in rural development in Scotland and Ireland. The first section reports data from two of several field surveys which have been carried out, into wood processing and forest contracting respectively. Illustrative data indicate the economic and social links between these forestry-related sectors and the rest of the rural economy. The second section reports the nature and some results of scenario analyses of extrapolating alternative planting and management policies into the next century. The afforestation scenarios range from a 50% acceleration of recent past planting rates to a ‘green’ strategy oriented towards public relations and nature enhancement. The analysis employs ten-year cohorts of forest areas along with long-term assumptions on labour productivity trends, on land and employment shifts between agriculture and forestry, and on timber output. The study as a whole is intended to throw light on the implications of afforestation for economy-wide output, job creation and income levels.
moments in the tree pulling test would appear to be much larger than the dynamic moments applied by the rocker just prior to the first build up of pore water pressure. This would indicate that smaller moments are required to cause the tree to approach failure dynamically than are required to fail the tree system by static pulling tests. A limited number of monotonic and repeated loading triaxial tests were carried out on reconstituted soil. The test results indicated that the strength of the soil under repeated loading is much less than the strength determined under monotonic testing.
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**Abstract**
The main objectives of this study were, firstly, to determine the physical processes governing the retention of water by litter using laboratory experiments and, secondly, to determine the amount of litter intercepted in the field and the influence litter has on the hydrological cycle. A broadleaf litter and a conifer needle litter were chosen for study. The importance of litter in retaining rainfall was emphasised by the fact that it accounted for up to 30% of interception loss. It is unlikely that the annual interception figure for litter would be this high. Because the litter has a slower drying rate than the tree canopy above, the annual rate is probably closer to 10%. The retentive properties of litter appear to be more related to thickness and aggregate nature than to individual leaf or needle characteristics. Litter was seen to exert the following beneficial effects on the soil: a more open soil structure is developed thereby increasing the infiltration capacity and the storage capacity within the root zone; the soil surface is protected from raindrop impact thus preventing clogging of the pores and interstices; infiltration is increased and overland flow reduced; the amount of soil water lost through evaporation is reduced.
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Abstract: Early results of ploughing and drainage experiments on deep peat in Northern Ireland have indicated that drainage alone has little effect upon the growth of young Sitka spruce. The main stimulus to growth appears to come from the increased availability of nitrogen in peat which is thrown above the original surface of the ground during ploughing or draining. Drains or plough furrows cause a serious restriction to rooting which is likely to affect the stability of crops as they get to a windthrow susceptible stage. It is suggested that it might be an advantage to sacrifice some early growth by reducing the intensity of ploughing in the expectation that much greater benefits will accrue as a result of increased stability at the other end of the rotation.
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Abstract: The decision to grow short rotation forestry (SRF) must take account of: (i) prospective income in comparison with other land uses, and; (ii) production costs of SFR fuel with respect to other commercial fuel prices. This paper describes a systems modelling approach to examine SFR investments. The ENCROP and SALIX models generate an investment lifetime cash flow table for the SRF plantation; the financial appraisal is then reduced to a discounted cash flow analysis, which yields Present Worth, Equivalent Annual Value, Internal Rate of Return, and other economic indicators. Extensive sensitivity testing is also performed to assess the effects of different yield levels, cutting cycles, planting densities, fuel prices, and input costs. Results of a recent analysis are used to illustrate application of the investment models. These suggest that SRF plantations could produce wood fuel at costs ranged from $55 to $130 per tonne oil equivalent. Financial returns were most sensitive to expected fuel price and input costs level, and biomass yield to a lesser extent.
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Abstract
This study makes an initial evaluation of the integration of a greenhouse enterprise and a short rotation forestry (SRF) plantation, the output from the SRF being used as fuel to heat the greenhouse. It could be argued that there could be fuel savings resulting from a windbreak effect of siting the greenhouse in the centre of the plantation, but this effect is assumed to be negligible and therefore not allowed for in this evaluation. Two levels of SRF yield (12 and 15 tonnes dry matter per ha per year) are examined in conjunction with two greenhouse types (standard glasshouse and double-clad polythene). Using a 25-year evaluation period it is found that the returns to be earned from the SFR/greenhouse project, under assumptions of any of the cases considered, are well in excess of those earned from existing enterprises on the same type of land. The single problem is, however, that of time lag between making the investment and reaping the benefits. The payback period is of the order of 15 - 20 years (depending on the discount rate) and can be more in certain circumstances. It is proposed to extend this study to evaluate this type of enterprise under the assumptions of a variety of different SRF yield levels, cost levels, and so on.
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The contribution of the Forest and Wildlife Service to the EEC Energy, Research and Development programme, specifically in the project entitled 'Photosynthetic production of organic matter, choice and development of the most suitable energy crops for the different regions of Europe', is described. The objectives of the project were as follows: to ascertain the likelihood of commonly grown forest species giving an economic yield on blanket bog, raised bog, drumlin and Old Red Sandstone sites; to make projections of the extent to which yields could be increased in order to obtain the maximum utilisation of solar energy, and; to determine the maximum output of utilisable energy per hectare. Early results from trials indicate that on low quality forest soils non-coppicing (coniferous) species may be more suitable than coppicing (generally hardwoods) species for producing biomass.
Abstract
This paper assesses the current level of development of short rotation forest biomass transportation. A brief review of the following factors affecting the selection of transportation methods is presented: material parameters of the harvested wood fuel; quantity of material; transportation distance; and transportation terrain. From the investigation conducted a number of broad guidelines for transporting and handling wood fuel biomass were derived.
Abstract
The feasibility of using the combustion of short rotation forestry biomass for space heating, process steam and electricity generation is assessed. The advantages of using wood chips as a combustion fuel are outlined, and a number of burning tests conducted on a range of domestic and industrial scale solid fuel boilers are described. The main factors governing the combustibility of wood chips are: chip shape and size; characteristics of parent wood; and moisture content. The efficiency of the process depends both on combustion system design and on physical characteristics of the fuel. In order to achieve the greatest energy and economic return from the fuel, it may be necessary to consider intermediate processing (drying) and storage of the freshly harvested wood material.
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<td>Abstract</td>
<td>An assessment of the Irish biomass programme was carried out over a two week period in March 1979. A series of species screening trials identified promising candidate species and eliminated others. Alnus spp. and rooted plants of Salix spp. appear promising on peat bogs and mineral soils. Salix cuttings were total failures on bog sites. Populus grew well only on mineral soils. The system analysis phase of the project estimates that biomass yields of about 4 dry tons/acre/year would be financially competitive with sod peat as a fuel for electric generators. Once yields of this order appear feasible, harvesting and handling phases could be accelerated. With regard to conversion, Ireland has unique opportunities for trials on an operational scale because of several relatively small (4 megawatt) generating stations in the country.</td>
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**Abstract**
A list is presented which outlines the more common organisms harmful to forest trees. The most important of these in forestry production are discussed within a framework of the life of a crop from the nursery stage through the younger stages and on to maturity. Finally, the vulnerability of exotic conifers in monocultures is briefly examined.
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**Abstract**
While more research has been carried out on public perceptions to forestry than on any other landscape issue, many of the findings, to-date, could be regarded as predictable and could be assumed to be common knowledge. This paper attempts to provide a direction for future research which can relate the issues of public perceptions of forestry and landscape design. This can be achieved through the use of theories of aesthetics and ecology, by encouraging technical innovation and high-lighting the difficulties of incorporating findings in forest landscape design and management. Theories of landscape aesthetics and ecology should be assimilated into surveys in order to gain a better understanding of the reasoning behind public preferences. The theory of landscape aesthetics could also provide for the creation of the concepts of both "forest art" and "forest architecture". "Forest art" suggests that forestry can function as an artistic expression in the public domain, albeit in limited situations. The concept of forest architecture is used to describe a more sophisticated and sensitive approach to design of forest interiors. Technical innovation can include the use of visual simulations in assessing preferences for alternative landscape scenes.
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Satellite imagery was displayed and enhanced on the Apple Macintosh for the purpose of stand mapping. Combined SPOT XS and P imagery was found to be particularly useful for this purpose because of its high resolution. The imagery was used for stand mapping by visual interpretation and interactive delineation of forested areas. The accuracy of this technique was determined by comparing the forested and non-forested areas obtained with areas obtained from a ground survey. On-screen digitisation enables efficient and accurate identification, delineation, coding and area calculation of forested areas. This information can be subsequently used as input to a GIS. Colour hardcopy of imagery with overlaid stand map boundaries is one of the main results.

This reports sets out the findings of the study into the construction of stand overbark volume assortment tables for Sitka spruce crops in the range ≤ 30cm DBH that have been thinned. This is the only range from which reliable estimates can be obtained. Fortunately this range also represents a large proportion of Coillte Teoranta's Sitka spruce growing stock. Analysis of this reliable range showed that the Forestry Commission tables currently in use by Coillte Teoranta under estimate the volume assortments to the majority of top diameter.
classes. In particular the tables produced suggest that the volume assortments to top diameters of 14 and 20 cm differ appreciably from estimates produced by the Forestry Commission.
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Use of second generation earth observation satellite data in the implementation of forest management models within the less favoured areas in the Republic of Ireland: Subcontract 3088-86-12-ED ISP DK.
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**Abstract**
Recent developments of hardware and software systems in the areas of Geographic Information Systems and image processing, and the availability of Second Generation Earth Observation Satellite (SGEOS) data, especially Landsat Thematic Mapper and SPOT imagery, have allowed for cost effective large scale mapping, monitoring and modelling of land use classes throughout the Member States of the European Community. The Irish Science and Technology Agency (EOLAS) has grant aided research into the application of SGEOS data in forest resource management within the Irish Less Favoured Areas and the development of a forest Geographic Information System. This remote sensing research has produced satellite classified and unclassified forest maps at operational scales of 1:50,000, 1:25,000 and 1:10,000. The GIS developed at UCD, UCDGIS, allows for the capture, storage, retrieval, manipulation and presentation of forest vector and attribute data. The database was designed to be fully compatible with the Irish National Grid and all data stored in datasets that correspond to four square kilometre grid cells. The UCDGIS EDITOR facilitates interactive updating of the vectors within the database. Foresters can use the database to investigate the spectral composition of specific forest polygons and to observe and quantify changes which appear in the imagery within the polygons. Current areas of research in the UCD remote sensing centre are outlined. Integrated Natural Resource Management Models which incorporate SGEOS, vector and attribute data with crop growth, yield and econometric data will provide the foundation for Strategic Rural Land Use Planning within the Less Favoured Areas of the EC.
data within an integrated geographical information system (IGIS) provides a mechanism for production of vector extracted georeferenced satellite images. Such images provide a framework for sampling, monitoring and quantifying changes in vegetative cover classes. The new generation of remote sensing and IGIS products opens up many new opportunities for inventory, monitoring, management and planning of forests and land uses in Ireland.
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Abstract
The high costs of forest road construction, maintenance, and timber transportation warrant extensive planning of forest road network layout and transportation scheduling. The integration of these efforts in the overall management decision making process will result in more efficient timber harvesting operations. During the last decade, the use of computerized geographic information systems for forest management has increased rapidly. The capability of these systems to facilitate the accessibility of diverse data allows for the inclusion of all essential information in management planning procedures. A forest road network location procedure was developed using both the spatial and descriptive data bases of an existing geographic information system. The objective is the optimal location of a road network in areas not yet serviced by existing roads, constrained by a user-defined maximum service zone width. A local search algorithm was designed, producing optimal or near-optimal solutions in all cases examined.
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Abstract
High and variable moisture content is one of the main deterrents to the use of short rotation forestry as a fuel source. Heat generation, resulting from respiration of living tissue, in storage piles of chipped SRF was reduced
by drying, thus making the material easier and safer to store. Field seasoning, as a method of reducing moisture content prior to storage, was found to be dependent on time of cutting and length of seasoning period. Moisture contents as low as 15% were recorded for material cut during the period April to June 1987 and removed from the field twelve months later.

**Abstract**

This paper describes various types and intensities of thinning in plantations of Picea sitchensis or Pinus contorta in Irish State forests. Results obtained so far from studies in this area suggest that thinnings of moderately heavy intensity (33% standing volume removal) will be feasible for Sitka spruce. No definite trend was discernible over a range of thinning intensities for contorta pine. Windthrow may cause considerable problems for lodgepole pine, but the range of Sitka spruce sites in Ireland suggests less difficulties with this species.
Studies on the permeability increase of refractory spruce wood during water storage.
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**Abstract**
Sitka spruce (Picea sitchensis) and Norway spruce (Picea abies) logs stored in a fresh-water lake showed a significant increase in permeability when dried and treated subsequently with creosote. Further experiments showed that the increase in permeability with ponding time was a gradual process and associated with this increase was a distinct pattern of bacterial invasion of the sap-wood. Studies on bacterial isolates from the ponded material demonstrated their ability to improve the permeability of small blocks under laboratory conditions. Experiments with commercial enzymes indicated that a pectinase preparation showed a similar increase under comparable conditions. Microscopic examination of the ponded sap-wood showed that the tori and bordered pit membranes were destroyed, together with partial break-down of the cross-field pit membranes of the ray cells.
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**Abstract**
The origins of urban forestry and the role which can be played by local authorities and communities in urban forestry programmes are examined. In Ireland, the development of urban forestry grew from an initial project, Crann sa Cathair, established in Dublin in 1987. Grants are available to local authorities through the Amenity Woodland Scheme and the Urban Woodland Scheme. The operation of these schemes during the period 1996 - 1999 is discussed.
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Abstract
The various social, economic and environmental benefits of urban forestry are outlined. The practical aspects of establishing woodlands in urban areas are discussed and the issues of design, species selection, stock size and spacing, and safety and security considered. The importance of involving local people in the planning, planting and care of trees and woodlands in their own area is emphasised. The role played by ECO, Ireland's Environmental Conservation Organisation, in the urban woodlands programme is outlined.
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Abstract
A number of remote sensing radiometers and spectrodiometers, which have been designed, constructed and tested in UCD Physics Department, are described. These instruments are used to take spectral reflectance measurements over vegetation in the visible and near infrared regions of the electromagnetic spectrum, with a spectral resolution of about 10 nm. The vegetation targets include glasshouse grown nursery stock, mature forest stands and sugar beet crops. Crop ground truth parameters, such as efficiency and change of biomass, are predicted to be related to spectral reflectance. Correlations between certain spectral reflectance features and available ground truth data are demonstrated. Variance in reflectance data over typical crop canopies is shown to be smaller than the corresponding ground truth data variance. The real canopy reflectance variance provides an upper limit on the ability of remote sensing instruments to detect canopy reflectance change. More rigorously sampled ground truth is required for future experiments which aim to accurately determine the relationship between ground truth and reflectance data.
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### Abstract
The possibility of generating electricity from forest biomass produced from Ireland's existing forest estate is examined. The potential contribution which private forestry on marginal land could make to the production of this fuel is considered. Forest production on cutaway bogs and the potential value of forest residues in fuel production is also examined.
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### Abstract
Planting of large areas for biomass production requires large numbers of trees and saplings of uniform growth habit and age. Tissue culture techniques provide methods for producing large numbers of uniform clones in a short duration, small space and with less labour. The clones may be propagated by culturing buds, leaf tips, shoot apices or from stem cuttings on synthetic growth media. The resulting plants are hardened and transplanted to give populations of genetically similar individuals. The rapid multiplication in tissue culture has the added advantage of freedom from insect pests and fungal diseases and a better establishment in the field. The technique allows rapid multiplication of genetically superior (elite) trees, without resorting to seed propagation and maintains the hybrid vigour and heterozygosity of elite trees. The tissue culture technique has been exploited for rapid multiplication of various trees, including date palm, pines, Douglas fir, spruces, birches, Sequoia, Thuja, Acacia, poplars, eucalypts, and several shrubs and ornamentals.
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Abstract
A biomass project based on the growing of short rotation forests for energy was suggested by the National Science Council. As part of the proposals for the project, the ESB agreed that the 5MW sod-peat burning station at Cahirciveen would be available for combustion trials. The biomass from short rotation forestry would not be available for some years and it was considered that some useful combustion tests on existing forest wastes could be carried out. These test were carried out on timber block and timber/sod-peat mixtures to determine what problems were involved in using such fuel on the existing installation without modifications. They showed that, provided that adequate preparation of the timber was made so as to limit block size and moisture content, its use as a fuel is practical from a technical point of view.
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Report on the Departmental Committee on Irish Forestry.
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Abstract
This report inquires into the following matters related to the improvement of forestry in Ireland: (1) The present provision for State aid to forestry in Ireland; (2) The means whereby, in connection with the operation of the Land Purchase Acts, existing woods may be preserved, and land suitable for forestry acquired for public purposes: and (3) The financial and other provisions necessary for a comprehensive scheme of afforestation in Ireland. The Committee found that forestry had been badly neglected by Government in Ireland, and that the area under forest, already too low for the welfare of the country, is being further diminished under the indirect influence of the Land Purchase Acts. A comprehensive scheme of forestry, including the preservation and extension of existing woods, is necessary and can only be carried out by or under the direction of the State. It is estimated that there are approximately 700,000 acres of land suitable for plantation. It is recommended that 200,000 acres of plantable land be acquired by the Forestry Section of the Department of Agriculture and developed and maintained as State forest. Recommendations are also made regarding support for private owners of woodland, provision for the training of working foresters, and the proper organisation of the timber trade and the establishment of a recognised system of business management.
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Abstract
A model of the potential yield of biomass on the basis of solar radiation data falls far short of the actual yields being obtained with farm crops. The most likely explanation is that the light radiation is not efficiently harvested at all seasons of the year or, in the case of perennial crops, in the first two or three seasons of growth. A series of trials have been undertaken which aim at maximising the rate of growth of short rotation forestry on peatland and on some other soils. It has been found that the calorific value of twigs and small branches is not appreciably different from that of wood, but there are some differences in dry content and specific gravity. There is, therefore, good reason to believe that short rotation forestry should be a relatively efficient system of utilising solar energy.
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Abstract
Various issues concerned with the planning and lay-out of road systems in forests are discussed including site classification, designing road systems and design standards. The pre-construction work involved in tree clearance and excavation of mineral sites, shallow peats and deep peats is described. Several aspects of the formation stage in road construction are examined. These include the maintenance of formation before surfacing, types of formation not requiring surfacing, and the issues to be considered when undertaking surfacing.
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Abstract
The largest Pinus sylvestris populations in Ireland were in upland and western districts, but the pollen records from two mountain areas show that upland populations disappeared soon after the Ulmus decline. Fire was a factor in the survival of Pinus after the Ulmus decline at a lowland site on coarse-textured acid soil. Four pollen diagrams from the Nephin Beg mountains in Co. Mayo reveal the history of Pinus at differing altitudes and on contrasting soil types, showing the controlling influence of competitive interactions with other trees and peatland. Isolated lowland and bog populations survived into the historic period, and today, after extensive plantation, naturalised populations are building up. Pinus sylvestris is an opportunistic tree that will tolerate many habitats, but only in the absence of its competitors. Analysis of several sites in a small area demonstrates fine-scale pattern in Pinus distribution not detected in surveys covering larger areas. Changing patterns at a local scale provide material for successional hypotheses.
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Ireland's forestry - a review.
Publisher
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Date
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Key Word
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Abstract
This booklet outlines the position of Ireland’s major civil service Union on the country’s forestry programme. The development of forestry policy in Ireland is described, and the issues of land acquisition and management efficiency in the Forest and Wildlife Service examined. The topics of harvesting, training, private forestry, research & development and marketing are also examined. The present organisational structure of the State forestry sector is described, and the problems of centralisation and dual management structure examined. A number of possible options for the re-organisation of the Service are assessed.
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Abstract
This paper examines the possible consequences of afforestation on surface water quality, water yields and aquatic ecology. Surface water quality from afforested catchments on poorly buffered soils can be significantly changed with respect to ionic composition with an increase in acidity and an increase in metal ions. The loss of water due to afforestation in a catchment can be very significant for water yields. The effect which changes in water quality, caused by afforestation, has on the aquatic ecology of streams running on poorly buffered geologies is explained. At present very little is known about the influence of afforestation on water resources in
Ireland. All negative effects documented so far have been in geologically sensitive areas and/or those receiving high atmospheric pollution.
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**Abstract**
Over 160 forest sites in Northern Ireland were sampled to obtain indices of pine weevil densities. Overall 48 variables were tested for their ability to explain variables in weevil numbers between compartments. The models generated from the sample data identified 14 variables as significant in influencing weevil densities. In this research note the variables are identified, and their relationship to forest management outlined.
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Abstract

The rapid growth in production of thinnings from Irish state forests has meant that a flexible approach is necessary to deal with problems relating to site, species, technology and market fluctuations. Systems are being developed which are based on past experience in research and practice. Future progress in this area will depend to a large extent on the following developments: a greater degree of forward planning taking into account the features of each site; training of motor manual and machine operators in more complex thinning systems in relation to site; the continuous need for cost-effective methods involving ergonomic improvements and appropriate machines; a programme to quantify site damage causal factors and implications on ground leading to a long-term research programme on acceptable levels of tree damage; a suitable information system by which new varieties of forest harvesting machinery will quickly come to attention followed by demonstrations or videos of performances and tests of chosen machines, on-site; accurate management forecasts of thinning by region so that resources will be available; support of better-class harvesting contractors and encouragement to training; and a better understanding of the level of activity to be under-taken directly by the Forest Service in relation to the whole harvesting of thinning operations.
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Tracked forwarders in thinning - experience in the north-west of Ireland.

Abstract

Tracked forwarders cause less ground damage than conventional wheeled forwarders when extracting thinnings on the sensitive soil-types found in the north-west of Ireland. The incidence of windthrow is reduced by adopting either a rack and selection or pure selection thinning system at the time of first thinning as opposed to a line systematic thinning system. Limiting the forwarder load size on sensitive sites to suit ground conditions reduces the amount of ground damage. By applying restrictions on load size, the amount of ground damage can be kept to within acceptable limits on the majority of sites. Limiting the length of haul on sensitive sites helps reduce the amount of ground damage to within acceptable limits. Good brash cover is required on the extraction rack, even with a smaller tracked forwarder, if ground damage is to be minimised. The timing of first thinning is critical if the risk of windthrow is to be reduced: then the thinning should be early rather than late.
A performance approach to the assessment of the aesthetic resources of forest parks by landscape experts.

In order to broaden understanding of the manifold implications of forestry, a complex, multi-variate model was produced to integrate and correlate the manifold factors which affect popularity and which are, therefore, indicators of effective economic value of forty three diverse forest parks scattered between three European countries, including Ireland. The authors were selected as landscape experts to produce and apply a methodology to determine and evaluate the quantity of aesthetic resources of the forest parks, producing quantitative results which could be fitted to the model. Rather than adopting a prescriptive approach, where assessment would be based upon pre-conceptions of what a park should contain or how it should look, a performance approach was developed, examining the quality of the net experience of visitors to the parks. The findings of the assessment were validated by statistical analysis showing a positive relationship between aesthetic quality and willingness-to-pay as determined by interview.

Field validation of a 37,311 ha test site in Co. Cork has established that an overall classification accuracy of
72% for locating and mapping private woodlands can be expected through the classification technique of manual visual interpretation of multispectral SPOT imagery which has a resolution of 20 x 20 metres. This was the technique used by the Swedish Space Corporation. It has been established through the National Survey of Private Woodland Remote Sensing Feasibility Study that higher classification accuracies are attainable. The technique used in these studies was interactive visual interpretation (IVI) of SPOT imagery with a 10 metre resolution. This is obtained through the use of the combined multispectral (XS) and panchromatic (P) bands. Classification accuracies of 97.5% have already been achieved by this method. Manual visual interpretation of SPOT imagery is therefore a less accurate method of locating and mapping private woodlands than interactive visual interpretation. Within the context of a National Survey of Private Woodlands in Ireland it has been established that the high classification accuracies required can only be obtained by interactive visual interpretation of SPOT imagery with a resolution of 10 metres obtained through the use of multispectral (XS) and panchromatic (P) imagery.
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Small-scale farm forestry in the Republic of Ireland.
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Abstract
Although the area being planted with trees by farmers in Ireland has increased dramatically over the past decades, very little research has been carried out on the reasons why farmers plant trees, their attitudes to forestry and the impact the development of farm forestry has had on agricultural production. This paper describes the background to the involvement of farmers in forestry in the Republic of Ireland. It also presents the results of a farm survey carried out in 1992 to redress the lack of research into farm forestry. Both farmers that had planted trees and those that had not were surveyed. The reasons why some farmers have planted were ascertained as well as farmers' attitudes to forestry in general. In addition, farmers' intentions regarding planting trees in the future as well as factors that determine this decision were established. The impact of farm forestry on agricultural production was also determined.
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Abstract
This paper outlines the development of farm forestry in the Republic of Ireland, Scotland and Northern Ireland. Current incentives and disincentives for farm forestry are described, and the results from a survey for farmers’ attitudes to forestry presented. The survey shows that the vast majority of farmers remain uninterested in converting parts of their farm to forestry despite the sizeable financial incentives that are now available. There are regional differences in the attitude to the role of trees in the countryside amongst those intending to plant trees. In Scotland and Northern Ireland much of the future tree planting will continue to be for amenity and aesthetic reasons, while in the Republic of Ireland greater emphasis is placed on the financial benefits of
woodlands. If the contribution of forestry to rural development is to maximised, emphasis must be placed on the multi-functional role of forests. Finally, as the majority of farm woodlands are small, attention must now focus on appropriate methods of managing and harvesting these woods.
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Abstract
On wet mineral lowland soils, the gross margin per acre from forestry is much greater than from other agricultural enterprises. However, there is a time lag before the income is available from forestry. This article discusses what is presently available by way of grants and EEC schemes, and examines what else could be done to bridge the gap between planting and harvesting of trees. Until full support systems are in place, including provision of an annual income, the uptake of afforestation grant schemes is likely to be slow.
The analysis of LANDSAT TM and SPOT satellite imagery has enabled the production of high quality satellite image maps at scales suitable for practical applications, namely 1: 50,000 and 1: 25,000. Satellite mapping has an important role to play in forestry inventory and environmental protection. A new software package, PC-UCDGIS, permits the interactive extraction of vector information from high resolution imagery, and its configuration was designed to produce high quality colour hardcopy products of satellite images and vector maps. Extensive ground-based radiometric experimentation has provided multi-temporal information on the spectral properties of Sitka spruce and Japanese larch seedlings. Remote sensing devices were developed for this experimentation. The information content of individual spectral bands and band ratios was analysed and optimal band combinations were identified for species and productivity differentiation. The airborne radiometric flight over forest stands of Sitka spruce, lodgepole pine and Japanese larch of different yield classes was undertaken in September 1990. The spectral range from 400 to 900 nanometres was sampled for each crop, thus facilitating the comparison of the spectral differences between the forest types. The airborne data were modified to produce LANDSAT TM and SPOT-compatible spectral data. Standard multispectral image classification techniques indicated that certain species and yield classes were spectrally homogenous and differentiable. Further research will include the development of airborne remote sensing devices capable of providing images of very high resolution and from user-specified spectral bands.
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Abstract
In order to achieve a higher timber grade from small diameter logs it was proposed to use timber laminating techniques. Prepared laminated timber samples were assessed against solid pieces of timber of the same origin, through a series of tests. The results of Modulus of Elasticity and ultimate bending strength tests provided some evidence that full length laminated timber produced higher values than solid pieces of timber, and in some cases when timber finger jointed. Laminated timber displayed smaller distortions than solid timber in general. This evidence was obtained from a limited sample. The second test estimated sawn timber recovery from a conversion of small diameter logs into sawn timber with references to taper equation. The results of this test showed the size and frequency of knots could be reduced by increasing marginally the recovery from total log volume by reducing sawing allowance, adjusting saw setting and revising drying schedules.
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The primary objective of this report was to determine allowable nail loads for punched metal plates in Irish timber. This would enable the plates to be accurately sized during the design stage and thus assist the use of Irish timber in the manufacture of roof trusses. The following were the types of plate tested: twinplate; truswal; hydro-air; gangnail; and bevplate. The method of testing used involved estimating a maximum load for a particular test sample. Samples were tested with the plate at several different angles to the applied load, with an angle of load to the grain of 0 and 90 degrees. The test results were compared with allowable nail loads given for imported timber. In the case of the angle of load/grain of 90 degrees almost all the test results gave higher allowable nail loads in Irish timber than the permissible in imported timber. From consideration of all the relative test data a factor of 0.9 was applied to the permissible nail values for imported timber.
The author describes Ireland's forestry programme as the restoration of a lost resource. The difficulties involved in promoting this programme in a country without a culture of forestry are outlined. There was, and still is, strong resistance to forestry on land considered useful for agriculture. The development of forestry on poor land, especially blanket bogs, has been criticised by environmentalists because of the effect on the landscape and the damage to blanket bogs. However, the lack of concern with the impact of forestry on the environment during earlier periods of extensive afforestation has been replaced by a more sensitive approach. Several of the accusations made by environmentalists against forestry, including the adverse effects on water systems, are examined.

The working performance of the production model of the F.P. grader was reported in the Technical Report No. 2. The experimental deflection limits were calculated for the timber grade - M75, from limited data generated during the experimental work in assessing the prototype and production model of the mechanical stress grader. Using these experimental deflection limits, a series of tests were carried out. This report assesses the results of this experimental work.
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Abstract
The objectives of this study were to: (a.) compare the bending strength values of actual SS graded Sitka spruce planks with published values; (b) to establish whether a higher visual grade is justified and suitable grading rules can be produced; (c) to determine whether the restriction on rate of growth can be eased or ignored altogether.

The data on which the present study was based was collected during the course of Study 2 in this series. From the analyses of the data it was concluded that the material graded as SS satisfied the strength values set for the grade, except where marginal conditions exist. Although analyses showed that rings had a significant correlation with the strength properties, there was no evidence to show that the limits on rings could be eased. In fact indications are that the present limits should stay as they are.
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Abstract
This report describes the technical evaluation of round wire nails in Irish timber which was carried out as part of the preparation of a new Irish Standard on Structural Timber. What is required for inclusion in this new Standard is data on allowable nail loads in lateral resistance and withdrawal. The main factors influencing nail withdrawal loads are the nail diameter and the depth of penetration of the nail itself. The objective of this study was to determine the allowable loads for nails in lateral resistance. Single sheer tests on 3.3 mm and 4.0 mm diameter nails represent fairly accurately the British Standard requirements concerning headside and pointside penetrations. The results so far indicate respectively an allowable nail load of 216 N and 521 N as against the existing permissible nail loads of 235 N and 335 N. It would seem that higher permissible nail loads than at present allowed will be obtained but this is by no means assured.
The purpose of this study was to evaluate differential GPS positional accuracy on Irish forest roads with typical peripheral canopies. The peripheral canopy obstruction at 20 forest road sites in Roundwood state forest, was determined using a hand held clinometer and magnetic compass. This simple field technique permitted quantification of the canopy obstruction using graphical means and resulted in a graphical skyplot of each site. The equipment, one Trimble PROXRS DGPS unit and two Trimble 4000SSi units permitted determination of the DGPS accuracy (average of 2.9 m) and precision (average of 2.1 m) with a range of peripheral canopies. DGPS performance was quantified in terms of the average absolute error in PDOP (APDOP = 1.6). The relationship between APDOP and percentage of open sky was found to be statistically significant (r = 0.706, p = 0.001). Statistical analysis also indicated a strong relationship between the relative precision and APDOP (r = 0.796, p = 0.000). Satellite constellation in the measurement period was not the sole factor affecting DGPS useability. Three distinct classes of peripheral obstruction at road sites were defined (Class I: 100-66%; Class II: 65-33%; 32-0% obstruction) and it was found that both DGPS accuracy (3.70 m, 3.23 m, 1.91 m, respectively) and precision (4.10 m, 2.43 m, 0.83 m, respectively) improved with decreasing peripheral obstruction. These classes may be used as a means of predicting signal attenuation which might be expected under particular forest canopy conditions elsewhere.
Abstract
The growth and market potential of home-grown western red cedar is examined to assess the feasibility of the tree as a commercially sustainable alternative species for plantation forestry in Ireland. Silvicultural practice, future supply and timber uses, both wood and non-wood, are reviewed for the species in its natural habitat of western North America. Also silvicultural practice with the tree and its future potential is reviewed for New Zealand, Continental Europe, Britain and Ireland.

Growth potential of WRC in Ireland is examined by reference to soil type and yield class of the existing WRC Coillte inventory. The various research trials, laid down by Coillte Research Division over many years, provide vital information to assist with the evaluation of the potential of the species. This research has demonstrated that establishment methods of cultivation, herbicide treatment and fertilization can serve to optimise the growth of the species. Other improvements with the species include the use of cycloheximide fungicides to combat the nursery disease of Dydymascella thujina (needle blight) and the use of containerised seedlings. Recent work in Canada has demonstrated that, contrary to earlier belief, the tree exhibits genetic variation and seed collected from seed orchard trees are now recommended for best results.

The effects that a timber price of increase of 50% on current prices would have on financial returns for the species are analysed. The difficulties for marketing, due to lack of critical mass of the species, are highlighted and the need to attain this mass in the shortest feasible timescale is recommended. The market for both imported and home grown WRC material is examined through a survey of timber imports and Irish sawmill that are using WRC. The time is right to increase the level of planting of WRC. The tree is viewed as a diverse species and is encouraged by the Forest Service by way of increased grants. The planting of up to 200 ha of WRC per year for the next 40 years would ensure the attainment of critical mass for the species and meet the needs of a viable industry within the time span of the Government's current strategic plan for forestry.
The principles of sustainable forest development enunciated in the Rio and Helsinki declarations are examined under the headings soil, plant health, water and people. Soil erosion is one of the principle threats to biodiversity and sustainable development in tree production. Plant health is most directly threatened by pollution and fire and it is the responsibilty of governments, not forest managers, to alleviate these problems. The effect of forest production on water acidity levels is discussed, and the issue of multiple-use management in order to exploit forests for the benefit of populations as a whole is examined.
The impact of forestry on rural communities.

This paper outlines some of the impacts of forestry on rural communities in Ireland. Forestry has provided both direct, and more significantly, indirect employment in rural areas. The effect of increased production in recent years is examined and the impact this will have on employment in the harvesting, transportation and processing areas in the future is assessed. The role of forestry in the programme of integrated rural development is outlined. While recent developments in forestry have had little effect on agricultural production, conversion of agricultural land to forestry is inevitable in the future. The social impact of forestry, in particular its alleged role in depopulating rural areas, and the effect on the landscape and environment are discussed. The role of cooperative forestry in encouraging more participation in the industry by small farmers is outlined.
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The historical development of forestry in Europe, in particular the clearing of the broadleaved forests, especially beech, is outlined. In response to the adverse effects of coniferisation there has been a recent renaissance of broadleaves and mixed stands. The general silvicultural goals which must be observed in this process are described under the following headings: site classification; choice of sustainable provenances; production of high quality timbers; protection of broadleaf plantations, and mixtures. The importance of site conditions to the establishment of broadleaved stands is explained. Silvicultural criteria including soil preparation, selection of plants, undercutting, spacing and planting techniques are explained. The author concludes that broadleaves offer a real economic and ecological alternative to Sitka spruce plantations on many sites.
recreation in the UK in 1972 are outlined.
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**Abstract**
The author identifies the primary purpose of forests as the improvement of the life-quality of humankind through the control and management of trees and their associated ecosystems. The various elements of the science of forestry are outlined and the economic and social aspects of the forest industries are explained. The issues around valuation of forestry, including the most suitable approach to valuation, are discussed and the author concludes that State investment in forestry is commercially justified in itself even before social values are considered.

**Author**
Nelson, Charles E.

**Title**
'The joys and riches of O' Kathay.' Augustine Henry and the trees of China.
Henry's early career and his impressions of China are recounted. His medical training encouraged an interest in Chinese medicinal herbs. He spent 15 years collecting plants and sent over 15,000 different specimens to Kew, introducing 500 new species to Europe. Henry's accounts of the wild forests of south-western China, and their gradual destruction are recalled. Henry's transformation from a dendrophile and botanist into a promoter of planted trees in Ireland is explained. He continually emphasised the commercial nature of forestry and this formed the bulk of his contribution to the Committee on Irish Forestry.
Abstract
The herbicide glyphosate was used to control competing vegetation in an ash plantation on a fertile agricultural site using strip treatments of 0.5 and 1.0m width and no treatment. The best results were obtained for a 1.0m strip treatment without mowing, with a cumulative height growth of approximately 134cm. It would appear that the unmowed grass strip provides both extra nutrients and protection from wind. The poorest performance was far untreated replicates which had a cumulative height growth of about 45 cm.
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Colour infrared (CIR) aerial photography is a long-established tool for monitoring forest health and condition in Central Europe. Before this technique could be used to classify forest health on a large scale in Ireland, it was necessary to develop photo-interpretation keys for Sitka spruce and lodgepole pine. These were completed as part of an EU-wide programme for investigating methods of monitoring forest condition. With these keys, a trained operator can accurately classify the damage to individual tree crowns in terms of defoliation and discoloration, based entirely on their appearance on CIR aerial photographs. A number of important practical applications of this technique are demonstrated and discussed. These include national and regional forest condition inventories that were carried out using the interpretation keys. CIR aerial photography was successfully used to detect nutrient deficient forest stands on peat sites in midland areas of Ireland, and to monitor the subsequent response of these areas to fertilizer application. The phenomenon of top dying of Norway spruce was also successfully detected and the extent of the damage zoned using this resource. Information on the habit of top dying was gathered from these aerial photographs and this is discussed. Other applications for CIR photography have also been studied and there are briefly described.
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Abstract This trial reports on the effects of adding varying rates of nitrogen, phosphorous, potassium and lime to a newly planted stand of common ash (Fraxinus excelsior L.) on lowland fertile mineral soil at Johnstown Castle Co. Wexford. This site is moderately well drained loam over a clay loam, with a pH of 6.7 and phosphorous and potassium levels of 8.5 and 75 mg/kg soil respectively. Adding a range of fertilizers did not consistently improve height or diameter increment in any one year of the six year establishment phase. In addition, foliar concentrations of nitrogen, phosphorous, potassium and calcium assessed for the range of treatments did not differ significantly from those recorded for the treatment control. It is concluded that there is no need to add fertilizer during the establishment phase of common ash, when planted on a fertile lowland site.
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Title An integrated study on the viability of using slash for domestic energy in the form of briquettes.
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Once the particle size and moisture content of slash have been reduced to 3 mm and 10% respectively, it is possible to produce a well-structured briquette with a calorific value of 4,380 Cal/g. County Wicklow would be an ideal location for a briquetting plant, given its proximity to the large Dublin market and the consequent reduction in haulage costs. This assessment is also supported by the potential for realizing a sustained yield of approximately 75,000 cubic metres of slash per annum from surrounding forests. The cost of harvesting slash would vary between £6.17 and £11.48 per green tonne (gt), depending on site conditions and the harvesting system employed. However, the harmful impact on the forest site after removal, in terms of soil acidity and nutrient depletion, would mean that only the most fertile sites could be harvested for slash. This limiting factor, coupled with the high cost of manufacturing this type of briquette, probably prevents this new product from becoming a commercially viable enterprise in the short term.
Abstract
The influence of root wrenching on the dormancy and cold hardiness development of Queen Charlotte Island (QCI) provenance of Sitka spruce (Picea sitchensis (Bong.) Carr.) seedlings was investigated. The root wrenching treatment was carried out in mid September, 1991, with the objective of inducing early dormancy to facilitate early lifting of stock for field planting. Wrenching delayed bud development, lowered root mitotic activity, and reduced cold hardiness levels during dormancy development, compared with unwrenched seedlings. The rate of root mitotic activity and cold hardiness deacclimation in the spring was also slowed by the wrenching treatment. Although the late season root wrenching had the opposite effect to that envisaged, it may be possible to extend the lifting season by two to three weeks using this treatment, as dormancy release was also delayed.
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Abstract
An Indicative Forest Strategy (IFS) was developed, with specific reference to Co. Clare, with the aim of providing a scientific basis to assist future policy decisions regarding potential locations of forestry, taking into account factors such as tree productivity and environmental resources. Development of the strategy was based on Geographical Information System (GIS) technology, thereby allowing the input of a large number of varied spatial information types linked to related database information. These can be subsequently displayed, analysed and queried in an interactive fashion, thereby providing answers to queries posed. Spatial and non-spatial information inputted included soil water resources, landscape, heritage, and potential European Union (EU) designated special areas of conservation. Such data and related database information were then subjected to a series of geoprocessing techniques to produce thematic datasets which included yield class, Windthrow Hazard Classification (WHC), site workability and water resource sensitivity. The resulting information was then displayed, manipulated and interrogated in an interactive fashion to answer more complex user defined queries relating to various potential locational scenarios.
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The inventory needs of private forest growers.
Publisher
The objectives of the Irish Timber Growers Association are outlined and the importance of an inventory of private woodlands to achieving these objectives are outlined. An outline of the last inventory of private woodlands, carried out in 1971, is provided. Since then the area of coniferous high forest has increased fourfold. The likely age, proportion of scrub, and percentage of broadleaved forest and older coniferous woodland (20% and 10% respectively) is estimated. The reasons for carrying out a detailed inventory of private woodlands are outlined. These include the high proportion of broadleaved forest in private hands, the need to assess the potential of scrub for afforestation, and the highly productive nature of large areas of coniferous high forest which has been excluded from recent inventories. The author recommends a thorough inventory which would provide the following information: windthrow risk; environmental constraints on particular woodlands; details of financial rotations for the various species and yield classes; crop health details; and roading requirements.

**Abstract**

The objectives of the Irish Timber Growers Association are outlined and the importance of an inventory of private woodlands to achieving these objectives are outlined. An outline of the last inventory of private woodlands, carried out in 1971, is provided. Since then the area of coniferous high forest has increased fourfold. The likely age, proportion of scrub, and percentage of broadleaved forest and older coniferous woodland (20% and 10% respectively) is estimated. The reasons for carrying out a detailed inventory of private woodlands are outlined. These include the high proportion of broadleaved forest in private hands, the need to assess the potential of scrub for afforestation, and the highly productive nature of large areas of coniferous high forest which has been excluded from recent inventories. The author recommends a thorough inventory which would provide the following information: windthrow risk; environmental constraints on particular woodlands; details of financial rotations for the various species and yield classes; crop health details; and roading requirements.
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Abstract
A nitrogen and phosphorous experiment on Sitka spruce (Picea sitchensis (Bong.) Carr.), which ran from 1967 to 1982, was reopened in 1992. Half the original experimental plots were left untreated, and the other half received lime and further applications of nitrogen and phosphorous in factorial combinations. Levels of foliar nitrogen and phosphorous have fallen since 1979, with nitrogen now deficient throughout. Despite this, the effect of applied nitrogen and phosphorous, coupled with estimates of top height, suggests that the lime has failed to achieve its long term objective of stimulating growth.
(74% and 80%) respectively), and the seedlings were healthy. Shoot growth, and to a greater extent, root growth, were however adversely affected by this treatment. Germinants in this treatment also had lower dry weights than in those from the control, diphenamdi and oxyflourfen treatments. Germination and all other variables were very poor in those treated with isoxaben and oxaidiazon. In all cases, the herbicides tested had no effect on mycorrhizal associations in germinants.
The author argues that forestry development needs to be justified under economic, aesthetic and environmental considerations. One of the major causes of environmental problems associated with forestry is the planting of the wrong trees in the wrong place. Monoculture, the prevalence of exotic species, clearfell damage and water acidification all contribute to environmental damage. The author recommends radical species diversification and the use of better lands for planting through the expansion of on-farm forestry.

The professional forester - shaping the future.
Abstract
The past decade has been one of rapid change in forest policies. There is growing acceptance that a wide range of individuals and interest groups (representing conservation, recreation, socio-economics etc.) are legitimate stakeholders in forestry along with the timber processors. These new demands came to a head at the United Nations Conference on Environment and Development (UNCED), and again in the 1993 Helsinki Conference, the conclusions of which are binding upon the European states, including the Republic of Ireland. In this environment, it is not the function of the professional forester to set policy, but rather to achieve the balance between all competing demands.

The author identifies the major topics which will dominate the development of forestry beyond the year 2000 as the national timber supply, sustainable development, and the application of discoveries in biotechnology. The potential sustainable timber supply could reach over 15 million cubic meters per annum which could support future developments in the timber processing industry such as mechanical paper-making and the establishment of a chemical pulpmill. MDF, OSB and other engineered wood products will continue to be significant. The
biggest change in the forestry industry will be the emergence of a large private forestry sector. The current fragmented nature of the industry is not conducive to long-term strategic thinking. While the issue of sustainability must be addressed, the author defends the record of plantation forestry and foresters must be willing to accept their role in educating the public. Irish forests must not be subject to environmental regulations which are inappropriate to local conditions. Developments in propagation technology will have a major impact on timber quality. Another major development will be the availability of clonal varieties of a number of important species. The third major technological development will be in the field of genetic engineering, and the use of transgenetic genes is likely to be widespread.
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Abstract
The Helsinki Process, established in 1990, developed criteria of sustainable forest management, and for each criteria, a series of indicators against which progress can be measured over time. The author identifies a number of problems with the concept of sustainable forest management. The ignore the natural tendency of soils in temperate regions toward acidification. The definitions of sustainable forestry only vaguely set out the purpose of the project and it is unclear whether the values which underline are derived from public opinion or science. While it must be made clear that forestry is an economic activity, foresters have a responsibility to show a clear commitment to the concept of sustainability. Most of our forests were established long before sustainability became an issue. Our management systems were developed to meet the primary objective of timber production. Questions relating to resource depletion, biodiversity and impacts of other ecosystems all have to be examined in the context of our forests, particularly those on thing, poorly buffered acid soils. Foresters should openly discuss the issue of sustainability and participated actively in public debate. Ultimately if the sort of forests which society requires are not produced, then foresters will be subject to ever-increasing controls by society.

The author concludes that foresters owe it to their profession and to forestry to demonstrate that in managing our forests they can accommodate the primary goal of timber production with society's changing views on the role of the forest.
The study of pollen grains recovered from boglands and lake muds helps us to understand the ancient Irish landscape, but provides little information on the ground flora of ancient woodlands. The first tree to invade Ireland after the Ice Age was the birch, followed by hazel, pine and, later, oak and elm. The invasion of warm-loving trees from Europe was restricted by the sea. Forests were steadily cleared during the later Neolithic, Bronze and Iron Ages, except on inaccessible ground. Soil conditions favoured growth of blanket peat on exhausted land rather than woodland regeneration. Evidence suggests that oaks and pine grew on some bogs from about 5,000 to 2,000 years ago. While many forests disappeared thousands of years ago, documentary evidence suggests that extensive oak forests survived around Killarney and the Lower Bann valley up to the seventeenth century. However, this is not supported by pollen evidence and it is likely that these areas were cleared of trees over a period of one thousand years.
The greening of Ireland - tenant tree-planting in the eighteenth and nineteenth centuries.

In Ireland the conquests and plantations of the second half of the sixteenth and all of the seventeenth century saw the almost total eradication of the woodland cover both for economic and strategic purposes. Consequent to these changes, a cultural landscape or landlordism was created from the late seventeenth century. The planting of trees became a central symbol of this new civilization. A series of parliamentary acts between 1698 and 1791 progressively provided greater incentives to tenants to plant and eventually to claim ownership of the trees they planted. A Register of Trees for 13 counties provides detailed evidence of the scale and character of tenant tree-planting between c. 1769 and c. 1900. This paper seeks to locate tenant tree-planting in the wider economic and cultural contexts of the eighteenth and nineteenth centuries. It explores who the tenant tree-planters were, where they planted and what number and types of tree species they favoured. The greatest surge of tenant tree-planting was from the end of the eighteenth century to the period of the Great Famine. In this short phase, and enduring rural landscape of hedgerows, avenues, shelter belts and woodland plantations was created. For a variety of reasons, this expansive phase of tenant planting faded over the latter part of the nineteenth century, when the landlord system faced its last crisis and tenants were transformed into farm-proprietors.
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During the breeding season of 1996, the birds of Balrath Wood, Co. Meath were surveyed using the line transect technique. Twenty-four species were found to be present at the site, although four of these were unlikely to rely on the woodland directly. The bird communities of three separate habitats within the woodland, viz. woodland ridelines, completely wooded areas and external woodland edges, were compared. Relative abundance values were calculated for each species for each habitat. The overall abundance estimates for each habitat varied between 15.25 and 19.67 birds/ha. Ridelines with a range of early successional stage vegetation were found to contain the greatest number of species and the highest densities of birds. Wooded areas and external woodland edges both contained the same number of species, although density was higher in the latter. A relatively low number of hole-nesting species were recorded, possibly due to a shortage of suitable nesting sites.
Abstract
Twelve families of Sitka spruce (Picea sitchensis (Bong.) Carr.) were grown at 1 m x 1 m spacing on a sheltered fertile site in weed-free conditions. After 3 growing seasons, the trees were lifted and growth parameters recorded. There was a wide range of growth rates between families and blocks and significant differences were demonstrated between dry root and dry shoot biomass, root spread and rooting depth. There were no significant differences between root/shoot ratios. Despite breeding for improved above-ground characteristics, there was no evidence of this compromising factors relating to tree stability.
The author traces the emergence of sustainable development as a significant political issue during the 1980s, particularly in regard to forests in developing countries. From about the early 1990s a new working definition of sustainable forest management began to be developed by the UN Food and Agriculture Organisation and other international bodies. However, there were fundamental differences in outlook between developed and developing countries, who saw the problem in regional rather than global terms. These differences were partially reconciled in the 1996 UNCED definition of sustainability. These developments and the Helsinki Process (1996) have implications for the development of a programme of sustainable forest management in Ireland. This programme must recognise that the overriding goal of Irish forestry policy must be to re-establish the forest and associated ecosystems. However, the forest must be understood as an ecosystem within which a dynamic relationship and interdependence exits between flora and fauna and their environment, and human activity must be sensitive to this relationship. Resilience, response and recovery are central elements in a healthy ecosystem and these are supported by biodiversity. Forest operations should be assessed in terms of their impact on sustainability and this can be done through Life Cycle Analysis which identifies and evaluates the inputs and outputs of processes in terms of environmental costs. The change to using better land for planting has ecological as well as production and economic consequences and will enhance the process of sustainable forestry development in future years.
A nitrogen and phosphorous experiment on Sitka spruce (Picea sitchensis (Bong.) Carr.), which ran from 1967 to 1982, was reopened in 1992. Half of the original experimental plots were left untreated, and the other half received lime and further applications of nitrogen and phosphorous in factorial combinations. Levels of foliar nitrogen and phosphorous have fallen since 1978, with nitrogen now deficient throughout. Despite this, the effect of applied nitrogen and phosphorous on their respective foliar concentrations is still in evidence. Foliar concentrations of other nutrients, except sulphur, are adequate. The decline in the foliar concentration of nitrogen and phosphorous, coupled with estimates of top height, suggests that the lime has failed to achieve its long term objective of stimulating growth.
Abstract
Against a background of minimal activity, the huge growth in private afforestation in the Republic of Ireland has been dramatic. This trend is defined and set in the context of European Union policy and related national forestry incentives, but other influences are also involved. These are distinct spatial patterns in the amount and characteristics of private planting. These are mapped on a county basis and discussed with reference to: the extent of afforestation and its role in land use change; comparisons with the public sector; the ownership of private afforestation; and the type and size of tracts being planted. Differences between east and west are evident. These include a greater volume of private planting activity in the west, together with the greater use of enclosed land and the development of large tracts of forestry. The patterns are the outcome of many complex influences, but land type is of primary importance. In the major expansion of private afforestation which is projected, greater attention should be given to the spatial dimension.
Abstract
The impact of grit grade and source on the seed germination, early morphology and health of Sitka spruce (Picea sitchensis (Bong.) Carr.) germinants and on soil pH was investigated in a greenhouse trial. Seed germination, germinant morphology and health were best in the coarse (2.0 - 6.0 mm) grits, and grit source had no effect. Germination percentage, germinant size and number of healthy germinants were lowest in the fine (0.2 - 2.0 mm) grits, and there was significant variation among grit sources. The pH of the soil was increased in three grit sources within this grade, and in one by nearly two pH units. Results for the mixed (0.2-6.0 mm) grits were closer to those obtained for the coarse grits for all variables except soil pH, but grit source effects were significant. The pH values for this grade were almost identical to those obtained for the fine grits.
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Abstract
Urban forestry in Northern Ireland has made excellent progress since the concept was given government recognition in 1990. This progress has been achieved against a background of severe economic difficulties exacerbated by political instability and widespread civil unrest. Despite an erratic and low level of funding, the Forest of Belfast project has developed as a model for a planned, systematic and integrated approach to urban tree management which could be replicated by other public and voluntary sector organisations outside the Greater Belfast area. With the prospect of an end to 'the Troubles', there could soon be an opportunity for urban forestry to make a major contribution to the regeneration of Northern Ireland's towns and cities.
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An overview of twentieth century Irish forestry and forest products literature.

The development of Coillte's bibliography of twentieth century Irish forestry and forest products literature is briefly outlined. An overview of Irish forestry literature, briefly describing its development during the time covered by the bibliography, is provided. A survey of the literature recorded notes the volume of work produced on each of the major subject areas, and compares the extent to which a number of topics are covered in this literature. The report concludes with a brief account of recent developments in electronic publishing and forestry related literature.

An Assessment of avain biodiversity and opportunities for enhancement in Ireland's forests: preliminary results.

The development of Coillte's bibliography of twentieth century Irish forestry and forest products literature is briefly outlined. An overview of Irish forestry literature, briefly describing its development during the time covered by the bibliography, is provided. A survey of the literature recorded notes the volume of work produced on each of the major subject areas, and compares the extent to which a number of topics are covered in this literature. The report concludes with a brief account of recent developments in electronic publishing and forestry related literature.
Abstract

Forest expansion in Ireland has led to concern for the characteristic plant and animal communities associated with the planted land. If carefully planned, however, forestry may provide opportunities for conservation and enhancement of biodiversity. This study sets out to provide systematic data on bird assemblages in Irish plantation forests, and to suggest ways in which the biodiversity, as represented by birdlife, might be enhanced. Preliminary data are presented on the general bird assemblages of 'mature' (pole-state) forests in southwest Ireland during spring/summer, autumn and winter 1996/97, and on bird/habitat relationships. A total of 38 bird species was recorded within the 20 forest compartments studied, with goldcrest (Regulus regulus) being the most abundant and widespread. Some species showed marked seasonal variation in forest usage. Habitat factors which showed a positive relationship to bird species richness and/or bird density included, on varying scales, the number of broadleaf species present, proximity to the forest edge, and the amount of undergrowth. Some bird species also showed evidence of association with particular species of conifer.
deposition when no canopy exchange occurs. Precipitation and forest throughfall fluxes in an agricultural area (Ballyhooly, Co. Cork) have been monitored since 1989. This provides information on dry deposition of ammonia in relation to throughfall composition. Net throughfall fluxes for ammonia at Ballyhooly show a strong seasonal deposition of ammonai due to manure spreading. Negative net throughfall fluxes during spring indicate an uptake effect. Throughfall fluxes for certain ions can be used as an estimate of total deposition. Due to canopy uptake, however, total deposition of ammonia at Ballyhooly is higher than the throughfall flux.

Abstract
Formative shaping for quality was applied to 1,380 trees, commencing during the second growing season after planting. A similar number was kept as a control. The purpose of this trial was to assess the effect, if any, of formative shaping on early stem quality, height and diameter growth. Over a 4-year period, trees were assessed for quality annually after leaf-fall, using a standardised ranking system. This paper (Part 1) describes the effect of formative shaping on the quality of eight species included in the trial: common ash (Fraxinus excelsior L.); common beech (Fagus sylvatica L.); cherry (Prunus avium L.); pendunculate oak (Quercus robur L.); sessile oak (Q. petraea (Mattauschka) Leiblein); sycamore (Acer pseudoplatanus L.); common walnut (Juglans regia L.) Overall, quality among trees of all eight species was improved by formative shaping.
Formative shaping for quality was applied to 1,389 trees, commencing during the second growing season after planting. A similar number was kept as a control. The purpose of this trial was to assess the effect, if any, of formative shaping on early stem quality. Over a 4-year period, height and diameter growth were also monitored, to assess the effect, if any, of formative shaping on these parameters. This paper (Part 2) describes the effect of formative shaping on the height and diameter growth species included in the trial: common ash (Fraxinus excelsior L.); common beech (Fagus sylvatica L.); cherry (Prunus avium L.); pendunculate oak (Quercus robur L.); sweet chestnut (Castanea sativa Mill.); sessile oak (Quercus petraea Mattauschka) Leiblein; sycamore (Acer pseudoplatanus L.); and common walnut (Juglans regia L.). Formative shaping had a significant positive effect on the height growth of ash, sweet chestnut and sycamore and walnut. The negative effect on diameter is regarded from a silvicultural perspective as being of negligible importance. Formative shaping should commence as early as possible in the rotation, ideally where trees are 1.0 - 1.6 m in heights.
The afforestation programme in Ireland over the next 30 years is aimed at increasing forest cover from approximately 9% to 17%. Given the frequency of adverse impacts upon the landscape arising from forestry, particularly large-scale commercial plantations, measures such as planning and design guidelines and strategies which ensure positive results and avoidance of damage, are urgently required. Focusing upon landscape issues, this paper outlines the complexity of forestry problems in Ireland identifying the need for an approach, emphasising the importance of landscape assessment based upon landscape character typology. Arising from this, a 2-part model is proposed, the first part concerning guidelines developed for nationally generic landscape types, and the second concerning strategies for specific landscape character areas applied to counties. The three main components of this model are examined: forest capabilities; landscape aesthetic character enhancement potential; and landscape values with their sensitivities. The first two components provide the basis for a proactive approach to forestry, and the third introduces the constraining or qualifying influences. As far as landscape is concerned, forests can be a major force in landscape enhancement and a medium for the aesthetic experience of nature. It is very important to rise to the challenge by developing forestry in Ireland which is decisively proactive.
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Abstract
In contrast to the 33 species which occur naturally, several hundred exotic or introduced species are represented in Ireland. From the 1600s, tree species from the temperate regions of the world have been cultivated in Irish parks and demesnes. In the 18th and 19th century, plant collections were established by private owners who were keen to plant recently introduced species. In this century, tree collections were established by private individuals, the State and by local authorities. Trees were planted in arboreta, such as the John F. Kennedy Arboretum, Co. Wexford, or in informal Robinsonian style gardens, such as Mount Usher Gardens in Co. Wicklow. Some 35 collections are extant on this island. Collections such as those at Powerscourt, Co. Wicklow, Birr Castle, Co. Offaly, and Castlewellan in Co. Down, are of international repute. While the tree collection are important tourist destinations, attracting some 700,000 visitors annually, the also represent a resources for the nursery industry and for genetic and taxonomic studies, and are an integral part of garden design.
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Western red cedar (Thuja plicata D. Don.) is a species with enormous potential in Ireland. It is highly suited to the island's mild wet climate and the heavy wet soils currently available for forestry development. The species is capable of high growth rates and productivity, and is noted for its high quality timber which possesses several unique wood properties. It is a shade tolerant species suitable for underplanting and for use in mixtures with other conifers, notably Sitka spruce (Picea sitchensis (Bong.) Carr.) and Douglas fir (Pseudotsuga menziesii (Mirb.) Franco), and also as a nurse species in broadleaf plantations. While its growth rate does not compete with Sitka spruce on poorer site types, especially at higher elevations, western red cedar is capable of producing a high yield class crop on lower, more sheltered drumlin soils and on better quality lowland soils. While more detailed research is required, the favourable characteristics of western red cedar prompt its inclusion as a major species in future planting programmes, particularly in light of the current emphasis on diversification in Irish forestry.
influence trees in other ways. It can alter some physiological processes within the tree, and contribute to the formation of reaction wood. Not all impacts of wind upon trees are harmful. Air movement plays a vital role in the reproductive process of many species, spreading seed and pollen. This paper outlines the influence of wind upon forestry in Ireland. It also attempts to predict the future impacts of wind in light of both probable climate changes and changes in afforestation trends and practices.
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Forestry has been identified by the Heritage Council as one of the activities which has great potential to impact on Ireland's heritage. There is an urgent need to integrate heritage issues at the strategic planning level of the forestry policy. This document recommends how effective measures and structures can put in place to deal with heritage concerns. These recommendations are: ensure that tree species and soil suitability are matched at local, site specific level; plant an equal number of broadleaved and conifer species, and that the planting of broadleaves species becomes a strategic policy target for Coillte; the use of local seeds should be encouraged; greater forest stand diversity should be encouraged as part of promoting sustainable forest management; that planting policy should carefully consider the negative impact on freshwater systems and archaeological heritage; encourage local participation in all decisions relating to forest management.

Cover title: 'Policy paper on forestry and the national heritage.' Text in English and Irish
The development of the Irish reforestation programme in the 20th century is summarised and the reasons for the confinement of plantation to poorer land are explained. The State forestry estate, managed by Coillte, has a
number of unique characteristics including the fragmented nature of the estate, its high level of productivity, its relative youth, its rate of expansion, its relative health, and the environmentally responsible way in which it is managed. The potential for future growth of this estate will be determined by the market for forest products in Europe, agricultural reform, the availability of good land, and social attitudes. The author argues that there is no conflict over land use between forestry and agriculture as there is more than enough land in Ireland to accommodate growth in both sectors. However, current use is distorted by EU payment support for agricultural products. The size of the forest estate in 2015 is predicted to be 1 million ha representing a landscape cover of 14.7%, with a sustainable production of 10 million cubic metres per annum.
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Abstract
This book is a complete guide to growing the native and naturalized broadleaved species of Ireland: ash
(Fraxinus excelsior), sycamore (Acer pseudoplatanus), wild cherry (Prunus avium), beech (Fagus sylvatica) and
oak (Quercus robur and Q. petraea). There are 8 chapters: (1) Introduction - historical background, policies and
incentives for afforestation, and benefits; (2) Silvicultural strategies and procedures - national strategy, general
silvicultural strategies for broadleaves, and silvicultural procedures; (3) Soils - introduction, summary of
optimum site/soil conditions for broadleaved species, soil formation and distribution in Ireland, and the major
soils; (4) Ash; (5) Sycamore; (6) Wild cherry; (7) Beech; and (8) Oak. The chapters which deal with the species
are all arranged as follows: summary; natural distribution and occurrence; provenance; ecological demands &
characteristics of the species; production goals; stand establishment; formative shaping; tending; pruning;
thinning; and underplanting
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Abstract
The distribution of afforestation in Ireland has increased the threat to archaeological sites and monuments, but the extent of the potential impact is not yet known. There are three inter-related states in protecting archaeological sites from afforestation and the activities associated with it: 1) identifying sites and monuments, 2) enforcing their legal protection, and ensuring adherence to the Forest service guidelines on archaeology is minimised and sustaining management plans for the forest environment. An assessment of a sample of archaeological sites is required to assess the extent of damage. The statutory protection conferred on archaeological sites is outlined. Education of forestry professionals and consultation with archaeologists is an essential part of any site protection programme. An inventory of sites in forestry is required, as is a reassessment of the standards of archaeological impact assessment. The input of experience archaeologists, in co-operation with the Forest Service and local authorities would help to minimise the adverse impact of afforestation on archaeological sites, and would ensure implementation of existing legislation. Clear identification and marking of sites in forest areas is a necessity. A policy of management for archaeological sites in forestry is required to facilitate participation in the development of land-use and landscape policies.
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The phosphate cycle of a C4-grass species (Miscanthus sinensis "Giganteus") and two willow species (Salix viminalis "683" and Salix x dasyclados) were investigated on two different soil types (Gley and Grey Brown Podzolic) in Ireland. Above- and below-ground biomass and soil samples were collected once at each site during the most active growing season in May, June and July respectively. Samples were analysed for total P colorimetrically, for Ph, total N, and a P fractionation was undertaken to detect the different availability of the total P pools for plant uptake. Models were drawn to show the P distribution within the crop system, the yearly P fluxes and P export through harvest of the energy crops. Digestion of the only "inorganic" resin fraction (Dowex 1 x 8-50, NaHCO3) gave a considerable organic P fraction, which had not been mentioned before in the literature. Outputs of P from harvest were 4% to 20.5% of the cycled P fraction respectively 58-265 kg ha-1.
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Abstract
Investigations of the role of microarthropods (Acari and Collembola) in organic matter decompositions and nutrient cycling have shown that they may contribute to primary productivity in nutrient poor soils. The potential of microarthropods to affect other ecosystem properties, such as above ground plant diversity or succession, lags somewhat. In this contribution the authors demonstrate: (1) that the effect of the mobilization of nutrients promoted by microarthropods must be measured at the microhabitat scale appropriate to the scale of the faunal activity, and microarthropods must be measured at the microhabitat scale appropriate to the scale of the faunal activity, and (2) that small changes in the structure of microarthropod assemblages can have significant effects on the local mobilization of nutrients. In the first of two experiments the authors measured the nutrients leaching from field mesocosms containing litter and mineral soil, with and without fauna. After eight months, the C:N ratios of the litter differed significantly indicating that the fauna were effective in altering the decomposition rate. However, the patterns of release over time and the concentration of the measured nutrients differed little between the two sets of mesocosms. In a second experiment microarthropod assemblages, which differed only slightly, were introduced into laboratory microcosms and the nutrient fluxes were measured over a ten week period. Significant differences were detected in the concentration of nitrogen, K and Mg, leached and in CO2 evolved. The authors suggest that when the potential influence of microarthropods on ecosystems properties is being assessed, specific knowledge of the relevant details of interactions at the smallest scale must be considered. These details can be incorporated or dismissed when interactions on the next level of the ecological hierarchy are examined. Using such analysis they suggest that the creation of soil nutrient hot-spots by microarthropods may have implications for maintaining plant species of lowered competitive ability in a given system.
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Abstract
Traditional approaches to woodland succession provide data for one or two generations of the dominant canopy trees. The restricted temporal scale of such data limits their value in the elucidation of the long-term dynamics of woodland. Pollen-analysis from small sites within woodland has been demonstrated to reconstruct vegetation on a local spatial scale. The application of pollen profiles generates reconstruction of dynamics at the woodland stand scale for thousands of years. Such data can be used to test existing successional models over long time periods. The impacts of climate change and human interaction can also be traced over long time-scales. These themes will be illustrated using data from the Killarney oak woods, Bialowieza Forest, East Poland and the Ringarooma temperate rainforest, Tasmania.
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Abstract
A lysimeter study was carried out to compare the effects on the chemical compositions of the leachate of adding pig slurry to forest and grassland soil. The results suggest that the soil pH and the extent to which available ammonium was nitrified determined which cation was leached. Nitrification operated efficiently in grassland soil and the loss of nitrate was balanced by the loss of base cations. However, in forest soil less of the nitrogen was lost as nitrate and the cations leached included large proportions of ammonium and potassium rather than, for example, magnesium and aluminium. Pig slurry contains relatively high concentrations of heavy metals and the amount of zinc leached from the acid forest soil, to which pig slurry had been applied, were significantly
higher than those from grassland soil, which had received the same amount of slurry but had a higher pH.
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**Abstract**
This study investigates the factors affecting mortality in the sawfly Pontania proxima (Tenthredinidae: Hymenoptera) that forms galls on the crack willow Salix fragilis inhabiting a site near the Royal Canal, north Dublin, Ireland. The ectoparasitoids Pnigalio nemati Westwood, (Eulophidae), Pteromlaus dolichurus Thomson (Pteromalidae), Scambus vesicularis Ratzeburg, Diaparsis stramineipes Brischke (Ichneumoidae), Bracon riticronis Wesmael, Bracon discoideus Wesmael (Braconidae), and the inquiline weevil Curculio salicvorus Palkull (Curculionidae: Coleoptera), caused an approximate 7% reduction in population size of Pontania proxima during the period April-November 1995. The overall survival rate, however, reached an average of 67.48% for the observed population. The low parasite-induced mortality rate may be due to an increase in the number of galls without eggs, which constituted an average of 16.45% of the surveyed population. These might act as decoys, attracting the parasitoids and predators away from the sawfly stages, and subsequently enhancing the insects survival. In addition, it might be indicative of a particular defensive behaviour used by the sawfly larvae against their natural enemies. Evidence of larval avoidance of enemies was present in the population in the form of large numbers of clean galls, indicating continous larval cleaning of the gall chamber and removal of any material that could be used as a cue by their enemies. The number of live larvae in the studies population was positively correlated with the number of clean galls.
Abstract
Floristic and environmental data were recorded from wetland woods in all regions of Ireland, with more intensive studies in the Killarney area. The principal gradients in the environment are found to be edaphic and hydrological. Seven vegetation groups are distinguished: two represent communities not hitherto described from Ireland. Group A is mostly riparian woodland and equates with the Salicetum albo-fragilis. Group B is found in stagnant conditions, mostly near lake shores and corresponds to the Osmundo-Salicetum atrocinereae. Groups C1, a rare community of mires irrigated by calcareous groundwater, equates with the Alnus glutinosa - Carex paniculata community; one site corresponds to classic swamp carr. Group C2, typically associated with springs or flushed sites, large equates with Carici romotae-Fraxinetum. Group D, on soils that are waterlogged in winter but dry out in summer, is classified as the deschampsietosum caespitosae subassociation of the Corylo-Fraxinetum. Group E, associated with oligotrophic peat that is relatively dry, equates with Betuletum pubsescentis. Group F, of waterlogged oligotrophic peat, equates with Sphagnum palustre-Betual pubscens community. The richness and diversity of Irish wetland woods have been underrated, according to the authors, and they emphasise the need for conservation measures.
Forestry and rural development in agriculturally over-extended areas: the cases of Scotland and Ireland.

The objective of this paper is to provide estimates of the impact of forestry as a land use alternative to agriculture, on rural development in areas of Scotland and Ireland characterized by depopulation, remoteness from main population centres, and adverse soil and climate conditions. It describes work conducted at and from Aberdeen as part of a tripartite 1991-1994 study of afforestation in rural development in Scotland and Ireland. In particular, two aspects of this work are focused upon: (i) the interrelationships between the forestry sector and other components of the rural economy investigated through surveys of forestry sub-sectors and input-output analysis, and (ii) analysis of alternative afforestation scenarios over the past several decades. The study as a whole is intended to throw light on the implications of afforestation of economy-wide output, job creation and income levels.
Abstract
The ability of global circulation models to predict climate change has yet to be determined, but the impact of increased annual temperature and changes in precipitation patterns must be considered. The rapid rate of change predicted will have implications for frost damage and the date of bud break. Genetic variation in traits associated with adaptation to local conditions, such as date of bud break, date of bud set, optimal temperature for photosynthesis, pest resistance and drought tolerance, exists not only at the species level, but also at the provenance, family and individual level. Therefore, by identifying highly adaptable sources of material, it is possible to develop new varieties which will be better able to cope with future climatic conditions than current material. This information is best obtained from classical provenance experiments. Climatic changes will probably result in changes in the natural distribution of forest tree species, and may limit the use of some species in plantation forestry. The impact of Sitka spruce (Picea sitchensis (Bong.) Carr.) should be minimal, but a number of other commercially important species, such as Norway spruce (P. abies (L.) Karst.), Scots pine (Pinus sylvestris L.), common beech (Fagus sylvatica L.), common ash (Fraxinus excelsior L.), common beech (Fagus sylvatica L.), sessile oak (Quercus petraea (Mattuschka) Lieblein) may be adversely affected. What is now required is validation that the current models are correct, followed by commitment, together with a plan, to do something about those species at greater risk.

Notes
Paper presented at the Annual Symposium of the Society of Irish Foresters, entitled 'The impact of climate change on tree growth.' Tullamore, Co. Offaly, 1 May 1998; includes bibliographical references; available
Atmospheric carbon dioxide concentrations will continue to rise for the foreseeable future at a rate dependent on human activity and the success of the emission control policies prescribed in the United Nations Convention on Climate Change. Evidence suggests that this and other ‘greenhouse’ gases have already influenced our climate and may have had an effect on forest productivity during the course of the twentieth century. Predictions of future climate are now available, and the influence of climate change on forest growth can already be modelled through analysis of spatial clines in climatic variable such as temperature and rainfall. The direct effects of atmospheric carbon dioxide concentrations and interactions with a changing climate are, however, more difficult to model. For these purposes, physiological or process-based models are required, in which the response of individual physiological processes to changing carbon dioxide concentrations is determined in controlled environment facilities and then parameterised for input into the growth models. The individual processes of these models can be validated by comparison with whole canopy water vapour and carbon dioxide flux data, while the growth predictions can be partially validated using historic climate and yield data. Only when these models are finalised and validated can we reliably predict the impact of climate change on forest growth.

Amidst the devastating impacts of deforestation and environmental degradation, many rural communities in Nepal have adopted an approach to development centred around the principles of community forestry. Community forestry is designed to facilitate local communities to develop sustainable forest management practices which conserve natural resources while ensuring an adequate supply of forest products for the future.
This involves the participation of all forest users and potential stakeholders, and the harnessing of local knowledge and indigenous forest management practices. Through the activities of community forestry, many local communities in Nepal have gained the organisational skills, experience and confidence to address broader development needs, such as community health, education and sanitation. The author concludes that, while Irish community forestry projects are aimed at enhancing social well-being rather than securing actual physical survival, we can learn much from Nepali community foresters.
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Abstract
In 1996, plant and carabid beetle communities were examined in a semi-natural woodland (Derrynale Wood) and compared with communities of a nearby mature conifer plantation and a plantation clearfelled in 1994. At each site, 10 quadrats (2 m x 2 m) and 10 pitfall traps were used to sample the ground vegetation and carabid beetle communities, respectively. Forty-one plant species were recorded in the oak woodland while 38 species were found in the clearfelled site and 19 in the conifer plantation. The median plant-species richness per quadrat was significantly greater (p>0.01) in the oak woodland (16.5) than in the other two sites and the clearfelled site (11) was significantly more species-rich (p>0.01) than the conifer plantation (6.5). A total of 21 carabid species (895 individuals) were captured, with 74.5, 13.9 and 11.6% of individuals being caught at the oak woodland, clearfelled site and conifer plantation, respectively. The median number of carabid species per pitfall trap was significantly greater (p>0.01) in the oak woodland (6) than in the clearfelled site (3.5) and conifer plantation (2). In addition, median species richness per pitfall trap was significantly higher in the clearfelled site than in the conifer plantation at p<0.02. Median diversity per pitfall trap was also significantly less in the conifer plantation (1.19) than in the oak woodland (2.43, p<0.01) and clearfelled site (1.55, p<0.05). While the Sorenson similarity index for both vegetation and carabids shows that the conifer plantation and the clearfelled site were most similar in species composition; nevertheless, the clearfelled site has demonstrated signs of increasing species richness only 2 years after clearfelling. It is concluded that while semi-natural woodlands support a
greater range of species than conifer plantations, clearfelled areas which are not replanted can enhance species richness within commercial conifer plantations.
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Effect of drought experiments using roof installations on acidification/nitrification of soils.

Within the framework of the EU-funded EXMAN (Experimental Manipulation of Forest Ecosystems) project drought experiments were conducted at four different European Norway spruce (Picea abies (L.) Karst) plantations in the year 1992-1995. The aim of the project was to investigate if there is an additional risk of soil acidification due to nitrification/acidification pulses after extended periods of summer droughts. The site where the Irish experiment was carried out was Ballyhooly. Artificial droughts were produce by using different types of roof constructions installed below the forest canopy (non-permanent constructions in BH and HW, permanent installations in KH and SL). Each drought was started in spring time and dry conditions were maintained until the soil water tension was below a potential of -700 hPa at 70cm depth in the mineral soils. Results given are focused on changes in soil solution concentrations during the rewetting of severely dried out soils. No marked nitrification pulses were observed after any of the droughts carried out on any site. Only single lysimeters/sample locations showed the hypothesized reaction with increasing aluminum concentrations and pH values, but spatial heterogeneity was high during rewetting. In the first soil solution samples after the drought, occasionally distinct peaks of NH+4, DOC and K, partly also Norg and HPO2−4 appeared. For the BH site the respective potassium concentrations increased 10 to 20 times compared to the level of the control plot. Presented data
indicate a certain potential for nitrification pulses at the BH and KH site, but probably due to a fast root uptake, below the rooting zone no nitrate was determined. At the HW site, the drought induced reactions in the soil solution composition were only visible in humus water samples. At SL, nitrate concentrations were generally reduced at the drought plot. During rewetting in 1992 samples from a single lysimeter indicated a clear nitrification pulse. Applied flux calculations for SL showed a significant increase of the nitrate budget but a distinct decrease of the potassium budget. It is concluded that drought phases can influence the element cycling, but there seems to be no risk that forest soils will be subjected to pronounced acidification after summer droughts.
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Abstract
The five sites of the EXMAN project conducted in Ireland, Denmark, Netherland, Northern and Southern Germany were compared regarding (1) the marine and anthropogenic components of depositions, (2) the acidification of soil and consequences for A1 status, and (3) the nitrate load of seepage. The marine deposition decreases with decreasing rates from the coast inland. It vanishes at a distance of more than 600 km of the sea. The most part of sea salt input in conifer forests is due to dry depositions. Sea salt Mg²⁺ in throughfall near the coast by far exceeds the demand of trees. The anthropogenic deposition of N and S at the Irish site is about 20%; at the Danish site, about 60% of that at the inland sites. At the Irish site, the anthropogenic deposition is the two to threefold of the preindustrial deposition. NH₄⁺ prevails at all sites as acid component in throughfall, controlling the pH values that vary between 3.9 and 5.3. In drainage water leaving the root zone, the mean pH values vary only between 4.1 and 4.4. Proton budgets for the forest floor have shown that N turnover dominates as a proton source at the inland sites, whereas at the coastal sites the dominant source results form the production of organic acids. The main proton sink is due to H⁺ output. Proton budgets for the forest floor have shown that N turnover dominates as a proton source at the inland sites, whereas at the coastal sites the dominant source results from the production of organic acids. The main proton sink is due to H⁺ output. Proton budgets for the total root zone indicate that an important proton gain is caused at the most sites by proton excretion of the roots in connection with base cation uptake. In addition, at some sites, the release and output of SO₂⁻ appears to be a considerable proton source. At all sites, buffering and output of A1 represent the main proton sink. The A1 solubility of each layer of the EXMAN sites was compared with the solubility of a synthetic gibbsite. A1 saturation exits only at the lower boundary of the main root zone. In the soil layers above, there is undersaturation that is largest at the humus layer efflux. The relationship between A1 dissolved and A1 absorbed, both expressed in cation percentages, is rather weak for the coastal sites in contrast to the inland sites. The importance of the ionic strength effect of sea salt input is discussed with respect to the deep reaching A1 saturation and acidification of the soils. Moderate to strong A1 stress is indicated at all sites in the mineral soil. The nitrate load of the seepage water depends on the N status of the ecosystems rather than N deposition when the throughfall exceeds 20 kg N ha⁻¹ yr⁻¹. An attempt was made to classify the EXMAN sites with respect to the N status with the aid of the N flux gradient by depth.
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Abstract
This study sought to develop a profile of the participants in Coillte's Farm Partnership Scheme, and examines the extent to which it has contributed to farm incomes and the attitudes of current partners in scheme. A survey, involving personal interviews with 50 farmers in the west, midlands and South-east of the country was conducted between January and April 1999. For most farm partners, participation in the Coillte scheme was
motivated by economics and the need to have access to expertise. Farm holdings involved in the scheme varied from medium to large, and land quality was arable farmland in 50% of cases.

**Abstract**

The background to Coillte's sustainable forest management initiative is explained, and future inventories will have to include information on how forestry influences ecological and structural diversity. Advantage in information technology will make collection and analysis of this data easier. This study involved an inventory of Rahin Wood, which is a 60 year old, two-storey, broadleaf-conifer plantation in Rahin, Co. Kildare. The current state of species and standing volumes growing on this site in 1998 are documented in detail. An analysis on soils in Rahin Wood, as well as an inventory of the vegetation is included. The purpose of collecting such data, using fixed grid baseline sampling positions was to provide a database that could be monitored through future studies. Additional information can also be collected on the database extended to incorporate all environmental, social and economic needs.
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**Abstract**

The background to Coillte's sustainable forest management initiative is explained, and future inventories will have to include information on how forestry influences ecological and structural diversity. Advantage in information technology will make collection and analysis of this data easier. This study involved an inventory of Rahin Wood, which is a 60 year old, two-storey, broadleaf-conifer plantation in Rahin, Co. Kildare. The current state of species and standing volumes growing on this site in 1998 are documented in detail. An analysis on soils in Rahin Wood, as well as an inventory of the vegetation is included. The purpose of collecting such data, using fixed grid baseline sampling positions was to provide a database that could be monitored through future studies. Additional information can also be collected on the database extended to incorporate all environmental, social and economic needs.
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Economic impact evaluation of casastropic storm damage in Irish Forestry.
The objective of this thesis was to identify factors influencing and methods of quantifying the economic impact of catastrophic storm damage in forestry. The study was based on data from stands which were windthrown in the Southern region of Coillte in the December 1997 storm. Two forests, Midleton and Skeibbereen, were selected for detailed analysis on a sub-compartment basis. Regional analysis of invoiced sales for 1998 showed that windthrown material had stumpage values on average 10% less than those obtained from normal or premature felled material. Forest analysis of windthrow losses resulted in average combined stumpage and growth losses per ha. of £1,778 for Midleton forest and £4,141 for Skibbereen forest. These losses were for the current windthrow rotation only. Taking into account the current and next rotation the losses per ha are £1,649 for Midleton and £3,668 for Skibbereen. As a consequence of windthrow the next rotations will commence earlier than planned, resulting in a reduction in the losses. In an effort to minimise the impact of the windthrow on timber supplies, the felling of standing crops which had reached the standard felling age was deferred. The economic returns from this course of action are dependent on the yield classes of the crops. The reason is that apart from a few instances, the economic optimum felling ages and the standard felling ages do not coincide. As regards Sitka spruce standard thin crops both the economic optimum and standard felling ages are the same for YC 20, YC 22 and YC 24. This also applies for no-thin crops of Sitka spruce of YC 20. With the exception of the cases mentioned above, and YC 24 no-thin stands where the economic optimum felling age is two years less than the standard felling age, in all other instances, both for thin and no-thin crops, the economic optimum rotations are one to ten years longer than the standard relations. For low yield class crops there is a financial gain in retaining crops after the standard felling age. Windthrow loss assessment tables compiled as part of this study, outline windthrow losses for up to 20 years prior to standard felling ages for Sitka spruce standard thin and no-thin crops. This study has identified that windthrow loss has a high economic impact.
Abstract

The need to ensure that forest design is sensitive to local landscape has become a factor in plantation policy. This study examined the implications of forestry re-design for both the volume production in the current rotation, and the financial return in both the current and the subsequent rotation. A study was carried out on Laracas forest, a Coillte property in Co.Donegal containing 518 ha. The forest crop is now in its production phase with clearfell coupes scheduled from 2003 to 2015. Annual and total production volumes were calculated using yield models under its standard forecast and on the basis of a new forest design plan. The financial outputs under both the Standard Plan and the Design Plan were also determined. The study extends to the subsequent rotation and net present values for both the Standard plan and the Design Plan, regimes were obtained, using site productivity as the main determinant. Finally the net present values for both the current and subsequent rotation were obtained for both plans and comparisons were made. A key assumption used in the calculations for the subsequent rotation, under standard planning, was the inclusion of a 10% broadleaf component to increase species diversity. In contrast, the sizes and locations of the broadleaf areas in the Design Plan were specified by the landscape architect. Results in the current rotation at Laracas indicated a volume loss due to design planning of 5.5% compared to the Standard Plan. In financial terms this represents a loss of 4.6%. For the subsequent rotation, a significant financial gain of 18% in net present value was achieved as a result of re-designing the plantation. This indicates that prescriptive approach to species diversification (e.g. 10% broadleaves in planting proposals) effects significant financial loss when compared to a designed approach. The overall financial out-turn for the property, when both the current and subsequent rotations were considered together, was a 3.3% lower net present value for the Design Plan than the Standard Plan due to the effects of transformation and re-design. The results indicates a lower impact on financial return at Laracas than impacts determined in other studies.
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Abstract

A study of the impact of clearfelling on water quality and nutrient loss was conducted in a forested catchment in Clenard, Co. Donegal. The mixed conifer plantation was situated on an upland blanket peat site, which overlay a partially metamorphosed sedimentary mudstone. Approximately 20% of the catchment was felled and water samples were taken from above and below a stream which flows through the catchment. Water samples were taken on regular intervals for a period of one year and analysed for various elements. Short-lived pulses of some elements were evident below the harvest area in late spring and some of these may have been attributed to harvesting. A significant and sustained increase in potassium was observed below the clearfell following harvesting. Overall, clearfelling had a low-level impact on the water quality and nutrient loss from the site. The nature of the soil type (the rock in particular), the chemistry of the water and the existence of riparian zones influence the impact of harvesting on water quality at this site.
Abstract
This project is the concluding half of a larger study which aimed to develop a decision-support system, incorporating pre-harvest measurement and analysis procedures, to provide the timber procurement manager of a medium sized sawmill with estimates of the breakdown by number, volume and diameter class of log assortments that could potentially be cut from standing timber lots of mature Sitka spruce (Picea sitchensis( Bong.) Carr.). In order to develop such a system Malone (1998) recognised that the following tasks needed to be completed: 1) the development of a generic taper equation to provide accurate estimates of diameter at any point along Sitka spruce stems at time of clearfelling; 2) the design of a pre-harvest inventory procedure to gather information on the diameter/height relationship in a standing timber lot; 3) the development of a cross-cutting computer simulation programme, that incorporates the knowledge from 1 & 2 to forecast time yield in terms of volume, number and size of log products. The purpose of this second project was to complete the development and to evaluate the pre-harvest inventory and cross cutting simulation procedure developed by Malone. Results produced by the completed pre-harvest inventory and cross-cutting simulation procedure were compared with results obtained using a dynamic programming algorithm (Nieuwenhuis, 1989), which assumed to be optimal. This comparison produced similar results to those found in earlier tests. The cross-cutting simulation programme performed very well using data from Sitka spruce and Norway spruce clearfell stand, while good results for the sawlog component of a Sitka spruce thinning were obtained.
Abstract
In this study the impact of three herbicides (Ronstar, Devrinol, and Flexidor) on the quality of ash (Fraxinus excelsior L.) seedlings and four herbicides (Flexidor, Simazin, Goal and Gesagard) on the quality of Sitka spruce (Picea sitchensis (Bong.) Carr.) seedlings was assessed in 1993/94 and 1995/95. The efficacy of the herbicides in controlling different weed species was also evaluated. All of the herbicides used in the study were effective in controlling a wide range of broadleaf weeds in the plots, however their efficacy in adequately controlling grasses was poor. The impact of herbicides on seedling quality was assessed by studying the morphological characteristics (height, root collar diameter, and root dry weight), and physiological characteristics (cold hardiness development and root growth potential) of the seedlings taken from plots sprayed with the herbicides. Gold hardiness development and root growth potential patterns were followed from September-March each year and precise patterns were defined for both ash and Sitka spruce. The herbicide Ronstar was detrimental to the morphological characteristics, resulting in reduced height growth, smaller root collar diameters and root dry weights. It also appeared to delay cold hardiness development. Simazine appeared to be beneficial to all the morphological characteristics used in the study, however some weeds such as Groundsel Senecio vulgaris were not controlled thus indicating that there may be a problem in the nursery with overuse and a build up of Simazine resistant weeds. The other herbicides used had no major impact on the morphological and physiological characteristics studies.
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Abstract
With the likely increase in the availability of vegetatively propagated Sitka spruce planting stock from the breeding programme in Ireland over the next few years, there is a need to evaluate this stock type. To this end, several morphological and physiological attributes of Sitka spruce cuttings derived from juvenile selections in the nursery bed were compared with that of conventional 2+1 transplants from Aughrim Nursery, Co. Wicklow, in 1997/98. The root collar diameter, height increment, number of first order branches, and the dry weights of the shoots and the roots were measured/counted. The cold hardiness levels, root growth potential (RGP) and dormancy intensity (days to bud break) in a heated greenhouse were evaluated in plants lifted at regular intervals from October 1997 to April 1998. While there were some highly significant differences in a number of the morphological characteristics between the stock types, the absolute differences in root collar diameter, height and height increment were quite small from an operation view point. Cuttings had significantly fewer branches per unit height and a poorer shoot: root ratio. The RGP in both stock type was generally good, but in February cuttings had substantially fewer roots than the transplants. These differences in RGP were probably related to the effects of the dormancy cycle on root growth phenology. The cuttings were less cold hardy in October and November and flushed more rapidly in the greenhouse when lifted in November compared with the transplants. Therefore, there may be a higher risk of frost damage to cuttings if planted on frost prone sites. Furthermore, since dormancy intensity and stress resistance levels (as indicated by cole hardiness levels) were lower in the cuttings than in the transplants, in the October-November period, the window of opportunity for lifting handling, storing and planting the cuttings may differ from that of conventional transplants. The root growth potential of the cuttings was similar to that of the transplants, supporting the view that good quality cuttings can be produced using current technologies. The reason for the different physiological response of cuttings compared with transplants is unclear. Possible reasons include selection in the nursery bed and the effects of age/growth or phase change.
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Thesis
M. Ag. Sc., University College Dublin, 1998
The objective of this thesis is to evaluate the economic activity generated through plantation management and timber production from Coillte owned forests located in West Cork and South Kerry in 1996, and to identify the locations, relative to the study area, which benefited from this economic activity. The technique used in the study was input-output analysis with the data on the direct economic activity generated being sourced from Coillte’s management information system and from surveys. The indirect economic activities were estimated using an existing input-output model of the South Munster area. The Coillte forested land in the study area generated £5.364 million from direct activities in 1996 of which 70% was located within 20 miles of the epicentre of the study area. The direct employment created in full time equivalents (FTEs) as a result of the management, harvesting and primary processing, of the timber in 1996 was 119.46. Seventy-five percent of the FTEs generated as a result of the direct activities, were located within 20 miles of the epicentre of the study area. The indirect output generated, as a result of the direct activities, amounted to a further £3.35 million of output being generated giving a total of £8.716 million of economic activity. This in turn generated a further 117.18 FTEs indirectly giving a total employment of 236.64 FTEs across the Southern Region. The increase in the timber output from the Coillte owned plantations in the study area, as plantations mature, will lead to significant increase in economic output and employment in the South Munster Region. The majority of the additional output and income is likely to be captured within a 20-mile radius of the epicentre of the study area due to presence of a well developed timber harvesting and processing infrastructure located in the area.
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**Abstract**
The objective of this study was to find a suitable replacement dye for Rhodamine Red, which has been used to check whether stumps have been treated with urea. Ten potentially suitable candidate dyes were selected for testing at four concentrations ranging from 0.01% to 1%. These ten dyes belonged to two groups of dyes, five acid dyes and five basic dyes. The first set of tests, carried out in the laboratory on malt agar, established that none of the dyes, at any of the concentrations tested, interfered with the inhibitions of 20% urea upon the growth of H. annosum. Field durability trials determined that basis dyes were highly visible at both high (1%) and low (0.01%) concentrations, while acid dyes were only visible at high concentrations. The basis dyes remained visible on stumps for at least thirty days after application. The durability of dyes under wet conditions was determined from simulated rainfall trials. In these trials, Sitka spruce (Picea sitchensis (Bong.) Carr.) discs were treated with a 20% solution of urea and dye. Under the first simulated showering test the tree discs were painted before being exposed to heavy simulated rainfall. In the second test, the discs were painted during showering.
Only dye/concentration combinations which were visible following the field durability tests were included in these trials. The findings of these trials were that only four dyes were visible following the second of these showering trials. These four dyes were all basic dyes and are recommended for use in stump treatment, at 0.01% concentration. Acid dyes may remain visible at higher concentrations and under less stringent testing conditions. The use of acid dyes may be favoured in the future should a problem arise over the use of basic dyes.
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Abstract
Weed management in broadleaf plantations is considered to be one of the critical factors in successful establishment. This trial confirms the importance of weed control at establishment on a lowland fertile site. In 1991, two-year-old ash (Fraxinus excelsior L.) saplings were planted on a site (60m O.D) previously used for intensive beef production. Six weed management treatments were applied to 36 plots of 77 trees, (6 treatments by 6 replications). The treatments were: total weed control (herbicide induced, weedfree strips (herbicide induced) of 1 m or 0.5 m in diameter combined with mowing or not mowing the remaining inter-row vegetation and a no weed control treatment. Tree growth (height and diameter) was monitored from 1991 to 1995. Foliar nutrient levels were assessed through the growing season in 1993, 1994 and 1995. Trees in plots that received no weed control were consistently smaller in terms of both height and diameter than those in all other plots. After five growing seasons there was no significant difference in growth terms between the weedfree and the two unmowed treatments. Mean foliar nitrogen levels of trees in the control plots were significantly lower than those in all other treatments on all sampling dates.
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Abstract
In this study the productivity of a number of ash crops, between twenty and sixty years of age, was assessed. Soil and site variables were also measured at each site. Growth models for ash were derived by stepwise regression of the measured soil and site data on yield class (YC). In the final model, Model 2, percentage sand was found to be the variable which explained 63.3% of the variation in ash growth on the YC4 and YC6 sites studied. This result indicates that the YC of ash may be closely correlated with the physical properties of the soil on which it grows. Considering the small number of sites in this study and the many limiting factors which were encountered, the final model explained a large proportion of variation in ash growth.

Abstract
The objectives of this project were to examine the variations in microfibril angle (MFA), density and strength/stiffness between provenances of Irish grown Sitka spruce (Picea sitchensis (Bong.) Carr.) provenances, and to examine the relationship between MFA and wood strength and stiffness and to provide information which might be used in future breeding programmes to improve the quality of Irish grown Sitka spruce timber. Four provenances were chosen for sampling (Washington, Queen Charlotte Island, Oregan and California). Eight trees were selected from each of the four provenances and from each of these thirty two chosen trees, measurements of MFA, density and strength/stiffness were made and recorded. All of the samples for measurements were taken from the North east cardinal point of each of the trees and a height straddling breast height. The MFA measurements were taken from the same four annual rings in each of the trees. The results showed that MFAs occurred close to the pith for all provenances, except for the Californian provenance whose MFA peaked in ring five from the pith. The lowest MFAs occurred in ring fourteen from the pith for all of the four provenances. The results also showed that wood density in the Oregan provenance was significantly less than wood density in the Queen Charlotte Island provenance. Wood stiffness was not significantly affected by provenance. A strong negative linear relationship was found between MFA and wood stiffness. This relationship was found to be the same for all four provenances. Wood strength varied significantly between the Californian and the Washington provenances only. A linear relationship was also found between MFA and wood stiffness. This relationship was also the same for the four provenances examined. Because of the strong linear relationship between MFA and wood stiffness, it is suggested that future wood quality improvement programmes focus on selecting trees on the basis of MFA rather than density.
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Abstract
The aim of this study was to determine why such a high number of landowners (45%) who were successful applicants for grant aid towards the cost of establishing a forest plantation ultimately failed to do so. The survey sample used in the study was stratified according to whether the respondent was a full-time farmer, part-time farmer, or non-farmers. Most of those who failed to establish plantations chose other land-use options, and many had opted for the Rural Environment Protection Scheme. Problems with getting contractors to afforest the designated sites was also given as a reason. The proposed afforestation sites were usually small but had the potential to produce very productive forest crops. Most landowners intended afforesting in the future. A sizeable number favoured planting steep, marginal, agricultural land. Very few had attended forestry courses. The survey results suggested that landowners used the grant-aid application process as a means of gathering information regarding forestry.
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Abstract
Pine weevil (Hylobius abietis) larvae were counted in the stumps of lodgepole pine (Pinus contorta) and Sitka spruce (Picea sitchensis (Bong.) Carr.) in a 130 hectare clearfelled site in West County Sligo. Clearfelling commenced in May 1996 and was completed in September 1997. Comparisons of stump larval count was made between areas with different clearfell times. Weevil host preference for oviposition, and larval numbers in relation to stump size were also examined. The results showed that in lodgepole pine there was an average of 17.4 and 20.2 larvae per stump in the areas felled June/December 1996 and January/June 1997 respectively. No larvae were found in the area felled September 1997. Lodgepole pine was the favoured host species for oviposition. Large stumps had more larvae than small stumps. For lodgepole pine, the stumps in the 7-14cm category had an average larval count of 10.4, while the 20-27cm category had an average larval count of 28.6. Regression analysis showed that there was a highly significant relationship between larval numbers and stump size in lodgepole pine. Within the clearfelled site, 17 ha. were chosen to study the emergence of overwintering adult weevils and the damage to transplants from weevil feeding in the spring summer 1998. Three strata were identified, representing clearfell times of September 1996, April 1997 and September 1997. To count emerging weevils that had overwintered in the litter layer, four baited pitfall traps were inserted into the soil in each of the three strata. The actual number of weevils trapped were four, two and zero, in the areas felled in September 1996, April 1997 and September 1997 respectively. An assessment of feeding damage to transplant was undertaken in the study area (17 ha.) This part of the study was carried out in early July 1998 and concentrated on examining: the level of damage to transplants in areas with different clearfell times; the effect of both windrows and transplant size on the level of transplant damage. A total of 1032 transplants were assessed for damage using a score based on the severity of feeding. The damage data were subjected to an Analysis of Variance (ANOVA). The ANOVA showed that the distance from windrow did not significantly influence the average amount of damage recorded on transplants. However, in contrast, the ANOVA showed that the time of felling and the size of transplant did significantly influence the average amount of damage recorded in transplants. There was a surprisingly low level of mortality (average 5%) in the transplants assessed in the study area. The level of mortality was much higher in small transplants.
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Abstract
The purpose of this research was to develop a decision support system, incorporating pre-harvest measurement and analysis procedures, to provide the timber procurement manager of a medium-sized sawmill with estimates of the volume, number and diameter class breakdown of log assortments that could potentially be cut from standing timber lots of mature Sitka spruce (Picea sitchensis (Bong.) Carr.). In order to develop such a system, it was recognised that the following tasks needed to be completed: 1) Develop a generic taper equation to provide accurate estimates of diameter at any point on the merchantable stems of Sitka spruce trees at the time of clearfelling; 2) Design an efficient pre-harvest inventory procedure to gather information on the relationship between dbh and tree height in a standing timber lot; 3) Develop a cross-cutting simulation programme, that incorporates the knowledge gained from tasks 1 & 2 to forecast timber yield in terms of volume, number and size of log products. Stem profile measures, consisting of 5,543 observations of diameter and height, were taken on 246 tree stems, from five Sitka spruce stands at the time of clearfell. The diameter at breast height (dbh) and tree height were also recorded for each of the sample trees. Four taper equations identified from an extensive review of research literature, were selected for evaluation. Eight dbh-height models were chosen from the literature for preliminary testing. An interactive computer programme was developed to simulate the process by which stems are cross-cut into logs. The programme employs the generic taper equation to profile the stems of sample trees of known dbh and estimated height drawn from the stand. Using log specifications supplied by the user, the programme then simulates cut-to-length harvesting and produces forecast estimates of yield for each log-type in terms of the volume and number of pieces in each of a series of small-end diameter categories. The decision support system developed in this research provides the sawmill with an efficient means of gaining a comprehensive insight into the yield potential of standing timber lots and, as such, represents a valuable aid to timber procurement and production planning.
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Thesis
A series of replicated field experiments was established from 1971 to 1990 to investigate the effect of soil preparation on the survival, growth and stability of Sitka spruce (Picea sitchensis (Bong.) Carr.) crops on afforestation sites on wet mineral soils in Ireland. The soil preparation treatments investigated included single and double mouldboard ploughing, complete ploughing, mole drainage and subsoiling, excavator mounding and mole mounding (a combination of mole drainage and mounding), open drains and excavator mounding. These were compared with no soil preparation at a number of sites. All of the treatments significantly increased both tree survival and plot height and basal growth compared with no soil preparation. Subsoiling, the open drain treatment and to a lesser extent complete ploughing treatment varied from site to site. The reduction was more pronounced on flat sites and those with a surface peat layer. There was no significant difference in height or basal area production between mowing and ploughing. Planting positions or method following soil preparation had no effect on survival or subsequent height growth.
Abstract
Five case studies were undertaken to evaluate the Harvesting Scheduling System (HSS), a decision-support-tool, which has been formulated within the framework of linear programming and mixed integer programming to optimise harvest scheduling and allocation of timber. The study concludes that HSS can provide decision-support for Coillte managers on national, regional and forest levels. The HSS was successfully used to design forest management strategies that satisfied detailed management and processing industry demand requirements. The precise quantification of the monetary savings obtainable through implementation of the HSS with Coilltes' harvest scheduling procedures is difficult, but indicators from the analyses carried out in this study are that potential savings of several million pounds over a five year period can be expected.

Abstract
In Ireland much of the land available for plantation establishment requires some degree of soil cultivation and drainage to improve its suitability for tree growth. The method of cultivation and drainage normally varies
depending upon the soil type and its drainage characteristics. Little research has been carried out on the impact of practices such as mounding and mole drainage upon rooting and biomass production in young crops. The research reported in this thesis was carried out on five sites where the general soil type was surfact water gley. The cultivation methods investigated included mounding, mole drainage with mounds, mole drainage only and ripping. Sitka spruce trees ranging in age from five to thirty years were excavated from these experimental sites to describe the impact of different soil cultivation techniques upon root architecture and above and below ground biomass production. Root architecture was described using detailed measurements of root angles, root depths and root diameters. In two of the experimental sites the water table level was monitored over a period of two years. The impact of mound and mole drainage upon water table level varied from site to site. However, generally mounding, whether combined with open drains or mole drains, appeared to increase tree size in terms of biomass production and enhance the depth of rooting compared with any of the other cultivation treatments examined. Larger mounds encouraged greater biomass production and greater rooting depth over the first seven growing seasons. All of the trees sampled were found to be reasonably symmetrical with a similar pattern of root spread regardless of the type of soil cultivation used.
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Abstract
Acid rain results in qualitative and quantitative changes in terrestrial ecosystem boundary conditions. Typically these changes exceed the range of variation observed or inferred that mimic future scenarios. Thy dynamic biogeochemical model SAFE was applied to Ballyhooly intensive forest monitoring plot located in southern Ireland. SAFE is a dynamic, process-oriented soil chemistry model developed with the objective of studying the effects of acid deposition on soils and groundwaters. It calculates the value of different chemical state variable as a function of time. The model requires input data on soil mineralogy, soil texture, CEC and base saturation,
together with time-series data for atmospheric deposition, nutrient uptake and cycling, and hydrology. Model results indicate that the basic principles in the model are capable of describing the present soil-solution chemistry at Ballyhooly without extensive calibration. However, the gibbsite equilibrium model does not describe the observed concentrations of aluminium at Ballyhooly, and the assumption that sulphur adsorption is insignificant appears to be incorrect. Inclusion of processes such as sulphur adsorption, aluminium complexation with organic matter, or a kinetic-based aluminium model may improve model results.
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allocated to lower soil layers. A1-solubility was similar for comparable sites. The effects of shortcomings in the S02-4 chemistry of SAFE on model predictions was discussed. The model predicted the major effects of the
'clean rain' manipulation on soil solution at Solling, decreased A1 and base cation concentrations and increased
pH. The model application to the Klosterhede manipulation was difficult to evaluate due to the temporal
variability in experimental data, caused by the marine influence.
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Abstract
Currently, there is increasing interest in carbon sequestration by forest crops as a means of mitigating
greenhouse gas emissions. This review was compiled to establish the information available at present on carbon
storage in forest plantations, with particular reference to the Irish situation. With the available information, a
preliminary estimate was made of the amount of carbon currently stored in Irish forests. An estimate was also
made of the amount of carbon which could potentially be stored in forests established since 1990. Forests
established since 1990 are eligible for inclusion in the calculation of carbon sequestration for the Kyoto period
2008-2012. The calculations indicate: the average rate of carbon storage in Irish plantations; the percentage
of CO2 emissions which could be offset by the achievement of various levels of planting targets; the percentage
of greenhouse gas (CO2 + CH4 + N2O) which could be offset by the achievement of various levels of planting
targets; if a model based on mean annual increment (MAI) is used to estimate carbon sequestration by forests
during the Kyoto period (2008-20120 the estimates of carbon sequestered may be higher than those calculated
using current annual increment (CAI) because CAI for new or young forests will be less than maximum mean
annual increment (MMAI) during that period. Other important points include: the need to continually plant new
land in order to maintain carbon fixation by forest growth; an increase in yield class increases carbon storage in
all pools; the soil carbon pool accounts for the largest proportion of carbon storage (ca. 50%) in the tree-soil-
product system. Although the model used in this review is the most suitable one currently available for the
estimation of carbon storage in Irish forests, it require adaption to the Irish situation in order to provide more
accurate estimates.
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Despite major recent publications outlining the future of forestry in Ireland, in particular the Government's 'Strategic Plan for the Forestry Sector' (the 'Strategy'), the net contribution that investments in forestry make to the economy and to society has not been assessed. This book attempts to calculate the economic value of investments in forestry, thereby testing the hypothesis that investments in afforestation in Ireland are socially efficient, i.e. whether they will make a positive contribution to the economy and society. The Strategic Plan for Irish Forestry is assessed using Cost Benefit Analysis. Using the Total Economic Value framework for this analysis, monetary values are placed on each of the costs and benefits of the programme including: timber, inputs, carbon sequestration, water effects, recreation and tourism, biodiversity impacts and landscape effects. The results of three surveys on various aspects of attitudes to, and the use of, forests in Ireland are outlined. The study concludes that, if the Forestry Strategy is implemented, the resulting expansion of the forest estate will provide a rate of return of approximately 4%. This is below the Government's test rate of 5%. Even if EU funds allocated to afforestation could not be made available for alternative use (in which case the Strategy would pass a cost benefit analysis at a 5% discount rate) there is still a serious doubt as to whether the social benefits of the programme justify the level of subvention required. In order to determine whether forestry is a wise investment of public funds a number of issues, not dealt with in the Strategic Plan, must be clarified. These issues include the following: the viability of forestry as compared to alternative land uses; whether forestry subsidies will merely replace agricultural subsidies; the real purpose of subsidies; the efficiency of using forestry funding to transfer income to farmers; and, the job creation potential of the afforestation programme. The author concludes that, without a serious attempt to deal with these issues, financing of the Strategic Plan is questionable.
The major objective of this review is to collate and integrate the extensive body of information on sycamore (Acer pseudoplatanus L.) and ash (Fraxinus excelsior L.) available from as a wide variety of relevant fields of study (biology, ecology, silviculture, provenance studies, breeding programmes, etc.) and geographical/cultural 'provenances' as possible in order to inform forestry practice. The recent history of broadleaf planting in Ireland and Great Britain is outlined. The extent of both species, and their economic importance in both countries is outlined. Both species are examined under the following headings: planting stock; provenance testing; genetic variation; and silviculture. Other issues examined include floral biology, typical pests and diseases, and the effects of weather. The authors conclude the forestry potential of sycamore and ash can only be determined through an integrated programme of research which draws on knowledge from a number of fields including forestry, ecology and morphology.
Studies on the carbon balance in blanket peatland forest were conducted in Cloosh Forest, western Ireland. Studies were carried out at 10 sites, two on virgin peat, six forested sites varying in age from two to thirty six years and two sites clearfelled in Spring 1996. In the youngest and oldest forest sites the principal species was Sitka spruce, while in the others it was lodgepole pine. Prior to harvesting the clearfell sites carried Sitka spruce. The principal task of the project was the monitoring of soil CO2 emissions in all sites using the soda-lime method. Some measurements of CO2 and CH4 emissions were made using the closed chamber method. Soil temperature and depth to water table was also monitored regularly. The dynamics of CO2 and CH4 were examined more closely in the laboratory using peat core experiments. In addition, decomposition was compared between sites using a litter bag experiment. The results of this study cast doubt on the hypothesis that forestry development increases CO2 emissions. In the most recently afforested site drainage had failed to lower the water table and there was no increase in CO2 emissions, compared to the virgin sites. In the lodgepole pine sites there was no increase in CO2 emissions despite there being and increase in the depth to the water table. This indicated that, despite being aerated, the peat is resistant to decay. The laboratory core experiments, where CO2 emissions from forested peat at 50-70 cm were negligible, supported this. In contrast to the situation in lodgepole pine, CO2 emissions in mature Sitka spruce were increased. Root respiration appears to be the primary source of these emissions. CO2 emissions were strongly controlled by soil temperature and depth to water table in all sites with a lag effect of depth to water table being observed in the virgin sites and the most recently afforested site. Following clearfelling CO2 emissions were reduced to a level similar to that in virgin sites. The most likely cause of this was the cessation of root respiration. CH4 emissions were greatly reduced following forestry development.
Large areas of blanket peatland forest established in the 1950s are currently being scheduled for clearfell. Forest harvesting operations have become increasingly mechanised in recent times and it is not clear what effect the passage of such machines will have on the physical status of the peat. A study was undertaken to evaluate the effect of machine traffic on various physical properties of the peat. The study area was located on a typical blanket peatland site near Maam Cross, County Galway. Peat samples were taken from 5-10cm depth and 20-25cm prior to forest harvesting and following 1, 2, 4, and 8 round trips of the forwarder used to extract the timber from the forest to roadside. The water characteristic curve was used to outline changes in pore size distribution with increasing traffic intensity. In addition, changes in bulk density and aeration were measured. Results suggest that machining traffic reduced aeration and increased water retention in the peat. This effect was largely confined to the surface layer and did not extend to 20-25cm depth. The greatest impact occurred following the first machine pass, however, in many cases, further passes compounded the effects but at reduced increments. Following eight machine passes, aeration in the surface layer, while well above the 10% recommended minimum for normal root development, had been reduced by 61% and the peat was retaining significantly higher volumes of water. Bulk density, a commonly used indicator of compaction, was not as greatly affected by the passage of machines in the peat. Recommendations include pre-planning of extraction routes and, where possible, confining operations to times when the soil moisture content is at its lowest.
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Impact of seasalt deposition on cation exchange processes and proton transfer in a forested peatland.

The deposition in a maritime environment is dominated by marine deposition. Seasalt deposition may induce episodic acidification in soil water and in surface waters. The objective of this project is to reveal the mechanism of the seasalt effect in soils in a forested peatland. The field investigation was carried out in Cloosh forest, Co. Galway. Soil samples were collected and analysed for concentrations of exchangeable cations about once a
month during 1996 and weeks 8 and 11 during 1997. The results have shown that the composition of exchangeable cations was dominated by Mg2+ and Na+ in the 0-60 cm peat, reflecting the influence of marine deposition. However, exchangeable Ca2+ was the dominant exchangeable cation in the O1 horizon, which may reflect the influence of the forest and forest operations. The different distribution patterns with soil depth and the difference between the growing and the dormant seasons of exchangeable cations were very clear, reflecting the nutrient mobility and cycling in the forested peatland ecosystem. The results also indicated that there is some evidence of the seasalt effect in the O horizons, when minor seasalt deposition occurred. This may suggest that a significant change would occur in the distribution of exchangeable cations after a major storm event. In the laboratory, leaching experiments demonstrated that the addition of a relatively high concentration of seasalt could transfer protons from the soil to the percolating water. This may imply that the episodic acidification will occur in the surface waters after storm events in maritime regions.
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Abstract In Ireland emmission estimates of sulphur dioxide (SO2) and nitrogen oxides (NOx) are submitted annually to the United Nations Economic Commission for Europe Secretariat. Every five years, these emmission estimates are required to be disaggregated and mapped onto grids, which are used for modelling purposes. In this project a methodology has been developed to spatially disaggregate the Irish SO2 and NOX emissions. Irish SO2 and NOx emissions for 1995 have been mapped on the EMEP 50 x 50 km and the EMEP 150 x 150 km grid systems, using a geographic information system (GIS : Idrisi). A number of databases, including populations and employment statistics, CORINE land cover, statistics and domestic combustion, emissions of large point sources, vehicle and vehicle mileage statistics and annual aircraft movements, have been used to spatially disaggregate the national emmissions. SO2 and NOx emmission are then allocated to specific EMEP grid squares.
A literature review was undertaken to examine methods used internationally to assess the sensitivity of surface waters to acidification. National guidelines and methods used in several countries were analysed and, while it was found that no single method could be applied to Ireland, key chemical and biological parameters should be measured. A number of information gaps which need to be filled are identified. A preliminary map of Ireland has been produced which identifies areas sensitive to acidification based on their geology and soils. This map should be consulted in determining acid sensitive areas when changes in land-use are proposed. The Cresser (sodium dominance) method for determining the sensitivity of individual water bodies within a catchment is assessed. In the event of this method being found suitable for Irish conditions, a sampling regime is proposed.
A study on the impact of clearfelling and replanting on nutrient cycling and water quality was conducted in a Norway spruce stand at Ballyhooly, Co. Cork. The stand, situated on a free-draining sandstone soil in the Blackwater Valley, had been the subject of intensive monitoring of biogeochemical processes for six years prior to clearfelling. The nutrient-cycling steady state attained by the mature Norway spruce stand at Ballyhooly was significantly disturbed by the clearfelling of the stand. Clearfelling results in a loss of organic matter and nutrients from the site and a significant re-distribution of nutrients within the ecosystem. As the study is continuing, the results should be considered an interim measure. The principal feature to date has been the occurrence of high concentrations of nitrate measured in the soil water following clearfelling. These have been more than ten times the pre-clearfell concentrations. The concentrations of this potentially toxic ion exceeded the maximum concentrations permissible under the EU Directive on drinking water on several occasions. However, the implications of the results for surface waters are not clear as yet. There are no ground for the extrapolation of these results to other sites.

European Community Scheme for the Protection of the Community's Forests against Atmospheric Pollution Council Regulations 3528/86 and 2157/92. Monitoring of forest ecosystems in Ireland. FOREM 3 Project Project Number 9560 IR 0030. Final Report.
Abstract
The project was carried out in the period January 1995 to December 1996 to improve understanding of atmospheric pollutions and its effect on forests. Measurements included: quantitative collection and chemical analysis of atmospheric gases; particles and precipitation in an open-field plot; quantitative collection and chemical analysis of forest throughfall and stemflow; collection and chemical analysis of forest soil solution from zero-tension lysimeters below the forest floor, and form suction lysimeters at greater depths; tensiometer measurements; soil chemical analysis; chemical analysis of tree foliage; quantitative collection and chemical analysis of above ground forest litter. In addition, detailed site, stand and soil descriptions were made. The greatest threat to forest health is in the east of the country, where anthropogenic influences are greatest. However, the levels of pollution are relatively low by European standards and only those forests located on poorly buffered acid soils, principally those derived from quartzite and granite, should be considered susceptible. Sitka spruce is the major species throughout Ireland's plantation forests and, although the fact that this single species comprises a high proportion of the total forest area is in many respects undesirable, its tolerance of acid stress gives some ground for reassurance. Forest health at all sites, including the eastern one, Roundwood, is good. Soil data from this site indicate significant acid stresses, although the consequences to date have not been serious. One of the difficulties of long-term monitoring lies in the interpretation of large volumes of data collected over many years. This problem can, however, be converted to an opportunity through the development of models to simulated process in the ecosystem. These models can, in turn, be used to predict the consequences of change within the ecosystem.
atmospheric gases, particles and precipitation in an open-field plot; quantitative collection and chemical analysis of forest throughfall and stemflow; collection and chemical analysis of forest soil solution from zero-tension lysimeters below the forest floor, and form suction lysimeters at greater depths; tensiometer measurements; soil chemical analysis; chemical analysis of tree foliage; quantitative collection and chemical analysis of above ground forest litter. In addition, detailed site, stand and soil descriptions were made. Forest health results indicate a generally low level of discoloration and defoliation. Deposition of major acidifying and nutrient substances, their interaction with the live tree canopy, the dead forest litter and the underlying soils, and the soil-solution composition at the western sites (Brackloon and Cloosh) do not give cause for concern for the long-term viability of the forest ecosystems. However, there is a significant impact of seasalt deposition events on soil-solution composition, both in the medium terms of weeks, and possibly in the longer term of years. The biological significance of seasalt-soil interactions are as yet unclear, but the potential for transitory acidification effects on surface waters is supported. At the eastern site, Roundwood, current deposition levels of acidifying substances and soil-solution composition, combined with the low rate of release of buffering substances from the soil minerals, strongly suggest that the critical load of acidity for this soil may be exceeded. This conclusion, if correct, has important implications for the potential for accelerated soil acidification of poorly-buffered substrates in the east of Ireland, especially under forest-mediated deposition regimes. This in turn indicates a need to closely monitor deposition levels, to further refine the application of the critical loads method to this site, and to elucidate any possible impacts on forest health and surface-water quality.
southern Ireland, in a location relatively remote from pollution sources and about 30 km from the sea. The project consisted of a series of site studies investigating the edaphic and vegetation components of the ecosystem and the intensive monitoring of the chemistry of water, with continuous collections being made at is point of entry to the ecosystem (precipitation) and at various points on its passage through it (throughfall, humus water and soil water). Soil water tension was monitored on a weekly basis and soil samples were collected occasionally. Forest litter was collected four-weekly. Atmospheric gas concentrations were also monitored at intervals. The conclusions of this project are: that precipitation is dominated by seasalts, with an anthropogenic component; that ammonium depositions in this region of moderately intensive dairy farming is a potential pollution effet, and ammonia deposition needs closer study; that the forest floor is central to the forest nutrient cycles, and will be crucial in the redistribution of nutrient pools following clearfelling; that the soil solution is dominated by aluminium; that seasalt inputs are important in the Irish environment; that solute movement through the root zone is very slow. The study concludes that the forests at Ballyhooly and in the region are healthy. The continous, intensive, high-quality measurements of water chemistry over a six-year period will assist understanding of global climate systems, the impacts of regional land-use on ecosystem processes and the internal nutrient cycles which govern forest health and productivity.
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Abstract
In this study a passive sampler, the "Willems-badge" was tested for use in monitoring montly average concentrations of Ammonia (NH3) and sulphur dioxide (SO2) at forest sites in Ireland where concentration levels are generally low (1 microgram per cubic metre). Field measurements with the passive samper are compared with conventional measurement techniques (High Efficiency Denuder System (HEAD) and Flourescent SO2 analyser) to determine the precision and accuracy of the method at different concentration levels and different exposure times. Comparison of the Willems-badge for SO2 with the HEAD and fluourescence analysis showed good degrees of comparability. Three different types of NH3 badges were tested. Deposition estimates were made using a method based on analysis of througfall data and a method based on
deposition velocity and concentration level. A higher value of SO2/SO42− dry deposition was found using throughfall data analysis. A negative amount of dry deposition was found using throughfall data for NH4+. This can be explained by canopy uptake of nitrogen compounds.

**Abstract**

In an attempt to overcome the problem of severe frost damage to trees planted on cutaway peatland, the use of nursing mixtures was investigated. Nurse species provide protection from frost damage by increasing the temperature within crops and by shading trees from direct sunlight following severe frosts. An extensive literature review was undertaken to determine which species are used in nursing mixtures, the methodsof establishment used and which have proved successful. It is recommended that 1.) a series of species trials should be established to examine the growth of a range of nursing mixtures on cutaway peatland 2.) species suggested for testing as the main species are Sitka spruce (Picea sitchensis (Bong.) Carr.), Norway Spruce (Picea abies L.; as the nurse species, Birch (Betula spp.) alder (Alnus spp.), Scots pine (Pinus sylvestris L.) and slow-growing lodgepole pine (Pinus contorta Dougl.) Japanese larch in not considered effective 3.) the mixtures should be established by strip planting and underplanting 4.) further trials should be established with species such as oak in mixture with alder 5.) future trials should be extended to indentify problems latter in the rotation.
Abstract
Studies have shown that forest ecosystems efficiently accumulate and recycle a wide range of pollutants including anthropogenic radionuclides, and that radiocontaminants, once deposited, will persist in such environments. Following the release of radioactive material to the atmosphere, the proportion of the initial deposition intercepted by forests is generally higher than that for agricultural systems. In an attempt to understand the behaviour of radiocaesium in a deciduous forest ecosystem, a combined field and modelling study was carried out in a semi-natural sessile oak (Quercus petraea) forest located at Brackloon, County Mayo. The study found that soil is the major repository of 137Cs in a deciduous forest ecosystem, 94% of the total inventory retained within the Of and Oh horizons. In contrast, the wood, roots and litter, which together constitute almost 98% of the forest biomass, contain only 2-3% of the total inventory. The bulk (>90%) of the 137Cs in the surface organic horizons is present in a non-labile form, most likely as a result of complexation with decomposing organic matter. Very little appears to be leached to the underlying mineral horizons, and it is predicted that most of the 137Cs will remain in the surface organic layers for many years.
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Abstract
As part of the development of Brackloon wood as an element of the proposed Irish Ecological Monitoring Network, a survey of mammal populations of the wood was carried out in 1997. As part of that study larger mammal traces in the wood were recorded over 3 periods of 5, 12, and 3 days in July-September 1997. Traces were found of badger, pine marten, fox, hare, hedgehog, stoat and mink. The most significant being those badger and pine marten. The object of this study was to obtain more data on mammal activity in the wood, in particular on the badger. Such data were seen as reinforcing the baseline studies carried out as part of the development of long term ecological monitoring at this site.
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Abstract
Brackloon Wood near westport in Co. Mayo was deemed to be a good example of seminatural woodland in which to study anthropogenic impact in conjunction with edaphic and physical factors on ground vegetation dynamics and distribution. Three study areas, under mature deciduous woodland cover, were intensively studies;
the sites differed in topography, soil type, canopy density and degree of human impact. Though topography, soil-type, light attenuation and canopy density influence vegetation dynamics appreciably, recurrent human impact, supported by considerable archaeological evidence, was found to be the single most important influence on ground flora distribution. However, the presence of a number of ancient woodland species in the ground flora indicates that there were refuge sites for these species, which re-colonised disturbed areas subsequent to major disturbance events. Topography and soils exert the greatest influence on ground flora distribution. Light attenuation and soil moisture content played important roles in specific localities. One of the most recent human impacts has been the introduction of beech (Fagus sylvatica). The results of this study indicate that beech is likely to out-compete oak in the future on brown earth soils on well drained slopes. Although the principle dispersal agents of beech are unknown, it is likely that it will continue to dominate and spread within the western section of Brackloon Wood.
Abstract
The restoration and management of Brackloon Wood, a semi-natural oak woodland is currently being undertaken by its owners. It is a typical acidophilous Atlantic oakwood association dominated by Quercus petraea and a rich flora of ferns, typical of the prevailing oceanic conditions. The purpose of this study was to establish the principle soil types occurring in the wood, map their distribution, and examine the relationship between soil, vegetation and topography. Therefore, a baseline soil/vegetation/topographical survey was carried out on the entire wood. A variety of soil types ranging from acid brown earths to well developed podzols and gleys, exists within the wood. The pH range for surface soil samples varied from extremely acid to slightly acid. Plant associations were generally correlated to pH, and in some instances topographical position. These observations are discussed with a view to helping the establishment of a forest management plan for the ecosystem.
Abstract
The wood is a typical Atlantic oakwood association, dominated by sessile oak (Quercus petraea (mattuschka) Lieblein) and a rich flora of ferns which are typical of the prevailing oceanic conditions. It is a relatively species-rich acidophilous oakwood. Semi-natural woods are considered to be considerable ecological value. Their value extends to all components of the ecosystem - tree and shrub layers, ground flora, undisturbed soil profiles. This wood is one of the few fragments of semi-natural woodland remaining in County Mayo and is considered to be an oakwood of national importance. The major management objectives are the maintenance and restoration of the wood, the monitoring of changing ecological status, and research on the effects and sustainability of different management practices. A number of problems need to be addressed including grazing, the spread of alien shrub and tree species, and the occurrence of bracken in areas which have been disturbed.
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Abstract
The aims of this study were to establish a sampling programme which would be repeatable and practical for
biomonitoring, and to determine the number, species and activity in the study area, Brackloon Wood. In total
124 bats were recorded present in or surrounding Brackloon Wood over the course of the study. The largest
population of bats present in the wood were Daubenton's bats. This study indicates quantities more prolific than
the average numbers found in similar land classes in a recent large scale survey of Britain. The author
recommends extending the survey, and that a number of old or dead trees should be left in the wood as they
used for roosts by Leisler's bats.
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Abstract
Natural succession, climate change and human intervention all exert their influence on soil conservation and development, and on regional hydrological and biogeochemical cycles. Change, resulting from natural processes, may be very slow, as in the case of rock weathering, or dramatically rapid, the consequence of volcanic eruption or coastal inundation. In the context of geological time, the human influence on the natural world is insignificant. Nevertheless, interference with natural ecosystems may influence the health, prosperity and even the survival of human populations. The efficient cycling of nutrients is essential to the sustainability of forest ecosystems. The interaction of forest ecosystems with hydrological and biogeochemical cycles is described in the paper and the potential interaction with climate change is discussed in the context of the results of recent research. Data is presented which illustrate the influence of major Atlantic storm events and of summer drought on soil processes in forest ecosystems. A deeper understanding of ecosystem and soil processes is essential for the development of models for the simulation of change and the prediction of its impacts. Long-term monitoring of ecosystems is also necessary to provide real-time data on the response of natural systems to change.
Abstract
The survey area (2991 ha) comprised plantations planted on Bord na Móna cutaway bog in the midlands of Ireland. The survey was conducted in May-August 1994. In all 1058 plots were assessed. The survey included assessing the health and productivity of the forest crops as well as the properties of the growing media. The principal tree species planted within the survey area were Sitka spruce and lodgepole pine. Other species of importance were Norway spruce and oak. The overall failure rate was high (31%). Only 29% of the stands assessed were growing satisfactorily. The main causes of poor growth and tree mortality were frost, competition from weed vegetation, nutritional problems and pest damage. Lodgepole pine is the best option for the reconstitution of failed areas, although it may be possible to plant Sitka spruce, if frost was not the cause of failure of the original crop. Despite the susceptibility of Sitka spruce to frost damage, where it escaped serious damage, potential productivity was high. Shallow peat sites (less than 60cm) should not be reconstituted at the present time. Large scale afforestation of cutaway peatland should not be considered until outstanding problems have been resolved through further research. The priorities of a research programme to deal with these problems are outlined.
Coillte's forests: a vital resource.
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**Abstract**
This document presents and explains Coillte Teoranta's (Irish Forestry Board) position in regard to sustainable forest management in its forests. The background to the development of this concept is described, and the key inputs into the framework of Coillte's Sustainable Forest Management Initiative are outlined. The six criteria and 35 individual indicators that comprise the company's framework for sustainable forest management are outlined. These criteria, and the accompanying indicators which provide a basis for assessing physical conditions and measuring progress are as follows: 1.) Forest resources, aim is to demonstrate how forests are managed at corporate level and how this contributes to reducing global warming; 2.) Forest ecosystem health and vitality, aim is to monitor the health of forest ecosystems; 3.) Productive functions of forests, aim is to examine the productivity of wood and non-wood forests; 4.) Biodiversity and nature conservation, aim is to describe aspects of biodiversity on Coillte's estate; 5.) Protective functions of forests, aim is to demonstrate the company's commitment to protecting soil and water resources in, and adjacent to Coillte's estate; and 6.) Socio-economic and cultural functions and conditions, aim is to describe how the company contributes to socio-economic and cultural aspects of its business. These six criteria have been adopted directly from the Ministerial Conference on the Protection of Forests in Europe (the Helsinki Process).
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The options for alternative agricultural enterprises in Northern Ireland are limited. The production and use of short rotation coppice has good potential. This potential could be harnessed through the installation of small-scale systems fuelled by willow and providing heat/power direct to energy consumers. However, willow as a fuel is presently marinally economic. The viability of willow production and use can be improved in a number of ways. One important possibility is the use of willow for biormediation. Municipal wastewater can be used to irrigate willow plantations, providing nutrients for the willow and a treatment method for the wastewater. Willow can also be used to treat landfill leachate, and in buffer strips between agricultural land and water catchments. If these possible environmental benefits were allocated their proper financial value the economics of willow production and use would be significantly improved. The vision is for the community-based heat and power plants, fuelled by locally produced willow which would be grown using locally produced wastewater, this providing environmental, economic and social benefits.
Abstract
Harnessing the potential of biomass often provides environmental, energy, agricultural, economic and social advantages. However, the complexity of the sector requires close integration of policy from a number of Government Departments, which presently have room for improvement. Anaerobic digestion is particularly relevant for the farm, industrial and sewage treatment sectors. An adequate electricity price, grid access and a Greenhouse Gas policy are desirable for the promotion of anaerobic digestion. Biogas allows vehicles to run on a renewable fuel sources. The present focus is on biodiesel produced from waste cooking oil and tallow, providing waste management advantages. However, for the biodiesel sector to develop, it is necessary to have remission or reduction of excise duty on biodiesel. A coherent Government policy on the sector is required. Green electricity is presently being produced from landfill gas sites in Ireland. However, more electricity could be generated with some additional grant aid. Additional Government drive to promote the sector is required, in particular to created favourable conditions for bioenergy in the liberalised electricity market. Wood fuel presently contributes a small but significant percentage of our energy supply, based on the domestic use of firewood and the use of wood residues for heating in the wood processing industry. However, there is potential for the expanded and more efficient used of wood in the domestic, commercial and public sectors. The wood industry has potential for wood fuelled CHP. Small scale CHP based on wood gasification has good potential, using sawmill residues, forest residues or short rotation forestry. However, additional support for research, development and demonstration is required for the wood fuel sector.
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Eurocode 5 is the new European standard for the design of timber structures and timber components. It has been issued by CEN as a pre-standard (designated as an ENV) and NSAI will issue the standard as an experimental Irish standard with the designation of XIS. The introduction of the new code will also see the introduction of complimentary backup standards. Effectively every current timber standard will be replaced with a new CEN standard and this could represent a substantial change to the timber industry and specifically to the use of Irish timber. It was therefore imperative to assess the effect of the new code and its corresponding standards on the Irish trading situation and on the use of Irish timber in particular. A National Programme was devised with the following objectives: to provide support for Irish timber associated with technical and trade matters associated with the new CEN standards; to prepare and support the Irish timber industry in relation to the changes that will be brought about by the introduction of the new CEN standards; to address the concerns of Irish industry concerning Irish timber and the effect of the new CEN standards on current and future practice. The report concludes by describing the various steps taken in fulfilling the goals of the National Programme. It was decided that the preparation of IS 444 should be continued and that load spans tables for IS 444 would be produced using the CEN strength class system. The position of Irish timber (and other timbers) in the CEN strength class system is given in prEN 1912. Irish Sitka spruce, GS grade is in C14 and SS grade is in C18. Irish timber will be able to be machining graded into any strength class although strength classes above C245 may not be commercially viable.
generate confidence through the quality of products produced; ensure customer satisfaction; develop a quality system throughout the Irish sawmilling industry that will make the quality of timber produced a positive marketing agent; through the quality emphasis generate greater efficiency and profitability for the industry.
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**Abstract**
Following the EC Directive on Building Materials in 1988, the European Standards Body, (CEN) was asked to co-ordinate the work to harmonise the Standards on wood preservation operating in the member countries. The objective of the work was to produce agreed European standards in this sector so that free and open trade could take place throughout Europe. The Technical Committee, CEN/TC 38, was given the responsibility of conducting the work. For the past three years, the Forest Products Department has monitored the work of CEN/TC38 on behalf of the Forest Service. The objectives of the work undertaken are outlined as follows: to monitor the European Standards on wood preservation produced by CEN/TC 38; to advise the Forest Service of developments as they occur; to disseminate, when appropriate, information to relevant sectors of the industry in Ireland. The work carried out during the year is summarised.
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Abstract
Despite being introduced to Ireland mainly as a 'pioneer species', lodgepole pine of the South coastal variety is considered suitable for sawlog. Previous testing of the species has been limited, and it now important to generate new data in order that lodgepole pine be included in the new CEN standard as one of the European species used for structural purposes. The objectives of this study were: to determine the bending strength properties and set up a database for the visual and mechanical grading of home-grown lodgepole pine; and, for the present investigation, to establish the database by determining the bending strength properties of the 105 x 38 cross-sectional size. The sampling strategy, involving getting material from 4 regions around the country and confined to South coastal variety, is outlined. The following sizes were obtained: 125 x 44; 105 x 38; and 72 x 34. The average rate of recovery for the three sizes are presented. The grade out-turns for visual grading based on assessment of knots only, resulted in yields of 15.4% of GS and 14.2% if SS if grading for the two grades is done at the same time. This means that the yield for GS alone would be the sum of the two i.e. 29.6%. Although distortions did not appear to be significant for grading purposes, twist could be the more relevant factor contributing to rejection. There was no difference in strength between the two visual grades - they would both satisfy the C14 strength class in EN338. Machine stress grading provides the best returns - C14-80%, C16-50%, C18-25%. These yields are based on grading to one grade at a time. This means that the yield shown for C14 contains also all planks higher than C14; and C16 contains all grades higher than C16. The type of breaks tended to be 'brash' in nature. This could be attributed to grain distortion caused by large knots and a significant occurrence of compression wood.
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Abstract
There are a number of vision systems being used commercially in the timber industry for surface inspection of timber for sorting planks by quality or grade. It can also be used to identify areas not reaching the required quality which can then be removed by cross-cutting. There are a number of vision scanning systems available but only three are suitable for Irish conditions. The Forest Products Department took the opportunity to purchase and test such a system. Since vision scanning had never been used on home-grown timber it was necessary to understand the new technology as applied to timber and to gather information and data on Irish timber that would be required in the use of this new technology. The objective of this study was to investigate the use of scanning to enhance the use of home-grown Sitka spruce. Three systems were evaluated - SCANWOOD, DISCAN, and WOODEYE. Three software systems were involved in the evaluation - Mauchamp, Grecon, and KAR. The report concludes that a satisfactory level of expertise has been reached in understanding this new technology. The experience gained in the use of vision technology with home-grown timber shows that it has potential but it would be difficult to justify the initial capital outlay against the benefits, particularly given the small existing market. A black and white version of the SCANWOOD system was tested, and was found to have limited application. A colour system is being developed which should have far greater capacity for distinguishing defects both in number and accuracy. All the software systems tested could be used in home-grown timber. Grecon would be most suitable for upgrading product value. Mauchamp could be used either for panelling or pallet grading. KAR is a useful research tool, but not commercially viable as a means of stress grading. The main uses for vision technology were identified as being for: production of long lengths of improved grade Sitka spruce; grading and finger jointing of Sitka spruce for studding; grading and jointing of lodgepole pine for joinery.
Abstract
In 1994 the Forest Service requested Forbairt to draw up a database of anti-sapstain chemicals and suppliers. Information was sought on anti-sapstain chemicals from timber technology centres throughout Europe and from the manufacturers of these chemicals. The Irish Pesticide Control Service was contacted regarding the registration of these products. Twenty-two different anti-sapstain products were identified, only four of which were registered and available in Ireland: Antiblu 3739; Protim Stainguard; Hickson NPI; and Timbor.
Abstract
A finger joint is defined and its usefulness in eliminating knots is explained. The objective of this study was to evaluate the performance of finger-jointed Irish grown Sitka spruce in terms of strength for use in structural applications (other than glulam). The factors incorporated in the test scheme included: different types of test; profile; size; density; glue. The sub-objectives of the investigation were: to investigate the effect of various factors on finger joint strength; to compare the strength of two commonly used finger profiles. The factors studies were profile, glue, size, density and test type. The results of the investigation show that finger jointed Sitka spruce can be used in structural applications. All the various factors tested significantly affect the strength. The results are summarised as follows: the 15mm profile is stronger than the 20mm in bending the opposite is true in tension; all the glue tested may be used for structural purposes; MUF glue produces the strongest joint folled by RF and the lowest is UF. Although it appears that for the 20mm joint there is no distinction in bending between the RF and UF glues; all the profile/glue combinations tested could be used at least in C14 designs; the 15mm joint could be used in at least C16 designs; the MUF glue could be used in design using higher strength classes provided adequate quality control is put in place.
Abstract
A design programme has been developed to calculate appropriate load spans for glulam members in accordance with Eurocode 5. The design programme covers 4 glulam Strength Classes as designated in prEN 1194; GL24H; GL28H; GL32H; and GL36H (the H signifies homogenous glulam). The design programme is for a uniformly distributed load and covers ultimate limit states for bending, shear, bearing. The design programme covers serviceability limit state for: instantaneous deflections of the variable load (limited to L/300); final deflections of the variable load (limited to L/200); final deflections of the permanent and variable loads (limited to L/200); final deflections of the permanent and variable loads (limited to L/333); final deflections of the permanent and variable loads (limited to 14mm). The design programme, which is based on an Excel spreadsheet, is flexible and is easily amending for changes to stress, load, member sizes, member spacing or any other changes that might arise.
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Abstract
A long term investigation in durability and life expectancy of home grown timbers commenced in Glenealy Co. Wicklow in 1987. The progress of timber deterioration has been recorded regularly each year and this report presents the summary of the work carried out in 1997 and the test results up to date. The main objectives of the project can be summarised as follows: to obtain information on durability and life expectancy of various Irish grown timber species in above ground conditions, and in ground conditions; to assess the life expectancy of treated and untreated timber; to evaluate the effect of preservatives, and treatment schedules on timber durability. A pendulum impact test was used to measure strength and the Pilodyn was used to measure density.
All samples were also visually inspected to observe the physical appearance, degree of decay and any other visible degrade in timber due to external exposure. The investigation concluded that: the test procedure appears to be adequate; Pilodyn readings and the pendulum test provide useful information about the condition of a sample but they are only indicators; an advanced state of fungal decay in untreated samples dictates that a yearly inspection is necessary until all untreated samples have failed; to compliment the results obtained in Glenealy site, an additional test ground should be established for a better representation of Irish climatic conditions.
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Abstract
The moisture content of a wide range of timber components in completed buildings and buildings under
construction was measured by moisture meter, the results collated and analysed. It was found that most current
moisture content recommendations are still valid, despite having being drawn up before the marked change in
the pattern of usage and heating of buildings. The moisture content of external joinery in service was found to
be generally lower than the 17+ or -2% specified in IS 63 (windows) and IS 196 (doors). A reduction in this
value to 15 + or -2% should be considered.
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Abstract
The harmonisation of European wood preservation standards has been going on for several years under the umbrella of CEN/TC 38 - Technical Committee/Wood Durability. This report describes the current investigation into how treated Irish softwood species would perform when assessed against the new standards in terms of uptake and penetration of preservative. The report: outlines the background to the current situation regarding wood preservation; explains the rationale of the European preservation standards; indicates how European standards are likely to operate; and presents further data on how some Irish softwoods perform, from a preservative penetration viewpoint, when treated with CC and creosote preservatives using conventional pressure techniques. The results from penetration tests (in mm) for Douglas fir, Sitka spruce, and lodgepole pine samples are presented. The CCA penetration results show that regarding fence posts: Japanese larch would not reach the minimum requirement for a 15 year service life; Douglas fir would struggle to reach this level; Sitka spruce and European larch would just reach the minimum level; none of these species would be allowed in the 60 year service life; only Scots pine and lodgepole pine would comply with the penetration requirements for all service lives. The implication of these results is that more permeable species need to be planted if the roadside fencing post market is to be supplied from Irish sources in the future.
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Abstract
This manual aims to facilitate the correct identification of drainage problems and the rational design of solutions. Forest drainage has many environmental consequences and affects wildlife, drinking water, water for industrial use, and water for recreational use. Properly designed and executed forest drainage, which is essential for crop establishment, tree stability, harvesting and profitability, should not have an adverse impact on the environment and should not be in conflict with non-wood beneficial uses of forestry. This manual describes the drainage problems that occur in Irish conditions and how they should be investigated and solved. Each drainage problem is site specific and should be examined individually in relation to design. Designs are also provided for the minimisation and control of soil erosion. In Chapter 2 the benefits of drainage and control of soil erosion are discussed. Drainage problems and their solutions are described in general terms in Chapter 3; this chapter also includes a description and discussion of erosion and its control. The detailed investigative and design techniques for well-defined problems of drainage and erosion are given in Chapter 4. Technical assistance is strongly recommended in cases of uncertainty in relation to problem diagnosis and detailed design.
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Triploidy occurs frequently in nature but most of the time it does not give viable organisms, however, viable and fertile triploids appear sometimes which may display advantageous characters compared to diploids. In trees, polyploids including triploids have been known for a long time. Polyploids are rare in the gymnosperms and abundant in the angiosperms where they represent a third of all the tree species. The development of cytological techniques allowed the detection of polyploidy in trees as early as 1927 and ploidy assessment in trees has been extensively investigated in the period 1935-1960. Forest scientists in that period expected to increase productivity by creating triploid or polyploid clonal lines which could be valuable in terms of productivity. The development of biochemical tools such as isoenzyme analysis in the sixties and seventies also showed the effects of ploidy changes. More recently, the development of molecular markers in the field of molecular biology, such as AFLPs, RFLPs, RAPDs and specific gene markers have been applied to forest trees and they have also shown evidence for changes in ploidy level as possible explanations for certain molecular patterns. Molecular methods can now be used to detect or confirm changes in ploidy when used in conjunction with cytological and other morphological traits such as stomata length. We report here for the first time, the confirmation of triploidy on a confirmed 3x oak as well as the occurrence of polyploidy (triploidy / aneuploidy) among elite oaks by the use of microsatellite DNA profiling which is the most recent method for analysing genetic polymorphisms at the DNA level. The historical and recent literature on polyploidy in trees and its utility in programmes for tree improvement is reviewed.
Resources in nuclear and chloroplast microsatellite sequences and primer sets for microsatellite amplification in trees.
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Abstract
The author has compiled references to all the relevant information on microsatellite loci and amplification primers designed for some of these loci. This reflects the information that was available only at the time of publication of these proceedings for 38 genera and 89 species. Some additional information on minisatellites and dispersed repetitive sequences have been added also at the end of the chapter. A number of names of species are given in brackets; these are species for which some of the microsatellites isolated from the first mentioned species are usable. Accessions are GenBank accessions and sequences may be retrieved at the address http://www3.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov.
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Abstract
The recent shift to better quality land has facilitated a greatly increased level of private broadleaf afforestation, and a level of forest management skill will be required if these new plantations are to succeed. In attempting to develop a management programme for the owners of private forests, the variety of motivations and concerns which lead people to become involved in forestry must be acknowledged. This study was instigated as a result of the low level of owner participation in the management of private forests in Ireland. This may be a consequence of the generous grant schemes to encourage afforestation. Other difficulties facing the development of this sector include the low level of forest management skills and the fragmented nature of holdings. The primary objective of this study was to assess private forest owners' knowledge of and level of participation in forest management. The results of a survey demonstrate that the majority of respondents would not have planted trees if they had not received grants. The objectives of forest owners for their forests were typically multiple-use rather than singular and almost all owners considered the production of timber for sale as an objective. Results revealed that only a small proportion of forest owners are responsible for managing their forests themselves. A peculiar feature of the privately owned forest estate in Ireland is the predominance of forests in the establishment and thicket age classes. The principal recommendations of the report are: 1. That forest owners participate in the drawing up of their management plans; 2. that a database of silvicultural conditions of private forest holdings be developed in order to assist those agencies involved in private forestry; 3. that greater resources be allocated for the provision of advisory services and innovations encouraged in their design.
Determining suitable seed sources of noble fir (Abies procera Rehd.) for Christmas tree production.

In the mid 1990's, following the establishment of Coillte Christmas Tree Farms, a tree improvement programme in noble fir was initiated. The criteria used in the selection of the noble fir stands, together with the criteria for individual trees selected in this study are set out. The overall objectives of the project are: to test the genetic potential of a range of home grown and foreign seed sources of noble fir for Christmas tree production; to evaluate elite registered seed stands based on progeny test information for home seed production; to raise awareness within the Christmas tree industry of the importance of seed sources and the value of Irish collected seed in the production of Christmas trees.

The distribution of Phratora vulgatissima (Coleoptera: Chrysomelidae) on cultivated willows in Ireland and Britain.

Phratora vulgatissima (Coleopptera: Chrysomelidae) and forest health management.
Abstract
Insect samples were collected from the canopy of 24 willow rotation coppice sites on farmland in Britain and Ireland in 1995. The blue willow beetle Phratora (Phyllodecta) vulgatissima (L.) (Coleoptera: Chrysomelidae), previously identified as the main defoliating pest of this crop, was recorded from 13 of these at varying levels of abundance. Data describing aspects of the environment at each site were also collected. These data were used to create potential explanatory variables for a regression analysis of beetle abundance. This analysis indicated that P. vulgatissima were most likely to occur and were most abundant at older willow sites on clay soils and at sites that had certain free-living willow species living nearby. Within sites, most willow clones sampled contained P. vulgatissima, although two, Salix burjatica, 'Germany' (Aquatica Gigantea') and Salix mollissima 'Q83' (Salix triandra x Salix viminalis), were avoided. Chrysomelidi pest avoidance and clonal resistance could form part of an integrated pest management strategy for SRC crops.
growing season. These reductions in disease impact contributed to the increased yields obtained from clonal mixtures and were generally comparable to those achieved with fungicides.
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Abstract
There has been increasing interest in farm forestry recently, partly as a result of EU agriculture policy and partly from the availability of grants. Some broadleaved species can compete with coniferous species, the traditional trees planted, on rotation length and have become increasingly popular. Farm forestry trials on ash saplings at Johnstown Castle have demonstrated the critical importance of good weed control in the establishment stage. Relatively simple management techniques, involving weed control and sapling quality, have been devised which give good establishment growth and rates. A detailed strategy for weed control is outlined and the effects of nutrition are explained. The article concludes that significant improvements in ash growth rates can be made by utilising relatively simple management techniques.
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A theory of multivariate allometry is developed. Bivariate and multivariate allometry are then shown to be compatible, the defining differential equations being analogs of each other and invariant under analogous allometric transforms. The relevance of allometric equations to growth modelling is examined. Commonly used growth models that are invariant under allometric transforms are capable of being formulated in terms of allometric (growth) differential equations. Methods for formulating and solving multivariate growth models are demonstrated.
Cut foliage is a new industry in Co. Kerry which developed a valuable export trade. However, further expansion and development has been hampered by an accidently-introduced Australian insect, the psyllid Ctenarytaina eucalypti, which affects eucalyptus leaves. Conventional control measures would involve the regular use of insecticidal sprays. The psyllid problem has been controlled by introducing a small Australian wasp which is a natural parasite of the psyllid insect.
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Abstract
The short-term relative effects on root growth of aphids living on the needle leaves of spruce transplants were examined experimentally. Ultimately, aphids caused the loss of foliage and so defoliation was simulated in two of the treatments. Aphid population at a density frequently reached in forest conditions, caused no relative inhibition in root growth over a 62-day period. Aphids were expected to have a longer term impact, however, since artificial defoliation had significant effects on root development.
Predicting the extent of damage to conifer seedlings by the pine weevil (Hylobius abietis L.): a preliminary risk model by multiple logistic regression.

Damage to conifer seedlings caused by the pine weevil, Hylobius abietis, was estimated within eighty-two forest sites in Northern Ireland. A wide range of environmental variables were compared with the variation in damage between study sites using multiple logistic regression. Although 45 explanatory variables were considered only four were identified as significant within the final model. The four variables were the size of the planted area, the age of the planting, whether the majority of seedlings were self-seeded or planted, and if the site had been previously planted or was a newly planted area. The identification of these four variables indicates that it is possible to build a model identifying areas at risk to weevil damage. Further, although three of the factors have been recognised as significant influences on weevil damage for some time, they still remain important variables within British Isles forestry, suggesting that there is further scope for more precise targeting of weevil control measures.
Evaluation of potential techniques for rejuventating oak shoots requires robust quantitative markers for juvenile and mature plants. To identify suitable in vitro markers, shoot cultures of Quercus species of juvenile, adolescent and mature origin were screened for a range of morphological and physiological markers of juvenility and maturity. Criteria examined included angle of the shoot to the horizontal, stem length, stem diameter (tip, mid, base), leaf number, scale leaf number and shoot number. Image analysis was also carried out to determine leaf area, size, perimeter and breadth and length of leaves. Mature Q. robur L. clones had a larger mid-stem and tip diameter than juvenile clones, whereas mature Q. petraea ex Liebl. clones were characterized by plagiotropic growth and larger mid-stem and tip diameters compared with juvenile clones. Based on discriminant analysis of the data, the authors propose the following formulae for discrimination of juvenile and mature shoots, where a negative value for the discriminant score (D) indicates juvenility. For Q. petraea: 

$$D = 3.546 + 2.418 \text{TD} + 2.202 \text{MSD}$$

For Q. robur:

$$D = 1.30 - 0.0351 \text{SA} + 2.206 \text{TD} + 1.435 \text{MSD}$$

where SA is stem angle (°), TD is tip diameter (mm) and MSD is mid-stem diameter (mm). For Q. robur:

$$D = 3.546 + 2.418 \text{TD} + 2.202 \text{MSD}$$

Quercus robur clones derived from stump sprouts and designated as juvenile had a negative D value suggesting a juvenile status for these clones. Clones sources from a hedged, grafted Q. robur tree of mature origin had a positive D value indicating mature status. Clones initiated from a 20-25-year-old Q. petraea tree displayed morphology in vitro consistent with a mature status and had a positive D value; however, these clones displayed other traits such as vigour suggesting that vestiges of juvenility remain. Multiplication rate and leaf size and shape were variable among clones and did not provide suitable markers for juvenility or maturity for these Quercus species.
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Abstract
It takes a considerable length of time to improve most forest trees, including noble fir, by conventional breeding. Vegetative propagation has an advantage over sexual reproduction as an exact copy of the original is produced. However, it takes to 5 to 7 years in the plantation for noble fir to demonstrate its traits. Micropropagation, in which cells and tissues are induced to regenerate complete copies of the original plant, is a promising alternative. The two methods associated with this technique, ‘organogenesis’ and ‘embryogenesis’ are explained. The later is the most useful as it is less labour intensive. The possibility of using somatic embryogenesis in the true firs is assessed. The success of such a project could significantly reduce the time required to put genetically improved noble fir into commercial production.
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Abstract
Current Season Needle Necrosis has become a serious problem in many Christmas tree plantations. This study set out to: 1. Determine the extent of the disorder by means of a survey of Christmas tree growers; 2. Trace the seasonal development of the disorder by observation and measurement of trees during the growing season; 3. Identify any causative organisms and observe the disorder at a cellular level using Scanning Electron Microscopy (SEM); 4. Chemically analyse both healthy and CSNN affected foliage to determine nutrient levels. The results of the survey are presented. Indications from the development study suggest CSNN symptoms first appear as the growth rate of the new foliage stabilises. In the nutritional study some differences in nutrient concentrations between healthy and necrotic foliage was found. The scanning electron microscope observation did not detect any causative organism.
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This paper gives an outline of the elements of the new electronic based auction system developed in Ireland. The rationale for the system is described. The paper uses the Structure-Conduct-Performance paradigm to identify the key market dynamics which had to be taken into account in the design of the system, particularly in relation to improving market information flows. Although the system is only operational for 18 months, the paper gives a short review of its performance to date.
Natural forest vegetation in Ireland was almost wiped out by human activity over thousands of years. The term "semi-natural" is generally used to refer to those stands which survive, and those which most resemble the potential natural vegetation, while the term "woodland" is generally preferred over "forest". Research on the semi-natural woodlands in Ireland has been sporadic, with, as yet, no national programme of research operating under any one authority. The research to date has been primarily concerned with ecological accounts and surveys; assessing the effects of herbivores and of invasive exotic species; history of vegetation development and disturbance; soils; monitoring of soil and ecological processes. (There is very little published research on stand structure and development.) Traditionally, projects of this kind have been funded by conservation bodies, but in latter years, forestry authorities have invested in research and monitoring of ecological processes. Irish forestry is a relatively young industry, which was first developed in the early part of this century, and expanded dramatically during the 1980s and 1990s. Native stands play an insignificant role in commercial forestry. However, the planting of broadleaved species has become more commonplace in recent years. The establishment of a national programme of research and stand structure of native species would benefit the development of a national broadleaves programme, while evaluating the true potential role of native stands in the link between silviculture and conservation. This report aims to provide an account of the current status of Ireland's natural forests and current research projects.
Abstract
The writer provides a record of a number of scarcer species of bark beetle he has encountered in Ireland in recent years. The species found include Phloeotribus rhodadactylus; Tryodendron domesticum (L.); and Dryocoetes villosus.
Comparisons were made between the phenolic and carbohydrate signatures of soil profiles developed under grass, spruce and ash stands. Samples were collected from a brown earth soil which was originally under the same land use, but over the past 43 years has supported different monocultures. Distinct signatures associated with each litter type were recorded in individual profiles. A relatively undecomposed phenolic fraction from lignin and hydrolysable carbohydrate fraction from plants had accumulated in the soils under spruce and ash. This largely reflected the quantity and quality of the litter inputs from the spruce and ash compared with the grass. The phenolic and hydrolysable carbohydrate fractions accounted for as much as 60% of the total organic carbon concentration in the deep horizons. In the grassland profile both fractions were more decomposed than under ash and spruce suggesting that the forest profiles had readily accumulated a carbon pool with a comparatively slow rate of decomposition. This was most apparent from the spruce profile (which contained 398 mg/g C carbohydrate hydrolysed using trifluoracetic acid (TFA) in the C horizon compared with 165 and 45 mg/g C under ash and grass respectively). The authors conclude that the decay rate of these fractions is a function of the vegetation type.
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Abstract
Additions of aloe vera extract, non-dialyzable red wine residue or aqueous methanol extracts of oak bark, oak leaves or coconut shell increased the heat stability of skim milk (at 140º C) and concentrated milk (at 120º) and retarded rennet coagulation, but had no effect on the alcohol stability of milk. The calcium ion concentration in milk was reduced by the addition of these extracts but calcium chelation does not appear to be the exclusive mechanism responsible for promoting micellar stability. The extracts contained a high concentration of polyphenols, which are highly reactive and may be the active agents in the extracts, responsible for the enhanced stability of casein micelles.
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Abstract
It is difficult to purify DNA from mature tree leaves at the end of the growing season, because of their thick cell wall, and high content in polysaccharides, phenolic compounds and endonucleases. A simple, fast and efficient method for DNA purification from 100 mg fresh weight leaf samples is described here. It has been developed for extracting DNA from mature leaves of Quercus robur, Q. petraea, Fraxinus excelsior, Prunus avium and Acer pseudoplatanus, harvested in October from greenhouse-grown plants, arboretum plants, and, in some cases, from in vitro stock. The protocol is a modified CTAB (hexadecyl trimethylammonium bromide) method including a combination of beta-mercaptoethanol, polyvinylpyrrolidone, sodium dodecyl sulfate and lithium chloride including short centrifugation runs. It is very efficient, yielding up to 950 μg DNA/g of fresh weight, even when very mature leaves are processed. The extracted DNA was used as template to characterize the oaks by microsatellite analysis. Its efficiency has been compared to four commercially available kits and two other published CTAB protocols. The protocol is also inexpensive compared to commercial kits.
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Abstract
The morphological and some physiological attributes of Sitka spruce (Picea sitchensis) rooted cuttings derived from juvenile selections in the nursery were compared with those of conventional unimproved transplants grown
in Ireland in 1996 and 1997. A field trial was established in the second year to assess flushing and growth
responses of the stock. Although some were highly significant, absolute differences between stock types in most
morphological characteristics were small. Cuttings had much fewer branches/cm shoot, and root dry weights
were smaller than in transplants, but the shoot/root ratio differed little between stock types. The root growth
potential (RGP) of cuttings was good, but was lower than that of the transplants in 1997 but not in 1996.
Cuttings flushed 3-5 days earlier than the transplants in the RGP tests, and up to 10 days earlier in the field trial.
The earlier flushing of the cuttings probably occurred largely because the cuttings were derived from material
selected for having rapid juvenile growth rates. The height increment of cuttings was greater than that of
transplants after one growing season in the field.
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The results of bark cultures of 43 oak trees in a copse in the Wicklow Mountains are presented. 38 species of myxomycetes were obtained, including three new to Ireland. The conservation interest of the site is discussed.
Abstract
Monkey puzzle or Chile pine (Araucaria araucana) belongs to the genus Araucaria, which forms a distinct grouping of early (Triassic) evolved conifers. The species has a wide distribution from upland sites in Argentina and Chile. The most suitable conditions for growth, the tree's characteristics and the history of its cultivation in Ireland are described.
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Abstract
The timber characteristics of Parana pine (Araucaria angustifolia) and the Chile pine or monkey puzzle (Araucaria anaucana), two distinct but closely related species are described. Strength properties, drying, shrinkage, durability and machining are also briefly summarised.
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Abstract
Recent changes in farming practice have deprived the barn owl of much of its food source, especially mice. By attracting barn owls to forests, through the use of nestboxes or barrels, foresters could help to keep the numbers of troublesome bank voles in check.
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Abstract
Factors which determine the intensity of weeding required on a site include the fertility of the soil, the tolerance of tree species to shade, and the rate of growth of the trees. Vegetation control should start early in order to avoid water stress and nutrient deficiency caused by competition with weeds. The early growth of trees can be seriously effected by the presence of weeds. Physical methods of controlling vegetation include hand weeding, cutting, mulching and tramping down, but herbicides are the most common form of vegetation control. It is particularly important to control the growth of woody plants such as gorse.
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**Abstract**
The American grey squirrel, *Sciurus carolinensis*, was introduced to Ireland around 1920 and is commonly found in mature broadleaved woodlands. It is fairly widespread in the eastern part of the country and has displaced the red squirrel in many areas. The grey squirrel causes considerable damage to trees by stripping the outer bark to get at the sap. A study has been initiated to investigate the current status of the grey squirrel, its distribution, habit preferences and dispersal patterns, and to estimate the extent of the bark stripping problems with a view to developing methods to reduce the damage in future.
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**Abstract**
The ability of poplar to grown on very short rotations makes it attractive to the private investor. A recently established research project is assessing the suitability of new poplar clones, in particular Belgian poplar clones, to Irish conditions. The siting and preparation of the ground for the experimental sites used in the study are described. Management requirements in the establishment phase are outlined the most important diseases of poplar are listed. 2 trials established in 1996 have performed well. An assessment of poplar stands in Ireland found relatively good performance on all stands.
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Abstract
The Irish elm, also known as the wych elm, is one of about 20 species of the genus Ulmus. In recent decades Dutch elm disease, Ceratocystis ulmi, has reduced the number of this species significantly. Other common elm species in Ireland include the English elm, Ulmus procera, and Ulmus carpinifolia, which is resistant to Dutch elm disease. Irish elm is common in hedgerows and grows fast given good soil conditions. Germination, distribution, and damage to the tree from animals is described. Resistance to disease in the future may depend on advances in breeding research.
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Abstract
The timber of elm is described. Almost all supplies come from old stock or from dead trees killed by Dutch elm disease. The presence of the fungus can reduce strength properties. Other properties described are shrinkage, drying, steam bending and machining.
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Abstract
There are two strains of the fungus which cause Dutch elm disease in Ireland, an aggressive strain which can kill trees within weeks, and non-aggressive strain. It is a wilt disease and can appear very suddenly. The symptoms of the disease are described. The disease is caused by a fungus, Ophiostoma spp which is introduced to the elm trees as spores by either of two bark beetles, Scolytus scolytus or Scolytus multistriatus. The spread and effect of the fungus on the tree is described. Control of the spread of the disease depends to a large extent on preventing the bark beetle in, and spreading from, infected elms.
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Abstract
This article provides an overview of an environmental survey of ash and sycamore plantations around Sligo. Factors such as soil type, altitude, composition of competing vegetation and shelter and the tree's growth rate were assessed. The results of the study demonstrated a considerably higher growth rate for trees growing on sheltered sites than for those on open field sites. Other factors were unimportant in comparison. It would appear from the study that the provenance of ash used is not suitable for local conditions. Ash was found to be susceptible to frost and often lost its leading shoot. Correct management practice for ash and sycamore is outlined and the importance of shelter, regular fertilising, and formative pruning of ash stressed.
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Abstract
It is advisable not to destroy all ground vegetation. A spot 1.3 meters in diameter surrounding the tree, or a band 1.3 meters running along the planting line is sufficient. Herbicides may be divided into three categories: residual herbicides; foliar acting; and contact herbicides. Descriptions of the most common types of sprayers are provided. The most commonly applied forestry herbicides are asulam; atrazine; glyphosate; imazpyr; propyzamide; terbutylazine; and triclopyr.
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A decision support system for the value maximisation of standing timber.

The purpose of this research was to develop a decision support system, incorporating pre-harvest measurement and analysis procedures, to provide the timber procurement manager of a medium-sized sawmill with estimates of the volume, number and diameter class breakdown of log assortments that could potentially be cut from standing timber lots of mature Sitka spruce (Picea sitchensis (Bong.) Carr.). Stem profile measurements, consisting of 5,543 observations of diameter and height, were taken on 246 tree stems, from five Sitka spruce stands. The diameter at breast height (dbh) and tree height were also recorded for each of the sample trees. Four taper equations, identified from an extensive review of research literature, were selected for evaluation. Performance ranking, based upon values of bias and standard error of estimate, revealed an eight-variable taper equation developed from modifications proposed by Newnham (1992) to the ‘variable-form’ equation of Kozak (1988) to the best overall. Eight dbh-height models were chosen from the literature for preliminary testing. The three model that generated estimates of tree height with the least bias and minimum standard error of estimate were further investigated. The recommendation is to employ a combination of the Curtis 11 dbh-height model (Curtis, 1967) and five height sample trees drawn by simple random sampling in conducting the pre-harvest inventory. However, it is recommended that further research is undertaken to finalise inventory procedures, primarily with respect to minimum height sample sizes(s). An interactive computer programme was developed to simulate the process by which stems are cross-cut into logs. The programme employs the generic taper equation to profile the stems of sample trees of known dbh and estimated height drawn from the stand. Using log specifications supplied by the user, the programmes then simulates cut-to-length harvesting and produces forecast estimates of yield for each log-type on terms of the volume and number of pieces in each of a series of small-end diameter categories. The decision support system developed in this project provides the sawmill with an efficient means of gaining a comprehensive insight into the yield potential of standing timber lots and, as such, represents a valuable aid to timber procurement and production planning.
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Abstract
A summary of recent management structure changes in Coillte is summarised. The new system is called Team Based Process Management Structure. Coillte's thinning policy in the region is described and the factors which determine selection of thinning classification in particular areas outlined. Recent developments in harvesting in the region are explained. The increase in mechanical harvesting has environmental consequences and thinning operations on sensitive sites are confined to summer months.
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Abstract
The historical development and economics of forestry in Ireland and Hungary, and the prevalent management systems in both countries, are compared. The extent of thinning in Irish forests and the factors influencing thinning decisions are outlined. These include: stability; yield class; prices; access; cost and crop form/quality. Notes on thinning intensity and timing of first thinning are included.
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Abstract
A methodology for integrating pavement classification and forest inventory data, to determine the capability of forest access roads with weak subgrades to support timber extraction is described. GPS location data, recorded both in stand-alone mode and using differential techniques, was superimposed on forest and Ordnance Survey maps. Within GIS, the acquired spatial data was manipulated and integrated with pavement attribute information and the current and projected forest inventory data. Potential pavement damage by a typical timber haulage truck with payloads of 22, 27, 30 and 35 tonnes was then assessed. It was found that by overloading the truck by three and eight tonnes (GVW of 44t and 48 t, respectively), the total volume of timber that could be conveyed without damaging the serviceable pavements reduced by an average of 16 and 44% respectively. Rerouting of timber to avoid critical and failed sections could significantly increase the transportation costs. Rerouting was found to be impractical where forest compartments were accessible by single routes, hence, necessary repairs to facilitate the extraction are recommended in such cases. The final database could be extended to include specific costing of repair and maintenance requirements, hence, determine the economic implications of respective routing strategies.
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Developments in thinning technology and implications for sustainable operations.

Continued afforestation in Ireland over the last fifty years has resulted in an increasing volume of thinnings. In recent years rapid growth in the use of machines in thinning operations has been encouraged by financial assistance to purchase harvesting and extraction machinery through two forestry operational programmes administered by the Forest Service and supported by the European Union. As harvesting has increased so has the need for best operational practices to ensure that economics, environmental and social forest values are respected.

Abstract
Continued afforestation in Ireland over the last fifty years has resulted in an increasing volume of thinnings. In recent years rapid growth in the use of machines in thinning operations has been encouraged by financial assistance to purchase harvesting and extraction machinery through two forestry operational programmes administered by the Forest Service and supported by the European Union. As harvesting has increased so has the need for best operational practices to ensure that economics, environmental and social forest values are respected.
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Abstract
The high, tax-free, yields on investments in forestry have encouraged many private individuals to see forestry fund investment as an efficient way of topping up retirement income. However, investors in schemes such as the Sixth Irish Forestry Fund have to consider issues such as rotation lengths, trends in the timber market and demand for woodpulp thinnings. The scheme also includes the potential value of forest land in its projections. Other issues to be considered are future Government policy on grants and lack of liquidity. Until now the main investors in forestry have been the State and pension funds, but private investors are likely to become increasingly involved.
Abstract
This report comprises a number of presentations given at the meeting. 'Growth and yield models: an overview' was presented by L.R. Broad. This presentation gave an overview of some common properties and unifying threads of growth models. The following concepts are explained by way of analogy with a micro-economic production plant: growth modes; productivity measures; stand management issues; state space concepts; model aggregation levels. Presentation 2, 'Growth and yield models for diverse species,' was given by Myles MacDonncha. The presentation was divided into the following parts: Diverse species - work to date; Some new model concepts; New mode vs. BFC yield table. Presentation 3, 'Forest inventory sampling on successive occasions' was given by David Kilpatrick & Michelle Allen. This presentation describes the statistical work involved in estimating volume, growth and future production (inventory) for a number of sampling situations. Presentation 2, 'Value maximisation of forest stands through optimal inventory and cross-cutting methodology,' was given by Liam Malone. This describes a pre-harvest measurement and analysis procedure which has been developed to provide an efficient means of obtaining and analysing information on standing timber to generate predictions of the volume, number and diameter classes of potential log assortments. Presentation 5, 'Inventory and forecasting for the private grower,' was given by Nick Hennessy. This presentation described the development of the "HomeForester" computer application for forest inventory and management decision support. Presentation 6, 'Harvest scheduling and timber allocation,' was presented by Gary Williamson and Maarten Nieuwenhuis. This presentation examined the use of linear programming in production scheduling.
The objective of this plan is to provide an attractive and productive forest which will blend with the landscape, have greater diversity in species, create habitat for flora and fauna and simultaneously have forests which are efficient to manage. The features of the particular forest for which this plan was devised are described. Camross Forest in Portlaoise district is managed by Coillte, the Irish Forestry Board. The main elements of Coillte's environmental policy are outlined and actions which the company has taken to ensure its implementation are explained. The plan examines the policy and the intended approach to implementation of the following environmental themes: landscape design; water; archaeology; conservation; education and public relations.
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Abstract
This article describes a visit by the author to three different Christmas tree growers and their efforts to introduce noble fir to the British and European Christmas tree markets. Irish exports are dominated by six major producers who have switched from Pacific Northwest seed sources to Danish seed to reduce the risk of current season needle necrosis. A profile of each of the following growers is provided: The Emerald Group; Wicklow Christmas Trees; Coillte Christmas Tree Farms. Emerald had sales of 170,000 trees in 1998 and expect to produce 500,000 trees per year. About 70% of sales are to the UK and 20% are to Germany. Recent developments, including the mechanization of basal pruning, are described. Wicklow Christmas Trees aims to increase current production of 70,000 trees a year to 200,000. The company supplies the Irish, British, German and French markets, and each one has different requirements. Coillte Christmas Tree Farms, like the other companies visited, face problems with respect to seed sources, culturing techniques, harvesting, labour shortages and transportation. Each company has had increased demand for palletized trees, and Coillte expects this will account for 70% of its products in 1999. A target of 400,000 trees harvested per year is expected. Coillte's foliage business is also described.
Bord na Mona, the Irish peat development authority, has a large amount of rolling stock on its bogs as part of its peat transporting operation. It has many kilometers of rail, both temporary and permanent throughout the bogs and to the peat burning generation stations. The extensive coverage of the railways and the layout of the bogs means that it is very difficult to have an accurate knowledge of the position and progress of vehicles. Investigation using a shipping navigation system, Decca, has shown a promising degree of reproducibility and accuracy. This would enable the development of a cheap location system.
Abstract
Significance of the thickness of peat substratum on the bearing capacity of forest access roads laid on peat soils in Ireland is evaluated. Bearing capacity on an experimental pavement was assessed on the basis of its surface deflection measured using a Benkelman beam. The mean deflections for winter, spring, and summer seasons were 2.7, 5.1 and 5.4mm, respectively, and the lower value for winter was attributed to the frozen pavement and lower soil moisture conditions. Pavement response in winter was a function of the interaction term of linear components of thickness of pavement layers and the peat substratum (R²=0.67), while in spring (R²=0.70) and summer (r²=0.72), it also included a moderating quadratic term of thickness of the peat substratum. Deflection generally increased with thickness of pavement and peat substratum, and effect of pavement thickness was pronounced under peat layer greater than 1000mm which was attributed to inherent weakness of the pavements over such areas. It is suggested that thickness of the peat substratum, may be a basis for developing specifications for timber haulage vehicles, or routeing of such traffic for envirogentle timber transportation.
Predictors of bearing capacity of forest access roads with peat subgrades, under changing weather conditions.

Council on Forest Engineering (US)


Abstract

Forest access roads with peat subgrades are extraordinarily weak, hence, exhibit fast and severe deterioration on overloading, leading to expensive repair and maintenance. Consequently, there is a need to develop methods with which pavement strengths may be predicted to allow strategic control of the axle loads of timber haulage vehicles. This paper evaluates the significance of depth of peat in the pavement subgrade as a potential approach to resolution of this problem. Results of investigations on typical peat-based road in County Mayo are presented. Pavement strength was assessed on the basis of deflections measured by a Benkelman beam in three series of experiments that were also designed to evaluate possible influence of weather conditions. The results were subsequently analyzed in linear and non-linear (quadratic) regression and correlation analyses. It was found that the correlation was mainly quadratic, and pavement surface deflection is expected to increase in depth of peat in the subgrade at a reducing rate and getting to a constant at specific depths of peat, which is in agreement with the theory of pavement loading by wheeled traffic. Measured deflections were in the O.5 - 10mm range, and were lower for frozen pavements. The predicted maximum in the regression models was evaluated to be 7 mm for specific depths of 2400 mm and 2700 mm. Corresponding coefficients of determination varied from 0.63 to 0.66, indicating that the significant source of variation (63%-66%) was the inherent thickness of peat in the subgrade. Depth of underlying peat can therefore be used to set load restrictions, or axle load limits for logging operations through such pavements. The measured deflection suggest that the commonly used deflection and strain based empirical strength indices are not always applicable for pavements with peat subgrades. However, there was also evidence to suggest the existence of a 'critical' depth of peat, which may limit deflection to rationalize their use. Unfortunately, this depth was influenced by the prevailing moisture regime. There is need therefore, to develop independent indices for weak flexible pavement such as those with peat and soft soil subgrades.
Current use of excavators in Irish Forestry.
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**Abstract**
The use of excavators in Irish forestry is described under the following headings: site preparation; roadmaking; and harvesting. Excavator mounding is the dominant method of cultivation for establishment of all forests. These machines have proven to be reliable and have no difficulty on bare ground and for afforestation work on poor or marginal agricultural land. Excavators are predominantly used in roadmaking and can be used in most sites all year round. On deeper peats, the reversal road system is used. Since the late 1980s tracked excavators have had a role to play in harvesting. Details of a survey on 145 harvesting machines, of which 54 were on excavator bases, are provided.
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Utilisation of machines on forest floors should consider the size and suitability of their tractive devices, dynamic loading in the machine-floor interface, and effects of operation variables such as speed, number of passes and ground pressure due to the tractive devices. These must comply with pertinent environmental concerns, and therefore requires knowledge of potential adverse effects of machine traffic. Due to the varied conditions of the forest floor, soil physical and mechanical properties and vehicle load regimes, empirical results have limited applications, as they cannot be extrapolated beyond the respective test conditions. Modelling of ground damage therefore provides a convenient method of adapting vehicle parameters to inherent terrain conditions. This paper discusses a model of a based on dimensional analysis for vehicles with pneumatic wheels. Ground damage is discussed on the basis of changes in bulk density, soil macropores space and wheel sinkage. Based on data from literature, it is estimated that significant variation in level of ground damage by compaction lies within a narrow range of machine operation variables of wheel load, speed and number of passes. Machine operation skills, safety considerations, and motivation may therefore by key to environment operations. These may be supported by presentation of model outputs in a form that is convenient for locating optimal operation points.
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**Abstract**
This thesis attempts to outline the basic information that is needed before a Global Positioning System (GPS) guided forest harvester data system can be implemented. The concept of GPS is explained and the use of Geographical Information Systems in forestry is described. There are two chapters on cut-to-length forest harvesting methods.
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**Abstract**
Incorrectly inflated tyres cause damage to the vehicle, the soil and the tyre itself. The objective of this thesis was to design a tyre monitoring system for the measurement of operational temperatures at different inflation pressures.
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Abstract
This thesis examines ways of making the road haulage of round timber most cost effective. This can be achieved by exploiting recent developments in vehicle design and technology. The issue is examined under the following headings: new legislation; tyres; improving fuel consumption; developments in crane technology and vehicle bodywork; and developments in vehicle technology.
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Abstract
An experimental set-up for verifying the potential of variable tyre pressure to minimize distress on forest access roads with thin asphalt surfacing layers and peat soil subgrade is described. It includes three sets of strain transducers each implanted in a bi-axial disposition at the bottom of a 50mm asphalt pavement in the wheel path. Three pressure cells are located on top of the peat soil subgrade at 650 mm depth below the road surface and directly under the strain transducers. A fourth pressure cell is located on top of the subgrade at the centre of the 3 m wide experimental road section. The moisture status of the subgrade soil is also monitored. Trends in monitored stresses and strains are in agreement with available evidence on pavement loading during trafficking. The set up may therefore be used to assess the efficacy of variable tyre pressures for management of distress roads with thin asphalt surfacing layers and a weak subgrade.
Abstract
The transportation system used by harvesting contractors in state forests in Ireland is causing considerable structural damage to roads in the vicinity of forests. The primary objective of this study was to examine the logistics of transporting timber using five different methods to compare the cost effectiveness of each method. A secondary objective is a closer examination of the most inexpensive method of timber transportation to see if alternative methods of using this vehicle, or combination of vehicles can be found. The reason for this is to find a balance between cost effective method of transporting timber and a minimisation of structural damage caused to roads. A computer model was set up in order to carry out the logistical investigation outlined above. It was found that using a rigid body truck and trailer was the most cost effective method of transporting timber in Ireland. It was also found that the present method of use of the rigid body truck and trailer was on average 30% cheaper than a proposed method. The proposed method was to operate the rigid body truck and trailer at a reduced load of 15 tonnes on the poorer quality roads in the forest proximity. This has two major advantages over the present system in that firstly, the rigid body truck was now operating under the legal limits of weight restrictions and secondly that structural damage caused to the roads is decreased due to the reduction in the weights being carried on the poorer quality roads of 50%.
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Abstract Large articulated vehicles used in harvesting are causing extensive damage to roads. The primary objective of this project was to prepare a design proposal for a hydraulically-independent power-driven trailer. A secondary objective was to modify the design to allow the trailer to carry 20 tonnes of timber. The design of the trailer must comply with regulations on weight and dimensions of mechanically propelled vehicles and trailers to ensure road-worthiness. The hydraulic components required to power the trailer in severe terrain and soil conditions are outlined. Design features such as incorporating a steering drawbar and using low ground pressure tyres were examined and introduced as they showed theoretical improvements in manoeuvrability and ground damage respectively. The final trailer designs showed theoretical improvements in the manoeuvrability of the unit, in the extraction rates and also improved design features. More importantly the wider low ground pressure tyres reduces forest floor damage, and the sprung bogie suspension and reduced damaging effect of an axle (related to the fourth power law) reduces pavement damage. Comparing the forwarder/articulated truck with the tractor/short-haul trailer showed the cost-effectiveness of using this design unit for haulage distances up to 24 km. It was also shown that for a large extraction distance outside the forest (>6 km) and a haulage distance up to 30 km, the tractor/short-haul trailer unit was more economical than existing systems. Increasing the load-carrying capacity of the short-haul trailer from 15 to 20 tonnes increases this haulage distance up to 60 km. Overall, it is shown that investment in the manufacturing of a short-haul trailer, whether it had a load-carrying capacity of 15 or 20 tonnes, would reduce the cost of extracting timber (up to 41%) and improve production levels over short-haul distances. Although the cost of a prototype tractor/trailer unit is equivalent to a forwarder,
this cost would decrease with mass production.
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Abstract
The aim of this study was to investigate the characteristics of extraction vehicles used in Irish forests. These vehicles are called forwarders and have been responsible for damaging soils they have crossed. Field testing and computer simulation work by Finite Element Analysis were undertaken in order to evaluate some of the important vehicle characteristics when considering soil damage by vehicle running gear. A cone penetrometer was used to determine the deformation properties of the soil. These results were then used in a computer simulation of the track vehicle interaction. The tests along with some shear vane tests were conducted in the South West part of Ireland in different forests which were characterised as soft ground. A simulation method was developed using the Finite Element Method to examine the effects of the vehicles in use in Irish forests on soft soils. These models are assemblies of finite elements which represent the vehicle structure and this structure is placed on a block of elements which represent the soil. The soil is modelled as non-linear continuum. A parametric approach was used to evaluate the effect of various vehicle design parameters on the ground pressure distribution under the vehicle. This was successful. Five different vehicles were modelled and similar tests conducted on each. The effects of higher tensions, track width, climbing a slope, the application of a drawbar load and elevation of the load, a shift in the centre of gravity, and roadwheel tyre inflation pressure are described. The modelling approach was successful and could provide valuable information for the future design of a vehicle.
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A simulation model for the prediction of the ground pressure distribution under tracked vehicles has been developed. The model can differentiate between various track designs and is based on an analytical method developed and described by Garber and Wong. Simulating the model with the parameters of a rubber tracked forestry vehicle, FARMI TRAC 5000 (currently in use by Coillte, the Irish Forestry Board) led to several conclusions. The road wheel arrangement has a considerable effect on the ground pressure distribution: increasing the number of road wheels reduces the maximum ground pressure and improves the uniformity of the pressure distribution. The radius of the road wheel, the stiffness of the suspension and the stiffness of the track tensioning device have an insignificant effect on the ground pressure distribution. In contrast, the initial track tension and the width of the track have a significant effect on the ground pressure distribution; increasing the initial track tension reduces the maximum ground pressure and improves the uniformity of the pressure distribution. The same conclusions are valid for an increase of the track width. This model can be used as a tool to assist in the design of off-road vehicles, and is currently used in the design of forestry vehicles in Ireland.
The purpose of this study was to ascribe attributes to forest access roads, to allow for estimation of their serviceability on the basis of their current condition. The approach estimates the quantity of timber that may be hauled through without critically damaging the flexible pavements.

Seventy-two roads were classified on the basis of their surface conditions, subgrade material, and surface deflection as the strength parameter, for 40 and 60 t Gross Vehicle Weight. Using non-parametric statistical techniques, it was found that the surface quality of pavements was largely dependent on drainage conditions (coefficient of determination $r^2 = 0.84$), and that a strong relationship ($r^2 = 0.90$) also existed between drainage and the number of potholes. Pavements with peat subgrades were found to exhibit significantly higher critical deflections (5.6 mm) than pavements with mineral subgrades (1 mm), coupled with their inherent variability, it is arguable that visual classification may not be suitable for such pavements. On the basis of these results, the serviceability of individual roads, in Equivalent Standard Axle Loads (ESAL) was estimated. Potential pavement damage by a standards 6 axle timber haulage truck, of 40 t Gross Vehicle Weight, with a payload of 27 t, was evaluated to be triple that due to a standard axle (8.16 t). Increasing the payload by about 10%, increased the ESAL required to transport a unit volume of timber, hence potential pavement damage, by 20%. Consequently, a significant reduction in the serviceability of forest access roads may be incurred by small overload margins that are usually ignored.
deflection measured using a Benkelman beam. The mean deflections for winter, spring and summer seasons were 2.7, 5.1 and 5.4, respectively, and the lower value for winter was attributed to the frozen pavement and lower soil moisture conditions. Pavement response in winter was a function of the interaction term of linear components of thickness of pavement layers and the peat substratum (R^2=0.67), while in spring (R^2=0.70) and summer (R^2=0.72), it also included a moderating quadratic term of thickness on the peat substratum. Deflection generally increased with thickness of pavement and the peat substratum, and effect of pavement thickness was pronounced under peat layer greater than 1000 mm which was attributed to inherent weakness of the pavements over such areas. It is suggested that thickness of the peat substratum may be a basis for developing specifications for timber haulage vehicles, or routeing os such traffic for minimal environmental impact.
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Abstract
Ireland has the highest percentage of non-national roads per capita in Europe, only 6% of the nation's roads are classified as national roads. Currently 63% of the total traffic on Irish roads is carried on non-national routes. Haulage of large volumes of materials by heavily laden trucks has been shown to cause significant damage to road networks. In the case of third class roads such as forest access roads this problem can be compounded by the heavy volume of traffic during the harvesting period and also the nature of the road itself. There is a need for qualitative and quantitative classification of such road networks used by hauliers so that the optimum haulage strategy can be employed and thus pavement damage minimised and the life of the road extended.
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Abstract
The extraction of timber from Irish forests involves haulage by heavy trucks over rural roads that are poorly suited to such traffic. This can result in significant levels of road damage, particularly in relation to the road networks leading from the main County roads to the forests. Since timber haulage is a price-sensitive operation, unilaterally reducing haulage load to ensure tolerable levels of road damage, is not a sustainable option. More economic means of optimising the use and management of the road networks for improved durability and to minimise the overall cost of their construction and maintenance needs to be investigated. Ongoing studies at the Forest Engineering Unit in University College Dublin, geared towards improving the performance of timber haulage routes, are discussed. Planning for timber extraction based on road condition and forest inventory data is being evaluated. The use of Variable Tyre Pressure (VTP) to attenuate the adverse effects of vehicular loads, hence, deterioration of roads with weak subgrades is being investigated. It is suggested that the findings in these studies will prescribe some environmentally regimes for timber haulage in Ireland in the short term. In the long term, they may affect guidelines for restrictions in road haulage as well as the associated economics for haulage of timber, forestry and construction equipment and the transportation of farm produce through such roads.
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Abstract
The rooting of cuttings as a way to propagate wood plants has proven to be successful, although little is known about the physiology of the process. Variations from crop to crop currently limit its large-scale use in many species. Factors such as cuttings size, timing, handling, propagation facilities, rooting media, rooting hormones, light, CO2 enrichment, temperature, water relations, and fungicide use all play a role in the process. Suggestions of future areas of potential benefit and a checklist of factors important in rooting are provided.
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Abstract
The embryonic composition of cultures of embryonal suspensor mass (ESM) can vary widely depending upon a number of factors, including the culture origin, cell genotype and the environmental conditions of culture. Embryonic cultures normally contain both proliferating stage 1 embryos as well as a cell suspension which is not organised into embryogenic structures. It is often observed that cultures of ESM can change from having a high frequency of embryos to consisting mainly of non-embryonic material. The purpose of this study was to attempt to quantify the embryonic composition of ESM by measuring the number of embryos per ml of culture and per g fresh weight. These measurements enable a quantitative comparison of the embryonic composition between different cell lines. In addition, measurements were made of the changing embryonic composition during the batch culture growth cycle and compared with those obtained in semi-continuous culture using a bioreactor.

The significant differences in embryo frequency between different cell lines shows that cell genotype may play an important role in determining that embryogenic frequency can be influenced markedly by the changing culture environment in batch culture. These differences may reflect different rates of embryo proliferation and growth of non-embryogenic cells. The decline in frequency on a fresh weight basis toward the end of the growth cycle must reflect continued growth of the non-embryogenic cells, or relatively reduced rates of embryo proliferation. In contrast, in semi-continuous culture in which an overall constant growth rate is maintained by periodic addition of new medium, it appears that the embryogenic frequency in terms of fresh weight was approximately constant. This shows that the growth rate of the embryos and that of the non-embryogenic cells remained proportionally constant. Overall, these results suggest that the changing levels of embryo frequency in batch culture could be influenced by changing nutrient (or plant growth regulator) concentrations occurring as the culture grows. These methods of counting embryos may enable an improved understanding of the growth and development of embryogenic cultures on a quantitatie basis.
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**Abstract**
The Douglas-fir IUFRO trial was established in five locations in Ireland in 1971. Top height and stem form assessments were made in the spring of 1995 in three of these trials after 24 growing seasons in the field. There were slight differences in Yield Class among 15 of the coastal origins, but considerable differences in stem form. The best stem form, but poorest height growth was found in the Cascade origins. The best combination of good height growth and good stem from were found in the southern Washington and norther Oregon origins (Cathlamet and Humptulips).
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**Abstract**
The study comprised a field and laboratory investigation on the stability of Sitka spruce trees planted on a surface water gley. The field-testing was conducted at Ballyfarnon Forest in County Sligo in the north west of Ireland. Nine destructive monotonic pulling tests were conducted on trees selected from three different site preparations, namely, mole drained, double mouldboard ploughed and an uncultivated control. Dynamic testing, using a mechanical rocking device, was performed on a tree selected from the uncultivated control. A simple shear apparatus was used to conduct monotonic and cyclic tests on reconstituted samples of the Ballyfarnon soil. This allowed a comparison of soil behaviour under monotonic and cyclic loading. A computer software package was used to model the behaviour of groundwater for soil mole drained at two drain spacings. Results from this
mathematical modelling were compared to experimental data gathered during a previous study. Results indicate that the use of mole drainage as a site preparation technique produces more stable trees than either double mouldboard ploughing or no cultivation.
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Abstract Poplar is a fast growing broadleaf tree suitable for growing on good agricultural land. Poplar wood can be used for pulp, pallet, sawlog and veneer. New market opportunities are emerging for poplar and this project presents the economics of introducing poplar growing into Ireland as a niche forestry system. A pan-European database of poplar trials, including Ireland was created in Access 7.0. This is available to all EU poplar researchers. The land area of the Republic of Ireland suitable for poplar cultivation is estimated at 2.77 million hectares which is 40.7% of the total land area and 55.8% of agricultural land. The location of these areas is presented in map form. Economic analysis using the Bioeconomic Model developed for the Poplar for Farmers project indicated that poplar is more competitive on good land than on marginal land. Time-based studies indicate that shorter rotations are more economic. The Forest Service, based on the findings of this project, are examining the feasibility of grant-aiding poplar cultivation in Ireland.
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The effects of peripheral canopy on DGPS performance on forest roads.

Abstract
The purpose of this study was to evaluate differential GPS positional accuracy on Irish forest roads with typical peripheral canopies. The peripheral canopy obstruction at 20 forest road sites in Roundwood state forest, was determined using a hand held clinometer and magnetic compass. This simple field technique permitted quantification of the canopy obstruction using graphical means and resulted in a graphical skyplot of each site. The equipment, one Trimble PROXRS DGPS unit and two Trimble 4000SSI units permitted determination of the DGPS accuracy (average of 2.9 m) and precision (average of 2.1m) with a range of peripheral canopies. DGPS performance was quantified in terms of the average absolute error in PDOP (APDOP = 1.6). The relationship between APDOP and percentage of open sky was found to be statistically significant (r = 0.706, p = 0.001). Statistical analysis also indicated a strong relationship between the relative precision and APDOP (r = 0.796, p = 0.000). Satellite constellation in the measurement period was not the sole factor affecting DGPS usability. Three distinct classes of peripheral obstruction at road sites were defined (Class I: 100-66%; Class II: 65-33%; 32-0 % obstruction) and it was found that both DGPS accuracy (3.70 m, 3.23 m, 1.91 m, respectively) and precision (4.10 m, 2.43 m, .83 m, respectively) improved with decreasing peripheral obstruction. These classes may be used as a means of predicting signal attenuation which might be expected under particular forest canopy conditions elsewhere.)
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Abstract
The reasons for adding a second species to both conifer and broadleaf plantations are outlined. Sitka spruce can benefit from the nursing effect of Japanese larch and there are also aesthetic advantages. The factors influencing decisions on whether to plant the second species in blocks, small groups or as an intimate mixture are outlined. Most broadleaves are more easily managed in pure plantations, but cherry should be grown in small groups. However, oak and beech benefit from the nursing effect of European larch or Scots pine and the correct planting procedure for this type of mixture is outlined.
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The differences between plants from different seed sources can result in not only the survival or failure of a plantation but more importantly affect the growth, productivity and quality of the stand. It is important therefore to start with the best seed source of the best species for the site. The example of lodgepole pine is taken to demonstrate the difference in volume production, stem form, basal sweep and forking possible in the same species with different seed origins. Seed origin also effects the value of a crop, as demonstrated by a series of Sitka spruce trials planted in 1975. The importance of collecting seeds from registered Irish seed stands is emphasised. Tables demonstrating the most suitable seed origins for use in Ireland are provided.
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Abstract
The main criteria to be assessed when determining if a plantation is to receive a maintenance grant are: stocking level; plant health and rigour; vegetation control; shaping of broadleaves; general maintenance. The plantation must be maintained to a high standard even after payment of the grant. Common problems associated with maintaining conifer plantations are outlined. The correct approach to thinning is outlined.
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Abstract
The use of Discounted Cash Flow (DCF) in evaluating the potential return from investment in forestry is explained. Typically, discount rates used in forestry vary from a low of 4% to around 10%, depending on the nature of the investment and the assumption used. In calculating potential returns from investment in forestry
the inputs of timber yields and timber prices must be considered. Costs can be calculated relatively easily. The terms net present value (NPV) and internal rate of return are explained. The application of DCF is demonstrated using a worked example. The authors conclude that DCF is a useful technique in the analysis of forestry investment. It is an aid to decision making over a wide range of possible applications. These include: land valuation; species selection; rotation length; thin v no thin; crop valuation; silvicultural treatment.
Abstract
The author provides a checklist of essential actions to be taken to ensure the success of a new plantation. The list of recommendations are divided by three stages of the afforestation programme: pre-planting; planting; post planting.
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Abstract
Forest grant and premium payment levels are vital to the economics of forestry at farm level. This article compares the income per hectare when the forestry premium is adjusted for costs with income per hectare from agriculture. Forestry is more attractive financially than agriculture where farmers are involved in low income systems at low levels of management efficiency. The various options available for farmers wishing to participate in EU forestry and REPS schemes are outlined.
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Abstract
The forestry grants and premia available through the various schemes under the Operational Programme for Agriculture, Rural Development and Forestry, 1994-99, are outlined. The activities supported under the Afforestation Grant Scheme and the Forest Premium Scheme are listed. The type of grant aid provided under the Forestry Development for the following activities is described: woodland improvement; amenity woodland; urban woodland; reconstitution; publicity/awareness; downstream development supports; harvesting grants; technical assistance; forest roads, research and development; and high pruning of conifers.
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A number of types of pest and disease that can attack trees and cause deterioration in wood and woods are listed and described. The following diseases, mainly found in broadleaves, are briefly described: Armillaria (honey fungus); Ganoderma; Polyporus squamosus; Ustiliana deusta; Dutch elm disease. The following diseases, found mainly in conifers, are described: Fomes butt rot; Phaeolus schweinitzii; Stereum sanguinolentum. The various insect pests which attack broadleaves and conifers are described. These include: goat moth; osier weevil; pine shoot moth; giant woodwasp; pine shoot beetle; lare oine weevil; and green spruce aphid.
industry to national production is currently estimated to be 250 million ECU per annum. The objectives of the Government’s ambitious strategic plan for forestry, and its likely impact on rural areas, are outlined.

**Abstract**
This paper describes the project being undertaken by Teagasc to classify soil variation right across the country. The Forest Soils Classification and Productivity Study will first develop on a national scale a soil classification and then a forest productivity ranking based on this soil classification. This will allow decisions about the location of new plantations to be be made on a firm scientific basis. The project will use remote sensing and Geographic Information Systems for mapping with a major input of field verification to assess reliability. The process of developing the soil classification system is described. Elevation and vegetation will be used as important indicators of soil type. The development of an Indicative Forest Strategy by the Forest Service using the Teagasc study is explained. The purpose of the strategy is to utilise as many land use data sets as possible in determining the optimum land-use per site.
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The current status of Arcitalitrus dorrieni (Crustacea : Amphipoda : Talitridae) in Ireland.
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Abstract
The origins of A. dorrieni in Ireland are discussed. It is probable that the species was first introduced into Ireland with imported exotic species from Australia during the 19th century, usually in protective Wardian cases. During the course of 1991-1993 a number of Irish sites harbouring sizeable collections of antipodian plants were identified and visited. A. dorrieni was recorded in 3 of the 13 sites visited and a number of possible causes for the advance of the species are put forward.
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Abstract
Acari of the order Mesostigmata are among the most abundant and diverse groups of arthropods in many Irish habitats. This paper lists the species which have been recorded from two families, the Vieigaiidae and the Macrochelidae. Both these groups are widely distributed. The Vieigaiidae are one of the most abundant groups...
of microarthropod predators in the litter and soil layers of woodland. The Macrochelidae are also found in forest soils but they are particularly common in accumulations of rotting organic matter such as compost, dung and tidal debris. The records reported include all the published recordings, those for which material has been lodged in the Irish and British Museums of Natural History and a number collected by the author. They include one new Irish species and corrections and additional information about some of the previously published records.
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**Abstract**
Arcitalitrus dorrieni (Hunt) is a eutrestrial amphipod, native to Australia, which occurs in several woodland sites in Ireland and Britain. Experiments were carried out to estimate consumption, assimilation and egestation rates of A. dorrieni feeding on Lodgepole pine, Pinus contorta, litter. These figures, together with a model of weight-specific oxygen consumption, were used to estimate the annual percentage of litter fall or carbon utilized by A. dorrieni at a coniferous woodland site in Co. Galway, Ireland. Estimates of 25% suggest that these animals play an important role in mineralization and nutrient exchange in the habitats in which they occur.
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Investigations of the structure, distribution and abundance of soil faunal communities have demonstrated three notable points. They are very diverse in numbers of species, highly spatially aggregated and appear to exhibit a low degree of food resource specialisation. In temperate regions these observations appear to be expressed to their greatest extent among the microarthropod assemblages of highly organic woodland soils. The species diversity of oribatid mites (Cryptostigmata: Acarina) in such environments can be bewildering and remains to be reconciled satisfactorily with classical Hutchinsonian niche theory. In this study the Shorrocks model is applied to a 'fungivorous guild' composed of oppiid mites. The results indicate an aggregated pattern of oribatid distribution and abundance which may contribute to understanding the extraordinary diversity of soil microarthropods in temperate woodland soils. The datasets show that independent intraspecific aggregation of competing oppiid species over patches, alone, might be sufficient to stabilise coexistence and facilitate the high species diversity in this guild.
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Short rotation forestry has a source of biomass for energy production has been suggested as possible use for cutaway reclaimed bog. This study investigated the rate of litter incorporation and the microarthropods associated with the process at one such site. It was found that the rate of litter incorporation was typical of earthworm poor sites, 70% per annum, and a succession of microarthropods, dominated initially by Collembola and finally by Cryptostigmata was identified.

Communities of soil microarthropods (Acari and Colembola) in a stand of Picea abies (L.) Karsten which were subjected, in a randomized block design experiment, to the chemically diverse components of a simulated polluted rainfall (“acid rain”), were modified by alterations in the abundance of taxa and consequently in community structure. When introduced into field lysimeters microarthropods accelerated the decomposition of the litter. However, in a base rich forest floor, which had a previous history of low N input, the nutrients mobilized.
were retained in the uppermost portions of the soil. Confining attention, therefore, to the litter layers, several communities modified by two different types of perturbation, namely: planting of exotic coniferous trees on what was originally grassland, and the applications of the components of “acid rain”, were found, in laboratory-based microcosm experiments, to influence both the pattern and the quantities of nutrients leached from the litter and the evolution of CO2. It is suggested that, at the scale examined, communities of microarthropods may not be functionally redundant as subtle changes in community structure had consequences for processes in the ecosystem. The results were applied to the broader context of evaluating the potential of biodiversity studies as a unifying them for organismic-centred and ecosystem ecology.
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Abstract
The majority of forests in Ireland comprise monocultures of coniferous tree species introduced from continental Europe and North America. Along with the fact that historically Ireland was virtually deforested, this means that a unique anthropod fauna may be present in today's forests. The carabid assemblages of Irish forests were found to be dominated by a core group of species which includes N. brevicollis, P. madidus, P. melanarius, C. problematicus, P. niger, C. caraboides, A. parallelepipedus, L. refescens, L. pilicornis and N. biguttatus. Although these species are commonly found in other European woodland habitats, the carabid fauna in Irish forests is distinct from the fauna of other European forests.

Various aspects of local and regional variation between carabid assemblages, sampled from 1994 to 1996, were investigated using multivariate and univariate statistics. This analysis showed that the carabid communities of Irish forest are dominated by the aforementioned core group of woodland associates along with ubiquitous species while species found more rarely probably reflect the surrounding habitats and landscape. The age of a forest stand played the greatest role in determining its carabid assemblage, followed by soil pH. It was also determined that there were apparent differences between the carabid assemblages of open and forested sites in Ireland. During 1996, sampling was carried out to examine further the carabid faunas of both open and forested habitats as well as the effect of afforestation on the existing upland carabid fauna. Planting forests in areas of bog and grassland may lead to changes in local fauna.

The role of migration and dispersal in the maintenance of separate and distinct carabid populations in open and forest habitats was also investigated. Overall, little movement was detected between forest stands by flight or across open ground. However, the sampling suggests that hedgerows may provide a refuge for forest carabids as well as a corridor of movement from one forest to another. Thus the carabid community of coniferous woodlands appear to be resident and self replicating through reproduction rather than existing as part of larger metapopulation.
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The effect of earthworm activity, silt/clay content and climatic interactions on soil organic matter dynamics in forestry systems.

Two long term field experiments (ca. 2 years) were conducted to test the general hypothesis that earthworms can influence the timing, release and flow of carbon between various pools of soil organic matter in forestry systems. In the first experiment, litter bag treatments were used to assess the impact of burial, comminution and faunal ingestion processes on organic matter decomposition. In the second experiment, cylinders containing a surface horizon of earthworm cast or as a control soil and a 'base' soil depleted in organic matter, were used to monitor the influence of cast production on carbon (stabilisation and/or mineralisation) associated with various fine earth fractions (silt, clay). Experiment 3 examined the extent to which earthworm ingestion, different wetting/drying cycles and temperature regimes, and varying silt/clay content affect losses of respired (CO2-C) and leached carbon (Dissolved Organic Carbon) from forest soils.

This research work indicates that moisture fluctuations are reduced in earthworm casts. It shows that organic matter in casts, once stabilised (and left undisturbed by earthworms), can maintain this stabilisation for many years irrespective of the prevailing climatic conditions, and that this stabilization is independent of placement. In surface east, DOC losses are expected to be higher than in buried casts, since surface material is exposed to wet/drying cycles of greater intensity. In contrast, fungal immobilisation of nutrients and reduced respiration rates at higher temperatures are expected to be more important in surface than in buried casts. In addition, the pool of micro-organisms involved in the actual decomposition of surface cast organic matter may be smaller. Other studies have concluded that the shift from fungal dominated to bacterial dominated microbial populations after faunal ingestion is transitory (few weeks or months). However, results from this study indicate that this shift in population dominance may persist for a year or more in buried earthworm casts. Anaerobic periods and/or simpler, bacterial-dominated food webs may explain this increase, while biomass or activity of other microbial groups (fungi, protozoa and algae) may be reduced.

This research work indicates that moisture fluctuations are reduced in earthworm casts. It shows that organic matter in casts, once stabilised (and left undisturbed by earthworms), can maintain this stabilisation for many years irrespective of the prevailing climatic conditions, and that this stabilization is independent of placement. In surface east, DOC losses are expected to be higher than in buried casts, since surface material is exposed to wet/drying cycles of greater intensity. In contrast, fungal immobilisation of nutrients and reduced respiration rates at higher temperatures are expected to be more important in surface than in buried casts. In addition, the pool of micro-organisms involved in the actual decomposition of surface cast organic matter may be smaller. Other studies have concluded that the shift from fungal dominated to bacterial dominated microbial populations after faunal ingestion is transitory (few weeks or months). However, results from this study indicate that this shift in population dominance may persist for a year or more in buried earthworm casts. Anaerobic periods and/or simpler, bacterial-dominated food webs may explain this increase, while biomass or activity of other microbial groups (fungi, protozoa and algae) may be reduced.
Effects of nutrient addition on the chemical composition of leachates from forest and grassland soils.

Abstract
A vast literature describing the response of forest soil leachate to nutrient addition from air pollution has been produced over the last 2 to 3 decades. This has arisen primarily because of concern arising from studies of forest decline and its potential association with such pollution. In this study, the responses of biogeochemical cycles in soils to nutrient additions have been examined in a framework based on Berg et al. (1997). In addition, nutrient additions in rainfall and throughfall were investigated at the study site. The inputs at the site indicate that Ireland suffers less from atmospheric pollution than mainland Europe. However, the nitrogen inputs at Clonegal appear high when compared to some other Irish sites. Throughfall analysis showed enrichment of most of the parameters measured.

In the first experiment, throughfall and enhanced levels of (NH4)2SO4 were added to a forest soil. Leachate analysis showed an increase in the concentration of sulphate and an associated loss of cations such as calcium, magnesium, and potassium. The close relationship between the loss of base cations and the loss of sulphate rather than nitrate was not the result predicted by the Berg et al. scenario. However, increased leaching of aluminium was observed in the treated soil indicating its mobilisation due to increased acidity.

Adding pig slurry to grassland and forest soil showed that pH and the extent to which available ammonium was nitrified determined which cation was leached. Nitrification operated efficiently in grassland soil and the loss of nitrate was balanced by the loss of base cations. However, in forest soil less of the nitrogen was lost as nitrate and the cations leached included large portions of ammonium and potassium rather than, for example, aluminium. Pig slurry contains relatively high concentrations of metals and the amount of zinc leached from an acid forest soil, to which pig slurry has been applied, were significantly higher than from the grassland soil, which had received the same amount of slurry but had a higher pH. The increase was all the more remarkable given that the concentration of mobile anions was far greater in the grassland leachate than in the leachate from the grassland soil.
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Abstract
There is much evidence to suggest that fungus is an important constituent in the diet of Collemobola. While the role of Collemobola in decomposition has not been fully determined it has been shown that grazing on fungi can stimulate fungal respiration and increase litter decomposition. In general Collemobola will consume most foods offered to them but they will show preferences for particular food types. In this study laboratory food preferences tests were carried out on four species of Collemobola using eight species of soil fungi. Although all species showed preferences those on Onychiurus furcifer and Hypogastrura denticulata were the most conclusive. Both of these species ranked a Sterile isolate as their favourite fungus but otherwise differed in their preferences.
Analysis of population growth on three of the fungi: Sterile 4, Tricoderma viride and Oidiodendron griseum showed that while food type did not influence growth in H. denticulata it did have a marked effect on O. furcifer with growth being greater on T. viride. Further observation on O. furcifer showed that when fed on T. viride animals had higher fecundity and reached greater body lengths than on the other two species. Growth and fecundity did not appear to be related to food preferences.
Experiments on competition between O. furcifer and H. denticulata. Fungal type had little influence on the three fungi revealed that in all cases O. furcifer grew to greater numbers than did H. denticulata. Fungal type had little influence on the growth rate of H. denticulata in competition while growth in O. furcifer was influenced to a certain extent.
Radio-labelled fungi were used to determine assimilation rates in each of the three fungal species. Zn65 was used initially but was found to be unsuitable because most of the isotope was stored in a cuticle, which was consumed after each moult. Using P32 as an alternative, assimilation rates were estimated as between 47% and 83% but there was a higher degree of variability within the same species.
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Abstract
Fungal sporophores (for fructifications) are often abundant in woodlands and a total production of 0.24 - 0.49 million sporophores/ha/yr (which is equivalent to 265 - 460 kg/ha/yr fresh weight) was estimated for a plantation of Pinus sylvestris in Scotland (Richardson 1970). Hitherto, study of the fauna of fungal sporophores has focused almost exclusively on assemblages of Coleoptera and Diptera and has generally ignored those of microarthropods, i.e. the Acarina and Collembola. This present work is directed wholly at assemblages of microarthropods from fungal sporophores.

A total of 64,911 microarthropods from 323 species were collected from sporophores of 38 fungus species and 13 litter samples during this study. The very diverse fauna was dominated both in abundance and richness by microphotophagous species which appeared to utilise this resource both as a source of nutrition and as sites for oviposition. Among the fungi Fomes annosus had a particularly rich fauna with 189 species and it alone accounted for 54% of the microarthropods collected in this work. In general, perennial bracket fungi contained a much more abundant and diverse fauna than did the often very ephemeral agarics. Patterns of species abundance and distribution showed no evidence of feeding specifications for particular fungi and the presence of toxic metabolites in certain sporophores appeared to pose no barrier to fungal fauna.

Species are relationships were detected for certain species of fungi and there was a consistency in the identity of species found chiefly on larger sporophores. Multivariate analyses demonstrated that fungi generally did not have characteristic faunas and that the species of fungus was only an important determinant of the composition of microarthropod assemblages when comparing faunas of species differing greatly in size and temporal stability.

Cumulative species-area analysis identified the role of habitat dividedness in facilitating the species diversity of microarthropod assemblages from fungal sporophores which were then structured in a consistently robust nested pattern. The incidence curves for individual species from a range of fungi, differing in temporal stability, suggested the importance of spatio-temporal heterogeneity and interspecific variation in immigration/extinction as determinants of this non-random structure.
timber processing
	*pinus contorta*

**Abstract**

The reasons for testing lodgepole pine are given as:
1. Inventory forecasts for the next 5 years indicate that the sawlog output of lodgepole pine will be a significant amount (between 10% and 15%) of the total output and could be up to 20 and 25% of the output from certain regions;
2. A small amount of lodgepole pine is currently already been converted in the sawmills;
3. A limited amount of testing was carried out in 1969 and 1970 on small clear specimens of lodgepole pine. However, present norms for utilisingany species in structural applications is to derive strength from tests carried out on structural -sized specimens.

The overall objective of this project is to determine the strength properties and set up a database for the visual and mechanical grading of home-grown lodgepole pine.

The objective for the present investigation is to add the bending strength properties of the 125X44 cross-section to the database established in phase 1.

The study's conclusions were:

1. grade out-turns for visual grading based on assessment of knots only, resulted in yields of 14% of GS and 9% of SS if grading for the two grades is done at the same time. This means that the yield for GS alone would be the sum of the two i.e. 23%. The comparable figures from phase 1 were 15.4% of GS, 14.2% of SS and 29.6% for GS on its own.
2. There was no difference in strength between the two visual grades - neither would satisfy even the lowest strength class in EN338
4. The type of breaks tended to be 'brash' in nature. this could be attributed to grain distortion caused by the large knots and a significant occurrence of compressin wood. Special attention to this characteristic may be required when grading.
developed by the European Standards Body, CEN. It is set to become the principal design code for timber structures. It refers to other new standards concerning stress grading, strength classifications, test methods, loadings, terminology etc. The code will impact on the timber industry and on the design of timber structures in Ireland. The new strength classification for timber and assignments of visually graded Irish timber to these strength classes will probably lead to different common trading bands for timber in domestic and export markets.

Eurocode 5 is based on the limit state method of design. This method has been used for the past two decades for concrete and steel design. However, this is a new approach for timber. It is completely different to the permissible stress method that is currently used in BS5268 and SR11. Limit state is a more logical and flexible method of design. Thus it should improve the competitive position of timber in structural applications by permitting more efficient designs. However, the limit state is also far more sophisticated, requiring a more complicated design approach.

The code has been issued as an experimental standard for provisional application by all EU national standards organisations, including NSAI, the National Standards Authority of Ireland. It will remain as an experimental standard until the latter part of 1998, at which time it is likely to be adopted by all EU countries as a full European Standard. However, the use of Eurocode 5 in its current form, is being encouraged for timber design throughout Europe. In this way all the implications of the new code will be demonstrated prior to its full adoption.

Forbairt’s objective in regard to Eurocode 5 is to:
(i) ensure the code can be used for Irish structural timber applications;
(ii) ensure that Irish timber is not excluded from the general construction timber applications;
(iii) where Irish timber is an appropriate material, ensure it is the material of choice of designers, specifiers and builders.
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Abstract Because of the importance and benefits of having reliable data on the durability and life expectancy of home-grown timber, Forbairt has undertaken a long term investigation on the durability of Irish timber in service. This long term investigation in durability and life expectancy of home-grown timbers will also satisfy the latest recommendations by the technical committees in CEN which requires each country to develop its own data base in this area. The project which commenced in 1987 at a site in Glenealy Co. Wicklow. Since that time the experimental site has been maintained and the sample base enlarged by introducing different sample categories and species. The progress of timber deterioration has been recorded regularly each year and this report presents the summary of work carried out in 1996 and the test results to date. The main objectives of the project were:
1. To obtain information on durability and life expectancy of various Irish-grown timber species in above ground conditions (fence rails) and in ground contact (fence posts and stakes);
2. To assess life expectancy of treated and untreated timber;
3. To evaluate the effects of preservatives, and treatment schedules on timber durability.
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**Abstract**
CEN/TC 38 - Wood durability has been monitored and information fed back to the Forest Service on a regular basis. The interpretation of the new European Standards on wood preservation coming from this group has been watched carefully in EU countries, particularly in the United Kingdom. Research work has commenced on the implications for Irish softwoods on high decay risk category situations such as roadside fencing posts. The study concludes:
1. The Working Groups of CEN/TC 38 have been re-structured and now there are five groups ahead of fourteen in the past;
2. The full range of European Standards on wood preservation is not yet in place;
3. The shift from the existing process type specification to the stricter results type is irreversible. This will have a major impact on our preservation sector in Ireland, particularly for timbers in ground contact and other high decay risk situations;
4. An implementation date for the new European Standards, (and now, of course, Irish Standards) has not been agreed. It is expected that considerable confusion will exist during the interim period leading up to full implementation;
5. Interim results on research work on the implications for Irish softwoods used for roadside fencing posts indicates difficulties with resistant species complying with the new regulations.
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Development of hardwood resource properties of hardwood species.

A base line study was carried out on the basic properties of some Irish grown hardwood species. Samples of oak, ash, beech, birch, alder and Spanish chestnut were collected. A range of basic mechanical and physical tests were performed. The results of these tests indicated that the properties were broadly similar to published values for the same species grown in Great Britain.

The relationship between the rate of shrinkage and the moisture content of Irish Sitka spruce.

The perception has arisen among some processors that shrinkage rates in Irish Sitka spruce is relatively more severe at lower moisture contents, although heretofore it has generally been assumed that shrinkage in all species of timber is proportional to the loss of moisture below Fibre Saturation Point (F.S.P.) The study was carried out to determine if there were any grounds for this belief that shrinkage is more severe at low moisture contents.

It was found that the shrinkage/moisture content relationship was essentially linear in both the radial and tangential direction throughout the moisture content range from fibre saturation point at approximately 25% to
Shrinkage in the radial direction was from 1.5% from green to 12% moisture content and 2.8% from green to 0% (oven dry). Shrinkage in the tangential direction was 2.7% from green to 12% moisture content and 5.3% from green to 0%. Any perceived increase in shrinkage is due solely to the greater loss of moisture and not to any increase in the rate of shrinkage, i.e., the shrinkage per 1% moisture content loss was the same throughout the range.

Abstract
A further study on Sitka spruce transmission poles, previously examined in 1988/89, was undertaken. The same methodology was applied as in the first study and the following parameters recorded: Pilodyn measurement at breast height; Hammer test; Visual appearance. No discernible damage or difference in appearance, condition or hardness was noticed as compared to the original inspection. The study concludes that the design life of forty years for the poles will be exceeded, indicating the suitability of Irish grown Sitka spruce, with an appropriate preservative treatment, for this purpose.
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The implications of a new strength classification system, necessitated as a consequence of new European Standard requirements, is a major concern to the interests of Irish grown timbers. The work undertaken by Forbairt staff in facilitating the development of SR 11 to a full Irish standard status, and to facilitate a smooth transition to IS 444 is outlined. This work included an extensive programme of education and training, consultation with construction industry professionals, visits to sawmills, and site inspection.

Abstract
The work of the Timber and Furniture Department in helping to develop and operate a quality system in mills based around the ISO 9002 requirements. This work included: advising companies on means of developing their quality systems to ISO 9002 quality requirements; meetings with sawmill managers; overseeing the installation of quality systems; and monitoring and inspection visits to plants.
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Abstract
This paper summarises recent developments in grading of timber, standards and timber-based products. Recent change in standards are outlined and a brief overview of the following standards is provided: ISS 444 "Use of Structural Timber in Buildings"; SRII "Structural timber for domestic construction"; BS5268; Part 2 "Code of practice for permissible stress design, materials and workmanship"; XIS ENV 1995-1-1- "Eurocode 5". An brief explanation of the various standards for timber grading and strength classes presently in use is also provided. The manner in which timber is graded by strength class is explained, and the various quality certifications are outlined. Samples of the various strength class stamps are provided. The reasons for the development of wood-based panels and recent developments in this area are outlined. The properties of the following wood-based panel products and their development are summarised: plywood; particleboards; OSB; fibrboards; and laminated veneer lumber.
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Abstract
This paper summaries the work of a three year project undertaken to determine the basic physical and strength properties of Irish Sitka spruce that will be available in the future, develop a database upon which future values could be evaluated from a limited test programme, and obtain relevant data for stress testing. The sampling procedure used in study is explained and the various technical terms employed defined. The information obtained from the study will provide enough information to allow the following variations to be ascertained: variations in strength between yield classes; variations of strength between forests within a yield class; and variation of rate of rejections (due to distortion) between yield classes.
Terrestrial amphipods within the family Talitridae have received comparatively little attention. This work is an attempt to gain more knowledge of the biology of this group by studying Arcitalitrus dorrieni (Hunt), a landhopper introduced into Ireland and Britain from Australasia. The distribution of A. dorrieni was mapped and it has been located at a number of new sites in the West of Ireland. Also, two new populations at Rossdohan, Co. Kerry, and Garinish Island, Co. Kerry, were discovered. It is suggested that A. dorrieni arrived in Ireland via Wardian cases, which were used to transport plants to Ireland and Britain in the last century. In Kylemore, Co. Galway, A. dorrieni has a disjunct distribution. It occurred in areas where litter accumulated, though Sitka spruce stands did not appear to offer a favourable habitat. The animal was also found in grassland, in close proximity to a wood and numbers declined as the distance from the wooded area increased. At Tullywee Bridge, a mixed deciduous woodland dominated by Rhododendron ponticum, numbers over 12000 per square metre were recorded. The species has an annual, univoltine reproductive cycle with ovigerous females found throughout the year. Recruitment of juveniles begins in the May-June period with a peak of reproductive activity in August-September. The populations at each site show a bimodal size distribution for most of the year, with a unimodal distribution usually seen in March, April and May. Mortality occurs exponentially, and life-span is 20-22 months. Animals were mature at a smaller size in summer than in winter. A female-biased sex ratio was recorded. Mean fecundity was 5.65 eggs per female and was dependent on female size, egg size and brood stage. A positive correlation between brood volume and fecundity was found and a negative correlation between fecundity and egg size. Brood mortality was 37.5% at Addergoole and 29.8% at Tullywee Bridge. Field growth rates for males and females at Addergoole were 0.01375 mm per day and 0.0183 mm per day respectively. At Tullywee Bridge, growth rates were 0.0154 mm per day and 0.0217 mm per day, respectively. Average P: B rations of 2.49 and 2.93 were calculated for Addergoole and Tullywee Bridge, respectively.
Ireland - France: Exchange of Research Personnel.
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**Abstract**
In studies of the nutrient content of waters leached from soils it is normal that a number of parameters be measured in each sample. The data thus derived are obviously multivariate in nature. Yet, very few attempts have been made to analyse such data using multivariate techniques. The study undertaken during this exchange examined a large dataset using some multivariate techniques in an attempt to determine the major patterns of variation in time and space.

The dataset analysed consisted of the data derived from stage 1 of the CORE project, which was designed to investigate mechanisms of nutrient turnover in forest soils through the use of soil columns treated in various ways and/or transported to sites with different properties of the site of origin in the soil. The analysis of four datasets, comprising data obtained from 'control' soil columns, soil samples, and leachates from the soils at a particular site are described. The data is summarized in the form of scatter diagrams. The analyses show that this technique, called ordination, can be useful in illustrating patterns of variation in nutrient concentration in leachates. In addition, canonical correspondence analysis is shown to be useful in detecting differences between leachates from different soils and provides a method of testing the significance of such differences.

From the point of view of the datasets analysed, several interesting results have been identified using the technique. Changes, over time, in leachate composition from the 'control' site have been described and differences between the leachates from the 'control' and various other samples in the study, and between the leachates from two of the sites from which soil was taken and those from the other sites have been shown to be very significant.
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Abstract
Litterfall data, both for needle litter and total litter were available in all 34 plots in western Europe with mainly Norway spruce and some Sitka spruce as well as on site with Grand fir. Regressions were calculated for needle litterfall. Using all data the best simple relationship was obtained with annual average temperature (R2adj=0.576; p<0.001), latitude with R2adj=0.504; n=34; p<0.001). Annual precipitation also gave a significant relationship. Basal area and stand age were less good predictor variables. For Norway spruce alone site index was the best single predictor (R2=0.612) using available data (n=11). For all data with Norway spruce latitude gave an R2 adj of 0.416. Multiple regression relationships for needle litterfall were highly significant with annual average temperature, plus annual precipitation, plus latitude giving the best value for R2adj with 0.706 explaining about 70% of the needle litterfall. Furthermore there was a highly significant linear relationship between needle litter and 'total' litter, with R2=0.909.
Ireland has gone from 1% of its land under forestry in 1900 to 9% today. Until 1987 most of the planting was undertaken by the State. Since 1987 farmers have played a leading role in new afforestation and farmers now account for about 70% of all planting. The factors which have influenced this increase are: the crisis in agriculture, improved planting grants, a network of demonstration farms, and a pro-active advisory service. However, the most important item is the provision of annual payment for a 20 year period. This payment will be kept competitive with developments in agriculture. However, the Government's targets for the area afforested are not being met as the annual planting rate has been falling since 1995. This decline is due to a number of factors, but in particular the competition from competing European funded agricultural schemes.
Concerns about CO2 emissions have caused renewed interest in biomass electricity in Ireland. A low-investment-cost option is the firing of locally grown short-rotation willow [Salix] in retrofitted Irish peat plants. Various options for such a biomass energy system were evaluated. All steps in the supply chain were integrated in a model and optimized economically. Retrofitting of existing peat plant was compared with building new biomass combustion and gasification plants. All conversion technologies considered are able to co-fire biomass and peat. The study focused on possibilities in the short term. To reflect uncertainties, all costs were presented in ranges. Neither agricultural subsidies nor possible CO2 taxes were included. The lowest cost retrofit option with a proven technology was the conversion of unit 3 of the Lanesborough peat plant into a bubbling fluidized bed. The willow costs at the plant gate ranged between $4.4 and 15/GJLHV and the kWh costs between 7.5 and 21 cents/kWh. The not-yet-proven options of gasification and the retrofit into a whole-tree energy plant showed slightly lower costs. The large ranges in the costs were mainly caused by the difference between the low and high estimation of the willow yields and the farmer's annual income. It can be concluded that in the lowest cost estimate, willow firing in retrofitted Irish peat plants has about the same cost as peat firing. ($4.3/GJLHV and 7.4 cents/kWh) and could, therefore, be a promising option to reduce CO2 emissions in Ireland.
## Abstract
A survey of private woodland owners (including farmers) in the Irish Republic indicated that the main reason for tree planting was to make use of poor land, followed by forestry being the most economic use of the land. Some 90% of the owners sampled said that production of timber for sale was an objective for their woodland, but many had other objectives as well including the production of timber for domestic use, family recreation and landscape uses. Nearly half of the owners used outside contractors for all decision making and work concerning their forests and many said that they would like to receive some form of training in forest management.
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### Abstract
A study was carried out to determine the range of cotyledon size, shape, venation pattern and anatomy in Faidherbia albida and 3 subgenera (Acacia, Aculeiferum and Heterophyllum) of Acacia, represented by 152 species. In addition, the extent to which cotyledon characteristics may help resolve the interrelationships of the subgenera, their status and their relationship to Faidherbia was assessed. The data confirm that cotyledons in Leguminosae [Fabaceae] provide a complex of characters that correlate with and reinforce taxonomic grouping, and demonstrate their potential contribution to elucidating particular taxonomic problems. In the context of the Acacieae, the cotyledons provide evidence in support of the amalgamation of the Acacieae and Ingeae, of the separation of Faidherbia from Acacia, and of the recognition of subgenera Acacia, Aculeiferum and Heterophyllum as separate groups, although it is considered that they do not indicate the status of these groups or provide information of use in their subdivision.
Hydrochemical sampling was carried out over 2 yr at 47 sites on upland soft-water streams in County Wicklow, eastern Ireland. The sites were on 33 rivers in catchments of <20 km², and the waters were typical trout nursery streams. Vegetation cover ranged from open moorland to closed canopy plantation forestry (maximum 45.8%). The majority of the sites were around neutral during dry weather but became episodically acidic during heavy or prolonged rainfall. Sensitive sites were characterized by low alkalinity (<200 æeq/litre) and low non-marine hardness (<120 æeq/litre) values and high levels of natural acidity (DTOC). These sensitive, naturally acidic waters were shown to be susceptible to acid inputs from forestry. The high acidity levels associated with some afforested catchments were attributed to inputs of sulfates, nitrates and hydrological factors.
The influence of land use and physico-chemical factors on stream macroinvertebrates was analysed at 15 sites over a 2-year period in a single conifer-afforested catchment in Cork in the Irish Republic, in an area subject to very low levels of atmospheric pollution. Macroinvertebrate assemblages were classified using 2-way indicator species analysis into 5 major groupings that were related to distance from headwaters and land use. Trends in macroinvertebrate community composition were related to changes in physico-chemical and biotic characteristics of the river and its tributaries using canonical correspondence analysis. Local ecological factors (e.g. acid water, moss, shading or agricultural runoff), longitudinal trends in stream physico-chemistry (related to distance from headwaters, geology and land use) and season (related to life history patterns of the invertebrates) were the explanatory variables of spatio-temporal patterns in macroinvertebrate community composition in the catchment. Spatial variation in macroinvertebrate density, taxon richness, diversity and evenness was investigated in relation to environmental characteristics of the study sites using Spearman's rank correlation, principal components analysis and stepwise multiple regression. Invertebrate density and richness increased with distance from the headwater and associated increases in pH, water hardness and nutrients. Macroinvertebrate density and richness also increased with increasing moss weight. Invertebrate diversity and evenness increased with shading of the channel. The increase in macroinvertebrate density and richness and changes in community composition were particularly marked over a relatively short (1.2 km) distance in one tributary, and were concurrent with a rapid increase in stream pH of 1.7 units. Although macroinvertebrate communities at conifer-afforested sites were not impoverished in the same way as those in some other parts of Europe, they differed from the communities found above and below the plantation. This appeared to be owing to the primary importance of local ecological factors and the effect that the longitudinal position of these forest sites within the river system had on their physico-chemical and biotic nature.
In this study the potential for energy production in Ireland from one renewable source, agricultural and forest biomass, is considered. The report examines the options for the production of liquid bio-fuels in the form of vegetable oil methyl esters or ethanol and electricity and/or heat production from energy crops or by-products. The use of waste or residue materials is the most likely way to minimise the cost of raw material procurement, the biggest cost item.

The use of wood industry residues for heat generation is likely to expand rapidly with the growth of the board processing industry. Forest residues are available in large volume, and every effort should be made to develop systems for their exploitation. The use of animal manure and arable crops to produce energy are also considered. Exploitation of these wastes would increase energy production from biomass to three times its present level, and bring it to about 2.4% of primary energy demand. This would also achieve a CO2 abatement of about 1.2Mt, about two-thirds of the overall target for all renewable energies in the ALTENER programme.

Further expansion of energy production from agricultural and forest biomass will require that energy crops begin to play a role. For this to happen, the costs of energy crop production and processing will need to be substantially reduced. Changes in land use policies will also be required, to reduce competition between food and non-food enterprises, and to provide long-term stability for energy crop productions. The environmental benefits and employment potential of a biomass-energy industry will also need to be reflected in the support available for the establishment and processing of energy crops.
Broadleaves account for about 10% of the total forest land in Ireland (47,000 ha.) and beech accounts for about 12%, or over 5,700 hectares of the broadleaf forest. About 68% of the broadleaf forest is privately owned. Beech grows in most parts of the country and tolerates exposure more than most other broadleaf species. Typical rotation lengths for beech in Ireland are between 110 and 130 years. Old plantations of beech have suffered from negative selection management which have reduced the number of high quality individuals. Nursery records show that home collected seed is the most commonly used seed source. Seed has also been imported from Germany, Austria, Italy, Romania, Denmark and Czechoslovakia. Essentially no scientific provenance recommendations are available for Irish conditions. Agricultural reforms resulting from the European Community’s Common Agricultural Policy agreement will release about one million hectares of marginal agricultural land, some of which will become available for forestry.
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Abstract  
A morphological and molecular characterisation of phenotypically elite oaks (Quercus robur L.) which were estimated as 220 years old was undertaken to test the utility of molecular tools to examine the genetic origin of the stand. The 11 trees shared many excellent characteristics in tree form. Quantitatively, DBH ranged from 104 cm to 126.5 cm and stem height from 10 m to 25.5m. The molecular analysis using microsatellites for nine genetic loci was on five trees. It concluded that the trees were not closely related. This small sample showed many polymorphisms and much heterozygosity. Loci AG16 and AG9 showed 9 and 8 different alleles respectively while loci AG1/2 and AG15 displayed 3 and 5 alleles among the five trees. At least two trees had a three-band profile for some loci indicating potential triploidy. The historical records of the estate refers to one elite tree in 1837 and the detail of its description suggests it may correspond to one extant today. It also suggests an active silvicultural management and the practice of coppicing with standards. Such management may have resulted from in this excellent stand by conversion of a natural woodland in stages starting with coppice, leading to coppice with standards, then to high forest and ultimately to a parkland stand.
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The Project Forest resource pack was produced as part of a year-long project aimed at teaching young people about all aspects of trees and forestry, and their environmental and economic role in Irish life. Project Forest is structured around six 5-lesson modules that can run over the complete educational year. The project's modular breakdown is as follows: 1. Introduction; 2. The life of trees and forests; 3. Past and future of trees and Forests; 4. Wood enterprise; 5. Forests and the environment; 6. The virtual forest - involves planning and managing a virtual forest on the computer. Each module includes student activity sheets and questions for students to consider. There are a large number of illustrations and photographs and detailed descriptions of various types of silvicultural, harvesting, processing and forest planning activity. Woodland habitats and the role forests play in the environment are also dealt with in depth. The modules are also available on CD ROM. A web site has been designed as part of the project - http://www.projectforest.com.
Abstract
This review seeks to illustrate important developments in tissue culture of poplars and to emphasize their applications for improvement of this important timber crop. Notes on the importance of the tree, its distribution and classification are provided. Most poplar species of economic importance have been cultured in vitro and a diverse range of techniques have been applied for their propagation. The following in vitro approaches to propagation are described: Meristem culture and micropropagation; Regeneration in explants and calli; Callus, cell and protoplast culture; Haploidy and genetic transformation; Genetic stability and mutagenesis; and Conservation and germplasm. The author concludes that in vitro techniques will be used more extensively in future for a diverse range of applications aimed at improving tree culture. Micropropagation will be used more extensively for introduction of new hybrids and propagation of high-yielding clones which present difficulties with conventional propagation. The availability of sterile plants from micropropagation has facilitated the study and synthesis of ectomycorrhizas on poplar under completely sterile conditions. The production of haploids on a routine basis should provide useful inbred lines for crossing and production of new clones with hybrid vigour. Although mutation breeding of poplar has not been used extensively, this system is particularly useful when combined with in vitro methods and poplar is particularly well suited in its application. Among deciduous trees, the genus Populus should prove most valuable for the application of recombinant DNA technology. Rapid growth rates and ease of vegetative propagation will greatly facilitate evaluation and dissemination of genetic transformants respectively. In addition application of recombinant DNA technology to poplars will be valuable for obtaining an understanding of gener regulation and the small size of the poplar genome will greatly facilitate this process.
Roots were excavated from 31 elite mature trees and cuttings were cultivated in compost for the production of shoot suckers as sources of buds for in vitro establishment. Only 14 of the 31 clones gave buds/shoots in 100% of root cuttings and 8 clones failed to produce buds/shoots. Sucker production within clones was variable giving from 4 to 59 bud/shoots per 100 cm of root cutting. In addition each clone responded variably in different years and seasons. The use of buds from root suckers of mature trees was superior to using forced crown buds in terms of bud sterility, bud viability and clone viability in vitro. For culture initiation, the results obtained using buds from root suckers were similar to those from juvenile trees.
Twelve commercial clones of poplar were cultured in vitro from meristem tips (0.3-0.5 mm diameter), shoot tips (4-6 mm long). Shoot-producing cultures were obtained from 4, 32 and 70% of meristem tips, shoot tips and nodal segments within 12, 6 and 4 weeks respectively. The genotype of cultures had a greater influence on development of shoot-producing cultures than medium composition. Cultivars Max/Ber and Oxford had the highest rates of establishment in culture and subsequent shoot proliferation, while P. tacamahaca, P. trichocarpa and cv. Robusta exhibited very low rates of establishment and low vigour in vitro. Shoot tip development was best on agar-solidified medium whereas liquid medium resulted in vitrification. Higher rates of axillary shoot production from established cultures were obtained with benzyladenine or zeatin than with 2-isopentenyladenine. Reducing the benzyladenine concentration from 4.4 to 1.1 micromoles, increased the production of elongated shoots suitable for rooting.

Advanced and conventional methods and vegetative propagation of selected lines in oak and cherry.
Abstract
Oak and wild cherry (Prunus avium) are important broadleaved species. In this study superior trees were identified and conserved by grafting. Methods for the large scale propagation of selected trees were evaluated using the technology of micropropagation. For oak shoot cultures could be established from mature oaks but their propagation rate was too low and difficult for practical application. With wild cherry micropropagation is a feasible option for large scale production of selected material. Genetic fingerprinting technology was developed and applied to oaks. The study shows that all material propagated vegetatively from oak was genetically similar to the original donor tree. Furthermore genetic fingerprinting was used to analyse a unique stand of elite oaks in Co. Westmeath and determined that the selected trees were not closely related to each other. The analysis of genetic fingerprints of 16 elite oaks also showed that five of them had an unusual pattern of DNA and one tree was identified as a rare triploid tree.
Abstract

This paper traces the history of forestry development in Ireland and examines the role of broadleaves in that development. Research into broadleaved silviculture has been quite limited. A recently established research programme aims to identify and develop genetically superior regeneration material for tree species used in planting programmes. The process of registering seed stands, beginning in the 1970s, and subsequent oak, ash, beech and birch provenance trials are described. Current broadleaf improvement programmes, including the selection of phenotypically superior (plus trees) under the EU ECLAIR programme, and the reselection of some of these trees as part of the British Hardwoods Improvement Programme, are described.
Parameter estimation of nonlinear growth models in forestry.

Partial derivatives of the negative exponential, monomolecular, Mitcherlich, Gompertz, logistic, Chapman-Richards, von Bertalanffy, Weibull and Richard's nonlinear growth models are presented. The application of these partial derivatives in estimating the model parameters is illustrated. The parameters are estimated using the Marquardt iterative method of nonlinear regression relating top height to age of Norway spruce (Picea abies L.) from the Bowmont Norway Spruce Thinning Experiment. Formulas that provide good initial values of the parameters are specified. Clear definitions of the parameters of the nonlinear models in the context of the system being modelled are found to be critically important in the process of parameter estimation.

Remarkable trees.

Partial derivatives of the negative exponential, monomolecular, Mitcherlich, Gompertz, logistic, Chapman-Richards, von Bertalanffy, Weibull and Richard's nonlinear growth models are presented. The application of these partial derivatives in estimating the model parameters is illustrated. The parameters are estimated using the Marquardt iterative method of nonlinear regression relating top height to age of Norway spruce (Picea abies L.) from the Bowmont Norway Spruce Thinning Experiment. Formulas that provide good initial values of the parameters are specified. Clear definitions of the parameters of the nonlinear models in the context of the system being modelled are found to be critically important in the process of parameter estimation.
Abstract
Progress in the Tree Register of Ireland programme, which aims to compile a central database of Ireland's remarkable trees, is outlined. The 'champion trees' of each species are identified and recorded. The identification of these trees will help the process of targeting trees for Tree Preservation Orders.

Abstract
The current state of basketmaking and the condition of willow stands in Ireland are described. It is only recently that the industry has enjoyed a small reversal in its long-term decline, but the growing of willows in Ireland is unlikely to be profitable for some time. The various harvesting methods employed in surviving willow stands is described. Sites for willow growing need to be on well drained fertile land. Instructions on planting techniques and the most suitable species of willow to use are included.
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**Abstract**
This article compares: (i) family farm income per hectare from agricultural enterprises with that from a forest enterprise; (ii) total EU direct transfer payments per hectare for various agricultural enterprises with forestry premium payments over time; and (iii) the benefits of afforestation on small farm with large farms. A number of examples of farms of varying sizes are presented and the economic advantage which their owners would enjoy by afforesting part of their land is outlined. A number of factors are examined, including the amount accruing to the farmers from EU direct transfer payments. It will be difficult to resolve the demand for land needed to benefit from direct EU payments, and that required to achieve the planting targets as set out in the Government’s strategic plan for forestry. It is not clear how this ‘land use dilemma’ can be resolved.
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**Abstract**
A project aimed at improving the form of Irish birch, leading to the production of source of quality seed, is described. The ultimate aim of the project is to identify populations and families which are genotypically superior, to identify environmental factors influencing birch form and growth rate, to develop silvicultural protocol and to establish a birch timber industry in Ireland. The various stages involved in this programme are outlined as follows: defining the desired characteristics of quality Irish birch; locate areas, stands and individuals with these desired traits; the creation of an indoor seed orchard; the setting up of field trials to determine which are the most suitable genotypes for quality timber production.
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As a result of rigorous control measures, and good forest management, the proportion of forest area affected by Fomes decay is lower in Ireland than in countries, <5% of the forested area. The most common form of infection is through stumps. The spread of the disease through ectotrophic growth is described. Control of the fungus can be achieved through sound silvicultural practices, correct site selection or biological control by using a competing, but non-pathogenic, fungus called Phlebiopsis gigantea. The development and current application of chemical controls are outlined, urea being the most common chemical used. Rotations of resistant species, especially deciduous tree species, is quite effective at minimising the spread of the fungus.
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Abstract
As a result of rigorous control measures, and good forest management, the proportion of forest area affected by Fomes decay is lower in Ireland than in countries, <5% of the forested area. The most common form of infection is through stumps. The spread of the disease through ectotrophic growth is described. Control of the fungus can be achieved through sound silvicultural practices, correct site selection or biological control by using a competing, but non-pathogenic, fungus called Phlebiopsis gigantea. The development and current application of chemical controls are outlined, urea being the most common chemical used. Rotations of resistant species, especially deciduous tree species, is quite effective at minimising the spread of the fungus.
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Fungi play a hugely important role within all ecosystems particularly in nutrient recycling and in the decomposition of dead organic matter. Cellulase, the enzyme needed to breakdown cellolose, is found only in fungi and other microbes. Fungi are also vital to the survival of soil animals, such as mites and springtails which feed on the litter and break it into smaller pieces. Mycorrhizae fungi live in association with the tree roots and act as nutrient capture agencies for trees. The main types of wood-rotting fungi are outlined. These are: white rots; brown rots; and, soft rots. Heart rots, such as fomes, are the primary cause of decay in mature forests and use a number of different routes to attack trees. The most effective counter to heart rot infection, apart from rotation of different species, is the application of a urea solution to freshly cut stumps.
Forests can exert both direct and indirect influences on the soils in which they are planted. One direct influence is the drastic change in the amount of soil water available. While trees hold nutrients longer than agricultural produces, the nutrients the soil receives via tree litter may exceed the immobilised nutrients. While forests act as natural filters for the atmosphere and clean of pollutants, they can also increase the acidity of soil and streams by concentrating pollutants. The physical characteristics of soil which must be considered prior to afforestation include: moisture content, soil texture, soil depth, nutrient content, and pH status. The main soil types used in Irish forestry are listed and their characteristics briefly outlined. These are: brown earths, brown podzolics, grey brown podzols, podzols, gleys, and peats.

Abstract
The pine wood nematode (Bursaphelenchus xylophilus) is a virulent forest pest and has caused damage to pine
forests in several parts of the world. It is introduced to trees by the Long Horn beetle and the presence of this species is an important indicator for those working to quarantine the nematode. Kiln drying is the only really effective way of ensuring that a consignment of timber is free of the pest. Different strains of the species have different levels of pathogenicity and, as part of an EU sponsored programme, the authors are using molecular biology techniques to identify genes that confer virulence or pathogenicity on the nematode. The long term aim is the development of strains in which these genes were suppressed, and to breed trees which would be resistant to the nematode.
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**Address of author**
Department of Botany, University College Dublin, Belfield, Dublin 4
The author describes a study of the patterns of gene expression in juvenile and adult oak in a project aimed at identifying the genes responsible for the change from juvenile to adult phase in Irish oak. Clonal propagation of oak in the adult phase is virtually impossible. It is necessary to identify those genes which are expressed in both the juvenile and adult phases of development. The study accumulated a small collection of genes which were expressed selectively in adult or juvenile tissue. Using cloned DNA probes to test shoots from tissue cultured oak explants, it was found that the only tissue on the adults that showed juvenile properties was the root collar. The authors conclude that the most efficient way to clonally propagate oak from elite stocks is to fell and use the stump shoots as a source of propagation material.
intensity is not as important an issue as in conifers. Various methods of thinning broadleaves are outlined. The most effective approaches to thinning larch, Sitka spruce and oaks are outlined. Guidelines on the frequency of thinning most suited to the age of the stand are provided.
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Abstract
A trial was established in Castlearchadale, County Fermanagh as part of a programme to select clonal mixtures aimed at reducing the impact of Melampsora epitea var. epitea on short rotation willow coppice grown for energy production. Twenty clones were selected for the trial and records kept at 14 day intervals, from establishment, of rust infection and development throughout the growing season and also of survival and clonal vigour. These records demonstrated that there was a reduction in disease levels for medium/high levels of rust when when the affected clone was included in a mixture. The effects of mixtures on yield was also recorded and when 5 or 10 clones were included in a mixture there was a positive yield response.
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Disease management in Salix grown as a renewable energy source.

Abstract
Willow (Salix spp.) has considerable potential as a short rotation coppice crop, particularly as a source of renewable energy. Diseases, especially rusts, are a major limitation to the growth of several clones. Two species of rust have been identified. Melampsora epitea var. epitea and M. caprearum. Melampsora epitea var. epitea is the most common with up to eight pathovars being present in the rust population. Rust has a large effect on the growth and yield of susceptible clones. While the disease can be controlled using chemicals, this approach is unacceptable. Alternative methods of control include growing willows in polyclonal stands to reduce the build-up of the pathogen during the growing season. A hyperparasitic anatagonist has been found associated with rust pustules on some clones.
Research work on short rotation willow coppice began at the Northern Ireland Horticultural and Plant Breeding Station in 1974 and as a normal development of this work the first of three large scale semi-commercial plots were established in 1987. A total of 10.0 ha was planted in three consecutive years at the Department of Agriculture's Grassland Experimental Centre at Castle Archdale, County Fermanage. This area was established under contract to the then Department of Energy's Energy Technology Support Unit. Each site was a minimum of 3.0 ha and harvesting was scheduled on a three year cycle and from previous work it was estimated that a minimum of 72 tonnes of dry matter would be harvested annually from 1990 onwards.

In the situation where these large scale plots were being grown it was a high priority that some practical end use should be found for the product. From the beginning of the programme this area of utilisation had been considered a priority area for investigation and various options had been investigated including direct combustion. Since experience with direct combustion had been obtained and prohibitive capital costs were reported of its application in small scale combined heat and power systems gasification allied to electricity generation was identified as a potential conversion technology. A 100kW (e) downdraught gasifier system linked to a dual fuel gas/diesel engine and induction generator is described. Firstly wood chip quality produced a materials flow problem leading to erratic operation and uneven gasflow. This problem has been analysed and solutions proposed. Secondly an increasing pressure drop across the combustion zone resulted in reduced gas flow and lower reaction temperatures. This has necessitated a re-design of the aspirating fan for the gasifier and data is presented indicating a successful resolution of this problem.
A number of potential systems for the conversion of agricultural crops, by-products or wastes to fuel in the form of liquid, solid or gas, or electricity are examined. Conventional forestry, saw-milling residues and short-rotation forestry could be burned to meet local heating needs, to generate electricity, or in CHP plants to supply both heat and electricity. Miscanthus may be attractive for this purpose given its high dry matter yields, but little is known to date about its moisture at harvest or the problems of storing/drying to meet a year-round demand.
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<td>Abstract</td>
<td>The background to the establishment of a research programme investigated in the production of energy from short rotation willow coppice biomass is described. The various stages are listed and described as follows: land preparation; species selection; varietal selection and planting density evaluation; and, harvesting interval evaluation. Present research and development comprises the following issues: varietal selection and evaluation; diseases of willow, particularly foliar rust; fertilisation and nutrient cycling; and utilisation. A number of developments associated with environmental issues, on which future research will be focused, are identified. These are: varietal selection; pests and diseases of willow; fertilisation and nutrient cycling; bioremediation; and, utilisation.</td>
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Abstract
The study's objective was to investigate the complementary contribution that the production and conversion of short rotation coppice willow, as renewable energy source, has to offer agriculture and the small community based factory unit of the two contributing companies. Short rotation coppice exploits the ability of some native deciduous wood species, which have vigorous juvenile growth to resprout from harvested stumps. 10-12 dry tonnes of wood can be produced annually from a well managed coppice system, harvested on a three year cycle. On-going research within the Department of Agriculture for Northern Ireland is addressing a range of topics including nutrition, clonal selection, disease control and end product utilisation. Short rotation coppice offers the greatest potential source of renewable energy and as a carbon dioxide neutral fuel, addresses the major issue of reducing the atmospheric loading of greenhouse gases. There are a number of routes which can be considered for the conversion of short rotation willow coppice wood chip into useable heat and electrical energy. This study focuses on small scale downdraft gasification for combined heat and power systems. The purpose was to identify the financial benefits a 100kW (e) heat and power system would confer on the various energy use profiles across the range of sites. A wide range of factors will influence the productivity of short rotation coppice in the study area, but set-aside offers the most immediate opportunity for economic success for this crop. When establishment and production costs were computed and the capital and running costs included, generation costs ranging from 9.48 p/kW to 10.86 p/kW emerged from the model. Significant reductions in electrical unit costs can be achieved with extended operating hours.
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Abstract
This report for the Department of Agriculture Northern Ireland provides estimates of the costs of generating electricity from short rotation willow coppice using the RECAP computer model. Wood fuelled gasifier
technology at four scales of operation, 100kWe, 1 MWe, 5 MWe and 10 MWe, were chosen by DANI for this study, as were 8 and 15% rates of return on capital for the power generation projects. The cost estimates are broken down to give capital costs and costs per kWh per for major cost items. Equipment running hours and annual fuel consumptions are also given. A discount rate of 8% is used for all agricultural equipment and buildings. The results from this project show that improvements in technologies for fuel production and conversion to electricity will produce significant reductions in the cost of electricity generated from willow coppice in the near future.
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The production and use of energy from short rotation coppice willow is described in the context of small farms with a declining farm income and where conventional production is largely from dairying, beef and sheep production. The appropriate technology for the conversion of the willow crop is small-scale (100-250 kW of electricity capacity) downdraft gasification. The development of dispersed generation facilities, as combined heat and power units, is particularly appropriate in Northern Ireland.

Costs are presented for the establishment of coppice plantations and for the production of energy at farm level. The energy generation costs emphasise the importance of maximising generation time. Even where these parameters are optimised, costs for generated power are only marginally economic and there is a need to consider dual uses for established coppice to offset production costs. In this context the use of the coppice in the bioremediation of municipal waste water from water treatment works or in the management of leachate from a landfill site is examined. Here the production of energy is secondary to the primary aim of treating waste water with high concentrations of nitrates and phosphates and potentially containing heavy metals.
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Abstract
Short rotation coppice willow as a renewable source of energy offers a viable alternative crop on land no longer required for food production within the EU and as a carbon dioxide neutral energy source also addresses the global issue of stabilising CO2 emissions. The development of a small scale combined heat and power plant using downdraft gasification and its deployment is described from installation through to commercialization. Future opportunities within a rural-based manufacturing industry in Northern Ireland are also addressed.
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Abstract
This paper describes an attempt to quantify the effect of rust on coppiced willow stands in Northern Ireland and to compare its activity on a range of clones currently being grown in the region. A number of fungicide treatment trials are described. The results of the experiment showed that effectiveness of the chemicals used in reducing rust depended to a large extent on weather. The various methods used to detect the amount of rust are described. In the second experiment differences in the appearance and behaviours of the pathogen on different clones were examined.

The effect of rust on growth, yield and development of willow is difficult to quantify. For instance, with some clones leaf loss is indicative of damage caused by the disease, while other clones recover fully from leaf loss and suffer no long-term effects. Some clones endure heavy leaf loss with light infections, while other suffer minimal leaf loss.

Assessment of rust levels also causes difficulties as the rust load on an individual shoot can change drastically in a short time.
fertiliser should be avoided. The major design considerations at the individual plantation leave are density of planting, headlands/rides, and the use of mixture to lessen vulnerability to pest and disease attack.

**Abstract**

A review is given of the use of clonal mixtures in the development of disease control strategies in short rotation coppice willow in Northern Ireland. Salix burjatica 'Korso' had been grown successfully for over 10 years when, in 1985, Melampsora epitea var. epitea caused serious problems. Although fungicides were effective, their use was not practical for environmental and economic reasons. Therefore in 1987 large scale field experiments were initiated to investigate the use of clonal mixtures as a disease control strategy. Increased yields were consistently recorded from mixed stands when compared to either the mean yield of component clones or the individual yields of any of the component clones grown in monoculture. Part of this increased yield was due to a reduction in the impact of rust disease. Investigations are currently being conducted on the effect of number of clones within a mixture, the best clones to use and the optimum planting density. It is essential that there is a range of susceptibilities to M. epitea var. epitea pathotypes within the components of the mixture.
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Work on short-rotation coppice as an alternative and renewable energy source began in Northern Ireland in the mid-1970s, prompted by the massive rise in oil prices during the period. Although in the short run oil prices have dropped in real terms, interest in short rotation coppice willow has been sustained because of the potential role it has in the development of agriculture, particularly in marginal areas. This is particularly relevant in the current situation of over production of a wide range of agricultural commodities within the European Community and the moves to reduce Government support in the form of farm and export subsidies.

Although Salix cultivars have yielded in excess of 30 tonnes dry matter per ha. annually under experimental conditions, it is considered that 10-12 tonnes dry matter per ha. is a sustainable commercial yield. Melampsora spp. rust has emerged as one of the most important factors limiting the development of fungicide for rust control is not a possibility. Consequently, other disease control strategies have to be established. The main focus of this work is in the selection, for suitability for coppice application, of the widening range of genetic material becoming available from breeding programmes in Canada, Sweden and Finland with a view to their incorporation into mixed stands.

End product utilisation is considered a priority area for investigation if short-rotation-coppice is to make a contribution to land use and the development of agriculture in marginal areas. Currently two potential end uses are being investigated: firstly fractionation - to produce cellulose for paper manufacture, hemi-cellulose for the production of molasses and lignin for further processing into other industrial chemicals, and secondly the simultaneous generation of heat and power using gasification - 'combined heat and power.'
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Abstract
This paper provides an overview of the workings of the Lovain-Martin downdraught gasifier based combined heat and power plant at Enniskillen. The process of gasification is explained the Lovain-Martin gasifier described. An account is provided of the installation and use of the gasifier and the type of problems encountered, those associated with the fuel and its characteristics and those associated with the operation of the plant.
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Abstract
Growing willow in mixed or polyclonal stands can result in significant increases in growth and dry matter yield. One of the factors contributing to these increases is the effect of reducing the onset, build up and impact of disease. The purpose of the experiments described here was to quantify the effect of polyclonal plantings on growth, yield and disease in large scale willow coppice plantings on two sites. The results of the experiments showed that all clones increased growth and dry matter yield when grown in polyclonal plots. In polyclonal
plots disease was recorded later than in monoclonal plots. Disease build up, as measured by % leaf infection, was more rapid in monocultural plots in the early parts of the season, at which stage, leaf fall produced an apparent reduction in disease levels.
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### Abstract
The benefits of growing Salix spp. as a short rotation coppice in polyclonal (mixed) stands as compared to monoclonal stands are described. Increased yields are obtained from the polyclonal stands when compared to either the mean yield of component clones or the individual yields of any of the component clones grown in monoculture. Different component clones contribute different degrees to the increased yield. Salix viminalis Bowles Hybrid and S. Burjatica Germany showed the greatest positive response. In contrast, S. dasyclados performed poorly in polyclonal stands, both in stool survival and in growth of individual shoots. Some of the reasons for the improved growth in polyclonal plots and their practical benefits are discussed and recommendations made.
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Clonal mixtures of Salix - a control measure for rust.

Abstract
Willow grown in short rotation coppice can be used as a renewable energy source. However, disease caused by Melampsora epitea var. epitea can be a severely limiting factor on its productivity. Populations of this pathogen in N. Ireland have been shown to be composed of at least fourteen pathogens. Pathotype composition was influenced by time, age and clone. Fungicides were unacceptable to control disease, therefore the use of clonal mixtures was employed as an alternative strategy. When grown in mixtures the onset of disease was delayed, its build up slowed and final levels reduced. This was reflected in increased yield. Current work investigating the effect of planting density and increasing mixture density indicates that neither have a major impact on disease.

Interaction of Willow (Salix) clones growing in mixtures

Abstract
Many willow clones now been grown in short rotation coppice are susceptible to a disease caused by Melampsora epitea var. epitea. This paper describes an assessment of a disease control strategy using clonal mixtures. The results of the experiment show that, along with greater resistance to disease, mixing clones also
has a significant impact on vigour.
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**Abstract**
The objective of this study was to identify the correct size of planting stock for Japanese larch, Douglas fir and ash to maxise growth and survival in the forest. The plants chosen for the study were all grown at the Coillte nursery in Ballintemple and planted in typical afforestation sites. The overall conclusion from these trials is that when plants are graded into size classes from within the normal range of plants produced by nurseries, there is little difference in growth and survival in the field for the various size classes for all the species tested.
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Sitka spruce planting stock: does size make a difference?
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This study was designed to test the growth and survival on three typical afforestation sites of Sitka graded into a number of size classes. The study also examined survival and growth of the various classes 'hot planted' in early January after cold storage planted in May. The study concluded that the size of Sitka spruce has little effect on the survival or growth of plants in the field. The exception is on harsh sites where plants over 60 cm tall and those 20-30 cm tall have poorer survival.
the crowns of 441 trees distributed throughout 22 plots in Ireland. Mean percent defoliation and discolouration in the 1998 survey was 15.4% and 5.0% respectively. This represents a disimprovement of greater than two percent points for both defoliation and discolouration, between the 1997 and 1998 surveys. For the three species represented in the survey (Sitka spruce, Norway spruce and lodgepole pine), Norway spruce had the greatest defoliant levels, while discolouration was greatest in Sitka spruce. Exposure was the greatest single cause of damage, which is consistent with observations made in most years of the survey. There was a considerable increase in instances of observed aphid damage in the 1998 survey, up from 1% of trees affected in the 1997 survey, to greater than 14% in the 1998 survey. Damage due to air pollution was not recorded on any tree in the survey. A discussion of results between 1989 and 1998 is also presented in this information note. Defoliation and discolouration scores in the 1998 survey were lower than in the 10-year average between 1989 and 1998.
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**Abstract**
The objective of this study was to find a suitable replacement dye for Rhodamine Red, which has been used to check whether stumps have been treated with urea. Ten potentially suitable candidate dyes were selected for testing at four concentrations ranging from 0.01% to 1%. These ten dyes belonged to two groups of dyes, five acid dyes and five basic dyes. The first set of tests, carried out in the laboratory on malt agar, established that none of the dyes, at any of the concentrations tested, interfered with the inhibitions of 20% urea upon the growth of H. annosum. Field durability trials determined that basis dyes were highly visible at both high (1%) and low (0.01%) concentrations, while acid dyes were only visible at high concentrations. The basis dyes remained visible on stumps for at least thirty days after application. The durability of dyes under wet conditions was determined from simulated rainfall trials. In these trials, Sitka spruce (Picea sitchensis (Bong.) Carr.) discs were treated with a 20% solution of urea and dye. Under the first simulated showering test the tree discs were painted before being exposed to heavy simulated rainfall. In the second test, the discs were painted during showering. Only dye/concentration combinations which were visible following the field durability tests were included in these trials. The findings of these trials were that only four dyes were visible following the second of these showering trials. These four dyes were all basic dyes and are recommended for use in stump treatment, at 0.01% concentration. Acid dyes may remain visible at higher concentrations and under less stringent testing conditions. The use of acid dyes may be favoured in the future should a problem arise over the use of basic dyes.
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In 1975 a series of Sitka spruce provenance trials including 67 provenances covering the entire species distribution was established throughout Ireland. In the winter of 1993-94 selected provenances in 6 of the trials were measured. The results demonstrate that more southerly provenances of southern Washington and northern Oregon are the most productive for use under Irish conditions. Southern Oregon provenances are even more productive, but further testing on a larger-scale is necessary before recommendations can be made on the use of this material. There results substantiate the conclusions drawn from measurements made when these trials were 9 years old. The use of southern Washington and northern Oregon provenances produce at least 15% greater volume than the widely used QCI provenance.